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PREFACE. 

THE general design and object of the author in the public
ation of this volume will be explained in the introductory 
chapter; where also will be presented a few well-known 
examples tending to show that what professes to be. 
truth has been generally regarded with indifference, if 
not with opposition, upon its first introduction. 

A similar principle is applica'ble to astral science, be
cause, although it has been known to the world for mauv 
centuries, it is to this day a sealed book so far as concerns 
the majority of mankind. The position of the astrologer 
in the present day is truly peculiar: he is an animal sui 
generis-ridiculed, yet feared-courted, and yet shunned. 
Perhaps, out of every ten persons who happen to peruse 
this volume, nine of the number will consider it in an un
favourable light, aud probably they will pity the author 
for putting forth such a delusive work. " Poor fellow ! 
why, he cannot even spell his science correctly; it should 
be ass-trology, not astrology!" these worthies may say. 
So be it. If No. 10 should be gifted with ordinary 
" causality," and have sufficient patience to wade through 
300 post octavo pages, let him "read, mark, and inwardly 
digest," and this will suffice. 

It is interesting to observe the kind of objections which 
were made in the time of the great master of astral science, 
Ptolemy; and to compare such objections, generally erro
neously based, with those made now-a-days. 

Ptolemy seems fully to have appreciated the various 
objections made of late year11 against the science, whether 
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the same he upon the ground that it is entirely delusive, 
or th_at it is not delusive, but based upon truth, yet dan
gerous in practice, as calculated to favour ideas of fatality, 
&c., and generally to be attended with evil effects. The 
opening chapters of Ptolemy's "Tetrabiblos "-a book 
which will be fully referred to in a snbsequtnt chapter
completely meet these ordinary objections; and such will 
appear to be the case by reference to the following extracts 
from the work above m'entioned. 

First, as to the possibility of prescience, he observes
" By the constitution of the ambient, even at the time 

of any individual's primary conformation, the general 
quality of that individmu's temperament may be perceived, 
and the corporeal shape and mental capacity with which 
the person may be endowed at birth may be pronounced, 

· as well as the favourable and unfavourable events iudi
eated by the state of the ambient, and liable to attend the 
individual at certain future periods; since, for instance, 
an event dependent on one disposition of the ambient will 
he advantageous to a particular temperament, and that 
resulting from another unfavourable and injurious. From 
these circum11tances, and others of similar import, tM 
possibility of prescience is certainly evident. 

"There are, however, some plausible assailants of this 
doctrine, whose attacks, although !1reatly misapplied, seem 
yet worthy of the following observation. 

" In the first place, the science demands the greate1t 
study, and a constant attention to a multitude of different 
points; and, as all persons who are but imperfectly prac
tised in it must necessarily commit frequent mistakes, it 
has been supposed that even such events as have been 
truly predicted have taken place by chance only, and not 
trom any operating cause in nature. But it should be re
membered that these mistakes arise, not from any defi
ciEmcy or want of power in the science itself, but from the 
incompetency of unqualified persons who pretend to e:cerci8e 
it. And, besides this, the majority of the persons who set 
themselves up as professors of this science avail them
selves of its name and credit for the sake of passing off 

~ 
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a<»ne other mode of divination, by that means defrauding 
the ignorant. and pretending to foretell many things which 
from their nature cannot possibly be foreknown, and con
sequently affording opportunities to more intelligent people 
to impugn the value even. of such predictions as can ration
ally be made. The reproach, however, thus brought upon 
the science is wlwlly unmerited; for it would be equally 
just to condemn all other branches of philosophy because 
each numbers among its professors some mischievous pre
tenders. 

"Secondly, it is not attempted to be denied that any 
individual, although he may have attained to the greatest 
possible accuracy in the science, must still be liable to 
frequent error, arising out of the very nature of his under
taking, and from the weakness of his limited capacity in 
comparison with the magnitude of his object. For the 
whole theory of the quality of matter is supported by in
ference rather than by positive and scientific proof; and 
this is caused principally by the concretion of its tempera
ment out of a multitude of dissimilar ingredient$. And 
although the former configurations of the planets have 
been observed to produce certain consequences which have 
been adapted to configurations now taking place, and are, 
after long periorls, and in a greater or less degree, resem
bled by subsequent co11figurations, yet these subsequent 
configurations never become exactly similar to those which 
have preceded them ; for an entire return of all the heavenly 
bodies to the exact situation in which they have once 
stood with regard to the Earth will never,take ·place, or, at 
least, not in any period determinable by human calcula
tion, whatever '1ain attempts may be made to acquire such 
unattainable knowledge. 
· "The examples referred to for guidance being, there
fore, not exactly similar to the existing cases to which 
they 11-re now applied, it must naturally follow that pre
dictions are not sometimes borne out by the event. Hence 
arises the sole difficulty in the consideration of events pro
duced by the ambient. * * * 

"Under these circumstances, it would seem judicious 
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neither to deny altogether the practicability of prescience, 
because prognostications thus imperfectly derived are 
sometimes liable to be fallacious ; nor, on the other hand, 
to admit that all events whatever are open to previous 
inquiry, as if such inquiry could in all cases be securely 
conducted without having recourse to mere inference, aud 
as if it were not limited by the narrow extent of- mere 
human abilities. 

"The art of navigation, for instance, is not rejected, 
although it is in many points incomplete ; therefore 
the bare fact that predictions are frequently imperfect 
cannot authorise the rejection of the art of prescience ; 
the magnitude of its scope, and the faint resemblance that 
it bears to a divine attribute, should rather demand grate
ful commendations, and receive the utmost regard and 
attention; and, since no weakness is imputed to a physi
cian because he inquires into the individual habit of his 
patient, as well as into the nature of the disease, no im
putation can justly attach to the professor of prognostica
tion, because he combines the consideration of species, 
nurture, education, and country, with that of the motions 
of the heavens ; for as the physician acts but reasonably 
in thus considering the proper constitution of such person 
as well as his disease, so in forming predictions it must 
surely be justifiably allowable to comprehend in that con
sideration every other thing connected with the subject, in 
addition to the motion of the heavens, and to collect and 
compare with that motion all other co-operating circum
stances arising elsewhere."* 

·Further, in the second chapter on the utility of pre
science, Ptolemy remarks as follows : -" If it be said in 
what respect and with what view it is proposed to draw 
advantage from tlte science-if it be considered in its ten. 
dency to promote the good of the mind-no object more 
advantageous can surely be wanting to induce the world 
to rejoice and delight in it, since it offers an acquaintance 
with things divine and human. If it be consid6red in 

• "Tetrablbloo," chap. II. 
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. respect to the benefits it is capable of conferring on the 
body, ita utility, in this view also, will be found on com
parison to excel that of all other arts conducive to the 
comforts of life; for it is of more general application and 
service than all tlte other8 together; and although it may 
be objected to the art of prescience that it does not co
operate towards the acquirement of riches or glory, let it 
also be remembered that the same objection attaches to 
every other art and science, since there is not one which 
can of itself produce either riches or glory, nor yet is 
there one which is on that plea deemed useless ; it seems, 
therefore, that the science of prognostication, with its high 
qualifications and its aptitude to the most important ob
jects, does not, in any greater degree, deserve to be con
demned. 

"In general, however, the persons who attack and re
probate it as being useless do not pay due regard to the 
manner in which it becomes necessary, but deny its utility 
on the specious argument that it is superfluous and puerile 
to attempt to foreknow things which must inevitably come 
to pass, thus considering it in a mode at once abstracted, 
unlearned, and unfair. For, in the first place, this fact 
ought to be kept in view, that events which necessarily 
and fully happen, whether exciting fear or creating joy, if 
arriving unforeseen, will either overwhelm the mind with 
terror or destroy its composure by sudden delight. If, 
however, such events should have been foreknown, the 
mind will have been previously prepared for their recep
tion, and will preserve an equable calmness by having 
been accustomed to contemplate the approaching event as 
though it were present, so that on its actual arrival it will 
be sustained with tranquillity and constancy. 

" In the next place, it must not be imagined that all 
things happen to mankind as though every individual cir
cumstance were ordained by divine decree, and some in
dissoluble supernal cause; nor is it to be thought that all 
events .are shown to proceed from one single inevitable fate, 
without being influenced by the interposition of any other 
agency. Such an opinion is entirely inadmissible; for it 
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is, on the contrary, most essential to ob!lerve not only the 
heavenly motion which, perfect in its divine institution 
and order, is eternally regular and undeviating, but also 
the variety which exists in earthly things, subjected to and 
diversified by the institutions and courses of nature, and 
in connection with which the superior cause operates in 
respect to the accidents produced. * * * 

·"In exercising prognostication, therefore, strict care must 
be taken to foretell future events by that natural process 
only, which is admitted in the doctrine here delivered; 
and, setting aside all vain and unfounded opinions, to 
predict that when the existing agency is ~anifold and 
great, and of a power impossible to be resisted, the corre
sponding event which it indicates shall absolutely take 
place ; and also, in other cases, that another event shall 
not happen when its exciting causes are counteracted by 
some interposing .influence. It is in this manner that ex
perienced physicians, accustomed to the observation of 
diseases, foresee that some will be inevitably mortal, and 
that others are susceptible of cure. 

"Thus, when any opinion is given by the astrologer with 
respect to the various accidents liable to happen, it should 
be understood that he advances nothing more than this 
proposition, viz., that by. the property inherent in the am
bient, any conformation of it suitable to a particular tem
perament, being varied more or less, will produce in that 
temperament some particular affection. And it is also to 
be understood that he ventures this opinion with the same 
degree of confidence as that with which a physician may 
declare that a certain wound will increase or grow putrid, 
or a man acquaint~d with metals say that the magnet will 
attract iron ; for neither the increase nor putrefaction of 
the wound nor the magnet's attraction of iron is ordained 
by any inevitable law, although these consequences must 
necessarily follow in due obedience to the first principles 
of the existing order of nature, when, no means of preven
tion can be found and applied. But, however, neither of 
these consequences will take place when such antidotes 
shall be presented as will naturally prevent them ; and o. 
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similar consideration shonld be given to the predictions of 
the astrologer, because if garlic be rubbed on the magnet 
iron will experience no attraction, and if proper medicine 
be applied to the wound it will cease to increase or putrefy. 

" And, therefore, all events which happen to mankind 
take place also in the regular course of nature, when no 
impediments thereto are found or known ; but, again, on 
the other hand, if any impediments or obstructions be 
found in the way of events which may be predicted by the 
regular course of nature to happen, such events will either 
not take place at all, ol', if they should take place, will be 
much diminished in their force or extent."* 

When the attention is first attracted to the principles of 
the science, it will be observed that the observations con
tained in the above quotations are applicable to the critics 
in the nineteenth century. Misconception upon this sub
ject is not surprising, when the recent position of astral 
science is considered. 

Further reference will be made to this matter presently. 
But a few remarks may here be made with respect to the 
striking similarity which there seems to be between the 
common-place objections made against phrenology in its 
early days and those which are still made against astral 
science. " It was si1'iful-calculated to make men happy 
without the Bible; it would favour materialism, and lead 
to fatality, &c. The whole face of society would be 
changed if phrenology were adopted, &c." 

The Ohurch was alarmed, and the divine warned his 
flock agains~ the bump-feeler. The Press quizzed the 
whole matter ; and for many years the phrenologist was 
regarded generally with almost as much dislike and suspi
cion as Sidrophel himself. In this case, also, much damage 
was done through ignorance and presumption. High fore
heads and extensive crowns were so much in vogue, that 
unless one had "causality," &c., sufficiently developed, or 
"ideality" bulging out, denoting that poeta nascitur non fit, 
or some organ of a favourable character equally conspi-

• " Tetrablbloa," Book I. chap. Ill. 
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cuous, there was little chance of success upon a first ap
pearance. 

Other fancies, equally mischievous, prevailed for several 
years .. But all this misuse of that which was, in reality, 
worthy of consideration has gradually decreased, and cere
bral physiology " now has many professors; and in almost 
all countries craniology is countenanced by learned and 
enlightened men."* 

It is now known, that to be really learned in phrenolo
gical science requires much time and experience, as well as 
patient observation of many and diversified cases, a sound 
judgment, and considerable general ability. 

Unless these points-as well as those connected with 
age, education, temperament, &c.-be duly regarded, the 
would-be professor is justly regarded as a mere charlatan. 

So it is with astrology, even now. 'rhe science has been 
so long unpopular, that its real principles have been much 
lost sight of; and the charlatan has been confounded with 
the real artist. Besides which, until recently, it rea1ly 
was difficult to know precisely of what the science con
sisted ; and to this day, as before stated, such knowledge 
is comparatively rare, although the means of obtaining 
the same may be easier than was formerly the case. The 
astrological almanacs are generally quizzed, and their 
authors ridiculed ; but the gentlemen who do the critical 
with respect to these periodicals often show that they are 
really ignorant of the real merits of the science ; and, if 
the subject were placed before them in a more favourable 
manner, probably their judgments would be different. With 
respect to predictions, the compiler of an almanact has to 
contend with much difficulty. His data are necessarily im
perfect, generally; and, when perfect, he has to present the 

• HAYDN's "Diet. of Datea." See alooconcludiDICbapter{note)-LEwu'• "Hlo•. 
ur Phllooopby ." 

t " Do not the histories of all ages 
Re1ate miraculous presages 
or strange turns in tbe world'• atralrs, 
Jc~oreaeen by astrulogera, soothaa,en, 
Chaldeana, learned genet.hUac1, · 
.A ruJ II117W that ha .. ,., . ., aimanac.t '" 

HUJ>l~. 
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same to a. class of readers not acquainted with the philosophy 
of the science. They look for particulars or other minutUIJ, 
which he does not pretend to give. Although deemed by 
. the ignorant an impostor, he is presumed to possess infal
libility ; in this respect his position is worse than that of 
the astronomer, who is allowed by common consent to 
make mistakes occasionally, without being called to account 
for the same. He is a mortal, and liable, therefore, to err. 
Not so Sidrophel, who, being a "bagman among the stars," 
is conceived to retain something celestial in his constitution, 
by virtue of his travels, over and above what is possessed by 
the mere astronomer; consequently, he is never allowed a 
" first fault." 

This seems to be scarcely fair; for his professional status 
is not yet sufficiently high to justify the public in their ex
pectation of any quality approaching to perfection on his 
part. One verified prediction would cause a considerable 
sensation if made by any individual except an astrologer ; 

·whereas if this latter individual should make a fortunate 
-whi ch even the dons admit is now 11nd then the case 

-the probability at present is that he would be a candi-
date for oakum·picking, &c., without further inquiry. 

This.leads us to make a few remarks upon the absurdity 
and injustice of the present law, which punishes the astro
loger for simply doing that which his ancestors were 
honoured for doing. 

It will be seen in a subsequent chapter that there is, 
in fact, no actual law for punishing real astrological prac
tice. But, under cover of a clause in the Vagrant Act, a 
magistrate is enabled to shut up Sidrophel, upon the 
ground that he pretends to tell fortunes, &c. 

'fhe consequence of this mischievous power is, that to 
this hour any justice of the peace is accustomed to imprison 
as a vagrant an Englishman-paying rates, rent, aud taxes, 
being also in a position to vote for a member of parliament 
-and to seize his books, globes, and mathematical instru
ments for this same offence of fortune-telling-that is, 
pointing out the probability of any coming event, such as 
illness, accident, marriage, &c., to an individual. Now, 
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if the principles put forth in this volume be-and we have 
no hesitation in stating they are, and such statement can 
be confirmed by hundreds of living persons, learned and 
unlearned-based upoll truth, it is as unjust to shop Sidro
phel for this exercise of his predictive faculty, as it would 
be to prevent him from indulging in the every-day luxuries 
of clean linen, light, air, and water. 

Few persons, comparatively-including, of course, the 
gentleman learned in the law, who condemns the astrologer 
-really know, or care to know, the real principles of 
astrology; consequently, it is not convenient to hear 
evidence in such cases as to its verity. 

The question is generally avoided entirely, or ridiculed. 
Hence the essence of Ptolemy's philosophy is to this day 
a sealed book, so far as it concerns the million. But this 
cannot much longer be the case ; for the desirer accom
panied with the power, on the part of the working classes 
to gain kllowledge, is daily increasing. Lectures of all 
kinds are now frequently delivered in Mechanics' Insti
tutes ; and that celestial philosophy will be included in the 
programme before many years have elapsed, it is not ex
travagant to believe. 

This probability renders it less important whether the 
Vagrant Act-so far as respects fortune-telling is con
cerned-be repealed or not; for the evil will, ere long, 
cure itself. Meanwhile, there is no reason why Sidrophel, 
when aggrieved, should not bring his case to the notice of 
her Majesty's Judges; and we hope he will endeavour to do 
so, in a legitimate manner. Let him remember that the 
Judge!! of the superior Courts have never declared that it is 
unlawful to practise astrology; although Judges of the in
ferior Courts have declared such to be the law, upon the 
ground that it is mere pretence, while at the same time 
they declined to admit the usual evidence as to character, 
and while they have sanctioned the employment of spies, 
in order to draw Sidrophel into trouble. 

One of these cases occurred a few years since, within the 
knowledge of the writer, when he knew enough of the 
science to feel that injustice had been done to one -of her ,. 

- - ---- - - - - · -- .. 
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Majesty's subjects. Subsequent experience having con
vinced him that the law in this respect is defective, he de
termined at a convenient time to take notice o( the matter, 
it being more or less interesting to every individual. But 
to do this effectively requires a greater amount of talent 
and of tact than he feels conscious of possessing ; and, 
before attempting it at all, it is necessary to point out in 
what astrology really consists. In the first place, then, a 
brief history of the science will be presented, with re
marks on the old writers, &c. Then a brief description 
of the scienee in its various branches will be added, with 
several illustrations ; and the ordinary objections, lay and 
spiritual, will be considered. In the performance of 
this part of the work, the author has had the satisfaction of 
receiving the polite assistance of a veteran in the science, 
who has kindly perused and revised the chapters connected 
with astral science.* The individual, therefore, who de
sires to have a fair idea of the principles of the science 
will be enabled to gain such information by a perusal of 
this book. If he desire to extend such knowledge, let him 
pernse the " Tetrabiblos," by C. Ptolemy, t and the 
"Grammar of Astrology" with respect to nativities; also 
the "Manual of Astrology,"t and " Lilly's Astrology," 
by Zadkiel, for the horary branch of the science. The 
" Tetrabiblos" and " Raphael's Manual" will also afford 
information concerning the mundane branch, including 
the phenomena of earthquakes, &c. 

Before proceeding far with these works, the reader will 
· be surprised to find how neatly the astrological doctrines 
fit in with the occurrences of every-day life. 

It should be remembered that Ptolemy and the old 
astrologers wrote when society was in a very different state 
from .what it is at the present day. As, however, human 
nature is the same in all countries and in all ages of the 
world, it is evident that the principles taught by Ptolemy 

• The &llthor of the " Grammar of Astrology," 
t AlhmiiDd·s edition. 

~ By Raphael. 

b 
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are as applicable now as they were eighteen hundred 
years since. 

The laws of marriage, &c., are now different, for in
stance .. and society is altogether in an artificial state. This 
is probably one strong reason why so much contumely ,._nd 
ill~will have been shown towards the astrologers of late 
years. . 

It has been thought that "to let in" astrology would 
be a dangerous thing. But in the present age, wh~ 
knowledge is so greatly increased, the keeping back of 
this celestial information seems simply absurd, especially 
when it is attempted to be done by misconstruction of an 
Act of Parliament passed for a different purpose. On the 
contrary, let poor Chopstick, if he will, ask a horary ques
tion concerning his " seventh house'' arrangements with 
Poll Cherrycheek-let Lady Angelica, if she will and can 
do so without the concurrence of her cross old Aunt, Lady 
Pimlico, likewise seek the society of "ye conynge man,, 
according to the rules prescribed by their Creator-no one 
will, in the long run, lose by the permission ; while PQU 
Cherrycheek and Lady A., respectively, may thus be saved 
considerable vexation during their earthly sojourn. 

Mr. Legality is not so expensive as he used to be; but 
a bill of costs remains a veritable fact, ~ven in the prepa
ration of a plea for an unprotected female-much more so. 
when the same is required for a separation a vinculo, 
&c., which occasionally happens in the best-regulated 
families. 

Self-knowledge is daily cecoming more appreciated; the · 
value of being enabled to ascertain one's owu destiny or 
future connection with mundane personages and events 
cannot much longer remain a secret. Nor does there 
appear any sound reason why it should so remain. The 
desire to know more about the future than is to be 
gleaned from the pages of any work on modern philoso
phy is not only an ancient desire, but a very common one 
now-a-days, also. 

The disciple of Ptolemy professes to be enabled to give 
this knowledge generally, or, at least, to point out the 
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means of finding it, through his science. But, as is the 
case with phrenobgy, if true, an individual's scepticism 
does not invalidate the system; and the unbeliever who 
sign& the warrant for the c!l.pture of Sidrophel may be at 
the same time, like the stern master of old Caleb Balder
stone, " biding his time'' for promotion or other benefits 
or misfortunes incidental to humanity. 

This seems merely philosophical, and agreeable to the 
ancient apothegm-that there is a time and a season for 
every purpose under hea>en. Chequered as. the life of 
every individual is with clouds and sunshine,* it appears 
quite in accordance with divine rule in mundane affairs 
that there should exist the means, for those who choose 
to avail themselves of the same, to foresee the evil and 
the good also in life. 

The case of Master Gussy, alluded to in this volume 
probably is of frequent occurrence, notwithstanding the 
fact that the medical profession overflows with learning 
and talent. Can it be believed by a reasonable being that 
the same Creator "who fearfully and wonderfully made" 
the body of man, would not have given to its owner the 
means of ascertaining with something approaching to cer
tainty the means of ascertaining the existence and precise 
nature of the various ills to which his flesh is heir? . But 
more will be said upon this matter in the concluding 
chapter. 

The natural curiosity which one is wont to encourage 
respecting our connection with this world and our future 
state has been forcibly described by the writer of the 
following paragraph :- · 

" The elapsed portions of life acquire importance from 
the prospect of its continuance. The smallest thing rises 
into consequence when regarded as the commencement of 
what has advanced or is advancing into magnificence. 

• 11 Not enjoyment, and not sorrow, 
I& our destined end or way ; 

But to a.ct that each to-morrow 
Find Ul better tbao to·da1 ?" 

LOHGJ'&LOW, 

h 2 
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The first rude settlement of Romulus would have been an 
insignificant circumstance, and might justly have sunk into 
oblivion, if Rome had not at length commanded the world. 
The little rill near the source of the great American rivers 
is an interesting object to the traveller, who is apprised-as 
he steps across it, or walks a few miles along the bank
that this is the stream which runs so far, and which 
gradually swells into so large·a flood. So while I antici
pate the endless progress of life, and wonder through what 
unknown scenes it is to take its course, its past years lose 
that character of vanity which would seem to belong to a 
train of fleeting, perishing moments, and I see them 
assuming the dignity of a commencing eternity. In them, 
I have begun to be that conscious existence which I am 
to be through endless duration. I feel a strong emotion of 
curiosity about this little life, in which I am setting out on 
such a progress. I cannot be content without an accurate 
sketch of the windings, thus far, of a stream which is to 
bear me on for ever. I try to imagine how it will be to 
recollect, at a far distant point of my era, what I was 
when here; and wish, if it were possible, to retain, as I 
advance, some clear trace of the whole course of my exist
ence within the scope of reflection-to fix in my mind so 
strong an idea.of what I have been in this original period 
of my time, that I may possess this idea in ages too remote 
for calculation."* 

If one only reflect for a few minutes upon the value 
, of knowledge-with respect to climate, for instance-it 

will be seen that the light upon this subject presented by 
a view of astrology is truly valuable. The truth of the 
old saying, that "what is one man's meat is another's 
poison," is truly verified in this question of climate. 
The hot muggy air of a large town is to some tempera
ments slow poison, while others breathe as freely in the 
metropolis as they would at the " Carter,"* or on the Mal
vern Hills. Others, again, positively rejoice in the in
haling of pure sea breezes, and they would ride, like the 

• J. PosTEa's essay on " A Man's Memoirs of Himself." 
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poet Crabbe, s~venty miles to have a glimpse of the sea; 
while others would be damnified and annoyed by even 
casual :residence at a sea-port or in its vicinity. 

The present time is favourable for the bringing out 
of a book which professes to propagate principles based 
upon truth, and which is generally in favour of rational 
freedom. It is impossible not to perceive that there is a 
degree of "fraternization" -as it is popularly termed
springing up and becoming fashionable by degrees, which 
will naturally tend to diminish the stiffness and want of 
u sympathy" t recently complained of by a late eminent 
judge. The Great Exhibition was a happy step in this 
direction also, and the Crystal Palace on Sydenham Hill 
is another favourable symbol. 

The principles of astrology are calculated to increase 
this spirit of fraternity, which is altogether antagonistic to 
the hard and callous system of etiquette formerly prevail
ing amongst the governing classes, and which still prevails 
to a certain extent:. 

The late Mr. Haydon, in his "Autobiography'' makes 
some quaint remarkst upon the etiquette prevalent in his 
day amongst the scientific dons ; and, without being a 
prophet, he predicted their downfall. Haydon at the 
time was delivering lectures to the working clR.Sses in Lon
don and elsewhere-endeavouring to show that more atten· 
tion should be paid to nature ; and he well knew that this 
advice, although it might be popular with his auditors, 
would not be so with the higher powers, especially as the 
doctrines were promulgated without the assistance of the 
three-cornered hat. But nearly twenty years have passed 

• Thlsls a remarkable eminence In Northumberland, ccmma.ndlng an extensive 
Yiew of the Border country, and part of Scotland. 

• " If I were called upon to declare the prevailing want of English ooclety In the 
present day, I should say, In one word, it 18 the want of •ympath11."-J. T.ALFOUIID's 
Charge at Stafford, March, 18fi4. 

t ·• How will the academio authorities of art stare to hear these rebellious doctrines 
promulgated by a simple Englishman In a Mechanic's Institute, Southampton
buildings, Holborn I 

" Why the oocked hato of all the presidents will rise up like Mahomet's oollln, uncer
tain where to fty for refuge and protection. Hall, Immortal cocked bats ! the last of an 
llinat.rloua race ; but, carry with you this consolation in adversity, nothing human Ia 
l&able. Babylon In all her glory fell; why should cecked hato eocape the sentence 
of all things human?" 
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since such promulgation ; and probably what wa& then 
deemed visionary, and calculated to be prejudicial, may be 
now generally approved, and deemed worthy of notice even 
by those who were foremost in the condemnation. 

It is pretty much the same with astrology1 or any other 
ology which professes to enlighten the million. There is 
always a certain clique ready to oppose and doubt. It 
is well that this should be, fur what is really truth will 
surely stand the test of ridicule and abuse, as well as of 
fair criticism. 

If the thing propounded be not true, then the sooner it 
be put down the better for people in general ; for salus 
populi iuprema lex. 

Mr. Justice Blackstone, in the introduction to his 
"Commentaries," states that our Creator, being not only 
infinitely powerful and wise, but also infinitely good, has 
so contrived the constitution and frame of humanity that 
we should require no other prompter to pursue the rule of 
right but self-love,* "that universal principle of action." 
He has reduced the rule of obedience to one precept, 
" that man should pursue his owu true and substantial 
happiness." 

What this happiness really is has ever been a ve~ata 
questio in philosophy, as well as the best mode of obtain
ing the same. Happiness seems to consist in the harmo
nious gratification of all our faculties, the essence of which 
gratification consists in activity. Now Ptolemaic philoso
phy fully and satisfactorily points out that this desideratum 
may be acquired, and also the mode by which such happi
ness may be attained, if the individual choose, and be in 
a position to avail himself of such celestial* knowledge. 

• Dr. Gall nicel:r clleerlmlnatea between pride and vanit:r :-
" The proud man is Imbued with a sentiment of bls own superior merit, and from 

the summit of bls grandeur treats with contempt or lndl11'erenoe all other mortala ' 
the wain man attaches the utmost Importance to the opinions entertained of him by 
others, and seeks with eagerness to gain their approbation. The proud man expecta 
that mankind will come to him, and acknowledll'e his merit; the vai,. man knocks at 
every door, to draw attention to him, and he supplicates for the smallest portion of 
honour, The proud man despises those marks of distinction, which on the vain oonfer 
the most perfect dellght. The proud man is disgusted with indiooreet euloglums ; the 
vain man Inhales with eeataay the increue of Battery, although profuaely oft'ered, and b7 
no very akllful band." 
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For instance, as will be seen by tbe information con
tained in this book, it has pleased our Creator to ordain 
that certain temperaments should thrive in certain coun
tries, and that certain intimacies should produce con
cord or the reverse; that in certain cases indissoluble 
friendships will spring up, and in other cases enmities 
equally strong ; that the causes and times of these events 
may be ascertained by a reference to the figure of the 
heavens. 

Now here we see at once that, according to the princi
ples of astral science, it has not pleased the Creator to 
place us without the means of being enabled to follow out 
plans for our happiness. He has not only adapted us for 
residence in certain places, and for the forming of certain 
social connections, but he has also confirmed his plan for our 
welfare by pointing out the mode by which evil may be 
avoided, and the reverse secured, in the selection of resi
dence, or in the formation of casual intimacies. 

By attending to the principles expressed by Ptolemy in 
the "Tetrabiblos," and by other astral authors, we are 
enabled at any rate to ascertain in what our "substantial 
happiness" consists ; although the existing arrangements 
of society, or other circumstances, may, in individual 
cMes, prevent our making practical use of the knowledge. 

" Self-love" is apt, perhaps, to interfere in the forma
tion . of a candid opinion upon a matter such as the pre
sent. 

An individual, for instance, who consults an astrologer, 
may be informed of some fact antagonistic to his self
esteem; or that according to his natal figure, in a ques
tion of residence, he would do well in the city of Dublin, 
or in Ireland generally. But his parents were not be
lievers in Ptolemy, and it was more convenient for them 
that the native should be planted in Birmingham or York, 
where he may have passed the first twenty or thirty years 
of life. This individual case is likely to perplex the inter
ested querist; and he is disposed to be dubious, generally, 

• Tbla word mar esclte a amUe; b11t/1J<U doll not 7ield to ridicule. 
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as to the truth or perfection of astral science because hi• 
own desire or position does not agree with what is pointed 
out by the "wise man." Neither Providence, however, 
nor Sidrophel, is in fault in this case. The qnerent should 
remember that he is but an atom in the general scheme of 
creation ; and even he, under favourable influence, may 
live to be in a position more in accordance with his 
n'atural constitution. 

As we shall endeavour to show in these pages, the chief 
objection to the science is a secular one ; it is useless to 
blink this plain fact, namely, that admitting it be true, it 
would proba'bly become much studied, and the arrange
ments of society then must be differently managed. For 
instance, no man would be so weak as to reside in Dublin 
if his figure of birth should denote trouble in that quarter ; 
and no one would "be so regardless of " happiness" as to 
reside in Londo11 if such nativity should denote prosperity 
in Dublin or Edinburgh. This is one reason why Sidro
phel is not popular. 

His knowledge of human nature, and of human frrulty~ 
is too plain and exteniive &r the present highly cultivated 
state of society; and so to get rid of him quietly, police
man A walks into his front parlour, and requests, for a con
sideration, to be initiated into the mysteries of the trade, 
that he may convey such knowledge to his superiors, to 
be used at their discretion. 

But such conduct is not in accordanee with the spirit of 
the age in which we live ~ even the spiritualists are free 
from this intrusion; and if, which it is believed, this volume 
will show Sidrophel-like another perscn, to whom he is 
generally believed to be related-is 11ot so dwk or so 
mischievgus as the latter personage, but on the contrary 
is really a loyal subject and good citizen, then there 
seems to be no reason why some competent individual 
should not avail himself of a convenient opportunity to 

. cause the enactment to be revised which sanctions the in
justice. But more will be mentioned upon this subject in 
the concluding chapter. 

With respect to the particular matter to oe considered in 
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this volume, it seems probable that before many years 
have elapsed the cultivation of astronomical knowledge 
will be much increased. The erection of a telescope, with 
necessar,y apparatus, where the public might receive infor
mation by means of lectures, &c., t>imilar to the mode in 
which the same are delivered at the «Great Globe," in 
this metropolis, is a deaideratU'ffl which the compiler of 
these pages, in common with other persons, would desire 
to see effected. Few persons, comparatively, care much 
about astronomy, and at present the number who know 
anything about Ptolemaic philosophy is even less; but it is 
believed that a sufficient auditory might be brought toge
gother within a reasonable distance of London to make 
such An institution, sufficiently popular to fulfil the dearest 
wish of John Bull's heart-the reception of cash. 

The real merits of Urania would be readily ascertained 
by such a test, and this Yolume would be useful to the 
reader in his excursions.* t 

London, Sept. 28, 1854. 
Die 'lf.· 

• In the following pa.ges, several extracts and quotations have been made from orpna 
of the press, calculated to Illustrate a particular paosa.ge or chapter; for instance, at p. 
92-3, and elsewhere. 

To prevent misconstruction of motives, It may be well to observe that these b.,.e been 
made irrespective of the viewa (when known) entertained by the oeveral writers as to 
astral science being delusive or the re• erse. 

Upon this point every individual, public or private, has a right to retain his own 
opinion. It 18 not probable that a four hundred-paged post octavo volwne, published by 
an anonymous writer, will cauae much alteration in this respect, nor Is It Intended to 
have such elfecn; the obJect In view being rather to attract the thoughtful attention of 
Independent young minds, which may deem the subJect worthy of further inquiry, espe
cially ofsuch as study cerebral physiology. In fact, aotral science can scarcely at pre
sent be said to be oufficientlJ' popular or perfect to en!a.ge the favourable attention of 
the Press,leoo still of the philosophers generally. 

t " The Cry&ta! Palace " (see ante, p. xxl) " stando u a light upon a hill, a great 
temple of humanity, and an Index of the a.ge In which we live. It looks as if raised to 
he a beacon-a land-mark to all who desire the Improvement of their minds. It ohlneo 
before men a light to enlighten the people, and to be a rallying point to future genera
tiona. That was no Idle pomp and ohow, its conoeoratlon at the hand of England's 
Metro;polltan, In the presenoe of England'• MaJeoty and of England'• Court. Never 
since the dedication of the temple on Sion's Hill-that light of an epoch eclipsed In our 
own-wu anything so vast and Important, more honoured at Ito Inauguration, than was 
thii."-Letter in Morning Paper, Sept. 13, 1864. 
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A PLEA FOR URANIA. 

"He made the STAU also." 

INTRODUCTORY CHAPTER. 

IT is intended in this volume to present to the reader a 
general view of the principles of Astral Science, usually 
known by the name of Judicial Astrology, or Celestial 
Philosophy. . 

The incre~e in the sale of books devoted to this par
ticular branch of Natural Philosophy denotes that the ad
mirers of Urania are becoming more numerous, although 
at present it cannot be denied that of the various Ologiea 
which are offered for the patronage and benefit of the 
philosophical public, the Ology most ancient (namely, 
AsTROLOGY), so far as the people are concerned, still remains 
in a state of comparative obscurity; while Urania herself, 
with respect to Astral Science, for some years p~t has 
been looked upon as a deceiver. Until recently, indeed; 
the well-known words-

" Oh, DO ! we never mention her
Her name is never heard; 

My lips are now forbid to speak 
That once-familiar word" 

were so well adapted to the case of U ra.uia, that they 
might have been penned by a philosophical admirer of this 

B 
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veritable first love, while regretting the forlom condition 
of his favourite. Occasionally, however, this unprotected 
female is regarded less sentimentally. 

Preference is given to the plan supposed to have been 
adopted by a certain Earl of Pembroke, in the case of a 
former Abbess of Wilton. For instance, a highly respect
able country gentleman, Thomas Leatherhead, Esq., J.P., 
happens to have a very humble opinion of Urania's merits. 
He may not, perhaps, say, as a mark of his disdain, ''Go 
spin, you jade, go s-pin," yet he would prefer to see her, 
shaven and shorn, engaged in picking oakum, and in 
dieting herself in his own county Bridewell, pursuant to 
the statute "in that case made and provided," rather than 
he would be a spectator of her scientific pursuits in the 
vici.Dity of Somerset House. Ckacun a son godt. But 
Justice L. is not singular in this opinion. His brethren 
of the quorum would not object to the oakum-picking, &c., 
nor perhaps would a little gentle treadmill exercise, as an 
additional stimulant, be considered injurious to the health 
of the interesting captive. This would be done, be it re
membered, not through,any reluctance on the part of the 
rural magnates to execute justice or to maintain truth, 
but, on the contrary, for the advancement of both; and 
simply because it has been fashionable of late years to re
gard the individual as •a questionable character. Salus 
populi demands that she be " put down," say her oppo
nents, without admitting evidence as to character ; and it 
will be seen in the following pages whether this declaration 
can be answered. 

If any astute individual, with a legally-constituted mind, 
should find himself in a position to file.a replication to 
this plea, it is suggested that the classic county of War
wick would be a favourable part of the country in which 
to lay the venue. It has been, time out of mind, pro
verbial for judicial knowledge. It might be easily shown 
that the cranium of the Warwickshire J. P. appears to be 
especially anointed with the oil of wisdom. Moreover, 
the town or vicinity of Coventry would be the place for 
joining issue in a cause in which the name of the defend-
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ant is alone sufficient to suggest the idea of exile and of 
(lOntempt. In the old town of Coventry, then, by all 
means, let the stone of the adversary be cast at her. 

:Before entering upon a, disquisition touching the idio
t~yncrasy of this dangerous female, it may be interesting to 
collect some partieulars respecting her antecedents and 
early history. 

Her position with respect to salus populi may be then 
considered, in connexion with other matters which will be 
introduced in their proper place. 

Some 1800 years have passed since an eminent legal 
functionary was sorely puzzled for a definition of truth. 
Even in the middle of the nineteenth century, Pilate's 
reasonable question remains without a satisfactory reply. 

After several years' knowledge of Urania·-during which 
time, opportunity has been afforded for enabling the 
author to form a judgment of her real character-he has 
arrived at the conclusion that she can give some valuable 
evidence upon this important point. 

But before giving attention to this, it may be desirable 
to take a bird's-eye glance at the reception which scientific 
truths have generally experienced upon their first appear
ance in the world ; and for this purpose the following 
extract has been selected from Mr. Stone's pamphlet on 
Electro-Biology:-

" HARVEY was opposed and derided : learning and cun
ning were enlisted against him ; they sought to paralyze 
the towering wing of his genius, to blast his reputation, 
and to hurl his brilliant discovery from the light of day to 
darkness : but Harvey's name stands immortal on the re
cords of trne fame, and the blood still continues to frolic 
in crimson through its living channels, whilst his learned 
oppressors are forgotten. 

(f GaLILEO discovered the rotation of this globe on its 
axis. So great was the opposition of the learned powers 
combined against him, that they arraigned him and his 
theory at the august bar of Humbug; there they fairly 
tried him and his discovery under the splendid witnesses, 
Derision, Sneer, and Scorn; and the court very gravely 

B 2 
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decided that his discovery was a heresy, and that be must 
openly acknowledge it to be so to the world. To this 
sentence he submitted, acknowledged his theory to be 
heresy, but remarked that nevertheless he believed it to 
be true. 

rr Galileo lives in the bright page of history. That sen
tence did not arrest the globe in its mighty course; it 
still continues to roll on its axis, as he discovered and pro
claimed; while the learned opposers of his' theory, who 
courted popular favour at the expense of honour, are sunk 
into oblivion. 

''Newton's genius, when he was but a boy, intuitively 
drove him to study gravitation, by piling up small heaps 

. of sand, and to notice more str,ictly the power in the fall
ing apple. It drove him to study adhesion, by watching 
the union of the particled water at the side of some 
favourite stream, and, to perfect the science, he is next at 
the centre of the globe. From gathering pebbles in 
boyi.sh sport on the ocean's shore, he is next among the 
stars, and at length p1·oclaims to the world his system of 
Philosophy and Astronomy. He was derided as a silly
hearled fool, and his whole magnificent system was 
spurned with sneering contempt, and pronounced a. 
humbug by the old school of philosophers and astro
nomers : but substances continue to respect the law of 
gravitation, and rolling worlds to obey the law of attrac
tion and repulsion. 

" Newton lives in the brightest blaze of fame ; for his 
name is written in starry coronals on the deep bosom of 
night, and from thence is reflected to the centre of the 
15~ube; whilst his opposers are sunk to the &hades of un
remembered nothingness. 

"Fulton.was derided, and even men of science pointed 
at him the finger of scorn, because he declared that steam 
-a light and bland vapour, which could be blown away 
with a breath of wind-could move an engine of tremen-

"'-IS power, and propel vessels of thousands of tons burthen 
agamst winds, waves, and tides. They declared it to be 
-u.: greatest of humbugs, and the most silly idea that ever 
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entered a silly brain, or else the trick of a knave to make 
men invest capital in order to effect their ruin. His 
friends even, though not over sanguine of success, yet de
fended him as a man of honour; but Fulton stood firm 
amidst the varying tides of pa1-ty, like the rock far from 
)and, that lifts it!l head above the waves, and remains un
shaken by the storms that agitate the ocean. So strong 
was the opposition, that some of the committed sceptics, 
who sailed from New York to Albany in the steamboat 
that first tried the experiment, declared that it was impos
sible that they had been conveyed a distance of one hun
dred and fifty miles by steam-power, and that it must, 
after all, have been some power aside from steam by which 
they had been able to reach Albany .. The impression of 
Fulton's genius is seen on the machinery moved every
where by this subtle power : it is seen in the majestic 
steamships of England, that bring her and the trans
atlantic world into neighbourhood: it is a power which 
triumphs over all the stormy elements of nature. 

u Fulton, as a man of genius, is remembered as one of 
the greatest men o{ the age, whilst his opposers are silent 
and forgotten ; and thus it might be shown that such has 
been the fate of all sciences in their infancy. The mo
ment they were born, the battle-axe was raised against 
them ; and each, in succession, has fought its way up to 
manhood." 

Mr. George Combe fully enters upon this interesting 
subject in. his valuable INTRODUCTION TO PHRENOLOGY. He 
observes that "persecution, condemnation, and ridicule 
awaited Galileo, Harvey, and Newton, for announcing 
three· great scientific discoveries. In mental philosophy, 
the conduct of mankind has been similar.'' That a by the 
ordinary practice of mankind great discoveries are treated 
with hostility, and their authors with hatred and contempt, 
or at least with neglect, by the generatioiJ. to which they are 
originally published." 

Phrenology constitutes a memorable instance of in
gratitude towards its professors ; for in the introduc
tion to the fifth edition of this work it is stated that 
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the science, in the year . l819, was denounced by almoat 
universal public acclamation as sheer quackery and non
sense. Seven years afterwards, it waa partially admitted 
that there was some truth in the principles upon which the 
science was based ; after other seven years, it was admitted 
by the same parties that considerable evid.enee existed in 
its support; and, at the close of a third period of seven 
years, the existence of several of the larger organs was 
admitted. 

More recently (1853;,. it appears that there is a. " wideJr 
diffusion of a knowledge of phrenology, and a juster esti
mate of its merits,. among the people at large. Its influ
ence is now diiieernible in general literature and in educa
tional and other reforms.'' (.Advertisement to filth edition, 
revised). 

Later still, phrenological lectures, with musical illustra
tions, have been popular in London and elsewhere; the 
auditors being numerous, and the price of admission 
moderate. 

A few words may be added respecting the opponents of 
animal magnetism:-

"Upon its first introduction to the scientific world, it 
experienced the same fate with other discoveries. By the 
learned men of the day it was scouted and ridiculed as an 
arrant imposture; and its adherents were stigmatized as 
mountebanks and dupes. But after the elapse of years of 
contentious controversy, and that too in a scientific age,. 
this important discovery also obtained a signal triumph 
over its ignorant, interested, and prejudiced opponents. 
Many of those who had previously controverted it upon 
philosophical grounds had at length the candour to acknow
ledge their error, and became its most valuable aupporters ; 
the serious opponents are reduced to a very small number,. 
and those not remarkably distinguished for their scientific 
attainment or philosophical candour."-Hist. of Animal 
Magnetism, by J. C. Colquhoun, vol. i., p. 19. 

. It may be remarked, in this place, that the individual 
who addresses the public in defence of Uranian philosophy 
should be especially prepared to encounter this kind of 

I 
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hostility. He professes to enlighten his readers, and to 
increase their scientific knowledge upon a question of vital 
importance. The phreoologist makes a similar profes
aion; but his object is less ambitio11s. He merely pub
lishes a portion of truth; the disciple of Ptolemy comes 
forward with the desire and intention of paving the way 
for the reception of the entire truth. Unless he be an im
postor, and his philosophy a hoax, the doctrines taught by 
Aint must greatly surpass in value those which are promul
gated by the members of any other sect. 

This seems to be the simple reason why they may be 
termed. reheJI.iotu; that is, opposed to lawful authority. 

For what fact in science can be more important-deeply 
affecting as it does the welfare of a human being-than 
the plain fact, recognised as such by those persons who 
have attended to astral science, that an individual in Ire
land, for example, will find losses and vexation, while the 
same individual will iud in Scotland success and gain; 
hecaU8e it has been ascertained by many years' experience 
and observation that it is a principle in nature for certain 
degrees of the zodiacal circle to sympathize with par
ticular parts of our earth ; and that according to the 
ascertained influences ot' the heavenly bodies posited in 
or nea.r the ,;odiac at the time of the birth of an in
dividual, the SIGN on the eastern horizon at that time 
being especially regarded, a peculiar sympathy is esta
blished, which during life more or less affects the idiosyn
crasy of sucb. individual, and which produces the pheno
menon above mentioned. 

There .are .other principles equally simple, which will 
be mentioned in these pages, connected with Ptolemy's 
philosophy; but surely, if th~e really be reasonable 
evidence for h.olding the belief that this one principle is 
based upon truth, it is worthy of investigation by him 
who conceives himself to be at liberty, as a free agent, 
" to :refuse the evil and to choose the good " in his 
journey through life. 

"But it might be dangerous," the reader may say, "to 
give the million .tb.is magical key-the power of looking so 
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closely into their own constitution. Better to -iet well 
alone. This doctrine would practically lead to much in
convenience, if true; but can it be true ? The subject has 
never been mooted except in a few obscure publications by 
simple scribes, who write about the dominion of the moon 
in man's body; and it does not seem to have attracted 
the attention of learned men, or of influential persons, 
&c." 

These points will be duly noticed when the objections 
against astral science are considered ; it may here be 
remarked, that any changes in the arrangements of society, 
consequent upon a recognition of its principles, could not 
take place suddenly. 

In the working out of such a principle, ten years is but 
a day. 

It may be fairly presumed that the present generation 
of cocked hats will have performed its appointed_ mission 
before this Uranian sketch will be deemed worthy of a 
permanent place on the book-shelf of any learned society. 
With respect to Mechanics' Institutes - where some 
troublesome fellows are always to be found debating the 
cs reason why" of our existence, as well as dabbling with 
other perplexing subjects-if in the course of the ensuing 
dozen years one per cent. of the members of these soci~ties; 
after perusing this book, should be incited by a sufficient 
amount of intellectual curiosity to induce him to ask a 
horary question, and so become acquainted practically with 
the beauties of Urania, the author may consider himself 
to be more favoured by Mercury than those have been whG 
have paved the road for his appearance by prior publi
cations. 

The object in view is to attract the attention. of reflective 
minds to the unadulterated ingots of trut.h which, out 
of a fair proportion of rubbish, may be discovered in the 
principles of this once honoured science. No great amount 
of research, nor of scientific talent, is demanded for such 
a performance; and as to its original character, this quality 
applies rather to the plan adopted for its composition than 
to the subject matter, which depends much upon the 
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labours of those who have already endeavoured to enlighten 
the public upon this branch of philosophy. No remark
able discovery is contained, nor is any short cut to mun
dane felicity pointed out in these pages. In their prepa
ration, the compiler has ever endeavoured to remember 
the advice of an eminent living authority, whose name 
in connection with Urania is especially appropriate -
namely, "That humility of pretension, no less than 
confidence of hope," is what best becomes the character 
of him who aspires to cultivate true philosophy-Sir J. 
Herschel. 

j 

I 

~ 
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CHAPTER II. 

HisTORICAL SKETCH oF AsTROLOGY. 

IN this work, which professes to be merely an outline oC 
the principles upon which astral science is based, any 
laboured attempt to prove its antiquity would be tedious 
and misplaced; but a brief sketch of Urania's antecedents 
may nevertheless here be introduced for the benefit of the 
general reader, 

In the chronology of Sir Isaac Newton, it is admitted 
that the practice of foretelling, or of pretending to fore
tell, the happening of future events by means of the stars 
prevailed for at least 1,000 years before the birth of our 
Saviour. But no particular system of the science, reduced 
to written rules, appears to have been drnwn up until the 
time of CLAUDIUS PToLEMY, when, about the year 126, 
that eminent astronomer and geographer composed his 
well-known work, the "TETRABIBLos, or QuADRIPARTITE, 
being Four Books of the Influence of the Stars," which is 
generally considered to be the most orthodox authority 
upon celestial philosophy. Especially has this been the 
case since the year 1822, when a new edition of the 
"Tetrabilllos" was published, edited by Mr. J. M. Ash
maud. 

The four parts of the Tetrabiblos are arranged as follows, 
viz. :-The first part, treating of astral science generally, 
is of an introductory character. The second part tr~ats of 
the science as respects entire nations, countries, or cities. 
The third part commences with the statement that "in the 
preceding pages, such events as affect the world generally 
have been discussed in priority, because they are operated 
by certain principal and paramount causes, which are, at 
the same time, predominant over particular and minor 
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events, applicable only to the separate properties and 
natural peculiarities of individuals." The foreknowledge 
of these !articular events, called rrGenethlialogy, or the 
science o nativities," is accordingly fully explained in the 
third and fourth books of the Tetrabiblos. 

Few particulars are known, with certainty, respecting 
Ptolemy himself. rr He was born," observes Mr. Ash
maud, rr at Pelusium, in ...cEgypt, and became an illustrious 
disciple of the school of Alexandria, in which city he 
flourished during the reign of Adrian and that of Anto
ninus Pius/' He adds, rr He has preserved and trans
mitted to us the observations and principal discoveries of 
remoter periods, and has enriched and augmented them 
with his own. He corrected Hipparchus's catalogue of 
the fixed stars, and formed tables for the calculation and 
regqlation of the motion!! of the Sun, Moon, and planets. 
He was the first who collected 'the scattered and detached 
obsenations of Aristotle, Hipparchus, Posidonius, and 
others, on the ceconomy of the world, and digested them 
into a system, which he set forth in his MryaA11 ~vVTa~c~, 
or Great Construction, divided into thirteen books, and 
called, after him, the Ptolemaic System.'' 

H The rest of Ptolemy's works connected with astro
nomy, and now extant, are the Centiloquy, or Fruit of his 
Four Books, being a kind of supplement to the former ; 
and the Significations of the Fixed Stars. The last is 
merely a daily calendar, showing the risings and settings 
of the stars, and the nature of the weather thereby pro
duced. There are likewise extant his geographical work 
(which has rendered important service to modern geogra
phers), and also his celebrated book on Harmonics, or the 
Theory of Sound.'' 

The Tetrabiblos appears to have been chiefly based 
upon the astrological books of Hermes, the first Egyptian 
astrologer of importance, who lived at a period anterior to 
Moses. 

Respecting this personage, Dr. Cudworth states-
" That there was anciently among the Egypti1Ul8 such a man aa Thotb, 

Theuth, or Taut, who, together with letters, waa the ftrst ill.ventor of arta 

-
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and sciences, as arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, and of the hieroglyphie 
learning (therefore called by the Greeks, Herptes; and by the Latins, Mer
curius), cannot reasonably be denied, it being a thing confirmed by general 
fame in all ages, and by the testimonies not only of Sancuniathon, a Phre
nician histork>grapher, who lived about the time of the Trojan war, and 
wrote a book concerning the theology of the Egyptians ; and Manethoe 
Sebennyta, an Egyptian priest, contemporary with Ptolemy Philadelphus; 
but also of that grave philosopher Plato, who is said to have sojourned 
thirteen years in Egypt, that in his P hilebtu speaks of him as the first in
ventor of letters (who diatinguished between vowels and conso.oants, deter
mining their several numbers), there calling him either a god or a divine 
mao. 

"Again, besides this Tboth, or Theutb, who was called the first Hermes, 
the Egyptians had also afterwards llnother eminent advancer or restorer of 
learning, who was called the second Hermes; they, perhaps, supposing the 
soul of Thoth, or the first Hermes, to have come into him hy transmigra
tion. But his proper Egyptian name was Siphoas, as Syncellns, out of 
Manetho, informs us-' Biphoaa (who is als9 Hermes), the son of Vulcan.• 

"This is he who Is said to have been the father of Tat, and to have been 
surnamed Ter Maximus (thrice great), he being so styled by Manetho, 
Jamblichus, and others. And he Is placed by Eusebius In the fiftieth year 
after the Israelitish ezitua, though probably somewhat too early. The 
former of these two Hermes was the inventor of arts and sciences; the latter, 
the restorer and advancer of them. 

"The first wrote in hieroglyphics upon pillars; the second interpreted 
and translated those hieroglyphics, composing many books in several arts 
and sciences, which Triamegistic or Hermetic books were said to be care
fully preserved by the priests in the interior recesses of their temples. 

" That some of the ancient Hermaich books-written by Hermes Trisme• 
gist himself, or believed tQ be such by the Egyptians, and kept in the cus
tody of their priests-were still in being and extant amongst them after the 
times of Christianity seems to be unquestionable, from the testimony of 
Father Clemens Alexandrions, he giving this particular account of them, 
after mentioning their opinion concerning the transmigration of souls :-'The 

· Egyptians follow a certain peculiar philosophy of their own, which may be 
beet declllred by setting down the order of their religions processions. Fil'l!t, 
therefore, goes the Precentor, carrying two of Hermes his books along with 
him, the one of which contains the Hymns of the Gods, the· other Directiona 
for the Kingly Office. After him follows the HoRoscoPu s, who is particu
larly instructed in Hermes, his astrological books, which are four. Then 
succeeds the Hierogrammateua, or sacred scribe, with feathers upon his 
head, and a book and a rule in his hands, to whom it belongeth to be 
thoroughly acquainted with the hieroglyphics, as al110 with cosmography, 
geography, the order of the sun and moon, and live planets, the chorography 
of Egypt, and description of the Nile. 

" ' In the next place cometh the Stolistea, who Is to be thoroughly 
instructed in those ten books which treat concerning the honour of the Gods, 
the Egyptian w9rship, sacrifices, first-fruits, prayer8, pomps, and festivals~ 
And last of all marchetb the Prophet, who is president of the Temple and 
sacred things, and ought to be thoroughly versed in those other teo books 
called sacerdotal, concerning Jaws, the Gods, and the whole discipline of the 
priests. Wherefore1 amongst the books ot Hermes, there are forty-two 

, 
' 
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accounted most nece&811ry, of which thirty-six (containing all the Egyptian 
philosophy) were to be learned by those particular orders before mentioned ; 
but the other six, treating of medicinal things, by the Paatophori.' 

" From which pa1!8age it appeara that at least forty-two books of the 
ancient Hermes Trismegist, or such reputed by the Egyptians, were still 
extant in the time of Clemens Alexandrinus, about two hundred years after 
the Christaln epocha.'' 

While affording the reader some information respecting 
the antiquity of astral science, the following quotation may 
be made from a work recently published, " THE CRADLE 
OFTHE TwiN GIANTS-SCIENCE AND HISTORY." 

The reverend author does not evince a remarkable 
regard for Urania herself; but he is disposed to admit the 
respectability of her early history. "Astrology," he 
observes, "was, without doubt, the most ancient of the 
occult sciences. It sprang immediately from mythology; 
if, indeed, it was not coeval with it''-(vol. i., p. 25.) 

" Considering the stars above him as the vicegerents of 
the Great Supreme, the Chaldean shepherd, as he watched 
them 'pathing the heavens in ceaseless round,' traced 
something like celestial harmony in their mystic dance ; 
and, identifying the fate of nations with the power and will 
of the mighty spirits who inhabited them, he was easily led 
to imagine that these continual changes were not without 
signification to the inhabitants of the .earth. Astrorwmy 
and astrology thus rose together; and to such an extent 
were they cultivated, that, when Alexander the Great took 
Dabylon, Calisthenes, who was with him,. is said to have 
found astronomical observations . for one thousand nine 
hundred and three years; that is, as far back as the one 
hundred and fifteenth year after the Flood. So skilled were 
the Chaldreans in astrology, that the very terms Chaldrean 
and astrology were synonymous. Astrolatry, then, was 
the first step ; and Chaldrea the cradle of this imposing 
fiction."-(p. 28-9.) 

According to Diodorus, we learn that " the Chaldreans in 
Babylon, being colonies of the Egyptians, became famous 
for astrology, having learnt it from the priests of Egypt." 

The frequent reference to astrology by the prophets 
Isaiah, Daniel, and others, denotes that the science pre-
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vailed considerably in Babylon (vide Judgea v. 20, Job 
xxxv.iii. 7, Wisdom xiii. 2, Daniel i. 4, 17; v. 7.) 

Zoroaster, legislator of the Magi, or wise men of 
Chaldrea, adopted the science, and he became remarkable 
for its practice. He seems to have been the originator of 
magia, or magic, which at first was a good principle, being 
the worship and knowledge of the Deity. It has been the 
fashion of late years to mix up the principles of astral 
science with what is usually known as magic; a coalition 
which has damaged the character of Urania considerably. 

Mr. Colquhoun observes, with respect to magic, that 

" It was a principal object of the most ancient magic to endeavonr to 
discover the most simple and most efficacious means of affecting the or
ganism of other individuals, chiefly with the view tct the cure of diseases. 
The Magi, besides being the priestly caste, were also the primitive physi
cians. At a somewhat later period, when experience . and research had 
gradually brought to light several of the more obt.cure powers of nature, 
and their action upon the living organism, this knowledge, in the hands of 
evil-disposed persons, became liable to abu~~e, and was employed for the 
accomplishment of other mischievous and unlawful purposes. In process 
of time, the science of magic, In tho halJdS of unworthy cultivators, de
generated from its original pnrlty Into a base and sordid art; and the pre-
1 enders to proficiency in this department 6f knowledge :rought unhallowed 
means of Imposing upon the Ignorance and credulity of the multitude, by 
affecting to cultivate an infamous alliance and wicked c.Jmpact with the 
powers of darkness. Hence the goetic, or false magic, or the Black Art, 
which was always held In merited disrepute among the learned and good. 
Even in the times of authentic prophecy, however, a distinction was always 
made b~tween the true seers and the vulgar miracle-mongers.''-Hiat. of 
Magic, vol. i., p. 81. · 

In Persia, both magic and astrology prevailed at an 
early date. A celebrated Persian philosopher lived in the 
reign of Darius Hystaspis, whose Persian name was Gush
tasp. 'l,he " Ancient Universal History" relates of this 
personage, that "in the reign of Gushtasp, King of Persia, 
a celebrated astrologer flourished, whose name was Gjam
asp, 11urnamed AI Hakim, or the Wise. The most credible 
writers say that he was the brother of King Gushtasp, and 
his confidant and chief minister. He i11 said to have pre
dicted the coming of the Messiah, and some treatises 
under-his name are still current in the East." Dr. Thos. 
Hyde, speaking of this philosopher, cites a passage from a 
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very ancient author, who wrote an account of ten very 
famous Persian doctors, as follows : " Of these, the sixth 
was Gjamasp, an astrologer, who was counsellor to 
Hystaspis. He is the author of a book entitled 'Judicia 
Gjamaspis/ in which is contained his judgment on the 
planetary conjunctions. Therein he gave notice that 
Jesus should appear; that Mahommed should be born; 
that the Magian religion should be abolished, &c. Nor 
did any astrologer ever come up to him.'' 

The modern Persians are still most devoted votaries of 
astral science; and although they distinguish it from 
astronomy, they have but one word to express astro
nomer and astrologer, viz., manegJim, which is equivalent 
to the Greek word astr.ologos. 

According to a recent author-

"They (the Persians) study astronomy chiefly for the purpose of becom
ing skilled in judicial astrology-a science in which the whole nation, from 
the monarch to the peasant, has the greatest faith. 

" The system of Ptolemy, both as to the forms and motions of the hea
venly bodies, and the shape and surface of the earth, Is still believed in. A 
very slight knowledge of astronomy is sufficient to allow a student to pro
fess the occult science of judicial astrolo!ry. If he can take an altitude with 
an astrolabe-knows the names of the planets, and their dift'erent mansions, 
with a few technical phrases-and understands the astrological almanacks 
which are annually published-he deems himself entitled to oft'er his ser
vices to all who wish to consult him ; that is, to every person in Persia who 
has the means of rewarding his skill. 

"Nothing is done by a man of consequence or property without reference 
to the stars. If any measure is to be adopted, if a voyage or journey is to 
be commenced, if a new dress is to be put on, the lucky or unlucky moment 
must be discovered, and the almanack and astrologer are consulted. A 
person wishing to set out on a journey will not allow a lucky day to escape, 
even though he be not ready to etart. He leaves his own house at the pro
pitious moment, and remains till he can proceed, in some incommodious 
lodging, satisfied that by quitting his home he has secured all the benefit 
which the influence of good stars can aft'ord him."-Hi8t. of Persia, by 
MA.JOR-GENBRAL SIR T, MALCOLM, G.C.B., vol. ii. pp. 3861 416-71 ed. 
1820. 

In the Athena!um of the 25th of February, 1837, there 
is an interesting account of Persian literature, which states 
that "the belief in astrology is as strong as ever." 

In China, from the earliest periods astral science has 
been firmly established. Even emperors were chosen on 
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account oftheir astronomical skill. In the year B.c. 2513 
this was the case with Chueni. 

The Indians were acquainted with the science for at 
·least 3,000 years before the Christian era. The Siamese 
and Buddhists have ever been devoted to the science. 

In ancient Greece, Anaximander, the friend and dis
ciple of Thales, ·may be named as one of her earliest astral 
philosophers; also, Anaxagoras, whose who]e life was de
voted to the study of this science. He anticipated the 
discoveries of the telescope, and he taught " that the 
Moon was a habitable world, and contained seas, moun
tains, and vallevB) like our own globe." After these fol
lowed Pythagoras and Plato; also Porphyry, 'Aristotle, 
and, some centuries later, Proclus. 

The "great and divine" Hippocrates was accustomed 
to say that the man who was ignorant of the science of 
astrology deserved to be called a fool rather than a phy
sician. According to Galen, his opinion was as respect
able as the voice of an oracle, and he declared that 
"di,seases are influenced by the motion of the Moon and 
planets." 

Amongst the celebrated men of Rome, reference may 
be made to Virgil, Cicero, and Horace; also the intimate 
friend of Cicero, Nigidius Figulus-" Romanre, civitatis 
doctissimum.'' 

Suetonius states that he foretold, at the birth of Octa
vius, that he should be lord of the world, having taken 
the hour of his birth. 

The practical Roman astrologers appear to have been 
known by various names. Thus:-" Those who foretold 
future events by observing the stars were called Aatrologi 
(Cic. Divin., i. 38, 39); Mathematici (Suet. Aug., 94; 
Tacitus Hist., i., 22; Juvenal, vi. 561, xiv. 248); Gen.eth
liaci (Gell xiv. 1), from genesis vel genitura, the nativity or 
natal hour of any one; or the star which happened to be 
then rising (sidus natalitium, Cic. Div., ii. 43), Juvenal 
xiv. 248; Suet. 'l'it., 9; and which was supposed tb deter
mine his future fortune : called also Horoscopus; ab Hora 
inspicienda. Thus Geminos horoscope varo (for vario) 
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proclucia genio"-' 0 natal hour !*although one and the 
same, thou producest twins of different dispositions." (Pers. 
vi. 18). Those astrologers were also called Chaldtl!i, or 
.Bahylonii; because they came originally from Chl\ldrea, 
or Babylonia (Strab. xvi. 739), or Mesopotamia, the 
country between the conflux of the Euphrates and 
Tigris (Plin. vi. 28). See Adams's Roman Antiquities, 
.A.stT·ologi, &c. 

About the year of our Lord, 815, the works of Ptolemy 
were ordered to be translated into Arabic by the sixth 
caliph, Mamoon· oiTasheed, a man "profoundly versed in 
literature and science;" and among the. Arabian,astrolo
gers were l\fessahala, Albategnius, iuid Haly. In the 
present age, the science is much practised in Arabia. 

With respect to Europe, in the thirteenth century 
Ptolemy's works were first translated from the Arabic 
into Latin by order of the Emperor Frederic II. Alphonso, 
King of Castile, caused a Spanish version to be made; and 
in 1538 the Greek text of Ptolemy's works was published 
at Basle. Amongst scientific men, since the decline of the 
Roman Empire, who have been devoted to the doctrines of 
astral influences, may be named the learned Jerome Cardan, 
of Milan-a philosopher, of whose history some particulars 
will be given in this book; and Placid us de Titus, an Italian 
monk, who published severhl mathematical works, espe
cially his Celestial Philosophy and Primum Mobile, a new 
edition of which, edited by l\fr. Cooper, has recently been 
published. In this work are contained the nativities of 
thirty men, eminent in Europe, to demonstrate the truth of 
Ptolemy's philosophy. 

In the course of the following pages the subject of 
modern astrology will be considered, and a few words will 
be added touching the ordinary objections to the science 
alleged by its opponents. 

In concluding this brief sketch of the position of astral 
science in the olden time, the following opinion respecting 
the " wise men,., from the pen of Bishop Porteus, a learned 
divine, may find an appropriate place:-

0 
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" The name ofth- pel'IOns whom our tnmslation ealls toi8e men is in 
the original~ta7o•, in the Latin language f1Uigi, from whence is derived our 
Englil!h word magicians. The Magi were a set of anei< nt philosophers Jivin:: 
in the ellllteln part of the world, collected togethfr in collegea, addicted to 
the study of altrOflomy and other part• of natural philosophy, and highly 
esteemed throughout the east, having juster sentiments of Gon and his wor
ship than any of the ancient hea•heo•s; for they abhorred the adoration of 
images made in the form of men and animals; and though they did :repre
sent the Deity under the symbol of fire (the purest and most active of all 
material substances), yet they worshipped one only God: and so blameless 
did their studies and their religion appear to be, that the prophet Daniel 
-scrupulous as he was, to the hazard of his life, with re~pect to the Jewish 
religion-did not refuse to accept the office which N ebuchadnezzar gave him 
of being master of the magi ~nd chief governor over all the wise men of Baby Ion 
(vide Daniel v. ll ). They were, therefore, evidently the fittest of all the 
ancient heathens to halle the flr,t knowledge of the son of Gon, and of sah·a. 
tion, by him imparted to them!'•-Lecturll8, vol. 1, p. 36. 

• The author recently had the pleuure of he&ring & simll&r sentiment from the lips 
of a clergyman of the Church of England, while addresolng the memberoof a l&rge public 
•chool. It seems howe1·er, generally, to be ineon•enlent to admit th&t these magi were 
a:~I1'0lo(Jtrl. 
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CHAPTER III. 

MoDERN AsTROLOGY. 

THE brief sketch of Astral Science contained in the 
last chapter will hf\ove carried the reader back to a remote 
period. 

According to Josephus, the Jewish historian, who wrote 
nearly two thousand years since, even the antediluvians were 
acquainted with this science ; Seth having received instruc
tiona in its principles from his father, Adam. 

Josephus further states that Seth, foreseeing the Hood, 
engraved the rudiments of the science upon two perma·· 
nent pillars of stone, in order to preserve it for posterity ; 
that the science was taught by Enos and Noah, who p,re
served it to the days of Abraham, by whom it was taught 
to the Chaldreans and Egyptians, whence its principles 
have descended to us, as mentioned in the preceding 
pages. 

It is here intended to take a glance at the state of the 
science during the last two hundred years, namely, from 
the time of Lilly until now. 

During the early part of this period may be noticed the 
names of Drs. Mead and Blagrave, Sir Elias Ashmole (the 
founder of the Ashmolean Museum), Flamsteed, Ramsay, 
Drs. Goad ann Partridge, all of whom, as well as Lilly, 
were noted for astral learning. Dr. John Butler, Rector 
of Litchborough, may likewise be cited as au instance of 
"a strong mind being unable to shake off a delusion from 
which a Bacon and a Kepler had not been free-which a 
Napier professed and practised, and which was suppJsed 
to be countenanced even in the pages of inspiration."
Taoin Giants, vol. i., p. 95. 

c 2 
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Mr. Partridge, whose almanac is still published annualJy, 
wrote chiefly on genethliamll science. His works-opus 
reformatum, and defectio geniturarum-will be noticed when 
we come to give an account of as\ral books. Dr. Mead, 

. Dr. Goad, and Blagrave, wrote also upon medical astrology. 
Flamsteed, the first Astronomer-Royal, did not consider 

it to be detrimental to his dignity "to erect a figure with 
circles and squares in it," in order to ascertain a propitious 
time for laying the foundation-stone of Greenwich Obser
vatory. This figure, squares ar;.d circles included, the 
reader may see upon referring to Hone's "Every-day 
Book." Posterity has profited by Flamsteed's sagacity. 

William Lilly seems to deserve particular notice, no~ 
only for his ingenuity and skill in the science, but also be
cause, since the time of Hudibras, it has been customary 

WIIIIIUn Lill7. 
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to select this writer as an especial butt for the arrows dis
chargro from the bow of Urania's opponents. A few 
words, then, respecting the history of this remarkable man 
will not be impertinent. 

William Lilly was born at Diseworth, in Derbyshire, on 
the first day of May, 1602. In the year 1620 he came to 
London, and lived as servant in a gentleman's family for 
smile years, his father being in prison for debt. 

In the year 1627 he was made free of the Salters' Com
pany ; and in the month of September, that year, he 
acquired some property ·by a marriage with the widow of 
his master. This lady died in the year 1633. 

In 1632, Lilly began to study astrology. About the 
year 1689, he wrote a treatise on the eclipse of the sun, 
May 22nd, 1639; and about that period he appears to 
have studied mundane astrology. 

Early in the year 1644, he -published u Merlinus Angli
.cus Junior," the "White King's Prophecy," and a few 
other astral works. 

In 1647, Lilly published his excellent treatise on 
u Horary Astrology"; a new edition of which, with notes, 
edited by the author of the " Grammar of Astrology," was 
published in the year 1834. • 

In the year 1651, Lilly brought fonvard his "Monarchy 
or no Monarchy,"· a work containing several hierogly
plucs of a remarkable character, which will be mentirmetl 
iu a subsequent chapter. .And in the awful year of the 
Great Plague, 1665, he finally settled at Hersham, in 
Surrey, where he practised as a physician for some yean 
with much success. 

He died on the 9th of June, 1681, and lies buried in the 
church of the adjacent village of Walton. A marble stone, 
placed over his mortal remains by his friend Sir Elias 
Ashmole, marks his place of sepulture. 

The abode and earthly resting-place of an English 
worthy-who dared, regardless of ridicule nnd scorn, " to 
benefit posterity and· his country" by putting forth what 
he believed to be truth, when persecution was not confined 
aimply to treadmill exercise and prison diet-were chosen 
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happily in a county, the soil of which for ages past baa 
been consecrated to Liberty I 

Yes ! Within view of the stately Tower of St. George 
nnd the green meadows of Runnymede-in the vicinity of 
St. Ann's Hill and the plain of Chobham-the intellectual 

. rambler, partial 
to retros~
tion, whilejour
neyingto C~k
nev-land from 
th~ ruins of 
Waverley or 
N ewark(saintly 
memorials of a 
wife-kilJingmo
narch !) may 
wisely pause for 
a few minutes 

Ruins of Newark Abbey. at the grave of 
this" accomplished impostor and knavish fortune-teller." 
Requiescat in pace. 

Ill' Dr. Johnson's "Lives of the Poets," the following 
observation occurs with respect to Dryden :-"One of his 
opinions will do him no honour in the present age, though 
in his own time-at least in the beginning of it, about the 
middle of the seventeenth century-he was far from having 
it confined to himself. He, put great confidence in the 
prognostications of judicial astrol!Jgy. In the appendix to 
the " Life of Congreve" is a narrative of some of his pre
dictions, wonderfully fulfilled. That he had the configu
rations of the horoscope in his mind, and considered them 
as influencing the affairs of men, he does not forbear to 
hint. 

'The u~ost malice of the stars is pa~t ; · 
Now frequent trin111 the happier lights among; 

And high-raised Jove, from his dark prison freed, 
Those welghta took off that on his planet hun~t, 

Will gloriously the new-laid works succeed.' 
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• , He has elsewhere shown his attention to the planetary 
powers; and, in the preface to his fai>les, has endeavoured 
obliquely to justify his superstition by e.ttributing the same 
to some of the ancients."-Life of Dryden. 

Again, in the memoir of Butler, the Doctor informs us 
~'that astrology, against which so much of the satire of 
H udibras is directed, was not more ·the folly of Puritans 
than of others. J t had in that time a very extensjve 
dominion. Its predictions raised hopes and fears in minds 
which ought to have rejected it with contempt. In . 
hazardous undertakings, care was taken to begin under the 
influence of a propitious planet ; and, when the king was 
prisoner in Carisbrook Castle, an astrologer was consulted 
whRt 110ur would be found most favourable to an escape. 
What effect this poem had upon the public, whether it 
shamed imposture or reclaimed credulity, is not easily 
determined. Cheats can seldom stand long against laughter. 
It is certain that the credit of planetary intelligence wore 
fast away; though some men of knowledge, and Dryden 
among them, continued to believe that conjunctions and 
oppositi<~ns had a great part in the distribution of good ot• 
evil, and in the government of sublu~ary things." - Life 
Qj &tler. 

It is related of Dryden, that he wa.s not only partial to 
the principles of astral science, but that he was accustomed 
to calculate the nativities of his children. He foretold 
danger of an accident to one of his sons (Charles) in 
his thirty·third year, which proved correct. This indi
vidual was drowned neRr Windsor, while swimming across 
the Thames, having survived two severe accidents, happen
ing respectively in his eighth and twenty·third years, both 
of which disasters his father had also predicted from his 
son's figure of birth. 

The incredulity on the part of Dr. Johnson, as to 
rlanetary influence, may be remarked, en passant, 1\S rather 
ourious, inasmuch a.s he was disposed to believe in anoth€1' 
superstition-spiritual manifestations ; and once at least, 
during his life, he believed himself to be in communication 
with the spirit-world. 
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With respect to Urania, his biographer relates that one 
of the proscribed fraternity~on the evening of the 12th 
of J nne, 1784-drank tea with Johnson and himself at 
Dr. Adams's residence in Oxford: viz., one Mr. John 
Henderson, "a very learned and pio\ls man," student of 
Pembroke College, " celebrated for his wonderful acquire- ~ 
ments in alchemy, judicil\l astrology, and other abstruse 
and curious learning; a man ofvery extraordinary abilities, 
but of strange habits and manners, supposed to be well 

. read in books which no one else reads." Bozzy, after his 
own Robin Goodfellow fashion, contrived to have a pleasant 
chat with this Uranian gentleman, in the garden of Merton 
College; after which they went to sup~r. 

The vision of Thomas Lord L"yttelton, the prediction of 
the time of his death, and its exact fulfilment, were men
tioned. 

Johnson observed: "It is the most extraordinary thing 
that has happened in my day. I heard it with my own 
ears from his uncle, Lord W estcote. I am so glad to have 
every evidence of the spiritual world, that I am willing 
to believe it." Dr. Adams: "You have evidence enough;. 
good evidence, which needs not such support." Johnson: 
"I like to have more."-BoswELL's Life of Johnson~ 
Croker's edition, vol. viii. 

Towards the end of the seventeenth century, Salmon, 
author of "The Soul of Astrology;" Dr. John Gadbury, 
who published the Nativities of King Charles the First,. 
of Sir Matthew Hale, and others; as well as Mr. Par
tridge and Coley,. wrote upon astral science. 

In the year 1701, the first English translation of Pto
lemy's Tetrabiblos appeared,. under the name of " The 
Quadripwte." Mr. Ashmand, in the preface to his 
edition of this work, states that the second edition of the 
11ame translation was published by Browne and Sibley, in 
1786, u not in any one instance purified from the blunders 
and obscurities which disgraced its predeces11or," namely .. 
that produced by Whalley and his assistants in 1701. 

Shortly after this time, we learn something of a notable. 
savanJ Francis Moore, pltysicia'IJ.. 
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Mr. Hone, in his "Year Book" (p. 118, 1367}, gives 
some information respecting this writer and his almanac, 
taken from the last page of the almanac for 1788, where 
is inserted "A Rebuke to Thomas Wright, of Eaton, 
near Melton Mowbray, in Leicestershire, who had the 
audacity to assert that he had been the only compiler of 
Moore's Almanac for nearly the fourth of a century, from 
papers and instructions communicated to him by Mr. 
Moore; but," proceeds the Rebuke, "this pretended as
tronomer never did calculate the eclipses, &c., for that 
work, nor is he capable of doing them ; so that any 
almanac published under the name of such an impostor 
must be false and counterfeit. For Mr. Francis Moore, 
the original author of this almanac, died in London about 
the year 1724, after which it was wrote and continued by 
Mr. John Wing, and afterwards by his son Tycho, both of 
Pickworth, in the county of Rutland. Mr. Tycho Wing 
died in 1750, after which it was written and compiled by 
Mr. William Harvey, of Knipton, near G:~antham, for Mr. 
Vincent Wing, who continued and wrote it for him till 
about the year 1762; after whose death, Thomas Wright 
was employed in compiling the same.'' 

Mr. Hone adds, "On the 26th of January, 1820, died, 
aged 76, Mr. Henry Andrews, of Roystop, at which place 
he carried on the business of a stationer and bookseller ; 
and who, during the forty years preceding, manufactured 
Moore's Almanac for the Stationers' Company." 

The writer in Hone, like the northern scribe whose 
scientific incredulity will be noticed in a subsequent chap
ter, shows himself quite ignorant of the real meaning of 
the signs, and their influence " in the mystical column of 
almanac compilers.'' 

The science was in an enfeebled state during the whole 
of the last century. Probably it was much practised in 
private; but the professors were scarce, and, with the ex
ception of Partridge and a few others, they were not re
markable for abilitv. 

Mr. Partridge ;eems to have been the most crthodox 
authority amongst his contemporaries upon genethliacal 
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science. Many errors seem to have been made by some 
of these writers, through mixing up the system of divi
nation, termed Horary a!ltrology, with the science of 
nativities. 

Amongst astral writers during the latter part of this 
period may be mentioned Dr. Sibly, whose " Solar Tinc
ture " is still in existence. 

A curious anecdote connected with Urania has been re
lated respecting the Earl of Sandwich, when he was First 
Lord of the Admiralty. 

A squadron of men-of-war had been some time missing, 
and much alarm was felt for their safety. Many ques
tions were put in Parliament respecting the matter, and 
the Earl himself was questioned upon the subject without 
being enabled, even with the assistance of his cocked hat, 
to give any satisfactory information as to the fate of the 
squadron. At length an' astrologer erected a figure of the 
heavens, and told his Lordship that, provided he would 
bring in a bill to ~bolish the punishment of transportation 
which then attaclied to the practice of astral science. he 
would give information respecting the missing ships. The 
Earl agreed to the proposition, and the artist reported 
that they were safe, and that the despatches would be re
ceived at a particular time. 

The papers arrived as predicted, and, in consequence, 
the punishment for practising astrology was reduced to six 
months' imprisonment. 

Since the commencement of the present century the 
prospects of the science have improved greatly. 

Reference has already been made to the Primum Mobile, 
edited by Mr. J. Cooper, in 1816, and to Mr. Ashmand's 
edition of Ptolemy, published in 1822. These works, in 
conjunction with Mr. Wilson's "Dictionary of Astro-
logy," were shortly fallowed by the publications of the 
well. known English author, Raphael, whose knowledge of 
horary and mundane astrology was extensive, as will be 
shown in extracts which it is proposed to make from his 
u Manual," a little volume published in the year 1828, 
which greatly increased the pop~larity of the science . 

• 
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Shortly afterwards, the genius of ZADKIEL tended gra· 
dually to place the science upon a sure and permanent 
basis. The " Grammar of Astrology," published by this 
author in the year 1834, contained within a small compass 
the essence of Ptolemy's Tetrabiblos, with respect to the 
science of nativities, besides much original information ; 
and, in the same work, the astronomical calculations 
adopted by astrologers in practice are plainly set forth, so 
that any tyro, at a trifling expense, can see at a glance the 
mode of predicting events from the figure of the heavens 
erected at the time of birth. 

More recently, this gentleman has published other 
valuable works, tending to elucidate the true principles of 
astral science, all of which have had a deservedly large 
circulation. 

In the introduction ( 1829) to Scott's romance of" Guy 
Mannering," Sir Walter remarks that, "while the B.l!tro
logical doctrines have fallen into ~eneral contempt, and 
been supplllllted by superstitions of a more gross and far 
less beautiful character, they have even in modem days 
retained some votaries." 

At the time this tale was written-namely, about the 
year 1815-it would seem .that "astrology, though its in
ftuence was once received and admitted by Bacon himself, 
did not retain influence over the general mind sufficient 
even to constitute the mainspring of a romance.'' This 
fact, admitted by Sir Walter Scott, assuredly is sufficient 
to remind one that it is desirable not t.o " rush in" where 
beings of a superior order hesitate to tread; and that this 
question of celestial influences is one which requires deli
cate handling. In truth, it cannot be denied that the 
science is still regarded by many persons as altogether 
a delusion, and by others as a dangerous fact. 

In the year 1834, the'" Penny Cyclopredia," in a fairly
written article on astrology, informed its nume.rous readers 
that it had " long been unusual to produce any arguments 
against this pretended science ;" but there seems to be 
considerable doubt as to the precise time when this philo
sophical mode of settling an important scientific question 
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first prevailed. It a{>pears by the same authority that 
" the establish:p1ent of the Copernican system was the 
death of astrology. Since the decease of Morin, which 
took place in 1656, the science has gradually sunk." It 
may be presumed, 'therefore, that for about 200 years, 
Urania's sciential Magdalenism has continued. 

Until recently, it was rare to find the public press put 
forth any sentiment favourable to this science; but the 
spiritual rap-pists now-a-days take upon themselves a por
tion of the odium which forruerly attached to the adhe
rents of Urania. 

The "vagabonds" by Act of Parliament are becoming 
more popular with the gentlemen of the fourth estate. 

It is true tl1at Justice L.-whose father, by the way, 
assisted in passing the Act aforesaid-may have sufficient 
influence in his county town, pRrtly perhaps by the aid of 
'Mrs. T. L.'s shoppiug weakness, to prevent the appearance of 

, astra-advertisements, &c., in the hebdomadal "Mercury," 
for fifty years past devoted to the preservation of the British 
Lion ; although 1\ similar delicacy of feeling does not pre
vail with respect to all intelligence of a scientific nature 
inserted in that respectable journal. . 

But here, in the great metropolis, we have more intel
lectual freedom ; and this volume may produce sterling 
evidence of the fact. 

A few months since, an influential authority conveyed to 
his reader~ the intelligence that judicial astrologers were 
still amongst us, and that they were never more numerous 
than at that time. ("Morning Post," Dec. 3rd, 1853.) 

Surely, then, this is an appropriate time forsaying a 
few words touching the merits of the individual herself 
who is responsible tor the increase of the guild; and it is 
not unreasonable to hope that even the Mercurii in the 
neighbourhood of Wellington-street North will approve of 
this step, although it may be necessary to displace from 
"our table" the uncut pages of Zadkiel or of Robert Owen, 
to make room for a critical survey of Urania in that learned 
locality. 
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" Philooophers, oo ealled, and wits In their own conceit, have oomblned to denounce 
and ridicule the phenomenon uf Clain;oyanu, and In particular the oocaslonal de•·elopo 
ment of the faculty of dil>ination, without even condescending to a strict and Periollll in
vestlg&tlon of the actual manifestation of the facta. This oonduct Is rather unreasonable, 
and far from being Ingenuous.· 

" But, by way of illu•tration, let "" look to an an&logous faculty, the faculty of 
m~morv. No one will attempt to deny that mankind poasess the power of recalling 
past Impressions, of recollecting past events; but If It be possible for the mind to recall 
what Is past. tohy lhoukl it ~ impouible for it to anticipau tM future 7 Why should the 
existence uf the one faculty be acknowledged wllile that of the other 15 discredited? 
That which Is past has no longer any Immediately perceptible existence; but the mind, 
it is admitted, can retrace and recall those past Impressions which no longer exist. 
Why, then, sllould It not, In certain clrcumstanceo, become capable of fore~teing the 
future, which does not yet exist? It Is very easy to assert that man posse"""" a faculty 
which enables him to recall the past, but no power of foreseeing the future. But thla 
last Is just the de quo qu<Pretur; and to assume the negative Is a mere begging of the 
question. The manifestation of the f11culty-ln the last case, Indeed, as In the former
must be proved by actu&l experience of the fact. But this is all that reasonably can be 
required. 

·• The actual occurrence of the phenomenon precludes all reaoonlng In regard to Ita 
po.siblllty. The memory itaelf Ia stronger or we .. ker In dltrerent Individuals. The 
faculty of foresight. presentiment, or prophecy, lo oomparatlvely of rare oocurrence. 
But philo1ophv can a11ign no •al4factury remon why the latter may not be OCC&Sionally 
manlfeated lo peculiar clrcwmtanees ; and therefore we are compelled to rest satisfied 
with tbe fact that • coming events' do sometimes' cut tbe\r sbadowa before;' nor a-re 
we bound to account for the occasional manifestation of thl• particular faculty, any 
moro than In the case of the exercise of memory.''- Hut. of Animal Jlagnet11m, by 
J. C. C'uLQI:novN, vol. I. p. 192-3. · 

ltulns of Waverley Abbey. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

THE ORIGIN OF AsTROLOGY. 

" Serve, then, the First Great Call!e, wherever nature sprinp, 
Th' Almighty Fire, th' eternal King of kings, 
Who gave us being, and who gives us food-
Lord of all life, and Giver of all good." 

-MEN.I.ICnEB. 

THE reader will have gleaned sufficient knowledge from 
the preceding pages respecting the antecedents of Urania, 
without dipping too nicely into the delicate question of 
feminine age, for the reception in this chapter of some in
formation respecting the science in its various branches. 

Mr. Ashmand has well remarked that, " of all sciences, 
true l>r false, which have at any time engaged the atten
tion of the world, there is not one of which the real or 
assumed principles are less generally known in the present 
age than those of astrology. 

"The whole doctrine of this science is commonly under
stood to have been completely overturned ; and of late, 
people seem to have satisfied themselves with merely know
ing the import of its name. Among a thousand persons 
who now treat the mention of astrology with supercilious 
ridicule, there is scarcely one who kuows distinctly what it 
is he laughs at, or on what plea his ancestors should stand 
excused for having in their day contemplated with respect 
the unfortunate object of modern derision."-Priface to 
the Tetrabibloa, p. 9. 

Such was the fact thirty years since, and in the present 
davs of literary illumination Mr. Ashmand's remark is 
still applicable, to a great extent. 

Indeed, it i!l difficult to find even a satisfactory definition 
of the name astrology. According to the "Penny Cyclo-
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t>redia," "if this word were used in a sense analogous with 
that o~ geology, or theology, it would mean simply the 
science of the stars ; while astronomy might mean the 
science of their order and arrangement. but the term, at 
least when coupled with the epithet judicial, has always 
$ignified the discovery of future events by means of the 
position of the heavenly bodies. The two words astrology 
(aaTpoAo-yta) and astronomy (aaTpovopta) seem to have 
been used in the same sense by the Greeks, at least till 
about the Christian rera. Cicero (Offic. i. 6) uses the word 
astrologia to express astronomical knowledge." 

Let us endeavour to define more clearly what is intended 
by astrology and its doctrines. We shall then be enabled 
to see what those doctrines may effect for the benefit of 
society, in its physical, moral, and intellectual condition. 

The word astrology is derived from acrr71p (a star) and 
Ao-yo~ (reason or logic), thus implying the logic of the 
stars, or that which we reason from them. 

If the origin of the Greek term ASTER, a star, be traced, 
it will be found to be formed of the two Hebrew words
AsH, "fire" (the stars being called originally the fires 
of heaven) ; and TER, "to go round,'' because ~he stars 
were seen to go round the earth. Among the Hebrews, 
the word for an astrologer was ASH-PHE, literally "the 
mouthpiece of the star," because he interpreted what the 
star imported. 

Astrology, then, is the logic of the stars-that which 
we reason from them. The doctrine of astrology may be 
defined as that which is shown or imported by the stars
KaTa Ao-yov, agreeably to reason-which must be founded 
on observed facts. Without the latter, we cannot reason 
on any subject. ' 

Certain facts being observed, touching the motions and 
situations of the stars, to be always accompanied or fol
lowed by certain events on earth, mankind, by exercise of 
reason, concluded that of the two things, one was the 
cause and the other the effect : the stars the former, the 
events the latter. Their invariable concurrence compelled 
the conclusion that they were both the effect of a cummon 
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cause. This conclusion embraced the idea that the stars 
were the type, or sign, of the concurring event; and that 
led to the further conclusion that the common cause of 
both, the stars of heaven and the events on eJWth that 
accompanied their motions, was no other than the great 
First Cause of all things. So that the first men who rea
soned of the stars were the first divines. In all nations 
which have emerged from barbarism in the slightest de
gree, the divines or priests have ever been astrologers. 

The term WISE MEN seems to· have originated in the 
following manner. 

These ancient priests were accustomed to go to a hill, 
or "high place," that they might convenieutly observe 

• the stars; in order to judge of their eifects. ln plain 
countries, towers were erected for this purpose. The He
brew term El!UN (AsH-PHE), an astrologer, came to be cor
rupted into El~,, or ETZ·PHE (whence is derived our English 
word espy), a watchman. In that language, .frequently 
the initial letter was dropped, as in this case ; hence 
the word was sounded zephe, or ZOPHE, or in the plural 
zoPHIM, the watchmen ; signifying the astrologers or WISE 
MEN originally; which appears to be dearly shown b'y the 
Greek corruption of the term into cropot (soPHOI), the WISE 
MEN (being the same word with a Greek ending), who 
were accustomed u on high hills'' (as Numbers xxiii. 14) 
to observe the course and the motions of the heavens. 

The pure practice of celestial philosophy in course of 
time was corrupted into the worship of the heavens, or 
ZABAISM, and afterwards into idolatry, or the worship of 
images, made to resemble some of the qualities of the par
ticular planets in honour of which they were set up. At 
first, men began to attribute the effects they saw the r;tars 
produce to the powers of the stars, as gods or demons of 
an inferior rank to the great Creator himself, whose ma
jesty was soon lost sight of in some measure. 

The idea of the character of the heavenly bodies as 
mediators, because ministers of the Deity, W{LS the founda
tion of Zabaism, or the worship of the stars, and it pre
pared the way for the introduction of idolatry. 
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" It appears, by the testimony of all hi8tory, aae1-ed and profaur, that the 
oldeFt and first idolaters w01.,;hipped the ereatnre illlltead of the Creator
the powers of nature instead of the God of Nature. Receiving life, foo<l, 
he•lth, and many other bl688ings by means of THE SUN, the light, and the 
air, thPy forgot God who made th6116 elements. and deemed them to be the 
gods that governed the world (Wudom xili. 2). supposing them to be en
dued witil understanding and wisdom, a~ well a• power and might."-
13JSBOP Bo.aNB, Note to Deut. chap. iv. ver;;e 19, '"Mant and D'Oyley'a 
BiDie." 

"Bright mediatoro between GoD and man
Saturn and al>oent Sol-
Great Jupiter- . 
Venus, and :Man, and Mercury-
0 bear, interpreters divine J 
.And for your priest 
Draw the dark veil that shades the days to come." 

AruauroNe'a }'all of Ninei>M, Book I. 

Probab)y, the magnificent relics of antiquity, the Pyra
mids of Egypt, were erected for the purpose of making 
aatronomical observations, the country being very level. 
:But the pyramids are not peculiar to Egypt. They are 
found in all the earliest post-dil11vian researches, and they 
have been continued amongst those nations secluded from 
a general intercourse with other people. The pagodas of 
China, the pyramidal temples of Hindostan, and the 
pyramids of the Mexican empire, respectively, present a 
striking analogy. The earliest settlement of the post
diluvian inhabitants was marked by the erection of a higlt 
place, which all commentators conceive to have been of 
the pyramidal form : " Let us build us a city and a towel 
whose top shall reach to heaven, and let us make for our
selves a name." 

The Pyramids, renowned for their antiquity and magni
tude, became consecrated to the worship of the gods and 
to the cultivation of their cherished studies, astronomy 
and astrology. 

It is certain that these prevailed even in Mexico. Baron 
Humboldt informs us that "in the Mexican year, as well 
as in the Egyptian, the five complementary days, the 
Epagomena, were denoted by the name of N emontami, or 
voids." 

These sciences were undivided until the middle of the 
sixteenth century, when an unholy divorce was effected, u 
mentioned in the preceding chapter. 

D 
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Mr. Bellamy, in his "Sketch o£ all Religions" (pages 32-
3), while mentioning the religion of the Philistines, makes 
some observations which tend greatly to strengthen the 
belief that the science of astronomy was well known to the 
antediluvians ; and he further thinks that the ancients 
weJ,"e probably COnVersant with the USe of the TELESCOPE. 

" Ashtaroth," he observes, " was another idol of the 
Philistines, said also to have been the abomination of the 
Zidonians. Ashtaroth is a feminine noun plural compound 
word from Ashah, 'to make,' and thour, a 'tour, a cir
cuit,'-like the Moon round the earth, and Venus round 

· ~he sun; That the planets Venus and the Moon were un
derstood by this word will be very easily determined. It 
is said, Genesis xiv. 5, Ashtaroth ka17UJ.im: karnaim means 
that which is horned (.Deut. xxxiii.l7); and as none of the 
celestial bodies are regularly seen horned but the ~loon and 
Venus-the Moon when !!he makes her first appearance 
after the conjunction with the Sun, and V enu!l when seen 
from the earth ·in a particular part of her orbit-it proves 
that these planets were worshipped by them, and that they 
must also have had the use of the telescope, as the planet Venus 
cannot he discovered to have that horned figure wit/, the 
naked eye. The full meaning of these words will be com
prehended thus-the horned tour-making goddesses. The 
Septuagint render the word .Ashtarotlt (' Arrrcip-r,"), Astarte; 
and karnaim by ae8o~aiM'at, was glorified; which may be 
read, the glorified tour-making goddesses ; for horns, or 

· rays, are significant of glory-Hah. iii. 4." 
Mr. Bellamy adds, p. 37, "Succoth benoth is only a 

different name for Ashtaroth karnaim, or the Moon and 
Venus; for as aaldaroth karnaim means ' the horned 
circuit-making godrlesses,' so succoth means 'to Lide or 
to overshadow' ; and henoth, daughters : alluding to those 
planets when they assume the crescent form, as then the 

· other parts of their bodies are hidden or overshadowed. 
As Ashtaroth karnaim and Succoth benoth are feminine 
nouns in Hebrew, it shows us that the Moon and Venus 

. being considered feminine in the European language is 
a.greeable to the custom of those ancient people." 

' 

___ I 
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This speculation of Mr. Bellamy would prbbably never 
have existed had he understood astrology. The word 
Ash-Taroth is compound, and consists of Ash, literally a 
fire, but metonomically a star, because the stars. were 
originally called the " fires of heaven ;" and of Ta'l'oth, 
the Chaldee name for an o::c, -whence came the Greek 
Tavper and Latin Taurus, a bull : also the Lithuania• 
name for the Urus, or wild bull-Thur. 

This was no other than Venus, whose hotue is the sigu. 
Taurus, and who must therefore have been termed "the 
Star of the Bull;" in the Chaldee tongue, A.sh- Tarot h. 
Venus was ever known as the queen of love, and is always 
portrayed with doves, because she rules over those crea
tures; and so we find the turtle-dove called, in Hebrew, ,,n, tur ; when~e the Latin turtur, and the English 
turtle. 

The term karnaim, horned, had also a more recondite 
signification, and meant "glorified," as the LXX. properly 
rendered it ; and this because the sign of the bull was not 
only the house of VENUS but also the exaltation of the 
Moon; both of which, when fouud therein, are, in astro
logical language, " glorified." We may be sure that the 
ancients had not the use of the telescope ; for such an in· 
strument, once known, could never have been forgotten. 

AB to " Succoth Benoth," it means really " the tents 
of the young women,'' being an allusion to the custom of 
immodest females sitting in tents by the roadside (see the 
story of Judah and Tamar, Gen. xxxviii.); and thus, 
though "Succoth" did signify " a concealment," it had 
nothing to do with the "crescent form" of either Venus 
or the Moon. 

The astrological fact is, that females born when Venus 
is with the Pleiades (the stars called anciently "the hen 
and chickens" in Egypt, but in Syria termed Succoth
Berwth) are generally warm in temperament, with a dis
position to indulge in pursuits influenced by that planet.* 

• Zn-1 Karna!m, "two homed." Ia a.n epithet applied by the Arabs to Alexander ~e 
a-t, to express bia dignity or glory. 

D 2 
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CHAPTER V. 

PLANETARY INFLUENCE. 

"OIU star dlA'ereth from alltltlur ot.ar In glory." 

SuFFICIENT has already been stated to show the extreme 
antiquity of the astrological doctrines. Before explaining 
the different branches of this science, it may be well to 
observe that thet•e seems to nave been from the earliest 
ages a peculiar class of persons who were presumed to be 
endowed with. the gift of prophecy. The desire to take a 
peep into "the shadowy future" has ever been a fixed 
principle of the human mind, established there by its 
divine Creator. 

The term NEBu.H, "a prophet," is early applied in 
Scripture. We find that Abraham is thus denominated as 
a mark of respect: "Now, therefore, restore the man his 
wife, for he is a prophet" (Gen. xx. 7) . Again (Judges iv. 
4): "Deborah, a prophetess, the wife of Lapidoth; she 
judged Israel at that time." Her name, Deborah, signi
fying "a leader.'' 

Cicero has declared that he knew "of no country either 
so polished and learned, or so rude, barbarous, and unci\•i
lized, but what always allowed that some particular persons 
are gifted with an insight into futurity, and are endued 
with a talent of prediction.'' -De Divinatione, lib. i. 

· It remains to be added, that the science of astrology is 
divisible into four distinct branches, each of which will be 
separately explained. 

These divisions are as follows :-
FmsT, Nativities; or the art offoreseeing, from the figure 

of the heavens at the moment ofbirth, the future fate and 
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character of individuals. According to the situation of the 
signs of the zodiac, the sun, moon, and other heavenly 
bodies, will be the destiny of the native or child then 
born, unless by care and prudence any portion of that 
destiny, being foreseen, may be avoided ; for the word 
fate does not here imply inevitable fate. 

The influence pToduced by the planets on the native'8 
affairs, if opposed by the human will, may by that means 
be entirely overcome, or greatly lessened. 

SECOND, Mundane Astrology ; or the art of foreseeing, by 
the positions of the heavenly bodies, at certain periods, 
the circumstances of nations, such as wars, pestilences, 
inundations, earthquakes, &c. 
. THIRD, Horary Astrology ; or .the art of foreseeing; by 
the positions of the heavens at any period, wh~n an indi
vidual may be really anxious about the matter, the resull 
m RD.V business or circumstance whatever. 

FouRTH, Atmo8pherical Astrology; or the art of fore
seeing by the positions of the planets at the periods of the 
sun and moon being in mutual aspect, and some other 
circumstances, the quality of the weather at any required 
time or place. 

Before entering upon an explanation of these several 
branches of astral science, it will be necessary to give 11ome 
information respecting planetary influence. 

Ptolemy (book i. chap. 2), upon this point observes-

" Tbat a certain power derived from the mtherial nature is dilfused onr 
and pervades the whole atmosphere of the earth is clearly evident to all men. 
:f"l1'8 and Hir, the first of thesublunaryeh ments, are encompassed and alter• d 
by. the motiuns of the mther. These element!. in their turn encompass all 
Werior matter, and vary it as they thellldelv.es are vo.rled, acting on earth 
and water, on plants and animals. 

"The sun, always acting in connection with the ambient, contribute~ to 
&be regulation of all ea1·thly things; not only by the revolution of the seuou• 
doee he brlnjr to pt'rfection the embryo of animals, the buds of plants, the 
Bpring of waten, and the alteration' of bodies, but by his daily progre$11, 
also, he operates other changes in light, heat, moisture, dryness, and cold, 
dependent upon his situation with regard to the zenith. 

"The moon, being or llll the heaver•ly bodies thene&rl!$t to the earth,al~o 
dUpenses much influence, and things animate and inanimate sympathize and 
-.ary with her . 

.. By the changea of her illumination, rivers swell and are reduced: the 
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tid• of the sea are ruled b:!' ber r181ngs and eetttnga; and plants aDd antmm· 
aM expanded er collapted, if not entirely, at leaat parU11lly, 81111he walUlll or 
1rane1;. 

"The starslikewi&e-811 well the ftxed 11t11111 aa the planets-produce many 
Impressions on the ambltne. They cause heab!, wind~, and storms, to the 
influence of which earthly tbiDgs are confermably aubjected. 

".And further, the mutual configurations of all tb611e heavenly bodies, by 
commingling the lnftuene9 with which each ill separately lnveated, produce a 
multiplicity of cbanget~. 

" The p!l1f8l' of the IUD, however, pnd&minatee, beeause it Ia more gene
. rally distributed ; the othtrs either eo-operate with his power or diminit!h 
its eft"ect ; the moon more frequently and more plainly perform a thi1 at her 
conjunction, at her fll'llt ami last quarter, and at hn oppo11itlon. The &tars 
act abo to a llimilar p.rpotMI, but at longer intervals, and more ob..ocurel7 
than tbe moon ; and their operation principully depends upon the mode of 
their vllliblllty, their occultation, and their declillati«JD.'•-Pp. 3 aud 4. 

Thus Ptolemy commences his discourse re8peeting plane
ta.tr influence upon this earth and its inhabitants. 

" The same hypothelia of an nnivel'llal mtber perYadiag all spaee Tt'U 
entertained in modem times by :oiewton. Mesmer, and other philosophel'l!, 
with a view, no doubt, to assist them in the explanation of phyt<ical and 
cosmologicul theories; and a similar principle has been adopted by several 
of the most eminent magnett»tto, In order to enable them to acco11Dt for the 
phenomena of their IICience. Modern inve~~tigation. indeed, does not abw
lutely reject this idea. Philosophical re~~earch seems rapidly tending to
wards an identification, under val'ious modifications, of the common orig!D 
and principle of light, heat. motion, elt!etricity, magnetiMn, &c.; and the 
•ltimate general recognition of this identity may prove of eminent utility in 
facilitating our explanations of many of the 11tOTB obuure pkenoment' of 
nature."-COLQUHOUN's Hut. of Magic, vol. i., p. 96, 97. 

" Many aucient philosophers," observes this author, "entertaiDed the 
hypothe11is of an universal rether, ot· anima mundi, 811 noticed in particular 
by Cicero and A.puleius: .Ere1n complectitur i1mnen11Us tether, qui COil

stat in alti8&imi8 ignibwr (Cicero, de Natura Deor. lib. ii., c. 36). 
Ctelum ip.wm 11tellaAque collegetiB, omnisque lliderea campago, tether
fXJcatur; non ut quidam put ant, quod ig'Ritua llit et incenB'Ua, &ed quotl 
cursibua rapidi8 rotetur. ( Apuleiu&, de Mundo.'') 

"Upon thl.s h:!'pothesis, it Is by no means wonderful that among the 
nations unenlightened by divine revelation this univernl circumambient 
ll!ther should have been regarded as an actual manifestation of thl! Deity
nay, as the Deity himself, the supreme mover and re.~ulator of all ct·eated 
material being-the anima mundi." · 

It will be observed that Ptolemy, in his description of 
phenomena, distinctly refers to the ambient-that is, the 
whole face of the heavens-as producing a certain effect 
upon our earth : the same not being confined to the single 
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~Sign rising at the particular time when such eft'ect is pro
duced. 

Many persons, probably, a~:e more or less astrologers, so 
far as respects the moon; the theory of tides~ for in
stance, is purely astrological. 

The sympathy which the old physicians believed to exist 
between this planet and the stages of various diseases has 
Qeen recognised and openly maintained* by modern mem
bers of the faculty; by Dr. Mead, who wrote on the in
fluence of the sun and moon on human bodies ; and by 
Dr. Goad~ physician to King Charles the Second, amongst 
others. Later stil11 MesiQer, the German physician, who 
became the fouJlder of the system of animal magnetism,· 
publicly defended astral doctrines before t.he University of 
Vienna. 

Concerning astro-meteorology, in the year 1699 Dr. 
Goad wrote as follows : 

" Now as concerning the planets' influence, and the spe
fication thel'eof, be pleased to take notice that there is a 
table goes about,. pretending to acquaint us with their sig
nifications-with some little modifications, indeed-aGcord
ing to the four seasons of spring, summ.er, &c. ; but, as 
to the maia, agreeing with itself and truth. I do not say 
it is QX.act, and beyond amendment ; ·but, for the general, 
I. say no man's a:rt or experience, syllogilllm, or induction, 
hath yet· or ever sh'"l-abolish it." · 

The rules mentioned by this old writer, in the table 
referred to by him, are still re<;og~sed to be based upon 
truth by those persons who have paid attention to the 
~atter. The work of Dr. Goad, Astro~Meteorologica, 
printed in London, 16~9, contains valuable tables of his 
ex.peri~ce o£ the weather dufing thirty years' observationM 
made at London . 
. A~tral influence upon the earth is referred to frequently 
in the Scriptures. 

In connection with the particular passage in JUdges v. 20, 
"The sws in their courses fought against Sisera''-Arch-

• See" Blackwood's Magulne" for Decelllbar, 1821, 
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bishop Tillotson observes, that "the meaning may be that 
by mighty and sudden rains-which the common opinion 
fJ8Crihed to IM special influence of the planet.t-the river of 
K.ishon, near which Sisera's army lav, was 80 raised and 
swollen as to drown the greatest part of that huge host.'' 

Zadkiel, iu his astrological almanac for the years 1838 
and 1848 respectively, presents an admirable commentary 
upon this subject, of which an epitome is here presented. 
It is well known that in scripture the name of a thing is 
by a figure of speech frequently placed for the effects of 
that thing. The Hebrew word ,,M (oar) means light, and 
alao a flu:c or flowing f0'1'th; in the original it is some
times used in this latter sense, although our translation 
has given it in the former. 

The term influence is synonymous with jlu:c, being de
rived from injlllO, to flow in upon ; hence, by the influences 
of the stars is meant only a flux or flowing forth of some 
etherial fluid from the stars on to the earth. 

In the passage above quoted, it clearly means tlte fluz; 
that is, the influences of the stars fought against Sisera. 

Mr. Parkhurst renders the passage above cited, " The 
stars from their elevalioM fought against 8I8EB.A. How 
80 ?" he asks ; and then he replies, " By having their influ
ence on the atmosphere supernaturally increased, so as tt) 
occasion those heavy rains which swelled the river KialwJ&, 
so as to sweep away the army of Sisera, as mentioned in 
the text. 

"But," continues Mr. P ., "the modern philosopher will 
object that the stars, including the planets, have no natural 
influence or efficiency at all in causing rain. I answer, 
thi8 u certainly mO'l'e than he kn()'f(Js. One of the principal 
causes of rain is an alteration in the state of the atmos
phere." 

And then he quotes Boerhaave, who observes-in lris 
work on chemistry, vol. i., p. 405-" Perhaps, alao, the 
dijfereTtt aspects of the pltmets may contribute to this effect 
-i. e., of uniting the primary particle& of water, whieb 
before floated separately in the atmosphere-and 80 occa
sion rain, snow, and hail." 
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And he adds-from the Rev. W. Jones, "Physiological 
Disquisitions," p. 188-" The light of the moon and stars 
may be working such effects as we little understand or 
think of, although no heat is discoverable in their rays., 
This passage demonstrates the belief of Deborah, at least, 
in the induences of the stars· when she 8&1lg her song of 
triumph as dictated by the Holy Spirit. 

According to Tillotson, a belief in astral influence was 
common for some 1300 years B.c. 

There are two remarkable cases in which •criptttraj 
meteorology agrees with the observations made by modem 
scientific observers. 

" Fair weather cometh out of the north '' (Job xxxvii. 
22). This sentence is generally believed to have been 
written about .A.M. 2000; and about 1066 years afterwards 
we find it stated by Solomon that " the north wind driveth 
away rain" (Prov. xxv. 23). 

Here, then, is an agreement by two writers as to the 
fact in meteorology, that the north wind comes with fair 
weather. In the present age, and in the climate of Eng
land, extended experiments have shown that the north 
wind is dry, and that the "barometer rises by the north
west and north winds''-that the humidity of the atmo
sphere decreases relatively from the west wind passing 
by the north to the east." . 

The planet Jupiter, by the experience of the old astro
logers, was found to produce north winds, and also " fair 
weather." According to Lilly's "Rules," published 200 
years since, "Jupiter governeth the north wind/' and 
" he produceth serenity, pleasant and healthful north 
winds"-fair weather, in fact, which Job observed in 
Arabia more than 3,000 years before Lilly wrote, and 
which Solomon discovered to be the case in Palestine 
aome 1,000 years after the observation of a similar fact by 
Job. 

But the Scriptures, when diligently searched, will be 
found to contain many striking proofs of the reality of 
astral influence upon the earth. 

The simplicity of astro-meteo.rology is well demonstrated 
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by reference to the recently..di.scoTm'ed planet NEPTUNE
a body which has been ascertR.ined to be about thirty times 
the distance from the Sun that the latter is from the earth. 
It has been calculated that a ray of light, striking on the 
planet Neptune, takes three hours and fifty-t.wo minutes to 
be reflected back to the Earth. 

But it is now proved that light and electricity are united; 
. wherefore this distant body must affect the electricity of 
our atmosphere, and hence the temperature, &c., affecting 
the bodies of those beinga who breathe that atmosphere. 

"The light of the Sun being always accompanied with electricity, it 
follows that when It penetrates the atmosphere of a planet, and is refteeted 
thence to this earth, it will either gain or Jo~e electricity, and so bring more 
OJ' 1688 of that snhstance to us. But, as tho various coloured rays are more 
or 1!1111 refrangible, and enter the atmosphere, therefore, at dlft'erent anglN, we 
1168 that a 'l'ed t•ay will be more di'l'ect, and hence produce more electricity 
than a blue ray: and we know, therefore, that the red ray~ of the planet 
MRrs must excite electricity in uur atmosphere more powel'funy than do the 
slue rays of Saturn. 

"This is consistent wltb facts obelerved, which prove that wb.en the Earth 
passes in a right line with the Sun an•l Mars, the air is mnre electrific•d aud 
dr!e!' than when the eat'th is similarly situated with Saturn.''-ZADXIBL : 
MagazintJ qf Scitmce, Jan., 18.W, p. 29. 

As to the Moon, the following extract from Martin's 
" History of the British Colonies" is appropriate :'-

" In considering the climate of tropical countrieli, the lnftnence of the 
Moon seems to be entirely overlooked; and surely, If the tides of the ust 
ocean are raised fioom their fathomless bed by IJlnar power, it is not much to 
a.tOilt'rt that th~ tide~ of the atmosphere are liuble to a similar inftuence : this 
much ia Clll'tain, that in the low land of tl·opical countJi~, no attentive ob
server of nature will fail to witness the power exercised by the Moon over 
\he seasons, ~md also over animal and vegetable nature. As regards the 
latter, it may be stated that there are certamly thir1841n spring& and tbirteeJl 
eutnmr•s, in DemllJ'IIra, in the year; for so many times does the sap of trees 
IIHcend to the branch•·s and descend to the roots. For example, Wallaba, a 
resinous tree, common in tho Demerara woods, somewhat resembllDg mal•o
lt&DY, if cut down in the dar•k, a few days belore the t18W moon, is one of the 
most durable woods in the world for house-building, posts, &c. ; in tbat 
state, attempt to split it, and, with .the utmost difficulty, it wouln be rh"en 
in the most jagged and unequal manner· that ctm be imagined. Cut down 
another W allaba (that grew within a few yards of the fonner) atfull moon, 
and the tree can be easily split intt• the finest 11mooth shingles of any desired 
thickness, or Into stavll!; for making casks; but in this state applied to house
building purpoilll!, it speedily decays. Again, bam.boo8, aa t~ick as a. man'• 
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arm, a!'fliiOilletimes oeecl for palhlfr;, &e. ; If cut at the dark moon, they will 
invariably endure for ten or twelve years; If at full moon, they will be rotten 
In two er three yeare : thus it Is with mo~t, If not all, af the t'orest tPt-ea. 
Of the eJlllcts of the Moon on animal life, nry many instancee could -be 
cited. I have seen, In Africa, newly-littered young perlth in a few hours, at 
t.b!l mother's side, if exp•toled to the rays of the full moon : ftsh become 
rapidly putrid ; and meat, if left exposed, incnrllble or nnpreservable by 
BBlt : the mariner, beedleuly sleeping on the deck, becoming afflicted with 
myetolOJria, or n¥tt blilldnel!ll ; at time& the face hideoualy awollen, if ex
po8ed during Bleep to the moon's rays; the maniac's paroxysms renewed 
with fearful vigour at the full and change ; and the cold, damp chill of the 
ague supervening on the ascendancy af this apparently mild yet powerful 
luminary. Let leer i:Jtft~ OfJ17' th.M .art h. be ltud.i«l; it i8 more power
ful than i8 generally known." 

More than twenty years have passed since it was re
marked, in a publication having extensive circulation 
('' Penny Magazine," p. 270), "that there are more raiuy 
days in the second quarter of the Moon than any other, 
and fewer in the fourth." Abo, "that the first half of 
the lunar month is more rainy than the second;" "that 
the barometer is lowest, on the average, at the second 
octant, and highest at the second quarter;" and that 
"there is most rain at the octant, and least at the second 
quarter." These conclusions are formed from the expe
rience of modern meteorologists, and they agree with the 
observations made by the before-named Dr. Goad. 

The talented French astronomer, M. Arago, a few years 
since, published· some striking observations respecting 
lunar influence on disea~ea. He states-

" Hlppoeratea had so hvely a fai~ In the inftuence of the stars on ani .. 
mated beings, and on their maladies, that be very expl'88Sly recommends no$ 
to trust to phy~iciane who are ignorant of astronomy. The M<>Qn, however, 
&ecording to him, only acted a secondary part ; the prepond~ratinp; still'S 
ft1'8 the Pleiadee, A-rcturus, and Procyon. 

" Galen showed himlltllf, in this reepect, a zealoua disciple of Hippocratea, 
but it was the Moon to which be assigned tho chief influence. Thus the 
11\mona critical days In dil!t:11881l-that is to say, the seventh, the four•eenth, 
and the tweDty-tirst-were connected with the duration of the priuclpal 
phuee of our I!Btellite, aud the lunar inft.uence bec11me the principal pivot of 
the ~ystem of cri8ea. 

" With regard to the theory of lunar Influence on diaeaae11, It still counts a 
,ood number of partisaD&. lo truth, I kno\Y not lf the circumstance ougM 
to aetonisb Dl!. Ia it not something to ba'e on our side the authority of 
the two great physicians of antiquit.y, and among tho modern~ that of Mead, 
Heftin&D, and Sauvage 1 Authorities, I admit, are of little weight in matcen 
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of scienet>, in the faee of positive filets; but It ie n-ry that theee facta 
exist, that they have been subject to aevere examinations, that they have been 
~okllfully grouped, with the view to extract th·· truth they conC61tl. Now, baa 
thw procedure been adoptM with regard to the luuar influence! Where do 
we :find thom refuted with ~u"h arl!'uments 1111 science would acknowledge? 
He who ventures t•• treat a priori a fact as ~tbaurd, wants prudence. He baa 
not reflected on the numerous errors he would have committed with regard 
to modem discoveries. • • I addre11 the1e 1hort reflection~ to thHe toho 
mav think tlt.at the Bu.hject of luuar i'lfiuence iB unworthv of any notice." 

In a subsequent chapter, reference will be made to lunar 
-influence in certain operations connected with agriculture. 
A curious instance of that influence over the vegetable 
world is here pr~sented, taken from the pages of Raphael. 
The reader may test for himself the reality of the alleged 
phenomenon. Let him take any given quantity of com
mon peas, and divide them into four parts, keeping each 
part separate. Then, on any spot of ground at all fit for 
vegetation, when the season approaches let him sow the 
contents of the first parcel on the first or second day of 
the new moon ; the second parcel sow near the same spot 
on the first or second day of the second quarter; the third 
let him sow on the second or third day before the full 
moon; and lastly, let hiru. sow the fourth parcel on the 
second or third day before the moon is out. The first par
cel, sown under the new moon, will grow very fast, and 
blossom most beautifully, but will not. bear fruit; the 
second will blossom, and bear very little ; the third parcel 
will not only blossom beautifully, but bear fruit in abun
dance ; and the jml!f'th and last parcel will scarcely rise 
from the ground. The writer adds, " All fruit-trees set 
at the netb moon b]ossom, but never bear fruit, whilst all 
others set three days before the full bear abundantly; and 
in pruning trees the same effects occur, for trees pruned at 
the new moon will shoot forth b1inches, but are unbear
able ; and if pruned at the full, they will be prolific.'' 

The principle of a HoRARY QuEsTION is based upon the 
l'gmpathy which pervades all nature: the same kind of 
sympathy which causes the magnet and iron to approach 
each other-a detached portion of earth to return towards 
the common centre-and the water to approach the lumi-
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naries. All instinct is sympathy, and the same common 
affinity between various parts of matter which induces rats 
t~ forsake a falling house-ants to quit their nests, carry
ing their young ones with them, before an inundation
and dogs to foretell disasters-will enable a human being 
to propose a borary question at the instant of time 
when the heavens are favourably disposed to give a 
!!Olution. 

"There is nothing in it" (observes an astral author) 
u either celestial or diabolical, meritorious or criminal, good 
or evil. A person is equally justifiable in making an in
quiry into one thi~g as an.other, and to prepose a horary 
question is an act as indifferent in itself as to ask what it 
is o'clock. It contains nothing supernatural, for it is 
nature operating in its usual way." 

Horary astrology is entirely symbolical; it is based 
upon sympathy. In genethliacal science, the principal 
point to be observed is the direct relation of cause and 
effect; whereby the astrologer deduces all the leading 
events incidental to an individual in his mundane con
dition. 

Upon this matter, Ptolemy observes-

"Particular events which concern men individually may be traced to one 
origin, single as wo·ll a• manifold. Their origin is single, in respect to the 
prlma1-y composition ·of the nascent man; but it ia also manifold, in respect 
to other circumstances, subsequently indicated by dispositions in the ambient, 
correlative to the primary origin. In all particular events, the origin or 
birth of the subjected matter it.<elf must, of courile, be the prima1-y oridn; 
and in succession thereto, the' various beginnings of other subsequent cir
cumstances are to be a88umed : hence, therefore, at the origin of the sub
jected matter, all the properties a11d peculiarities of its contemperament 
must be ubserved; and then the subsequent event1 which will happen at 
certain periods, sooner or later, are to be considered by means of the divi
sion of time, or the scale of the ensuing ye81'8."-1'etrabibloa, Book III., 
chap. i. 

Si:nce Ptolemy wrote the paragraph above quoted, it has 
been discovered (see u Grammar of Astrology," p.l7) that 
there is a remarkable peculiarity in the angles which form 
the astrological aspects. Each of these has been ascer
tained to form the exact angle, or supplemental angle, of 
a regular polygon, which may be inscribed in a circle. 
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The opponents of the acience have aaserted that this 
peculiarity does DOt e:riat in nature; on the contrary, that 
the zodiacal a&pects are merely arbitrary measures. If, 
however, lit can be proved by ewperience, (and the astrologer 
maintains that it can) that when the planet Jupiter arrives 
at exactly 120 degrees from the degree !Of the zodia.c 
which ascended at an individual's ·birth, remarkable effect!! 
take place favourable to the individual, which do .DOt take 
place when the aame planet arrives at 126 degrees from 
·the same poi.D.t. This fact shows that in the angle formed. 
by 129 degrees, known in astrology aa the trine aspect> 
there muat be some peculiarity. 

It seems idle to attempt to argue, or to enter upon any 
subtle disquisition as to the precise mode by which celes
tial phenomena are effected. Much remains for future 
investigation. Let us bear in mind the observation maHe 
by Mr. Locke, that " two bodies at a distance will put one 
another into motion by the force of attraction, which is 
unes.plicable by us, though made evident to us by experi
ence, and so to be taken as a pri.nciple in natural philo
sophy." Upon a similar principle, we may justify our 
belief in planetary influence, if evidenced by e31perience, 
" although it be unexplicable by reason in our present 

' state of knowledge.''* 
But it will be seen presently that this occult influence 

is not altogether devoid of explanation, even in the present 
age. . 

In astrology, general or particular, it is impossible to 
atTive at any satisfactory conclusion without the assistance 
of geometry, upon which the architecture of the universe 
itself is founded, the whole science being based, more or 
less, on scientific principles and laborious calculations. 

One remarkable analogy is observable in the law by 
which bodies always form cry1tals at certain definite angles 
only,.and which seems to be the result of electrical action, 

• We know little more of the modus operandi by which Ipecacuanha produces sickness 
than we do of that by which the new or full moon produces attaeko of lntennittent 
fever, of mania, or epilepsy. We have the same evidence of the agency of both these 
classes of causeo.-ORTON. 

---~--~· - · 
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and the way in which certain effects are produced by the 
heavenly bodies when at certain definite angles only, also, 
and which seem equally to depend on electrical action. 

" For instance, when the Sun comes to an angle of 60" f•·om the planet 
Mara, an increase in the temperature is invariably t~ .und, with electrical 
phenomena, lightning, &c., according to the season. And if such an aspect 
occu1• In tbe natiuity of an individual, he eeems to bo electrified.; fur hia 
bloo•l becomes heated ; bp 11xhibits increaS!Id activity ; he is excited, takes 
to martial exercises, and, if a military man, he exhibits much daring, and 
generally ·receives bls reward in the shape of preferment : while, if the 
nat.iYe be one l)f the gentler aex, ske bec!Gmes leis timid '*han hermfore, and 
i& disposed to marry, &c. 

" There S!lems to be sonte remarkable power in the particular angle in 
llaCh Cll8e. Water will crystallize at the angle of 60", but It never does so 
o&t 50° or 56" ; and eo, if the Sun p888 at the disbinee of 60° or 55" from 
Jllara, we B!le no change in the ternpel'8ture, &<·., which invariably occur~, 
however, when he reachet 60° from that plaoet."-ZADKIEL : Magazine, 
Feb., 1849, l'· 50. 

The astral philosopher reasons upon the inductive prin
ciple-that is to say, from observing a. number of par
ticular faets, he rewsons to others of the same kind ; from 
observing a certain thing to happen in certain circum
stances, he expec~ the same thing to happen in the like 
circumstances. 
. For instance, he observes, as will ue mentioned more 
fully iu a subsequent chapter, that when the sign Taurus 
is rising, with the planet Saturn posited therein, a child 
born at that time will differ in form, in character, and 
in temperament from the child born when the sign Leo is 
rising, with the planet Jupiter posited therein. He finds, 
further, that 1800 years have passed since Ptolemy made a 
similar observation, based upon experience ; not of one 
birth, but of many births. This leads to the belief that 
the nature.of Taurus is different from that of Leo; and 
that the influence of Saturn differs from the influence of 
Jupiter. 

A similar mode of reasoning is applicable to the other 
signs and planets. For when the sun is in the ascendant 
at the time of an individual's birth, the native ever differs 
in temperaUJent and in appearance from. another person 
born when the planet Venus is in the ascendant; and 
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here, also, a further ditrerence is to be observed with respect 
to the sign on the eRStern horizon. ']'his difference, also, 
is to be observed not only in one case, but in various cues. 
It likewise has been recognised M a principle in celesti!ll 
philosophy for centuries. 

Let an infant b£' shown to the astral observer to haTe 
been born with the fiery planet Mars rising on the 
horizon in the sign Scorpio, the moon at the same time 
.setting, and Saturn high in the heavens (culminating), 
while neither J upitet, Venus, nor the sun forms any good 
aspect to Mars or the moon, and inductive reasoning will 
inform him that this infant's temperament is calculated in 
future life to bring disaster upon himself and upon those 
persons with whom be may be connected : although such 
temperament may be modified by education and temper
ance. 

But moreover, according to Ptolemy, certain cities, as 
well as countries, were believed to be in familiarity with 
certain degrees of the zodiac. For instance, the sixth sign 
(Virgo), was recognised as influencing or ruling over the 
old city of Paris. Now, according to the same authority, 
the influence of the planet Mars is of au evil nature ; and 
his position in this sign within a few degrees of the moon 
at the time of birth, especially if these bodies were rising 
near the horizon, would be deemed unpropitious for the 
residence in Pu.ris of the individual born under such cir
cumstances. Reference to the old writers wouJd show 
that their experience would justify this opinion. 

Upon a like principle the benefic planet Venus, in a 
similar position, would cause the same individual to prosper 
in that city, or in any city ruled by the sign Virgo. 

There would be no auperstition in this belief, nor absurd 
credulity, for it would arise through sober exercise of the 
reasoning powers; it would be a deduction based upon the 
recognised laws of causality.* 

• It ill a remarkable fact, with •·especttotblll particular sign (VIrgo), that amonpt tbe 
twelve signs of the zodiac engraved on the outside of the ancient cathedral of N61rt Dam<, 
In Pari!, thilllign, the eiith, Ia ejected, and the figure of the statu....,. has been put In Ita 
place, while the Virgin Ia set above all the rest. Entert,. from the north, this m-.r lie 
oeen. The reuon of thlll apparent anomaly seems to be that formerq, In Gaul, a gaenl 
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The writer in the" Penny Magazine" (No. 82) uaea the 
following argument, which is peculiarly applicable to this 
pl\rticular matter. He observes : " When one phenomenon 
is observed constantly to happen at or near the aame time 
as another, the most sceptical mind is convinced that there· 
must be some connexion between the two .. It doea not 
follow that the second is caused by the fint; but, if not, 
the necessary alternative is that both must depend upou, 
or in some way be derived from the same cause. However 
extraordinary or unaccountable it may be that two pheno
mena should always happen together, the mere fact of their 
so happening is an argument in proof of their counexion 
which it is impossible to overturn by any reasoning what
ever. Nothing is more common than to hear ~he evidence 
of such counexion opposed by arguments which, after all. 
amount, to this-that the speaker does not see any way of 
explaining how the connexion exis.ts. A philosophical mind 
will not allow the word extraordinary to have any place in 
its .vocabulary of words employed in :reasoning, but will 
stand prepared to admit that any two phenomena whatever, 
which constantly occur together, are in some way related to 
each other." 

The reum:rks contained in this chapter, although neces· 
sarily brief, are sufficient to enlighten the reader upon 
what is the basis of astrological faith, stellar influences 
upon this earth, and its inhabitants, preparatory to a par
ticular description of the science of Celestial philosophy in 
its diffe~ent branches; the first of which it is now proposed 
to con~ider-namely, the science of nabivities, or geneth
lialogy. 

belief existed in the powers and ln1luencea of the heavenly bodlea. The old utrologer, 
wbo bad presided at the founding of the city of Pari•, and named the elty P AJU.-1111, 
meaning "In the power of llu," knew, of conroe, that i.U wu the Pbomiclan ~Jw. ,. 
lla-lso, or .Uo-lso, the " Star of Being or Exiltence" ; that lo, VENUs, who baa IJigfittv 
In the algn Virgo, which ruleo that city, The chief temple, therefore, wu 1acrtd to Y-. On the11te of that edifice was erected a Chriatlan. church, and atllllt remalno _,_ 
-.ted to" oar Lad7," who, u above-mentioned, II oeen In a co~aPICUOWI pc>Bitl<.n. 

E 
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CHAPTER VI. 

GENETHLIALOGY. 

"What Is called 'C!Mtlns of nathitles'ls a llllpl!l'ltitlonlmported from the Em. It Is 
Ml1 practised In Europe brlmpo.ten. Zoroaster, the Hebrew Pel'llian, we are In
formed, was the flrat to attempt to reduce astroiCJB1 to a IIC!ence.''-London Journal, 
June 3rd, 1864. 

" IT must be remembered that the eau88tion by which all effect$, whether 
general or particular, are produced and foreknown, u e8stmtially tme u1td 
the same;. for the motions 'of the planets and of the sun and moon pl'f'l!ent 
the operative causation of events which happen to any ind!Tidual, ae well a. .. 
of those which happen generally: and the fore-knowledge of both may be 
obtained by the same accurate obeervation of the di8tiuct natures of the 
sevNal creatures and substances subjected to the lnflnencea of the heavenly 
bodies, and by due attention to the changea produced In those natnrea by 
the configurations displayed in the ambient by the planetary motion."
PTOJ.BM Y, Book 3rd, chap. i. 

The Twelve Signs of the Zodiac are thus reprtlsented :-

NORTHERN. 
<y>. Arie~.' 
. ~.Taurus. 
n. Gemini. 

$. Caneer. 
Q. J..eo . 
IJll. Virgo. 

SOUTHERN, 
,a,. Libra. 
'11'1· Scorpio. 
I . Sagittarius. 

'f!. Capricorn. 
::::. Aquarius. 
*·Pisces. 

The Planets are represented thus:-
Jj. Herschel, 
fl. Satum. 
~- Jupiter. 
~- Mars. 

0. Sol, the Sun. 
9. Venus. 
I!. Mercury. 
)) • Luna, the Moon. 

The Aspects-that is, the positions which these planets 
bear to each other-are thus represented:-

0 . Co71iunction-When two planets are in the 88me place. 
*. Seztile-When they are 60 degrees, or two signs apart. 
b. Square- When they are 90 dflj!refs, or three signs apart. 
~. Trine-When they are 120 degrefs, or four signs apart. 
8. Oppo8ition-When they are 180 degrees, or six signs asunder. 

• 
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The above are the old aspects. The following are new 
aspects, discovered by the great Kepler, who practised a~;. 
trology, viz. :-The Semi-Seztite, or 30 degrees; the Semi
Sg'/Uire, or 45 degrees ; Sesquiquadrate, or 135 degrees ; 
the Qrcintile, or 72 degrees: and Biguintile, or 144 degrees. 
But these modern aspects are not so powerful as the old 
aspects. 

There are three other characters which may be men
tioned:- Q, the Moon's north node; and ~, her south 
node. ·. 

These are the points in the ecliptic where the Moon 
crosses from north into south latitude, or the reverse, 
which occurs twice each month. 

There is also another character, termed the Part of 
Fortrine, EB, which will be presently explained. 

As eack point of the Zodiac rises and sets once every 
twenty-four hours -occasioned, in fact, by the diurnal 
revolution of the earth upon its axis-when any given 
point be rising the opposite point must be setting, and, as 
the Zodiac consists of 360 degrees, each sign or por
tion, of course, consists of 30 degrees. Now, according 
to Ptolemy's ·system of philosophy, each of these signs, 
when rising at the birth of an individual, possesses a cer
tain influence to produce a particular form of body and 
peculiar mental affections. The effect, however, is believed 
to be produced, not by the ascending star alone, but by 
«the ambient;" that is, the whole face of the heavens at 
the particular time. 

Aan;s produces a disposition angry as the Ram .· a 
middle stature, thin face, dark eyebrows and. complexion. 

TAuRus-a disposition slow to wrath, but melancholy, 
ana, when angry, violent as the Rull: a short, well-set 
person, full face and thick neck ; broad-handed ; dark, 
crisp hair. 

GEHINI--a good understanding and powerful imagina
tion; a tall, well-made body, with good carriage; short
handed ; black hair; hazel eyes, with a. quick look : if a 
female, likely to become th<1 mother of Twins. . 

CANCE&-Timid, like the Crab ; a weak constit11tion ; 
E 2 
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small person ; pale complexion, and small featlll'eS. with 
round, full face. 

LEo-A bold heart, like the Lion; courteous disposition; 
a firm step, and strong countenance ; well-set shoulders, 
bushy hair, sometimes curling ; large eyes, and quick
sighted; ruddy complexion. 

V I&GQ--Middle stature, slender figure, neat, and well 
formed ; dark hair and complexion ; well favoured, not 
handsome; round face, and weak voice ; ingenious mind, 
given to studious pursuits; whimsical, and modest as a 
Virgin. . . 

LIBRA-Tall Rod well-formed person, rather slender; 
smooth hair, and inclined to be flaxen ; round face, and 
lovely; fine complexion, in old age rudrly; eyes generally 
blue and beautiful; well-principled mind, and temper even 
as the Balance. 

ScoRPIO-Thick, welJ .. set person; robust; broad face ; 
dusky complexion, and dark hair, bushy and plentiful ; 
thick-necked ; disposition thoughtful ; active, and deceit-
ful as the Scorpion. . 

SAGITTARius-Well-formed person, rather tall; strong 
body, and long face; handsome; clear eyes, and ruddy 
complexion ; chesnut-coloured hair, growing off the tem
ples ; inclined to baldness ; daring and intrepid ; fond of 
horses and of hunting. 

CAPRICORN-Short person ; long face and chin, small · 
ueck, black hair; weak in the knees ; mind subtle, but 
capricioua as Capra the Goat. 

AQUARIUs-Stout, comely person, tall ; strong appear
ance ; a long and rather fleshy face, clear and delicate 
complexion·; sanguine sometimes; hazel eyes; sandy .o. 
darkish hair [a sign which. gives ·more beauty than any 
e:ccept ( ,o,) Libra] ; gentle and benevolent' disposition; 
fond of the Water. · 

PrsCBs-A short person ; pale and fleshy face ; rather 
full; a rather heavy gait, holding down the head when 
walking; hair dark, and shoulders round; short-limbed; 
disposition disposed to indolence and to drink, like the 
F'ISM1. 
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. But the descriptions above given rarely apply tzacily. 
The disposition is chiefty dependant on the Moon and 
-Mel'CUI'V. 

Besides, the mind is influenced by every planet which 
casts an aspect to tile ascendent, and by any planet rising 
therein. · 

Jf the last three degrees of a s~n be 011 the cusp of the 
ascendant, :part of the next sign must be ia the ascendant, 
and the nat1ve will partake of both influences. A person, 
for example, having the latter part of Virgo rising, and 
the whole of Libra in the ascendant, would be influenced 
chieflv bv Libra. The countenance and head alone would 
belong to Virgo. This is one reason why it is impossible 
to form an accurate judgment respecting the.character or 
persoa of the native, unless the precise time of birth be 
knowa; for, as each degree of the Zodiac rises in about 
jour minutes, a diJrerence o( one-quarter of an hour would 
make a diffezoenee almost of four degrees; and in deciding 
upon ~he eft'ects of the position of. the heavenly bodies, 
this difference would manifestly be of considerable import
ance. It would be sufficient to neutralize the influence 
~f Virgo in the case .above cited, and to render the native 
wholly a Lihra penon.* 

- "BE PLANET&. 

HERSCHEL takes eighty-four years to go through the 
~wel!Ve signl!.. Except the ~~ecently-disoovered planet N ep
tune, he is the most di1taat pla.net from the Sun. He is 
frequently retrograde ; that is, he appears to have a back
:ward motioa, in coasequ.ence of the motion and position 
of the Eu.th. Hi• .diameter is to that of the Earth as 
4.382 ta I, wulltis iBfluen.ce is believed, astrologically, to 
be generally evil. 

His position in the ascendant, at birth, ~luses eccen-

• • The reader Is referre4 to Lilly's Astrology, by Zadkiel. for a minute description tJL 
t1aeae ..,.a .. ! ligna. The above ia onl1 a.seneral daiiCription. 
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tricity and abrupt manners. The benefits which he pro
duces are generally peculiar and unexpected. 

He excites the mind to indulge in travelling, to study 
antiquity, and to be partial to novelty and change. He 
influences public matters. 

Old SATURN comes next. He is nearly a thousand 

Saturn. 

times larger than the Earth, and he takes twenty-nine 
years and a-half to go through the Zodiac, his diameter 
being to that of the Earth as 9.987 to I. 
~~m~~~~~~~~~~ lli~ 

called the Greater Infortune, and justly does he merit the 
title, being the cause, under Providence, of much misery. 

He brings lingering sickness and blows ; also fa.lls. 
When in the higher part of the heavens at the birth of 
an individual, he causes loss of :reputation, and general 
failure during life. 

If he be in the opposite position, or in the ascendant, 
his effects are malefic also. But this evil may be miti
gated if he be in good aspect to a benefic planet ; for in
stance, 120 degrees from Jupiter. · 

· Persons born subject to Saturn's influence are liable to 
chronic diseases, and to mental infirmities. They are re
served in disposition, faithful in their inendships .. and 
equally bitter in their enmities. 
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The glorious JuPITE:a is next to Saturn in the solar 
fi)'stem. 

Jupiter. 

He is nearly thirteen hundred times as large as the 
Earth, going round the Zodiac in rather less than tw~ve 
years. His diameter is to that of the Earth as 10.86 to 1. 

The nature of Jupiter · is especially benefic, and a.stto
logers eall him the Greater Fortune. When in the as
t!endant at birth, he confers strength of constitution. He 
gives a jQvial tempen.meat, sincere and generous feelings, 
free from deceit. Persons born under hia influence are 
generally favoured by fortune. Queen Victoria, and 
Arthur Duke of Wellington, were both born when this 
planet waa high in the heavens, near the meridian. 

Next comes the fiery MARs. His influence is likewise 
evil, but his nature dilfurs from Saturn. This planet ia 
the canae of aager and of bloodshed. The "Mars man'' 
ia always ready for a quarrel. He feels no pity, and he 
delights in the " drum's discordant sound." He is de
voted to war and danger. 

In the case of military men, the position of Mars in the 
par.t of the heavens near the meridian leads to promotion, 

• 

• 
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~. He wu there when King George the Third was bom 
-G fact which John Bull, whether an astrologer Ol" 

·not, is likely to remember, quarterly, for 110me yean to 
come. 

V ENVS is nearest to the earth. Her nature is totally 
different from Mara. She is between the Sun and the 
Earth, and she goes round the Sun in thirty-two weeks, 
being very nearly the same size as our globe. · 

Her diameter is to the Earth as 0.975 to 1. The nature 
ol Venus is benefic, and she gives a mild, benevolent tum 
of mind. 

If well aspected, and near the midheaYen, the native i• 
pretty sure to gain considerably· by mean• of ladies. He 
18 a favourite with them generally. 

Mzacuay is the nearest known planet to the Sun. H ~ 
travels swiftly, going round the Sun in twelve weeb and 
four days. His diameter is to the Earth's as 0.398 to l. 

Although Mercury is only 3,200 miles in diameter, hi• 
influence is "'iery import~t.' He chiefly rules the mental 
faculties, and upon his position with respect to other 
planets the mental disposition of the native will chlefly 
depend. He causes desire of change, a literary tum of 
mind, and partiality to moving about. 

TaB SvN.-His influence generally aeems to be similar 
to that of Mara. He causes, when in the ascendant, tba.t 
quality by which, alas ! 

If in conjunction with a planet, he modifies the power 
of tne latter greatly, and be assumes the nature of the 
planet himself partially. His influence as Hyleg, or giver / 
of life, will be noticed present:y. 

TsB MooN.-She occupies twenty-seven days, se,·en 
bonn, and forty-three mlliutes in going her circuit round 
the Earth, her distance being ~7,000 miles from it, and 

. - -----"- . _) 
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abe is nearly fifty times her own size smaller than the 
Earth. Her diameter is 2,160 miles.* 

Her inftuence in a nativity is powerful. The animal 
propensities depend almost wholly upon the Moon, and 
•he has much to do with the 1tamina of the native's con
atitution. 

Her good aspect with Mercury has a tendency to bring 
literary success; if made.with Jupiter, wealth will follow; 
if to the Sun; preferment ; if to Venus, female friends ; 
if to Mars, success as a soldier or a surgeon, &c. ; if to 
Saturn, legacies, &c. 

The nature of the recently.discovered planet Neptune 
remains dubious, but he appears to resemble the planet 
Venus in his inftuepce. The newly-discovered ceJestia:l 
bodies, though numerous, can have but little inftuence, as 
they are not confined to the Zodiac ; they are merely 
planetoids. 

THE ASPECTS. 

The next point for consideration is that of the Aspects. 
As stated in the preceding chapter, these consist of certain 
distances, at which, when two celestial bodies are found, 
they produce a peculiar effect. 

The following table shows the various aspects, and their 
respective qualities :-

30 deg. 
46 deg. 
60 deg. 
72 deg. 
. DO deg. 
120d~~~t. 
136 deg. 
144 deg. 
180 deg. 

'l'he semi-sextile 
The semi-square 
The sextile • 
The quintile • 
The square •• 
The trine • • • 
The eesquiquadrate 
The biquintile • • 

• The opposition • • 

Benefic. 
Maleftc. 
Benefic. 
Benefic. 
Malefic • 

• Benefic. 
Malefic. 
Benefic. · 
Malefic. 

• It u olearlr demcmatrated In one of the publloatlona bJ Zadklel (" Tlae Bo~, .. 
p.p. 112-4•, tha& the lllocm nm>lYeo I"OUDd the Sun In a curtlllnear orbit. See the work 
abo9e menUoned. 
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The conjunction occurs when two planets are in the 
s11.me longitude. Its nature depends upon the qualities 
of the bodies in conjunction. 

THE ZODIACAL PARALLEL. 

The ancient writers often omitted the planets' latitude, 
consequently they did not calculate these parallels. The 
Zodiacal Parallel signifies two planets being in the same 
degree of declirJation, whether of the IUUile name, north or 
aouth, or not. The effect of this poaition is the same as 
that of the conjunction, lmt more powerful. 

FIG. I. 

Th~ Flsure of the Beanu. 
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The reader is now in a position to see how a map or 
plan of the heavens is drawn, technically termed The 
1-'igure of the Heavens, whereby the modern Sidrophel, not 
having the fear of the Vagrant Act before his eyes, is 
enabled to give judgment touching an individual's worldly 
pursuits and prospects, whether the native be prince or 
peasant. 

THE FIGURE OP THE HEA YENs is merely a map wherein 
are represented the heavens at any reqmred time-whether 
it be at the birth of a child, the reading of a letter, the set
ting off on a journey, or the asking of a question, &c. It 
denotes the rising, setting, or culminating of the stars ; 
also the positions of the Sun, Moon, and planets respec
tively, and also the position of any comet which may be 
visible when the figure is erected. 

The figure has four .divisions, namely, the diurnal and 
nocturnal hemispheres, and the south and north points. 

The diurnal space is that contained between the eastern 
and western horizons above the Earth ; the nocturnal 
space is the remainder of the heavens which is below the 
Earth. 

The south point is that at which the Sun arrives every 
day at noon ; and the other, the north point, is that 
directly opposite to the south meridian, where the Sun is 
at midnight, called the north meridian. 

These four divisions-east, south, west, and north-are 
formed by nature. - The east is where the Sun becomes 
visible; the south, where his ascension ceases, and where 
his descent commences; the west is where he sets and 
disappears ; at the north point the Sun ceases to de
scend, and he again begins to rile. 

The astrologer divides the heavens into twelve divisions, 
termed HousEs. 

The four points above named are the ANGLES. Planets 
in these four divisions are most powerful; the south angle 
chiefly so, then the east, next the west, and lastly the north 
angle under the Earth. 

Befote proceeding to show the mode adopted for erect. 
ing a Figure of the Heavens, it is desirable to say a few 
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words respecting the TwELv• Housn, or MANSIONS, 
comprising three in each of the fDtn' quarters of the 
heavens. 

They are the divisions of the heavens which form the 
aextile, square, or trine aapect1 with the meridian or as
cendant, each of which comprises a certain number of 
degreea of the Zodiac. They are reckoned from the 
eastern horizon towards the left hand, according to the 
order of the signs. 

A. DESCRIPTION OP THE TWELVE HOUSES. 

Fir1t. This house influences the pel'I'On, health, and 
constitution of the native. The men~ 1ana in corpore 1ano 
is denoted by benefic planets iq this house. Malefic 
planets have a contrary effect. 

Second. This house influences the property of the 
native. The accession of wealth is denoted by benefic 
planets ; the reverse by evil planets posited in this house. 

Third. This house influences the short joarnies ; also 
the brethren and near relations of the native. 

Fourth. The native's father is influenced by this house. 
It pertains to houses and lands, also to inheritan~. 

Fifth. This house influences the children of the nativ e 
the good or evil to be derived thereby. Also, it is the 
.house of pleasure, amusement, &c. 

Sizth. This house denotes the nature of the ·native's 
sickness and bodily affections. 

&venth. This influences the fate of the native in mar
riage. It shows his happiness or misery in the connubial 
state, and in love matters. 
· ~igkth. This is the house of DEATH. It denotes, par
tially, the nature of the native's death. 

Ninth. This house concerns the distant voyages, and 
legal and scientific pursuits of the native. 

Tenth. This house has considerable influence on the 
honour and credit of the native. It concerns his trade, 
profession, or employment. 
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Eleventh. This house shows the true charACter of the 
native's friends-their sincerity or falseness. 

Twelfth. This is the house of private enemies; accord
ing to the nature of the planets posited therein- will the 
native find persons who will secretly do him injury~ The 
principle upon which the several houses are divided will be 
explained in a subsequent chapter ; and a few words will 
be added relative to the probable origin of these houses, 
and to the mundane aspects. 

The reader will now be enabled to comprehend the mean
ing of the Ji'igure of Birth, and the mode adopted for the 
erection of the same; which operation is thus performed: 

A circle is drawn· to represent the heavens. W~thin 
this circle another circle is drawn, to represent the earth. 
A straight line is drawn through the outer circle, to repre
sent the horizon (see fig,. p. 58). E signifies the east, where 
the sun rises;. and w the west, where he sets. Another 
line is drawd to represent the meridian, at right angles 
with the other line; s the south, where the sun is at noon; 
and N the north, where the sun is at midnight. The four 
points are the angles, or cusps, where the first, fourth, _ 
.eventh, and tenth houses commence. They are, as before 
stated, chiefly powerful in a nativity. E~h of the four 
quadran"ts is then divided into three spaces by oblique 
ucension, and the twelve houses are complete. 

The signs of the zodiac are then inserted, and the several 
planets-according to their places at the time of birth-are 
respectively inserted in the figure, inclullirig the Sun and 
Moon, which bodies are deemed planets in all astrological 
matters ; and it should be borne in mind that the exact 
places of all these celestial bodies are calculated according 
to their apparent or geocentric position. 

This point will be more particularly referred to when 
the objections against astrology are considered. A very 
common idea is that the Copernican system of astronomy 
has overthrown Ptolemy's system entirely with respect to 
celestial science; and that the fact of the astrologers judging 
from the apparent position of the sun, &c., is of itself 
suicidal to their philosophy. 
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In giving judgment respecting the nativity of a child, 
the probable duration of LIPE should be duly considered 
before any other matter; as, if the .heavens deny life, the 
other matters are, of course, of no consequence. 

For this judgment, then, the H!Jleg-that is, the body, 
which astrologers assume to be the giYer of life-must be 
observed. To ascertein what body is hyleg, it is necessary 
to know in what part of the figure the kylegiacal places are 
placed. These are, in the first house, from five degrees 
above the cusp to twenty-five degrees below it; the seventh 
house, from five degrees below to twenty-five degrees above 
its cusp ; the ninth house, from five degrees outside its 
cusp to half way between the midheaven and the aKCendant. 

The hyleg is the Sun, if he be found in a hylegiacal place; 
the moon, if she be so found, when the ~un is not. lf 
neither of the luminaries be in hylegiacal places, the 
ucending degree becomes the hyleg. 

If the hyleg be supported by the good aspects of bene
volent planets, and free from the evil aspects of evil 
planets, it is an important sign of continuing life. 

If the hyleg be a.ffticted-that is, ill-aspected, or in an 
unfavourable position-the child will probably die when 
young. 'J1he relative position of the Sun and Moon should 
be well considered. 

The PERSON an~ CHARACTER are judged of by consider-. 
ing the planets in the ascendant, if there be any ; and also 
the sign ascending, and the planets which cast an aspect 
to the cusp of the ascendant. A mixture of these t~hould 
be made, and the effects judged accordingly. 

With respect to the MIND, Mercury governs the intellect, 
and the Moon governs the sensual faculties. 'J1hese two 
planets are passive ; every other planet acts npon every 
other it may aspect. 

ln forming a judgment of the mind, then, the Moon and 
Mercury must be chiefly observed ; also the sign ascend. 
ing, and the planets, if any, in the ascendant, or in aspect 
thereto. 

As to corporeal injuries and diseases, it is necessary to 
observe the ascendant and the planets affiicting the hyleg._ 
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If the Sun and Moon be a.fllicted,Jn or near the ascend
ant, the native is liable to violent injuriea ; and, if the 
malefic planets be in or near the aeventh house, much diM
ease may be expected (see PToLEMY, book iii. chap. 17). 

If the Moon be afllicted by the sun, the native may ex
pect injuries in the eyes, especially if she be near the 
Pleiades. ~f the Sun, being hyleg, be affi.icted by Saturn, 
be being angular, the native is liable to consumptive dis
ease. An evil aspect of this nature-namely, the square 
-occurred in the natal figure of the son of the Emperor 
Napoleon the First. It produced a consumptive disease, 
and early death. If the sun be setting at birth, and in the 
sign of the zodiac Leo-especially if near the ABBelli in 
6° of this sign-and if he be affiicted by evil planets, the 
native is liable to be injured by fire. Danger of death by 
fire is to be feared if the Moon at the same time be much 
aftlicted by Mars, and if Mars be descending. 

MENTAL DISEASES are judged chiefly by observing the 
position of Mercury, the Moon, and ascendant. If the"e 
planets be unconnected, and be affiicted by Mars and 
Saturn, these malefics being angular, and if no assistance 
be given by the benefics, the native will be subject to in
sanity and to epilepsy: T,u:, lEpa voaov; u literally, the 
holy diseaae, which authors have explained to mean epi
lepsy. Perhaps the disease was anciently called holy he
cause the patient, when possessed by the fit, seemed to be 
under the influence qf some supernatural agency." (Ash
maud's note-see PToLEMY, book iii. chap 19.) 

His late Majesty King George the Third was a case in 
point. The ascendant and Moon at his birth were squared 
by .Mars. Mercury was near Saturn, and neither the 
Moon nor Mercury in any aspect to the ascendant, or to 
each other ; consequently, the native was deprived of his 
reason at the time when evil directions operated in his 
nativity, having a tendency to produce this sad affiiction. 

This untoward circumstance, however, occurred before 
the " Great Mutation;" let us hope that, under that blessed 
influence, the dawn of a brighter day may break. 

Meanwhile, it is a consolatory reflection for the observer 

-
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of celestial motions, that the probal.>le results which were 
promised by the great phenomenon above referred to will 
date their origin from the reign of the puissant Queen 
Victoria, whom, happily for Great Britain, the beMfic 
1 upiter has elevated to hold the sceptre of her grandfather. 

TuB PORTUNB oP WBALTB is judged by the respective 
• positions of the Sun, Moon, and of that spot in the heavens 

which is eCJually distant from the degree ascending that 
the Moon ts from the Sun-namely, the Part of Fortune 
(EJ1). Before the full moan, it is always under ,the horizon, 
and after the full moon it is always above the horizon. The 
place of fortune (Para For~) has no influence on the 
health or life of the native; but it has much influence on 
the pecuniary affairs, and also it influences the profession 
or employment in some measure. 

But all astrologers are not agreed as to this influence; 
indeed, some artists altogether doubt the influence of the 
pars fortu'TUE. Mr. Wilson was one of these sceptics. If 
these three bodies-namely, the.Sun, Moon, and Ea-be 
angular, and well aspected, the native, will enjoy much 
wealth ; but he will be poor, and never rich, if they have a 
cadent situation, and if they be afHicted by the malefic 
planets. If these circumstances be mingled, then the 
native may hope to be tolerably endued with this world's 
goods. The benefic Jupiter is most powerful to give 
wealth, especially if he be in good aspect with the Pars 
Fortunre, or with the Moon. If he aftlict this planet, the 
native will be addicted to extravagance. Saturn's good 
aspects give wealth by means of agriculture, building, 
mining concerns, &c.; and, if Jupiter assiHt, through in
heritance. Mars will give wealth by means of military 
men. Venus, by the aid of females, and the wife's inherit
ance. Mercury, by the sciences and trade. If Mercury 
receive an evil aspect from Herschel, he will cause losses 
by public bodies and by writing; also by unexpected andre
markable casualties. The Moon in an angle with Jupiter 
denotes riches ; if with old Saturn, the reverse-indigence. 

THE FORTUNE OP RANK is judged "by the disposition of 
the luminaries, ~d respective familiarities exercised by 

' I 
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the stars attending them." The midheaven is also consi. 
dered. If the luminaries be well placed and aspected, and 
benefic stars, or the Sun, be near the midhea.ven, or in 
good aspect thereto, and if the luminaries be in good 
aspect to each other, the native will gain rank. Not so if 
the lights be cadent, 11-nd in no good aspects to tb.e bene
tics, or to each other, the meridian having· no good aspects 
of the lights_ or benefi.cs. Saturn afflicting the midheaven 
denotes general discredit, unless extremely well aspected. 

Mars, being strong, and well aspecting the meridian 
and the lights, is likely to briug martial honours. Jupiter 
in the tenth house is generally favourable, especially if in 
good aspect to the Moon or Pars Fortu'M!. 

THE QUALITY OF EMPLOYMENT. 

The planet nearest the Sun, and that in the midheaven, 
or in aspect to the Sun or midheaven, influences this 
matter, especially if in familiarity with the Moon. If 
Mercury rules alone, the native will be a merchant, a 
writer, or traveller; if in aspect to Saturn, be causes the 
native "to become the manager of the affairs of others." 

If Mercury be aspected by Jupiter, he will be a pleader, 
or he may hold office about men of authority. 

If Venus rules, she makes wine-merchants, dealers in 
colours, drugs, &c., dyers, perfumers, and dealers in wear
ing apparel. Connected with Saturn, she causes the native 
to become mixed up with theatres and places of amuse
ment. If with Jupiter, she produces persons attending 
exhibitions-probably bishops and priests, who are accus
tomed to wear personal ornament, &c. They will also 
gain by females. , 

Mars ruling alone roues_ martial men; if Mars be in 
Oancer or Pisces, n_aval men. If the Sun be with Mars, 
near the midheaven, or in aspect, he makes men who deal 
in metals or fire. If Mars be separated from the Sun, he 
makes also shipwrights, smiths, agriculturist$, stonemason::s; 
~l.so carpenters, and subordinate labourers, &c." 

J! 
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If Saturn" heal' testimony," in addition to- Mars, then 
pel'80n& become m&riners, workers in," wells, vaults, &e.,. 
under-ground ; also painws, kee~• of r.attle,. woks, and 
butchers. , 

u· Jupiter join with Mars~ tlwy will lie dciiers, inn.. · 
keepers,. meehanics, and tax-ga.tbe!'ers, If llercary and. 
V eilWI become "joint arbiters of employment," poets, 
dancers,. and musician& are produced ; and, if Mars Mpect 
Mercl.U'Y, sculptors. Jupiter ia connectioa with tlrcnu! 
mak.es teachers of youth, a1sQ. magistJ:atea Mld legis}atOl'S. 
Mercury joi.D.ed with Mars makes- surgeon~ stablaries,. k 
If Satun. join these two, it will produce tlline~~~,o especira.ily 
if the Moon be affiicted by Mer.ewy. If the Moon be
afflicted by Mars, they are likely to be engaged in'thefts 
and robberies. They engage in honourable warfare, if 
Jupiter join Mercury awl Ma.rs. If VeaU&atul Mars rule 
together, persons will be physicians, and they will be deal
ers in medical. drugs; al&Go wor.k:era in tirt, lead.,. gold,. and 
silv.er. Satum .with them. makes andenaka.s, ~~UtOils~ anci 
mutes. Japite:r will cauae them. to be llolders of sacnd 
offices. 

The position of the Mooo near tlle midheaven. cause& 
many changea o£ employme:o.t. ln the sigtM Virgo, o~ 
Scorpio,. Gemini., or Pisces,, she make& astrt~#Jgers, wlien in 
connection with Merow:y,, especially if Vmus be near tile
midheav:eD, and if Herschel be pretty strong,. and. aspected 
by Mercury, or even the Moon. 

Satur.n. especially influe:JWes. ag;vicultural and ar,ehitee;.. 
tural employllleJI.ts. 

Jupiter. rules over honourable a.nd l'l!en.tive offices; also 
the Church. .' 

Mar# inB.uences all military and naval matters, also 
occupations where fire and iron are much used. 

Venus. influences all mattert COWleeted. w~h omamef&t, 
decoration,. aud amWiement. 

1Jfercury. rules litera.rv and. scientific occup~u), auds 
trawelling, • . 

The.Moon calUes changes,. and generally s6miH~eoneetioll 
with matteM influenced ~y the sign which she occu.pies. . . . . ' 
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The Sun produce$ e:tnpldyiri.en.ts and offices ot a ptib7ic 
natnre. 

Herschel eattses emp1ey1ilent ottt of tlu~ usual eoutae of 
things. He generally produce'S sotriething of an unuliuill 
character. P1ottMY~ in BO'Ok.IV. chap. iv. of the "Te'tra
biblos," fdlly explains this bratich of . the science. 

Aa w tt'avelli1ig, the Snn, Mo&r, Mats, and .Patl fotlunm 
should be considered. 'J1he native Will travel if the most 
of these be cadent; that is, in the t1iird, siXth, ninth, or 
twelfth h~e. 

If the Pars fortuna! alone be cadent_, it will cause l'l'l.any 
j&Ui"tl~ys. But the Moon iii th'e chief signification: of 
ttavelling: If i:u eitlie't of the signs Gemini M Sagit
tarius, she causes many changes and journeys, especially if · 
she be rising, or near the midb:eaven:. 

THE KIND OP DEATH WHICH WILL BEP.A.L THFl NATIVE. 

If the ascendant . and the Hyleg be well aspected, and 
if either Jupiter, Venns, the Moon, or Mercury, be well 
aspected in the eighth house-that is, in the house of death 
-the native generally dies a natural death. 

Where the ascendant is afflicted, and both evil planets 
attack the Sun and Moon, or only one of them, a remark
able death is to be apprehended. If an evil planet be in 
the eighth house, it is a testimony of a. violent death, or at 
least of a painful death. 

Saturn causes cold diseases, such as coughs and rheuma-
tisms, dropsy, &c. 

He also brings death by blows, falls, and suffocation. 
Jupiter brings death by quinsey, diseases of the lungs, &c. 
Mars causes death by fever, wounds, spitting of blood. 

If by violence, he kills by gun-shot, or swords, suicide, or 
fire. 

Venus produces death by cancer; and she frequently 
causes death by poisoning. 

Mercury kills by lunacy, and by epilepsy; if violence 
concur, he brings death by accident, sport, or by robbers. 

p 2 
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The Moon : When the ascendant or the Sun be hyleg, 
the Moon will assist in causing death by cold diseases ; 
and frequently by drowning, if she be posited in, either of 
the signs Cancer, Scorpio, or Pisces. 

The .Sun would assist to cause death by his ill aspects 
to the ascendant or Moon, if they be hyleg; and he acts 
like Mars; and if in Leo, he will produce death by fire, if 
other testimonies should agree • 

. The benefic planets do not cause death by themselves ; 
but they sometimes assist to cause death, in the manner 
just described. 

Herschel cannot kill, alone; but he frequently assists 
to destroy life-generally in a remarkable and suddm 
manner. 

With the exception of marriage and children, to be 
noticed separately, the various matters connected with the 
accidents of a man's life have been discussed above. It 
will remain to be shown how the astrologer is enabled to 
foresee, f1·om the figure of birth, the particular time• and 
seasons at which the various events will occur; that is, in 
professional language, the judgment of the effect of" Direc
tions." 
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CHAPTER VII. 

MARRIAGE. 

"Thole awful words, • 'Till death do part,' 
May well alarm the youthful heart: 
No after-thought-when once & wife, 
The die lc east, and east for Ufe ; 
Yet thoUI&Dda venture e...,ry day, 
AI 101ne base pualoo lew the way." 

CoTTOlf. 

A SEPARATE chapter has been set apart for this subject, 
which is of considerable intel'est. 

Our Book of Common Prayer informs us that this rite 
was established for several purposes. 

u Firstly. It was ordained for the procreation of chil· 
dren, to be brought up in the fear and nurture of the 
Lord. 

"Secondly. It Wl\8 ordained for a remedy against sin. 
"Thirdly. It was ordained for the mutual society, help, 

and comfort that the one ought to have of the other, both 
in prosperity and adver~tity." 

These assertions of the trne intent of the holy rite and 
practice of marriage are doubtless based on the principles 
of the Bible itself; and truly do they deserve the con
sideration of a reasonable being. 

This will appear especially to be the cl\Se if a little re
flection be exercised respecting the time which, upon an 
average, is consumed in connubial bliss, or the reverse. 
The duration of the rational life of mortal man may be 
estimated fairly at forty-five years-dated from his fifteenth 
year, by which time he reasons, &c. 

The average time of a man's entrance into the harbour 
of matrimony is about twenty-five years of age ; where
fore it may be fairly concluded that, upon an average, a 
man baa thirty-five years of married life, and ten years of 
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single blessedness. The state of matrimony, tl1erefore, is 
one which requires consideration, even upon selfish princi
ple8 ; and a few pages u.ay be properly devoted to the 
astral view of this matt.er. "Happiuess or misery"
according to William Cob,b~tt, of whom the reference to 
"Waverley" may remind some ·persons-" is in the mind. 
It is the mind that lives; and th~ length of life ought to 
be measured by the number and importance of our ideas, 
and not by th~ numl;ler Qf our days." 

Doubly truthful is this sentiment when two minds are 
dove-tailed together, for bet~er and for WPrse, during life. 
Let us hear the v9~ce of the stars herein. 

The judgm.ep.t ~pou this matter, astrologically, is based 
upon the positions of the Moon and Venus, as respects 
uu?1f,. &spem~ng temale marri~.e, t)lJl positions Qf the 
Sun, Venus, and Mars, sh9uld be DQI!ened. }Jut, first, ~ 
. tq Il}ltJJ· If tJu:: Moon be foq.nd betw~n the O!'i~m h~ri
zon and meridian, or in the Qpp~site q»J+drapt, she g~ner 
. mllr P.\tUies mn.rri~ge early ih life; Ql', after a m~Jl has 
pas¥fl pj..s prime, to a )VOIJ:!.II-n ypqpger than himself ; but, 
1f the Moon be in the other quarters of the figure, men wijl 
m~Wry l~J.t~ in ijf,e, ur t!1 wpmf:lp WP9 ~~ old~r than them
ilelv~s. ',rhe hfoo~ b~i~g config!lf~~llP. with SatlUn bas a. 
· t~mleppy ~o cause ~ late mwri~~-gl'l ; apd tpis j!l ~~o t@ 
·case if the Moon be in evil aspept wj;lt the ~un, or wi~q~Jl 
a f~w ~grtl~l Qf that ~pqy, If hQth tp{!se tea~ilp.Q~es CPJl.Cur, 
the. Moop. being ip. ~n oqcidtmllll poaitiQJJ.-tpat iii, betwe~Jl 
t4e cu,~t:p pf tP,.e ~entb hoq.s~ aqd ~h~t pf t}l~ seventh house, 
or in tlie opposite quarter of the heavens-,. the native gen~
r~lly tli~s aH Q}q ba.che~rr ~a~urp i~ fllwl!-ys ipimieal to 
~atrimpny. · 

4 {lecqnq lP!ll"rlll-g~ is denoted py the Qri~Jtta~ po~ition 9f 
· tlte )1oqp. in an !1-P.gl~, and i:q. ~peet tQ severql plan~~s 
favpprably pla<;~d i~ th~ ijgureJ ~spepially if the Mppq b~ 
in the sign Gemini, or in either pf thCJ ~igna Sagitt~ius Qr 

. f~~J., '.fp~ mental ll-ll4 podily q~ties of the wpe are 
deno~ed ijy th~.applicat1qn pf the MQon. This means t~ 
apprq~<;lt of thjs planet to the body Qf aspect ()f another 
pl~neh qf ~q 14e Clll!P qf IJ.P,f hQ~. 
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lf' the Moon tt.pplg to Satun by •pect, the wife win be 
tJf a ~biful, Berioas turn of mind ; if the applicado!l 
m te l'Upiter, it eenotea a lady eooli.Oft'riea.t and. well con
AIICted; if to Kara, the aspeet hu • tendency to cause 
Ci8e lad1 k» be chief ra1er i:n the domestic concerns; if to 
VeBUI, .11be will be ~lu,rflll aud hv.ndsome ; if to Mer
tmr'/, a cM!Wil' aemrible woman. If in ~ man's natrrity 
VeaUB be oonaooted with lupiter, Satut'n., or MerC'ftl'f, the 
.-ife lriH be pliiJriclent and domemc. 

If Venus be connected with Mal'ft; e~rpeeiany if by Mil 
a~pt.Ct, the wife will he kaaty in temper, and diaposed to 
~ The good aspect of the moon to the sun, the 
lllltWr not lleing afBicted, ea:rnea the llati:re to marry 
a woman of poaititJn, &c. The angular positioa of Venus 
11M a aimilar indu.enee. 

Ia all cMeS, felicity in t1te married state is chiefly de
noted by benefic planets in the sevmt.\ houee. 

TJae pctaition of Herschel in that houe is generally un
&Poval»e, eepeeially if ae be in evil aspect to the Moon 
'in die Jllltirity of a man; or to the Stm, i'-1 that of a 
woman. 

T1ae deacriptiou ~the wife will much resemble that of 
tbe plaut ro Yhioh tile Moon f~:nna tbe 11.earest aspec,t, 
eonaidered. with reapeet to the sign tiM planet may occupy. 
The aign on tile aeveath houe (that ot marriage) should. 
al.o be ~naidered, u well as the. -position of planets 
upecting the eusp of tbia hot18e. 

In tile aoarriage proapects of the ~ntler aeK, the Sun, 
Venus, and Mara sll.ould be considered. If the Sua bP. 
~ it denotes au early marriage, or the husband will 
be younger than the lady ; but if the Sun be occideiltal, it 
tienotes a late I11Hriage, or an elderly husband. The Sun 
aagular, and aspected by aeve:ral planets, dellotee a secon4 
aa.rriage, especially if the Sun be in the signs Gemini, 
Sagittarius, or Pisces. 

The character of the. husband may be determined in the 
1116Bner abo.-e referred to with respect to the wife ; in the 
latter case, the application of the Sun, not that of the Moon, 
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to the respectiv13 planet~t should be observed. In eitlt.er 
cue, the application to Herschel denotes eccentricity. In 
the case of a female, the planet .Mars bas much influence 
on her matrimonial prospects. The lady generally makes 
ali indifferent selection in marriage, if the Sun have no 
aspect with Mars, and if Mars be weak.; if, at the same 
time, the cold planet Saturn be in evil aspect with the Sun, 
she will probably live and die an old maid. In the case 
of the lady, also, the description of the husband is judged 
partly from the seventh house. 

The above general rules are selected · chiefly from 
Ptolemy's " Tetrabiblos. " 'l'bey are usually acknow
ledged to apply in practice, but astrologers do not profess 
to give an e:cact judgment upon this matter. 

Besides, the figure must be judged entirely, and not 
partially. For instance, a gentleman born with the Moon 
going to form a conjunction with Mars, might be likely to 
marry a llldy with a disposition to be over hasty, &c. ; * 
but this unpleasant probability might be overruled by the 
benefic planet Venus casting a good aspect to Mars, thereby 
neutralizing his influence. 

The principle upon which the particular positions of the 
~ets cause happiness or misery amongst married people 
1s doubtless that upon which sympathy, in all cases, is 
based. Stupid people, who prefer acting upon the stereo
typed opinions of others (oftentimes more ignorant than 
themselves), instead of exercising the right of private 
judgment, regard, for instance, with a feeling of derision, 
what is vulgarly termed "love at first sight." It is pure 
nonsense (these wiseacres will gravely tell one) that such 
a. thing can be. 

As to this matter, Ptolemy, some 1800 years since, ob
served aa follows :-" Concord between two persons is pro
duced by an harmonious figuration of the stars, indi-

• It oeemo hlghl7 probable that a ootrllguratlon ot tblo character occurred In the 
well-known case ot Jlr,. CJaudle, ot ourtaln-lecture notoriety. When t1w lleleace be
comes more popular, perbapo we may have a gllmpoe of thl1 ruztlwf. It would be a 
Taluable document Indeed fur tbt JOWII utrol"'lll•· 

_ _j 
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cative of the matter whereby good will be constituted, in 
the nativity of either person." Further : "Love and 
hatred are discernible, as well from the concord and dis• 
cord of the luminaries as from the ascendants of both 
nativities; but obeying signs increase good-will." 

This is applicable in cases generally; but whenever 
"both nativities" (namely, in the case of marriage) "that 
of the husband and that of the wife may exhibit the 
luminaries configurated together in ccmcord (that is to 
say, either in trine or sextile) to each other, the cohabita
tion will most usually be lasting, especially if the said 
concord exist. by means of interchange ; but its duration 
will be also much more securely established, provided the 
Moon in the husband's nativity should correspond or 
Be<>Tee with the Sun in the wife's nativity.* If, however, 
the relative positions of the luminaries be in signs incon
junct, or in opposition, or in quartile, the cohabitation 
will be speedily dissolved upon slight causes, and the total 
separation of the parties will ensue." (See " Tetrabiblos," 
Book IV. chap v.) 

Now, this observation of the celestial bodies being "in 
concord" in cases of marriage, is applicable, more or less, 
to all cases of mutual liking and disliking. There is 
I!Carcely any point in astral science more generally in
teresting than this one respecting sympathy. 

The popular words, which the reader may remember-

" I do not like 700, l>r. Fell; 
The reaaon wh7, I cannot tell ; 
But thla I know, and that quite we111 
I do not like rou, Dr. Fell"-

clearly are to be explained by referring to the principle of 
concord, above mentioned by Ptolemy. 

The question seems also to have puzzled a modern 
traveller in pursuit of information, as appears by the 
extracl on the next page. 

• "Keanlng, probabl7,11 the Moon In the huaband'1 nath1t7 lllould be In the
pod&lon u tlle Snn In the wile's natlvlt7, or h&rmonlouol7 couAIJIU"&ted with that 
~"-X'*&, Jb . .A••.um, Beok IV. ebap. ,., 
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" Ye who know the reason, tell me 
Bow it Ill tbllt ln,tllllllt stilt 

Prompts the heart to like or like nol, 
..lt lu ooru Ufll'icloo!ll wlU. 

:t'tll me, b1 JVhat bl4den 01ulo 
Our lmpre.lons ftrst are 18d 

Into lll<q- or ~ll,kinf, 
Oil before a word Is said. 

Wbr tkeuld IIIQil<ll JODHtl-• .....- no, 
Bright eyes htrn our feeJinsp ~14 ? 

'Wkat to that •bleb comes to uti "" 
All ~ll.N flltun lo uet aold ? 

Ob ! no feature plain or atrlking, 
-~~»wer••~•n 

Prompts OJlr Uklng or disliking, 
Ere ao<(uotlnt- hMh IMpo. 

1a !t lnaijnct, or 1010e Jplrit 
Wltleb protecto 1111, and controls 

EverTimJlillM we lnberlt 
B)' some aympathy of souls? 

•~ lt "'-'tt•cr-ie It Jlatur&-
or aome freak or fault ot obanoe

'll'hleh our llklog or disliking 
1,.1-mUa to a Blnile gjlUiee, 

Like presentiment of d&ntp!1', 
Thi>VjJh tke ak)' no elt....., ~; 

Or that Inner sense, etlll etranger, 
()f u-, IIDP~Wnld tblop? 

Ia lt~-ob, can no one tell me, 
No one show auftlclent cauH 

'Wily •IU' lt~ge aGd dlel~llm 
Kave their own lnstlnettve faws ?" 

IAIONI,., Qrgflr,, JIM', 1~. 

A lWt"Ab.\4' mQ®rn inttanoe of OJ"iginal intease dwike 
occurred in th~ 4.lNe pf N apoJeon, while in eJ.ile at Si. 
H.elena, 

"Almost from the first moment of seeing Sir Hudson 
Lowe, Napoleon conceived a dislike towards him, and this 
soon ripened .into utter avenion. It is not too much to 
say that for a long time, if not to the end of his life, he 
hated- him with a perfect Jw.tred, The feeling aums ·t!J 
have been almost an ~n~tinctiv~ antipatk1J, for it displayed it.
.lfelf befolll thB newly,a:rrived Gove111or had introduced any 
cha:qge i:q the re~ulations, or dQne anything which would 
give offence. If we may believe Napoleon'!' p~onate 
lang\tage, even the countenance of Sir Hudson was re
pulsive to him."- FoRSYTH's Captivity of Napoleon at 
St. Helma, vol. i. p. 185. 

---

The reader may say tbat tlleh A feeliDg wa& to be ex. 1 

I 

__J 
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. pected, as a matter of cour111e; yet NR.poleon does not 
appear to h11-ve had such a marked aversiOn for anv other 
indirid.u,al duriQg bis captivity ; and tbe disqiple of 
Ptolemy wiil pt'obahly concur with the Author in con
sidering the re~ cause of this unhappy discord to hav~ 
b.eeJJ. ~Wefly the JLbeence of sympathy ·in the rc.spective 
natal figures of the Govei'Jl()r and of his illustrious pri
soner. }Iad ap p.greement in the JI&U).e exi$ted, the;re can 
be little !lop.bt ~hltot le grand fw111J11,e would have been 
aparecl8oiQe yeara of misery, e~en in hie sea-girt cage. 

Lt\py Heste! St~nhope, in her conversations with her 
p'llyai~iJUJ, ~~ sever,al iJlteJ.".e.sting rem&J."ks respecting 
tilia que8tion of &ympathy between one individual and. 
anoth~r. (Vol~ ii. pp. ~52 to 264.) 
· l/er docJriM f!J(JI, thqt epery creatv.re il governed by the •l• u.der wll.0«1 in.flue'Me it ia horn. 

" Every star has attackM to tt two a6rial beings, two animals, two trees, 
~·o llowen~, &c. s tJaat 1•, a eouple of a.l the gn10d elaSIIeS in t't·cation
·~tmal, ng•tabla, arineral, or etherial-whose antipathies anrt syruputhies 
become oof)genf&l wkh'the beiOW born under the Parne st•r. She woulol PB>'• 
<Such a fl"J'I!OO vomked lf he ate three stl·awberriet! only; otht r people, 
bom Ullder tlUi ll&rf)e etar as his, may not have such an Insurmountable 
autlpathy u 1li1 wu, becawoe their t1tar may be fmperl'ect, while his W118 
p111'11; but they will han It, mOI"e or lel!l!. 8ome pei'I!Ons, ~aln, will have 118 
mull dellgbt tn the •ell ol particular ftowel'll ~ cats have ia th., smell of 
•aleriao, when tM, lift IUHl par roand it.' 

" The stars under which men are bom may be one or more. Thus .Mr. 
___.__,an English traveller, who came to see me, was bom undet· four starp, 
fll tl!nd~ ~~~ l;lel}uty, b~t ¢fill gpqd /J1 other re~~pects. His tlweheaQ. w,._ u 
white as lin,ow ; !)is JIIPuth was goo4, with a hnudsome, sm11ll black be11rd ; 
but his fta~s were otherwise dull ; fur the stars ill the heavens are not always 
hrifbt ap4 twioldlp!J, but llllllll!tinJes hll!&vy and clouded. H Is like engrav .. 
fngg-110me of them are proofs, and th!ll'e are perfect. Some perllllns may 
have a good star, but it may be cracked like a gllll!8, and then it can't hold 
water. The influence of stars depends, likewise, on wb..ther ttoey are rising, 
er Ia their zenith, ouettln~t; 1111d the angle at which they are must be derer
miaed , ~ t111Mcl geod sltrologer~ make "'"11 rendily. But a 
clner ID&JI wtll, from his k110wledge of the stal'l!, look even at a child Bl!d 
llty, 'That child will ba•e such and such dise118811, snl'h and such virtul'l!, 
IUelt and ~ vioes.! Aud thl• I CNl do; nu.r., I can give a description of 
*be ,__of apy Jllll'M)Il I hav" never seen, 1f lrle char11cter Is de..cribed to 
1118, an4 tljotlwrll£.1' • • I "A man'd delltluy may be cmrsidered a• a 
graduated scale, of which the summit is the star th11t p.re"ided over his birlh • 
. lq tbe next !Iegree COJlle& the good a~gsl attached to thl\~ star ; tili!O ~he . 
herb and the flower benefl.clal to his health and agt·eeable to bill ¥IPeU; thell 
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the mineral ; then the tl'Pe, and such other thlnga u contribute to hie good·; 
then the man him..elf : below him come the evil11pirlt ; then the venomooa 
reptil .. or animal, the plant, and so on-things Inimical to him. Where the 
pnrtlcnlar tree that is beneficial or pleasurable to him flourishes naturally • 
or the mineral I• found, there the soli and air are 'alubrioos to that Indivi
dual ; and a phyncinn toho undsr.tood tny doctrinu, laow tltlrily could he 
trt',at hi8 pati8nt1 !-for l>y merely knowing the star of a penon, the 'implee 
and compounds mos b.lneflclal to him Ito medicine would be known also." 

" How great the ~ympathies and antipathies are In stan that are the same 
or oppo8ite, I have told you before in my grandfather'& cue, in Mr. Pitt's, 
and in my own. * • Mr. Pitt, when he was ill at Putney, bad such an 
aversion to one of the footmen, that he was nervous when he heard his step ; 
for you know people, when they are sick, can hear a pin drop. He l!l.id to 
me, ' Do ..end that. mao to town.' He was a 1{0011 IS8rvant, clean, and had 
otherwise good qualities; but Mr. Pitt's and his atar were different." 

"Such Ia the sympathy of perotons born under the IllUDe star, that although 
living apart in di•tant places, they will still be senelble of each other's suffer
Ings. When the Dukt> of Y. died, at the very hour* cold sweat and a kind 
of tainting eame over me thnt I can't de~crlbe. I was lll beyond measure. 
and I said, 'Somebody It! dying somewhet"e, and I am sure it is one of my 
friends.' So I made Midi! W. write it down. Some time after, she came to 
me and said, ' It's very singular, my lady; but the tl111e you were so very 
ill, and could not 11ccount for it, corresponds exactly with the date of the 
Duke of Y.'s death; the hour, too, just the same.'' * * · * · 

"Animal magnetinn is nothing but the sympathy of our .tara. Those 
fools who go about magnetizing indifferently one person and another, why 
do they sometimCB succeed and sometimee fail 1 llecauBe, If they meet with 
those of the ~~amP star with themselves, their results will be satisfactory; but 
with opposite stars they cau do nothing. Some parsons you may magnetise• 
1ome you cannot; and so far will the want of 11ympathy act in so:ne, that 
there are persons whom it would be impo~~~oible to put in curtain attitudes : 
they might be mechanically plaC<d there, but their posture never would he 
natural ; whilst others, fo om their p11J'ticular star, would readil;r fall Into 
them.'' 

The remarkable lady who expressed the above senti
ments about sympathy carried her ideas further than some 
persons would, who yet believe partially in the principle of 
aympatlty ; for she proceeds to say-

" There are animala, too, nnder the same star with human beings. I had 
a mnle whose star was the •arne as mine, and at tbe time of my severe ill
nell thi• mule ahow• d as much sensibility about me, and more, than some of 
the beasts who " 'ait on me. When that mule was ftrr;t foaled, I had given 
orders to 11811 the foHI and Its mother, hut, happening to .ee it, I counter
manded the order Immediately. It received a hurt in its eye,. and when with 
my hand I applied some eye-water with camphor in it-which, of coune, 

• The reader may be reminded of the" Ghoot Beene" In the beautiful drama of" The 
Corolcan Brotherv.'' 

~·~·----
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IIUide the eye amart-it nenr once tumed ita head away, or showed the 
least impatience of what I wu doing. When tbia mule waa dying, eome 
yean afterwards, she lay twenty-foar hoDI'II, every moment eeeming to be 
going to breathe her 1aat ; bnt still lite would not depart. Thtty told me of 
tbld, and I went to the stable. The moment a he IIAW me she turned h~r eyes 
on me, gave an exp~ve look, and expired. All the aervanta Bllid she 
w011ld not die. until my star, which was berw, bad come' to take her breath : 
isn't it extraordinary 1 Serpents never die, whatever you can do to them, 
until their star ri&eB above the horizon. . 

"Some can only do well when under the guidance of another pereon'a 
atar. * * So long u :Vapoleon had Joeophine by hillside, he Willi lucky; 
but when he cast her oft", hill good furtune left him."* 

The writer of the above notes further states that "Lady 
Hester, in a letter she wrote to Prince Piickler Muskau, 
describes her system briefly as follows, and she desirt>d me 
to keep a copy of it, that I might not substitute my own 
ideas for her : " 

"Every man, born under a given star, haas his aerial spirit, hill animal, hia 
bird, hi• fruit-tree, his flower, hill medicinal herb, and his dmmon. Beings 
bnrn under any given star may be of four diff'ere11t qualitie•.and forms. just 
aa there may be four dift"erent qualities of cherries, having little l'8!\8mblance 
one to another, but being n.-vertheless all cherries. Added to this, there 
may be varieties in the l'&Dle stat·, occasionecl by the influence of other stan 
which were above the horizon in parricular rosltioD.II at the hour of a man's 
birth ; just u yon may say that a llhip Is more or less baftled by certain 
winds, though she ill standing her course. Again, a man being born under 
the same star with another man whilst that sta&r ia in one sign ot' the Zodiac, 
changes eomewhat the character and a&pJl<'&rance when in another sign of 
tbe Zodiac; juet as two plants which are alike, when one grows where there 
Ia always sha&de and the other where th~re is constantly sunshine, althoUJ(h 
precil!l!ly of one ud the same kind, will dift"er slightly in appearance, odoar, 
and taste." 

"A me born under a certain star will have from nature certain qualities, 
certain virtues and vices, certain talents, dilleues an•l tastes ; all that edu
cation can do is merely artificial: leave him to himaelf, and he retuNU to 
hil natural character and ki8 original ta1tu. If this were better known, 
young poop!., would not be made to waste their time uselessly in fitting them 
for what they never can be." 

" I have learned to know a man's star by his face, but not by astrological 
calculations, as perhaps you fancy; of that trade I have no knowleclge. I 
have been told that the faculty which I po8ll88ll ia much more vague than 
the astrological art, and I believe it; but mlue ill good for a pat deal, 
though not for calculating the exact epoch of a man's maladies or death. 

" You willuk how it is posei~le to know mankind by looking at their 

• Tble freqaen~ oecura In married Ute. It Ia better that a 1D&Il should lllUT7 for. 
tana&el7 &hl.l w~ tban to mere rlcheo or be&atJ. 
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fellt6rilll and per~. and 110. tlldro01f'Mi, ~r I fltti~--ll' ~eti~~ when · 
he 11888 twem~y lMIIbll tA tweury 4Dtl'etent flowers en· tl1e table before him, wftl 
bv not tell yolr fbat one wtll' re'nl'atW 1111 rnany cfllys 11'1idergroa'nd befo:te f( 
sp!'Olrt8, that It will gf'lw little by little,. vety sl.'owly; ltnd In ~o many dayg o'i' 
Weete will ftower; and tu.- flowers wtll have 1111ch a sm'ell, stl'eh a colour, and 
llleb vlrluetr ;. after 110 ma.oy days m~ it wfll beg! I\' tO dl'oop and fade, 
and in ten day• wUI Wteh~ : thlt otln!l"; u 110011 a ft ir ottt of the gi'ound', 
wiD !.(l'OW' all i'Deb a11d •·half ill evety Nelfty·follr" hou1"s: fts' ft~rii will be 
brilliant, but will have 8 dil!&lffllll&hle lfthell; it wm btoo!l'r fiJf It long time, 
aDot tbelV wfll wl~er al'togetb&'f tn i. cle.y? A. !Ill wliy' nflty no!· I, lbot:ing' on 
meo, JWO'IIO'IDee 0'8 them, thell' v1rtti'e8; qlilillelet,. nd dtrt\tion in the saiiie · 
way."• 

Olile individual frequently is· m~tl t0 rjmJIIt!l'(lri8-e dh 
another' whom he has never aeen: one ~ two pel'SOD 
playing at chess, for iDIJtanee, and im'meditttely a desire is 
felt that one side shall be the winner rather than dre other. 
Without any particular reason for our Ii:king or dis
liking, we admire or dislike some persons even on the very 
first intervieW'. 

The natal figures of relatives are geil~rally very sin'lilar. 
Two ·members of a family born with the same sign rising 
will probably be partial to one another; while those who ue 
born under opposite signs will be obnoxious to each other 
perpetually. They never puli together! It is generally to be 
observed iu large families that the sons and daughters are 
disposed to pair· iu their amusements and every-day pur
snits. This doubtless is caused by agreeing figures of 
birth ; and the same principle will be found to ·apply to· 
attachments out of the family circle between individual~ 
of the same sex. For the same reason, a feeling of natural 
antipathy will arise between two persons, although rela
tives, having different tastes. If Herschel' have in1luence 
in the affair,. he generally causes what it~ termed 
'' romantic" attachments, much to the bewilderment of 
nratter-of-fact pe~ple, who are totally at il. loss for a solu
ti<m of thi~ curious problem conneeted with human nature-, 

• The ;Mahommed&na are lmpre~~sed with the ld~a of guardian ansfebi beillg,appolntl!!d 
to record men's action&, good &nd bad, for exhibition &t the last day. The liOth chapter 
of the Koran at&tes: "When the two angele deputed to take an account of man's beba· 
vlour take an account thereof, one sitteth on the right hand, the other on the left. 
He utllereth nelt •'-d; bbt thel'e ~a watoher 'ltlth hlntrelill3' to qUI!te'lt,liild the 
agony of death shall come In truth." 
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it beiug a i:hing not drei\Dled ol in their jog-trot philosoo. 
pby. "Why," says.. Horace,:" does one brother like to· 
lounge in th~r fol'um, to play in the campus, and to anoint 
biaself in the b~tth so weU, that he woukl not put hirmelf 
out of hi& way for all the we!(lth af the richest planta
tions of 1he east; while the other toils: froxa sunrise to sun
set for the purpose of increasing his. fortune.?" Horaoo · 
correctly attributes the diversity to the influence of the 
gellfus and the natal star. · 

This question of s.ympathy is, of course, chiefly interest. 
in~ with respect to the sc:mngeet of haman tie!fw- marriage-; 
but the principle· in al'l eases ot intimacy ot casual 
acqu~ntanee is the samet namely,. that of co~cmi existill'g 
iD the ~espective natal figures· of the· parti~; who may be 
concerned in the C'Onnexion. 

" With respect to friendship aDd enmity, it may 1M! ol>Rerved" (" Teboabi
bloa," book i.v. chap. 7) "that great and lasting familiaritie~~ or dill&greem•u 
are 1'88pectively called sympa&thies and enmities; while the Bmll.ller~euch as . 
ari!l8 oOCII6ioually., arad eub.!lat. fur a sh&r~ time o!My-a.rt~ dsoomiaated casual 
intimacies a&nd strifes. The whole are to be contemplated according to the . 
full· •wing rules: 

" Iadications of great and lasting ftiendi!hi.ps, or eamitles, may be per
ceived by obeervation of the ruling. }~lac~s-exhibited in the respeetive nativi
tie.i of both the persons between· whom the friendship or enmity may subtliat. 
It ii, col18equeotly, eseential to observo the places of the sun, .the n1oon, the 
aace11dant,-and the partoffO»tu!ll; fort should all these in beth nativitiell be 
in the 11811le aig~as,. or should either a!! 01• mflllt of them be coonterohenged 
in position In eaok nati:vity, ¥Dd esp~iaUy should the two• .ascendant.! oo 
within the distance of aeventeen degreea of each other, or re . ard each other 
within the di~tance of seventeen degrees, they will create flxed and indis
Nilabla• f1iendshlp. On the other hand~· sllodld they be in slgtos inconjunct, 
·or iln: opposition, ~hey will prctduoo great; ~&ad l&bl'l"ug enmity. If, howeveF, 
they be not con8tituteol in either of the mode, above-mentioned; but met•ely 
configura ted in ~igns-nll.JneJy·, if the pl'aces of fbe sun, &:c., in one nativity 
be eonftg:ur~ With· siRlh parts. of tlie.:aodiac as at·e·n<!cupietf:by tne·stm; &c., 
in the other nai!>Vity-they will then produce· miuor friend•hip, provided 
such conligurations exist by trine or sex tile; but, if by quartile, they will 
esl!tttnl1inor enm1ty, 8ll as to tllki! etfect at certilhi particular times,. in which 
tbe.Msndllhip 1'emain11, &8 it were,. in<ZC~116 and aubtlmd, while tlie maleflca: 
trausit the conll.guretion.. And) in· a similar manner, enmity a:so will be 
80ftene<f aliAl' abated when the benefics may enter upon the configuration of 
ally of t11e four places attove specified." 

&ch was tMs gr-eat philosopher's solution of the inter
esting question, of " liking and disliking-.'' He proceeds tt)-
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divide, under three general heads, friendship and enmity 
which men bear towards each other. He states "one kind 
is suggested by spontaneous wilfulness, another by the idea 
of profit, and another by pain and pleRsure mutually 
excited." And he further proceeds to show the manuer 
and the probable times at which these respective kinds of 
enmity are established :-

"For instance, Saturn anti Jupiter, when makinglngt-eas upon each other'• 
placea produca ft-lendMhlp by agt"e8menta relath-e to ~~j,:riculture or to inherit
AliCe; Saturn and Mal'll creatl' contention and treachery, Rpontaneously 
entertained; Butum 11nd Venua, friendship between kindred, liable, however, 
11000 to grow cool; Saturn and Mercm·y, friendship on account of busine&il, 
or proftt, or aome aecret art or mystery • 

. "J up ter and Mal'll create friendship in the direction of aff11lra, and by 
rne~tna ofdi!Cuit.it'l!; Jul'iter and Venus altio create friend~bip by means of 
female }lflraons, or attendan.rs, or religion, or oraclts; Jupiter and Mer
cury, friendship by meana of eloquence and aclence, also philosophical 
Inclinations. 

"Mars and Venue caWII! friendship in the course of amours, &c.; Mara 
Uld Mercury excite hatred and strife by offences committed ~ business and 
trade, or by aorcery. 

"Venus and Mercury produee communion by meaD!I of the arts and 
acienllf'B, by a mutual lntere!lt in literature, or by female person~. 

" It ia In this manner thKt the planets operate in producing friendship or 
enmity ; anti their compBI'ative inten&ity or relaxation of vigour is to be 
distinguished by the •ituation of the places which they occupy with regard to 
tbe four principal and ruling places-viz., the sun, moon, ascendant, and 
pert of fortune; for should they be posited In angles at the place of the 
reapective parts offortnne, or at tboee of the luminaries. they will render 
the casual intimacies or strifes more remarkable ; but, if they be remote from 
these pi8C811 their effects will not be hlgt.ly co08picuous." 

But, to return to the subject of marriage : "The sex 
passion," observes the author of " The Vestiges of the 
Natural History of Creation,, "also leads to great evils. 
Providence has seen it necessary to make very ample pro
vision for the preservation and utmost possible extension 
of all species. 'l'he aim seems to be, to diffuse existence 
as widely as possible, to fill up every vacant piece of space 
with some sentient being to. be a vehicle of enjoyment. 
Hence this passion is conferred in great force. But the 
relation between the number of beings and the means of 
supporting them is only on the footing of general law. 
There may be occasional discrepancies between the laws 
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operating for the multiplication of individuals, and the 
laws operating to supply them with the means of subsist
ence; and evils will be endured in consequence, even in 
our own highly-favoured species. But against all these 
evils, and against those numberless vexations which have 
arisen in all ages from the attachment of the sexes, place 
the vast amount of happiness which is derived from this 
source-the basis of the whole circle of the domestic a.ft'eo
tions, the sweetening principle of life, the prompter of all 
our most generous feelings, and even of our ~ost virtuous 
resolves and exertions, and every ill that can be traced to 
it is but as dust in the balance; and here, also, we must 
be on our guard against judging from what we see in the 
world. at a particular era. As reason and the higher sen
tim(mts of man's nature increase in force, this passion is 
put 1mder better regulation, so as to lessen many of the 
evils connected with it. The civilized man is more able to 
give it due control; his attachments are leas the reiiUlt of 
impulse; he studies more the weal of his partner and off
spring. There are even some of the resentful feelings 
connected in early society with love, such as hatred of 
successful rivalry, and jealousy, which almost disappear. in 
an advanced stage of civilization. The evil springing, in 
our own species at l~t, from this passion may therefore be 
an exception mainly peculiar to a particul&l' term of the 
wo:rld's progress, and which may be expected to decrease 
greatly in amount." (p. 274-5.) 

In matrimonial affairs, it is too much the fashion iu our 
own land-especially in the higher circles of society-for 
.QlOthers to treat their daughters as mere ciphers. This 
mode of semi-b&l'barism will gradually decrease, and female 
slavery will diminish when young ladies determine to stucly 
the constitution of their own bodies as well as of those of 
other animals, less interesting, and to reflect for themselves 
in matters connected with their welfare, at the same time 
treating with due respect those who have a claim upon 
their gr-atitude and afl'e~tion. 

This absence of libertv in the institution of matri
mony still prevails- in Rus'sia, China, Sweden, and Persia, 

G 
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as well as amongst the people of Asia in general. The 
women are treated as slaves. The Georgian beauty, also, · 
is bartered-not, as in some countries, to heirs-apparent 
of landed estates, with coronets in reversion, but to the 
bohd fide slave-merchant who will give the desired price. 

In Japan, Borne<>, Dalmatia, and Morocco, the women 
are held in the lowest possible estimation. As we descend 
in the scale of civilization, the more degrading is their 
treatment. 

In ,the kingdom of Benin, in Madagascar, Japan, Sierra 
Leone, and on the Gold· Coast, the interchange of presents 
among the parents is the ceremony of marriage. The 
Hottentots-who rejoice in the laws of primogeniture as 
well as ourselves, whereby with them, as with us, the 
brightest specimen of family noodleism is frequently 
enabled to indulge in extravagance and selfishness, to the 
prejudice of his brothers and sisters-also deny to their 
daug'ktera the natural right to choose for themselves in 
marriage. The same plan still prevails in Persia. The 
custom probably has descended to us from the Greeks, 
through the Romans, from whose principles of jurispru
dence the first laws of the western world were copied. 

In a subsequent chapter, a few words will be added 
touching the unreasonableness of parental authority in 
this matter ; and, if the reader desire to see this in
teresting subject treated upon scientific principles, Jet him 
purchase a little pamphlet by Zadkiel, called " An Essay 
on Love and Matrimony," * where the astral view of 
marriage is fully explained. The Koombees, an Indian 
tribe, are very particular in their view of marriage. 
When a marriage is contemplated, the following points 
must be settled :- · 

First. That the parties are not of the same cool, or clan. 
They may both bear the same surname; but in this case 
ther dewack, or family crest, must be different. Consan
guinity in the female line is no ground for objection. 

Second. That the planets under which they were hom 

• Piper and Co., 23, Paterno~ter·row, London. Price Jo. 
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are in harmony, and auspicious to the nnion, which is 
decided by the astrologer. 

Third. That they are healthy, and without any personal 
defect. The amount of portion and quality of presents to 
the bride are then settled, preparations are made for the 
marriage, and the auspiciom day and moment fixed by 
the priest for its celebration. 

This matter of examining the amount of agreement in 
any two nativities is brief and simple. The astrologer can 
see at a glance whether a life of love and harmony will 
result, or the reverse. , 

The following advice by the old philosopher, Jerome 
Cardan, * to his children, respecting their matrimonial spe~ 
culations, will not be an inappropriate conclusion to the 
remarks contained in this chapter :-

" The care of a wife i~ before the care of wealth. A bad wife makes the 
rich man wretched, but a good wife makes the poor man happy. 

" Do not marry a woman without mode1·ate possessioDl!. 
" A woman loves or hates; she has no middle humour. 
"Never irritate a wife, but give her counsel. 
" Do not marry one who is quarrelsome ; she will not obey you once. 
"Take no wife trom a witless lamily, or one liable to consUtutional 

ailment ; you perpetuate sorrow by so doing. 
" Before other people, neither ~atter your wife nor slight her. 
"A woman left by herself thinks; too much caressed, suspects : therefore, 

take heed."t 

• Jerome Cardan (whooe life baa baen recently published by Mr. Morley)· was born 
at Pavia. in Italy, 24th September, 1501. In 1524, he went to Pedua; the same year 
waa ~tted Master of Arts, and In the next Doctor of Physic. In 1562, he was sent 
for by the Archbishop of St. Andrews, whom he cured of a dangerous disease. 

On this occasion he passed through London, and, being well ekllled in astrology, he 
wu engaged to calculate th& nativity of King Edward. 

He was alike famous as a philosopher, medical man, utrologer, and mathematician. 
He died at Rome, on the 2oth of September, 11>76. 

t In a work which profeases to enlighten the public upon a phllooophlcal subject, it is, 
perhaps, scarcely fair to introduce matter connected with what is known as " spiritual 
manl:testatlons." The following extract, however, from a little book published in 
America recently, called" Light from the Spirit WOl"ld," ln a section devoted to the 
subJect of marriage-which might almost have been mitten b'{a disciple of Ptolemy, 
10 .far a. rupee!& the quution of C011C0f'dc.-ie not altogether out o place.· 

The Rappist1 are not in f&Bhlon at pres&nt, at least In England, but they may be so 
ere long; for, as it Ia becoming reasonable to believe In Zadklel and the prophets, a 
similar belief may yet be entertained as to spiritual visitors. Time and truth com· 
bined will settle this queetion, aa well u ethe's conneoted with the welfare of th& 
bumanraoe. 

The author of the following section gives the following curious account of his myste
rious Yi&itantl :--

G2 
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"On the evening of the 20th of April, 18&1, hulng retired to rest, t wuaurprlaed to 
find my right band and arm move wltbout any volition of my will. Being satlafted thd 
aplrlts were preaent, I said, mentally, • WUI the Spirit take myll&nd and throw It over 
the bed-olotbeo ?' Gently my hand wu carried to the poeltlon I asked. Varioua other 
manlfeatatlons were performed, until I gained a responae that they would control 
my hand 10 o.• to spell sentences by moving It along the alphabet. . 

" The next morulng I put the responae to the test by taking the alphabet, when I 
found my linger drawn along the column until It reached the letter which was nec888&1')' 
to form a word, when It would suddenly stop. In thia way, aplrltl were able te com
muulcate their thoughts and wishes to me.'' 

" Condition of minds united by affinities Ia what we mean by marriage. lllarrla@e ia 
an abuaed cuatom. It Ia a ceremonr connected with weal and woe to the parties. I tis an 
abuaed cuatom, when minds wed wtthout the wedding-ring of clrcleaharmoulously inter
eated In each other's society and welfare. It b a custom dangeroua to the welfare of mind. 
It Ia dangeroua, when It binds diacordant m•nds together, to fight and wrangle with each 
other. 1 t is dangerous, when such minds being opposed to each other are not united 
In harmony, but by the cuatom which wars again•t ali enjoyment. It Ia dangeroua, be
cauae the parties, not having wiadom to aee the lnharmonies of their minds, 
become legally united when they are naturally disunited. It Ia dangeroua, becauae most 
marriages are consummated In violation of the conditions necessary to permanent 
felicity. Marriage t. honourable. Marriage is dlshonourable. It Ia honourable when 
atftnltles wed minds, or mindo are united by aftlulties which never oppose each other. 
It is dlshonourable when parties wed upon any other principle. We see more unfortla· 
nate results from legalized marriages than we shall discloae. We oee reoulte which mi!>bt 
have been obviated, which never could have occurred, if the wisdom of Nature bad been 
oonoulted and obeyed. 

"When persona are legalized together-bound as slaves are, by law-when the asolstance 
of mutual feelings Is dis•·egarded in the new relation, and covenants are made without 
attachmentl u cuatom and selliabneu ordain, It will never contribute to the enjoyment 
of such persons. They &re not married In a conllistent senae. They are without the 
union which oonatltutea real marriage In the eyes of God ; and the connection formed 
upon aucb oondltiono Ia no better than other connections which bear a more wretched 
name. The conditions are preciaely the same, with the exception that one bas the 
approbation of custom and law, while the other bas not. We say, it baa the approbation 
of law ; but what law? A law of wrong-a law of human folly-not a law of God. It 
has no aanction In nature ; but its binding force Ia repudiated by the wledom of eterulty. 
Covenants eatlbliahed upon the eternal harmony of minds uulted can •ever be dis
solved. They will control the minds thua diatlngnlabed, when duat shall mingle with 
duat, and tears shall flow no more. The minds which are wedded, because nnited, can 
never be disunited ; even the work of wiodom, which calla one and not the other to thla 
sphere, does not aeparate those whom God bas joined together. The circle ot wisdom which 
nnlteathe two,deatb has no power to diauulte. They are one In the alllnlty of their minds. 
This affinity Ia a law of Gud In nature,: thelawofGodlnnature, nature has no power to 
•lolate or disturb. Hence, the sorrowing spirit In the lowlineso of bereavementls villi ted, Ia 
not separated from the one to whom It was united for eternity. It cannot be alone. What
ever grief or sorrow may be Imposed by Ignorance, no mind united to another mind by 
the covenant of mutual reaemblance, the natural affinities of corresponding conditions, 
can ever be destroyed, because nature bas not the power to deny ltoelf, and revoke what 
it has established by its own laws. 

"The eterulty of the law which unites can never disunite. As, therefore, the law of 
God is eternal, 80 the union which the law communicates can never be d.Jaturbed while 
that law remains. What the law does, ia done by the virtue of the law ; and what Ia 
done by the virtue of the law, the law can never repudiate, as repudiation would be 
a denial of Hia wor< and its "ls<tom. 

"This wladom of God In u&tme Ia lamentably overlooked In the arrangemenla which 
control matrimonial alliances. The minds of two discordant spirits muat inevitablY 
uulte mlaery, when legalized together. They are unlike. They disagree. They wrong 
each other. They differ. They wrangle about the dift'erence. We see who Ia to blame. 
Minds make minds wretched; the dliference Is the cause of all the wt-etcbedness. Here 
lies the foe, the enemy who Ia to blame, and to blame for the trouble produced. Who 
will not see what will obviate ·this evil? Who will not rejoice when It Ia removed? 
Have we the power to remove it? If we have not, do others pouess the power? If they 

~U:..:: ~J~~· :e~e~!~e~~~~~~:'=\~ ~be!~~~:~ ~~·h~~~J'd'~:."d~e? un~~ 
band and wife I Bitter mockery of both 1 There Ia nc huaband, and no wife, In such 
covenants. They :u·e null and void of all the esaen~ials of wladom and happlneaa. They 
are mere oovenanta which brutes might make-brutes such 1111 minds In worse than 
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brutal ignorance only do make. They are covenanta which answer the laws of men, 
but which violate all the laws which control the peace and enjoyment of minds In the 
body. They are covenanta which selfish gratUicatlon of brutal appetite makes, and 
makes to wrong those who make them. · 

"There Is no condition in which the human mind caa be placed more unen•lablethan 
the wedded life of discordant spirita. They are legally, in form, joined together; but 
what is joined without aLttr&etive forces wl\1 sep..rate by repulsive in8uences, unleu re
strained by the '"''isdom of public disapprobation and shame. This voice may keep the 
form In respect. and continue th~ wretchednesa'lt would ameliorate. It would allay the 
elements of social discord by strengthening the obligations to regard the unholy alliance, 
by contributing the bonds which make the subject more and more wretched, by saving 
minds from public disapprobation, to make them wrangle and disgrace themselves and 
others. We see whole families and neighbourhoods agitated with the evflsofmlaguided 
minds, who have been formally recognised as husband and wife, but who never, for one 
moment, enjoyed the satisfaction of so sweet a union, so holy and happy life a.s real 
affinities produce. There are few re&l marriages among men 'and women. There ate 
very few who are husbands and wifes that ha~e asaumed to be such In the eyes of men. 
There are very few who llve In harmony, as harmony Is attainable, when minds unite 
by works of love and pure aft'ectlon. Their sympathies are estranged, their social 
feelings are unlike, their wants var)', their circles of mind di1fer, their wisdom contr.
dlcta, their temper snd hablta are discordant, and their wretc'1edness muat be neees
aarlly mutual. 

" Minds disturbed by elth•r of the above-mentioned causes are not joined together In 
the' sight of BeaTen. The parties ILre enemies to the extent of the dl1ference between 
them. They cannot be friends wben disturhance occasion• misery. They cannot be 
llnited when the conftlct answtra conflict. They will not work together, a.s huaband and 
wife should and will do when unite:! in a circle of fidelity and wisdom. They are more 
wretched in works tbanln unmerriei life-a life which God disapproves; which can 
never make the mind blessed, as the union of congenial souls ia able to do; which in
au Ita the law of God In creation, by refusing obedience to its t·equlrementa, and contra
dicta the wiodom of Him who maoe male and female for the purpose of working out 
the counsels of His own will-the welfare of children whom he loves. Marriage Is dia
hono~red. It Ia dishonoured by married and unmarried. The vow Is broken. The law Ia 
violated. The covenant Is disregarded. The union Is not union. The union In form and 
appearance Is disunion and wrong. Have we no remedy? Shall the wrong be conti
nued? Who wlll rectify it ? Who will change the conditions, and est4bllah rules 
which wlll remove the evil from earth ? Have many who di1fer about their dl1ferencea 
e"fer contemplated the wisdom of circles where no discord rules, where no wrangles a.re 
known, where no lnharmonies prevail ? Have they ever contrasted their condition 
with the union which is enjoyed by !plrlta of this circle of the second sphere? If not, 
we would say-compare, and receive Instruction. The wrangling alliances of many 
mlnda on earth are spectacles of wrong which need a remedy. They need a reform. 
But, to reform the wrong. we must reform the customs wblch produce lt. We must 
change the rules which perpetuate the evil. We must change the laws which continue 
& cuatom of wrong In society. Indeed, what Is custom but law? What Ia popular 
opinion but law? What are the forms of marriage but law ? What are the conditions 
by which parties are legalized together but law? Do all these laws guarantee Impartial 
Justice to male and female? Have women contemplated the invasion which cuotom 
has made upon their rights? .Are they slaves, that they must bow to It? Bow to a 
cuatom which denies them the rights exercieed by men In forming acquaintance, and 
selecting their companiom for life? We see a monstrous Injustice controlling the 
legalized form of mairimony. We aee young ladles consenting to an arrangement of 
marriage, because custom has said a woman's rights are not a& man's; beC&USe ,,,.rong 
ha.s establlahed rules of propriety, and msde them slaves to the wrong which forbids 
the freedom enjo7ed by the male; and because she would not violate the rule of pro
priety, however wrong and oppr888lve, however unjust and cruel, to wed a mu whose 
alllnltles would never be disturbed by dl1ferences which, under other circumstances, 
woqld be almost sure not to follow. To overcome the evil of a wrong custom, requires 11·bat 
those who have encouraged and sustained It do not po880BB-a work of authority ; 
which, when understood, will be respected and obe7ed, thereby reforming the abuseo . 
which endanger the social enjoyments of human life. Not till a reform takes plsce In 
the cuatom by which marriage contracts are controlled will minds unite In the order of 
nature ; not till the rights of one party shall be regarded a.s the rights of the other will 
marriage be a union of minds, and the wrongs of society be COrrected; not till wiAdom 
controls the contracting parties, so as to make contracts with regard to the conditione 
ot mutual attachmento, will men be huabanda or women wives. Tl,ley may wed whom 
they 11ill, but the wedding cannot make diaslnlllar conditions s!mih1r. lt cannot har• 
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monbe what to lnharmonloua. It cannot produoe what ahould be produced. I& ~ 
make wrong right, nor will It make right wrong. 

" What Ia trul,r dlaunlted cannot be united by any Corm of marriage ; and when fomu 
of marriage are untrue to the real condition or the partleo, they are hypocritical, decep
tive, base, vile, and unworth.Y of rigbteoua oubmlsoion or oupport. They are profealons 
of what Ia not a reality. Under ouch clr!UIIIItauceo, many eYIIo are oontinued from 
generation to pneratlon. The lnharmon.)' oftwomlndo profeaoloually and legally united 
Ia frultru.l of more mlachief and wrongo than mo.t mlndo will at ftrot pereeiYe. The 
moot aelftoh work Ia not more wretched. Can an}'tblng be more wretched than the 
wrangle• which mutt ensue betwoen p&rtlea wedded onlr In the form of legal marrlap ? 
And how Ia thla nU to be rectlfted P The cuatom which prevallo between pertlea, ex
tending to one rlgbto which are denied to the other, oeneo only to continue the wrong. 
The wrong cannot be overoome without a cbanp In the cuatom ; md the cuatom can
nOt be cbanpd without a cbanp In the minda of tbooe who looter it. Their minda 
cannot be changed without attacking the Ignorance on which It reAl, and expoaing the 
folly oflto continuance ; and In tnrn thlo will meet with oppooltlon, u all reforms have 
done. 

" We have -n dloputeo and qiUil'l'ela about d!Jferences ; but we have never seen 
h&rmOD.)' promoted by contention, nor good come from the wrangles of -.Ia! dlocord. 
The worka of mlndo at variance will not )'ield the peaceable Crulto of righteoum-. nor 
wll\ contention produce order and 11'Jipatb1. b It not wiser, then, that mlnda who 
would wed bylaw ehould wed br alllnitr, ra&her thm wed with dUI'erencea? And If I& 
be wiser that alllnitin should be conaulted, OUIJbt not equal freedom to be tolerated In 
the cuatom upon which ouch contracts are matured? Ought not the custom to be 
abollohed wblch makes It dllgraceful for a lady to exercise the rights of couruhlp 
enjoyed by the other aex? Ought any on- to exercloe control denied to another, In 
matters where both are equally interested? We oee the eYIIo which grow out of the 
preralllng custom. We oee no remedy without an abandonment of that cuetom, becauae 
mlndo eannot form the alllancea moot agreeable to their alllnitles without contradicting 
the law· which euatom bas eotabllohed. We would not recommend an lndlacrlminate 
Intercourse of the oexes, neither would we approve ot marrioge contr&r7 to the natural 
aftlnlties, which are lndlapensably requisite to dcmestic tranqnilllty. We will not 
recommend a change of cuatom which proteote the rights and prlvileps enjoyed ill com
mon by all. It Is the Irregularity of minds, and the abridged rlgbto of femaleo, that 
deaerve attention. When minds prefer to wed, theoe mutual intereate should be under
:!.7'!~x!~~':, f;:!ILt:. the part of the man to exact what will be a eource or dloturbance 

" Far better that his wisheo to wed one whose aftlnitles were dlulmil&r should meet 
with a thousand dlsepplntmente, than to unite with one in legal marriage because cuatom 
hal deprived her of a companion agreeing with her at!'ections; far better that she ehould 
be allowed to conoult her own likes and dislikes, unbiuaed by constraint oi arbitrary 
rules, than wed one unlike herself. Sueh wedding would Impair their bllas, if not make 
them both wretched for life In the body. 

"We will write what we will; we will not write all we oee. But we will write that 
marriage Is abuoed, the law of God Is violated, and the peace of partlea united In legal 
covenants wooled b.Y the faloe and unwholesome cuotoms and practlceowhich gcvem the 
matrimonial connection. We say what Is tru&-th"t until theoe cuatoma and practices 
become changed, eo that equal rights shall not be Interrupted by falae delicacy, or the 
fear of olknded rules of propriety, the relation of husband and wife will be et\loyed h.Y 
only a small number of those who may auume that character. They cannot often wed 
wit bout 1<olatlng cuatom, as ther should wed. They cannot -k their likes, and aToid 
their dlalikes, beeauae cuotom h&o ftxed a limit to propriety In making marriage con
tracts---the most Important of all oontracte-whUe It admits of perfeot freedom or 
opinion on all other qneotiono of policy and property. 

" Strange 118 It may seem, the most Important of aU contracte muat be hampered and 
fettered with rules which would be deemed an outrage to reaoon to propooe In regard to 
other matters of Interest. We wUI aay, when the Importance of consulting mutual 
aftlnltles shall be appreciated, the cuatoms which control unhoppy marriages wiU be 
disregarded, and minds will be more Ukely to live and enjoy each uther'a eocletyln ouch 
relation than what they now do. They will live and act more In union, more In peace, 
more In love, and the reward of wlodom will not be withheld from them."-Uttiot> U. 
Marriage, p. 181-9. 

Such, reader, is a specimen of the "spirit.writing'' upon 
this interesting matter. Taken in connection with the 

•. 
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astral remarks before contained, may it, at any rate, be 
the means of preventing the necessity of your requesting 
the loan of the 

" Scold's Bridle" 

in 

Walton Chlll'Ch. 

("Chester }>1'8MDU Walton with a bridle, 
To curb women's tongue• which talk Idle.'') 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

CBILDB!:N. 

" An heritage and gift, that cometh of the Lord." 

THE tenth, eleventh, fourth, and fifth houses of the figure 
should be considered in judging respecting children. If 
only benefic planets be in the fifth house, the native is 
fortunate with respect to his children. 

The Moon, Jupiter, and Venus in the tenth or eleventh 
houses, or in aspect to them ; or in the fourth or fifth 
houses, or in aspect to them, give offspring : but the Sun, 
Mars, and Saturn, either deny children or allot but few. 
Mercury acts as he may partake of the nature of the three 
former or three latter. If he be in an oriental position be 
gives children, but not so if he be occidental. Saturn or 
Mars in the fifth hOU8e generally cause losses and trouble 
by the children of the native. 

The author of "Coningsby" (vol. i.) acutely observes, 
respecting the "young idea," as folldws : 

" We are apt to believe that the eharaeter f1f a boy is eaaily :reacl. 'Tis a 
mystery the most profound. Mark what blunder& pii'Penta constantly make 
88 to the natn:re of their own oft'spring, bred too under their eylf. and dia
playing every hour their characteristics. Bow often in the niU'II81')' doea the 
genius count 88 a dunce, because he is peneive ; while a rattling urchin Ia 
invested with Blm011t supernatural qualltiea, becauae his animal spirits malr.e 
him Impudent and flippant. ' 

"The school-boy, above all others, Is not the eimple being the world 
Imagines. In that young bo110m are often stirring pusious u Btrong 88 our 
own, desires not the less violent, a volition not less supreme. In that young 
boeom what burning love, what intense ambitlon, what avarice, what lust of 
power! envy that fiends might emulate, hate that man might fear!" 

The reader may have partially experienced the reality of 
the truth contained in this sentiment. . The " blunder', ia 
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generally caused by modem philosophy being utterly un
able to supply the desideratum of finding out accurately 
the points of a boy's character; consequently we frequently 
see all sorts of errors committed by our seniors, which at
tention to Ptolemy's rules would prevent, or greatly miti
·gate, and thereby much mutual discomfort would be pre
vented. According to the present system, it is extremely 
difficult to find out exactly for what particular pursuit ·.I 
Master Augustus. really is adapted. 

" What has Horatio done," said the bluff sailor uncle 
of the immortal Nelson, "that he, of all others, should be 
·sent to rough it out at sea ? But let him come, and the 
first time we go into action, a cannon.ball will knock off 
his head, and provide for him at once." 

This was a notable instance of wrong judgment. There 
are probably many such instances, of which the world 
hears nothing. 

But we see enough of it, Heaven knows I Augustus, 
probably, thinks he would like to be a clergyman, having 
Mercury pretty strong, well aspected by Jupiter; but 
Mamma will not hear of this choice: she cannot bear to 
·think that Gussy should be poring over musty books, and 
waste the best part of his days iu college obscurity, follow-

. ed up by ru:ral quiescence. The lady would prefer that he 
should be a soldier; and although _Papa, perhaps, may 
have a secret consciousness that the boy is right in his 
own choice, still maternal influence prevails in Russell
aqull'te, and without having even a voice in the matter, 
·Master Gussy is forthwith entered tor martial honours. 
The astral fact, however, is, that the planet Mars is weakly 
posited in the boy's natal figure. He does not want for 
courage, -in the strict sense of the word; but what the 
phrenologists term the combative feeling does not prevail 
in his constitution. After an expensive education, and. 
infinite trouble to Papa, and other gove7'1Wrs, upon whom 
lies the bu:rthen of keeping him straight, Gussy probably 
''sells out," happily before an opportunity occurs of his 
being enabled to exclaim, "Dulce est pro patrid mori ! " 
anEt he finds it a vexatious thing to find his way into an-

-- ' 
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other profession. Meanwhile, in all probability, Mamma's 
martial propensity has deprived the Church of a worthy 
and learned son, perhaps of a bishop. 

Frequently the reverse is the case. Young Hopeful has 
an ardent desire,per mare aut per terras, to seek his repu
tation in the cannon's mouth. He is perpetually draw
ing boats or cannons, cocked hats, ships and men-of-wa.r, 
large and small, individually as well as collectively. He 
rejoices to strut about with a sword girded to ·his side by 
a broad black belt, and to hear stories of military glory. 
Ask him where he would like to spend his half-holiday, 
and the reply is, "At Greenwich :" not to indulge in the 
society of white bait, but of blue cloth; to converse with 
the old pensioners located in that noble institution, and to 
see the heroes in the Painted Hall. How is his juvenile 
aspiration treated ? Here, again, Mamma is thinking of 
a peerage or Westminster Abbey; but in this instance 
Papa is the offending party. "The thing is out of the 
question, my dear ; for the business must be carried on 
after my death. Clement alone can assist me, and assist 
me he shall, in St. Mary Axe, before twelve months have 
passed over his head. , Soldiering a.nd sailoring are very 
fine professions for those who have a fortune made for 
them, not for those who have to accumulate one for them
selves." So Gold veraus Steel is decided in favour of the 
plaintiff. The City of London gains a citizen, while old 
England loses a hero. 

Shade of Ptolemy I can we not remedy this anomaly 
by acting upon your precepts ? for these things are truly 
dreamed of in your philosophy. 

The phrenological theory is partly applicable; but, to 
go to the root of the mistake, let us look to first prin
ciples. 

Some fifty years since, this question attracted the at
tention of Mr. Eli Bates, who, in his "Rural Philosophy,'' 
makes the following remarks :-

"The right choice of life is a subject which ought to be 
studied by those parents who, in the disposal of their 
children, are not confined within the limits of a particular 
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proff'.ssion or rank in society ; for in this case, as there 
would be little room for r.hoice, it would be of little use to 
examine strictly the reasons upon which it ought to be 
formed. Accordingly, among the lower orders of the 
community, where peasants and artizans from father to 
son succeed to their several employments by. a kind of 
natural inheritance, such an inquiry would be in a manner 
superfluous. But where there i8 a latitude of choice, which 
is the case in the middle and upper ranks of life, it iM of 
great consequence how parents use their discretionary 
power, since the present and future welfare of their oft:. 
spring, together with the general order and happiness of 
society, so much depend upon it." * * " A chief regard 
ia due to natural geni'Uil. For though a man of ordinary 
capacity may, by dint of application, become respectable 
in almost any profession, he will only excel in that to 
which his faculties are originally adapted, and to which he 
is carried by a natural impetus. It is impossible for him 
who is out of his proper place, and who is devoid of thqse 
qualities which are necessary to the discharge of the duties 
which belong to his usurped station, not to be guilty of 
innumerable faults, and these being the consequence of 
his temerity and presumption, render him usually con
temptible." 

This author then has some striking remarks upon the 
position of the unfortunate individual who is the victim of 
the ignorance above mentioned : 

"When a person offeeble health and irritable nerves i~ engaged in public 
life, it is often 110 le•s a m•sfortune to othe•·s than to himself. Unable to 
ttustain the pressure of business, or to contend with the injustice which 
eeldom falls to mingle itself with human tran~actions, his temper becomes 
aoured, his purposes in-es<>lute : he looks with smpicion on everything 
around him, and perhaps is tempted at length to have recourse to those 
arts which he Is apt to imagine are practised agoln•t himself. 

" From such eft'eete of a situation to which he Ll unequal, we are led 
either to condemn the indillcretion of his choice, or to lament the exigency 
of hi~ cireumst&Dces. Nor ought our censure ·or our re(ll'6t to be lesa ex
cited when we see others stagnate In still lift• whose fair and steady com
plexional charact~r, if called forth un the public st&!le, would display itself 
in a virtuous and useful course of action. 'l'his natural vocation to a public 
or private life is in some eases marked with mo•e deeigion. * * * There 
are some whom nature hiiB strongly m&l'ked out for a literary and contem-
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platlve l!fe; and whenever men of this character, fal~ to the private mg
gestion of their own minds, engage in occupations for which they are origi
nally disqualified, the e\·ent, aa might be expected, generally corresponds 
with the folly of thdr choice. 'My h•ading error,' nys Lord Bacon, in a 
letter to Sir Thomaa Bodley, 'baa been, that, knowing myself by inward 
calling to be fltte1· to hold a book than to play a part, I have led my life in 
civil causes fur which I waa not very fit by nature, and more unfit by the 
preoccupation of my mind. '' 

These observations were made, irrespective of celestial 
science; for Mr. Bates was not a believer in the merits of 
Urania. He attributed "the follies of astrology" to 
u ignorance of nature." 

The phrenologists * also, from whom more candour 
might have been expected, are equally incredulous upon 
the subject of planetary influence, although they agree 
with Mr. Bates as to the existence of the disease, a remedy 
for which we are now engaged in considering. Allusion 
will be more particularly made to this point presently. 
The following extract, taken from a journal enjoying a 
large circulation, will show that now, as was the case in 
the days of Mr. BatP-s, there is room for improvement in 
the choice of employment for life:-

"Parents often forget that, in determinj.ng the future 
pursuits of the young, it is not enough that a profession 
be respectable or lucrative, or that it be one in which suc
cess may be expected by means of family influence ; in 
addition to these circumstances, they ought to take into 
aC'..COUnt the talents, the disposition, the natural bent of 
the mind of the individual immeaiately concerned ; for if 
this impJrtant item be omitted in these calculations, the 
probability is that, if he have any individuality of charac
ter, they will seriously obstruct his happiness while endea
vouring to promote it. What can exceed the wretci1edneu 

1 The tint cult! .a ton of the oclence of utronom1 were utrologen, and attempted, 
b1 otud,.tng the motions of the heavenly bodies, to arrive at the knowledge of future 
events. This wao not the mere supentitlon of the Ignorant vulgar, but wao reduced 
Into regula.r method, and the calculationo made by rules which are treated of In man1 
elaborate works. Tbio extraoroinary misapplication of the most perfect and sublime 
of alloclencea even continued to bewilder the underatandlnge of men down to the age 
of Bacon and Gallleo. Tycbe Brabe wao infected with It, and Kepler, who paved the 
wa,. for the dlocoveries of Ntwton, was for a great part of his life employed in punning 
pba.utoms equall1 unsubstr.utlai.-Scun's Harmon~ of Phrenowgrri/JUIIIJcriptur& 

.. 
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of the man compelled by such mistaken kindness to en
gage in a profession requiring the constant exercise of 
faculties which he possesses in a very limited degree? He 
passes scarcely a day without having the conviction of his 
unfitness for the performance of his duties forced painfully 
upon his mind; and what humiliation must there be in 
that conviction I What constant anxiety and apprehen
sion of the discovery of his incompetency, and what de
spair and misery should the discovery be made ! * * * * 
Every vocation requires for its successful exercise cettain 
physical qualifications that maf be comparatively unim
portant to members of other professions, but essential to 
tlwse of each particular profesaiun. It might have been 
supposed that this truth, at least, would not be neglected, 
inasmuch as no abstruse analysis or patient observation is 
needed to ascertain, in any given case, whether the re
quisite physical qualifications are possessed in the neces
sary measure. And yet we frequently see men, whom 
nature intended for tailors, at the anvil, and blacksmiths 
on the shop board; persons of active frame and sanguine 
temperament confined at a sedentary employment; and 
those whose bodies and nunds are formed for quiet, tran
quil labours, sent forth to encounter the terrors of the 
ocean : and often, indeed, in the pulpit, that most fitting 
place for the exercise of eloquence, do . we find men who, 
by their defective and unharmonious utterance, would 
deprive of all their force the soul-stirriug outpourings of 
a Demosthenes or of a Brougham." 

The writer proceeds to relate the following anecdote : 

"A gentleman having a son whom his mother had ch~rished the hope of 
seeing arrive at distinction in the na.,y, in compliance with her desire, sent 
hlm to sea as a midshipman, nod• r the care of a relative. Shortly after
wards an eng&~Cement took plaee, ILDd the boy, who was very young, was 
much terrified, and during the action hid himself in the ship's copper, where 
lle WIIS discovered by the men, who reported him to the officer on duty. 
As L'OOU as the ship returned hume, the admiral dismissed him and sent him 
to his father, who, instead. of reproving him, observed that ho hlld displayed 
a good deal of canning, and, though unfit for a sailor, would make an ad
mirable latoyer." 
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·The writer concludes with the sensible observation
" That if a man's attention be devoted to subjects for 
which he may have a natural aptitude, there is a much 
greater probability of arriving at a profound knowledge of 
them; and the same result is obtained in a still higher 
degree when men pay exclusive attention to a single con
genial department of science or art."* 

"It must be admitted," observes a writer upon phreno
logical science, " that the majority of mankind are pos
sessed of partial talent. A man that can excel equally in 
every department of art and science does not exist. His 
existence is a physical impossibility. But; even admitting 
the possibility of the case, a question arises whether it would 
be more prudent to cultivate one or a few of these powers 
to the degree of which they are susceptible, or to attempt 
to cultivate all the powers, and attain .only a mediocrity in 
each. Had Paginini, for example, attempted to excel in 
mathematics, metaphysics, poetry, painting, languages, &c., 
as well as in music, would he have stood so pre-eminent 
above his compeers? He probably would not have been 
known beyond the city in which he was born. The powers 
of man are limited, and it is better that he should do little, 
and that well, than that he should attempt much, and do 
nothing successfully. Now, is it a matter of little moment 
that phrenology should be able to point out what powers. 
of the mind are capable of the most successful cultivation 
in any individual ? Is it nothing that whole years of un
availing efforts should be saved ?-that the child from his 
earliest infancy should be directed into the path in which 
his own happiness is to be found, Dnd in which he can 
most successfu1ly promote the happiness of others? No
body will doubt that if phrenology can lead to this end, 
that it is capable of effecting much good ; and every one 
acquainted with phrenology also knows that the talents of 
any individual can easily be recognised, and their relative 
power consequently easily calculated."t 

• Lotuloto Journal, July 28th, 1853. 
' PhiloMJphr of Phrtnologr, pp. 17a-t. 

j 
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The_science known as Phrenology treats of the brain as 
the organ of the mind ; and, when compared with Zodiacal 
Physiognomy, the general chMacter of an individual, as 
denoted by its principles, will be found to agree with what 
is foreshown by that person's horoscope. Thus the two 
sciences of astrology and phrenology unite to demonstrate 
the true course adopted by Nature, and which can be 
ascertained by no other method. 

The leading principles of phrenology are as follows :
First. That the brain is the organ by which mental 

operations are performed. 
Second. The different parts of the brain perform differ

ent functions. 
Third. That in proportion to the exercise of any one 

function as a passion, affection, or sentiment, there is an 
increase or decreas~ in that particular portion of the brain 
which corresponds with such function. 

"Serious errors," observes Mr. Combe, are often com
mitted in society through ignorance of phrenological prin
ciples. An individual possessing a small brain, but a fine 
temperament and favourable combination, perhaps distin
guish~s himself in a limited and subordinate sphere; or he 
makes one great and successful effort, in which his powers 
Me tasked to the utmost extent of their limits. The notion 
is then adopted that he is very clever, fit for higher duties, 
and capable of exhibiting habitually the force of mind thus 
displayed on a single occasion. He is, in consequence, 
promoted to a more arduous station. He continues tb 
execute small matters so well, that it is difficult to point 
out instances of specific failures in his duties; yet want of 
success occurs, a general impression of his incapacity arises, 
discontent increases, and at last, after great sufl'ering to 
himself and annoyance to his employers, he is dismissed . 

. '17te smail brain is the origin of the incapacity, and ignorance 
of its effects the cause of his being misplaced." He further 
states, that "to be a Bruce, Buonaparte, Luther, Knox, 
Demosthenes, Shakespeare, Milton, or Cromwell, a large 
brain is indispensably requisite ; but to display skill, en
terprise, and fidelity in the various professions of civil life 
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-to cultivate with success the less 8l'duous branches of 
philosophy-to excel in acuteness, taste, and felicity of ex
pression-to acquire extensive erudition and refined man
ners-a brain of moderate size is perhaps more suitable 
than one that is very large ; for, wherever the energy is 
intense, it is rare that delicacy, refinement, and taste are 
present in an equal degree. Individuals possessing 
moderate-sized brains easily find their proper sphere, and 
enjoy in it scope for all their abilities. ln ordinary cir
cumstances they distinguish themselves ; but they sink 
when difficulties accumulate around them. Persons with 
large brains, on the other ha~d, do not readily attain 
their proper place ; common occurrences do not rouse or 
call them forth; and, while unknown, they are not 
trusted with great undertakings. ~ften, therefore, such 
men pine and die in obscurity. When, however, they 
attain their proper element, they are conscious of great
ness, and glory in the expansion of their powers. Their 
mental energies rise in proportion to the obstacles to be 
surmounted, and blaze forth in all the magnificence of 
self-sustaining energetic genius on occasions when feebler 
minds would eink in despair." 

These remarks are especially applicable to the subject 
which now engages the attention of the reader ; but we 
shall subsequently see how astrology can inspire with for
titude the unfortunate individual whom ignorance of the 
real principles of astral science apparently condemns "to 
pine and die in obscurity." 

This will be effected by describing the pure astronomical 
calculations-not cabalistic processes, as one of Mr. 
Combe's countrymen conceives*-by which the astrologer 
takes note of the times and seasons at which the native 
may " glory in the expansion of his powers," and, perhaps, 
for the first time during his existence on earth, breathe 
freely. But before entering upon such explanation, it is 
desirable to show the com1exion which exists between 

• See· Bklt.ttoood'1 MtJga:iM for December, 1848, respecting Lamartine'• mit to Lad7 
B. Stanhope. 
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astrology and phrenology. Valuable as the latter sci~nce 
unquestionably is, never can it be placed upon a satisfac
tory and permanent basis tintil it embrace the principles 
of Ptolemaic philosophy. · 

Phrenologists are not agreed as to the whole of the 
organs; but, according to that veteran philanthropist, Mr. 
George Combe, who, "like Socrates, has had the merit of 
drawing philosophy from the clouds, and adapting it to 
the ordinary affairs of human life,"* the organs are gene
rally divided into two branches : 

AFFECTIVE. INTKLLECTUAL. 

I. PaorDIITia. Jl. 8JINTI011'18. I . PUCIIPTlVL ll. RIIFUIOTJVII. 
- - - -

I. Amativeness. 10. Self-esteem. 22. Individuality. 34. Comparison. 
2. Philoprogenitive- II. Love of approba- 23. Form. 35. Caueallty. 

neu. tion. 24. Size. 
3. Concentratlveness. 12. Cautiousness. 25. Weight. 
3a. lnhabltiveneu. 13. Benevolence. 26. Colouring. 
4. Adheoiveneso. 14. Veneration. ~7. Locality. 
fi. Combativeness. 15. Firmneu. 28. Number. 
6. Deatruetiveneaa. 16. Conoclentlouanel8 29. Order. 
6a.Alimentiven~u. 17. Hope. 30. J<~vontuallty. 
7. 8ecretiveneso. 18. Wonder. 31 . Time. 
8. Acqoisitiveneu. 19. Ideu.lity. 32. Tune. 
9. Conatructlveneu. 19a. U na.ocertalned. 33. Language. 

to. Wit. 
21. Imitation. 

"It appears," writes Mr. Combe, "impossible to arrive 
at a correct classification until all the organs, aud also the 
primitive faculty or ultimate function of each, shall be defi-

. nitively ascertained, which is not at present the caae. Till 
this end shall be accomplished, every interim arrangement 
will be in danger of being overturned by subsequent dis
coveries." 

The above names and order of the organs were 
adopted by Dr. Spurzheim; but Mr. Combe ot>serves 
(Appendix to "System of Phrenology," vol. ii. p. 47, fifth 
edition) that he had, in 1842,. adopted a different arrange~ 
ment, namely : 

I. Propensities, including amativeness, philoprogenitive~ 

• Pbllosophy or Phrenolog:r, p. 9-a neat lltUe Hand~Book of tbe Selenee, published 
by Jl• Phunn, of OIU&OW. 
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neak, concentrativeneu, adhesiveneu, combativeness, de
structiveness, secretiveness, acquisitiveness, alimentivene&~~. 

II. Ftelin!J8, including self-esteem, Jove of approbation, 
cautiousness, benevolence, veneration, finnne881 consciell
tiousneBS, hope, ideality. 

III. }'acu/,t;u of &pruentatiott of Talent1, including 
constructiveness, wit, imitation, tune, language. 

IV. Perceptive Fscwlties, arranged according to their 
objects. 1. In Rtlation to SptU:e: Individuality, form, 
size, locality, weight, colouring, order. 2. In RelatW. to 
Time: Time, eventuality. 3. In Relation to Numher: 
Number. 

V. Reflerting Facultie1: Comparison, causality. 
Gall and Spurzheim (whose nativities doubtless sympa

thized in a remarkable manner) attempted to form a suffi
cient science from craniology alone. They and their 
disciples have' elaborated from the observation of half a 
century very much that is beneficial and practically valu
able to mankind; but, like Lavater, with respect to phy
siognomy, the craniologist has failed to seize upon the 
whole man. He only discovers partial truth, in fact ; but, 
combined with a knowledge of zodiacal physiognomy, he 
may discover the entire truth, and so be the means of 
doing good to his fellow men; while at present he is pre
vented from obtaining entire success, and from gaining 
public approbation get1erally. 

The astrologer argues that the embryo animal is consti
tuted at the moment of its first existence by the peculiar 
influences of the ambient at that particular time; that a 
certain sympathy exists between the heavens at the first 
period of the embryo's existence and the stellar posi
tions at the subsequent moment of birth, by which means 
the horoscope at the latter time becomes an index of the 
future character and destiny of the individual or native. 
The mind, therefore, will be developed according as the 
mental faculties at birth may be influenced; unless by 
education the effect of those influences be modified. The 
phrenologist or craniologist discovers, eventually, that the 
brain is dependent for its form and character on the 
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development of the mind, and thereby, by the examination 
of the head, be can detect the natural bias of the mincl.1 
but, by a knowledge of zodiacal physiognomy, he may 
likewise ascertain the sign of the zodiac whioh was rising 
when tire native was born, and the general position of the 
planets at tha~ time. Thus he can judge the individual's 
character, temperament, and probable destiny. 

Temperament-namely, the natural conatittdiotuzl ten
dency of tire individual, producing a disposition to ea:ert cer
tain facultiel more than others--may thus be surely di900-
vered. 

Take, as an example, what is termetl by astrologers the 
.A.rie8 head. Its chief feature is a marked energy of cha
racter : comlJativene8s is well developed, and the owner is 
in general naturally prone to irascibility. If the planet 
Mars be rising at the birth of this individual, probably he 
has considerable "destructiveness" ; he has "a certain 
tightness of feature, expressive of ferocity." The Aries 
man's constitutional temperament is principally hot and 
dry, although concomitant circumstances may modify such 
temperament. . 

u In endeavouring to ascertain the activity of the intel
lectual power in any given case, the temperament of the 
individual should be carefully noted. The term tempera
ment is another word for original constitution ; an<J 
although the conlltitutions of men vary with the individual, 
and, consequently, vary ad infinitum, yet it has been found. 
practicable to rednce the temperaments of men into a few 
divisions. Phrenologists generally admit only of four 
primary or fundamental temperaments-\'iJ;., first, the 
nervous ; second, the sanguineous; third, the .bilious ; 
and, fourth, the lymphatic. 

" In some individuals the temperaments are '[lt#'e, in 
others they are ~ed, and the mixture may exist in variou1 
degrees. 

" The nervous, for example, may exist with the san
guineous, or with the bilious, or with the lymphatic ; 01' 

there may be a mix.tut'e of any three of the temper
aments, or a mixture in various degree& f)( all tile 

R 2 
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four. The pure or unmixed temperaments may be thus 
described: 

" The nertJOU8 temperament is indicated by delicacy and 
irritability of frame. 

" The skin is soft and fine, and not thickly covered with 
hair; the muscles and bones rather slender, and the mus
cular motions quick and lively. 

" The sanguineous temperament is indicated by a florid 
complexion, blue eyes, light hair ; the skin soft, the superfi-: 
cial ~eins large, the pulse full and frequent, and the body 
round and plump. 

" The bilious temperament is known by a complexion 
of a swarthy or leaden hue, dark eyes, coarse black or 
brown lank hair, slow pulse. The bones are large, the 
muscles wiry, the countenance sombre and melancholic. 

"The lymphatic temperament is distinguished by light 
hair, light or grey eyes, a pallid complexion ; a weak, soft 
pulse, a cold skin, and a torpid state of all the functions. 

"The countenance is soft, heavy, and unmeaning. 
"Of these temperameu.ts, the nervous imparts quickness 

of mental manifestation; the sanguineous, energy; the 
bilious, durability; and the lymphatic, torpidity : circum
stances which must never be forgotten in estimating the 
character of any individual." (Philosophy of Phrenology, 
p. 126~ . 

These temperaments are influenced, severally, by the 
zodiacal sign rising at the birth of the native. 

It has been observed (seep. 48) that certain zodiacal signs 
have also a predominating influence over certain countries 
and cities, so in those countries and. cities the majority of 
the inhabitants bear the physiognomy and phrenological 
character denoted by those signs. For instance, Aries 
( 'Y') agrees in these points with the general national de
scription of the Englli!h ; while Taurus ( M ) agrees equally 
with the national characteristics of the sons of the Emerald 
Isle. With respect to Aries, Ptolemy, (" Tetrabiblos," Book 
II. chap. iii.) states that Britain is in familiarity with Aries. 
He adds, that "the inhabitants are, accordingly, wilder, 
bolder, and more ferocious." 
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Such is the case to this day. Centuries of increasing 
civilization have softened down the asperity of character 
which belonged to our ancestors ; but, to use Ptolemy's 
language, John Bull is still "adapted to command, im
p :t.tient of restraint, a lover of freedom, warlike, industrious, 
tmperious, cleanly, and high-minded; careful of the com
munity, brave, and faithful; affectionate in his family, and 
apt to perform good and kind actions." 

His "combativeness," in conjunction with his "benevo
lence," render him still renowned for defending the cause 
of the oppressed against potent tyranny and re~al hypo· 
crisy; of which disposition he has recently gtven one 
striking proof, in the equipment of his fleet, under the 
command of the gallant descendant of the noble inventor 
of logarithms-Baron Napier, of Merchistoun. 

Hurts, injuries, and diseases, it has been stated in a 
prior chapter, can likewise be discerned from the natal 
figure ; as well as the particular period of life at which the 
same will respectively prevail. 

This knowledge is, in the opinion of some of the mem
bers of the medical profession, a grave offence; while 
others avail themselves readily of the benefits afforded by 
~tral science, as did their ancestors before them. Perhaps 
the day is not very far distant when the man who pretends 
to cure diseases, without basing his knowledge upon astral 
phil0110phy, will again be deemed a fool rather than a 
physician. 

The Egyptians "in all cases combined the medical art 
with astronomical prognostication; and had they been of 
opinion that all expected events are unalterable, and not 
to be averted, they never would have instituted any propi
tiations, remedies, and preservatives against the influence 
ofthe ambient, whether present, approaching, general, or 
particular.* Bnt, by means of the science called by them 
medical mathematics, they combined with the power of 
prognostication the concurrent secondary influence arising 

• The ruder will perceive from thb ext:-act from Ptolemy how erroneous b the 
-..tloD tbat utrol017 upholds /alalilm . 

• 
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out of the institutions and courses of nature, as well as 
the contrary influence which might be procure"d out of 
nature's variety; and by means of these they rendered the 
indicated agency useful and advantageous : since their 
astronomy pointed out to them the kind of temperament 
likely to he acted upon, as well as the e.;ents about to proceed 
from the ambient, and the peculiar influence of tiUJae e.;eats ; 
while their medical skill made them acquainted with every
thing· suitable or unsuitable to each of the effects to be 
produced. And it is by this process that remedies for 
present, and preservatives against future, disorders are to 
be acquired ; for without astronomical knowledge medical 
aid would be most frequently unavailing, since the same 
identical remedies are not better calculated for all persons 
whatsoever than they are for all diseases whataoever." 
(" Tetrabiblos," Book I. chap. iii). 

Thus wrote Ptolemy eighteen hundred years since; and 
if this pl'OCe8s were still generally fashionable, instead of 
being considered as mere humbug, many a patient would 
be a richer as well as a healthier man than is the case 
under the present system of medical practice; although, 
doubtless, the Faculty in the present age may boast of hav~ 
ing enrolled amongst its members men whose talents and 
learning are calculated to command the highest respect. 

But, in practice, they are ever liable to make grievous 
mistakes, through want of concord. There mUJtt be an ab
sence of unanimity, where several minds are brought into 
contact to decide upon a scientific question of importance, 
when their possessors do not act upon an uniform prin
ciple. They disregard nature. They believe that Truth has 
her habitation in a well ; and, lest they ~:~hould be seized 
with a sudden giddiness when near the margin of her pure 
dwelling, and so fall over the brink, they bold back alto. 
gether. Not only do many of these worthies themselves 
abstain from rushing in, but they hinder others from even 
venturing to tread in the dangerous vicinity. We should 
be sorry to throw cold water upon the time~honoured 
jlpophthegm, respecting that wisdom which is generally be
lieved to characterize counsellors, whether lay, or spiritual ; 
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yet it cannot be denied that she has not always her secret 
dwelling-place in the midst of the modern sons of ...:Escu
laplUs ; and the cause of this absence arises rather from 
their coldness and neglect in cultivating a friendly alliance 
with Urania than from any mercurial infirmity on their 
part. In early life, especially, does the patient feel, prac
tically, this absence oi mental agreement. The before
mentioned Master Gussy, for instance, when a boy, waa 
what is generally termed a sickly child. His peculiar 
temperament not only puzzled the doctor in "our village," 
but also two members of the College, residing in the 
county-town, who met twice or thrice in consultation re
specting Master G.'s perplexing ailment, without being 
enabled to arrive at a satisfactory conclusion touching the 
same. 

During each of these half-hou1'8 of juvenile martyrdom 
there was no lack of coughing and punching, to aacertain 
and to decide upon the precise seat of the presumed dis
ease. But it won't do. Dr. Quinine maintains that it ia 
here; Dr. Gull maintains that it is there; and the original 
promoter of the examination, Mr. Rusticity, rather thinks, 
if he may be permitted to express his opinion, that the 
.eat of the disease is "neither in one nor the other '~ of 
these places. Mamma, whose martial ardour is commenc
ing already, insists upon the great Dr. Porcupine, (of Lon
don) joining the trio. Yea I she will pay for it out oi her 
pin-money; but Gussy ahaU ha"'e the benefit of a quadru
ple alliance, if such can be effected. 

After one whole fretful week-during which Gussy baa 
wondered greatly whether aU the London docton have as 
much to do as Dr. P., and, if so, what particular number 
of honea and coachmen must be annually devoted to the 
diffusion of medicinal knowledge in London-one dark, 
rainy ~ernoon, Gussy is suddenly summoned to attend 
four gentlemen in papa's library. He bas acarcely time 
to think of the pleasant whist parties and hot suppen 
which he has seen to take place there, as he hurries 
down, when, upon entering the room, he sees one gentle
man he never saw before-rather stout, short, very w bite 
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linen, elaborate "stick-ups,"* a tendency to baldness, with 
a glossy head, the owner thereof possessing a very bland, 
gentleman-like exterior, which is clad in black cloth; a 
gold watch, with heavy chain, is lying on the table, ticking 
in great style. 

This is the great Dr. P. 
"Our little patient, I presume, Dr. Q. (" turning to 

that gentleman. 
A nod of the head conveys affirmative information, and 

-enter Gussy amongst the doctors. Five minutes suffice 
for the required amount of examination. The coughing 
and punching are quietly repeated, in the midst of silence, 
the village savan standing at a respectful distance from his 
superiors. 

"That will do, my little fellow," says Dr. P. ; "we 
shan't cut your head off this time. But let us see your 
tongue. That will do. The wrist for a minute." (Tick, 
tick, tick !) " Ah ! moderate exercise and a generous diet 
required; a little sea-bathing, I see. You may go to 
mamma, now, and tell her we can soon put you .to rights. 
Good bye." · 

Ten minutes' private conversation takes place in that 
same library, making the whole consultation one quarter 
of an hour in length; and the result is that the eminent 

' Londoner disagrees .with Quinine and Gull-yet it is not 
two against two. The Doctor thinks that Gussy's ailment 
has been brought on by " weakness of the system," only; 
that he will grow out of it by degrees, and live to be a 
faithful soldier to his sovereign lady the Queen ! But 
Providence, who shRpes the ends of London physicians as 
well as of country apothecaries, has willed it otherwise. 
Gussy does not" grow out of it" entirely. In fact, the 
boy has received an internal injury, trifling in its original 
character, quite different from what Dr. P. presumes it to 
be, but which an inspection of his natal figure might have 
shown-viz., that the native was liable to falls; that 
about the twelfth year, especially, one of a serious nature 

• Note b;r the patient : " tol/4rl." 
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might be expected, which actually occurred, namely, a fall 
from his rocking-horse, caused by the planet lSaturn being 
posited in the celestial sign Leo at the birth : in which 
position he has a tendency to produce falls and accidents 
by being bruised. 

If Dr. P., when he first saw Gussy, had made a note of 
the time from that handgome gold repeater, the figure of 
the heavens then erected would have informed him that 

· Gussy's ailment was of a more serious character than 
weakness of system; one likely to be permanently trouble
some, if neglected. 

Further, he would have known the precise seat of the 
disorder. Medicines and regimen might have been pre
scribed accordingly, without the necessity of applying the 
pin-money of Gussy's mamma, ad libitum, in the purchase 
of sea air, warm baths, and a generous diet. But the 
affair would be attended with a slight difficulty. Con
ceive for one moment, reader, the poaaibilitg of the great 
Dr. Porcupine-the companion of princes and the pet of 
the ladies-being compelled to spend three calendar 
months within four stone walls, engaged in picking oakum 
with those white hands-no fees, no dinners, no carriage, 
no companions of solitnde in the interim-the sad penalty 
for erecting that one little figure of the heavens, without 
even making cabalistic processes-simple " figuring," in 
short, and we may well tremble for the consequences of the 
capture. · 

But there is little fear of any such captivity ; it is · 
scarcely necessary to add that the "figure" is not erected. 

After Gussy's soldiering days are over, he ascertains 
what really puzzled the doctors and himself so much in his 
days of innocence. Gussy has taken to the book-learning 
which so alarmed mamma; and, with other curious infor
mation, he has become an adept in "figuring." He knows 
the " reason why" of his constitution in general, and of 
the fall in particular. · 

The ."figuring," in cases of diseases, will be duly 
noticed in its proper place. It remains to add, . before 
doing so, the particular mode by which a knowledge 
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of future events - " accidents," as astrologers term 
them-may be ascertained by means of mathematical 
calculations. 

It is, however, clear that in a work merely descriptive · 
of principles, a popular outline only can be presented r~
specting the mode adopted for obtaining this valuable 
knowledge. 

The next chaptt'r, therefore, will commence with 
a description of the judgment formed respecting the 
effects of DIRECTIONs; which term is applied by astro
logers to the processes by which they discover the parti
culiU' periods in life when the effects of certain a.spects, 
which they perceive in the horoscope, or figure of the 
heavens at the birth of an individual, may be expected to 
operate. 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

' ON DIRECTIONS, PRIMARY AND SECONDARY. 

"Eftry Iauman action pins In honour,ln grace, In all true mlllltliAoence, by ita re. 
prd to thing& that are lo <l01M. It Ia the far-sight, the quiet and con11dent patience, that, 
abo•e all other attributes, separate man from man, and near him to his Maker, and 
there is no action or arl whose nutJesty we may not me&Sure by thla teBt."-RUUIN : 
SenlllA'IJip•of .:t~,p.l71. 

THE Figure of the Heavens at any particular time is 
erected upon the principle stated in a former chapter. 

Before describing the mode by which the astrologer 
frames his predictions of future accidents, it may be desir
able to point out with more particularity the manner in 
which the figure is erected. 

The two outer circles, the inner circle, the lines to re
present the horizon and meridian, with the other lines 
forming the quaarants, before described, which constitute 
the twelve houses, we will suppose to be already drawn. 

The next thing is to learn in an ephemeris-that is, a 
journal or almanac, in which the places of the planets, &c., 
are registered for each day-the right ascension of the sun 
at the noon previous to the required time, in hours, 
minutes, and seconds. To this right ascension should be 
added the number of hours and minutes which have 
elapsed since that noon, (corrected for the error of the 
clock by adding what the clock is too slow, or subtracting 
what it is too fast) ; the sum will be the right ascension in 
time of the meridian above the earth, (that is, of the mid
heaven) at the required time. 

Second. To save the labour and time, as well as mathe. 
matical talent, which are required to calculate the celestial 
positions of the cusps or beginnings of the houses-which 
calculAtions are based upon principles well known to ordi
nary mathematicians-certain Tables of Hcruses for the 
latitude of Loudon, of Liverpool, and of other places, have 
been published. Find, therefore, in .one of these tables, 
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made for the latitude of the required place, the longitude 
aus\Vering to the above right ascension in the column 
marked tenth house in such table, which longitude is to be 
marked over the line· which denotes the midheaven, or 
tenth house in the figure. 

Third. Therein also will be found the longitude on the 
cusps of the eleventh, twelfth, first, second, and third 
houses ; which copy out from the table, and enter over the 
lines by which those respective houses are denoted. 
· Fourth. The six eastern houses are thus complete9, and 
the next step will be to find the signs and degrees exactly 
opp6site to each of them, which should be entered over the 
cusps of the opposite; that is, the western houses, in the fol
lowing order: fourth house opposite tenth house, fifth house 
·opposite eleventh house, and so on with the other houses. 

The signs of the zodiac having been thus completed in 
the figure, the planets should now be respectively placed 
therein. The most distant from the Sun is Herschel; his 
longitude is generally given in the ephemeris for every 
tenth day. If the time required fall in the interim, the 
same should be found by proportion. 

After having entered Herschel, enter in the same way 
Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, the Sun, Venus, Mercury, and the 
Moon, finding the longitude of each planet in the manner 
just mentioned. , 

The longitude of the Dragon's bead ( Q) should be found 
in the same manner, and entered accordingly. The 
Dragon's tail ( ~) should ·be placed in the sign, and degree, 
and minute exactly opposite thereto. 

The latitudes, declinations, right ascension, meridian 
distance, and semi-arc of the respective planets should 
then be found in the manner pointed out in the ninth 
chapter of the "Grammar of Astrolog-y"; it being remem
bered that the sun has no latitude,* and that all the 
positions are apparent, or geocentric. 

• In a nativity, the rule to lind the Part of Fortune Is u follows : " Add 90" to the 
r•gbt aacension of the meridian, s.nd it will give the oblique ascension of the aacendant ; 
from which subtract · tbe oblique ascension of the Sun t having first added 360° to the 
former, if necessary); to the remainder add the right ascension of the Moon. The sum 
will be the right ascension of (a;) Par• F&riUMi." , 
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The Figure oftpe Heavens is now complete, and Sidrophel 
has in his mind's eye the future position of the native. Let 
us see how he can give judgment concerning the" accidents.'' 

First, of Directions. These are of two kinds, chiefly pri
maryandsecondary.* A primary direction is the "measuring 
the space between the bodies or aspects of any two planets, 
or th~t between any two parts of the heavens, to ascertain 
at what period of life the promised effect will appear.'' 

"This distance is a certain number of degrees of the 
right ascension of the Sun, which, when he has passed over, 
the direction is complete.'' It is t.ermed by astrologers 
the arc of direction." 

Secondary Directions are effected rc by the aspects formed 
by the Moon in the days immediately succeeding the birth; 
Each day between the birth and the time the aspect is 
formed is equal to one exact year of life'' ; so if the Moon 
form a favourable aspect-say a sex tile with Venus, just 
twenty· five days after birth-the native will experience its 
benefic effects just about his twenty-fifth birthday. 

Primary directions are generally found to operate for 
several weeks, sometimes for several months, before and 
after the direction is complete. Secondary directions are 
merely the aspects formed by the moon af~er birth, as above
mentioned. They are far less powerful than primary 
directions, and they merely endure for a few weeks. 

Prirn,ary directions are either zodiacal or mundane. The 
Sun, Moon, ascendant, and midheaven only can be directed 
in the zodiac, in the manner pointed out at page 75 of 
the" Grammar of Astrology." 

The positions of the planets, as regards their rela#ve 
distances from each other in the twelve houses, produce 
this kind of aspects : 

A mundam sextile is when two planets are two huuses apart. 
A mundane square is the distance of three houses apart. 
A mundans trine is four houses apat-t. 
A mundane opposition is six houses apart; for instance, the sun rising 

and the Muon eetting are in mundane opposition. · 

• The directions uaed by aome artists, and termed progreaoive, will be explainad in a 
auboeqiMUlt chapter. • 
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.A. mutadaM 18111i-quartlle is one bouee and a-half apart. 
A mundans aeequi-quadrate ia four bo.- and a-half apart. 
A mundane quintlle ia one-fifth of two-thirdll of the aemi-arc of the planet 

directed more than the aertile. 
A. mvndalll biqnintUe ll oae-tnth of the planet'a 181Di-ate -r• tllaD the 

IMqu.l-quiUirate. These molld&De upecll are all measured bJ tbe .-i._ce 
of the planets ; therefore, a semi-quartile ia one-half of a planet' a 18111i-arc. 

A sextile is two-thirds of ditto. 
A square is an entire 101111-arc. , 
A trine is equal to a llllmi-arc and one-third more. 
A IIUqui-qu.adrate is equal to a semi-arc and a-half. 
The mundane parallels consist of equal proportional distances from the 

meridian. 

The "directions" having been duly worked out-an ope
ration which occupies considerable time, especially where 
only the proximate time of birth is known-it remains fur 
the artist to turn the arc of direction into time, to learn at 
what age its effects will be felt. This is called equating 
the a:rc of direction. It is a measure of time, and depends 
on the motion of the Sun in the zodiac. This was the 
rule thought to have been adopted by Ptolemy ; as ex
plained in the" Grammar of Astrology," page 105. · 

RuLB. To the right a'censlon of the Sun at birth add the arc of direction. 
Find in bow many daye &Dd hours after birth th6 Sun acquires this right 
ucension, and allow for each day one year of life, and for each two hoUl'll 
one month. To find this time, look in the ephemeris for the longitude 
answering to this right ucension, and from the day and hour when the Sun 
reaches this longitude take the day and hour of birr h : the di1ference is the 
number of days and hours after birth, which are to be turned into year~~ &Dd 
months, to know the age at which the direction will operate. 

EXAMPLE. Required the time of life when the direction of the Sun to the 
conjunction of the midbeaven in the nativity of the Prince of Wales will be 
in operation. (See figure of same.) 

The right aaceiiBion of the Sun at birth . 224 2'6 
The right ascension of the Medium Cmll at birth 210 26 

14 0 
To this add the right ascension of the Sun. 224 !6 

This answers to 0° 36' of Sagittarius ; and, upon refereuee to· 
an ephemeris for the year 1841, it Is found that the Sun arrived 
at this part of the zodiac at 0 h. 35m. o'clock, A.K., on the 
twenty-third day of November, 1841-namely, thirteen days 
and fourteen hours after birth, leBB thirteen minutes; which, 
allowing a year for a day and two hours for a month, brings 
the time of thia important direction up to the month of June, 
1855, presnming this to be the ezact time or birth. 

238 20 
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Upon reference to the nativity of this illustrious native, calculated and 
publlahed by Zadkiel, this direction will be found to denote honour• in the 
summer of ISM. 

At that time the Prince will aasuredly gain aome remarkable preferment : 
" it eltnXJtu the native, quoad capaz, to dignity and honour ; makes him 
bold aome public office, having command or control. It gives fame and re-
putation, and aiao beueflta the native's parenta." 

Some remarks, presently, will be made upon this :figure 
of birth, which, in an astral point of view, is highly in
teresting. 

A popular writer observes : "For one person whose 
whole life has been marked by some very striking event, 
there are hundreds who pass to their graves with nothing 
to distinguish the different periods of their probation but 
the changes which steal upon them naturally, as scarcely 
to occasion a momentary surprise. 1'hey hope and enjoy, 
they are disappointed and sad ; but no one points to the 
history of their lives, as containing warning or example. 
They are born unthought of beyond their own immediate 
circle, and they die lamented only by afew."-SINCLAIB.'s 
Experience of Life. 

The astral stud.ent will probably be willing to verify 
thi1:1 statement; for it is comparatively rare to :find a natal 
figure worthy of observation, in the details of which the 
public take a general interest. · 

Before making any remarks upon this interesting :figure, 
it will be necessary to enlighten the reader respecting 
some other celestial phenomena which influence a man's 
destiny, whether he be prince or peasant. ' 

First. The revolution of the Sun is his return to his place 
at birth. This may readily be estimated to withln a trifle, 
and the :figure 'of the heavena erected with the same 
right ascension of the Medium Cooli as at birth, and the 
places of the planets marked in. According as the Sun, 
.Moon, Ascendant, and Medium Cooli (midheaven), &c., 
may be well aspected by the planets, or the reverse, will 
the native be influenceq during the following year. If the 
revolution agree with the operating directions, their power 
will be increased, it being an additional influence. But if 
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the aspects at the revolution be not close, the influence 
will be of little consequence. 

2. Lunationa.*-These are important, and they often 
retard or hasten the operation of primary directions for 
aome weeks. 

A lunation-that is, the new or full Moon-preceding 
any important event, by means of the positions of the 
luminaries as respects the planets' places in the radix 
(that is to say, the figure at birth) and at the revolution, 
will show generally the nature of the events about to 
follow. 

3. Tranaits.-These are the passing of any planet over 
an important part of the radical figure, or the revolutional 
figure, such as the places of the Sun or Moon, &c. The 
transits of Satnrn over either of these places are evet· 
potent, particularly if he be retrograde or stationary. 
Transits should be well noted, especially if they occur 
within a month of the birthday ; but they may be con
trolled by the operation of "Directions." 

Transits also over the places which the Sun, Moon, Me
dium creli, or Ascendant have arrived at in the Zodiac by 
directional motion should also be observed. They have im
portant effects upon the native. These are termed In
gresses. 

4'. Progresses.-" These are the positions formed by the 
Moon in her progress : by allowing one synodical lunatiou 
for one year of the native's life, and by proportioning the 
ratio of motion in any subsequent . lunation to that at the 
birth," the place of the .Moon is found. The first year of 
life is influenced by the Moon's place at birth, anrl motion 
during the first munth. When she arrives at the same 
distance in longitude from the Sun as at birth, which is 
at the end of a synodical month, she begins to influence 
the next year. 'l'o find the position of the Moon at any 
period of life, it should be observed " that she finishes 
twelve lunations, and enters the thirteenth, just elevt'n 
days less than on~ year after birth ; twenty-four lunations 

• &U;p~a will be noticed in the chapter on Mundane Aatrole>g7. 

I 
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are finished in twenty-two days less than two years after 
birth; and thirty-six lunations in thirty-three days less 
than three years, and so on." 

In judging the effect of directions, the general nature 
of the planet \vhich casts the aspect, and the manner in 
which he is situated with respect to other planets at birth, 
should be noted; as well as other directions which may be 
near at the time, and the particular transits, lunaiions, 
and i11gresses, then operating. The effect must be judged 
according to the native's situation in life. 

"The doctrine of nativities," says Ptolemy, " parti
cularly that part of it relating to particular individual 
temperament, demands also the consideration of . other 
concomitant causes, which are neither trifling nor unim
portant, but esseatially potent in effecting the individual 
properties of the creatures born." And " It must be con
sidered that different modes of nurture, and the variety of 
ranks, manners, and customs, contribute to render the 
course of life of one individual greatly difl'erent from that 
of another; consequently, unless· every one of these varie
ties be duly blended with the causes arising in the ambient, 
the pre-judgment of any event will doubtless be very in
complete. For although the greatest multiplicity of power 
exists in the ambient, and although all other things act as 
concurrent causes in unison with it, and can never claim 
it as a concurrent cause in subservience to them; there 
will still, nevertheless, be a great deficiency in predictions 
attempted to be made by the means of the heavenly mo
tions alone, without regard to the other concurrent causes." 
- Tetrabihlos, Book I. chap ii. 

Mr. Ashmand subjoins this note: a In this passage the 
author seems to have anticipated and exposed the absur
dity of an argument now considered very forcible against 

. astrology, viz., that if the art were true, then any two in
dividuals born under the same meridian, in the same lati
tude, and at the same moment of time, must have one a11d 
the same destiny, although one were born. a prince and the 
other a mendicant. Such a conclusion is nowhere autho
rized by any astrological writer; it is, on the contrary, 
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always maintained by all of them that the worldly differ
ences and distinctions alluded to in the text inevitably pre
vent this exact resemblance of destiny, and all that they 
presume to assert is, that, in their respective degrees, any 
two individuals so born will have a partial similarity in the 
leading features of their fate." 

PliUletary influence may exist, doubtless, concurrently 
with other influences, as .is described above; for astro
logers do not suppose that the effect will be similar when 
the subject matter acted upon is different. If there be 
two infants, for instance, born at one time and place. the 
parents of one child being black and those of the other 
being white, the complexion of these infants will IJe dit:. 
ferent, for the influence of the ambient is impressed on 
different substances. 

Experience shows that, generally, the ·nativities of 
children indicate a marked mental and corporeal simi
larity to their parents. If the latter neglect to cultivate 
their own talents, the consequence of the sin of omisllion 
will attach to the children, whose mental qualities, in the 
higher classes of society, at least will probably stag
nate as well as those of their progenitors, and so conduce 
to the propagation of hererlitary imbecility. This point 
will be mentioned again in considering the objections 
against the science. 

The question of sympathy to which reference has been 
made is peculiarly applicable to the relation which exists 
between parents and their children. The father, for in
stance, whose ascending degree is the sign Leo, may be 
expected to entertain a greater amount of affection for a 
son born under that sign than for one born under the sign 
Aquarius. The concord or disagreement of the luminaries 
in the respective nativities will also materially affect the 
state of feeling between parents and their offspring. If, 
for instance, the Sun in the natal figure of the father 
be 90 degrees from the Moon's place in that of the 
son, the· latter will probably have bickerings with the 
former. 

The author of the " Vestiges" appears to assent to the 
I 2 
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astral idea respecting the descent of parental weaknesses, 
intellectually considered : 

" A great mystery besets ua when we consider individuaL! as being deter
mlnately In •e~~ted with evil tendenelee by a special ~ACt of creative power. 
U uder a sy .. tem in which &be Deity!& regarded ae aeUng by general arran .. o
menta, a lillht breaka upon us. It Ia' a htw of organi;r;lllion, that emotion& 
much indulged lu produce a change In the constitution of the being indulgit.g 
in them. His character ill, 110 far, changed, and thil! quolity becomes liable 
te hereditary deacent. It may reappear either in hla own imme•liate off'
aprlng or some more remote descendant; for hereditary qualities oftt.n P"M 
over intermediate generationa. Thus one human being has his organization 
determined to ,·ice, merely becaUIMl of the ill-controlled feeliugs of a parent 
or otherpredeee1110r. God no more expre88ly decreed the m~an form of hia 
bMin than he eltpressly decreed the exeeeaea which led to it. Wt have eeeu 
that it is for wise end~ that God leaves our moral faculties to au indefinite 
range of action. The general good results of tbi~ arrangement are obviou~ ; 
but exceptions of e.il are lneeJNU'&ble from such a system, and thil! ia one of 
them. To come to particular illnatration: When a peopl" are oppr6SIIed or 
kept in a state ofslavery,• they Invariably contract habits of lying, for the 
purpose of deceiving and outwitting their superiors, faltehood being a refuge 
of tlul weal urtd6r d;.fllcultiu. What iJ a habit. in parents becomes an in
herent quality In children. We are not, therefore, to be surprised when a 
traveller tells us that black children in the West Indies appear to lie by in
stinct, and never answer a white pen;on truly, even in the ~implest matter. 
Here we have seeretiven61!8 roused in a people to a etete of constant and 
exalted exercise; an over tendency of the nervous ener!fy in that direction is 
the consequence, and a new organic condition Is rstabliohed. This tells upon 
the progeny, which cornea into the world with secretiveneas exc61!Sive in 
strength and activity. A 11 other evil eharseteriatica may be readily 
conceived as being implanted in a new generation in the 1'8Ille way. And 
sometimes not one, but several. generation• may be concerned in brin:_r:ing up 
the result to a pitch which produces crime. It is, however, to be obst>r•ed 
that the general te~odency of thlugs iJ to a limitation, not the extellllion of 
~ncb abnormally conatltnted beings. The criminal brain finds itl!elf in & 

110cial scene where all is aguinst iL It may struggle on for a time, but it is 
sure to be overcome at 1811t by the medium and superior natures."-V utige•, 
p. 26J. 

Each planet influences the destiny of the native accord
ing to its original position in the natal figure, and parti
cular char~ter and quality ; thus : 

Saturn, when be arrives by directional motion at an ill 
aspect of the ascendant, brings cold, and lingering com
plaints, drowning, falls, accidents by bruises and blows, 
accor~ng to the sign in which he may be posited. 

0 (Kontalor cerpo-.1.) 

.. 
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His evil aspects to the midheaven cause injury by the 
death of relations, by elderly persons, and general misfor
tune. The same effect will follow if he be in ill aspect to 
the Sun, and in this case evil is denoted to the native's 
father. If Saturn be in evil aspect to the Moon, it de-
notes ill health and troubles by the populace, failure in 
speculation, trouble to the mother, &c.; if to the Pars 
Fortunt!!, it denotes loss of property. The good aspects of 
Saturn will produce ·benefits by elderly persons, legacies, 
and by dealing in houses, mines, or lands. 

Jupiter's good aspects to either of the five Moderators, 
(so called because each acts in a manner peculiar to itself) 
-Sun, Moon, Pars Fortunre, Ascendant, and Medium creli 
-will produce benefits by new friends, wealth, children, 
speculation, &c. 

The evil aspects of Jupiter will cause the native to 
quArrel with clergymen and judicial men; they will bring 
losses in trade or by travelling, but generally this planet 
win no~ produce permanen.t evil. He • assists to cause 
marriage. 

Mars.*-His evil aspects will produce martial accident, 
by fire and firearms, cuts and blows ; also injuries by 
artimals. He causes accidents generally when in evil as
spect, according to the nature of the sign in which he 
may be posited; also losses by robbery and fraud. He 
causes losses by military men . 

. His sextile or trine aspects cause military advancement, 
birth of 110ns, success in trade, &c., particularly if a sur
geon, or dealer in metals. He causes marriage by good 
aspect, with females; but if made to Pars Fortunre, it de
notes wealth only. 

The Sun.-He acts in a medium manner between the 
nature of Jupiter and Mars. His good aspects give fame 
and success with the great ones of the earth. His con
junction with the midheaven by directional motion gene-

• " Oh, star of .trength I I see thee etand 
And smile npon my pa.ln ; 

Thou beckonest with thy ma.lled ha.nd, 
And 1-•tr<>JI8 ...... 

l,.Ol<01KLJ.OW, 
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rally elevates the native in rank and power. The Sun 
coming to conjunction with the Moon causes journeys and 
preferment; but, if the Moon be indifferently posited, the 
conjunction brings sickness, disease in the eyes, &c. 
Prequently this direction brings marriage, especially if 
assisted by other influence, M was the case with the pre
llent Emperor of the French, who married under this 
direction. The influence was spread over several months, 
owin~ to the large discs of those bodies bringing their 
mutual circumference into contact when their centres 
were still half a degree asunder. And as a degree of solar 
motion equals half a year of life, half a degree equals half 
a year, so · exactly as the circumferences of the Sun and 
Moon touched before their centres could touch, in August, 
1853, when the direction was due, the effect was felt early 
in February, 1853, when the marriage took place. 

The good aspects of the Sun to the ascendant, or other 
moderators, produce benefits by increase of wealth and 
preferment ; also marriage and children. His evil aspects 
cause the reverse ; also deaths of friends and relations. 
Much depends upon the position of the Sun at birth. 
:For instance, if with Mars, his conjunction with the mid-. 
heaven will cause loss instead of gain, except with military 
men. 

Venus.-Her good aspects produce health, and they 
cause an inclination to ·indulge in amusements and plea. 
11ure-bene:fits by ladies of position, marriage, births of 
children and their settlement in life. For instance, ·if 
connected with Mercury at birth, she may cause the 
native to be articled to a lawyer, when she arrives at the 
midheaven by directional motion. Her evil aspectR will 
cause trouble by females and by free expenditure, produc
ing disease and discredit-failure in matrimonial specula
tions, and slanders. 

Mercury.-He partakes strongly of t.he nature of those 
planets he may be connected with by aspect or decli
nation, and he will act accordingly. His good aspects 
cause journeys, removals, much activity in business, and 
successful lawsuits- gain by young persons; also by 

l 
I 
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Mercury men, such as public writers, and literary fame 
generally. 

His evil aspects cause frauds by servants and young 
persons ; trouble by the press, and by reason of hostile 
criticism, &c., as was the case with the poet Keats. 

The Moon.- Her good aspects to the ascendant or 
medium creli cause changes in life, long journies, ani 
removals: to the Sun, they give honours and popular 
esteem, &c. ; also marriage : to Pars Fortunre, the same ; 
also benefits by ladies. Her evil aspects, semi-quartile, 
quartile, or opposition, cause the reverse ; and, if cast to 
the hyleg, dropsical diseases are likely to ensue. If the 
direction occur in the signs Cancer, Scorpio, nr Pisces, 
drowning is to be feared. Her conjunction with the Sun 
may cause fever, and, if the Sun be evil, much worry and 
vexation through losses, and it denotes the affairs to be 
unsettled, generally-also if the direction fall near the 
Pleiades, or other nebulous fixed star11, it denotes diseases 
in the eyes. It gives also family losses and disputes; the 
square still more so. 

If the Sun be fortunate at birth, it denotes marriage or 
preferment, and profitable journies. 

Herschel.-Tbe influence of this planet is not yet alto
gether under11tood. His conjunction, parallels, or ill as
pects produce evil and trouble, generally of a sudden and 
unexpected character. His good aspects produce benefits 
in the same way ; and in either case, especially through 
public bodies and writers. But his influence is inferior to 
Saturn or Mars. His conjunctions with Venus, and his 
good aspects to that benefic planet, have ever a peculiar 
character, connected with the affairs over which she pre
sides, especially if the Moon be associated with the aspect. 

An authority already quoted observes, in his interesting 
work,* that the astrologers did well without Herschel, 
and that he was discovered for the astronomers rather than 
for the moon and star men. Such, however, is not the 
case. There can be no doubt that. much of the error con-

0 Tu>i11 Giat.U, Vol. I . 
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tained in the writings of old astral autho~ arose from 
their not being acquainted with the nature of tqis planet. 
Several reasons might be given for this belief: one may 
suffice. There is reason to believe that the remark
able death of the Greek tragedian, ...Eschylus, was caused 
partly by the planet Herschel, although the astrologers of 
that day were unable to account for the same, through 
ignorance of the planet, and of his influence. This is the 
anecdote, familiar, probably, to the reader: 

It had been foretold to ..Eschylus that he would be in 
danger of death by the fall of a houiiC or other building, 
about a certain period. He (knowing that the influence · 
of the planets may be guarded against by human pru
dence), to avoid the threatened danger, went away from 
all buildings, to pass his time in the open fields, until the 
evil influence should be passed over. But the astrologer 
did not pretend to tell the precise thing itself which should 
cause the poet's death; he could only tell the general 
nature of the accident : it could only be judged that it 
would be something which would cause death by crushing, 
&c., probably owing to Saturn being situated in Gemini, 
an airy sign. In fact, ...Eschylus was killed, sitting in the 
fields, by the fall of a tortoise, which an eagle dashed 
agairut his bald pate, conceiving the same to be a stone, 
desiring to break the shell thereon. 

The remarkable nature of the death induces the modern 
disciple of Ptolemy to surmise that this planet (He1·schel) 
was a joint cause of the mischief, which was quite in his 
line. If so, the a.Strologer who foretold the death of 

· ..Eschylus could not know its precise character, as the 
planet Herschel had not then been discovered. 

The singular death of this eminent man is a decisive 
proof of the truth of astral science ; and it is likewise a. 
proof, in spite of all that philosophy in the present day. 
'clerical or lay, may allege to the contrary, that the astro
logers did . not do very well without a knowledge of this 
eccentric planet.* 

' In the chapter on" obJeetlone," reference will be made to the planet l'feptane, and 
to the planetolda. 
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Doubtless, the opponents of the science have gained an 
advantage, in consequence of the absence of such know
ledge, which has been the means of misleading the astral 
observer, and of causing his predictions in some cases to 
be erroueous, because based upon insufficient data. 

In the nativity_ of the Prince of Wales (see cut), the 
figure was erected for the 9th day of November, 1841, at 
lO.h. 48 m. A.M., which was the official bulletin ofthetime 
of birth; and for the latitude 51° 32' N ., long. 0° 6' W. 
-that being the situation of Buckingham Palace, where 
the birth took place. 

Tb6 sidereal time on the meridian at mean noon th6 
8th November, 1841, W88 • 

Mean time elapsed • • 
Diff6rence of mean and side1·eal time 

h. m. s. 

16 10 0•42 
22 48 0 

3 44•73 

38 1 45•16 
24 

14 1 45=210""26' 

This gives 2° 35' of Scorpio, culminating. Upon refer
ence to the published tables for calculating nativities (by 
Zadkiel), page 8, it will be found that, when two degrees of 
Scorpio are on the midheaven, 27° 2' of the sign Sagit
tarius are on the horizon ; and that, when three degrees of 
Scorpio are on the midheaven, the rising point of the 
ecliptic is 27° 53' of the same sign Sagittarius. The 
difference is 51', which, for 35' on the meridian, gives the 
longitude of the ascendant 27° 32' of Sagittarius. If 
the calculation be worked out by trigonometry-which 
has been done in this nativity, calculated by Zadkiel, 
when.ce this epitome is taken-a difference of only two 
minutes in longitude will appear, making 27° 34' of Sagit
tarius as the true ascendant of his Royal Highness. 

The speculum, or table of data for working the direc
tions, is subjoined to the figure. (see the cut.) 

According to the instructions before-mentioned, on the 
cusp of the fourth house will appear 2° 35' of the sign 
Taurus, that being the opposite sign to Scorpio . 

• 
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In the n~xt column, in the table of houses, will be found 
the degree on the eleventh house ; and at the head of the 
column, or in some part of the column, above the line of 
figures which the studP.nt will be using, will be found the 
sign which is on that house, which should be written down 
Rccordingly; and the same degree of the opposite sign 
on the opposite house, the fifth-namely, 24! deg. of 
Scorpio ( trt.) and of Taurus ( M )-should be placed upon 
these two houses respectively, and so on with respect to the 
other houses until the figure be completed. 

We then proceed to place the planets· in the figure. The 
places of the planets' longitude at twelve o'clock on the 
8th day of November, 1841, as appears by an ephemeris 
accurately calculated for mean time at. Greenwich, was as 
follows: 

¥ 20° 39' of the sign Pisces, and retrograde-that is. appearing t~ move 
backwards in the heavenH, when seen from the earth. 'I'his pos tion is 
marktd by the letter R. He move•, according to such ephemeris, only two 
minutes, or the thirtieth pat't of a degree In longiturle, bet'll'een the noon of 
the 8tn November, 1841, and the noon ufthe following day. 

His longitude in the fl)(ure may. therefore, be placed as 20° 39' of Pisces, 
which sign Is intercepted in the second boos~. 

The pr·opol'tionallongitudes of the other planets are found npon a similar 
principle, and the planet&, l'Cilpectively, are entered accordiugly. 

For in~tance, the Moon was in 16° 13' of the sign Virg'o at twelve o'clock 
(noon) on the 8th day of November, 1841, and in 8' ot Libra at the same 
hour on the following day. She travelled during that time fourteen degr•ea 
except three minutes; that 1•, 837 minutes of longitude. Well, then, if she 
travel that distance In 24 hours, how many minutes of longitude will she pass 
over In 22 hours 48 minutes? Answer : 823 minutes, or 13 degrees 43 
minutes, which will amouut to 29~ 26' of Virgo. Consequently, we find the 
Moon in this figure of the heavens I>laced iu the last degree of Virgo, just· 
entering Libra, the eiKhth minute of which she reached 1 hour 12 minutes 
after the birth of the Prmce. It ~hould be borne in mind that the ephemerht 
is calculated for the meridian of Greenwich; if, therefore, the birth take 
plnce as much BH fifteen miles to the eastward or WeHtward of Greenwich, the 
time must be corrected f01· the longitude of the place to ascertain Greenwich 
time before the planets' places are found. If the lon~titudo be ea8t, one 
minute from the time given for every fifteen milts of longitude ~bould bo 
subtracted; but, if to the 1oe1Jt, one minute tor the same distance should be 
added. 

The speculum is computed after the mode mentioned in 
the preceding chapter; aud, the planets having been placed 
in their proper places in the figure, the same is complete. 

I 
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In this nativity, the Sun, who is in the tenth house, 
angular and strong, is the hyleg, or giver of life. 

He has the mundane sextile of the benefic Jupiter, being 
nearly in the mundane parallel with Venus, and in mun
dane sextile with the Moon, which denotes a good consti
tution; although the position of Saturn and Mars ne11r 
the ascending degree is unfavourable, and, so far a8 respects 
the cold influence of Saturn, likely to produce nervous 
affections and debility. 

The corporeal form and temperament is here denoted by 
.Jupiter in the sign Sagittarius, his own house. Now 
u Jupiter, when oriental, makes the person white or fair, 
with a cle&l' complexion, moderate growth of hair, large 
eyes, and good and dignified stature ; the temperament 
being chiefly of heat and moisture." 

This is Ptolemy's opinion of the native described by 
.T upiter, when posited in Sagittarius. Further, as to his 
person: ''A taU, upright bo~y, oval face, ruddy complexion 
(with a tendency to duskiness), chesnut hair, much beard, 
good eye, courteous, fair-conditioned, noble deportment, 
just, a lover of horses, accomplished, and deserving re
spect."* 

The probability of corporeal maladies is denoted by the 
pol!ition of" Saturn and Mars, rising, near the ascendant ; 
they will cause accidents, but not lasting diseases. The 
square a.spect of Mars to the Sun denotes danger of a blow 
H on the left side of the head, near the ear." 

The position of Mercury (weak and afflicted by Mars), 
who is ruler of the sixth house in the scheme, denotes 
an excitable temperament. 

There is a predisposition to epileptic attacks, which, 
however, may be easily warded off by temperance. 

The ascending degree will show the general constitu-
tional diseases of the native. . 

There will be danger of fever by over-heated blood, 
caused by sport and exercise in hunting, &c. ; and the 
native will be likely to have accidents by l1orses. 

• The planet Saturn so near the Ascendant will render the complexion darker than 
it wuuld otherwise have boen. . 
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Let his Royal Highness thank Providence that the 
science of astrology bas not yet been "put down" ; and 
let him, or the Court sycophants who may be about hil!l 
person: beware of injury to him by a horse in the month of 
May, 1870, when the evil Saturn will be ercactly stationary 
on the ascending degree of this nativity, which evil may be 
guarded against by prudence. 

The character of this illustrious native (as given by 
Zadkiel}, so deeply important to the loyal subjects of his 
mother, is here subjoined :-

THE QUALITY OF THE MIND. 

"The rational and Intellectual qualities are to he judged by the situation 
o{ Mereuty; while all othel's, with regard to the meresensitivetuulties, and 
are independent of reason, are COD&idered by the Hoon and auch stars as abe 
may be configurated with. 

''In this nativity we find both Mercury and the Moon in hi-corporeal 
ai~ros, whleb render the mind variable, v~~tile, not easy to be understood, 
volatile, 11nd unsteady; amoroue, wily, fond of music, careletll, full of expe
dient~, and prone to regret his acts. 

''The potent poai!lou of Jupiter eo near the ascendant, and aspecting the 
Moon, makes him liberal, frank, self-.,onfident, brave, ingenious, unreserved, 
yet acute. Further, the mental qualities will he ·~uisite, unim~d, and 
sncceAAful ; and the close sextile aspect ot Mercury and the Moon will gi've 
variety of talent and much mental ability. Jupiter here rules Mercury and 
aspects the Moon, and is gloriou•ly situated. He then, says Ptolemy, 'ren
ders the mind generous, gracious, vioue, reverent, joyous, courteous, lofty, 
liberal, just, map:nanhnoua, noble, self-acting, compassionate, food of learn
ing, beneficent, benevolent, and crllculatedfor government.' 

"But Jupiter Is conctliat:ed with Venus, 11nd, by the same authority, 'will 
render the mind pure, joyous, delighting In elegance, in the a:rts and acieu~, 
an<l in poetry and music; valuable in fl'iendsbip, siocet·e, beneficent, com
passionate, inoffensive, religious, fond of sports and exercises, prudent, 
amhtble, afi'ectlonate, gracious, noble, brilliant, candid, liberal, discreet, 
temperate, modellt., pio~ jW!t,/ond of gltwy, and io all respects honourable 
and wOJ·thy.' 

"No doubt the planet Saturn, so close to the eastern horizon, will all.'o 
powerfully affect the dlspositioo, But he is also 'posited in glory,' as 
Ptolemy men: iuus, and will tend to make the nati vo 'careful of hi.a pel'IIOn, 
strong, and profound in opinion, laborious, imperious, austere, singular in 
mode of thinkinj(, hostile to et·lme, avaricious, pal'!limooious, an accumulator 
of wealth, violent, and envious.' Yet much of the closenesa of character 
produced by Saturn will he remedit>d by the Sun being so closely ' conciliated 
with the lord of mental temperament ; contributing thereby to lncreue 
probity,'industry, honour, and all laudable qualities.' 
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"The square of Saturn to the Moon will add to the gloomy side of the 
picture, and give a tinge of melancholy at timll!! to the native'~ character, and 
also a disposition to look at the dark side of thilll(s, and lead him to de>pond
euey; nor will he be at all of a. aangnine character, but cool and calcnlating, 
though occasionally rub. Yet, all things considered, though finn, and, 
.mnetime1 poaititle in opinion, thu royal nativs, if he live to mount the 
tArone, uriU 8toa1J the ueptre ofthele rulm~ in moderation and junice, 
4nd b11 tt fioU8 aad ~lmt man, and a merctf\cl __.m,n., 

THE PORTUNE OF WEALTH, 

li'he Pars fortuntB ( $) has the sextile aspect of Venus 
near, and the close sextile of Saturn, who is " contigurated" 
with Jupiter. Ptolemy states that this provides "wealth 
through inheritance." · It may, therefore, be judged that 
this royal native will enjoy the inheritance of his ancestors' 
dignity and wealth. This blessing, reader, is not vouch
safed to all potentates bOTn to a throne ; it depends upon 
the positions of the stars at birth, let the sceptics say what 
they please to the contrary. 

FORTUNE OF RA.NK. 

The angular position of the Sun, who is well aspected, 
denotes honours ; and being in the sign Scorpio, in sextile 
to the planet Mars, the Prince will successfully patronise 
the wooden walls of England ; and he will be partial to 
maritime affairs, and to naval wars. The position ofMars 
and Saturn in Capricorn denotes losses in India ; that sign 
ruling that part of the world, as well as Greece, Mexico, 
part of Persia, the Orkney Islands, Oxford, probably 
Brussels, and some other places, which will be explained 
in ths chapter on mundane astrology. 

MABitlAGE AND CHILDREN. 

The square aspect of ~aturn and Mars to the Moon and 
Venus, respectively, denotes that the native is likely to bave 
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trouhle in his matrimonial speculations; "yet will he 
marry a princess of high birth, and one who will not be 
undeserving of his kindest and most affectionate atten
tions." This ceremony may probably happen early in the 
year 1862.* Time enough between this and then for the 
repeal of that curious specimen of legislative wisdom, the 
Royal Marriage Act. 

The position of Mars, ruler of the tenth and eleventh 
bouse, tlenotes an heir like his father-great, emiuent, and 
illustrious. 

It has been already stated that the Prince may expect 
some remarkable elevati"'n of rank in the course of next 
summer, on account of the Sun-in this nativity strong, 
and well aspected-coming by directional motion to the 
conjunction of the midheaven.t 

But there is a difficulty in fixing the precise time of this 
important event, ori account of the figure not having been 
rectified-that is, the very moment of the child's first ex
istence has not been tested by rectification, which is, cor
recting the estimate time of birth, to find the true time ; 
although, in this instance, the probability is in favour of 
the exact time having been noted. 

But such is rarely the case ; and as it is most important 
for the artist to obtain the exact time of birth before 
making his calculations, a few words will here be added 
touching the process of rectification, especially as an erro
neous idea has prevailed that such proce8s " amounts to 
giving the prophet a power of making almo8t any change 
he pleases."t 

The fact is, as stated above, unless the time of a child's 
birth be accurately noted by an astrologer, or for astro
logical purposes, it is very likely to be incorrect; and, as 
an error of half a minute may throw a direction out six 
weeks, and an error of two minutes cause the direc-

• Perhaps, ere then, prince>, 88 well 88 peaaanto, will read aatl'Ologlcal books, and 
proftt by the advice given by their &'lthors. 

t Lilly says 1 p. 672), " The direction of the midheaven to the body of the Sun, prefers 
the nath e to dignity and honour ; makes him familiar, known, and well accepted of 
kings, nobles, persons of honour, men of principal command and trust in the common-
wealth," &c. . 

t Pennv Cyclopadia: Article, "Astrology." 
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·tion to be wrong by M months, it is absolutely necessary 
to ascertain the true time of birth, when only the estimate 
time is known. An error of three degrees of motion, 
e(lual to twelve minutes of time, would throw out a 
secondary direction of the Moon to any aspect of the 
ascendant not less than three months, and so tend to con
fusion and error. For instance, the primary directions 
spreading over a space of several months, might denote 
danger by drowning ; and if during that influence the 
Moon should come to an opposition of the ascendant in 
the secondary direction, it might be judged that the chief 
danger would be during the week when the Moon came 
e:cactly to the opposite degree and minute of those ascend
ing at birth. Now, if the ascendant were wrong by only 
one degree, this time could not be ascertained to within a 
month. 

Ptolemy devotes a chapter (Book III. chap. iv.} to this 
matter, wherein he delivers certain precepts which have 
obtained the name of Ptolemy's .Animodar-a term pro
bably Arabic, if it be not a corruption of the Latin words 
animum, or animam, dare-" giving animation or life.'' 
"Yet," adds Mr. Ashmand, "this meaning seems scarcely 
close enough." The position of the planets at the new or 
full Moon, whicheve! it might be which happened to take 
place next before the time of birth, was observed, and 
certain deductions were made from the position of the 
planets at that time, and at the estimate time of birth, by 
means of which the astrologer endeavoured to settle the 
precise time of birth, and to ascertain "in a natural and 
consistent manner," the then actually ascending degree 
of the Zodiac. 

But the modern practice is to erect the figure of the 
heavens for the estimate time, and to complete the specu
lum of the planets' places for that time ; then, if the birth 
be that of a person who has lived a few yeara, some two or 
three important events which have happened to the 
native- such as marriage,. death of a near relative, &c. 
-should be ascertained; and the respective periods at 
which they have occurred, and the solar arc for each of 
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IUch periods should be calculated. - See Grammar of 
.AstroW!J11. 

The best directions for rectification are those of Mars, 
because the effects generally answer closely to the time of 
the direction; but Saturn's influence com~ on slowly. 
Personal accidents are well for rectifying the figure. 

The measles, scarlatina, or small-pox are generally 
caused by Mars. This system of rectification is very im
portant in practice ; for, unless the artist can get the true 
time of birth to within half a minute, it is not possible to 
frame predictions accurately as to the period of many 
" accidents" which will happen to the native during his 
life: wherefore, it is not surprising that predictions fre
quently fail, with respect to children especially.* 

Having found the solar arc, it should be seen whether 
any direction falls near, the nature of which corresponds 
with the nature of the event ; and then, to know the error of 
the estimate time of birth, it is necessary to find the differ
ence betwen the solar arc and the arc of direction-in the 
manner pointed out· in the "Grammar of Astrology"
which will be effected according to the particular character 
of the direction which may correspond with the nature of 
the accident. · 

• Rule to caleulate the Solar Arc: Turn the age at which the. event happened-for 
lnotanee, the nat!Ye's ~ion to wealth, &e.-into days and hours after birth, b7 
allowlns a ~ for one year, and two houre for one month ; add this number of da1• and 
hours to the time of birth, and look In the ephemeris for the longitude the Sun will bo.•• 
arrl•ed at, at that period, 

Then ftnd the right aoeenslon corresponding to that longitude, and subtract from il 
the right BIICell8lon of tile Sun. The ditl'erence will be the aolar arc required. 
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CHAPTER IX. 

CLIHA.CTEBICA.L yEARS. 

" Aa mao, perbape, tbe moment of his b~th 
Receives the lurking principle of death-
The young d!Maae, that must subdue at length, 
Growa with bla growth, and strengthens with bla strength : 
8o cut and mingled with hill •ery frame 
The mind's dlseue,lte rullDg puslon came; 
Each vital humour, which should feel the whole, 
Soon 8ow1 to tbla in body and In ooul ; 
Wbate•er warms the heart or dlls the bead, 
.&.a the mind opens and the functlona spread, 
IJWII!Ination plies her dangerous art, 
And pours It all upon ~be peccant part." 

POPL 

FRoM the early ages until the present day, the several 
divisions of the life of man have engaged the attention of 
physicians and philosophers at various periods ; and these 
have considered the divisions to be four in number-in 
accord~ce with the four quarters of the year-spring, 
summer, autumn, and winter. Such life has, likewise, 
been sub-divided into seven ages. Robert Record,* a 
physician, of the sixteenth century, in a work published 
about 200 years since, says, with reference to the alteration 
of the human frame : 

"You shall understand that the chief dHfereneee are four; that is to say, 
childhood, youth, manhood, and old age ; for though there be commonly 
1e~~en agee reckoned, yel there be four principal, and the other three be 
comprehended under tbeae four. Childhood endureth from the hour of birth 
till the end of 14 years ot' age, and is of complexion hot and moist: at the end 
of 14 years beginneth youth, and lasteth. till the 20th year, and this age, of 
all others, is most temperate : from 25 until 36 years is the flourishing of 
manhood; but yet that manhood luteth (though not in full freshness) until 
llO years of age, and this age is of complexion hot and dry : from 50 yeaM 
forward is the time of age peculiarly called age, in which time man's nature 
is cold and dry." 

• He was physician to Edward VI. and Queen Mary. He first introduced algebr a 
into England, and he was the ftret who wrote upon the doctrine of the sphere In Eng
lind. He died In lli68, in the King's Bench Prioon, confined for debt. 
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Moxon, re~g climacterical years, gives the follow
ing definition concerning them.* u Climacterical years, so 
called from the GTeek word climul' (a gradation or round 
of a ladder, because they are the great steps, or remark
able degrees, whereby man's life ascends or mounts up to 
its appointed period), u are certain observable years, which 
are usually attended with some grand mutation of life or 
fortune-as the seventh year; the twenty-first, made np of 
three times seven; the forty-ninth, made up of seven times 
seven; the sixty-third, being nine times seven; and the 
eighty-first, being nine times nine; which two last are 
often ~alled the grand climactrics, in which many famous 
men have been observed to die. Not only the learned 
heathens, viz., Plato, Cicero, and Macrohius, have written 
much of these climacterical years, but several fathers and 
doctors of the Church-as St. Ambrose, Austin, Bede, &c. 
-have justified the observation to be neither superstitious 
nor unprofitable." 

And in page 45, same work, under the article tt Ennea· 
tical Days or Years," he has the following words in ex
planation :-

" Every ninth day or a llickne~~, or year of one's life, which Is thought to 
bring some great alteration In tbe dlaeue, or mutation of fortune.'' 

Blanchard T divides the human life into parts, in the 
manner following : 

·• ".iEttu, part of the Duration of Life, whmdn human bodies. undergo a 
considerable and llllllllible change, aud it is six-fold. 1. Prientia-Chlld
bood, which il reckoned to the fifth year of our age, is distinguished into 
tbe time before, at, and after breeding of teeth. 2 • .ddolucentia-Youth
reckoned to the eighteenth, and youth, properly so called, to tbe twenty
fifth year. 8. Jut~entul-reckontd from the twenty-:6fth to tbe thirty-ftfth. 
•• Virili.t .iEtu-Mauhood-from tbe thirty-:fifth to the :6ftleth. 5. Sen«
tau-Old Age-from :fifty to llixty. · 6. DBCrepita 4iittU-Decrepit Age
which at Jut Ia all swallowed up in death." 

Ptolemy, in Book IV. chap. x. of the "Tetrabiblos," 

, • Jlhthematlcal Dictionary. 1692. 
t P~7olcal DlotlonarJ, publlahed 17Ui-artlcle, 4f<u. 
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has made some special remarks upon this part of the sub
ject. The following are his words : 

1 " Now, as in all genethlialogical cases, a certain common 
and general arrangement, aft'ecting the region or country, 
and the race or generation, is pre-supposed to be in opera
tion J to which arrangement, particular inferences relating 
to the form of the body, the properties of the inind, and 
national habits and variations, must each be subservient; 
and as, in these respects, certain causes more general and 
predominating are pre-supposed in existence before par
ticular causes, due care must consequently be taken, in 
order to make an inference consistent with the course of 
nature ; to observe always the originating and predomina
ting cause, and never to lose sight of it; lest some simi
larity in nativities (if any such should exist) might induce 
an assertion, whfln the original predominating cause pro
ceeding from the region itself had been overlooked, that 
the native of Ethiopia will be born of white complexion, 
and with long or straight hair : or, on the other hand, that 
the natives of Germany or of Gaul will be black in com
plexion, or have curled hair; or that the said nations are 
polished in manners, and cultivate learning, but that 
the people of Greece are barbarous and illiterate ; and so, 
in short, of any other countries, without duly considering 
the national differences and variations in their several 
courses of life. 

So also, with regard to the division of time, it is in the 
same manner essential to consider the different qualities of 
the several ages of li/e, and to predetermine the appro
priate fitness of every age to such events as may be ex
pected, in order to avoid the gross error which might arise 
from a merely vague consideration of the subject, by at
tributing to infancy some deed or circumstance of too 
complete a Bature, and belonging rather to manhood, or 
by ascribing to extreme old age the procreation of children, 
or some other action belonging to youth : and to adopt, on 
the contrary, to each separate age such circumstances as 
seem, by due observation of the periods, to be suitable and 
appropriate thereto."-PToLEMY, Book IV. chap. x. 

K2 
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He proceeds to state that the mode of consideration of 
the periodical divisions of time is analogous to the arrange.: 
ment of the planetary orbs. Thus : 

"The first age of infancy, enduring for four years, agree
ing in number with the quadrennial period of the Moon, 
is therefore adapted to her. 

"After this, the age continues for ten years, accommo
dating itself to the sphere of Mercury, the mental faculties 
develope themselves during this period.'' 

VENus, corresponding with the next and third age, 
lasts through the following eight years-the period during 
which the native is likely to encourage "an unrestrained 
impetuosity and precipitancy in amours." 

The Sun influences the fourth age, which endures for 
nineteen years, according to his number. The native dur
ing this period " becomes a man, and puts away childish 
things." 

MARS prevails over the fifth age, that of manhood, 
agreeing in duration with his own period, viz., fifteen years. 
" He induces greater austerity of life, together with vex
ation, care, and trouble." 

JUPITER influences the sixth sphere, the maturer age, 
during the twelve years corresponding to his own period. 
"He operates the relinquishment of labour, of hazardous 
employment and tumult, and produces greater gravity, 
foresight, prudence, and sagacity, .favouring the claim to 
honour, respect, and privilege." 

SATURN " regulates the final old age, as agreeing with 
his chillness. He obstructs the mental movements, the 
appetites, and enjoyments, rendering them imbecile and 
dull, in conformity with the dulness of his own motion." 

The above is according to Ptolemy ; but some modern au
thonties seem to incline to the belief that the critical years 
of human life are as follows :-The 5th, llth, 17th, 21st, 
25th, 30th, 35th, 43rd, 45th, 50th, 55th, and 60th years. 
Of these, the first five years are governed generally by the 
Moon ; from the fifth to the seventeenth, by Mercury ; 
'thence to the twenty-fifth, by Venus: the next ten years 
by the Sun; the next fifteen years, the most active part 
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of life, by Mars ; the next ten years by Jupiter ; and from 
thence to the last age belongs to Saturn and Herschel. · 

It is necessary, before forming a judgment on changes 
in matters connected with critical years, to consider well 
the situation in life of the persons concerned. 

According to Ptolemy,* "Times are reckoned in seven 
ways, viz., by the space between two significators, by the . 
space between their mutual asp~cts, by the approach of 
one to the other, by the space between either of them 
and the place appropriated to the proposed event, by the 
descension of a star with its addition and diminution, 
by the changing of a significator, and by the approach 
of a planet to its place." 

Some artists t conceive that this changing of the 
planets from sign to sign, thus forming configurations 
with their actual places at birth, or with the luminaries, 
has a tendency to produce events of a character similar 
to " directions," although not so powerful. 

The periodical revolution of the Moon is performed in 
27 days, 7 hours, and 43 minutes. Hence, about the 
7th day she forms a square aspect, and about the 14th 
day she forms an opposition aspect to her own place in 
the radical figure. Therefore, some time in the course 
of the 7th year, she becomes quartile to her own place, 
and causes what is termed the quartile climacteric. Unless 
neutralized or modified by other aspects, this is an unfor
tunate position. Upon a like principle, during each 
ninth year the Moon holds a trine aspect to the place she 
occupied at the nativity. 

This is generally favourable, unless counteracted by ad
verse aspects. 

Therefore, a seventh, fourteenth, twenty-first, twenty
eighth year is a quartile, or evil climacteric; the ninth, 
eigltteenth, twenty-seventh, and thirty-sixth years are 
trine climacterics, and they promise benefits ; the grand 
climacterics are the forty-ninth year and the sixty-third 
year. The former is the square of the term, which consti-

• Centlloqulum-Aphorlsm LXXXI, 
t See Raphael'a Manuel, p. 16~·6. 
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tutes the quartile, seven times seven being forty-nine; and 
the latter being the trine multiplied into the square, as 
seven times nine are sixty-three. Both these period11 of 
an individual's life are, therefore, deemed to be generally 
important. 

The Moon, according to this principle, is chiefly instru
mental in causing changes, &c., by her periodical direction. 
But these inferior directions, as well as the subject of 
climactcrical years, are not quite universally admitted, and 
some astral authors do not even name them. 

The casual· observer is generally disposed to remark a 
difference of countenance and of form among persons of 
his acquaintance, at various periods of life. He exclaims, 
" How such a one is grown !" " How such another in
dividual has improved !" and the se.rious, business-like 
demeanour assumed by a third is observed. Changes in· 
the human countenance indicate the mental passions, as 
well as corporeal changes. And as mental motions are 
connected with mutations in the affairs of an individual, it 
naturally follows that such matters apparently go hand in 
hand with each other; consequently, changes in the body 
tend to bring forward other mental and sensual changes, 
and these agitations in physical and mental powers intro
duce alterations in circumstances, the same depending: 
partly upon the radical position of the planetary bodies at 
the birth of an individual. 

As before stated, the precise time of life when these 
changes happen has been a subject of much disc~sio:Q 
among philosophers. The opinion of R. Record, just 
quoted, has been confirmed by the great poet Shakspeare, · 
in whose well-known language this part of the subject may 
he concluded :-

" All the world's a stage, 
And all the men and " omen merely player~ 1 
They have their exits and their entrance8, 
And one man In his time plays many parts, 
Hill act11 b.ing aimen age~. At first, rhe infant, 
Mewllng and puking in the nurse's arms. 
And then the whining ~choolbuy, with his satchel, 
And shining morniul:l' face, creeping, liko snail, 
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Unwillingly to ~ehool. And then the lover, 
Sighing like fumaee, with a woful ballad 
Made to hia miatreea' eyebrow. Then a aoldier, 
Full of strange oaths, and bearded like the pard, 
Jealous in honour, sudden and quick in quarrel;* 
Seeking the bubble reputation, 
Even in the cannon's mouth. And then thejuatice, 
In fair round belly, with good capon lined; 
With eyea severe, and beard of formal cut; 
Full of wlae sawa and modem instancea : 
And so he playa hu part. t The sbtth age llhifta 
Into the lean and slippered pantaloon, 
With spectaclea on nose, and pouch on side ; 
His youthful hose well aaved, a world too wide 
For hia lhrank shank ; and his big, manly voice, 
Tuming again toward childish treble, pipe~ 
And whistles in hil sound. Lalt scene of all, 
That ende thia strange, eventful hiltory 1 

Ia 100ond childl8hne1!8 and mere oblivion: 
San~ teeth, ~au eyes, 1an1 taste, 1an1 everything.t" 

• See .. ,.,., p. 13. . 
f .JWIUce Le&therhead, for lnatanee,lo nabbing Sldrophel, pla,JI hv pert. 

t AI You/AU It, Aot. I. Scene 7. 
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CHAPTER X. 

HoRAB.Y AsTROLOGY. 

" To ,.. and know the wont 1.1 to take from fear her nlain ad'f&lltage."- Villotte, b7 
Cu.su BBLL. 

IT has been already stated that Horary Astro'UJgy, or the 
art of resolving particular questions by a figure of the 
heavens, is founded on the ll'!fmpathetic properties which 
are found to exist, more or less, throughout nature. 

" It is possible that the medium through which this 
influence operates, and which causes distant portions of 
matter to operate on each other, may in all probability 
consist of a very fine elastic and subtle fluid which ema
nates through infinite space, being wholly imperceptible 
except by its effects ; and thus apparently unaccountable, 
were it not attributed to celestial agency, but which to a 
believer in planetary influence appears nothing more than 
the ordinary but unerring laws of nature. Thus this same 
species of divination (if anything which has certain de
monstrable rules for its basis may be so termed), notwith
standing the silly, common-place jeering, and the foolish 
ridicule of self-conceited witlings, is really founded on the 
same immutable laws to which the universe at large is 
subject."* 

Unless the question be put with an earnest desire to 
obtain a correct reply, it is not deemed radicat-that is, 
fit for judgnient. 

The general rules which denote whether a figure be 
radical or not will be subsequently explained; hut it may 
here be observed that, generally, the fact of the early de-

• Manual of Altrol017. 

-~-------
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grees of a sign rising shows that the query is scarcely 
ripe for judgment ; while the last degrees of a sign rising 
show generally either that the affair has been dabbled 
with, or that the time for an exact answer has elapsed. 
Probably the mutual sympathy which exists in the respec~ 
tive horoscopes of the artist and of the querent here has 
much influence as to a question being radical ; and if it 

. should happen not to be radical at one time, it may be at 
some future time. Patience is a real virtue in the con~ 
sideration of this matter. 

Horary astrology is so named from the Latin word hora, 
an hour. According to Herodotus, Horus or Orua was 
the Egyptian name for the Sun. The Hebrew or, lux 
(light or day), and oriena (eastern), appear to have had the 
same origin. 

TBB POLLOWING TBRMS OP ART ARB APPLICA.BLB TO HOJlA.IlY 
QUESTIONS: 

Application.-Thls Is the going of two planets to each other's a~pect, the 
light planets applying only to the more ponderous. It Is either-1. Direct, 
when the planets move according to the order of the Zodiacal signs. 2. Re
trograde, when both planets move contrary to the order of the Zodiacal 
sigus applying to each other. 3. Mixed, when one planet being direct and 
the other retrograde, they yet apply by mutual aspect. 

Separation is when two signlficators have recently been in aspect, and 
the aspect is passed. 

For instance, if Venus were posited in 1° :, and Herschel6° n, they 
are sstd to be applying by aopect; but If Venus were posited in 8° :=, an•t 
Herschel in 6° n, the aspect (a trine) would be over, Venus having just 
116parated from th" configuration of Herschel. 

It ill desirable to note the dift'erence, as application is the si!ln whereby 
events are foreshown to taken place, but sepat·ation denotes what ha8 taken 
place, whet.her it be goud or evil. 

Motion is of two kinds, direct and retrograde. Direct motion Is that 
when the planet moves in the true order of the celestial signs, as from Virgo 
to Libra, for instance. Retrograde motion, as before explained, Is the 
moving backwards, or reverie to this order, as from J.lbra back iuto Virgo. 
A planet, when in such a position as seen from the Earth, is marked in the 
·Ephemeris with the letter R. 

Prohibition Is so called when two planets apply by aspect to each other; 
but, ere the aspect can be formed, another planet steps In, and by the inter
position of Ail aspect, either retards or altogether pr~vents the accomplidh
ment of the business inquired about: for instance, were Jupiter in 4° of 
TauNU, Herschel in 6" of Virgo, and Mercury in 5~ of Scqrpio. 

Hare J npiter appliell to a trine aapect of Herschel; but before the aspect 
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ia completed, Mercury, being swifter in motion, forma the aextlle himself, 
and thus prohibit1 the afFair, which would probably denote a final c•·8118tlon. 
The ptoreon signified by Mercury would describe the individual by whose in
terfert nce the aft'uir would be damaged. 

Combtution.-Tbl8 isunfortuate, especially with 1'88pect to the Moon. It 
denotes the position of a planet within 8 deg• eea and 30 minutes of the Sun'a 
body, when the influence of the planet is conceiTed to be burnt up by &he 
Suu'al'llya, 

B11rieged Is the situation of a planet fortunate by nature between two 
malevolent stars, 88 Herschel in 20 degrees of Taurua, Venua in 23 degrees 
of Tanl'UII, and Saturn in 28 degreea of Taurus. She is then besieged, and 
nry unfortunate. The 6igntficatar, or individual siguitied by Venua, would 
be thereby deemed "hemmed in," or Blll'l'Onnde<\ with 1:1 fortune. 

Tla8 Signijicatar of any individual is the planet which rulea, or which baa 
dominion by his hotue, over the part of the figure or acheme pecn1iar to the 
buaineu inquired about. 

For instance, if the q uelltion be connected with aclence or law, the lord ot 
the ninth bouse is the chief sijlllificator of the matter. His good or evil 
aapecta ahollld be well observed prior to answering the question. 

Tla8 Querent is the individual who vroposea the question, to whom Ia 
given the aacendant. The quuited is the individual respectinll' whom the 
inqlllry is made. In horary questions, 88 stated above, the ascendant is 
always Aiven to the Individual who culu the question, If not a relative; but 
if a relative, the lo1'Cl of that bouse which signUI.es the relationship should be 
observed. 

The Dragon' I Head ( n).-Tbis is a ~gmbol of good, and it is generally 
considered to be of the nature of Jupiter. 

Tla8 Dragon '11 Tail ( t5 ).-This is the reveJ'Be ; it is generally considered 
to be of the nature of s .. turn. It was eoteemed by the Arabian and Persian 
1111trologers as especlully "evil, nodous, and hateful in influence." 

The Par11 Fortuna1 (Ell) has been already described. In horary ques
tionsitiH merely a 8Jimbol; and it denotes gain or Io.:s, according as it may 
be aspected. 

R'lfrafttltion.-Tbia means the application of two planets to an aspect ; 
but before the same can be complekd, one of the planets turns retrograde 
(R.). This is generally deemed fatal to the success of the question. 

Reception.-1 his is considered to be an aspect of amity and of concord. 
It denotes the position of two planets in each other's , s.;entlal dignities. For 
instance, Leo is tlw hou1e of the Sun, and Cancer is the hou11e of the Moon. 
If, then, the Sun be in Cancer, and the Moon be in Leo, thel'B two planets 
(for in astrological science the Sun is conHidered as a planet) would be in 
mutual reception. • . 

Peregrine.-Tbb denote~ a planet to be void of any elll!entlal dignity. He 
is thus rendered weak and unfortunate; 

Void of Cour&e -This is the ca~e frequently with the Moon in horary 
questions. It denot.-s the exit of "planet from the sign In which it may be 
posited, without forming any aspect with another planet. It is an evil testi
mony, and denotes uncertainty, &c. Matters acarcely ever go well or smoothly 
when the Moon is "void of course." 

• Thll will be mentioned more partiC!IIlarlyln the ciMcrlptlon of tbe planets' digflitia. 
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A GENERAL DESCRIPTION OP THB PLANETS IN HORARY 

ASTROLOGY. 

Saturn.-He is sww in motion, finishing his course 
through the twelve signs of the zodiac in 29 yem-s and a 
half. 

He has two of the twelve signs for his houses, Capricorn 
and Aquarius, in which signs he is believed to have 
chief influence. His exaltation-or, in other words, the 
sign in which he ha& most influence, next to the two last
named signs-is Libra, and he receives his fall in the 
opposite sign Aries. A planet in his fall generally shows 
a person in a weak and hopeless state. This pla:qet is S} i 1 
to govern the airy triplicity by day; namely, the signs 
Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius. He is of a cold, dry nature, 
termed, as in nativities, the greater infortune. 

When well dignified, Saturn denotes, in a horary ques
tion, a grave and studious character, reserved, and some
what austere; and, as before-mentioned, a warm friend, 
but a bitter enemy.* When ill dignified, Saturn denotes a 
character liable to envy and mistrust ; a person disposed 
to be timorous and wavward. 
. He generally denoteS certain religious men, as monks, 
&c., husbandmen, and labourers; ancestors, and elderly 
persons ; also persons connected with mining operations, 
in keeping sheep or cattle; plumbers, and labourers who 
are concerned in ~<>Ticultural matters generally. 

His influence commences to work when either he applies 
to any planet, or any planet applies to him, and is within 
the half of nine degrees added to the half of that planet's 
orb, and remains in force until he has separated an equal 
distance. 

The greatest years signified by him are 465, his greater 
57, his medium years 43!, his least 30. This means, that 
if a new building, town, city, or family be commenced 
when this planet is strong, it may be judged that the family, 

• J• •'oubllwGI jamail ~ be aald to be the motto of the Saturnine IIWl. 
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&c., may continue 465 years in honour, &c. He denotes, 
a:t to age, decrepit old men; the like in plants, &c., and 
all living creatures. 

Jupiter is placed next to Saturn. He is a masculine 
planet, temperately hot, and moist. He is called the 
greater fortune, author of temperance and justice. 

When well dignified in a horary figure, he denotes an 
honourable character; indulgent to his wife and children, 
charitable, and devout ; liberal, hating sordid actions ; 
just, wise, and virtuous. 

When ill dignified, he is a hypocrite in religion, careless, 
and of dUll capacity. 

The persons generally denoted by Jupiter are judges, 
senators, counsellors, ecclesiastical men, such 118 bishops 
and priests ; doctors of the civil law; students in an 
university. 

The person inquired about in a hora.ry question, if sig
nified by Jupiter, generally frequents public conventions, 
synods, convocations, altars of churches, courts of justice, 
and oratorios. 

The greatest years of Jupiter are 428; his greater 79, 
his mean 45, lell8t 12. Men of ripe judgment and of 
middle age are signified by this planet. 

The planet Mars succeeds Jupiter. He rules the watery. 
triplicity; namely, the signs ~corpio, Pisces, and Cancer. 
He is a masculine, hot planet; the lesser infortune, author 

· of quarrels and contentions. 
When well dignified in a hora.ry figure, the person 

denoted by him is bold and confident, fond of war, and 
disposed to self-boasting, yet of prudent behaviour in his 
own affairs. · 

When ill dignified, he denotes a turbulent character, 
rash, and disposed to qulllTel. 

This planet denotes colonels, captains, or any soldiers 
having command in armies; apothecaries, surgeons, cut
lers, barbers, curriers, and persons connected with tanning 
operations; armourers, watchmakers, and carpenters. He 
causes all hurts by iron, and diseases produced by anger or 
passion. 
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. The places generaay signified by Mars are furnaces, 
slaughter-houses, smiths' shops, places where bricks are 
burned, and cutlers' shops, forges, and armouries. 

Years : In man, he governs the flourishing time of 
youth, from 41 to 56. His greatest year is 264, greater 
66, lower 40, and least };:. 

The Sun passes through the twelve signs in one year. 
He is void of latitude, and always moves in the ecliptic. 
His house is the sign Leo ; and the sign Aquarius is his 
detriment, where he is weak and unfortunate. His exaltation 
is in the 19th degree of Aries; his fall is in the opposite 
place, viz., 19° .o.. The Sun governs the fiery triplicity; 
viz., Aries, Leo, and Sagittarius. He is always direct. 

In nature, the Sun is hot and dry ; masculine; and, if 
well dignified, he is equivalent to a fortune. 

The Sun, well dignified, denotes an honourable, stately 
character ; prudent, and of good judgment. The solar 
man is grave and confident, thoughtful, and affable; very 
humane, and fond of grandeur. He is never mean. 

When ill dignified, the solar man is proud and disdain
ful, wanting gravity and soberness ; boasting of his 
ancestry, &c. 

The Sun denotes kings and emperors, &c. ; dukes, and 
·men in judicial capacity, such as justices of peace, &c. ; 
goldsmiths, brazier,s, coppersmiths, and minters of money ; 
and places denoted by the Sun are palaces, theatres, halls, 
&c. In age, he rules youth. His greatest years are 1460 
(which was the canicular year of the Egyptians); greater 
] 20, lesser 69, and least 19. 

In a horary question, he is oriental between the fourth 
and tenth houses, and occidental from the tenth to the 
fourth houses. 

Venus: A feminine planet, and temperately cold and 
moist; the lesser fortune, author of mirth and cheerfulness. 

When well dignified, Venus denotes a quiet character
just the reverse of the Mars man ; not vicious, cleanly in 
apparel, fond of music and elegant pursuits ; cheerful, vir
tuous, and partial to society and to refinement. 
· When ill dignified, this planet denotes a riotous 
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character; one regardless of reputation, lazy, and careless, 
scorning religion. 

She denotes musicians, mercers and embroiderers, silk
men, painters, and lapidaries ; when connected with the 
Moon, ballad-singers, perfumers, and glovers. Her great
est years are 151; her greater 82, her mean 45, her least 
8. In man, she governs youth from 14 to 28. 

Mercury: He is the least of all the planets, never dis
tant from the Sun above 28 degrees ; by which rea.<;on he 
is seldom visible to the inhabitant& of olir e!U'th. - Of his 
own nature, he is cold and dry ; he is benefic with good 
planets, evil with malefic planets. Mercury is, astrologi
cally, the author of subtlety and l;levices; but his position 
with ret.pect to other planets should be particularly noticed. 

When well dignified, he represents a keen intellect, an 
able logician, very eloquent; a searcher into mystery and 
learning, witty, and clever; fond of travelling; partial to 
occult knowledge, ingenious, and, if a merchant, no man 
surpasses him in invention. 

When ill dignified, a troublesome fellow, loquacious, and 
given to boasting; a trifler and busybody • . 

Mercury denotes all literary men, mathematicians, 
astrologers (especially when connected with the planet 
Herschel), merchants, writers, l!roulptors, poets, orators; 
schoolmasters, attorneys ; also grammaril\llS, carriers, mes
sengers, fQotmen, usurers. 

His greatest yel\1'8 are 450; his greater 76, his mean 
48, his little or least 20. 

Of the Moon : She is nearest to the Earth of all the 
planets-called by the ancients Lucina, Cynthia, Diana, 
Phrebe, Latona, N octiluca, and· Proserpina; all of which 
names prove that the various mythological fables originated 
in the ancient astrology of the Egypti.ans. 

The Moon is never retrograde; but when slow in motion, 
and going less than 13 degrees and 11 minutes in 24 
hours, she is equivalent to a retrograde planet. 

The nature of the Moon is cold, moist, and phlegmatic ; 
she is a feminine planet. When well dignified, she denotes 
an individual of soft manners, composed, a lover of science, 

-l 
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a searcher of novelties, rather unsteadfast, and desiring 
to live free from worldly cares. 

When ill dignified, the Moon denotes a wandering, idle 
disposition; a careless, intemperate character, discontented, 
t.nd prone to grumble and complain. 

The qualities of persons denoted by the Moon are 
queens, and ladies of rank ; also females in general, 
according to her position in the figure. She denotes, also, 
the common people and sailors; nurses, and, generally, 
multitudes, and penons who are connected with liquids in 
their occupation. 

Her greatest years are 820 ; greater 108, mean 66, 
least 25. 

The Dragon's Head in 'a horary figure is 'masculine, and 
a benefic, as before stated; but the Dragon's Tail the re
verse, for he is evil.* And when in conjunction with any of 
the fortunea, significatora in the question, though the matter 
by the principal significator may he fairly promised and 
likely to be perfected, yet d<J there generally fall out many 
controversies, ~c. ; and unless the principal significators he 
angular, fsc., frequently the whole matter comes to nothing. 
A few modern artists deny that these points should be 
considered, either in nativities or horary questions. 

The nature of Herschel has already been mentioned. 
In a horary figure, he generally denotes an: eccentric, odd 
person; not very fortunate, and generally abrupt in his 
manners--a rough diamond. When well aspected, he 
promises unexpected benefits ; and, if afllicted, he shows 
remarkable losses. In questions respecting marriage, his 
evil aspect to Venus, the Moon, or the seventh house, de
notes ill-fortune. He frequently denotes the death of a 
relation. 

THE COLOURS OP THE PLANETS AND SIGNS. 

Saturn gives black colour; Jupiter, a colour mixed with 
red and green; Mars, red, or iron colour; the Sun, yellow, 

• The Drason'• tail ever lmrllea deceit and delualon. 
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or yellow purple ; Venus, white, or purple colour ; Mer. 
cury, sky colour-blueish; the Moon, a colour spotted 
with white, and other mixed colours. 

Aries, white mixed with red; Taurus, white mixed with 
lemon ; Gemini, white mixed with red; Cancer, green, or 
russet ; Leo, red, or green ; Virgo, black, speckled with 
blue ; Libra, black, or dark crimson; Scorpio, brown ; 
Sagittarius, yellow, or a green · sanguine ; Capricorn, 
black or russet ; Aquarius, a sky colour with blue ; Pisces, 
white glistening colour, like a fish just taken out of the 
water. 

The twelve signs are divided wto 

Northern Signa • • • 
Southern Signs • • • 
Tropical Signs • • • 
Equinoctial Siglla • • 
Double-bodied 8igns , 

'Y', t~, n,$, n,IJI.l 
£~.,1'11, t,'ff, =·* 
e and Y! } Moveable. 
'Y' and £~. 
II, IJI.l, t, *· 

The fiery, earthy, airy, and watery signs are always in 
trine aspect to each other, four :signs apart. The mov:e-:
able, common, and fixed signs are in square aspect to each 
other, three signs apart.* 

Moveable. 
Common 
Fixed. 
Fiery . 
Earthy 
.Airy • 
Watery 

.Aries, Cancer, Libra, Capricorn 
Gemini, Virgo, Sagittarius, Pisces 
Taurus, Leo, Scorpio, Aqulll'ius 
Aries, Leo, Sagittariua 
Taurus, Virgo, Capricorn 
Gemini, Libra, Aquarius 
Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces. 

The general description of persons influenced by each 
of these signs has been noticed in the chapter on nativi
ties. It is unnecessary to repeat that description in this 
place. 

• Tbe dU<a~U signified by tbe oeveral signs it Is better to omit than to merely give a 
partial description of them. Details would be out of place in a book intended fot 
genernl readers. A full and particular account of theS& several diseases will be fo1Jftd 
In "Lilly's Astrology,'' edited by Zadklel. · 
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" THB 8IGNI OP THB ZODIAC. 

"The year eompriaea four se11110ns-spring, summer, autumn, and winter. 
Of th-, the spring partakeo~ chieAy of moisture; for on the di,;sipation of 
cold and reco1nmencement of warmth, an expansion of tho fluid~ take,, place. 
Tl\e snmme\' is principally hot, owing to the ::lun'1 nearrst approach to the 
:&eDith. The autumn is principally dry, becauae the recent beat has ab~rbed 
the moistme. And the winter ia chiefly cold, the 8110 being then at hill 
fmhllllt distance from the zenith. , 

"The beginning of the whole zodiacal circle (which in its nature as a 
circle can have no other beginning nor end capable of being determined) ia 
therefore Bll"llmed to be the sign of Aries, which commence• at tlw tlemlll 
equU.Oz ; elnce the moisture of sprin~ forms a primary beginning in the 
zudiac, aoalogoua to the beginning of all animal lifCJ, which in its first Bjle of 
exiatetice abounds principally in moiature. The spring, too, like the first 
a~e of auimallife, is soft and tender : it ia therefore suitably placed as the 
opening of the year, and ia followed by the other seasons in appropriate suc
ctlllllion. The summer comes second, and in its vigour and beat agrees with 
the second age of animaLI---the prime of life, and the period most abounding 
in heat. Again, the age when the prime of life has p-d away, and in 
which decay prepares to advance, Is chiefly abundant in drynP!II!, and cor
responde to the autumn. And the final period of old Bl(t>, hastening to 
di880lutlon, ia principally cold, like the wint~r."- Tetrabib/os, Hook I. 
chap. xili. 

"Among the twelve signs, some are termed tropical, otben equinoctial, 
others fixed, and others bicorporeal. The tropical signs are two, viz, tbe 
first thirty degrees of the summer solstice, which compo~e the sigu of Can
cer; and the first thirty degrees after the winter solstice, compri,ing the 
sign of Capricorn. Th~se are called tropical, because the Sun, after he h1111 
arrived at the first points, seems to turn, and to change his course towards 
a contrary latitude, causing summer by the turn he makes in Cancer, and 
winter by that which he makes In Capricorn. There are also two equinoctial 
signs--Arirs, the first after the vernal equinox, and Libra, the first after the 
autumnal equinox. They are so called because the Sun, when in the first 
point of either, makes the day and night equal. Of the remaining eight 
tiigns four are fixed, anrl four bicorporeal. Those ~igos which severally 
follow immediately after the two tropical and the two equinoctial signs are 
termed fixed, because during the Sun's presence in them, the cold, heat, 
1noiature, or dryness of the season which commenced on his arriral in the 
}lreceding tropical or equinoctial sig·n is then more firmly established: not, 
however, that the temperament of the season bas in itself actually increased 
in vigour, but having eontimled for some time In operation, it theu renders 
all things more strongly alfected by its influence. 

"The bicorporeal signs severally follow the fixed signs, and being thus in
termediately placed between the fixed and the tt·opiealsigns, they participate 
in the constitutional properties of both, from their first to their last degrees." 
-Tetrabiblo11, Book I. chap. xiv. 

"Again, among the t•elve lli~rns six are called masculine and diurnal, and 
·m feminipe and nocturnal. They are arranged in alte1·nate order, one after 

L 
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the other, as the day le followed by the night, and as the male is coupled 
with the female. 

"The commencement, it baa been already said, belongs to Arie&, since the 
moisture of the sprin![ forma an Introduction for the other aeasous; and, aa 
the male sex goveNII, and the active. principle takes prect11ence of the l•as
~!ve, the ~is:us of Aries and Libra are couscquently t..•tm~ldered to be m~cu
llne anrl diurnal. These signs descl'ibe tt•e equinoctial circle, and from them 
proet-ed the principal variation, and mOtCt powerful agitation of all things; 
The signs immediately following them are feminine and not"turoal, and the 
t•est u••e consecuti vr.ly &~'Fanged a" masculine and feminine by altemate 
order.'•-Tnrnbiblol, Book I. cbap.xvi. 

In the annexed cut (No.3), the angl6i and succeedent 
and cadent hom1es are seen at one glance. 

FIGUJ\B 3. 
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The first hol18e embraces 24° ofloogitude in the sodiae, 
viz., from .o: 0' 0' to :0o 24°; the second houae eontains 
300, viz., from A 24° to nt 24°; the third · houae coatains 
36°, vis., frOOI. nt 24t0 to 'IS 0° 0', being 6° of nt and the 
whole of .t ; the fourth house contains 36°, viz,, the whole 
of "(j and 6° of :::: ; the fifth house contains 30°' vis., from 
:: 6° to * 6° ; and the sixth house comprises 24 degrees 
of Pisces to the end of that sign, or 'V' 0° 0'. N.B.-The 
other si:J: houses will be found to embrace exactly the eame. 
numqer of degrees of the opposite signs of the zodiac; the 
seventh being opposite to the first, the eighth to de second, 
&c. In tbe table of houses for London before-meJltioned, 
with 0° 0' Cancer on the midheaveu, the reader will find 
the longitude of the six eute.rn houses, as here noted. 

The map of the heavens is e:rected in the m8illler befo~ 
described. 

TJiiE TWELVE HOUSES. * . 
These are marked from No. I to 12 ; and the double lines 

1 and 7, which represent the eastern and western horizons 
and those marked 4 and 10, which repre5ent the meridians 
below and above the earth, a.re the CU8J18, or the C(JU}meuce· 
men~ of the angles. The lines numbered 2, 5, 8, and l 1 • 
are the cusps of the succ~defdi, so called, because they 
follow or succeed to the angles. These houses are next in 
power to the angles. Those lines marked 3J 6J 9, and 12 
a.re the cusps or beginning of the cadent houses, so calle1l, 

• The principle upon which the heavellll ha•e "- dklde4 into twebe parta, or 
~. hall been already adYerted to at p. 60 ; aad bow n&tul'e divides them into Jour, 
b7 the 1lorizon ad meridian lines, h .. been explai!led. Tbe onbdl•lalon of theM four 
IAto dlree each appean to have bean very anc:ient, aad io what N•nuttu lignUiea h.7 the 
terms be 110 ftoequently uoes of Alhlcon a11d .Aihla. It w .. in uoe amotlg the ancient 
B~loniN>o, u the prophet l!alab calls the 11Arolopn ·• thcee who IJWide tile heaYena" 
(llai<Jh xlvii. 13), which Ia rendered " star-gazers." It appean to have arlaen from the 
fact tbt all. the houaee (which are not one of the four engid) &1'8 in upect to tile 
ucendant o" midheaven; and so planets therein must need8 signify something in OOII
nectlon with thoee important -aDgles. The :ttgure· of the twehe honaea hu been fur 
.,... in UH amOJ18 the ancient lndi...,.. and Buddhists, u al10 UDOJI8 the more mOO.rn 
Arabian utrologel"ll. The " DUifllcians," mentioned ao early u GtA. :rH. 8, were calll!d 
thtr.U..., from <Mrtl (a pen er !Dat?ument w write or draw with), and ,... (perfect); 
"-"" the7 were " perfect in drawin1 theil' I&Cl'ed ut.rologloal and .bleroglyphicll 
...,...., " ..,. ParkhUN&, p. illl, Jl"tlb. £u. . 

J , 2 
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beca118e they are cadent; that is, faliing · from the angles. 
These are the weakest of the houses. 

Thus, it is perceived that a planet in one of the angles 
is powerful ; if in a aucceedent house, it is less powerful ; 
if in a cadent _,Aouse, it is weak, and incapable of effecting 
much good o't evil. 

The First House (see the figure) contains all that part 
of heaven from the line where the figure 1 stands unto the 
figure 2, where the second house begins. 

It is one-third of the distance between the horizon and 
meridian below the earth. 

It has signification of a man's life, both in a nativity and 
in a horary figure. In eclipses arid great conjunctions, 
and upon the Sun's annual ingress into Aries, it signifies 
the common people, or general state of that kingdom where 
the figure is erected. It represents the head and face of 
man; of colours, it represents the white. Aries and 

, Saturn are the co-significators of this house, which is called 
the ascendant; because when the sun and planets come to 
the cusp of this house .. they ascend, and are visible in our 
horizon. 

The Second House : This house concerns the estate or 
fortune of the querent; of his property, chattels, money 
lent, profit or loss; in law-suits, it denotes the friends of 
a man ; in private duels, the second of the querent. In 
an eclipse or great conjunction, the poverty or riches of 
the people. In the Sun's entrance into Aries, it denotes 
the ammunition, allies, and magazines of the state. . 

It represents in man the neck and hinder part of it 
towards the shoulders; of colours, green. It is a feminine 
house, and succeedent. 

The co-significators of this house are Jupiter and Taurus. 
The Third House : Has signification of relations, short 

journies, letters, and messengers; it rules the shoulders, 
arms, hands, and fingers ; of colours, it governs the red and 
yellow, or sorrel colour. The co-significators of this house 
are Gemini and Mars; it is cadent, and masculine. The 
Moon posited in this house is fortunate. \ 
· · The Fourth House : This house relates to fathers m 
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general ; lands, mines, and hidden treasures ; also the de
termination or end of any matter ; towns, cities, or c::.stles ; 
ancient dwellings, and the quality of ground purchased. 
This house rules the breast and luugs; and, of colo1ll'll, 
the red. Its co-significators are the Sun and Cancer. It 
is called the angle of the earth, or !mum Cadi. It is femi-
nine, and the north angle. . . 
· The Fifth House: This is the house of children, ambas
sadors, plays, gamete, and taverns. It rules the heart and 
back, and is masculine. Of colours, black and white. It 
is a succeedent house ; its co-significators are Leo and 
Venus, which planet is fortunate when posited in this 
.house, . . 

The Sixth House : This house concerns servants and 
small c~~:ttle, with profit or loss connected therewith ; 
also the cause and qulllity of sidmeu, its duration, and the 
probability of its clire. It signifies, also, uncles and aunts ; 
a feminine and cadent house. Of colours, it rules the 
black. · Its co-significators are the sign Virgo and the 
planet Mercury. In a question of sickness, Mars and 
Venus in conjunction in this house denote a good physi
cian This house rules the part of the body ruled by the 
sign Virgo.* 

The Seventh House : This house gives judgment of 
marriage, and it describes the quesited. It solves ques
tions touching wives, &c. ; their condition and family ; 
and of matrimonial affairs generally : also of public 
enemies, the defendant in a lawsuit, in war the opponent; 
quarrels, duels, and lawsuits; in astrology, the artist him
self; in physic, the physician ; thieves, fugitives, and out
laws. In an annual ingress, whether war or peace may 
be expected; of victory, who overcomes and who is con
quered; its co-significators are Libra and the Moon. 
Saturn, Mars, and Herschel, in this house, denote troubles 
in marriage. Of colour, the house rules a dark black. It 

• An:r elementary work upon the I!Cience will point out the particular lign ·whids 
rules the corresponding part of the bod:r. It will be obvwus that in a work which io 
Intended for general reader< of both sexes, any reference to mtdical details would be out 
of Ill-. ·. · 

-. 
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ia called the angle of the west, is masculine, and it rules 
the part of the body ruled by the sign Libra. 

The Eighth Houae : It d.enotes the estate of deceased 
men ; wills and legacies ; the dowry of the wife or in
tended. wife ; also whether the same be much or little, and 
the probability of ob~aining it. In duels, it represents the 
adversary's second; in lawsuits, the defendant's friends; 

-the /rind of death a man shall die ; the heir of the de
ceased. If the querent'a signi:fie&tor be placed in the 
eighth house, it denotes fear and anxiety of mind. It 
rules . the part of the body ruled by the sign Scorpio ; of 
·colours, the green and black; of signa, it has Seorpio for 
co-significator, and Saturn. It is a succeedent holllle, 
and feminine. · 
· The Ninth House: Signifies voyages and long journie&; 
religious men, dreams, visions, learning, church livings, 
and the kindred of the wife or husband. Of colours, it 
rules the green and white; of the body, it rules the part 
ruled by Sagittarius. Its co-eignifie&tors are Jupiter and 
Mara. The Sun in this honse is fortunate ; it is m&8CU

line and cadent. 
The Tenth House : It personates kings, princes, and 

nobles; empires an·d kingdoms; it rules, of colours, the 
· red and white; it also denotes mothers. This house is 
the medium Cll!li, or midheaven, and i~ feminine. Its oo
signifieato:rs are "vi and Mars. Either Jupiter or the Sun 
is fortunate in this house; Saturn and the Dragon's Tail 
are evil. 

'l,he Eleventh Ho\1116: RepreseDts friends and friend
ahip, hope and confidence, praise, aad. fidelity or falsenees 
of jriew.da. It Cf;Hloel'ns the cou.naellora of kings and their 
allies; their money, &c. ; in war, ammunition, &c. It 
represents also courtiers., &c. This house has ~he sign 
AquMiua for co-aignificatOl', and, like that sign, it :rules 
the aam.e part of the body, the legs to the. aoclea; of 
colours, saftron or yellow. It has also the Sun for co
significator. The house is succeedent and mMculine. 

The Twelfth House : Denotes private enemies, great 
cattle, trouble and affiiction. It has co-signifi·cators PisctB 

' 
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and Venus. Saturn is quite in his element in this house, 
being naturally the author of mischief. It rules, in man's 
body, the feet, agreeing with Pisces; and in colour i~ re
presents the green. The house is cadent, and feminine. 

These respective qualities of the houses are applicable 
also to nativities; and the placing in of the planets is 
similar to tue mode adopted in nativities. 

In a horary question, the Pars .. f'ortf4114! is calculated by 
adding together the longitude of the ascendant and the 
longitude of the Moon, from which is subtracted the lon
gitude of th.e ~nn: the remainder will be -the longitude 
of Pars Fort'IJIII.(B ( $ ). . . 
. The as.poots to be rega.r~ed in hora.ry astrology are simi
la.r to those mentioned in the description of nativities, ex
cept that the parallels &l'tl not generally used. 

With respect to the conjunctifm, in ·o.rder to know whe
ther it should be considered, let the orbs of the two planets 
be added together, awl one-half the sum be taken;· if the 
planets be- beyond that distance, they are not even in pl4tic 
conjunction. The same rule applies to other aspects. It 
the conjunction be in or near the same degree and minute 
of the zodiac, it is called a partile conjunction, and is 
powerful. 

'l'he orb• of the cusps of the houses are 5°; so if a 
planet be one-half its orb, and. 5° more distant from a 
house, it is not in aspect to that house. 1'his also is the 
C88e if the a8peCt of the planet fall beyond that distance 
from the cmp of any other house. 

ORBS 01' THE PLANETS, 

These are the distances round a planet to which its influ
ence extends. It is thus allotted: The orb of Sat\ll'D 9 de. 
g:rees, Jupiter 9 degrees, .Mars 7 degrees, the Sun 15 de· 
grees, Venus 7 degrees, Mercury 1 degrees, the Moon 12 
degree~:~, Herschel probably 7 degrees in all horary figu;res. 

The :~odiacal and mundane aspects, and the pru·allels, 
have been already described. · 
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There l\l'e twelve houses to be considered in horarv 
astrology, "the exact nature of which is so requisite, that 
he who Icarus the nature of the planets and signs with
out exact judgment of the houses is like an improvident 
man, that furnishes himself with a v!U'iety of household 
stuff, having no place wherein t:J bestow them. There is 
nothing appertaining to the life of man in this world which, 
in one way or other, hath no relation to one of the twelve 
houses of heaven : and as the twelve signs are appropriate 
to the particular members of man's body, so also do the 
twelve houses represent, not only the several parts of man, 
but his actions, quality of life, and living. And the 
curiosity and judgment of our forefathers in astrology was 
such, that they have allotted to every house a particular 
signification, and so distinguished human 'accidents' 
throughout the whole twelve houses. He that understands 
the questions appertaining to each of them, shall not want 
1uffici~nt ground whereon to judge or give a rational 
answer upon any contingent accident and success thereof." 
-LILLY's A1trology. 

"If one demand of the artist what condition, quality, or 
stature the person inquired of is, then observe the sign of 
that house whereby he is signified, and thfl planet in it, the 
sign wherein the lord· of that house is, and wherein the 
Moon is; mix one with another, and by the greater testi
monies judge. If the query be concerning a disease, and 
Aries be either on the cusp of the ascendiWt or descending 
in the sixth house, it may oe judged he has something in 
his disease of the nature of Aries. The concurrence of the 
other significators will point out particulars concerning the 
same."-LILLY. 

In judgme!lt of l10rary astrology, attention must be paid 
to the essential dignities of the planets. 'l'he planet is said 
to he strong when he has many essential dignities, either 
by his being in his house, exaltation, triplici~if, term, or 
face when the figure is erected. These are essential dig
nities; but the planets may also be dignified accidentally, 
as when direct, swift in motion, angular, ur by being in 
trine or sextile aspects with the benefics . . 
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Prior to giving _ludgment, it is necessary to consider 
whether the figure be radical, as before-mentioned; that 
is, like the radix or root, the figure of birth. In addition 
to the fact alrf'ady stated with respect to the early and 
late degrees of a sign rising, it is generally considered un
safe to judge the figure when the Moon is in the later 
degrees of a sign, as well as when she is void qf course. If 
the cusp or the lord of the seventh house be afflicted, or if 
Saturn be therein, the artist is likely to err. When, which 
is frequently the case, the testimonies of fortunes and in
fortunes are equal, it is well to defer judgment until 
another question point out more clearly the probable result 
of the affair. . 

. Presuming the figure to be radical, having considered 
the sign ascending and the lord thereof, it is necessary " to 
consider the matter propounded, and to which of the twelve 
houses it properly belongs; when you have found the 
house, consider the sign and lord of that sign, how, and 
in what sign and what part of heaven he is placed, how 
dignified, what aspect he has to the lord of the ascendant, 
who impedites your significator, who is a friend unto him, 
viz., what planet it is, and what house he is lord of, or in 
what house posited ; frQm such a man or woman signified 
by that planet shall you be aided or hindered, or by one of 
such relation unto you as that planet signifies ; if lord of 
Puch a "house, such ap enemy ; if lord of a house that sig
nifies enemies, then an enemy verily ; if of a friendly 
house, a friend. Th.e whole natural key of (horary) astro
logy rests in the words preceding, rightly understood."-
LII.LY. . 

The ancients stated that there were four modes of dis
covering whether the demand of the querent should be, 
accomplished or not. 

First, by the principal significators coming to conjunc
tion, sextile, or trine aspects, without prohibition or re
franation, the time of perfecting the same will be denoted 
by the nature of the house wherein such aspect may fall. 
U nrler certain circumstances, a square or opposition aspect 
will assist the bringing of the affair to perfection. 
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Second. Tranalation.-This is a powerful and beautiful 
telitimony. It occurs when a planet, for iru~ta.nce flu 
Moo'R, separates from the aspect of one pliUlet and goes to 
the aspect of another. It denotes tlrat the individual sig· 
nified by the planet thus intervening will assist to bring 
the matter in. hand to perfection. 

" Con~idenrhat holll!e the planet inte•·posing or tranalating the natW"B 11o11d 
light of the two planets is lo•·d of, and de.c• ih<· him, or her j and sa.1· to the 
quf!rent that su.·h an Individual shall tlo good in the business uf, &c.; viz., 
if lot-d of tbencond, a good p111'1!e elects the m11tler; if lord of the third, a 
kinlllllan; and so of all the l"eSt of the houl!eii."-LILLY. 

Third. Collection.-This.is an interesting testimony. It 
occuxs when a planet receives the aspects of two others 
which are not themselves in aspect, or, in other words, 
collects both their lights. 

It denotes that some third person, desmibed by that 
planet, will promQte the affair; that ii, if it. he received by 
them in some of their dignities-as frequently two men 
quarrel, and f\ neighbour reconciles the matters at differ
ence to the satisfaction of both parties. 

In questions, generally, the following points should be 
observed: . 

"ThP ascendant represents the person of the 11uerent, and the second his 
e.;tate, tbe thir<l his kluolred, the fourth his fdther, the ftfth hi. chi!dren, the 
sixth his t<ea"Vaot, or aickllelill, the &e\'eDth his wife, the eighth the manner of 
hi• death, the nintll his Hl.igion, or jcnunia, the tentb, hi.oleBtimation or 
honour, mother, trade, &c., the eleventh his friends, the twelfth his secret 
enemies; also when one inquires touching any individual signified by tbe 
IM!veuth houl!e 8Jid tl1e lcll'd lh•·r~of, the• nob holllle ill the a~eenllmlt of that 
individual, and it sigtlille• his or her pe1'8on; the eighth, the estate of th¥ 
person, &c. (so on t•ound the twelve houses). Letthe question be of or con
cerning a cku.1'c1nunn, or the brother of the wife, the ninth bouse shall re
pl'e>'ent eaob vf tb-. J bnt t11e tenth houee elaall be sigulftcator of 1ril aub-
stanco, &c. : and so continuing round about the whole bllllvens of the twelve 
hou>es. If a questic.n be made of a king or nobleman, the tenth is bls first 
house, tbe ele ··enth his sPcond, &e. These things preceding being well 
ua.tettitood1 ynu may Jlroeeed te judgmeDt."-Lu.wY. 

The following is an epitome of rule• adopted in horary 
a&tmlogy, for considering the planet or planets which 
hinder the thing demanded. 
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The planet obstructing should be noted ; the planet to 
which the querent's significator is joined should be ob
served, or the Moon, and her disposition : if the lord of 
the 1\Scendant, Moon, or significator of the thing pro
pounded be joined to an evil planet, without reception, or 
if he be not eva, but yet be joined to an infurtune without 
reception, the destruction of the thing demanded is de
noted. A planet is ill disposed when peregrine, retro
grade, combust; also if cadent, and not in aspect to the 
lord or cusp of the house of the thing demanded. The 
aspect to the cusp is better than to the lord pf the house. 
If the significator as above be joined to an unfortunate 
planet-viz., retrograde, combust, or cadent -let it be 
seen whether mutual reception intervene,* which shows 
the perfection of the matter, though with labour and 
trouble. 

If with no. reception, the' affair will come to nothing, 
although originally probable. A matter is generally per
fected when the lord of the ascendant, the Mor,>n, or lord 
of the thing demanded, or the planet who receives any of 
them, is free .from a.flliction, even though there be no 
mutual reception. 

If any one of them be free from the infortunes, and 
joined with any benevolent planet who is himself aspected 
by an evil planet without mutual rece1>tion, the matter 
will conclude favourably. 

When planets in aspect are with reception, things are 
brought to pass ; but if the aspect be evil, not without 
trouble and delays. 

Fourth. Prohibition by any planet before the significators 
join in perfect conJunction with an evil planet will take off 
the malevolence of the latter; and if an infortune collect 
the light of other planets, or if light be translated to an in
fortune, the matter will not be effected without reception ; 
namely, the infortune should be receiv~d by or ruled by 
the significators. 

• Reception.- The being received by any planet 1a being In tbat planet'• euentlal 
cllfnltiea. 
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These were Lilly's rules, generally, for the resolutions of 
questions and demands by Horary Astrology. 

For an Recount of the several diseases signified by the 
houlies, signs, and planets, respecti,·ely, the reader should 
refer to Lilly's Introduction to Astrology, by Zadkiel, 
page 5 (chap. v.), pages 57 to 67 (chap. xv.), and page 159 
(chap. xxix.), where this important matter is scientifically 
treated, and rendered eRsy of comprehension to any indi
vidual of ordinary ability. 

. ,• 
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CHAPTER XI. 

Hoa.&.&Y AsTROLOGY (coNTINUED). 

"BODOW" a ph)-lielaD with tbe honour due unto him, for the.uaes which 7e ma7 han 
of him 1 for tbe Lord hath created him. For of the Moot High cometh healing; and he 
.UU I'Me!Ye honour of the ldllg."-'-~ chap. xudli. 

THE correct time for erecting the figure is when one feels 
really desirous to obtain a correct answer, and the reso
lution is first formed to erect the figure. If it b~ radical, 
and self-love and prejudice be placed aside, a figure erected 
for that time may be safely judged ; but, in case of appli
cation to an artist, the figure should be taken for the time 
when the same is made. If it be by letter, when it is first 
read and understood; if it be not a question, but an event 
suddenly happening, 'then the minute of its commence
ment will show by a figure its probable result, &c. ; as the 
first setting off on a journey, beginning a letter, or parti
cular business ; or when one hears of a certain event 
happening, or first discovers the loss of an article, &c. In 
all these cases, the time of the first impression is the true 
moment for the erection of the figure. 

' Questions connected with the first house concern the 
health and life of the querent ; judgment may be given 
upon these points, and also concerning the probable time 
of accidents happening to the querent. Lilly advises the 
artist to be very wary as to predicting the probable time of 
death, though it may be judged " that the querent will 
not be long-lived, or else subject to many calamities." 
He adds, "This knowledge will be useful to those who will 
use their reason to avoid those casualties their nature or 
inclinations would run them into." 

J ndgment concerning the safety or destruction of a ship 

...... 
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is also deduced from this house. The ascendant and the 
Moon signify the ship and cargo, the lord of the ascendant 
those that sail in her. In considering the various parts 
of the ship, let it be borne in mind that-'-

Aries rules the breMt, or bows. 
Taurus, the cutwater, and part• beneath. 
Gemini, the rudder, or stem. 
Cancer, the bottom, or floor. 
Leo, the upper works. 
Virgo, the hold. 
Libra, the parts about the water's edge. 
Scorpio, the seamen's berths, or cabin. 
Sagittarius, the seamen themselves. 
Capricorn., the end of the vessel. 
Aquarius, the master, or captain. 
Pisces, the oars, wheels; or sails. 
Judgments concerning the second house include the 

position of ~e querent's estate, the time and means of 
acquiring it, &c. . 

The chief questiom concerning the third house are re-
11pecting brethren, cousim, or neighbours, and short jour
nics; also of reports_, news, rumours, &c., whether true 
or false. 

Judgments depending on the fourth house concern 
parents, lands, tenements, cities, towns, villages, and trea
sure found, things lost, also of the grave. In judging the 
locality of the thing lost, &e., the bearing of the signs is 
as follows: 

Aries, East 
Libra., West 
Caii.Cer, Narth 
Cll]lrieorn, South 

Leo, E1111t by North Sagittarius, East by South 
Oo'Dlini, West by South Aquarius, West .by North. 
Scorpio, North by :Hast Pisces, NOI'th by \\'IJ8t 
Ta.urua, South~ EIIBt Virgo, SGuth by West. 

The fifth house enables the ~ist to give judgment, a.nd 
to answer interesting que:stions respecting children, &c.; 
also respecting ambassadors or messengers 'l'he si:cth 
house is that of sickness ; it shows its nature and. . ib 
quality. The figure should be taken for the exact moment 
of the per.so:B falling sick, or of being obliged. to take to 
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hi6 bed; secondly, if that caunot be bad, aooept of that 
time when first any person spoke to a physician regarding 
the patient; or let the physician* himself note the time 
of his own first speaking 'irith the patient, and let the 
figure be erected for that moment. 

The cause and nature of the sickness is shown by the 
position of the signiticators, and of the nature of the 
signs on the ascendant and sixth house. Each house 
shows certain diseases; for instance, Aria$, diseases in 
the head, &c. (See LxLLrs Astrology, chap. uix.) 

The crisis or critical days are worthy of particular re~ 
mark. " If the disease be not chronic, great alteration in 
the patient Will be found near those time$ when the Moon 
arrives at a distance from her first plaoe, when the patient 
was taken ill, of 45,90,135,or 180 degrees. To learn whether 
these crisia ·will be good or evil, see how she is aspected at 
those times. If she be in good aspect with a benevolent 
planet, it promises ease and an improved condition ; but 
if she there meet with evil aspects of malevolent planets or 
the lords of the sixth or eighth houses, he will be worse, 
and medicines do little good. I have alwa11s o~erved 
that when the Moon came at the crisis to conjunc
tion, square, or opposition of that planet which did 
aftlict the ascendant, Moon, or lord of the aacendant, 
or when she came to such aapeat of the Jord of the sixth, 
or planets placed in the sixth house, the patient suffered 
much, the disease ran high, and medicines given about 
that time worked little or no good. When she came, how
ever, to sextile or trine of the lords of the aacendant, ninth, 
tenth, or eleventh houses, I observed some in~erval of ease 
or amendment. So, when the lord ofthe ascendant came 
to any good aspect. of the Sun (if he had not power o:r 
dominion in the disease) I jo?J.nd the patient'& mind much 
relieved."-LttLY. . 

Pretty well for "a knavish fortune-teller," Dr. P.? 

• The time is probably not Car distant when even Dr. Porcupine may be an adept In· 
1hls cariQue mystery, without Ioelt>g -e. ameng his fellow-eolleglans. Maay intellil!"nt 
~ men do already ~e uae of the lllience, to the gl'e&t advantage of their 
'Padenta ·and their own credit. ' 
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But, further, the time of probable recovery may be 
judged by noting the application and position of the 
planets, especially of the Moon. 

"When there is reason to believe that, by God's 
blessing, the sick person shall recover, and it be desired 
to know when, observe which planet he is in aspect with; 
then see what house they are in (that is, the one which 
applies to the other's aspect), whether angles, &c., and 
what signs they possess, whether moveable, &c. 

Then, according to discretion, and quality of the dis
ease, so frame the measure of time. In general, I judge 
in so many days as the aspect wants degrees Qf being per
fect, if the sign be moveable and the planet angular ; but, 
if swift in motion, I am the more certain that the patient 
will begin to amend in so many days. If ~be sign be 
common in which the application is, I neither judge days, 
weeks, nor months, but use discretion, having first ob
served the nature of the disease. The ancient rule was as. 
follows: 

Moveable signs show days. 
Common signs show weeks. 
Fixed signs show months. 
Angles are equivalent to moveable signs. 
Succeedent houses, to common signs. 
Cadent houses, to fixed signs. · 
" It is well also to observe the quick or slow motion of 

the Moon, the sign she is in, and her situ'ation as to angles. 
&c. I often find that when the lord of the ascendant 
quits the sign he is in, and enters a sign in which he has 
dignities, the patient recovers at that time, or feels an alter
ation for the better. If a common sign be on the 6th, 
28° or more, I say that the disease will vary in two weeks.'" 
-LILLY, by Zadkiel, p. 168. 

Perhaps Dr. P. (if the above exciting information has 
not caused all his quills, squills, or pills to start forth so 
as to overwhelm their owner with confusion) will buy the 
work, which costs less than one-fourth of the little golden 
remembrance that he so often receives; and if he should 
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indulge in euch purchue, then, at page 168 abaTe men
tioned, he will find a particular judgmeqt of the diseMe 
from the aftliction of the Moon at the first illness of the 
patient, or the time of asking the question. Theae mles, 
according to Zadkiel, (who studied these matters for some 
years before Dr. P. received his first guinea), when they 
apply, are infallible. 

The aspect of the Moon with each planet is fully de-
4 scribed as she passes through each of the twelve signs. 

For instance, when in the sign Aquarius, in conjunction, 
square, or opposition of Mars, and she be sl()w in motion 
and decreasing in light, " the disease proceeds from sharp 
or violent affections, or vehement passions. There is pain 
at the heart, swooning fits, high pulse, great pain in the 
chest, and much difficulty in breath.ing." 

A neatly-arranged table is added, showing what parts 
of man's body every planet signifies, in the twelve signs; 
and the diseases each planet naturally signifies when it 
becomes the aftlictor, and is posited in any of the twelve 
8igns. 

We have now arrived at an important part of the figure, 
the cusp of the seventh house, or western angle. This 
house signifies marriage, love questions, law-suits and con
troversies, contracts, wars, duels, open enemies, bargains, 
thefts, fugitives, and all matters regarding strangers. 

The artist can generally divine, concerning matrimonial 
affairs, the points following on behalf of the querent; vi&., 
whether the querent, man or woman, shall marry or not. 
The probable time of marriage may be generally observed, 
if particularly inquired about, although this point is not easy 
to decide ; indeed, in all cases, the question of the time for 
the accomplishment of an event is difficult to settle with cer
tainty. If the figure be radical, and if the planet which 
applies to the other be taken, it will be generally found 
that each degree gives, in moveable signs and angles, 
daya ; in common signs and angles, weeks; in fixed signa 
and angles, months. Succeedent houses give weeks, 
months, and years, as the sign may be moveable, comm(•n, 
or fixed; and' cadent houses give months in moveable 

H 
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signs, yean in common signs, and an indefinite time in 
fixed signs.* · 

1'lte testimonies operating in the figure will show whether 
there is a probability of delay. In the case of Saturn 
being in this house, especially retrograde; some delay is 
pretty certain ; be is generally inimical to marriage, but 
Venus assists, and inclines the parties thereto. 

The ca'U8e of marriage being prevented may be disco
vered by considering the position and nature of th(' planet 
who intercepts his rays between the significators, and 
hinders the marriage. Observe what house he rules, and 
his position. For instance, if he be lord of the second, 
want of money will be the objection; if he be lord of the 
third bouse, it may_ be liy the querent's kimhed or neigh
bours, or by reason of some short journey. The Jord of 
the fourth house shows that the querent's father may not 
agree; or it may be the mother of the quesited ; or for 
want of settlement of lands, &c. The lord of the fifth 
causes obstacles by means of children, or by the querent 
having a character for loose living, &c. The sixth 
house would denote sickness in the querent, opposition by 
some relation of the father, or by means of servants, or 
some private enemy of the quesited, that being her or his 
twelfth house. 

The lord of the seventh, or a planet therein, denotes a 
public enemy of the querent, or a lawsuit, or a rival. Tbe 
eighth denotes a want of money on the side of the 
quesited, because his or her second house; it may also de
note that the death of the querent may prevent the 
accomplishment of the affair. The ninth, in like manner, 
~;hows opposition by the relatives of the quesited, whose 
third house it is ; or the interference of some legal or 
spiritual adversary; or that the querent may travel, and 
so the match be hindered. 'l'he tenth house shows the 
father of the quesited, the rrwther pf the querent; per
haps some othe:r person having influence with the querent. 
If it be the eleventh house, or the lord of this house, the 

• See aot.e bJ Zlodklel, LJLLY'I .hlrologr, chap. :r.x111. 
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respective friends of the parties are averse to the match; 
or the originators of the affair will endeavour to bring the 
matter to an . end. lf it be the twelfth house, or by a planet 
therein, there is some underhand dealing or secret enmity 
to the querent. The affair will be retarded ; or some pri~ 
vate scandal will do injury, and conclude the affair unex
pectedly. In like manner, it may be ascertained where 
the individual may expect assistance. By varying the 
houses, th~ friends or opponents of the quesited may also 
be ascertamed. · 

The artist wouid describe the pers~n and qualities of the 
wife, by observing the nature and position of the planet to 
which the Sun might apply by aspect; of the man, by ob
serving the planet the Moon is nearest in aspect with, and 
applying. The application of the Sun and Moon to square 
or opposition aspect denote, in either case, contention anrl 
discord. 

As to riches, the lord of the eighth, and planets therein, 
are observed. The affliction of the significators of either 
party by Saturn and Mars is a symbol that there will be 
some dispute about the marriage, perhaps a job for the 
gentlemen of the long-robe. 

As to concord, if the lords of the ascendant and seventh 
house be in good aspect, or if the Moon behold with good 
aspect the planet disposing of her by house or exaltation, 
or if the luminaries be in good aspect, it denotes agree
ment. Otherwise, if the lords of the ascendant and 
seventh be in ill aspect; or the Moon be afflicted, and be
hold the ascendant by ill aspect; or Saturn, Mars,. or the 
Dragon's Tail be in the ascendant or seventh, this denotes 
unhappiness. If the evil planets be in the first house, the 
querent is in fault; if they be in the seventh, it is the 
quesited. The Moon in her fall, or ill aspect of Saturn 
or Mars, or any retrograde planet, and throwing any 
aspect to the ascendant, the man is to blame. If the Sun 
do the same, under similar circumstances, it is the woman. 

The lord of the seventh, angular, denotes that the que
sited will be disposed to rule ; if neither the lord of the 
ascendant nor seventh be in angles, the weightier planet 

){ 2 
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points out the party who will rule. If Venus be affiicte~ 
it is worse for the man ; if the Sun, the woman. The 
Moon aftlicted, shows eril for both. The lights in evil 
aspect show strife. The cmue of contention can generally 
be ascertained by observing the position of the aftlicting 
planet, and the house ruled by it ; also by the aspects 
formed by the Moon. Her sextile or trine with benefic 
planets shows benefits accordingly. 

If the lord of the ascendant be angular, and the lord of 
the seventh house be succeedent, the querent is best con
nected, and vice verad. In like manner, any two indivi
duals may be judged as to position. The significator most 
potent in dignitiea will denote also the best connected in
dividual; and the two systems may be combined. Thus 
may all questions upon this interesting subject be solved 
by a really radical figure, and much vexation and disap
pointment may be prevented. 

The following judgment is a curiosity in its way, which 
has been extracted from the article on Astrology in the 
rr Penny Cyclopredia." The lady suspecting an attach
ment elsewhere on the part of her intended husband, in
quires whether the marriage will ever take place:-

" The Sun is ll!gnlfteator o( the lady ; and Saturn, lord of the 181'8Dth 
house, is &ign•flcator of the gentleman. It must. also be obloerved that In 
this, and all questions relative to matrimony, :Mars and the Sun are the 
natural aigniftcators oC a wuman'e marriage; and Venua and the Moon are 
th018 of a man'•· Now, Saturn, the gentleman's slguifleator, is remarkably 
well posited In the ftfth bouse, and has Venus within hia orb, applying ta 
him by conjunction, which Ia a powerful indication that hla Intentions are 
eincere, and that hie mind Ia fuUy bent to the married state. The Sun, like
wise, being In eextile aepect with Mars, the lady's algnlftcator of marriage, 
plainly shows her Inclination to matrimony to be strongly ftxed, and her 
afFections to be sincere. 

" The next thing to be considered ie, whether there be any fioustration or 
impediting aepect bt-tween theM Bigniflcators ; and I ftnd the :Moon and 
Venus, the gentleman's eigniBcatol'll of marriage, are applying to a quartile 
aspect with each other. Tblsls an evident proot that the marriage is pro
longed by the interterence of some other woman of tbla gentleman's intimate 
aequaintance, because the aspect is made In a feminine sign; but ae tbe 
Koon, In a;eparatlng from Venus, applies to a perfect trine with :Mars, the 
1111erent's principal sijt~~lftcator of marriage, and also to a sextile of the Son, 
Bar natnNlllignlftcator In the figure, it totally removes the evil efFects of the 
aalele upee&, and Ieana the path free and unobstructed to the gatea of 
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Hymen. Thla opinion is. greatly strength•!ned by considel'iog the mode in 
which their signlflcatoi'S are ~&verally disp<.llled. l:laturn disp• t<~es of the Sun,· 
who is pusited in the term~ of VenW!; and Venus, Satut·o, and the Moun 
are all· dispOII&d of by the beneHc planet Jupiter, who is himself dispU!Ied of 
hy ftlai'S, tbe princit•al signiftcator of this lady's marriage, and who thus 
triumphs over every obstacle to the celebration of their nuptials. I thel-e
fore could not he·itate in declaring to the lady, in the fullest and most utis
facto•·y terms, that the ll'entleman kad a llincere re;(a•·d fo•· her ; and that, 
though some circumstauces mi~ht have happened rather unfavourable to 
her wishes, yet she might rest per·ectly assured that he was the mao allotted 
to be her husbanll. 

'' Apparently well Slitisfted with these declarations, she. proceeded to in
quire in what length of time this desirable circumstance might come to p&:!li. 
To gtatify her wishea in this partlcnlar, I referred llJ(ain to the figure, where 
the Moon wantr; upwards of eleven degrees of forming a perfect IM!xtile aspect 
'l''ith the Sun, the lord of the ascendant, and the eame r.o Mal'll, her lligni6-
cator of marriage, and therefore, by converting the degrees Into time, I fixed 
her marriage at aboat the end of three months, assuring her it could not 
exceed that time." 

Lilly gives several curious instances of questions con
nected with matrimony, which are illustrated by figures of 
the heavens. The answera are all framed upon a similar 
principle. As one of the matters connected with the 
seventh house, it is entitled to due consideration ; but 
there are other important questions which concern thi11 
house, and of these a few words may be added. It also 
concerns runaway servants, cattle strayed, and things 
lost ; also theft. Rules are given by Lilly for judgment 
of these several matters, which are as applicable now a" 
they were in his day. 

This also has reference to battle, war, duels, prize-fights, 
or other contentions. 

"The lord of the ascendant, planets therein, and the Moon, are for the 
querent or challenger, or him who attacks; the seventh hoUII&, its lord an<l 
planets therein, for the advel'llarY. Behold wholl& slgnifl.catoi'S are mollt 
angular, OO.t dignifted and aspected, and expect victory for that party. lt 
evil planets be in the ascendant, and fortunes in the ll&venth, the adversary 
aball overcome, and trice ver1d; also the lord of the seventh, in the ascen
dant, betokena victory to the que1-ent, and tlic11 ver1d." 

There are also other rules for judging whether a city, 
castle, &c., besieged, shall be taken or not, and whether 
commanders in armies shall be victorious or not. The 
following figure of. the heavens was erected by William 
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!Ji1ly, "to know whether Sir WILLIAM WALLER or Sir 
ltAI.PH HoPTON should overcome, they being supposed to 
he engaged near Alsford- !j1 29th March, 1644" :-

PIGUBB 4.. 

360" w. 

Cheriton Battle. 

Lilly delivered the following judgment on the above 
figure:-

" The ascendant is for our army ; the Moon, Jupiter, and Venus, for our 
generals, viz., !:!ir William Waller and Major-General Brow••e, a valiant 
and prudent citizen of London, who may justly claim a large ebare of honour 
iu that day's service. Sir Ralph Hopton is signlfted by Saturn, lord of tl1e 
i!eventh; hi~ arn1y, by 'd (Capricorn), in the descending part of the heaven, 
which Is usually given to the li-iendg anrl aso.i~iants of the enemy. There are 
only Mars ( cf) and U in the ninth ; so it appeaTS that Sir Ralph had no 
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mpplles ready to attend that day's success, &c. Prom the Moon () ), hav
ln~e prlnclpalsigniflcation of us and tltll' army, being in her exaltation with 
Jnpitor I~), I coucluded all was and would be well on our side, and that the 
victory woul<l be oua'8. From her separation from ~, 1 said, 1 verily con
ceived that we hall already taken some ammunition from them, or pertormetl 
some service agaln11• them. Thl• J was confirmed in by the Sun ( 0 ), lord 
of our subsrauce and assistarrts, bnlng posited In the tenth houlk!, iu the 
very degree of his exaltation (the 19th) ; and though I thought, by tho 
proximity of Saturn to the Sun, we 8hould not gain the wholt•, or havo a 
perfect victory without diminution of sumP, part of it, yet l w~ couftdent 
we should obtain a consldea·able proportion of thear ammunition, an<! have a 
victory, the only thing inquired aftet•; for the Moon applied to Venus, and 
then to a sextlle of Mercury, he being angular. 

"I told 1 he qwermt that \\·ithiu eleven or t\velve hr>urs after the que.•tiou 
we should have perfect news, and it was satisfactory. For, conaillel'ing that 
the light w~ witltlu ftfty miles of London, I ordered my time with dl,eri!
tlon, not allowing days tor the time, but houri ; · and this because the Moon 
i'f distant from VenUB eleven degrees, but is wlthalswi•t in motion, and Ira
creasing in light. There were also signs of our success, and the enemies' 
defeat. It appeared, by a letter from the at•my on that same Friday, th11t 
our generals took on the previous day 120 commanders and gPntlemen, 560 
eornmon soldiers, and much ammunition. ThllS the enemy was wot·sted, au 
appeared by Sat11rn (the Lord Hopton'd signiftcator) being 1ub radiu, in 
his fall in no aspect to auy planet, wholly pere;.,'riue an•l unfoa·tunaw, aud 
aspectlng the c•tsp of the seventh by square. All thi~ aa·acued that he would 
bring ION to his &rmy, and diohonollr to himself by the llHht, &.c." 

Such is Lilly's account of the opinion which he formed 
from astrology respecting this battle; (one most disastrous 
to the Royali~t cause). The reader may feel disposed to 
know something fm·ther respecting this memorable en
counter. The following account has been taken from a 
county history of Hampshire :-

"The morning of Friday, March 29th, found Waller's army drawn up on 
that elented ridge of land reaching from the neighbourhood of Cheriton to 
the fartheat end of Cheriton Wood, having that wood in front of their ex
treme right between them and the enemy. Hopton'~ troop~, in all pro!Hi
billty, debouched by the t~everallanes leading from Alresford and the neigh
bourhood of Bishop's Sutton, to crown the eminence that extends from 
Tlchbome to Br~tmdean Cummon. • The &ction appears to have been com
menced by a detachment from the London Brigade, who were sent to occupy 
Cheriton Wood, and, in spite of the efForts of the enemy, succeeded In ob
taining a temporary po-:on of It ; but, this m&nll!uVI'e h11viug been fore
-n, Hopton planted his dr1JU1, or fleld-pioceto, on the high ground at the 
DOlth-eaatem side of it, which commands the r&t, and, as the Londoners 

• A l9Callq well kno'lnl to tbe members ot tbe old H. H. 

-
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attempted to advance, poll.!'l!d such a delltract!ve fire on them aa compelled 
them, notwithatanding all their ell:'orta, and that of a ft·esb body of musketeeu 
who were sent to support them, to relinquish their post witlii11the space of an 
hour. At this time the maill body of Royal Horse made a powerful charge, 
and notwithstanding they wel'fl gallantly received by their oppoDeDts, auc
caeded ID overpowering them, and forcing them to a disot•derly retreat. 
They were probably covered by a body of infantry, which, being posted in 
the coppicee and enclosures, gallt d the cavaliers. severely; and the warm re
ception they had met with in the onset gave them nu mind to p11rsue their 
eucC888. It seems as if the cavalry on neither side did themselves !JlUcb 
credit on this occasion ; for Clarendon says, ' The King's Horse Jl&ver be
hll\'ed themBPlves so ill as on that day ; for the 111ain body of them, aftao 
they had sustained one fierce charge, wheeled about to an unrfj&&Ona~ ~
tance, and left their principal officers to shift for themselves.' And the P-..r
liainentary account, pnbliahed by authority, acknowledge~ that their' Hol'&lt 
did little for the space of an hour after their retreat.' The Infantry on both 
lide~ are said to have behaved with firmness lllld galllllltry. The poaiuon. 
ol'lginally occupi~d by each at'llly was strong; the IP'ound rapiqly deacendiDg· 
iu front of the Parliamentarians, formed a regul&l' natul'lil enc,ampment; 
and before the Royalists it was equally but more ir{egularly steep; while 
the wood and detached coppices and hedgeR lay betwe81l theJJl both. It was 
neces.ary, however, in order to come into contact, that one p&l'ty at leut 
ahould de.cend from their vantage ground ; and it seems. a~ if thl! cavalien, 
encouraged by the succ688 of their fit·st ouset, aL which time the Roundhead& 
acknowleilged that' the day was doubtful, if not de&perate,' pushed furward, 
with mot'& valour than 1>rudence, a~ro88 the broad valley which separa&ed 
the armlet, up to the rising ground where Waller's men lay entrenched be
hilld the hedges and thickets. This took place chiefly on the left of the 
Parliainentariaoa, soon after the dl.comfiture of ttleir Hon;e, and the vantage 
IP'ound which they occupied enabled them to throw their eneu•y illto con
fu.sion, and to become aasailantt~themselves. They drove the Royalists from 
hedge to hedge, until they forced them to the top oft he hill, probably to the 
ettp of Tichborne Do\1fD. On the right and in the centre the combat l'eeiDll 
hitherto to have been less vigotously prosccuted. But at this junctu.re, 
Major-Oener~l Brown led on ih person a body ofinfaJ~try to make a vigoroua 
assault on a party of the King's Horse, who, though inactive, ~till held a 
menacing position on the plain. Some well-directed volleys seem to have 
c.auaed them to wbeei about In disorder, and the Parliamtntary cavalry, 
taking adl'antar;e thereof, advanced upon theJJl, and put them to the rov.t, 
chargillg entirely through their ranks. At thia In9~"t another llody of 
Waller's troops, who had hitherto only kept up a dlll!t:uothe &e &om be
hiud hedges and bushes, advanced illto the JU&Ce at a rapid: pace, &~~~&uldllg 
and dil;comftt!ng the main body of the Royaliata, that bad hitherto atood 
thelriP'onud; and the vietol'lous cavalry, brealtislg in upov. them, c:omplllulll. 
the rout. It ia said there was a hollow way which was more partio~tlarly the 
Beene of deadly struggle and san~uinary alaughter between the c:ombataute. 
TbiB may probably be the roud leadin!( ft·om Sutton Scruha towards Cheri
ton ; and here it ia likely that the gallant Lord J obn Stuart, brotber to the 
Duke of Richmond, received h,is death-woullcd. ln the coiU'6e of tbe action 
he had been wounded in six places, and had two hon;es killed under him. 
The defeat now became general, and the. Royalists fied in every direction, 
pursued for some miles by the vict~.~rioQS Roundhead.e. Yet Lord Hopton, 
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who had pre•iouely sent off his baggage and artillery, when he found the 
day gotng again11t him, diaplayed to the last the gallant bea.riug of a IIOldier, 
and cndeavo11red to cover the retreat of h!s flying army, &ltd face the enemy 
Yith such bodies of troops as he coulr! collect and rally. Waller took from 
him no coloul"ll, and only two fteld-piecea ; for, by a dexterous mana~uvre, 
after retreating fo1• a time in the direction of Winchester, he suddenly struck 
off out of the high road, along some of the bye-lanes that lead to the noJ·tb
wal'd MCI"OI!S tht! downs, and arrl ved safely with his Mrtillery, baggage, and a 
considerable p01-tion of bill army, at the garrison at Buiog Houe, from 
whence, on Sunday, the 3ht, he retreated to Reading, aod from thence to 
Oxf.rrd. Waller, in the meanwhile, aeeing that ~&large party of the infantry 
Wtll'8 ftylog toward!~ Winchester, and d~ceived by falz~e intelligence from the 
QOontry people, many of whom were not friendly to his cal188, urged the 
pursuit in the wrong direction, and thus, in the darkneas of · 1tight, failed to 
eeeore somo of. the more substantial, as well as more brillillllt trophies of his 
'rietory. It seems there were about ten thousand men on each side in this 
IICtion. The consequencee of the battle were mo•t disastrous to the Royalists, 
and, a.s Clarendon expreasea it, ' broke all the measure~~, and altered the 
whole scheme of the King's counsels.' "-Sketchu of Ha11rp11hire, by J OBN 
DtnBY, Esq., p. 58-64. 

There are other matters conneeted with this house, l'iz., 
tboee relating to partnership; removals, lawsuits, pur
chases, and sales. These several questions ll.l'e touched 
upon by Lilly, who gives one example, by a figure erected 
by himself, where he had agreed to purchase certain 
houses in the Strand. 

The eighth houae concerns death, dowry, the wife's sub
atanee, &c. By means of this house, judgment can be 
given as to whether an absent penon be dead or alive, 
also lle8pecting the pro6ahle length of the querent's own 
liftt, as well as the manrur of'lkath of any person. 

The fortune of the wife may also be judged from this 
house, it being the second from the cuap of the seventh 
heuee. The position of Jupiter, Venus, and PIU'l! For
tuwe, has much to do with this matter. Under this divi
aion may be likewise mentioned an important query, to 
whieh a correct answer is frequently demed; namely, 
whether the querent shall suffer by a particular thing, of 
which he is in fear? In this case, the position of the 
14oou. is chiefly oonaidered. 

The ninth house is connected with long journies, 
voyages, arts, sciences, Church preferment, law, &c. 

'fhe result of a voyage, the wind and weather likely to 
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ensue, and the probable length of the journey, may be 
judged by this house; also the probable time of an absent 
person's return. In all questions of an absent person, 
combustion shows some great evil, as imprisonment, &c. ; 
if it fall in the house of d. ath, or if the Sun rule the 
house of death, it generally denotes death. 

Another class of questions is also interesting, namely, 
whether an individual shall profit by any particular science, 
&c. ? The planet ruling the nirdh house, the ascendant 
and its lord, and the position of any planet in the ninth 
house, should be especially considered in replying to such 
a question.* · 

The tenth house and its questions are connected with 
office, dignity, preferment, government, trade, or profes
sion. In this case, the tenth house, its lord, and the Sun, 
represent the preferment, &c., inquired about. Connected 
with this house are considered questions respecting the 
exile of a king or great person, and alao the particular 
profe88ion, trade, or employmtnt of which any one i8 capable. 
As to this latter weighty matter, the rule is to consider the 
lords of the ascendant and tenth, and the cusps of these 
houses, the Moon, and also the places of Mars and Venus ; 
for these two planets are the significators of trade or em.,. 
ployment. Observe which of the two, Mars or Venus, is 
the most powerful, and note tlt.e sign it may be in; also 
consider the four angles, and any planet in them. If they 
be in fiery signs, or the majority of them-viz., Mars, 
Venus, tht" planet in an angle, and the cusps of angle11, 
especially the tenth-and Mars have any dignity in the 
place of the lord of the tenth, or the Sun, say the querent 
will make a good trade11man, &c., in any business where 
fire is used, or of its nature; and if the lord of the tenth 
be in his exaltation, he will do well in serving the king or 
any high nobleman. 

If the significator of the employment be in the sign 
Aries, weak, he will prosper in cattle-dealing, or as a gra-

• The edition of LtLLr, b7 Zadltiel, contalm a Judsment upon this matter lntereetina 
to the admlren of Urania. See chap. xxxii. 
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zier, &c. ; if strong, as a coachmaker or veterinary surgeon, 
where he hu to do with horses or great cattle. 

If the significator be in Taurus, then husbandry w1ll 
best suit him, or gardening, corn-dealing, &c. ; or, if 
Venus be the significator, such things as appertain to 
female affairs, a scourer, soap-boiler, &c. 

If the significator be in Gemini, he will make a writer, 
clerk, bl\il.iff, &c. ; or a surveyor, painter, astronomer, 
astrologer, geometer, schoolmaster, &c. 

If he be in Cancer, he will be fitted for a variety of occu
pations; but he will probably be a sailor, or deal in liquids, 
as a spirit-dealer, &c. He will be a politician. 

If the significator be in Leo, he' will make a good horse
jockey or coachman; a smith, watchmaker, glass-blower, 
huntsman, or cow-doctor; or to do with any trade which 
uses fire. 

If in Virgo, he will make a good secretary to a pergon 
in power, accountant, painter, or stationer; a good school-. 
master, politician, and a good astrologer. 
. If in Libra, he will be a good poet or orator, singer, or 
musician ; silkman, or linendraper, &c. · 

If in Scorpio, he may prove a good surgeon, apothecary, 
or physician ; or a brazier, founder, vintner, brewer, water
man, or mnltster. 

If in Sagittarius, he will do wel1 as a clergyman, or 
student of chemistry ; to buy and sell cattle, or to be a 
cook or butcher. 

If he be in Capricorn, he wiJI prove a good chandler, 
victualler, farrier, farmer, dealer in wool, lead, or farming 
commodities. 

If he be in Aquarius, he will make an excellent ship: 
carpenter; and, if any planet aspect him out of a watery 
"ign, be may prove a good sailor or ship·master, or a 
painter or ornamenter of ships, or a merchant. 

If be be in Pisces, be makes a good jester, singer, 
player, &c.; or brewer or fishmonger; but generally the 
geniu11 is dull, and the individual is disposed to drink lik.e 
the fishes. 
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As fiery signs show worker11 at the fire, whether gold
smiths or bakers, smelters, &c., so earthy signs show occu
pations connected with the eat'th, aa potters, ditchers, 
brick makers, gardeners, &c. ; airy signs import singers, 
gamekeepers, and actors ; watery signs denote sailors, 
also fishermen, watermen, laundresses, and waitel'll in 
taverns. 

The eleventh house and its ques1;ions treat of friendship, 
hopes, property of the king, &c. 

The general rule is, that if the lord of this house be 
atrong, fortunate, and well aspected, it foreshows the ob
taining the thing hoped for, also the concord of friends 
and acquaintances. If the querent should .arne the thing 
hoped for, it should be judged by its own particular bonae ; 
as, if it be money, the second ; if children, the fifth ; and 80 
on of the others. Benefic planets, or the Dragon's Head 
in the eleventh house, or good aspects between the lords 
of the ascewlant and eleventh house, denote sincerity in 
friendship. If they cast benefic aspects to the cusp of 
the second house, its lord, or P·ars Fortun~, gain is there
by denoted. Evil planets and aspects show deceit in friend
ship, and losses generally. The planet which rules the 
twelfth house, being in the eleventh, shows a secret enemy 
under the guise of friendship-a wolf in sheep's clothiltg, 
in fact. Mercury, in the eleventh house, in a common or 
moveable sign, generally denotes instability in matter. of 
intimacy. 

The twelfth house in the acheme denotes imprisonment, 
private enmity, exile; also great cattle. 
. Lilly presents several interesting figures upon theBe 
matters, especially two figures with judgments, erected 
respectively for the time when King Ch&Tles the First 
set up his standard at Nottingham, and when be was 
executed. Both these figures are well worthy of atteution, 
being, in fact, based upon circumstances connected with 
the historv of Great Britain. 

The twelve housea have now been considered~ and their 
connection with horary questions. A few words may be 
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M.ded respecting the terms generally used in this branch 
of astral science, before considering the practical u.se which 
may be made of horary astrology. 

The planet which rules the house that denotes the matter 
inquired about is generally the significator of the quesited. 
The lord of the ascendant is the general significator of the 
querent. The Moon is in general his co-significator. 
Each planet, according as it (the significator) may be 
found in each of the twelve signs, has a particular de
scription ; for instance, Saturn in Taurus denotes a per
son in no wise comely, but rather a heavy appearance, 
dark hair, middle stature, rough in carriage, &c.; and so 
of the other planets. 

The Moon in Aquarius denotes a person quite the re
verse; namely, (I a well-made, middle-sized person, rather 
corpulent; brown hair, clear skin, and sanguine com
plexion ; ingenious, affable, courteous, and inoffensive in 
disposition ; being a lover of curious and scientific studies, 
having much invention, and a person rarely guilty of un
worthy actions."* 

But, still, the true character and condition of the person 
signified can only be correctly learned by noticing aa the . 
aapeoU the significator may receive, as well as by observing 
the nature of the sign and the house it is in, and the de
gree of strength or weakness it possesses, as well as those 
planets which aspect it. 

For example, in the first of the above two instances the 
trine of Jupiter might show the individual signified to be 
of a sedate and religious disposition; or the trine of Mars 
might show a decrease in the saturnine propensity of the 
person, and denote a martial temperament, quick in 
anger, &c. 

Again, the sextile of Saturn to the Moon, in the last
mentioned case, might denote a tendency to indulge in 
whims, especially if a female were signified, although the 
individual would appear, upon the whole, to possess a 

• Aquarius, In nati'ritles, generally gives more beauty than an:r olgn, except IJbra. 
The llllll8Dted P.m- Cbarlotte was bom under Aquari'IIL It atns a aoft, plump, 
pMidlr llpiN!&I'IIDC8 to the Ula, dllllealt te deecrlbe, 
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good disposition, &c. Perhaps a little self-will is not 
amiss, in some cases. 

Most of the terms used by horary astrologers have been 
already explained ; A few may here be added, as well 
as a figure of the heavens recently erected by a living 
artist:- · 

BaiTI'n aigna.-Gemini, Leo, and VIrgo. 
Beatlal Signs.-Aries, Taurn~, Leo~ and Sagittarina (the flrat half). 
Combustion.-The being within 8 30' of the Sun, which Is said to bni'D 

up th~ planda near him, so that they lO&Il their power. It is an evil 
telltimony. 

Debilltles.-Theae are the reverae of Dignities. 
Declinatlon.-The distance any heavenly body Ia from the equator. 
Dect'e&l<iug In Light.-When a planet Is past the opposition of the Sun, it 

decreases in light. A testimony of weakness. 
Decumbiture.- A lyinl( down; the figure erected for the time of any per

aon beiug first taken ill, and taking to their bed. 
Detriment.-The sign opposite the bouse of any planet. 
DisJ>Oae. Dispositor.-A planet disposes of any other which may be 

found in its eSI!t·ntial dignities. Thus, if Venus be in Gemini, the house of 
M~rcury, then Mercury disposes of Venus, and is said to role or receive him. 
When the disposltor of the planet Rignifylng the thing asked after is him
self dil!l>osed of by the lord of the ascendant, It is a good sign. 

Double-bodied Signs.-Getnini, Sagittarius, Pi~s. 
Earthy Signs.-Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn, which form the earth7 

triplicity. . 
Ephemeris.-An almanac of the planets' places. Until the year 1834, 

when i~ ceased to give the longitudes daily, White's was the best almanac. • 
Familiarity.-Any kind of a'pect, or l'eception. 
Figure.-The diagram which rept·esents the heavens at tmy time; alao 

called a scheme or horoscope. 
Fruitful Sigus.-Car.cer, Scorpio, and Pisces. 
Human Signs.-Gemini, Virgo, Aquarius, and the first half of 8agittari1111. 

The significator of any individual therein denotes him or her to be of a 
humane dispo•llion. 

Impedited.-This signifies being afflicted by evil stars. The Moon ia 
especially lmpediiL·d when in conjunction with the Sun. 

Joined to.-Being in any aspect. 
Increasing in Motion.-When any planet moves faster than it did on the 

preceding day. 
Latitude.-The distance any celestial body Is north or south of the eclip

tic. The Sun nevel' has any latitude. Latitude on the earth Is the distance 
any place is north or south of the equator. 

Light~.-The Sun and Moon. . 
Light of Time.-The Sun by day and the Moon by night. 

• From 1840 Inclusive &D ephemeris hu been published b;r Zadkiel ; and for the ian 
llfteen ;reart1 Raphael'• almuuoc.k hu allo contained an ephemeris. 
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Longitude.-The diltance any celeatial body it from the ftret point of 
Aries, or the begiDniog of the Zodiac. 

Node~.-The points where any planet crOMell the ecliptic, In ltl path of 
latitude. 

Order of the Holl8ei.-They rank in power as follows : 1st, lOth, 7th, 
4th, lith, 5th, 9th, 3rd, 2nd, 8th, 6th, and 12th. 

Orb.-The distance round a planet to which itllnftuence particularly ex
tends. The orb of th~ crup of any boose, a fixed star, or Pal'll Portunae, Ia 
ft ve degrees. 

Peregrine -Having no eesentlal dignity whatever. 
Platlc.-Any aspect which is not partile, or exact, but only within orba, 

or rather within the moiety of the two plaoetl' orb&. As, if the Moon be ill 
20" Taurus, and Saturn In teo degree~ of Scorpio ; here the Moon is still in 
platic opposition to tlaturn. As the half of their joint orbs being 10° 30', 
ahe still wants 30' uf being clear of the opro•itioo aspect of s.turn. 

Signs of Long Aseeoaion.-Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra. Scorpio, 811gittariua. 
A 18J:tile In them Ia said by some artists to have tpe effect of a square ; and 
a ~quare, the effect of a trioe.-8igns of Short .A.scen~ion are Capricorn, 
Aquarius, Pi8C88, ArietO, Taurus, Gemini. A trine is said to have the effect 
of a square; and a square, of the sextile. It is only so in nativities. 

Swift In Motion.-When a planet moves faster than its mean motion. 
Table of Hooses.-these are u>eful for erecting 11. figure of the heavens. • 
Term.-An essential dignity, the weakest of all except the fitcs. 
Teatlmony.-Having any aapect or dignity, or being in any way in opera-

tion In the figure aa regards the q ueation asked. 
Trlplicity.-An essential dignity. The Zodiac Is divided into four trigonll, 

or triplicitie~: the fiery, Arie~, Leo, and Sagittarius; the earthy, Taurus, 
Virgo, Capricorn; the airy, Gemini, Libra, Aquarius; and the watery, 
Caooer, Scorpio, and Pisces. T1ois agrees with the four elements into which 
the ancients divided the whole of the naturul world; 8b will be more fully 
deseribed in the subsequeat part of thi.s work which treats of MundaM 
.Astrology. 

Zodiac.-A belt which $Urrounds the Earth, about eighteen degrees broad, 
in whi.eh the Sun and planets move continu111ly.t 

The author desiring to know by means of the science 
something respecting the probable reception which would 

• A complete set for London and Liverpool, o.lao one for Lat. 62° 30', answering for 
all the Jdnsdom, baa been publlabed by Zadkiel, 

t The above deftnltioruo bave been taken chiefly from the 1!1088&1'1 to " Lilly's Astt'0-
101!1 ," by Z&dkiel, a work which fully treats of horar1 aatrology, eopeei&IIJ a8 applicable 
"' medical Jeience. A recent edition of the aame, with the Grammar of Astrology 
mol Table of HoWIH, by the ~~~me author, in one volume, baa been published b7 an 
enterprising and spirited gentleman, Mr. H. G. Bobn, of York-street, Covent Garden. 
UnfortunatelJ, the will-o'-the-wlsp position of Urania oflate years, which has caulk-'<1 
her adherents when penecuted In one city to flee into another, prevented thlogentle
man from availing hlmaelf of the services of the talented author of the.., publication•, 
u appears by a polite letter now before us. It Is hoped, however, the admirers of Urania 
will yet receive the bene lit of the recent experience of Zadklel, so fu· as these valuahle 
works are concerned. Such a step cannot fail to be aatlsfsctory to the astrological 
public, aa well aa to the Individual who baa endeavoured to aaalst the ce.use of the science 
In the mauner above stated; namely, by publishing the works above-mentioned in a 
cheap and portable form. · 
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befa.l this work, requested -an eminent atti&t to ~rect for 
him a figure of the heavens, in order to ascertain what the 
same would denote. 

This figure (see cut) h&ll the eleventh degree of Libra 
on the ascendant, and the Moon is in the third house, 
having just left the conjunction of the benefic J upitert 

FIGUJLB 5. 

The Moon rules the tenth house, and she is in close trine 
to Mercury, and in bodily conjunction with Jupiter, who 
is strong in his own house. 

The lord of the ninth is angular, and not aftlicted ; and 
the Dragon's Head is found in the ninth. 
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This denotes that the book will be rather popular, and 
that the author will gain some credit by its publication. 
Venus and Mars are in close conjunction in the sixth 
house, in square to the Pars Fortunre ($). This shows 
loss, in a pecuniary sense; as, however, the Dragon's Head 
is with the $, and Mercury is in sextile to that point, 
the book will not greatly damage our exchequer; it wiJl 
pay its w11y, at the least. The three evil planets are all 
cadent, and Mercury is angular and unaffiicted, which 
clearly denotes, by all the rules of the -science, that the 
book will be read and approved by many persons; although 
as the Sun, who denotes, generally, great personages, is here 
strong, being in ?pposition to the ascending degree, and 
angular near his exaltation, it will offend the aristocratic 
prejudices of some persons, and probably may produce 
foes; by which is merely meant mercurial opponents, who 
may endeavour to verify the old adage, that the honour of 
a prophet, or of a friend to prophets, is not to be found 
in his own country. N'importe. '.fhe position of the 
Moon, joined with Jup1ter, and in trine to Mercury, is 
of itself sufficient to justify a delnlt in the Row; and the 
Dragon'lil' Head in the ninth house, that of law and science, · 
is another favourable symbol. 

Old Saturn rules the fourth house, and he is in close 
sextile to the Sun, lord · of the house of friends. This 
looks well for the end of the matter. 

This figure affords a good opportunity for an explanation 
of the mode by which a figure of the heavens is erected 
in case of a horary question, with the placing in of the 
planets, &c. If the reader refer to an ephemeris for the 
30th day of March, 1853, he will find that the sidereal time 
at me11.n noon was 31 minutes 8 seconds; this amount, with 
the hours and minutes since elapsed (6 hours 28 minutes), 
amounts, after correction for difference of mean and 
sidereal time, I m. 5 s., to 7 hours 0 minut~ 13 seconds ; 
and upon reference to the table of houses for the latitude 
of London, where the figure was erected, the longitude 
upon the ascendant, or cu!!!p of the first house, will he 

N 
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found to be 100 40' of Libra, and the other signs appear 
on the several cusps as above stated. 

At twelve o'clock on the same ·day, the Sun was in 9 
degrees 42 minutes of Aries, and during the next twenty~ 
four hours he moved just one degree; therefore, at 28 
minutes past 6 o'clock P.M., his place was 9° 58' of Aries; 
and the several places of the other planets may be ascer
tained, respectively, in a similar manner. The place of 
the Moon will be 25° 16' of the sign Sagittarius; 8 signs, 
25 degrees, 16 minutes. This sum, added to the longitude 
of the ascending degree-namely, 6 signs, 10 degrees, 
and 40 minutes---:amounts to 15 signs, 5 degrees, and 56 
minutes. If the longitude of the Sun be subtracted
namely, 9 degrees and 58 minutes---:the difference will be 
14 signs, 25 degrees, and 58 minutes. Deduct the circle, 
and the remainder will be 25 degrees 58 minutes of the third 
sign in the Zodi~Gemini, the house of Mercury.* t 

It has been related of Sir Isaac Newton, (see NicHoLL's 
"Contemplations on theSolarSystem,"p.65-7),that towards 
the close of his calculations connected with his discovery of 
the law of gravitation, " when he felt on the verge of ob
taining' one of the most important laws ever revealed to 
man, when, in short, he was recognising that which would 
for ever more bind the heavens to the earth, and constitute 
himself the first of philosophers, the nerves of the great 
man quivered, and he could not finish his task. He called 
in the aid of a friend, pacing his room in tumultuous 
agitation while the few last arithmetical operations were 
being concluded, and perhaps as fearful at the moment lest 
his conjecture might be true as that it should prove falla
cious." The writer adds : "It is difficult now to conceive 
the intensity of Newton's feelings when the result was 
finally announced to him. By effect of familiarity it has 
become common; but revert back to the revolution it 

• The astral reader m111 like to know that the mldheaven In tbilllbrure ia the e:uct 
place of Venus in t.t.e author'o nativity. Mercury pasoed that spot on the day when the 
above Plll'IISl'aph Wlllt penned, being in oextile to Herochel, who In the above llgare ia iD 
oextlle to the place of the Sun In the nativity. 
· t ln'the Jl'lgnre No. 6, the Pars FortliDal is, b7 ml.stalr.e, ltated to be 26o 1' of Gemini. 
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made in man's knowledge of the universe. No order or 
connexion among events had then been discovered, save 
what lay in Kepler's laws, which, limited as they are, it 
bad required the intellect of the previous world to elabo
rate ; but here was a revelation, not mere tracing some 
further small analogy-not binding together more closely 
the character of the planetary·orbits, bot uniting them, 
in all their majesty, with the simplest of terrestrial pheno
mena, and demonstrating that over a drop of spray tossed 

·in an apparently random course through the gulf of a 
cataract, or across the rocky barriers of a raging ocean, is 
dominant the same regulating power which retains the 
great planets with their moons in their sweep around the 
Sun. Knowing how trifling a novelty may agitate the 
firmest minds, no wonder that Newton was affected by an 
uncontrollable tremor. And it may be that at that 
moment he perceived not only the extent of those great 
tidings of which he had become the herald, but also that 
an entire change had passed over himself; that, instead of 
the persevering and successful private student, he had be
come a name which would never die from the minds of 
men." 

At the risk of being deemed guilty of passing that 
narrow line which divides the sublime from the reverse, it 
is deferentially submitted that the sensation experienced by 
an amateur philosopher, upon first verifying the truth of a 
reply to a horary question, may be conceived as partaking 
of the nature of the sensation experienced by the great 
Newton. In both cases, a glimpse of truth is perceived, 
and the mind feels elated; a something comes across it 
which never was there before; a light breaks in, which 
spreads gradually, and tends to chase away the prior dark
ness. A radical horary question, for instance, generally 
produces a figure of the heaveDB which sympathises with 
the figure of birth. For example, in the figure taken by 
Lilly fur the purchase of his houses,* the ascendant is the 
place of. Jupiter in his natal figure. This is generally 

• Bee Lill)"o Altrolou, Figure 9. 
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deemed a good sign ; and the reverse, if that place be 
occupied by the radical Saturn or Mars. In a horary 
figure, the coming events do verily cast their shadows be
fore; an approaching square of two planets may clenote a 
diflerence between the persons re3pectively signified by 
such planets, and generally this will happen on the very 
day the aspect is formed.. In like manner, a sextile or 
trine would denote amicable feelings, &c. 

Again, a matter denoted by the figure as about to 
happen, might be foretold as likely to occur when one par
ticular planet should pass the place occupied by another 
planet at the time of erecting the figure. The querent 
would have no difficutty in verifying these small prophecies, 
as well as many others of a like character; and surely, in 
the case of an ingenuous disposition, one may reasonably 
suppose that something similar to the feeling which is said 
to have passed through the mind of Newton would occupy 
the thoughts of an amateur savan upon this, his first in
troduction to Urania. 

There are occasionally one or two individuals to be found, 
in our journey through life, with whom we espeCially sym
pathize and whom we like. The reason of this concord has 
heen hinted at in a prior chapter ; and probably a similar 
t"eason may be alleged for the remarkable fancy 'one bas 
now and then in favour of a particular book. A gifted 
.author, before quoted, observes upon this point-" '!'here 
.arc some books, when we close them, one or two in the 
cou;r&e of our life, difficult as it may be to analyze or 
.ascert8in the cause, our minds seem to have made a great 
leap. A thousand obscure things receive light-a multi
tude of indefinite feelings are determined. Our intellect 
grasps and grapples with all subjects with a capacity, a 
1lexibility, a.n.d vigour before unknown to us. It masters 
questions, hitherto perplexing, which are not even touched 
upon or referred to in the volume just closed. What is 
this mauic? It iii the spirit of the supreme author, that, 
by a magnetic influence, blends with our sympathising in
telligence, directs, and inspires it. By that mysterious 
sensibility, we extend to questions which he has not treated 
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the same intellectual force which he has exercised over 
those which he has expounded. His genius for a time re
mains iu us. 'Tis the same with human beings as with 
books. All of us encounter, once in our lives, some indi
vidual who utters words that make us think for ever. 
There are men whose phrases are oracles-who con•lense 
in a sentence the secrets of life-who blurt out an aphot·
ism that forms a character or illustrates an existence. A 
great thing is a great book ; but greater than all is the 
talk of a great man."-Coningsby. 

This is a beautiful description of what may be termed 
mer'curial love at first sight-book sympathg. But the 
magnetic influence here alluded to is far more interesting 
and powerful when produced upon the mind by means of 
astrology, especially of horary astrology, because here the 
genius of the artist-imparted by the Being who said, 
" Let there he light, and there was light "-attracts the 
attention of the observer more readily than in the case of 
nati,;ties. 

An original figure, when radical, as has been before 
stated, will carry on its forehead the whole story of the 
matter inquired about. If the querent have access to 
his own natal figure, he will see harmony and sympathy 
existing between such figure and that erected for the 
solution of the horary question. 

A subsequent horary figure-although it may not be 
radical as to the result of the affair, if that has already 
been solved by a prior figure-will, in other respects, be 
found to sympathise and to agree with the original figure ; 
and here, again, the operating directions, &c., in the figure 
of birth will be seen to sympathise with this latter figure. 
Harmony is again observed to prevail. An important law 
is again revealed. Although it is not the law of gravitation, 
it is a law which is based upon scientific principles inti
mately comiected with the architecture of the universe 
itself; for science in its most comprehensive sense only 
means knowledge, and in its ordinary sense means know
ledge reduced to a system-that is, arranged in a regulnr 
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order, so as to be conveniently taught, easily remembered, 
and readily applied. 

The mere gratification of curiosity, the knowing more 
to-day than we knew yesterday, the understanding cleared 
with respect to what before seemed puzzling and obscure, 
the contemplation of general truths, and the comparing 
together of different things, is an agreeable occupation of 
the mind ; and, beside the present enjoyment, elevates the 
faculties above low pursuits, purifies and refines the pas
sions, and helps our reason to assuage their violence. 

A horary figure, when properly understood, unquestion
ably contains elements sufficient for the gratification of 
this curiosity, " the desire to know more to-day than we 
knew yesterday," implanted, doubtless, ill the human 
breast by our common Creator for a wise purpose, as is 
the very general desire to look into the future. 

For those persons who cannot give the exact time of 
birth, or of accidents to correct it by-and this is fre
quently the case-horary astrology is the only resource. 
It is, perhaps, more generally useful than the genethliacal 
branch of the science, as it may be consulted on every 
occasion that presents itself. It is considered infeJ'j_or to 
the genethliacal part of the science ; but yet it has its 
beauties, and, as each branch of the art has an equal claim 
to truth, and is a necessary part of the whole, there seems 
to be no valid reason whv each branch should not be held 
in equal estimation. . The general sketch already presented 
will have shown the reader the various matters upon which 
the hC\rary astrologer may give judgment. 

A good deal has been mentioned respecting marriage, 
that being generally. considered one of the most intel'est
ing events in life. 

There can be no doubt that much misery and many 
divorces would be prevented if the customs of the Koom
bees were in vogue in our own country. There is nothing 
magical, nothing wrong, assuredly, in simply inquiring, 
through the means appointed by our Creator, whether one 
he right or wrong, wise or foolish, in making a. pa1·ticular 
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selection in such a weighty affair. Perhaps the day may 
come when ~omerset House will contain a book for regi•
tering the time of births and of marriages, as well as of the 
respective days. But for this good time coming, assuredly 
we must wait a little longer- if, indeed, we see it at 
all. Meanwhile, let us try quietly to preserve the library 
and the brains of the astral student, and to prevent the 
county rate from being burlhened with his corporeal sup
port. He is useful to us in cases matrimonial, as well as 
in others which mav be now mentioned. 

With regard to business, the professional gentleman or 
trader frequently desires to know whether he will be suc
cessful or not ; the best time for opening his office, &c. ; 
or in what particular branch of the profession he would 
best succeed. The midbeaven of the figure afflicted by 
Mars or Saturn would enable the artist to point out the 
probability of discredit and loss; while the Sun or Venus in 
a similar position might show that, although unsuccessful 
at present, the dawn of a brighter day might be perceived. 

Questions respecting honour and promotion might be 
answered iu like manner. As before stated, whatever is 
promised or threatened by the nativity is ever denoted by 
the horary question, particularly if the time of fulfilment 
be near. , · · 

Riches- or, what is far preferable, sufficient of this 
world's goods to enable a man to steer clear of an in
fringement of the Tenth Commandment-may also be ob
tained by means which an astral artist is enabled to denote. 
For instance, a removal to the part ruled by the lord of 
the second house and Pars Forturu.e, choosing the places 
ruled by Jupiter, &c., and avoiding those ruled by Mars 
or Saturn .. A correct answer can also be given with re
spect to speculations. The querent is thus enabled to in
crease or to avoid losing his substance.* 

The fate or state of health of ahsent·friends is another 
subject of interest, on which the mind frequently dwells 
with anxiety. 

• Raphael'• Almanac for 1862 contains oome interesting infurmation re~~pecting 
queatlona aaked concerning hDr~t·r~ag wagers. 
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In the drama of "The Corsican Brothers," before re
ferred to, the reader who saw it may remember the 
anxiou11 expression of Mr. Charles Kean's countenance 
when he feels that some mi11fortune had occurred to his 
twin hruther. The whole drama is a fin~ illustration of 
the astrological theory respecting sympathy, and it will be 
again mentioned in this work ; but the reason for an allu
sion to it in this place is to suggest to the reader a striking 
instance of anxiety concerning an absent person. Con
ceive the value of a horary figure erected for that moment 
(ten minutes past nine), and the relief which an astrologer 
might have brought to the chief actor! Such cases are of 
frequent occurrence, without the presence of a prophet, 
or, as in the above case, of a visitant from another world, 
to afford a correct solution of the matter to the anxious 
querist. 

The various questions touching lawsuits, lands; acci
dents, sickness, poverty, and losses in generai having been 
already particularly mentioned, it may not be out of place 
here to introduce a few extracts from a book written by a 
keen observer of human nature, the late Mr. John Forster. 
This excellent man, in hi11 essay upon decision of character, · 
makes the following acute remarks concerning the per
plexity which the human mind is wont to experience at 
critical periods of life :-

" A man may think of some de.;sirable alteration in his 
plan of life : perhaps in the arrangements of his family, or 
in the mode of his intercourse with society. Would it be 
a good thing? He thinks it would be a good thing. It 
certainly would be a very good thing. He wishes it were 
done. He will attempt it almost immediately. The fol
lowing day he doubts whether it would be quite prudent. 
Many things are to be considered. May there not be in 
the change some evil of which he is not aware? Is this a 
proper time ? What will people say? And thus, though 
he does not formally renounce his purpose, he shrinks out 
of it with an irksome wish that he could be fully satisfied 
of the propriety of renouncing it. Perhaps he wishes that 
the thought had never occurred to him, since it had dimi-
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nished his self-complacency without promoting his virtue. 
But next week his conviction of the wisdom and advantage 
of such a re.'orm comes again with great force. Then is it 
so practicable ¥ I was at first willing to imagine t Why 
not ? Other men have done much greater things; a reso
lute mind may brave and accomplish everything : ditliculty 
is a stimulus and a triumph to a strong spirit : 'the joys 
of conquest are the joys of man.' What need I care for 
peoples' opinion? It shall be done. He makes the first 
attempt. But some unexpected ~hstacle presents itself: he 
feels the awkwardness of attempting an unaccustomed 
manner of acting : the questions or the ridicule of his 
friends disconcert him : his ardour abates and expires. 
He again begins to question whether it be wise, whether 
it be necessary, whether it be possible; and at last sur
renders his purpose, to be perhaps resumed when the same 
feelings return,· and to be in the same manner again re
linquished.-On Decision, p. 68-69. 

The value of the quality decision is then touched upon, 
p. 75-6:-

" Another advantage of this character is, that it exempts 
from a great deal of interference and obstructive annoy
ance, which an irresolute man may be almost sure to en
counter. Weakness in every form tempts arrogance; and 
a man may be allowed to wish for a kind of character 
with which stupidity and impertinence may not make as 
free. When a firm, decisive spirit is recognised, it is 
curious to see how the space clears around a man, and 
leaves him room and freedom. The disposition to interro
gate, dictate, or banter, preserves a respectful and politic 
distance, judging it not unwise to keep the peace with a 
person of so much energy. A conviction that he under
stands and wills with extraordinary force, silences the con
ceit that intended to perplex or instruct him, and intimi
dates the malice that was disposed to attack him. There 
is a feeling, as in respect to fate, that the decrees of so 
inflexible a spirit must be right ; or that, at least, they wilt 
be accomplished." , 

Further (p. 85, 6)-" The strongest trial of this deter-
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mination of judgment is in those cases of urgency where 
something must be done immediately, and the alternative 
of right or wrong is of important consequence, as in the 
duty of a medical man treating a patient whose situation 
at once requires a daring practice, and puts it in painful 
doubt what to dare." 

The whole of this admirable essav is well worthv of 
perusal. Its author describes vividly the position of the 
individual who feels within him that the time bas arrived 
when "to be or fWt to be" is indeed the question. 

Now, ~n all such cases, the Author of all Good has given 
us a ready means of solving our doubts and relieving our 
anxieties by reference to the positions of the heavenly 
bodies at the time by a horary question.* 

• In Mr. Thocll:eray's ol~•~r non! of Vanity Fair. there loan lnteres\lng lliiiBtration 
of the peculiar feeling frequently experl""""d reii)M!Ctlng the polltlon of an &bMnt P"~"
oon. One of the character.:. &lo.cly, in the p1158age above rn&ntloned, is represented u 
enpged, at Bruaelo; In praying for her hll8band, who, as It afterwards tams out, wu 
killed at Waterloo about the same time . 
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CHAPTER XII. 

MuNDANE AsTROLOGY. 

" Thousand of genert.tiollJI, all as noiey as our own, ht.ve beea IIW!Uiowed up by Time, 
and there remains no record of them any more. Yet Areturuo t.nd Orion, Sirius, and 
Pleiades are still shining In their coul'!let!, clear and young, as when the shepherds tlrot 
noted them In the plains of Shlnar. What obadows we are, and wht.t sht.dowo we pur
sue !"- C.A.li.LYLa. 

Taxs branch of the science teaches the influence of the 
stars upon whole nations, countries, and divisions of the 
earth. The figure of the heaven~ is erected for the time 
required, and for the particular place respecting which the 
judgment is required ; and the geocentric latitudes and 
longitudes of the planets are ascertained in the manner 
already pointed out. 

The four quarters of the year, especially the spring 
quarter, are chiefly observed in the system of State Astro
logy ; but, before bringing this subject to the notice of 
the reader, it may be well to make a few. remarks respect
ing the nature of Triplicities and Trigons. 

PToLEMY, Book I. chap. xxi.-" The familiarity existing 
by triplicity arises in the following mode :-

" The triplicity preserves accordance with an equilateral 
triangle, and the whole zodiacal orbit is defined by three 
circles ; viz., that of the equinox, and those of the two 
tropics. The twelve signs are therefore distributed among 
four equilateral triangles. · 

The first triangle, or triplicity, is formed by three mas
culine signs-Aries, Leo, and Sagittarius-having the 
Sun, Jupiter, aud Mars as lords by house . . Mars, how
ever, being contrary in condition to the solar influence, 
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this triplicity receives, as its lords, only Jupiter and the 
Sun. By day, therefore, the Sun claims the principal co
regency of it, and Jupiter by night. Aries is on the 
equinoctial circle, Leo on the summer, and Sagittarius un 
the winter circle. This triplicity is principally northern, 
owing to the concurrent dominion of Jupiter, who is fruit
ful and airy, and expressly connected with winds proceed
ing from the north; ·it is, however, also north-west, in con
sectnence of being, in some degree, combined with the 
west by means of the house of Mars, who introduces 
western breezes and the feminine qualities of that quarter, 
in consequence of his lunar condition.* 

"The second triplicity-formed by Taurus, Virgo, and 
Capricorn-is allotted to the dominion of the Moon and 
Venus, since it consists of feminine signs. The Moon 
rules it by night, and Venus by day. Taurus is on the 
summer circle, Virgo on the equinoctial, and Capricorn on 
the ;winter. This triplicity is southern, in consequence of 
the dominion of Venus, whose warm and moiRt influence . 
produces south winds : it, however, additionally receives a 
mixture of the east by means of Saturn; for, as Capricorn 
is the house of that planet, and an eastern sign, Saturn 
becomes effective of winds from that quarter, and furnishes 
this triplicity with a mixture of the east, with which quar
ter he is further connected by means of his solar cond1tion 
(Capricorn being in the solar semi-circle). 

" 'fhe third triplicity is composed of Gemini, Libra, and 
Aquarius, masculine signs. It holds ~onnection .with 
Saturn and Mercm y by containing their houses, and is 
therefore attributed to them, and not to Mars, to which 
planet it bears no relation. Saturn rules it by day, owing 
to his condition, and Mercury by night. Gemini is on 
the summer circle, Libra on the equinoctial, and Aquarius 
on the winter. This triplicity is principally eastern, by 
the influence of Saturn, but it becomes north-east by re
ceiving also a mixture of the north from the condition of 

• " The • lunar condition • he•-e spoken of refers to the position of Aries (Man'a 
...... , ... ,_.......,... ... _.~............... _.:-.J 
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·Jupiter, with which planet Saturn has in this respect a 
diurnal familiarity.* . 

" The fourth triplicity-formed by Cancer, Scorpio, and 
Pisces-is left to the remaining planet, Mars, who bas 
·right in it by means of hi:~ house, Scorpio. But, as the 
signs which compose this triplicity are feminine, the Moon 
by night, and Venus by day, through their feminine con
dition, govern it, together with Mars. Cancer is on the 
summer circle, Scorpio on the winter, and Pisces on the 
equinoctial. This triplicity is western, in consequence of 
the government of the Moon and Mars; but it is also 
blended with the south by the joint dominion of Venus,. 
and therefore becomes south-west." 

It has been already stated "that the fore-knowledge to 
be acquired by means of astronomy is to be regarded in 
two great and principal divisions. 

The first, which may be properly called general or 
universal, concerns entire nations, countries, or cities. , 

General events are sub-divided according to their opera
tion upon entire countries, and ·upon certain cities or dis
tricts; one sub-division being regarded as affecting entire 
countries, and the other certain cities or districts only. They 
are also separately considered according to the causes by 
which they are produced-war, pestilence, famine, earth
quakes, inundations, and other similar visitations being de
pendent on such greater and more important causes as 
arise only after considerable periodt1; while slighter causes, 
arising more frequently, have reference only to the revolu
tion· of the seasons, their greater or less variation in cold 
and heat, the severity or mildness of the weather, the 
occasional abundance or scarcity of provisions, and other 
like occurrences. 

Hence the consideration of those events which concern 
whole countries, and are dependent on the greater causes 
(since it has a more extended scope than the other, which 
attaches only to certain cities, or districts, and is sub-

• This familiarity oeems to arise from the sextile aopect between Aqnarlua, the 
diurnal house of Saturn, and Sagittarius, the diurnal house o!' Jnpiter.-Note b:r 
Mr. AonM~JfD, 
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ject to certain causes), takes precedence; and for its due 
investigation two essential points are to be attended to. 
The first is the appropriate familiarity of the zodiacal signs 
and the fixed stars with the several regions which may be 
concerned ; and the second comprises the indications occa .. 
sionally arising in those parts of the heavens where such 
familiarity is found. For instance, the eclipses of the Sun 
and Moon, and such transits as may be made by the 
planets, when matutine and in their respective stations." 
Tetrabihl06, Book II. chap. i. 

As to the pecnliaritiea observable throughout every en
tire climate*-

" The peculiarities of all nations are distinguished accord
ing to ent;re parallel~ a11d entire anglu, and uy their situ
ation with regard to the Sun and ecliptic. 

"The climate which we inhabit is situated in one of the 
northern quadrants ; but other nations which lie under 
more southern parallels-that is to say, in the space be
tween the equinoctial line and the summer tropic--have 
the Sun in their zenith, and are continually ecorched by 
it. They are, consequently. black in complexion, and 
have thick and curled hair. They are, moreover, ugly in 
person, of contracted stature, hot in disposition, and fierce 
in manners, in consequence of the incessant heats to which 
they are exposed ; and they are called by the common 
name of Ethiopians. Bnt the human race does not alone 
afford evidence of the violent heat in these regions ; it is 
shown also by all other animals, and by the state of the 
surrounding atmosphere. 

"The natives of those C!luntries which lie under the 
more remote northern parallels-that is to say, under the 
arctic circle and beyond it-have their zenith distant from 
the zodiac and the sun's heat. Their constitutions, there
fore, abound in cold, and ure aJso highly imbued with 
moisture, which is in itself a most nutritive quality, and 
in these latitudes is not exhausted by heat ; hence they 
are fair in complexion, with straight hair, of large bodies, 

• Thil lntereetlng chapter hal been preMnted lf&llr•, (Book II. chap. H.) 
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and full stature. They are cold in disposition, and wild 
in manners, owing to the constant cold. The state of the 
8Ul'l'Ounding atmosphere, and of animals and plants, cor
responds with that of men, who are here designated by 
the general name of Scythian~~. 
, "The nations situated between the summer tropic and 

the arctic circle, having the meridian Sun neither in their 
zenith nor yet far remote from it, enjoy a well-tempera.ted 
atmosphere. 

" This favourable temperature, however, still undergoes 
variation and changes, alternately, from heat to cold; but 
the variation is never vast nor violent. The people who 
enjoy this kindly atmosphere are, consequently, of propor
tionate stature and complexion, and of good natural dis
position; they ~ive not in a state of dispersion, but dwell 
together in societies, and are civilized in their habits. 
Among the nations oomprehended in this division, those 
Terging towards the south are more industrious and inge

, nious than the others, and more adapted to the sciences; 
and these , qualifications are engendered in them by the 
vicinity of the Zodiac to their zenith, and by the famili
arity thus subsisting between them and the planets moving 
in the Zodiac, which familiarity gives an activity and au 
intellectual impulse to their minds. 

" Again, the natives of those countries which lie towards 
the east excel in courage, acting boldly and openly under 
all circumstances ; for in all their characteristiC!! they are 
principally conformed to the Sun's nature, which is 
oriental~ diurnal, masculine, and dexter (it is plainly appa
rent that the dexter parts of all animals are much stronger 
than others); hence results the greater oourage of the 
inhabitants of the east. And as the Moon, on her first 
appearance after conjunction, is always seen in the west, 
the western parts are therefore lunar, and consequently 
feminine and sinister ; whence it follows that the inhabi
tants of the west are milder, more effeminate, and reserved. 

" Thus, in all countries, certain respective peculiarities 
exist in regard to manners, customs, and laws; and in 
each it is found that some portion of the inhabitants differs 
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partially and individually from the usual habits and condi
tion of their race. 

" These variations arise similarly to the variations per
ceptible in the condition of the atmosphere ; as, in all 
countries-the general state of whose atmosphere may be 
either hot, or cold, or temperate-certain districts are found 
to possess a particular temperature of their own, and to be 
more.or less hot or cold, by being more or less elevated 
than the general face of the country. So, likewise, 
certain people become navigators, owing to their proximity 
to the sea ; while others are equestrian, because their 
country is a plain ; and others, again, become domesti
cated by the fertility of their soil. 

" And thus, in each particular climate, certain peculiar 
qualities are to be found, arising from the natural fami
liarity which it holds with the stars and the twelve signs. 
And slthough these qualities do not pervade it in such a. 
manner as to be necessarily exhibited by every individual 
native, yet they are so far generally distributed as to be 
of much utility in investigating particular events; and it i8 
highly important to take, at least, a brief notice of tkem.''
Tetrahihloa, Book II. chap. ii. 

"The four triplicities being established (as before is 
mentioned), the whole inhabited earth is accordingly 
divided into four parts, agreeing with the number of the 
triplicities. 

" It is divided latitudinally by the line of the Mediter
ranean Sea from the Straits of Hercules to the Issican 
Gulph, continued onwards through the mountainous ridge 
extending towards the east; and by this latitudinal division 
its southern and northern parts are defined. Its longitu
dinal division is made by the line of the Arabian Gulph, 
the .!Egrean Sea, Pontus, and the Lake Mreotis; and by 

. this line are separated its eastern and western parts. 
"The four quadrants of the earth thus agreeing in 

number with the four triplicities, one is situated in the 
north-west of the entire earth, and contains Celto-galatia, 
or, as it is commonly called, Europe. Opposed to this 
quadrant lies that of the south-east, toww·ds Eastern 
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..Ethiopia ; it is called the southern part of Asia Magna. 
Another quadrant of the entire earth is in the north-east, 
about Scythia, and is called the northern part of Asia 
Magna. To this is opposed the quadrant of the south
west, which lies about Western .iEthiopia, and is known 
by the general name of Libya. 

•• Each of these quadrants contains certain parts, 
which, in comparison with its other parts, lie more 
contiguous to. the middle of the earth; and these parts, 
in respect of the quadrant to which they belong, have .. 
situation opposite to the rest of that quadrant ; in the 
same manner as that quadrant itself is Rituated in regard 
to the rest of the earth. For instance, in the quadrant 11f 
Europe, which is situated on the north-west of the whole 
earth, those parts of it which lie towards the middle of the · 
earth, and near the angles of the other quadrants, are 
manifestly situated in the south-east of that quadrant. 

"The like rule obtains in regard to the other quadrants. 
And hence it is evident that each quadrant is in familiarity 
with two oppositely-placed triplicities, its whole extent 
being adapted to the one triplicity which governs it as an 
entire quadrant ; but its particular parts, situated about 
the middle of the earth, and lying, as regards the rest of 
the quadrant, in a direction contrary to that assigned to 
the whole quadrant altogether, being adapted to the other 
triplicity which rules the particular quadrant lying oppo
site to it. The planets exercising dominion in both 
these triplicities also bold familiarity with these particular 
parts ; but, with the other more remote parts of any 
quadrant, only those planets hold familiarity which rule in 
the single triplicity to which the whole quadrant is allotted. 
With the said particular parts about the middle of the 
earth, Mercury also, as well as the other planets in 
dominion, bears familiarity, in consideration of his medi
ative condition and common nature. 

"Under this arrangement, it follows that the north
western parts of the first quadrant, or that of Europe, 
are in familiarity with the north-west triplicity, composed 
of Aries, Leo, and Sagittarius; and they are accordingly 

0 
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goYerned by the lords of that triplicity, Jupitel' and 
Mars, vespertine. 

"These parts, as distinguished by their appropriation to 
entire nations, are Britain, Galatia, Germany, Barsania 
(or Bastatnia, n part of the ancient European Sarmatia), 
Italy, Apulia, Sicily, Gaul, Tuscany, Celtica, and Spain. 
And since the triplicity itself, and the planets connected 
w.ith it in dominion, are adapted to command, the natives 
of these countries are consequently impatient of restraint, 
lwers of freedom, warlike, industrious, imperious, cleanly, 
and high-minded. But, owing to the vespertine configura
tions of Jupiter and Mars, as well as the masculine condi
tion of the anterior parts of the triplicity, and the femi
nine condition of its latter parts, the said nations regard 
w.omen with scorn and indifference.>~< They are, however, 
still careful of the community, brave and faithful, affec
tionate in their families, and perform good and kind 
actions. 

" Among the countries before-named, Britain, Galatia, 
. Germany, and Barsania, have a greater share of familiarity 

with Aries and Mars; and the inhabitants are accordingly 
wilder, bolder, and more ferocious. 

" Italy and Apulia, Sicily, and Gaul, are in familiarity 
with Leo and the Sun ; and the natives of these countries 
are more imperious, yet kind and benevolent, and careful 
of the commonwealth. . 

"Tuscany, .Celtica, and Spain, are connected with Sagit
tarius and Jupiter; and their inhabitants are lovers of 
freedom, simplicity, and elegance. 

" The south-eastern parts of this quadrant, which are 
situated towards the middle of the earth-viz., Thrace, 
Macedonia, Illyria, Hellas, Achaia, and Crete, as well as 
the Cydad Isles and the shores of Asia Minor and of 
Cyprus-assume, in addition .• a connection with the south
east triplicity, which is composed of Taul'us, Virgo, and 
Capricorn, and ruled by Venus and Saturn ; and, in con-

• This was written nearly two thousand years oince. But, as far as respects Britain, 
ihe remark lo still applicable to a lamentable extent. The numerous caoeo of wife
beating, and frequentl,v wife-klllln& also, are disgraceful to a civilized nation. 

___ -.LL_ __ 
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sequence of the vicinity of these regions to the middle of 
the earth, Mercury likewise has a proportionate dominion 
over them. Hence their inhabitants, being 1mbjected to 
the rulers of both triplicities, enjoy a favourable tempera
ment of mind and body. From Mars they imbibe their 
fitness for command, their courage, and impatience of re
straint; from Jupiter,• their love of freedom, their self
rule, their. skill in guiding public affairs, and in legislation ; 
through the influence of Venus they are also lovers of the 
arts and sciences, as well as of music and poetry, of public 
shows, and all the refinements of life; and from Mercury 
they deduce their hospitality, their fondness for society 
and communion, their love of equity and of literature, 
and their power of eloquence. They are also in the high
est degree conversant with sacred mysteries, owing to the 
vespertine figuration of Venus; 

" It is further-to be observed of these last-named coun
tries, that the inhabitants' of the Cyclad Isles, and of the 
shores of Asia Minor and of Cyprus, are more particularly 
under the influence of Taurus and of Venus, and are 
therefore voluptuous, fond of elegance, and over-studious 
in their attention to the body.' The people of Hellas, 
Achaia, and Crete, have a stronger familiarity with Virgo 
and Mercury, and are therefore learned and scientific, 
preferring the cultivation of the mind to the care of the body. 
The people of Macedonia, Thrace, and Illyria, are chiefly 
influenced by Capricorn and Saturn ; whence they are 
greedy of wealth, inferior in civilization, and have no ordi
nance of civil polity. 

" THE SECOND QUADRANT consists of the southern division 
of Asia Magna. Such of its parts a8 are contained in 
India, Arriana, Gedrosia, Parthia, Media, Persia, Baby
lonia, Mesopotamia, and As.syria, are situated in the south
east of the whole earth; and have due familiarity with 
the south-east triplicity-composed of Taurus, Virgo, and 
Capricorn-and consequently with Venus, Mercury, and 
Saturn in matutine figuration. The nature of the inhabi
tants of these countries is obedient to the dominion of 
these ruling influences. They worship Venus under the 

o2 
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name of /ria ; and they also pay devotion to Saturn, in
voking him by the name of Mithranhelios. Many of 
them, likewise, foretell future events; and they conse
crate to the gods some of their bodily members, to whi'ch 
saperstition they are induced by the nature of the figu
ration of the planet before-mentioned. * * * It is to 
be remarlced, that Parthia, Media, and Persia have a more 
particular familiarity with Taurus and Venus ; ~hence it 
follows that the dwellers in those countries wear splendid 
garments, and clothe the whole person enti.rE!'ly, except the 
breast ; they are also fond of elegance and refinement. 
The countries about Babylon, Mesopotamia, and Assyria 
are connected with Virgo and Mercury ; their inhabitants 
are consequently studious of the sciences, and, among 
other attainments, excel in making observations on the 
five planets. 

" India, Ariana, and Gedrosia, are connected with Ca
pricorn and Saturn ; the natives of these regions are, 
therefore, ill-formed in person, of dirty habits, and bar
barous manners. 

" The remaining parts of this second quadrant--viz., 
Idumrea, Crelesyria, Judrea, Phrenicia, Chaldrea, Orchynia, 
and Arabia Felix-occupy a situation in the vicinity of 
the middle of the earth, and in the north-west of the 
quadrant to which they actually belong ; hence they are 
in familiarity with the north-west triplicity (which con
sists of Aries, Leo, and Sagittarius) ; and they have for 
their rulers Jupiter and Mars, together with Mercury. 

" By means of the figuration of these planets, the 
natives of the said countries are skilful in trade and all 
mercantile affairs; heedless of danger, yet treacherous, 
sei'vile, and thoroughly fickle. 

" The inhabitants of Crelosyria, Idumrea, and J udrea are 
principally influenced by Aries and Mars, and are gene· 
rally audacious, atheistical, and treacherous. The Phreni
cians, Chaldreans, and Orchyneans have familiarity with 
Leo and the Sun, and are therefore more simple and 
humane in disposition; they are also studious of astrology, 
and pay greater reverence than all other nations to the 
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Sun. The people of Arabia. Felix are connected with 
Sagittarius and Jupiter. The country is fertile, and 
abundantly productive of spices; and its inhabitants are 
well-proportioned in person, free in all their habits in life, 
and liberal in all their contracts and dealings. 

"The THIRD QUADRANT occupies the northern division of 
Asia Magna. 

"Those several parts of it which lie to the north-east of 
the whole earth, and comprise H yrcania, Armenia, Man
tiana, Bactriana, Casperia, Serica, Sauromatica, Oxiana, 
and Sogdia.na, are in familiarity with the north-east tri_, 
plicity-composed of Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius-and 
have for their rulers Satum and Jupiter, in matutine posi
tions ; hence the . inhabitants worship Jupiter and the 
Sun. They are abundantly rich in all things; they possess 
much gold, and are dainty and luxurious in their diets. 
They are also learned in theology, skilled in magic, just in 
.all their dealings, free and noble-minded, holding dis
honesty and wickedness in abhorrence, strongly imbued 
with the softer affections of nature, and, iu a worthy cause, 
they will readily embrace death to preserve their friends. 
They are, furthermore, chaste in marriage, elegant and 
splendid in their dress, charitable and beneficent, and of 
enlightened intellect. All these qualities are principally 
produced by the ruatutine positions of Saturn and Jupiter, 
who influence the region. 

" Among these nations, however, Hyrcania, Armenia, 
and Mantiana have a greater familiarity with Gemini and 
Mercury; and the inhabitants are, consequently, more 
acute in their apprehension, but less tenacious of their 
probity. The countries about Bactriana, Cuperia, and 
Serica are connected with Libra and Venus ; and the 
natives are endowed with much wealth and many ltixuries, 
and take delight in poetry and songs. 

"The nations about Sauromatica, Oxiaua, and Sog
diana are influenced by Aquarius and Saturn ; and are, 
therefore, less polished in manners, and more austere and 
uncouth. 

" The other parts of this quadrant, lyirlg near the 

-
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middle of the entire earth, consist of Bithynia., Phrygia, 
Colchis, Laxica, Syria., Commagene, Cappadocia, Lydia, 
Lycia, Cilicia, and Pamphylia. 

" These, being situated in the south-west of their quad
rant, have familiarity accordingly with the south-west 
triplicity, composed of Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces; and 
Rre ruled by MRrS and Venus, together with Mercury. 

"In these countries Venus is principhlly worshipped; 
she is invoked as the mother of the goda, and by :various 
local and indigenous appellations. Mars likewise receives 
adoration here under th~ name of Adonis, as weH as by 
other titles; and some of the religious services to these 
deities are performed by loud lamentations. The people 
are servile in mind, diligent in labour, yet fraudulent, 
knavish, and thievish; they enter into foreign armies for 
the sake of hire, and make prisoners and slaves of their 
own countrymen ; besides which, they are continually :mb
ject to intestine broils. 

"These traits arise from the ma.tutine figurations of 
Mars and Venus. It is further to be observed, that from 
the circumstance of Mars receiving his exaltation in 
Capricorn (one of the signs of the triplicity ruled by 
Venus), and Venus hers in Pisceli! (a sign belonging to 
the triplicity of Mars), it thence follows that the women 
have strong attachmer.ts !Lnd kindly affections to their 
husbands, are vigilant and careful in domestic affairs, and 
highly industrious ; they also act as servants, and labour 
for the men with all due obedience in everything. 

"Bit.hynia, Phrygia, and Colchis must, however, be ex
cepted from sharing in this general propriety of the 
female character ; for, as these nations are chiefl.y con
nected with Cancer aud the Moon, their male population ' 
is, generally speaking, slavish in its habits, timid, and 
superstitious ; while the greater part of the women, owing 
to the matutine and masculine position of the Moon, 
are of masculine manners, ambitious of command, and 
warlike. 

"These females shun the addresses of men, as the 
Amazons did of old ; and delight in the use of arms, and 
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in manly occupations ; they also amputate the right 
breasts of their female children, for the sake of adapting 
them to military service, in order that when in combat, 
and exposing that part of the body, they may appear to 
be of the male sex. Again, Syria, Commagene, and Cap• 
padocia are principally influenced by Scorpio and Mar~ ; 
and their inhabitants are accordingly bold, wicked, treach
erous, and laborious. Lydia, Cilicia, and Pamphylia have 
a greater familiarity with Pisces and Jupiter; whence 
their inhabitants are wealthy, of mercantile habits, living 
in freedom and community, faithful to their engagements, 
and honest in their dealings. 

"The REMAINING QUADRANT is the vast tract known by 
the general name of Libya. 

"Its several parts- distinguished by the particular 
names of Numidia, Carthage, Africa,* Phazania, Nresa
monitis, Garamantica, Mauritania, Getulia, and Metago
nitis-are situated in the south-west of the entire earth, 
and have due familiarity with the south-west triplicity, 
composed of Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces; the1r rulers, 
therefore, are Mars and Venus, in vespertine position. 
From this figuration of the planets, it results that the 
dwellers in these regions are doubly governed by a 
man and a. woman, who are both children of the same 
mother ; the man rules the males, and the woman the 
females. * * * The influence of Venus causes the 
whole people to delight in personal ornaments, and in be
ing arrayed in female attire ; nevertheless, that of Mars 
renders them courageous, crafty, addicted to magic, and 
fearless of dangers. 

"Again, however, of the above-named countries, N u
midia, Carthage, and Africa are more particularly in fami
liarity with Cancer and the Moon; their inhabitants, con
sequently, live in community, attend to mercantile pursuits, 
and enjoy abundantly all the blessings of nature. The 
natives of Metagonitis, Mauritania, and Getulia are inftu-

· • The name of Africa was In Ptolemy's time limited to those parte of the eoast of the 
Mediterranean which contained the ancient Utica, and In whlcb 'l'nnls now otands.
Note b1 Hr. MBJIUI(D, 
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enced by Scorpio and Mars; and are, consequently, fero- Cl 

cious and pugnacious in the highest degree ; eaters of 
human flesh, utterly indifferent to danger, and so regard-
less and prodigal of blood as to slay each other without 
hesitation on the slightest cause. 

"The people in Phazania, Nlllllamonitis, and Garaman
tica are connected with Pisces and Jupiter; and are, 
accordingly, frank and simple in manners, fond of employ
ment, well-disposed, fond of the decencies of life, and, for 
the most part, free and unrestrained in their actions. 
They worship Jupiter by the·name of Ammon. 

"The other parts of this quadrant, which lie neR.l' the 
middle of the entire earth, are Cyrenaica, Marmarica, 
.~Egypt, Thebais, Oasis, Tioglodytica, Arabia, Azania, and 
Middle .~Ethiopia. 

"These countries, being situated in the north-east of 
their quadrant, have due familiarity with the north-east 
triplicity-consisting of Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius
and are governed by Saturn and Jupiter, and also by 
Mercury. 

"Their inhabitants, therefore, participate in the influ
ence of all the five planets in vespertine figuration, and, 
consequently, cherish due love and reverence for the gods, 
and dedicate themselves to their service. They are 
addicted to sepulchral ceremonies; and, owing to the said 
vespertine position, they bury their dead in the earth, and 
remove them from the public eye. They use various laws 
and cu&toms, and worship divers gods. 

"In a state ot subjection, they are submissive, cowardly, 
abject, and most patient ; but, when they command, they 
are brave, generous, and high-minded. * * * 

"Among these last-named countries, Cyrenaica, Mar
marica, and particularly Lower ...£gypt, are influenced by 
Gemini and Mercury ; the natives are, therefore, highly 
intellectual and sensible, and gifted with capacity for every 
undertaking; above all, for the attainment of wisdom, 
and an insight into divine mysteries. 

" They are also magicians, performing secret rites and · 
.... 
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ceremonies, and are in every respect calculated for the 
prosecution of all scientific inquiry. 

cc The inhabitants of Thebais, Oasis, and Troglodytica 
are connected with Libra and Venus ; they are of warmer 
constitution, and more hasty disposition, and enjoy life in 
all its plenitude and abundance. 

u The natives of Arabia, Azania, and Middle .£thiopia 
have familiarity with Aquarius and Saturn ; they conse
quently feed on flesh and fish indiscriminately, and live in 
a state of dispersion, like wild beasts ; they never unite 
in society, but lead a wandering, savage life." 

With respect to Cyreniaca, Marmarica, and Lower 
Egypt, Mr. Ashmand observes-

" History warrants the high encomium here given to the natives of theee 
countries. lEgypt was the acknowledj{ed mother of the arts and sciences, 
aud at one time the great depot of all the learning of thl' world. HPr 
school of astronomy (a science which our author may be supposed to have 
placed in the ftt·dt rank), founded at Alexandria by Ptol. Philadelphu~. 
maintained its superior reputation for a thoul!&nd years. Cyrenaica gave 
birth to m11ny llluatrloua phil0110phers, and among them to Eratosthenes, 
who id said to have invented the armillary sphere. This great m1111 mea
sured the obliquity of the ecliptic. He also measured a degree of the 
meridian, and determined the extent of the e&th, by means similar to those 
adopted by the modern&." 

Ptolemy adds:-
" The fiuniliarities exercised by the planets, and by the 

signs of the zodiac, together with the manners, customs, 
and qualities, particular as well as general, which they 
produce, have now been concisely described ; but in order 
to facilitate the knowledge and use of them, the subjoined 
table is inserted, to show at one view what countries are 
in connection with each sign, respectively, according to 
the mode above detailed :-

... 



TABLE SHOWING ALL THE COUNTRIES BELONGING TO EACH SIGN RESPECTIVELY. 

Sigm .. .. .. .. A&IZ8. TAm..us • GIIIIINI. ~.t.Ncu_. _____ L_•o_. __ -~~~] -- 1----- -- -----
'l'riplicitl/ •• .. .. .. North-West • South-East. North-East. South-West. North-West. South-East. ---------- -- ------1---------- -----------------
Quadra•ll of the Countria .. Sorth-West. South-East. North-East. South-West. North-West. South-East . ----------- -------·-----

Britain, Parthia. Hyreania, Num!dla, Italy, lllesopotamla, Cou•tria rmwttfrom tlleJlidllle { Galatia, Media, Annenl&, Carthage, Apulia, Babylonia, of the Earth . • •• • • Germany, Persia. lllantiana. Afrlea. 81~, Asoyria. Baraanla. G • 
- ------- ----------- -----------
Quadrant of the Countriu .. South-Eut. North-West. Soutlr-West. North-East. South-East. North-Wast. -------- - ------ - -- ----
eou .. triu near the Middk of the { Ccelesyria., Cycl&<les, Cyrenaica, Bythynla, Pbrenlcia, Bellas, 

Earth.. •• •• •• ldumrea, Cyprus, Marmarica, Pbrygi&, Cbaldma, Acha.ia, 
Jadlea. Asia Minor. Lower lEgypt. Cole hie. Orchynia. Crete. 

Sigm .. .. .. .. LIBRA. SCOBPIO. S&OITT J.RIUB. CAP&ICO&N. AQU.t.aiUS. PISC&9 . ----- -- ------------ ---- - ------ --
'l'riplicitv •• .. .. .. North-East. South-West. North-West. South-East. North.-Eut. South-West. 
- ------·-- --- ------- -----
Quadrant of til< Countri., .. North-East. South-West. North-West. tlouth-Eut. North-Eut. South-West. 
-----··-· - - ·---- -----~ --
CountrlUremottfromtheJJiiddk { Bactriana, Met&gonltis, Tuscany, India, Sauromatica, Phazania, 

Casperia, Mauritania, Celtica, Arriana, Oxlana, N asamonitis, of the Earth • • • • • • Serica. Getulia. Spain. Gedroala. Sogdiana. Garamantlca. ------------------ -·------~--------- --- ---------· 
Quadrant of the Countria .. Sonth-West. North-East. South-East • North-West. South-West. North-East. 
-------------------------- ---- - ---------
Coontri., near the Middk of til< { Thebala, Syria, Thrace, Arabia, Lydia, 

Oasis, Commagena, Arabia Felix. Macedonia, Azanla, Cillcla, Earth.. •• •• •• Troglodytlea. Cappadocla. Illyrla. - Middle lEthlopla Pamphyila. 
---

-Tetrabiblo4, Book 11. chap. iii, 
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COUNTRIES .I.ND CITIES UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF' THE SIGNS OF THE 
ZOOU.C, ACCORIHNG TO MODERN ,W'fHORITIES : 

ARIKS, 

'Y' 

-

'Y' 

TA.UJlUB. 

ts 

ts 

GBKilfi. 

n 

n 

CAlfCBa. 

~ 

e 

LBO, 

Countries. 
Britain; Galatia (the modern north-west portion of Anatoll&l; Ger-

many. or, moN strictly, the ancient "Germa.nia," situate to the east. 
of Gaul, or modern France ; and the " l:la.-.auia" of Ptolemy, or the 
European Sarmatia, or modern Llthwmta, Lesser Poland, &c. : also 
Burgundy, Dewnark: and Palestine, Syria, or Juda!a. 

Citie1. 
Naplea. Capna, Florence, Verona, P&dna, 

Cracow, 8aragosoa, Utrecht. 
Brunswick, Marle1lles, 

Countries. 
Persia ; the ancient Parthia 1 modern lll&aandaran, and parts south 

of the Caspian), and Media, or the modern .Aderbijan; Georgia, and 
the Caucasus, &c.; Asia .Minor, the Archipelago, and Cyprus : abo 
Poland, IJ'eland, and White Russia. 

--

Citie1. 
Dublin, Mantua, Leipsic, Parma, Rhodes, and Palenno. 

Countriea. 
Armenia, Tripoli, or all the north-east coast of Africa to Lower 

Egypt, and that oountry Included ; Flanders, Lombardy, Sardinia, 
Brabant, and Belgium: also the West of England, and United States 
of America. · 

Citie1 • 
.London; Versailles, l\lerltz, Louvalne, Brupa, Cordova, and Nurem-

berg. 

Countries. 
Northern and Western Africa; also file ancient Bltb;ynla and 

Phr;ygla, being part of Anatolla, near Constantinople ; and 8cotland, 
Holland, Zealand, and Mlngrella, or ancient Colchis. 

Citie1. 
Amsterdam, Cadis, Constantinople, Venice, Genoa, Algiers, Tunla, 

York, St. &ndrew'o, New York, Bern,, Milan, Lubeck, Vincentia, 
Magdeburg, and Manchester. 

Countries. 
Italy, 8Jc!ly, France, Puglia In Italy, the Alps, Bohemia, Chalda!a, 

the ancient Phamicla (including the coasto about Sidon and Tyre) : 
also Capp&docla, or the northern parts of Romania, In Turkey. 

Citiea. 
Rome, Bath, Bristol, Taunton, Damasoua, Prague, RaTenna, and 

Philadelphia; probably Portsmouth. 
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· COUKT&IIil AKD CITI&I UND&& TH& INPLU&NCB OP TH!l 1101'11 OP THB ZODIAC, 

ACCO&DINO TO IIOD&&N AUTHO&ITJBS (coatimud): 

Yiaoo. 

fiJI, 

LIBRA. 

6 

6 

-
ScoRPIO. 

nt 

nt 
8AQITTARIU8 

t 

t 

C.t.PR!CORN. 

'f5' 

I Countriu. 
Mesopotamia, Turkey In Europe, and Alia; Bab1loola, eopecl&lly 

the modem Kurdlstan, Auyria: all the count~ between Tigris and 
Euphrates· Greece eapeelall1 about L&ndla · Tbeaoaly Corinth and 
the Morea'; the l~laod of Candia, the Lo~er Sllelll~, Croat!~ or 
Llburnla, and SwitlerlanJ .. 

Citiu. 
Heidelburg, Jeruaalem, Pario, Reading, Lyons, Toulouoe; probably 

Cheltenham. 

Countriu. 
Bactrlana, or the modem B&lkb. and Bueharia, the borders of the 

Caspian, Usbeek, part of Thlbet, and China, ea~ly the northern 
pro•lnces; Jalao, and part& of India, near Cb Le•onia, Austria, 
Savoy, Upper . gypt, Ouia, and ancient Libya. 

-- ----
Citiu. 

Vienna, Antwerp, Llabon, Frankfort, S~rea, Frlbourg, 
Charlestown, Saeua In Campania, l&cen&&. 

Gaeta, 

-
Countriu. 

Fez, Morocco, the kingdom ofthe Moors. and count~ about Algiel'll; 
the whole of Barbara, Judea, Syria, eapeci&lly the northern parts, Ul 
ancient Cappadocla; Norway and Jutland, Bavaria, Valentia, md 

cl 

Catalonia. 

Citie1. 
Meslllna, Franklort-on-the Oder, and Llnrpool. 

Countriu. 
Taacany ; that part of France between La Seine and La Garonne 

to Cape )<'inisterre, !lp&ln, Arabia Felix. Lower Italy, ~ly 
~:;,::.,~; Dalmatia, Sclavonla, Hunll&f)', Mol'llvia; alao Provence, in 

Citi.e1. 
Cologne, .hlgnon, Bude, Narbonne, Toledo, Volterlve In Naplea, 

RotenburJ, and Stutgardt. 

Countrie1. 
India, Khorasoan, and countrleo towards Lake .· ral; Clrcran an d 

e 
lll 

Maeran, Gedrosia. or the moden1 Punja.ub; 'rhraee, Macedonia, th 
Morea, and Jllyria; Bosnia, Albania, Bulgaria, lltyria. R<D•IU'·dlola · 
Italy, the ooutb-wert part of Saxony, Bene, lllexico, Mecklenburg 
Llthuao' and the Orcadea. ,., 

---------~------------~------------------------
1 

Citie1. 
O:rford, Prato, In Taacany, Brandenburg, Tortoua, Co-am, and 

,Fayence, In Provence; perhapa Bruuela. 
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COUNTJUBII AND CITIBS UNDI!B THB INFLUIINCB OP THB SION8 OF THB ZODIAC, 

ACCORDING TO JIODBRN AUTHORITII!8 (COlllillatd): 

AQUARIUS. 

--
--

PI8CB8, 

Countrie1. 
Arabia the Stony, Red R11801a, Pruula, pan of Polapd, Lithuania, 

Tartary, pan of Muscovy, Clrc8181a, Wallachla, Tartar!&, especially; 
Uabeck; Sweden, Westphalia, Piedmont, Azania, and Abyssinia. 

Citiu. 
Hamburg, Bremen, Saltzburg, Trent, and Ingoldstadt. 

Countriu. 
Portugal, Calabria, Normandy, Galicia In Spain, Egypt, the vicinity 

of the Gulf of 'Lydia, and south· west from that to ancient Phazanla, 
or the moden> Fezzan, and the great de!el't of :!ara; Nubia, and the 
Ganmantica Valleya of PIG!emy ; also the southern parta of ..u!a 
Minor. 

Citiu, 
;( Alexandria, Ratisbon, Worms, Seville, Compostello in Galicia, and 

Tiverton. 
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CHAPTER XIII.· 

MuNDA~E AsTROLOGY (coNTINuim). 

" In battle braYe, 
In eounell eloquent was he ; but chief 
In tbe dark learning of Chaldea's seers 
Deep skilled. TM. nu of empiru, or !heir /all, 
In solitude, and In tbe depth of night, 
Wltb awful eye, be of tbe etars would uk, 
And would believe." 

ATBDIIToiR'I Fall qf Ni..eoM, Boolk I. 

THE preceding chapter has been composed chiefly from 
the work of the great Ptolemy ; for his language will 
convey to the mind of the reader, clearly and succinctly, 
the mode by which the ancients judged respecting mun
dane events. Their rules, based on immutable truth, are 
as applicable now as they were when first promulgated. 

In Persia, to this day, it is declared, that evil will fall 
upon that land, in the form of earthquake8, when an 
eclipse of the Sun occurs in its ruling sign, the sign 
Taurus; and this doctrine is equally admitted by the 
astrologer of Persia as by him of England. And why is 
it so admitted ? Simply because, in the days of the Chal
deans, some four or five thousand years ago, the fact 
acl~ompanied the phenomenon, and that it ha.~ continued 
to do so ta this day. It has been already stated (ante, p. 
15) that the Persians still cultivate astral science. , 

u The delusive science of astrology, which has been but 
recently banished the European world~ is still cherished 
thraughaut the whale af Asia. There is no Mahommedan 
of learning in Persia or India who is not a:n astrologer. 
Rare works upon that science are more valuable than any 
other; and it is remarkable that, on the most trivial occa-

•· 
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sions, when calculating nativities and foretelling events, 
they deem it essential to describe the planets in terms not 
unsuited to the description given in the Dabistan. 

« The following is a literal translation from the intro
duction of a paper gi1en to the author by the King's 
astrologer at Shiraz, in, 1800 :-

" ' Praise be to that great Creator who formed earth, heaven, and the 
heavenly bodies, among whose divine works mankind appear but as a small 
11pot. The dark Saturn, like a sentinel in the seventh heaven, is attentive to 
his wishes. The glorious Jupiter, like an able judge, enthroned in the 
sixth heaven, is ,. atchful of his desires ; and the bloody Mars, with his 
purple-stained salve, sits in the flfth heaven, the ready executioner of his 
Maker's watchful commands, And the resplendent Bun, encircled by a 
flaming crown, shines in the fourth heaven with light that he has received 
from the Almighty. The beautiful Venus, like a glad minstrel, sits in her 
beautiful apartment in the third beaven, supported by His power. The 
feathered Mercury, like a wise secretary, sits in the second beaven, the 
writer ofthe Almighty's orders. The clear Moon sits enthroned in the first 
heaven, a sign of the Creator's power.' "-MALCOLM's Perlia, vol. i., 
p. 492.)* 

AS TO THE SPRING QUARTEBr 

This commences from the precise time of the Sun enter
ing into .Aries. In the ephemeris, the day, the hour, and 
minute of the ingress of the Sun in Aries--which is about 
the 20th or 21st day of March in every year-is correctly 
noted. To that precise time the theme of heaven should 

• This Interesting work contalna an anecdote respecting Babaran Gour, the Persian 
monarch, which Is a pleasing Ulwotration of the lntluence of the " glad minstrel" above 
mentioned: 

" He had a son, wbo was considered an Idiot. One day hla tutor told Baharan It wu 
with grief he had discovered that the youag prince added vice to stnpidlty, 

" • I have detected him in an Intrigue with the deughter of a poor man who dwells 
near hiB palace.' 

•· The king's conntenanee beamed with delight. 
" • Thank GoD I the day ts kindled,' said he to himself. 
" Be lmmedintely ~nt for the girl's father, and addreued blm In the followin!f words: 
"• I wl&h not to trifle with your honour, or with that of any man In m:yltingdom; 

but 'J!O'U•· fiU11!fhftr 71111!1 /Jf'tWflle the i• lfM,IIIt'l~t (!} (I twfi, n '_, /wp iflU&. l't1y f OD 
loves her ; her power over him is therefore unbounded. Bid her to use It, to awaken In 
him the desire of attaining perfection, that he may pleue her, She may wlthcut 
danger to herself give him encouragement enough to keep him alhe, and love will do 
tbe rest.' , 

"The old man promised to le .. on his deughter, who played ber part to admiration. 
'l'be enamoured prince soon became all hts father or the nation c.mld wish, and was u 
remarkable for spirit and intelligence .. he had been for dulness aud in<emlbility ."
Vol. I. p. !16. 
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be cast, in which the following diagram will be useful, as 
the various matters are assigned to the respective houses. 
B aving erected the scheme to the given time of the solar 
ingress, the student should attentively weigh the various 
testimonies of good and of evil ; 'bearing in mind that, 
as in the doctrine of nativities, the greater cause will still 

FIGURE 6. 

be found to overcome the lesser, and the weaker aspect 
will be neutralized by the stronger. Thus may be read 
the well-being or ill-being of that nation or kingdom for 
whose latitude the scheme may be erected, with all its various 
contingencies; and the artist will be able to answer posi
tively of peace or war, health or sickness, dearth or plenty, 
either of the people or of the particular subject denoted 
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by that hous~ of heaven from which the judgment is 
deduced. ' · 

" Aristotle relates of Thales, that, being upbraided by 
some foolish scoffers on account of his poverty, and with 
the unprofitableness of his studies in wisdom and philo
sophy; he had recourse to his astrological skill; whereby, 
foreseeing that in the year following olives would be 
unusually plentiful, to show his reproacbers the vanity 
of their ill-timed scoffing, the winter before that year be 
hired all the shops and depositaries (both at Chios and 
Miletum) that were reserved for the making of oil ; and 
having got them into his hands for a very small sum, be
cause no man would give more at that season of the year, 
after he had thus forestalled their use, the next year, when 
the time of gathering olives came on, every man being 
suddenly destitute of rooms and offices answerable to the 
great plenty of olives with which they were glutted, were 
drive.1 to resort to Thales for his supply thereof; who, 
taking advantage of that necessity, did tum them over 
at what price himself listed, whereby he gathered together 
on a sudden a great mass of money ; and afterwards, to 
show his contempt of riche$, gave it to the poor." 

The ingress of Sol in Aries is the horoscope radix, or 
grmmdwork, of the astrological year, which commences 
therewith, and continues with the solar circuit throughout 
the whole of the twelve celestial signs.* 

Hence all predictions in almanacs and annual publica .. 
tions have, or are presumed to have, the theme of heaven 
erected to the vernal ingress for their primary data ; 
but, in addition to this, it is also necessary to pay great 
attention to the neomenia, or the new Moon of the year. 
In every revolution of the Sun, the first new Moon of the 
infant year is to be considered as of particular and essen
tial force in the astrological knowledge. In ancient times, 
this lunation was with JI\UCh pomp and solemnity observed 
as a festival, especially in the remoter ages, and by the 

• When the Sun enters A1leo, he becomes more powerful In several wa,... He is 
then longer abo<e the hor!Jon, and In a sign in which he sympathlseo, It being his 
" tt~altatipn. ,, · · 

p 
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ancient nations. It was celebrated by th~ Israelites, as 
well as by the Pagans (see chap. xx. 1 Sam.), a-p.cl kept 
once in a. year with extraordinary ceremonies. Alth9ugh 
these superstitious observances are happily no more~ yet 
the efficacy Qf the platJetary motions of the new 1t{oon,. 
nearest to the vernal equinox., cannot be disproved, though 
so often denied. In all cases the student must well ob
serve the horoscope for that lunation ; and by examining 
the various eonfig&Uations formed by the active Qr passive 
stars, and astral sigBificators, joined to the effects cleJ¥>ted 
in the vernal ing:J:'ess, ije will be enabled to arrive v.t the 
most perfect conclusions relative. to the · destiny of tUt 
nation for which his calculations are made.* 
· Upon this su.bject Ptolemy remarks (Book II. chap. xi.) 

..,-"In every annual revolution made by the Sun, the first 
new Moon of the year is to be considered as the point of 
the commencement of his circuit. This is evident, not 
only from its denomination, bu.t from its virtue also. The 
case stands thus :-In .the ecliptic, which as a ch-cle has, 
iu fact, no actual or definite beginning, the two equinoc
tial and the two t:~:op4lal points marked by the equator, 
and the tropical circles, ~e reR.Sonably assumed as begin
nings. And to obviate any doubt as to which of these 
four points should preferably be considered as the p~ 
beginning (since in ~he regular simple motion of a cil'cle 
no part of it has any apparent precedence), the appr<r 
lJriate qwility naturally belonging to each of these fou:r 
points has been taken into consideration. by the writers 
upon this subject. And the point of the vernal equinox 
has beenJ consequently, designated by them as the begin
tung of the year; bt)cause from that time the du:ratiQn of 
the da,y begins to exceed that of the night, and bec&Ul!e 
the seaaon t~n produced partakes highly of moistl)re, 
which is always a predominant quality in all incipient 
generation and ~owth. After the vernal equinox, comes: 
the summer solstice;· when the day atta.ms its greatest 
length, aud in JEgypt, at the same period, the rise of the 

• Bee Rapb..,l'a MAnU&l, p. 226-7. 

• 
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~ile ta.kes place and the Dog Star appears. Then follows 
the autumnal equinox, when all fruits are gathered in, and 
the sowing of seedJJ re-commences anew; lastly comes. the 
winter solstice, when the day proceeds from ita shortest 
dur.ation towards ita increase. 

"·Although the foregoing arrangement baa been adapted 
by men of science to denote the commencement of the 
several seasons of the year, it yet seem& to be more con
sonaBt to· nature, and more consistent with the facts, that 
the combined positions of the Sun and the new or full 
lloon, which happen when the Sun· is nearest to the 
points above-mentioned, should mark the four beginnings, 
aud more especially if such combined positions should 
produce eclipses. Thus, from the new or full Moon taking 
place when the Sun is nearest to the first point of Aries, 
the spring should be dated ; from that when the Sun is 
nearest to the first point of Cancer, the summer; from 
that when he is nearest to the first point of Libra, the 
autumn ; and from that when he is nearest to the first 
point of Capricorn, the winter. 

" The Sun no.t only produces the general qualities and 
constitutions of the seasons-by means csf. which veey 
illiterate persons* are enabled, in a certain degree, to form 
predictions-but he also regulates the proper signification 
of the signs with regard to the excitation of the winds, 
as well as other general oceurrences more or less subjected 
to occasional variation. All these general effects are 
usually brought about by the new or full Moon, which 
takes place at the aforesaid points, and by the configura
tions then existing between the luminaries and the 
planets ; but there are certain particular consequences 

• A. modern lnlltaDce of sclentlftc knowledge In humble lltemay be given In the cue of 
J:ohn Cl&ridge, the Banbucy abepberd. Hla predletlone we.., very remarkable. In the 
7ear 1666, on the ht of January, he foretold tru.t the great frost, which had then set In, 
would oootinue m>tll March ; and upon the breaking up~of the frost in March, that a 
very dry summer would ensue. In November otthe same year,aevere weather came en 
with a beav7 fall of snow; yet Claridge then foretold a mild winter, whleh was exactl7 
Yerltled. In March, 1666, he toretold a long ccntlnuance of dry weather. In the spring 
of 1667 he announced dr)' and parching weather, continuing untll August; and in Sep
tember ot that year, that a aonth-weot wind, bringing much rain, would set in and 
oontlnue twq months; and in March, 1668, he foretold the remarkably rain7summer ot 
that year. 

p 2 
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which result from the new and full Moon-that is to says
at the new and full Moon taking place during the Sun~s 
progress tht·ough each sign-and from the transits of the 
planets, and which require monthly investigations." 

The artist proceeds in forming his predictions from the 
remaining quadrants of the year, in like manner as .he 
forms his judgment from the vernal equinox : framing 
the figure for the summer quarter at the precise hour and 
minute when the Sun enters the sign Cancer ; for the 
autumnal quarter, when the Sun enters the beginning of 
the sign Libra; and the winter quarter, when he in like 
manner enters the beginning of the sign Capricorn. 

The ephemeris shows the time when each of these 
astronomical events takes place. 

For instance, according to Greenwich mean solar time, 
the right ascension of the Sun at noon, on the 21st day of 
June, 1854, is 5 hours, 58 minutes, 46 seconds, and the 
Sun is at that time in 29° 43' of Gemini. He reaches 
the first point of Cancer just 7 hours and 8 minutes after
wards ; and this added to 5 hours, 58 minutes, and 45 
seconds, will amount to 13 hours, 6 minutes, 45 seconds, 
as the right ascen8ion at that time culminating. 

Upon reference to the table of houses for the latitude 
of London, it will be found that when the right ascension 
of the meridian is 13 hours, 6 minutes, 23 seconds, the 
ascending point on the eastern horizon is 15° 59'. Add 
20' of longitude for the difference between mean and solar 
time in the period elapsed, and it will be found that 
16° 1 9' of Sagittarius will be the ascendant at the precise 
moment when the Sun enters Cancer.; and the other 
cusps of the other houses, with the places of the planets, 
should be arranged accordingly.* 

In addition to the position of the planets in a figure of 
the heavens erected for one of the11e solar ingresses, it is 

-highly important to consider the events which, accord
ing to the astrological theory, are likely to be brought 

• If a n-o•·eoble sign aaet'nd, the lnfiuence of the ingre"" will endure during one 
qu&i"ter; 1f a. common sign, Mi:t month:,; and if 11. fixed sign, one year. 
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about by means of eclipses. The nature of these beau
tiful celestial phenomena may be ascertained by reference 
to 11-ny elementary treatise upon a"tronomical science.* 

Astrologically considered, it is the position of the whole 
heavens taken in the figure for the particular minute of the 
ecliptic conjunction or opposition that the astral artist ob
serves, and the actual configuration of every planet, as well 
as those of the luminaries which are active or pa.'!sive agents 
in the eclipse: the eclipse itself serving as an epoch, or celes
tial date, whereby certain events are to be predicted from the 
/mown q'U(Jlities of the reigning stars or planetary ()rhs. It 
has frequently been alleged by the adversaries of the science 
that an attempt to predict future events from these parti
cular ph!'lnomena. is especially fallacious ; but, as has been 
jnst shown, the astrologer does not pretend to attribute 
the effects which lie· believes the eclipse will produce to 
the single circumstance of. the luminaries being obscured, 
either totally. or partially. 

The subject 'of eclipses has extensively engaged the at
tention of astral artists. 

" The stronpt and p•·incipal cause of all th61'6 events exists In the eclip
tical conjunctions of the Sun and Moon, aud In the several transits made by 
the planets during thoee conjunctions. 

" One part of the obaervatiuns required in forming predlelionaln C8lle8 of 
this nature relatea to the locality of the event, and poiuts out the cities or 
countries liable to be influenced by particular eclipses, or by occasional con
tinned 1tation1J of certllin planets, which fur a time remain for a certain 
period in one situation. Tbeee plan~ts are Saturn1 Jupiter, and Mar&; llnd 
ther furnish portentousiudicution~ when they are stationary. 

' Another branch relates to time, and giv.s pre-inlormation of the period 
at which the event will occur, und how long it wlll continue to operate.: 

. " The third h1·anch is seneric, and points ont the classes or kinds whieh 
the event will affect. The last is specific, and foreshows the actual quality 
and chu•·acter of the comiogevent."-TetrabiblotJ, Book II. chap v. 

" In aU eclipses of the Sun and Moon, and especially in such as are fully 
vt.ible, the pluca in the Zodiac wh• re the eclipse happens ia to be noted; 
and It must be seen what countries are in familiarity with that plac~, accord
loll to the rules laid down 1'8jrarding the quadrants and triplicities; and in 
like manr.er, It molrt be observed what citiu are under the influence of the 
alp in which the eclipte hapJ•ena, either by meana of the ascendllnt and tbe 

• See &leo remarks b1 Raphad,ln bls Almanac Car 1864, p. 32-3, on Jhe Phenomena o! 
Ecllpoe.. 

-
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•ituations of the luminaries tit tlae time of their foundation, or by m!'aDII 
of the midhea•en of their kings or governor& actually rnling at the time of 
the eclipse, although such time may be subsequent to the building of tbe 
said cities. Whatever countries Ol' citlfl8 shall be thus found In familiarity 
with the ecliptieal place will all oo comprehended In the event, which will, 
however, principally attach to all thode parts wltich may be connected willl 
the identical sign of the eclip..e, aud in which it may be vlalble while abo~e 
the earth."-lbid, chap. vi. 

The time and periOd of the event are determined accord
ing as the eclipse may be solar or lunar. If ~t be the 
former, the effect may be expected to endure as many 
years as the eclipse may last hours; but, if lunar, a like 
nv.mber of months is to be reckoned, instead of yeal'S. 

The commencement of the effect, and. the period of its 
general intensity or strength, are to be inferred from the 
situation of the place of the eclipse with respect to the 
angles. Partial intensities, or relaxations of the effect, 
are to be inferred from any combinations of the Sun and 
Moon happening during the intermediate period, either in 
the actual places where the primary cause was presented, 
or in other places configurated therewith. The inference 
should also be made by the various courses, or transits, of 
such planets as may co-operate in producing the eii'ect by 
being configurated with the sign in which the primary, 
cause was 11ituated.* . 

The distinction concerning the genus, class, or kind 
liable to be affected is made by means of the conforma
tion and peculiar properties of those signs in which the 
place of the eclipse, and the places of such fixed stars and 
planets as are in dominion according to the actual sign of 
the eclipse, and that of the angle before it, may be found. T 

The discrimination of the extent and quality of the 
effect about to be produced, and of its good or evil nature, 
is gathered "from the power of the stars which control 
the ruling places, and from the contemperament created 
by their relative admixture with each other and with the 
places which they control. Fpr although the Sun and 

• See P'lloLnY, Book II. chap. Yli. 
Ditto, ditto, chap. viU. 
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Moon are the aknowledged sources of all the efficacy 
and dominion of the stars, and of their strength or 
weakness, and in a certain manner regtllate and command 
them, still it is by the theory of the contemperament, 
produced by the stars in dominion, that the effect i& indi
cated."* 
. Ptolemy proceeds to state in a particular manner the 

various influences of the stars when in dominion in eclipses. 
He concludes the chapter by observing that " each of the 
planets, when fully exercising its own separate and dis· 
tinct influence, will properly produce the peculiar'effects 
RSCribed to it; but should it be combined with others
whether by configW'ation, by familiarity arising from the 
sign in which it may be posited, or by its position towards 
the Sun-the coming event will then happen agreeably to 
the admixture and compound temperament which arise 
from the whole communion actually subsisting among the 
influencing powers. -

The nature of the familiarities subsisting between the stars, lonid of the 
coming event, and the countries or cities over which the event will extend, 
requires to be observed; for, should the atara be benefic, &fld their famt
liarity with tht! countries liable to ~u,tain the eft'ect be unimpeded by any 
opposing influence, they will then receive the favourable energi~ of their 
O'lttl nature In a greater degree. And, on the other band, when any obstacle 
may Intervene t•• obstruct their familiarity,,or whf'll they themselves may be 
overpowered by ~me op~ing influence, the advantages of their operation 
will be dimiwhed. Abrain, sho6ld the stara, lords of the comill(r event, not 
be benctlc, but injurious. their effect will be 1888 severe, provided· they may 
have eit~r familiarity with til'e countries on which the event will fall or be 
reetra!Ded by 110me opp01iog influence. If, howenr, they should have uo 
such familiat·ity, and uot he subjected to restraint by any others endowt-d 
with a nature contrary to their own, and po11881i81ng a familiarity with the 
countries In question, the evils which they produce will then be more violent 
aud intense; and all these general affecliona, of whlltever kind, whether 
good or evil, will be principally felt by those persons in wlw8B individual 
natimtiu there may be found lhe ~ame dl~podition or the luminaries (which 
are the moct eaaential alogolficatol'll), or the same anp;lee, u thoae existing 
cluring the eclipae which operates the gcllt!r&l affection. The tl&me remark 
equally appliBil to other persona, in whose nativities the disposition of the 
luminaries and of the angles may be In opposition to that exi~ting duriug 
the eclipse. With respect to tb- coincidences, the partlle agreement or 
opposition of the ecliptical place of the lumiuarlea to the place of either 

• Book ll. chap. k. 
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luminary in a nativity, produces an efi'eet least capable of being guarded 
agaiDst."*-PToLEMY, Book II. chap. ix. 

Some astrologers are of opinion that eclipses which are 
inviflhle are found te have no peculiar or perceptible influ
ence over that region, city, or country to which.they are 
invisible. 

Such doubters may be referred to "Zadkiel's Almanac'' 
for 1853 and 1854 for the judgment of the two great 
eclipses happening in the sign Gemini-the one on the 
6th day of June, 1853, and the second on the 26th day 
of May, 1854-and let them watch for the development 
of the events connected with London, for instance (ruled 
by Gemini), which, presuming such invisible eclipses to 
have influence, the laws of astrology point out as likely to 
occur in consequence thereof. The result will be, proba
bly, a belief in the influence of eclipses upon the places or 
persons in familiarity with the eclipse, although the same 
be invirihle. 

In lunar eclipses, the effects succeed the obscuration of 
the luminary without delay ; but, in solar eclipses, some 
time generally elapses before the chief effects are visible. 
The nature of the sign in which the eclipse occurs must 
be well observed; for, if it happen in a fixed sign, the 
effects are more durable than in an equinoctial or tropical 
sign; and if in common slgns, they are found to commence 
~ooner, and to continue longer in force, also to afilict 
mankind more powerfully than when in tropical or equi
noctial signs. Also the power of the eclipse upon the 
earth and its inhabitants will be according to the number 
of digits eclipsed. 

Cardan wrote some aphorisms respecting eclipses, a few 
of which may be here mentioned : 

1. In an eclipse, consider the strength of the planet then 
ruling, for his significations will chiefly appear. · -

2. If eclipses of the Sun fall upon a flourishing and 

• Note by Mr . .Aemu!ID.-ln conformity to tbe 1"111e laid do1r11 in chap. vi; of tllla 
book, thooe indiviouals whose nativities may thus reeeroble the poeltion of the heaven• 
at the time of an eclipse, and who are here stated to be chlefty liable to the elfecta of 
the eclipse, wlll be more affected by it if it thoald be l'ialble to thtm. 
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promising crop, they generally damnify it, so that it 
SCMcely comes near what might have been expected. 

3. In general, some eclipses of the luminaries, at the 
time or even before they happen,* raise ~;bowers and rain, 
others great droughts, some violent winds, others earth
quakes, some scarcity of the fruits of the earth, and others 
terrible fires. 

4. No eclipse whatsoever can threaten a plague or scar
city to the whole earth, nor can the pestilence continue 
above four years in one pla.ce. 

5. Eclipses in the fourth are more strong and effica
cious than in the eighth or twelfth house ; and, if in the 
ascendant, more than in the ninth or .eleventh house. 

6. Eclip11es operate more powerfully on cities, provinces, 
and kingdoms than on particular persons of private con
dition, or even upon kings or princes ; for their effects 
rather respect the multitude. 

7. When eclipses happen in earthy signs, they portend 
barrenness, and scarcity, by re35on of excessive droughts; 
when in watery signs, by reason of too much rain. In 
airy signs, they signify mighty winds, seditions, and the 
pestilence ; and in fiery signs, terrible wars and slaughters; 
The same observation applies to comets. 

The following sketch of a solar eclipse is curious, as 
connected with mundane astrology (see cut, p. 218). 

"An eclipse of the Sun in Vir9o argues the grievous 
calamity and death of some certain king in the confines of 
VIRGO." •••• 

Aphorism of Junctions, which he gathered from the 
writings of Proclus, who was born at Constantinople in 
the year 410. 

Here we have one of the old maxims of the astrologers, 
which was quoted by Ramsay in his ~strologia Restaurata, 

• " The operating catUU at an eclipse are not the deprivation or light, but tbe Joint 
IIOtlon of the stan and planeteln certain situations at the Ume ; and thla Ia not conftned 
to a few honra, or even days, for they come alowly Into their positiona, and operate 
IMI'e and more until th& ecllpee 1>e perfected. The actual ooiiJunction, or oppoaltlon, 
olthe lwnlnarleo, the more exact It be, canaea the more powerful eft'ect, by the relh:c
t!on ot the solar or lunar light In a straight line, which tendo. no doubt, to produce 
certain eft'ecto In Ita polari&ation and electrical or magnetic action, ,. hlch science will 
eventually oomprehend."-Z..I>K.IU.. 
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printed in 1655; and we can perceive it was the result of 
actually observed facts in nature1 by noticing its truths in 
the present da.y. 

This figure is that of an n eclipse of the Sun in Virgo," 

16th of September, 1792. 

as seen at Paria, 16th Sept., 1792. 'fbe Sun is always part 
significator of the king; he becomes entirely such when, 
as in this case, Leo is on the midheaven. 

On the da.y the Sun entered the twelfth bouse of the 
figure-namely, the seventh degree of Libra, which is the 
house of u imprisonment" - the king was sent to the 
'l'emple.* The Moon rules the ninth house, namely, the 

• See p. 6 or The Horoeeope, YO!. u. 
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twelfth house from the tenth ; and this ninth house is, 
therefore that ofthe king's private enemies. On the 16th 
of January, 1793, the Moon came to the opposite place of 
the Sun at this eclipse, and this aspect occurred in the 
fifth house, which, being the eighth house from the tenth, 
is the king's house of death; and on that day the king 
was sentenced to death. · This is agreeable to the aphor· 
ism of Junctions, that "grievous calamity and death" en
sued to a king-namely, Louis XVI., in Paris, a city which 
has always been judged to be influenced by Virgo, wherein 
this eclipse occurred. Here is another similar instance, 
more recent than the former one. The empire of Turkey 
iB under the influence of Virgo, as was declared by 
Ptolemy and the old astrologers. . 

On the 18th day of June, 1839, the Sun was m square 
to Mars, the latter planet being in the 26th degree of 
Virgo. On the 18th of Sept., 1838, an eclipse had 
occurred in the same degree. Within a week from the 
18th day of June, 1839, the army of the Sultan was de
stroyed on tl1e banks of the Euphrates ; aud, on the 30th 
day of the same month, the Sultan died. Here, again, 

'we find " calamity and death to a king." 

COMETS. 

" The hour arrived, and It beeame 
A wandering rna•• of ohapeleu flame
A patblen c·,met, &nd a curse, 
The menace of the universe." 

"It is also requisite to notice, with respect to general 
events, the rising or first appearance of the celestial phe
nomena called comets, whether presenting themselves at 
ecliptical times or at anv other periods. They are dis
played in the shape of beams, trumpets, pipes, and in 
other similar figures, and operate effects kke those of Mars 
and Mercury-exciting wars, heated and turbulent dispo
sitions in the atmosphere, and in the constitutions of man, 
with all their evil consequences. 

"A comet in the east (at the moment of its first dis-
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oovery) signifies the rise of some eminent law-giver; in 
the midheaven, of some powerful king; but seldom any 
such illustrious matter when it is in the west or succeedeut 
houses. Except in moveable signs, they denote seditions. 
ln ·moveable signs, they denote foreign wars, and one 
nation invading another, In cardinal signs, the death of 
gre&t men." . 

"In the ninth house, scandal or detriment to religion. 
In the tenth or twelfth house, pestilence or scarcity of 
corn. ln the eleventh house, great slaughter and destruc
tion of nobles.''-CARDAN. 
. "The parts of the zodiac in which they may be posi~ 

1_Vhen they first appear, and the direction and inclination 
of their trains, point out the regions or places liable to be 
affected by the events which they . threaten; and their 
form indicates the quality and nature . of these events, as 
well as the genus, class, or kind on which the effect will 
fall. The time of their continuance shows the duration 
of their effect ; and their position, with regard to the Sun, 
the period when it will commence : as, if they firBt 
appear fllat'lttine, they denote an early commencement; 
but, if vespertine, that it will be late ·and tardy."*
PTOLEMY, Book II. chap xi. 

Further, according to the Centiloquy (C.), "if comets 
whcse distance is eleven signa behind the Sun appear in 
angles, one of the princes or chief men of a kingdom will 
die. . If in a sueceedent house, the affairs of a kingdom's 
treasury will prosper, bnt the governor or ruler will be 
changed. If in any cadent house, there will be diseases, 
and sudden deaths. 

" If comets be in motion from the west towards. the 
Jl&St, a foreign foe will invade the country; if not in mo
tion, the foe will be provincial or domestic." 

The subject of comets has engaged the attention of 
astrologen for many centuri~. The careless observer ~f 
oclestial phenomena, w_ho regiU'ds planetary influence 

• When a comet appears out of the zodiac, a line should be drawn from one zodiacal 
pole to the other, through the opot where it appears 1 and 1/iat •1"" Ia te be CCIJloldertel 
as being In familiarly with the same countries u those parta of the zodiac which m..v be 
on the .. me llne.-Note by Mr. Aeltli!AIIn. . . 
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generally as a delusion, naturally includes the question of 
cometary influence as a vain superstition. But many 
eminent men have undeniably encouraged a different feel. 
ing, and, surely, with good reason; for the same principle 
of inductive reasoning applies to the subject of comets as 
to other points connected with astral influence. Amongst 
these individuals may be named Tycho. Brahe, Longo• 
montanus, Clavius, Piso, the Emperor Charlemagne, and 
Cicero ; of the same opinion was Pliny, Seneca, and 
Socrates. 

Grotius remarks, that " comets, and fiery swords, and 
such like signs, are wont to be the forerunners of great 
changes in the world." 

Josephus, after commenting on the wonderful blindness 
and wilful obstinacy of his countrymen, remarks-"That 
when they were at any time premonished from the lips of 
truth itself, by prodigies, and .other premonitory signs of 
their approaching ruin, they had neither eyes, ears, nor 
understanding to make a right use of them, but passed 
them over without heeding, or so much as thinking of 
them; as, for example, what shall we say of the comet, in 
the form of a sword, that hung over Jerusalem for a 
whole year?"* 

Connected with mundane astrology is one subject of 
peculiar interest-that of earthquakes. The sceptic may 
smile at the idea of comets having anything to do with 
these fearful phenomena. Yet such the astral observer 
believes to be the case, nevertheless, and he forms the 
judgment from experience. 

For instance, with respect to the great comet of Halley, 
it was found that from about two years previous to its 
approach, earthquakes and other phenomena- which 
appear to have their origin in violent changes of the elec
tric fluid-were especially frequent. 

Such was the case in the year 1456, at Naples, when one 
destroyed 40,000 souls in about ten minutes ; that of 
Lisbon, in 1755, which buried or killed 60,000 persons ; 

• u War& or the Jews," Book VJI. <"hap . .1ii. 
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that of 1757, at the Asores, which slew 10,000·persoss; 
and the fearful series of earthquakes which extended onr 
ten thousand miles in Syria, and destroyed Damas, m 
Barbary, with 60~000 inhahita.Bts, on the 27th of NMem
ber, 1759; and, on the 8rd of the next Inonth, swallowed 
up the ruins of Balbec, and. overthrew many other citie10. 
.It extended also to South America, where Truxilla,. ia 
PeruJ was destrOyed, in the month of November.. 

When planets are in the signs of the zodiac Scorpio or 
Taurus, it has been for centuries remarked that thea.e. si«ns. 
are potent .in causing earthquakes. 

The great earthquake in Syria, August 13, 1822, over
threw several cities, and killed about 20,000 persona. 

PLANETS' FL.ACES AT THE EARTHQUAKE IN SYRIA, 
.AUGUST 13TU0 1822: 

Plo.n.Bt. \1 'll )f. ~ 0 9 ~ ) 

--------- -
"vj' t1 n ""' n $ Q e 

0 , 
io·6 0 , 0 , 

2o·6 0 , 0 , 0 , 

Longitude. • 3·44 3·37 17•17 17•30 b•29 4-27 
----------------Decliftation • 2lN3 R. 12-29 lJ•59 6•52 14•48 21•48 19•38 26•54 

PLANETS' PJ.ACES AT THE ECLIPSE OF THE MOON, 
4T 0 h. 17m., 4.H., .AUGUST 3Rll, 1822 :· 

Plan.Bt. 

.I : 
'll 'lf. ~ 0 9 ~ ) 

1-
t1 n .0, n . $ $ --

0 , 0 , 0 , 0 I 0 I 0 I " I 0 I 
.Ltmgitude • • 1 4·0 B. 1}'49 !•14 10•47 10•2 [)•5 20•5() 10'2 

-Declination . 23.43 12•26 19•44 4'15 17·46 22·15 20·7 18•13 
: 

The striking positions between the heavenly bodies at 
these two periods will be seen upon reference to the above 
tables. At the earthquake, Herschel was in exact opposition 
to the Moon, sextile of Mercury, and in trine to Saturn. 
Jupiter in sextile to Mercury; Mars in square to Venus. 

• 
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Dr. Goad, in the AlllrfrMeteorologics, giYeS a list of 
twenty earthquakes which happened while the planet 
Jupiter was in Taurus. He adds :-" i am as S\ll"e as I 
write that this phenomenon, as great and stupendous as it 
is, depends upon this celestial appearance--V enllS or 
Mercury with Jupiter.?' 

At the eclipse, Herschel and Venus, in opposition, were 
ht square to Mars, who was posited in Libra, the opposite 
sign to Aries, which rules Syria .. 

Saturn in the sign Taurus-in square to Sun and Moon, 
sextile to Venus, and trine to Herschel. • 

Jupiter in parallel declination to Mercury-in trine to 
the Moon, and nearly in sextile with the Sun. 

At the time of the Blwck, :Saturn passing over the square 
aspect of Sun and Moon at the eclip11e ; and, at the same 
time, the Sun was just 45 degrees from the place of Venus 
at the eclipse, and just 135 degrees from Herschel at the 
same period-the Moon passing that place of Venus, and 
.exactly in semi-quartile aspect to the Sun, at the time of 
the earthquake.* 

In "The Horoscope" (p. 51), the following Rule11 for 
predicting earthquakes were published in 1834. They are 
11ubmitted for the consideration of the reader, with the 
belief that they are based upon truth :-

" .Firat. Earthquakes generally follow close on the heels of eclipses. 
" Seeond. At the period of the earthquake, many aspecta will be found 

between the planets iu the heavens at the time; aloo as ret4ards the place~~ of 
the planets at the previous eclipee, but chidly the placeg of the Sun and 
Koon. 

"Third. Earthquakes happen more frequently when there are planets, 
Npecially Herschel, Saturn, Jupiter, aud Marg, in the digus TaurUd &t•d 
Scorpio. 

" Fourth. If there have been no recent ecllpae of the Moon within a 
month, look more to the last eclipae of the tlun. 

"Mh. The planE't Jupiter, in aspect with Vel)us or Mercury, mDftl 
eepecially the conjunction or opposition, and parallel of declination, has 
a powerful influence in causing earthquake-If in Taurus or Scorpio, 
eepeclaUy. 

• " It Ia thtu, by proudly pointing to the /at:U-by g!Yiog the lo I here, and the lo ! 
&bere, of the planetary positions at the time, In exact acoordanee 11-ith the rulea of th" 
ociaMG, founded on long and never-failing experienet'-that we wlab to conduce the 
wwld that eartbqqkea are caued by piaDetar;r IDBuence." -Hor<~~<»p<, p. :10. 
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" Sixth. If' no eellpee have takeo place wit11in three months, look to the 
planets' placee at the last new or full Moon of the quarter; that is, the . 
lunation nearest to the Sqn's croSBing the tropic or equator. 

"Seventh. Earthquakes generally happen when there are many planets 
on or near the tropics or eqoat.or. 

" Eighth. The countriu in which earthquakes will happen can only be 
known by reference to the ruling signs of th011e countries which are not yet 
perfectly known. The presence of the superior, upeclally the evil planetll, 
in the ruling or ita opposite, will generally be obeerved. Eclip1B4 happen
login those signs must be attended to. 

"Ninth. E11rthquakes may always be expected 'Mllr tM perihelion of 
great comets, • aud when they approach within the orbits of the planet:! 
Henehel and Saturn. 

" General Rule. Let all, or as many as poasible, of these circumstances be 
combined before any very extensive earthquake is predicted." 

A remarkable instance of a verified prediction appears 
in this work. At p. 26, the writer states he fully expects 
to hear accounts of extensive earthquakes having occur
red while Venus was in close conjunction with Jupiter 
about the full Moon of the 23rd of April, 1834, "it being 
not at all unlikely that on that very day, when Herschel 
was near the meridian, about eight o'clock, P.M., this fear
ful phenomenon may have been witnessed, perhaps in 
Romania, or some other parts of Turkey." He add!!
u Nor will this present month (May) (about the 9th, 16th, 
and 23rd) go by without sometliing very serious of this 
kind being recorded, as Mer{lury is with Jupiter, in 
Taurus!' 

At p. 104, published the end of July, 1834, the reaaer 
is informed as follows :-

"The brig Medina, Captain Spencer, from Rio Hacha, New Granada, 
bl'in!(l' intelligence of an earthquake which happened at Santa Murtha, on 
the 22nd ultimo, and was continued in successive shocks through tho three 
following days. The violence of the eNrthquake was 110 great as to destroy 
the principal buildings of the city. The first. shock was the most severe, 
and lasted three-quarters of a minute. The ~arth cracked in lis•ures of six 
iuche~ iu width, and in some places watt>r, hot and sulphurous, was ejected 
throu~rh the openings. The city, at the date of the accounts, had been en
tirely dei!erted hy the inhabitants. The first shock was sensibly felt at tha 
Rio Hacha, and feyrs were entertained that Carthllfj'ena may have suffered 
severely from the convuMon."-Neto York Paper, June 25th, 1834. 

• That of Halley. for c~ample, a..~ before mentioned. 



·. Here arb t.be pl.neW plae68, oa tae· 22Bd of May, 1834, 
when the earthquake of ~antaM~ha 8Dd the great erup
ti.oa of Vesuvius* aimtitan~y oeQurred :-

\{in_::: ll in .a. ~intl ~in'Y' etnn Qinn ~in tl )) in TTt 
--------1----------·· · - ~ 

L41ngitwk , 
0 I 0 I 0 I C>. I (I I (I I 0 . I 0 I 

• 26-30 4.-lOR. 21•30 9•58 0·51 20•}2 18•20 24•39 
Declinatibn . . 13•22 10·43 17•21 2•41 20'~1 23·56 16•10 I6·1l! 

Here follow the _planets' places: ~t th~ lunation of the 
quarter preceding, 6 h. 13m., A..il., March 25th, 1834 :-

; 'flbi:= f?'ia .a. ·u in tj ~hlTk~ ... ~ ~in 'Y' )In .a. 
. . -·-----·--· ----

0 I' 

Hen~. i»- -ffs.JJa ' 4;7 h7 0 I 0 I 

Lmafitwle • • $4-49' 10'13R 4•7 
.»mi-.arum . , . -HNio ~~~ 13~19 _wl2 t·~ ~·u 7•10 lNi6.. 

'.-

By comparing the above two figu-res with the before
mentioned rules for pre-di~tmg earthqulfke~, the _agreement 
of the heavenly bodies at thele tW<Y periods 1s remark
able. For instance, at the }unation, th~ Moon is on the 
exact place· of Sattirii at the ·time of the earthquake ; 
while the Moon, at the earthquake, is in square to the 
places of Herschel and Mars at the Jutuition.:_Mars being 
on the declination of the Moon, with ,other Temftrkable 
testimonies well worthy of t'he attentibn :of the reader." 

Perhaps it would be impossible -to find any scientific 
question more generally interesting- ol' ~important to the 
welfare of the human race than the quefrt16n Of. planetary 

·influence, as connected with these rrwfnl phenomena~ Only 
._slight sketch of the matter is here p-resented·. ' · · · 

A more recent instance of an earthquake may -be men-
tioned. · · '- .. 

It occurred on the 15th day Of Jnly,_l858; at · p hours 
' • ·• • ; . .. ~ I. • ;~ . \..: : .. • 

• On the Hnd of May, a -riolent shock of the mountain wu the lisnal of an eruption 
el lau, whlcla dirldedlnto t-torrelltl, Qlle &aklq Ua - •f!ld.t ~ 
ancl the other towardl V etra.na. · · .. , · . ·: -.. , . .. . · " _ _.: . : :, . 

Q 
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15 minutes P.ll., at Cumana, near Carthagena, destroying 
several hundreds of human beings.* · 

On the 6th of June of that year the Sun was eclipsed 
in the 16th degree of the sign Gemini, when the planets' 
places WQre-

@&)Ill l'lf. 1~ 19 1~ 111 
D16:ii6 tl!4:30 t20:6R tl17:62 D22:2S D7:'B tl10:37 

While at the earthquake on the 15th July, about 8 P.:u:., 
Greenwich time, the planets' places were-

0 I) Ill l'lf. 1~ 19 1~ 1¥ &23:9 nt17:39 tl28:~ .t 16:'2 D16:30 SU0:1' R 19:26, tl 12:8 

Here Jupiter is found, on the day of the earthquake, 
exactly opposite to the place of the eclillse; while Man 
at the same time reaches the place of the eclipse. The 
Moon, at the very hour of the calamity, is exactly opposite 
the place of Mars at the time of the eclipse; hence the 
earthquake was foretold as likely to happen on that very 
day. 

"The range of a shock of earthquake is at times in
credibly vast. It is said that the great earthquake of 
Lisbon was felt over an area four times the extent of 
Europe. 

"The shock of the terrific earthquake of Tangura.ga, 
which ingulphed two cities, dislocated the ground for more 
than one hundred and seventy leagues, and at a consider
able distance from the centre of action every town was 
heaped in ruins. To come nearer to our own era:-The 
shock of an earthquake in Chili, in 1822, spread in a 
second of time over a surface of one thousand two hundred 
miles, producing the most fatal effects at remote and un
connected points. Nor is the terrestrial commotion con
fined to land, as the ocean, far from the seat of disturb-

• This wu pNdlded ( wltldJl tour boltrs) u Ukel3' to -r at. UWo ldenticaliP"lo-ae. 
"ZIO<Ikiel's Almanac• for 1&63, p. 40. ,. 



a.nce, is thrown up from its depths ; and vessels have felt 
the vibration a hnndred miles from land. 

"The most awful circumstance in connection with earth
quakes is the COf&llequent destruction of human life. In the 
earthquake of Lisbon, which lasted only five minutes, 
30,000 people perished. An earthquake in .Sicily, in 1693, 
destroyed 100,000 lives. It is computed that 40,000 
persons were killed in the great earthquake iu Calabria, 
1783; and in the numerous disruptions in Chili, the great 
centre of .terrestrial disturbance, probably not less than 
1 50,000 people have perished in the· colll'se of two 
centuries."* · 

.JNPLUBNCB OP THE PIXJ:D STARS. 

The ninth, tenth, and eleventh chapters of the First 
Book of the " Tetrabiblos" are devoted to this matter, 
where the subject is fully considered. 

The following fixed stars may be deemed to have influ
ence of the character described below. They are the 
principal fixed stars near the ecliptic, to which only the 
planets can approach. t 

NAHBS.* 
ZoDIACAL NATURE. MAGliii• 

SIGN. TUDE, -
Ram's Following Born. Taurus. • Saturn and Mars . • Second • 
The Pleiade~o • Taurua. • Mars and the ltloon • . Fifth . 
The Brightest of .tb~} Taurus • . Mars and the Moon . • Tbinl. Seven Stars. 
Oculw Taurru, or the } Gemini. • Venus. . .Third, Boll's Nortb Eye. • 
Aldebaran,ortheBull's} Gemini • • Mara. . . • First. South Eye •••• 
The Bull'a North Horn. Gemini. .Man. . . • '3econd. 
Bright Foot ot'Gemilll. Cancer. • Mercury and Vnua • Second. 
Cut.or. . . Cancer • . Mars, Saturn, and Venua • Pint. 
Poilu. . CIWCer. • Mara • . . . . • Second. 

• I'ULLOII : " JIIIJMJell of &;;e,.u," p. 170-1. 
t " Tl>e Nauijca.l Abo......," tor each ;,ear 0011tal11t their rlllht aacenalon and deolln&

tlon The longttudee &nd l&tltudeo can be ealculated the...,floom. 
t The tlsed stars han chief elfeet in mundane utrology. In nativities *hiiJ' are not 

pnerall7 considered, eseept uoder particular cirawnlt&neea. 
Q 2 
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INFLUENTUL FlX.ED ST4RS·(tM#iaue~: . , 

' N.&KB. Zo»ue».L NJ.'l'11RE. · · »~,.. 
, , ·. ~,IGN, ", .. :J:'q:Q~ . 

-;;;;;:;;; Anellu1 • • ·; Leo • Mal'i! and ·tb& San. · ·• &i\iittb."•: 
Prte•1•• or1be Clw of} Leo . Mars -and the Moon: ' ,' · · itebliloUs 

So~/A~ell~' : : : Leo . Mars and the ·sun. · · ·' Fourtb:.'' · 
Hydra's Heart · Leo • Saturn ant\ Ven'llll; · ·~ ·; · • 8feo01id. . 
£hr. Leail, tile LiQil\JJ Leo Mara ; ·. : -~ Ffhi: ... -., 

Jleart. • •. • •. . . · · • 
V'indemiatrix. • . . Virgo • Saturn, Venus, and iterc'ury third. · 
Arista, I he Virgin's Spite. Libra • Venus and Mars • . • FilM,,, ·' 
South Beale Scorpio . • Saturn and Venus . Second. 
North Beale • • • • Scorpio. . Jupiter and Mars • • • • Second. 
F1'lnll Scorpio • · • • Sll@l.ttariu. f!atlll'D and Ven:u ,· · . • • Second. 
Antaru, or the Scor-} Sagi ,., • u d M Fi....t 
. p.W.'s :UII&l't· • , • . t..,.rJus. aoercury an ars • . ~ . . . • .. -:-T~ · 

Right Kn~e of O;phiueu~. Sagittarius. Saturn and Venps. • , ·~ rnurd. 
Capricorn's 'l'ail • • · AquHrius • Saturn ,' ' ; • !'hfhl: · 
ScheatPegasl. P~s •.• .-rum •. ;· ... , ,: ... · l~eeoad.u 

The celebrated NOSTRADAMUS, auring . the. lje{gn: ''9t 
Queen Mary, published several important pr~dictiolis,. ·., . ' 

Here is one of them :- ' · · · · · ' 

" 1,A ..... t1u juete a Lonue fer• faute, 
Brualea par feu, de 'ringt et t.reis, leo six, 
La dame antique cherra de place haute, 
D~ JII'IQe oecte plualeUI'I oeront ocela." 

T.&41CIL4TIOIC. 

The blood of the jlllt, In L<mdoft llbed, 
Demando th~. ftre, where mmrn bletl, 

Shall fmril that elty through : · 
In three times twenty-one and three, 
The ancient dame ah&ll f&l.Jen be 

From her "high place ;" and, Ia I 
Of tlaat oune -, fGII IDMI)' ll!lliiM 
81oall'fall.l'lom wbomce they at,eqd.of )'OJ"e. 

•; ,·, 
I j\! 

. .. ,· '' . ·' ' 

. : · . 

.. . 
He states that he made his predictions by meamnlf 

u astronomical affections," through the divine power of 
Gon. 

These have been deemed to be chie~y the ~nfJ:u~ Of 
the fixed stars. 
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· .: 'Rha ne.mank:ahle :preAiction.,above•mantioMd ev~de-atly 
referred to the Great Fire of Loudou. which took plaoo in 
.the ~ar 1600; '*Jl 89-. pt!Zish chW'ch~ and 18,100 
cbrelling -houaes wero OOJttiWil6d, In that year the evil 
etu .. calJ:ed' ~ ·Bull'• .NOI'th Horn, which, aocordiag to 
·Ptolemy, is cif the nature of Man, gained thf' euct d,:r 
~e tof the ascendant of Lwldon. which 'astrolo#rs b&
licnre to :be 17 .degllee$ 54 min•tes of GemiJJ.i. 

The "anci~nt .dame~'· alluded to St. Paul's ChlUleh, 
w.hicb. 8tGOd on \the·.•ite of ftll ancient temple . ot: • Diana, 
·built on a "high place.'' . . . . . 
· &. Paul's was. bumt, with eighty-nina other cbutcbea. 

This particular,degree a.roee whan the first pile of the 
new. London Bridge was driven.* T.hel'e are o~r Deasons 
for believing· thiLt it is the asecndan.t of L<:mdan, and •ome 
l'tinai'kaWe damage to this city generally QCeurs when one 
of, the. em. planf'.M' transits or is in aquare or oppositiQn 
aspect to this particular degree. t 

An instance of this occurred in the vear 1825, when 
the .planet Satum transited that degree of the sign Gemini. 
He is now again transiting this sign ; and about the end 
of October next (1854) he will be very near the ascendant 
!>f the great city, Ill opposition aspect to Mars. W: e shall 
probably hear of many destructive fires, and v1olence 
generally prevalent in the metropolis at that time ; also 
mercantile losses, faDing funds, shares, &e. · · 

. The squ.areaspeGt of.t~eMooriOnthe3lst dayofthen\o~th 
.will increase tlae evil, when probably&lerioue fire will GCcux. 

·Jupiter; on' the contrary, when near or in ~d aspect to 
the ascendant of a city, brings good fortune and prosperity. 

A similar principle applies to other cities, . accordiJlg to 
the ·sign:whieh rid.es them; bttt it .should · be borne in mind 
that the:effe:ct is not presumed to be brought abOut by a 
angkl becl.8iu 011 plallet, only, 88· to the great.nwYttiollfl 
~t, ~icln~me citi~ ·are thrown do1rn, ~nd othe~~vated·. 
tii t'act, lhe whole body of the heavens must be considered; 

• See the figure In RaphMI'a ManDAI; and The Horoaeope, p. 34 (ftrst oe .iea). 
t In a llmllar mann~r, astrologen conceive that the 19th degree of Scor ,Jio Ia the u-

cendant of the Important town of Llverpoel. · 
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and it .is only in minor instances -that the eft'ect of a parti
cular star can be considered. 

Lilly 'also predicted this featfal eonila.gration, as well 81'1 

the Great Plague, which occurred in· ·the following year. 
Hia work, called " Monarchy or no Monarehy,'1 oontaiued 
hieroglyphics of these two accident;g. i!1- And doubtlesa. he 
made his predictions by · means of. the motions of the 
fixed stars; for he says, " the Mterisms, and signs, and 
constellations, give greatest light thereunto.'' ' 

As above-mentioned, the Bull'• North Hum, in the yeat' 
1666, when the fire occurred, was in n 17° 54'; tke'hue 
ascendant of London ; although Lilly states that the .:aine
teenth degree of n is London's horoscope. · 

"In 1666 happened," says Lilly, . Hthat mi.raduloua 
conflagration in the city of London, whereby, in four 
days, the most part thereof was consumed by fi:re.u. · He 
proceeds to give the following account of his being bro~ht 
before the House of Commons by summons !-

"Monday, !2nd Oct0ber1 1688. · · · · 
"At the Committee appointed to Inquire into Ute caa- of th11 late fire-:. 

11 Ordered, 
"That Mr. Lilly cto attend this Committee on Friday next, being the ~h 

of October, 1666, at two of the clock in the aftetnoon, In the Speaker's 
chamber, to &118Wer such questions 88 shall be then and there asked him. 

u ROBBII.T· BB!qOitE." . 

" Lilly attended, when S!r Robert spoke to this purpoee :-. 
u 'Mr. LUly, the committee thought fit to summon you to appear llefore 

them this day, to know if you cart ~ay anything as to the cause of the late 
fire, or whether there might be any de8fgn ·UJereib. You ·-ue called the 
rather hither, beea"", ·in a book of youra, liiJig Iince printed, l101l ~ted 
some such thing by one of your hieroglyphiC~~.' . · · . 

"Unto which I replied:- · · · ' · • · 1 

"'.May it please your honours, aft:llr the beheadipg ati t~ lata K:lllg,leon
lldering \h11t in the three subseqlJllnt years the .Parl¥!m11Qt: act9jl Mtll,i,lfs 
which concerned tbe settlement of the nation's peace; and seeing t'fil: lflln~ 
rality of the people dl86atisfted, the citizens of London dlscotitenteif; \he ao~:. 
dlery 'proae to mat!By; I wu deelrous,:accordillg·to the bestkilowleklp<GUB 
hll4 giveu me, to ma.ke.inq1111;J by ~e. aft I, ·~u~ed whal; ,rnish~ fr~ ~ 
time, happen unto the Parliament and nation in general." At last~ b~vilif 
satisfied myself 88 well as I could, and pe1fected my judgment · tliil'reiir, 
I thought it most convenient to signify my intentions and conception• 

• See LlLLt 'o A1trologv, by Zadkicl, p. 293. 
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t)sereof in lorms, shapes, types, hieroglyphics, &c., without any commentary, 
&hat eo my judgment wight be concealed from the vulgar, and made mani
fm only unto the wise, therein imitating the exam pies of many wise phlloso
phel'll who had done the like. Having found, sir, that the eity of London 
eboold be sadly aftlieted wiLh a great plague, and, not long after, with an 
exorbitant fire, I framed these two hieroglyphics, as represented in the book, 
which in efFect have proved true.' 

" 1 Did you foresee the year ?' said one. 
"'I did Dj)t,' said I, 'or was desiroiUI; of that I made no scrutiny.' 
" I now proceeded:-
"'Now, sir, whether there was any design of burning the city, or any 

employed fur that porpoee, I most deal in~nuously with you: that since 
tbe fire I have taken much pains in the search thereof, but cannot, or could 
not, ltive myself any the least satisfaction herein. I conclude that it waa 
the finger of Goo only ; but what instruments he used thereunto I am 
ignorant.' · · 

"The committee seemed well pleased with what I spoke, and dismissed 
me with great civility.'' 

The conjunctions of the planets-especially those of the 
superiors, Satum and Jupiter-deserve particular notice 
in thw part of the predictive science. Their observed 
effects on the affairs of nations, and of individuals, form 
a striking feature in this branch of science. 

For instance, in the case of the planets Saturn and 
Herschel, a remarkable conjunction of these celestial 
bodies occurred in the month of March, 1852, in the 
earthy sign Taurus. This conjunction would affect all 
countries--Ireland, for example, ruled by this sign. 

And in the summer of the year 1855 a conjunction of 
the two evil planets Saturn 'and Mars will occur in the 
sign Gemini, thereby causing evil to London and other 
plaees ruled by this sign. 

• · But the conjunctions of Saturn-and Jupiter are the most 
remarkable. They occur when these large orbs meet in any 
point of the heavens in which they appear to occupy the 
aame sign, degree, and minute of the zodiac. These meet
inga are periodical, and happen once in about twenty 
years. 

The congresses take place regularly in each of the twelve 
signs, in a retroceding order, at the distance of a trine 
aspect from each other. 
· For instance, the last conjunction occurred in Capricorn, 
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in January in· the· year·l842. · The next will, tl:leYe&n;; 
occur in Virgo, about the end of the year 1861; the next 
in Taurus, about ihe year 1881; the next in Capricom, 
again, about twen!] years· after that, and so on; difl'erin~ 
upon an average of about three degrees in longitude fro~ 
the place of each other, until, after teu conjunctioos. Jnade 
in the same triplicity or trigon, they would chaftge si~s. 
and commence a. series of congre&ses in the ajry 'triplicity 
or trigon commencing with the sign Libra, 'a.Rd ll!Olll 
thence passing to Aquarius, and so on to Gemmi ; till~· 
after the period of about 240 years more, these. t'Wo · <)rb$ 
would pass into the watery triplicity or trigon, beginning 
with Pisces, and paSsing into Seorpio, and so· int~rCeeer; 
and, after 240 years more, they would revert to thejiery 
trigon, rr, .Q, t. Those in the first degree of Aries are 
the most importa.Bt of the conjunctioos. · · 

Man dey observee*.....,.(f Of mch conjunctions; there h~e 
only happened eight since the erection of the· wb~ with. 
which always happen great things : to wit-

" 1. The creatioo of the world, or our fi:rs~ f&tbel\o. 
Adam. 

" 2. The taking RWay Enoch. · ' 
(( 3. The going forth of the Israelites from Egypt. 
u 4. The nativity of Chriet. · · ! ' ., 

" 5 •. The restoration of the Roman. Empire,. ttnder 
Charles VIII., whien happened in the Christian epaaha, 
1604.''t . . . . '. ,' ... 

It is an axiom of the .astral obaerve:r, that (( ~u;.BI 
Jupiter mutant rea et convertunt, eri.tque fi~tiom.. im~ 
cum mutanhlr de wia· tripliritate llll -«lf.cm. •in · ~llhi-• 
lrua, et e:c aa figu:f'a 'Ul lflidm." . ·The individual;· hmre-uer, 
who is fearful· of ~pdling· "tfiih those • wlw • l&.re.~gi.veb!•4IQ 
change, should ku·ow. that· the .influence of· eaCh- .mutation 
is spread over a.-:perioci . of e.~lit 240 year•·i' coase«pently; 
there is no fear of the effect being sudden. To quote :the 
striking language · ~f tbe.author of the . '~N~es;'" 1 'the 

• " S.rnopslo Mathematic& Unlversallto," p. 339. . · 
t See a11o "Cataltropbe MUDd!," J. Bolwell, 1682; and" Merllnus Liberatua," 1703, 

b7 Partridge. 
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u chronology of GoD is not as our chronology" ; and an 
ancient authority informs us that in his sight a thousand 
years are but as one day. 

In mundane astrolf:>~, wllll~. f~rD?ing a judgment upon 
these remarkable congresses; 1t 1s· necessary to have an 
accurate knowledge of the several trigone~ or triplicities, 
before explained. . t· · · · · · 

For instance, the last mutation, which oC«fUrred in the 
ninth degree of Capricam, ~ially influenced · ''India, 
Amana, and Gedrosia." ;* also Turkey in Europe (Maee.:. 
donia), Thrace (or Greece in general)~ and Dlyria; Albatri;a, 
:Bulgaria. and the Morea. Lithuania, Saxony, Stiria, 
:ij:euia, Wilna; Mecklenburg, :&andeJlburg, O~fo.rd,. ~ 
the Orkney Islands might be expected also to be. aWect;ed 
~y this .great . ce!EmtiRl phe11o~C?Jl· . '.('he .infl~,n,ce :on 
~dia has produced the great Ganges Canal, of 890 xpjles.iQ 
le}lgth. and r~lways and electric t;elegraphs, &.c;:. ; and, ~ 
Oxford, a mighty and valuable reform. · · 

But, in. addition t;o. this circwnstan~, it ~hould '· be 
.rememb~ed that eclipsu falling on or ne.,r the place. o{ 
t.he .Jilutati,on affect the h~th of all ~rsons ·hom 
with the a.scendant, ~u.n or Moon, in about lO degrees o.f 
Libra, Capricorn, or Cancer, during the operation of ~ah 
e~ip11es. Therefore, it will be well, Dr. P., if you can.i,n.. 
d~ your professional friends to examine the nativities o( 
~h~ir patien~~ and to note waet}ijlr ~y recent eclipse fall 
on such places as before-named ; for by no otLer means 
~ th-ey ao readily and certainly aqquire a knowledge of 
~he eJisting disea.~~e, and thereby ~r~ its action. t 

. • , : " fl 
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CHAPTER XIV. 

ATHOSPBERICAL AsTROLOGY. 

" Wilen It II ev8fliaS, 1• say, It wl11 be lair weather; tGr the aky II :red. And in the 
morning, It will be foul weather to-dey; for the sky Ia red and lowering." 

" And when ye eee a cloud rise out or the west. straightway ye oay, There> cometh a 
tloower ; aDd oo It Ia. And when 7e - the aoutb wind blow, ye ll!'f, There will be 
heat ; and It cometh to pus." 

METEORoLOGY was one of the · earliest sciences amongst 
mankind. 

To fonn an accurate judgment of the weather-to be 
weather-wise, in fact -has ever been a desideratum. 
Sailors, shepherds, travellers, and agriculturists, are 1111 
deeplv interested in this question. 
. The hopes of a farmer may be blighted by th~ differ
ence of only one week in the arrangement of h1s farm,· 
which difference depends upon the weather. With respect 
to sailors, the difference only of a few hours in the sailing 
of their ship may enable her to escape dangers which 
might be detrimental to themselves, as well as to the 
owners of her cargo. While, in a national point of view, 
a single failure of the harvest deranges the whole chain of 
our commercial enterprise. . 

The oriental nations attended to this · science, in the 
early ages of the world. <Eolus, the grandfather of 
Phryxus and Helle, who carried .oft' the golden fleece, 
1373 B.c., or 3,207 years ago, and who was king of tbe 
<Eolian Islands, was called God of the Winds, because of 
his astral knowledge. According to Virgil* and V aleriua 
Flaccus, t he knew the times when such winds and tem.:. 
pests would arise, and the length of their continuance. 

Many able men amongst the ancients have openly advo
cated the doctrine of atmospherical astrology. For in-

• En. I. 66. t 1. 417, and v. 478. 
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•~nee, .Virgil (in his Geor!JW); also Pliny, Hon.ee, ·•nd 
Cicero. Among the Greeks, Plato, Aratus, Anaximand.er, 
and Anaxagoras. 

It may be considered, aa a general principle, that ihe 
Sun should be observed, in the first place, whenever we 
desire to see the nature of the weather, Whatever 
planet the· ~nn is in conjunction or zodiacal parallel with, 
it will cause the weather to be of its nature at that time. 

The next powerful aspect to a conjunction is the oppo
sition aspect, if it be one of the evil planets; then the 
square, then the sesquiquadrate, and last the trine and 
sextile. If it be a good planet, the trine and sextile are 
more powerful than the square or sesquiquadrate; but not 
more so than the o_pposition, if the Sun have the declina. 
tion of the planet at that time. 

Herschel causes cold and sudden showers, and change
able weather in spring and autumn; cloudy and cool air, 
with sudden changes, in the summer; .frost and snow, and 
much cold weather in winter. 
. The general effects of the other planets on the Sun are 
shown in the following table. Due allowance should be 
made for the season. If spring be nearly over, let the rule 
for spring and summer be mixed; so with the other seasons. 

KETEOJtOLOGICA.L TABLE OF THE SUN: • 

81111 8PallfG. 811JUIU, AOTmllf. WINTIIII. 

.till -
84-rtml!l { 

Cold ralna, bleak Ball, rain, thunder, Cold ralna, and Snow, rain, and 
winds, gloomy air. and heavy clouds. windy; stonny air. atorlll.B. -----

~~PlTll&{ 
Windy, and m1ld Tbuaderudbeavy Windy, yet warm Mild air for the air; 1..-ge clouds; clouds- white, air; N.W.winda, 

188100. N.W. winds. like wool-packs. wool-pack clouds. 

114»" t Dry and windy ; Jdaeb Clnmder and Dry and windy ; W ann for the sea-llshm!Dg ; p-ea' warm air. beat. warm air .. eon. 

-----
Va11ua ·I Moist air, and rainy TIHmder llloowen; Drlldllng rain ; Milt, fog, and rain. emartraln. m- wet. -.--
K.actrRY~ 

Generally rain and Variable, geperally Variable ; moist Stormy, rain and 
wind ; If retro- air; o~ rain wind mostly .110me-
grade, eTer rain. aho:wera. ami wind. tlmea !l-ost. · 

• Horoscope, vol. i. p. 47. 
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·Mercury~ 'retrograde, ea11Se'8 mo1'e· I1lih than when·~ 
ill the be&lfens. · · . · · . · . . • . 1 

Ptolf!my's rules upon this subject, publi$1ieft I· :ri~ 
eighileMt hu:ndred yeat'S' since, ftre as follows. Thde:ean 
be oo doubt that thiiJ philosopher paid ~rticU181" att~ 
ilion 'to the attnosph:erieal b:taneh of the scienc-e. ~ :· ' · · : 

' : ' ~ . .. • ' .. • ~ t ••• ! 
. "Tile a..-. put of t4• .CQII~rali~ req.illit.e tQ ~ •• l!lijwllte or,~~ 

various con,tltutlons liable to take effect . on the at111o~phere, applies to. the 
general qualitie!l pervad!njl' the several qdartors of the year, and hils, thi!re
ftm, tbe most dtea8eci, soope. . . · · · · · · · 

" In onler to leara these qll&litil!ll, ,it ill.u~ry iallvery. q~f4l'ter, $o . .tl
lierve, as above directed, tlie new or full .Mo~m which ma;r happen bef\)re * 
the perlnd oC the Bun's transit through either tl'opieal or equldoctial po!nf, 
wiU.chaYer It WililY be 1 aad ~ ~m~~~ge.tlle cugl~ u lD the oa.te ah dalf*Yl 
accordiug to the dcgt"ee and holll' at, wlUc'b the .D81f or fuQ _Mqoa, m'J. t¥t 
found to happen in every latitude for which the eonsidel'lltion . may. be de· 
sired. Such planets and stars as ma:t have·dominion over t:be placea w~ere 
the. Aid uew. or full lMoa ltapper~a, .and oter tile follawitlg ugle,lllft'tbeb to 
~ noted in the same manner q thAt atated with ~~ to eelip'"' , . . 

... And after these preliminary steps have been attended to, a geueral iafer
ellee may be drawn 1111 to the pi'Gpf!r qualities of the wbol~r qoa:tter; and 
the intensity or relaxation of their operetlna· Ill to ·be elllltlmplaMcUrom tiM 
natures ol the ruliog planeu and st~m, fjlistingyWted by tlie faceltiee they 
po,B-"99!ll, and by the mode in wbicb they aftect the atmosphere. . 

· "The toeeOnd part of the cobtideratlon relatecl tp eaeh month, atid requires 
alliqailat obeervation of tae uew or ful.l.lrfeon ftn~t taktugplacs oa the·i!o•a 
progress through each ~!go. Ant\ It m.u~t be re~UIIJilbered that .if, a .. ~ 
Moon should have happened at a period nearest to the Sun's transit over 
the past tropical or equiuoctial point, the new Moons also in each succeeding 
sign until the commeooemeotefthe aext qUCltterare to beiflbeerved; but if 
a full Moon Hhould have ao happened, then similar observat!O.Dia to be made of 
each eabeeq uent full ~. The ang'-- ·alao, mllllt be clol:!' -attended t91 ..as 
well as the platrete aDd atars ruling In both the places-:namefy, ·of· the, lltW 
or full Moon, and of tbefollowing angle, a• be(ore-uientioned··wftli ras-1 
to the quarterly consideratiout-and e~pecially the nearest ph-, applicla
tions, and separati0118 of tbe planets, ud dlelr p!'Operiies. TH~ peculiar 
qualiti.etl oC the two plaees, and the winds liable to be eXCited .by tbe pfl0ief6 
themselves, and by those parts of the sigW! in which they may be . si~J~Ated. 
are likewise to be considered, and also· tMt ·JlllftlcoiiU' . wind wb.i,qh, is indi
cated by the direction of the Mooa•a~ptleallatUude. , By tllfi afd.1'ofttt81!1f 
obellrvatione, and by weighing and comparing the exl.stins vla:qur.!lf Cl&Ch 
of the several propertles. an4. quali~ tile gaoend constitution of ~~~ atm~ 
phere during each month lllaJ be predil'te4. · ' ·· · · · · · · ' 

"The thtrdpart of thts conalderatlon appertains to lltgnlflca{t~, llppTy'
ing m0£91llinutely, and points out tbelr fore~· ol' wlljl)wese, 1ri tW..e~~~~~. 
the partile conflguratioBitof lhe Sun and Moonat.theintermeciiate q,uarters, 

• "At," or" near to," rather than'' before.''-Mr. Aahmand'l Note. 
t . Note b;y llolr, .Aabm&lld. 
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., ~e~-MAII·~~,or·f~ll~,are, ~.btlalte11ti~ ~~ 1 td~~U~ ~ere 
is a ceztal.n l1ariatiqn in the OOQIItitu.Qon of the· atmfllllph~, . ·Whiilll llftaQJ 
~o.~cef abo~ three days before,. and 110metime-, alio, allou~· th"'"-.daY• 
after the Moon has eqnated her course to the Sun. The eonflgu~ 
~t4lll be$•ee11 .tbe MOOA ~ el¥)b qojlrterl.y ~doll. 110d. Ute~ planeta
~be'tber b.y .the. trin~, ile~ti.le, .or !'\her e.l¢bomecl ~i.tlul~· •JtQ to·.bt 
f1b,erye4 j . ~cauee tb~ pewli!ll" property of .the .oh~e·ln the .QC>utilii.JIJalw 
of the atmosphere deMnda m11Cib, ~pon auch co,n6garationa,.lliltld ~y b9 
!&f.I:D~)'l perceived .by. considering .tl!.ll·'!&loi&Tll of Ull! influeoll8 wbicll the 
e8i,t co~~ted planeta and tb11 . ~p exerci~e over the atlllOIIpitele IUI41 
the winds. . . . . ., . . · 
, .. "'111~ ~ula; quality of the weataer t.h~W- prOducecl will be I!IOI'jl: fully 
~Ustud on certaJn dayll, e~peeially lillhea. ~hli bfjgbter ._t mor. .eiltea• 
cions 11:11~ Btlli'S lillY pe near the Su11, eillafll' · mat~Jtine or veJpertie&; 111, when liO.PoSited, they 'most frequently convert tho constitution o( ·the-*
Phllre ~ an &gr&e\llent with their IIWD ·~&I $ 1111d, ~ !,he· ~inRies 
Jfl&Y transit lilly one of tile ~gl&~~, a siulil~r ~ill ·aleo pnJ4~, ..U ~ 
aucb poBitions, the particul~Pd' co~itutio114 of the &tmol'fbeftl tw;e sullji!C~ w 
:¥AP'ltif//il, &n!Ubua.become alterna~y·mOJ'e io~!IO or. mqre ~IW'd.J.u.their 
rlli!Iie~:ti,ve qualities, ln thif mllllller,. by ~tli.ill. JWsitions.of ·the MOOII; .Uit 
:flux and re11~ of the lie!' are (!Bused ;· and wh~ the lwniaaries IllS,- \MI ~ 
~1~; . . \\Change of the win\1.· if pro®ced, ac:oordJAc_ to·tbe·dil:eotion.· of t.he 
~n'a eelipticallatitude, · . . · . _ , . 
• -" .finall;r,, ~ all th•. co~deratiollll. it IJIUIIt be rem!lm hered 'bat ~h!' 
more general and llrat constituted cause comes subsequently cmd ~d.· 
.~;,. -.dd•bat. .ttr.e Ollllf~ll i~ ia .t!w ·hi&h&H dt>g,ee oon&'m.flt and 
s~heo.fl(l when the stal'll which regulate the ge7f,frQ.l eirecta may be.altw 
conllgurated.toV~arQs'the production of t.he)parti81U4r effect~".-Ta•rabfblq•, 
~k ~J~ chlij). ~iv • 

. · · : 
According to Ptolemy, the following are the particular 

natures of the signs, by which, .at ~. new andf'Wl Moon 
taking place during the Sun's progress through each sign, 
the. . d#fer~.nt ,~ti~\ltiona . o.f tlle at~llphel'e &J."e . pi'O
daced._. :, . . . .. . • 
"' ' · .•, ' - ~· . ' ,, ' , 

)~he~ of:AR~S bas a general te~d~i)cy, a'ri&ing frOm the pr816nce of 
~~e ·~ox, , to promote tb~U~dllf and .hall ; hut certain of ita parta operate 
jq .a,.peaterlor.less deiJ:Oe, 8Cq<U'ding to the ~;~at~ of the alar!! which, co&-
poioe the ~glh,. . . . . · 
. .. 'fh~?,~lgri oi TAuRus, in ita ~eneral character, partakes of .I>Qth tempera
m~l}ja,(lift8t ~U~dcold),,bnt is, .nevertheles,, cbieft.y warm, Ita front parta 
p~uce earthquakes, cwuda, and wi.nds.;. the middle parta are moistening 
'!Iul~oollllg,i. $11se behind are fi~')', and cause meteonl and ligbtningll; the 
rtortliern. part$ are temperate; the 1101Uhero, .~u.rbulent and var~ble • 
.. . j:l~:roUN;t i¥ temp~rate in liB ge~~eraltendency, Qll.t.italeading parts promote 
ii\isehiet' by 'moisture. 'Its middle parts are e!ltirely temperate; ita Iatte,r 
~18 .mlll~ :~nd tlll'])ul~l!t;. the no!tbern pans. promote earthquake~~ and 
'l'f/:ll~ h.~' ,sqpthern are dry a.n\1 beat1ug. .· . . . , . . 
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" CANCR:a, on tbe w11ole, le IM!I'elle and wal'lll, bat its anterior pll1'ta neat 
the PrEeepe are hot Nld aotfoeatiog ~ the middle parts are temperate, and 
the latter parts excite wind ; both its northern and southern parte are fler.J. 
and eeorchiog. 

" LBO bu a general tendency operadft of etifting beat. • The anterior 
parts are opprestolvely and pe~~tilentially bot; the middle parte are temperate; 
llftd tboee behind are iojurioiiB, by meaoa of moiature. The northern parts 
produce nrlatioo and beat, and the southern mol8tore. . 

"VIRGO exeltee moisture and thunder. The front parte are chiefly warm 
and ooxlooa; the middle temperate; and the latter parts watery. The 
northern parts promote wind; the southern are temperate. 

"LIBRA bas a l(eller&l tendency to produce change and variation. Its 
front and middle parts are temperate; Its hinder parts watt'ry. The north
em parts cause variable winds; and the southern are moistening and 
peetllentlat 

Scoano 18 fiery, and productive of thunder. The &ont parts eaoae 
mow ; the middle are temperate ; the latter parts excite earthquakes. Ita 
northern parts are heating ; It's southern moistening. 

"8AGITTABIUII, generally, Is etfective of wind. The front parts are 
molltenlog; the middle temperate ; and the hinder parts .fiery, The north
ern parts promote wind ; and the southern variation and moisture. 

" CAPRICOB w'e tendency II to operate moisture, but Its anterior parts lll'e 
pernlcloWI by meaoa or heat. Ita middle parts are temperate ; and its latte!' 
parts promote rain. Its nurthern and southern parte are Injurious by meaoa 
of moisture. 

"AQUARIUs, In its general character, 18 cold and watery. The front parta 
are moistening; the middle temperate; and the latter piU'ts produetln of 
wind. The northem parts are heatlng; tho aouthern canl!e snow. 

" Ptsc.Bs, in its general character, is cold, and etfective of winrl. The 
front parts are temperate ; the middle mollteoing; the hinder parts heating. 
The northern parts eicite wind; and the southern are watery." 

Ptolemy further adds, that-

" In order to faellltate prognostication In minor and more limited m
atances, it Ia important to make further observations of all Nlllll'kable 
appearances occasionally visible round or near tlut Sun, Moon, or Star8. 
For the diurnal state of the atmosphere, the Sun's rising should be r•marked; 
for the nocturnal state, his setting. But the probable duration of any such 
1tate must be eonsldered by reference to the Sun's configuration with the 
Moon; for, in most C&8B8, each aspect made between them indlcatea the 
contlnuanc~ of a certain state until another aspect ~hall take place. 

" Hence the Sun, when ri8ing or setting, If he shine clear and open, free 
from mists, ~rloom, and cloudi, promllee serene weather. But If be have a 
wavering or fiery orb, or seem to emit or atlract red rays; or if he be accom
panied In any one part by the clouds called parlutlia, or by other reddish 
clouds of extended figure, in the form of Jon~ rays, he then portends violent 
winds, chiefly liable to arise from those parts in which the said phepomeoa 
may have •hown themselves. . 

" If he should be pale or lurid, and rise or set encumbered with clouds, or 
aurrounded by halos, he ind!CIItes storme or winds coming from the quarter 
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of bil apparent sitnation; and if he be al80 accompanied by parbelia, or by 
lurid or dark rays, similar eft'ects are also threatened from the parts where 
thoae appearances may be situated. 

"The Moon's course is to be carefully observed at tbe third day before or 
after her conjunction with the Sun, ber opposition, and her intermediate 
quarters. For if she then shine thin and clear, with no other phenomena 
about her, abe indicates serenity; but if she appear thin and red, and have 
her whole unillumin~tted part visible, and in a state of vibration, abe por
tends winds from the quazter of ber latitude and declination; and if ehe 
appear dark, or pale and thick, she threatens etorms and shower&. 

" All halos formed round the Moon should also be obllerved, For if there 
appear one only, bright and clear, and decaying by degrees, it promil!ea 
aerene weather; but, if two or three appear, tempests are indicated; and, if 
they seem reddish and broken, they threaten tempests, with violent aud 
boiattorous winds. If dark and thick, they foreshow storms and snow; if 
pale, or black and broken, tempeits, with wind and snow, both; and when• 
enr a greater number may appear, storms of greater fury are portended. 

"The planets, also, and the brighter fixed etars, occasionally have haloe, 
which Indicate certain eft'eets appropriate to their tinctures, and to the 
nature of the stare around which they may be aituated. 

" The apparent magnitudes of the fixed stars, and the colour& of the lumi
nous m&8888 among them, are likewi:<e to be remarked ; for, when the start 

•appear brighter and larger than usual, they Indicate an excitation of the wind 
&om that quarter in which they may be situated. 

"The nebulous mass of the Prllllepe In Cancer, and others similar to It, 
also require obllervatlon; as, if in flue weather they appear gloomy and ln
diatinct, or thick, they thereby threaten a fall of rain; bu&, if clear an4 
in continual vibration, they announce rough galea of wind. 

"Appearances occll!'ionally visible in the sky, resembling the trains of 
comet1, usually indicate wind an'd drought, in a degree proportionate to their 
molt.i:ude and continuance. 

" Appearances resembling shooting or falling stars, when presented in one 
part only, threaten a movement of wind from that part; when in various 
and opposite parts, they portend the approach of all kinds of tempestuoua 
weather, toJ(ether with tbon.der and lightning. Clouds retOBmbUng fleecee 
of wool will also sometlmet presage tempesta; and the occasional appear
ance of the rainbow denotes, in stormy weather, the approach of serenity; 
in fl ne weather, storms. 

"All remarkable phenomena visible in the sky univereally portend that 
certain appropriate events will be prodnced, each harmonizing with ita 
proper cause in the manner herein deseribed."-(Book II., chap. :.r:iv.)* 

Amongst the aphorisms of Cardan respecting weather, 
meteors, &c., may be mentioned the following:-

1. When Saturn passes out of one sign into another, 

• A great part of the let Georgia conalsta of IUirDIDgi<llll rules for predlctlnr the 
weather, clooely resembling the precepts here given b1 Ptolomy. Virgil Jsll&id to ha .. 
a.dopted hil doctrine from Aratua.-Note by Mr • .As&JUND. 



yoti'ma.y ~pect for several days together strange mete~; 
and splendid sights and apparitions in the heavens. . , . 

Sl. When Satut'n is ctm&Ml in the houlll88 of M&ft (kri~s 
&nd Scorpio), and Mars beholds him, be often bEigets conj.: 
cal .figures which are seen in the Nr, composed of ~e~ 
mg vapours, and are signs of earthquakes. ' 
' 3. Batnm and Ma.I'!I, and Mars and the Sun, a:nd'}f:h;r$ 
and Mere~, cause hail; Saturn.most in s~er, .Sol :Jlnd 
Mercury ID08t in autumn, and those that cause ·hail ·m 
these two quarters cause snow in the winter and· sprin.g; :· 

4. Saturn with the luminanea, Jupiter with Mer~wj, 
and Mars .with Venus, make. an 4ptrlio pwrlarfflm, ()II opeD• 
ipg of the gates, and usually these cause some pota.bl~ 
change of weather. . ' , . " 

5. Whenever Saturn is joined with the Sun, the heatia 
remitted and cold increased. · · 
' 6. When Mars and Meroory are joined, and behold th$ 
Moon or the lord of the ascendant in the 6th er 7th 
house, in the figure of an eclipse, &c., they . portend .~ 
great drought to ellBue. . . . 

7. The star has a gnat efficacy on the ail' to which the 
Moon 'sha11 be first joined after her conjunction, opposi
tion, or square with the Sun. 

8. The mixture of the beams of Mars and Jupiter, in 
moist signs, gives thunder, with sudden showers. · . · · . 

9. Jupiter naturally raises north wjnds, Saturn easterly, 
Mars westerly, Venmsoutherly, and Mercury mixed winds, 
88 he may apply to other planets. · · 

Dr. Goad, before mentioned, paid much attention to.the 
subject of astra-meteorology. , 

The following is a. copy of Dr. Goad's "Vulg8l' 'l'a.Qle,', 
showing the principles of astra-meteorology as understood 
in his time :- · • 
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J) ~ ~ 0 8 'l(. 
------------

Vend Phma. Pluv. trig. Vend. Venti. 

~ 
Pro natura cum Imber. Ton Gr&lld.Ton. Tonitru. Tonib•u. 
am-temporla humid. Plu"riL Pluv. frig. Venti olcd. Venti. 
lmmutaur. Plu"riL ll'rlg. remba. Nl:r. neb. Frlgua rem. Prig. 1-em. 

- -------------- Turb. .-el 
Turb. -.entl, Plu"riL Vere. 

'l(. Aerla tem- Ton. tempeot Gr&lld. Ton. ..!!otat. 
perleto. Venti. Temperat. Turb. vent!. Vent. •el Autumn. 

Frlgua rem. PJu-.. Byem, &c. 
Turbid. 

Turb. Bum. Pluvla trt-
Pluv. tonltru 

Vent. Plu-.. Tonltru 

8 
Bum. Cal. Vent.iDlbres gld&. 

p~~~l remlu. Vent. nubes. Plu"ria. 
Neb. Prulua. 

Vent. nino. Plum frlg. Turb. trig. 
Nubet. nl:r. Pluna, nl:r. remlo. 

1- -----·-
Frlgua et Pluvla, 

0 Venti nubl- lmbreo. humlmutur. fer! • Pluvla. ..!!otatetonat Prig. rem. 

Hum. vel 
nub. Venti hum!-

~ 
Cal. remlas. dl, vel nubl· 

neb. turb. terl. 
vel nl:r. 

--- --
~ 

Venti Inter-

i" 
dum nub!. 
ferl. 

The above refers to conjunctions. Similar-effects are to be 
observed, in a less degree, with all the other aspects. 

Very little seems to be known positively respecti~ the 
influences of the recently-discovered planetary bodies. 
Pallas seems to be wet and cold with the Sun ; Ceres 
seemR to give positive electricity in the air, and a high 
barometer; Vesta, cold air. . 

The following synopsis of the effects which are produced 
.by the various aspects of the Sun, Moon, and planets wa11 
published in the year 1841 :-

BDS~IPL ·} . 
and in aspect, produce storms, rain, and eold. 

IATU&N, 

HnScdBBL l TurbuleBt &Dd IUI.IIettled air; many sudden changes; wt. In ""mmer and 
.h:::'ru. J autumn, dry, but cloudy. 

R 
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Hz:uca:n} 
ond Fall of temperature In pneral ; other elfeeta 11DknoW1l. 

M.laa. 

HE!:'dRBL} Sudden eold ond unaettled weather; oudden chongeo,Jet dr7, and 1!"11et'llil7 
TBE Sl!lf. bright air; f'roet7 nigbto. . 

HEUCRJtL} 
ond WetandcloudJ. 

VBNU8. 

Hxasca:u.1 
and ~~Storms of wind In general ; other effects unknown. 

,.E&CUJLY. 

S.A.~~aN lIn spring and autumn, v.-ind and rain; in awnmei.:", rain and thunder ; in 
Jt."PIT£a. j winter, turbulent air, rain, &e. 

8.lTUdB.lf } In aprlng and autumn, rain and otorms, thunder, &c.; In summer, ball and 
,;::... thunder; In winter, mitigation of cold. 

B.lT~N } Spring ond autumn, cold raino; oummer, ball, rain, and thunder; winter, 
Tn:n SeN. snow and rain. A rtducea temperature. 

S.lT';fN } Cold ralnoln oprlng and autumn; aummer, hall, rain, and thunder; wln-
v:~u!. ter, snow and rain. Cloudy and cold air. 

B.lTU&N } 
and Alwa,.s wind ud rain; cold, gloo1111 air. Winter, mow and froot. 

ME&CUBY. . 

Ju!!~Ea } In spring, turbulent air; In mmmer, heat and thunder; In autumn, wlnd7, 
M.lBS, yet warm; In winter, mild weather. 

JUPITER } In spring, windy yet warm weather; summer, heat and thunder; autumn, 
and windy yet warm; winter, mild weather. Wool·pack clouds and topical 

Tua SuN. ralWI. 

J u~~EB } In spring, fair, growing weather; awnwer, fair and pl_....t ; autumn, fair 
y &NUl. and serene ; winter, clear and fair. 

{
In spring, blah winds; 10mmer, windy, ball, thunder; autumn, wind , 

JaPt~u. and showers occuionatly; winter, high winda, showers. If Marl or 
:'II an Heracbel be at the aame time upected by Mercury, violent winds and 

aacuar. meteors; or llghtnlng, &c. 

M.laa } In spring and autumn, dey and windy, with electrical phenomena; oummer, 
and boat, thunder and lightning, hall, &:c.; winter, not cold till tbe ,.peet be 

Taa Solf. p,.t, when the temperature alwa,-o falla. . 

~~~· } Spring and autumn, ab1mdant rain; oummer, l1ll<lll rain; winter, rain or 
Vii.Nua. anow. 

· ~~s } Spring and autumn, hail or rain and high winds; aummer, heat, !bander, 
ME::?uu. meteors, and hail; winter, snow or rain and hlgb winds. 
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Ts,:,dBm<} Spring, cloud:y, mUd weather; IIIIJDJDer, thunder and raiD; autumll, 1111111l 
Va!lus. raiD or mlstsl winter, mlats or rain. 

Tsa Su!l } In spring, changeable, wlnd:y, and raln:y; in anmmer, cloudJ and rtJn:y, 
and thunder, &o.; in autumn, changeable, molat. air; in winter, atormy, rain 

MDCU.Y. or mow, and wind. 

and In spring, ple""'!"'t showers; in IIUIIIIIIer, clouds, and raw:r; autumn, VB!IU8 J . 
lllaacuaT. changeable; wmter, plent:r of rain. 

ToaMOOif 

She produces change&, but without specUic lnllnenee. 
Wltb Heroehel, there Is a tendency.to cold. 
With Saturn, cold, gloomy, damp air; rain, mist, or snow, according to the 

'""""; usually long heavy clouds, espeolally when in conjunction. 
With Jupiter, fair weather, and an lncreaae In the temperature. When 

other causes prevail for rai,., It will generall:y be het.vy when the Moon 
Is in conjunction with Jupiter, but the heat will keep up. 

With ltars, in spring, sbol'·ers and bail; In aummer, tbunder-storm1, me· 
&ears ; in au.tumn, unsettled air ; in winter, eba.ogeable. GenerallJ' the 
thennometer rises when the Moon aspects !liars, If at the same time ohe 
aspect the Bun ; but there Is likewise & tendenc:y to rain. 

When with Venus, cloudy and moist air, Jn spring; in summer, cloudy, 
oometimes showers, and generally & slight fall In the temperature; In 
autnmn, cloudy and dark - If they approaeh the ·meridian together, 
showers; tn winter, sleet, cold rains, and occa.sionally wind. 

When 9Ith Mercury, a tendeney to wind &nd electrical phenomena, 
change&, &c., according to other aspects. If Mare be aspected by the 
Moon and Mercury, 'l'iolent electrical phenomw&. If Saturn be the 
Mme, storms. 

With respect to the Moon's '!"Peets with the Bun, the full Moon and qu&r
ters are leH powerful to cause chUJiel than the new Moon, &nd the 
semi-squares and sesqui-squares. 

Oceuionally changes occur at the trlnea. Wiotd aeema to be lnoreued b:y 
this aspect, if there be any in6uence operating at the time to cause wind. 

The full Moon seems also to be more frequently attended by windy weather 
tban any other. 

The above general rules were published fourteen years 
ago.* 

During the period which has since elapsed, various ob
servations have been made tending to confirm the accu
racy of the same, as being in reality the first rudiments of 
the art of astro-meteorology. 

It should, however, be borne in mind that time will be 
required, and many additional observatiops will be neces
sary, in different parts of the world, even to decide the 
simple modifications of the various aspects ; and, of course, 
more so to comprehend the compound modifications, where 
various aspects of different natures are ascertained to 
occur. 

• 41 Horoseope," ,·ol. li. p. '35-6. 

R 2 
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The same author has, more recently, published upon 
this interesting subject the following, 

GENERAL RULES FOR PORETELLING THE WEATHER. * 
1. Let the position of the earth among the other planets 

be well considered. 
2. Let it be observed whether any of the superior 

planets be· stationary-, and near the earth, or in ,parallel 
declination with the Sun, when they have considtll'a.ble 
effect. 

3. Let the causes of high or low temperature be consi
dered, for variations from average temperature are results 
of the electrical condition ·of the air. H the air be posi
tive, it will be generally clear-in summer ·warm, and 
vice versd. The aspects of Mars produce heat, because 
they produce positive electricity. And, (unless a comet 
be approaching the Sun) if there be no influence of Mars 
.or Jupiter, or Sol-lunar action, there will be no extraordi
nary heat at any time. 

4. Let the mutual aspects be attended to. Venus and 
Mars being in conjunction, the positive rays from Mars 
encounter the negative rays from Venus. The result is, 
generally, storms, thunder, and much rain. Every aspect 
•hould be well considered, and allowed its due weight in 
forming an astra-meteorological judgtnent. 

5. Let the lunar aspects be well noted. The .Moon ex
cites the others into action. Her aspects retain power 
merely for a few hours. When aspecting the Sun, and 
any planet at the same time, she has' chief influence. In 
crossing the equator, she effects changes in the weather ; 
also, although less extensively, when passing the tropics 
and at her perigee. Her semisquares and sesquisquares to 
the Sun generally cause a change. 

6. If Mercury or the Moon pass rapidly from the aspect 
of one planet to another, the powers of those planets 
are strongly excited. 

a Z_.DIUU.1 184t. 

___ ."_:_~- -
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THE BAROlllETER. 

Changes of weather are indicated in the barometer, not 
by the actual height of the mercury, but by its change of 
height. 

It is a general rule, that where the mercury is very low, 
and therefore the atmosphere light, high winds and storms 
may be expected. 

The following rules may be relied upon :-

1. The rising of the mereury indicates fair weather ; the falling of it ahowe 
tbe approach of foul weather. 

2. In sultry weather, the fall of the mercury indicates frost: its fall indi
eatee thaw, and its rise Indicates snow. 

8. Whatever change of weather suddenly followe a change In the barome
ter, it may be expected to last but a short time. So,. If fair weather follow 
immediately the rise of the mercury, there will be very little of it ; and, in 
the same way, if foul weather follow the fall of the mercury, it wlllllll!t but 
a short time. 

4 If fair weather continue for several days, during which the mercury 
continually falls, a long continuance of foul weather will probably enoue • 
.Again, if foul weather continue for several days, while the mercury con
tinually riaea, a long auccesalon of fair weather will probably succeed • 

.'>. A fluctuating and unsettled state of the . mercurial column indicates 
changeable weather. • 

The following paragraph tends to strengthen the opinion 
given in a former page, that the British press is becoming 
sensible of the benefits to be derived from observations 
connected with planetary influence :-

"MBTBOilOLOGY.-Nothlng may seem, at first, further removed &om 
the practical neceasities of man-nothing more foreign to biB material wants 
-than this. 

" The jotting down here e,nd there of stations for the observation and the 
recording of barometer cbanges-fl~ctuations of the thermometer-chemical 
examination of the air-the phenomena of fogs, and rains, and, in ~hort, all 
tboee appearances and functions usually known as meteoric. 

''Abstract thuugh the auhject may appeHr,we hv.ve nev~l'theless strong 
snaplc!ons that a faithful record of such phenomena, a diligent 1tudy of 
their cau1e1, their phaaea and eoncomitants, will reveal many of the secrets 
of epidemic infiuenceil now veiled In such deep obscurity."t 

• Before rCii,., nrallowo ~ low-<ioga grow sleepy, and eat sra-water-fowl dhe 
mucb--tlsh retwoe to blte-ftlea are troublesome-toolda crawl about-Insects are bwoy, 
twine and cattle uneaoy, and human belnga restleu : all which Is the reault of anwoual 
eurrenta of electricity paulng through them into the atmoopbere. 

t Jl0N1ill9 P01t, Oct. 3rd, IS~3. • 
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CHAPTER XV. 

MEDICAL AsTROLOGY'. 

"Conoider the lilies or the fteld: tbe;r toll not, neither do tbe;r spin ; ;ret Solomoo in 
all his glory was not arrayed llke one of th-." 

IT has been stated in a. prior chapter, that within the last 
two hundred years the science of astrology was much 
studied and practised by members of the medical profes
sion. Indeed, less than two hundred years ago, an indivi
dual who entered upon the profession of a. doctor of medi
cine, either in England or in any of the European coun
tries, was obliged to pass an astrological examination. 

If deficient in the application of that science to the 
healing art, such individual was deemed unfit to practise 
his profession. This seems to have been a. reasonable 
requisition, for without set principles there can be no 
system; and, if such principles be natural, they must be 
drawn from astrology, because that comprehends the whole 
svstem of nature. 
• Reference has already been made (p. 156) to the various 

diseases signified by each planet. 
With respect to herbs, Saturn rules the following* :

Amaranth us, barley, red-beet, beech-tree, bifoil, birdsfoot, 
snakesweed, blue-bottle, buck's-horn plantain, hnck's-born, 
campion winds, clown's wound-wort, comfrey, sciatica 
cresses, dar.nel, dodder, elm-tree, water fern, fleawort, flux 
weed, fumitory, gladurn, goutwort, winter green, hearts
ease, hawkweed, hemlock, hemp, henbane, black helle
bore, horsetail, holly, ivy, knapweed, knotgrass, medlar
tree, mosses, mullein, nightshade, polypody of the oak, 

• See llaphael's Almanac, 1850, p. 4. 
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poplar-tree, quince-tree, service-tree, shepherd's purse, 
spleenwort, tamarisk ·tree, melancholy -thistle, blackthorn, 
thorough-wax, tulsan, woad, Solomon's seal, Saracen's 
consound. 

Jupiter rules over. agrimony, Alexander, asparagus, 
avena; balm, white beet, water-betony, bilberries, borage, 
chervil, chesnut-tree, cinque-foil, costmary, ·dandelion, 
dock, dog's-grass, endive, fig-tree, clove-gilliflowers, hart's
tongue, hyssop, houseleek or sengreen, liverwort, lungwort, 
maple· tree, mellilot, the oak, roses, sage, samphire, scurvy
grass, succory, and lady's·thistle. 

Mars rules over allheal, anemone, water-pepper, asara
bacca, barberry, garden-bazil, briony, brook-lime, butcher's 
broom, broomrape, cardines, benedictus, pilewort, aves, 
black cresses, crowfoot, cuckoopoint, dovesfoot, down or 
cotton thistle, dragons, flax weed, furze-bush, garlic, gen
tian, hawthorn, hedge-hyssop, hops, madder, masterwort, 
nettles, onious, pepperwort, groundpine, horse-radish, rest
harrow, rochet, rhubarb, savine, star-thistle, tobacco, 
woollen-thistle, treacle-mustard, wold or dyer's weed, and 
wormwood. 

The Sun rules over angelica, the ash and bay-trees, one
blade burnet, butterbur, camomile, cellendine, small cen
taury, eye-bright St. John's wort, jumper bush, lovage, 
marygolds, mistletoe, mustll.l'd, peony, St. Peter's wort, 
pimpernel, rosa-solis or sundew, rosemary, meadow-rice, 
garden -rue, saffron, tormeutil, turnsole, heart-trefoil, vine, 
viper's-buglos, and the walnut-tree. 

Venus ~nfluences alkanet, alehoof or ground-ivy, the 
black or common alder-tree, arrack, wild Archangel beans, 
ladies' bedstraw, birth-tree, bishop's-weed, bramble, blites, 
bugle, burdock, cherry-tree, earth·chesnuts, chick-pease, 
cock's-head, columbines, coltsfoot, cudweed, cowslips, 
crab's-claw, crosswort, daisies, devil's-bit, eringo, feather
few, figwort, dropwort, foxgloves, golden-rod, gromel, 
gooseberry-bush, groundsel, artichokes, herbrobert, true
love, k.idneywort, ladies' mantle, marshmallows, French 
mercury, dog-mercury, mint, moneywort, motherwort, 
mugwort, nep or catmint, orchis, parsley, piert, parsnip, 
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peach-tree, pennyroyal, pear-tree, periwinkle, plantain, 
plums, poppy, purslane, primrose, privet, queen of the 
meadows, ragwort, rye, woodsage, sanicle, self-heal, sope
wort, sorrel, sowthistle, spignel, strawberries, tansey, 
teasle, thyme, vervain, violets, wheat, and yarrow. 

Mercury :rules over amara-dulcis, calamint, wild carrots, 
carraway, dill, elacampane, fern, fennel, germander, hazel
nut, boreho1md, houndstongue, lavender, lily of the valley, 
liquorice, walrue or. white maiden-hair, golden maiden· 
hair, wild and sweet marjoram, mulberry-tree, nailwort, 
oats, parsley, cow11arsnip, pellitory of the wall, sauce-alone, 
savory, BC&bious, smallage, southernwood, honeysuckles, 
and valerian. 

The Moon rules over adders-tongue, garden-arrack, 
brankursine, coleworts, water caltrops, chickweed, garden . 
and wild clary, cleavers, coralwort, water-cresses, cucum
bers, duckmeat, fiower-de-luce or water-flag, fiuettin, 
cuckoo-flower, lettuce, water-lily, white lilies, loosestrife, 
moonwort, mouse-ear, orsine, pellitory of Spain, rattle
grass, saxifrage, stonecrop, pearl-trefoil, wallft.owers, and 
the willow-tree.* 

THE PLANETARY HOUR. 

" Fortune at 101ne ooara to all Ia kiDd : 
The luck1 have whole da7a, which otUI the1 cbooae; 
The unluoll:7 have but houri, aad theee tlle1 /olt." 

Dan) aN. 

"As to the time of gathering these herbs,'' wrote 
Coley, "it should be when the planet that governs the herb 

• " Whatenr srie& or lnflrmltlea are produced b7 an7 plenetl," writes an old author, 
"there are herbo by aympoth7 u well u antlpath7 to cure them. Although an herb 
or plant ma1 b7 elemental qualltlea be under the domlalon of Mara, u being hot aad 
dr7, and 10 be gathered at hlo hour, yet, becauae of bla 't'lrtaeo, and belag JIOC)d to C1U'8 
ooch laftrmltlea u are under the dominion of Saturn, It ma7 Juatly h c&lfed a .,.pa. 
tlldlcal cure ; and 10 herba nuder the dominion of the Sua cure inftrmltlee b7 aympath7 
produced by Man, becauae the Sua Ia exalted Ia Aries, the houoe of bl an. A.lao herbo 
under Venue cure b7 aympath7iaftrmltlea under Jupiter, becauae Venue Ia exalted Ia 
PIIMl8s, the houoe of Jupiter; 10 herhl of Jupiter oun b7 ll mpath7 aucb dl&euea u are 
under the dominion of the Moon,becauoe Juplterlo exalted In Caucer, her house. The 
beneftt which we ha-.e from thlo observation Ia thlo : If Saturn, Man, or an1 ~r 
planet be the allllotlng planet, and otrong-wblch argue• a compliance-then those 
herhl which are under the domlnlou of that planet wblcb lo exalted In hla house, belaiJ 
good for curing the laftrmlt,., ma7 be Uled; and for thlo reaaon It ohall be called a 
.,.pathdic<JI cure, for when planetaare otrong and allllo:lng we muot compl;r with them." 
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is essentially dignified~ if possible ; hewever, let the planet 
be angular, either in the ascendant or tenth holl8e, and in 
some good aspect of the Moon. Let them be taken in· 
their prime, being full of juiee and green,. and from such 
places as they flourish and thrive most in. Forbear to 
gather them when they are d~ying, or have lost the mol!t 
part of their strength and lustre ; and, being so gathered, 
they will be the more effectual in theiJt operation, being 
applied. by a skilful hand.'' * 

It is of importance to have some knowledge respecting 
this planeta,·y hour, which means the particular hour in· 
which every planet has its rule. In gathering herbs for 
medicin~l purposes, the planetary hour is assuredly of 
consequence. 

A simple herb gathered in the planetary hour, in which; 
it imbibes its greatest degree of strength and specific 
virtue, will perform remarkable cures, even in the hands 
of the oldest female inhabitant of the village; while Mr. 
Rusticity will be fairly at a loss for an efficient remedy, not
withstanding his twelve years' experience at the College 
and elsewhere. 

These planetary hours are :reckoned from the rising of 
the Sun until the setting of the same body. 

This space of time is divided into twelve equal parts, 
which are termed the twelve planetary hours of that day. 
The time of the Sun's setting to its rising the next morn
ing is in the same manner divided into twelve equal parts, 
and these constitute the twelve planetary hours for that 
night. 

Hence, when the days are short, the planetary hour 
does not consist of above 40 minutes, more or less, accord
ing to the twelfth part of the whole time from the Sun's 
rising until his setting. The nights being then long, a 
planetary hour by night may consist of an hour and ten 

· • There Is no eclenoe In which utrology bas bad eo grea or eo mbebievous effects as 
In m<dici"•· The benellta wblcb It Is eometlmeo mppooed to have conferred upon the 
world In exciting the attention of JD&Dklnd to aatronomy have been far outweighed b7 
the InJury It basln11icted on medlcaloclence.-2Wi .. Gianu, vol. I. 

Thlo remark is a mere assertion, false and unfounded. It Ia a apeelmen of the modern 
&raument agalnat the llclenee, vain and peurUe. 

• I 
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or twenty minutes, or more. So, tJice versd, when the. days 
are long and the nights short. 

Therefore, the planetary hours are continually varying 
in duration. They never agree with the common measure 
in time, except on those two days in every year when the 
Snn··enters the signs Aries and Libra, and then day and 
night are dispensed equally to all parts of the world. 

To enable the reader to understand clearly the principle 
upon which these planetary hours are divided, it is neoea
sary to repeat that the hours commence at tnmrue. 

"Let the number of hours elapsing ~en su.nrile and · aunset be multi
plied by 60, and the product dividPd by 12 ; the number of times that 
twelve is contained, or the quotient or this division, will show the·number of 
minutu con&titutjng the planetary hour by day. For those of the night, 
let the aame rule be applied to the number of hoW'II elapsing betweeu. BWj.86t 
and sunrise. 

" The planets rule in the following order respectively :-

0 

" The ftrst honr of Sunday eommences under the dominion of the Sun, 
the eecond under that of Ven111, tbe third Mercury, and so on, acco1-dlng to 
the order In the table. The flr:;t hour of Monday under the Moon; or 
Tuesday, under Mars; and so on with the other day~ of the week. 

" Example :-What planet rulea the hour at three o'clock in the afterooon 
of the 13th June, 1847 1 

" The time elapsed between sunrising (3 hours 4S minutes) and sunt~etting 
(8 hours 15 minutes) on that day is 16 hout'd 30 minutes, which, multiplied 
by 60, gives 000 minute:<; and this divided by 12 gi•es 1 hour 22 minuteB 
30 secouda fur the length of each planetary hour. Being Sunday, the Sun 
rules the fil'llt h..ur until 7 minutes past 5 o'clock; the planet Veuua rules 
until 29 minutes paot 6 o'clock ; Mer.,ury until lH minutes past 7 o'clock, 
A.H. ; the Moon rules unlil13 minutes past 9 o'elock, A H . ; Saturn until 
35 minutes past 10 u'ciock, A. Ill.; Jupiter until f>7 minutes past 11 o'clock; 
:Mars until 20 minutes p11st 1 o'clock; the Sun until 42 minutes past 2 
o'clock, and, ag11in, the " Glad Minstrel" • is seen to preside over the 82 
minutes which elapse from that time until 4 minutes past 4 o'clock, 1'.¥. ; 
and so on with the other planets." 

Th~ following signification of each planetary hour, with 
the use to be made of the same-taken h·om Coley, who 
succeeded Lilly as an astrologer-may be useful. 

I . In the hour of :Saturn take no voyage to sea, neither 
undertake any long journey by land, for crosses will assur· 

o See ante, p. 207. 
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edly attend, and small success may be expected : take n0 · 
physic, entertain no servant, for they will prove idle, care•. 
less persons. Not good to put on new garments, or cut 
your hair; but this hour is good to buy or take leases of 
houses or lands; good to buy any kind of grain, or to dig 
in the earth, or plough; not good to borrow money in this 
hour, or to falJ sick in, for it threatens a long disease, and . 
sometimes terminates in death. 

2. In the hour of Jupiter it is good to apply to ecclesiasti
cal persons, and all great men, to obtain their favour; the 
same from all grave senators, judges, lawyers, &c. In 
this hour it is good to take a journey in, or to go out of the 
house with success ; good to sow all kinds of seeds, or to 
plant ; not good to be let blood. He that falls sick in 
this hour will soon recover. Good also to lend or borrow 
monies ; not good to enter a ship, not good to buy beasts : 
to conclude, this hour is good to contract matrimony, &c. 

3. In the hour nf Mars begin no worthy action or en
terprise ; for it is a very unfortunate hour in ·all things, 
and th'erefore ought as much as possible to be avoided. It 
is ill to take a journey, for you shall be in danger of 
thieves, &c. ; very ill to take a voyage to sea, and, gene.o 
rally in all things. 

4. The hour of the Sun is not to be chosen, being gene
rally unfortunate, unless to make applications to great 
persons; not good to begin a building, or put on new 
garment~; not good to enter a man's own house, for dis
content and brawling may then be expected to follow. 
This hour is good for a man to receive preferment in ; not 
good to court the female sex, or to lay down monies on 
any account. It is also dangerous for a person to fall 
sick in. 

5. In the hour of Venus it is good to engage in love mat
ters, or to commence a journey, but not a voyage; good 
to enter on any play or pastime ; not good to be irt blood 
in; good to go out of a man' s house with success, but not 
so good to return again; good to take physic in. The hour 
of Venus is generally good to undertake any business 
relating to feminine concerns, such as marriage and 
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matrimonial contracts; but not good to commence wearing 
a new garment. 

6. Thfl hour of Mercury is good for merchandize:, to buy 
or sell, to write letters, to send messengers, or to take 
physic·in; to send children to school, to commence jour
neys, or to lend monies in ; to put forth apprentices, to 
commence any building; not good to ·contract marriage 
in, nor to buy houses or lands, or to re-enter your house, 
being abroad; not good to hire a servant in, or to redeem 
a prisoner ; but good to plant or graft in, and to make 
suit to great persons. 

7. The hour of the Moon is not good to purchase cattle 
in, nor to take physic in, nor to commence any building, 
nor to lend money in, or to make new clothes. It is 
good for love affairs, for sending children to school, to take 
a journey, or to pursue an enemy. One may make choice 
of this hour to leave one's native country in; but another 
hour should be chosen for the return, and for entering 
one's own country again.* 

This doctrine of planetary hours appears quite philoso
phical (see Ecclesiastes, chap. iii.), although it has been 
much ridiculed by persons ignorant of the principles upon 
which it is based. 

It has been observed in a preceding chapter that the 
Moon has ever much influence over the animal and vege
table world. She influences, generally, consumptive dis
eases, palsy, colic, apoplexy, vertigo, lunacy, small pox, 
dropsy, and diseases peculiar to young children.t 

It has been deemed by ~trologers for many hundred 
years-indeed, from the time of Ptolemy-unsafe " to 
pierce with iron that part of the body gove~ned by the 

• " I am sensible that there are IIOJile artists who have but very mean thoughts of tbeae 
planetary bouno 1 and otb..,.., again, bave rellnquillhed their former opinion. I aballnot 
JtO about to new model aatrolOJY• nor sll!'bt nor undervalue antiquity, but leave enr1 
person to tbeir freedom. botb m tbls and divers other things In art embraced b7 tbo 
o.nclenta, and transmitted b7 tbem to posterity, k110wlng tbat tbe judgmenta and 
opinions of men are · aa variouo ao tbelr faces. All I oball oay io, let every peroon make 
uoe or tboae ruleo be oll'ecta and linda verit;r In, and omlt tboae be cannot eaall1 dlgtlt, 
or takeo a prejudice agalnat."-CoLBY. 

t Tbe ancients were of opinion tbat &t tbe birth of an lndl.tdual obe Influenced tbe 
native o.ccordlng to ber aae ; but such Influence wu, of course, liable to be modllled bJ 
concomitant causes. 

. __ .. 
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sign through whiclt the Moon is passing." For instance; 
not to bleed from the 'IU!ck when the Moon is in Taurus or 
Leo ; simply because the first of these signs govel'DS the 
neck, and the other tile heart, or that organ from whence 
the vital ftuid flows. 

A recent adoption of this·scientific doctrine appeared in 
print*-'' When to Bleed Horses" (abridged from the 
French of the Sieur de Solleysell, Equerry to the late 
King):-

" None, I believe, call in question but that 1here are seme times ·to the 
year wherein one humour predominates more than another : fo1• instance, all 
agree th&t It Is the blood which predominates In the spring; in the summer, 
bile ; In autumn, melancholy; and In winter, phlegm. That which Is per
formed In the space of a year 18 renewed every six boors, which is the time 
wherein the whole circulation of the blood Is perfected, as an infinite num
ber of experiments have discovered. From midnight to six in the morning 
"it is the blood that predominates ; from six to twelve o'clock in the day it is 
phlegm ; from twelve to 11lx o'clock In the evening it is bile ; and from 11il: 
"to midnight it is melancholy. 

" I lay down as an infallible rule, that the sanguine horse should be- bled 
at four in the morning ; the fortuitous or phlegmatic, at ten ; the bilious, or 
fiery, at four o'clock in the afternoon ; and the melancholic, at ten o'clock 
at night. Bleeding also should be practised as much as possible in the in
ereue of the Moon, and n81167' tDMn 1hB il in tM lignl of Leo or Tauru1 
tDMn thB blood il to be ta.\m frllfla thB neck. 

"The letting of the blood should be al110 performed iu a calm and clear 
day, free from clourls and fogs, because, the veins bt>ing emptied a little by 
the bleedintt, they immediately attract Into their vacuities the air, which, if 
·pure, will not prove prej udlcial. 

"Moreover, you should not let blood when the Moon is in opposition to 
tile Sun-that i~, when lt ls a full Moon-nor when they are in junctiun, 
which i~ a new Moon; nor when they are in a ~~quare, wllicb is the quo.rt~r. 
In all these times bleeding is prrjudicio.l, WI uiiiO tlur·ing the sol8ticc ur 
equinox. 

" It io1 of the greatest consequence to obser.v<J exactly the time and hour 
in which it is most .proper to bleed a horse." 

This principle is to this day admitted by graziers, shep
herds, and agriculturists, who still affirm with confidence 
tltat, if they operate on any of their cattle at the exact time 
when the Moon is southing, that animal will certainly die. 
The cattle doctors generally endeavour to avoid operations 

... Su11d<JW 1'imN, June :;o, 1830. 
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within one hour of this particular time ; and, doubtless, 
the antediluvians did so before them.* 

In order to ascertain these favourable or unfavourable 
periods,. "Moore's Almanac" is-or, at any rate, until 
recently was-popular among the agriculturists. But, 
according to the following statement, it would seem that 
poor Chopstick must now look elsewhere for scientific in
formation. 

"A. countryman went, the other day, to the shop of a bookseller in P. for 
a Moore's Almanac for the next year, •nd on one bciu~~; banded to 
him he lamented the degeneracy of old 1\loot·e, aa there were now no 8igM 
in it. He wondered why Mr. Moore had given up puuiug the sign4 in tho 
almanac ;. it bad been a bad job for him, leaving them out, for some yean 
bBCk. The vendorofliteratnre-wbo !tad sold some thou..aodsofold Moore 
in his day, but had never thought the hands, &c., which used to be placed 
down one side of the columns really meant anythin:,:-iuquired how this had 
happened. 'Why, you see,' the rustic believer in 6igns replied,' we uied to 
wean calves and colts by the ~ign~ ; and as there were no ngna in Moore last 
~·ear, we weaned a colt without knowing what the sign at the time was, and 
it died of a disease of the heart. We found out afttrwards that the aign at 
the time tons in tM heart ;t so if we had known, du you sea1 we tihould 
have 81\Ved the colt.' " 

The sapient editor winds up with this observation
" The schoolmaster may be abroad; he has evidently a 
deal of work to do."t 

This occurrence took place in a northern county. Let 
Chopstick, however, not be dismayed, although ill-spoken 
of. The following anecdote should tend to encourage him 
in his scientific perplexity :-

" A sea-&ring man brought a piece of ,bone about three or four inchea in 
length, as he stated, from New Zealand, and oft'ered it for sale at the Coll6(le 
of Surgeons. Mo~t of those to whom the bone WIUI submitted dil;mil'lied it 
lUI worthless, or n1anUestcd their incredulity. Some insinuated that it was 

• The pt.trlarch J 100b was well •eraed In this art : Ae knew how to elec\ fa•oarablo 
times, and knew the P9Wer of ,.palAJi b;r hla peeling the rodll and put\lng them In the 
watering troughs, at auch time u the 11ockl concehed, and brought forth cattle rlna:· 
atreaked, speckled, aud IP9Ued. 

t Ruled by the sign Leo. 
t It Is diftlcult to read &Uch a choice bit of information for the people u the abon 

without feeling a desire that the ancient prophecy ma;r, ere long, be fultllled •-" The 
book of pool limu shall be unoeo.led-a at&r shall arlee in the north, whooe be&mA eball 
enlighten the world.'' 
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I)Ut of an old marrow-bone, to wh~h it bore eome resemblance. At length 
i\ wu brought to Profeo!BOr 0., who, having looked at it carefully, thought 
it right to investigate it more narrowly; and, after mueh consideration, he 
ventured to pronounce his opinion. This opinion, from almost any one else, 
wov.ld have been perhaps only laughed at. In the first place, he said that 
the bone-big enough to suggest that it had belonged to an ox-had belonged 
to a bird. Bnt before people had time to recover from their surprise, or other 
eensation created by the announcement, they were greeted by &JWtber lllllel"
tion yet more ltartling-namely, it had been a bird witlwut wing11. 

"The incredulity and doubt with which the opinion was received was too 
great for a time even for the authority of Profeseor 0. entirely to dispel. 
Mark the trutlifulnull of a realiCiellce /-contemplate the exquisite beauty 
and accuracy. of relation in natut·e. By-and-by, a whole skel11ton waa 
brought over to this cuuntry, when the opinion of the Professor was con
vet1ed into an e~tablished fact. Nor waa this all. There was this appropriate 
eymbol to perpetuate the trhuuph: that which had appeared as the most 
l!tartling feature of what had been scarcely better received than as a wold 
conjecture, was so accurate iu facts as to form the most appropriate name to 
the animal thus dl~cu,·ered. It was accordingly named the Apteryx, or 
wingless, from the Greek alpha and pterux."• 

The following are a few of the aphorisms of Cardan re
specting sickness :-

In sickness, when the Moon applies to a planet contrary 
to the nature of the distemper, especially if it be a for
tune, the disease will be changed for the better. 

When the Moon at the decumbiture, or first falling sick, 
shall be under the beams of the Sun, or with Saturn, Mars, 
or Dragon's Tail, if the party be ancient, even her conjunc
tion with Jupiter, Venus, or Mercury is not without peril. 

Saturn cause!! long diseases; Mercm-y, various ones; 
the Moon, such as return after a time, as vertigoes, falling 
sickness, &c.; Jupiter and the Sun give short diseases, but 
Mars the acutest of all. 

When the Moon is in a fixed sign, physic works the 
less; and if in Aries, Taurus, or Capricorn, will be apt to 
prove nauseous to the patient. 

In purging, it is well that both the Moon and the lord 
of the ascendant be descending and under the earth ; in 
vomiting, that they ascend. 

Purging, bleeding, &c., ought to be done while the Moon 
is in moist signs; the chief being Pisces, the next Cancer. 

• Maclhraln'o" Memoln of Abercromby," vol. U., p. 247. 

-
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Every immoderate position of the heavens, to persons 
weak and aged, brings death ,; to others, violent accident. 
and grievous calAmities. 

When at the beginning of a disease the luminaries are 
both with the infortunes, or in opposition. to them, th«;l 
sick will hardly escape. 

From the Moon's good aspect to the fortunes or the 
Sun, if not aftlicted, health may be expected ; if to the 
infortunes, or Sun's evil aspects, death may be feared. 

Mars in the aseendant makes the diseases swift, violent, 
afflicting the upper parts, 1md disturbing the mind ; ~ 
also, .the luminaries and their dispositors .be aftlicted, death 
will follow. 

From the first hour of the day (or one in the morning 
inclusive) till six, blood predominates, whenee morning 
sleeps become so sweet and pleasant. From thence till 
noon, choler. Afternoon, phlegm; 1\lld from the beginning 
of night till Inidnight, melancholy. · 

With respect to fetJera. When the Sun is aftlicted in 
Leo, mischievous fevers are threatened. 

Earthy signs are free from fevers; but watery 
signs threaten putrid fevers, if Mars have any rule in 
them. Saturn in fiery signs, when the Sun is weak, 
causes hectic fevers; Jupiter, sanguinary ones, and, if 
Mars behold him, putrid fevers. M,ars in such signs gives 
burning fevers; V~nus, ephemeral fevers; Mercury, mixed 
fevers ; and, if the Moon be joined with them, she makes 
portentous fevers. Saturn, mixing signification with Mars, 
causes melancholy fevers. 

If Mars be under the Sun's beams, or in the sixth, and 
if he afflict the significator, it occa&ions burning, pernici
ous fevers, of a venomous character ; if to these Saturn or 
Venus, combust, be added, or if these planets be in 
Scorpio or Leo, the fever will be pestilential. It will he a 
fatal time to suffer amputation, or lose any member, when. 
the Moon is under the Sun's beams, aud opposed by Mars. 

The fifth bouse and its lord shew the medicines and their 
nature, whether proper or improper. 

The significator of disease in double-bodied signs sig-
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nifies a relapse, or that it will change into some other dis
temper. 

That sign in which the significator of the disease is posi
ted shows the member or parts of the body principally 
afflicted. 

Mercury, unfortunate, prejudices the phantasy and in
ward faculties; thence threatens madness, &c., especially 
if Mars affiict him. If Mercury be in an earthy sign, it 
threatens that the patient will make away with himself. 

To cure any member, the Moon and lord of the ascend
ant should be free from impediment, the sign that governs 
the part ascending, and the ~1oon therein. When you 
think to do good to your eyes, let the Moon be fortunate, 
increasing in light, and by no means in a sign of the 
earthy triplicity.* t 

• The lndlridual who may feellnteromed In tnMiclfl utrology will do well to purelilaae 
Culpepper's " Family Hetbal," a decent quarto volume, which may be bought for a few 
eh!Uinp. In the preface. Its author quaintly observes that he bad " consulted with bla 
brothers, Dr. Reason and Dr. Eiperle11ce, and too~ a voylljJe to vlait my mother Nature, 
by wbooe adrice, together with the help of Dr. Diligence, I at last obtained my deelre ; 
Uld being warned by Mr. Honeoty, a stranger In our days, to publish It to the world," 
he had done 60. m. inotructions fur the right uae of the book are, ftrot, to consider 
what planet eauaetb the disease ; socon~ly. to consider what part of the body Ia allllcted 
by the dilease, ud whether it hes In the llesh, blood, or bones; thirdly, to conalder by 
what planet the afllicted part of the body Is governed; fourthly, " you may oppose dla
- by herbs of the planets opp<><ite to the planet that cauaeth tbem : &Jl di&eaoes of. 
Joplterhy herbs of Mercury, and the contrary-diseases of the Luminaries by herbs of 
Saturn, and the controrv-dioeaoes of Mars by herbs of Venus, and the cont1•ary 1 tl.ttbly, 
there Ia a way to cure dl&ea""e sometimes by •rmp<Uhy, and so every planet cures hla 
owo dilease- the Sun and Moon by their herbs cure the eyes, Sa.tum the spleen, 
lnpiter the liver, Mara the pli, &c., and Veno• aU allmente Influenced by her." 

+ " It Ia to be regretted that many of the most Intelligent and otherwlae liberal practi
donera treat the oelenee uf medical botany with neglect and derision, even those from 
whom we should at least n:pect fair inquiry and careful Investigation upon a subject so 
Important to the welfare and comfort of the human family ; but eo It Ia, not alone In 
reC.reoae to this particular oeiencc, bot to mally others equally useful and equally neg
lected, because In a pecuniary sense protltless. In my own limited wanderlnp I have 
11eeo cepeate4ly struck with admiration at the maneUoue cures acoompllohed by the 
Jllmple use of the most common plants and herbs, under the direction and by the aid of 
poor, unlearned, and otherwise i(lllorant persons, even after tbe moot uperlonced of the 
faculty bad exhausted their knowledJ!O and patience. How much more ava.llable, then, 
might thooe simple but bountiful productions of Nature be made, In alle'flatlng our Ilia 
and palos I Every :.erb that grows, and every thing that lives, being intendod by the 
all-wlae Crea.tor for some benevolent and useful purpose, slight Oiperienee might con
'Jlaoe the oceptlcal that the ve1etablo kingdom alene would ouppi.J' all our W&Alalo medi
cine-a theory admitted even by those who profeoo to despise the practice. And happily 
tor mankind, the study of botant and physic combin~d wHI, ere long, becomtllot only a 
fublonable pursuit, but a most useful science, and receive such attention as IU lmtJOrt
aaee demands from eminent men, some few having already devoted to It tilelr apeclal 
~odon.''-Kua.uar., 1854, 

8 
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CHAPTER XVI. 

SciENTIFIC OnJECTIONS. 

" Aatroloto' bued upon aati'OIIomleal oboervatlo.,.-error baoed upon tl'llth-bad In 
It IMllt tangible matter; but metopoeeopy baoed upon aatroloi!Y-error bued upon «rrr 
-Ia one of the molt unrubotantlal apeculatlona that wu ever built up b7 • oelentlft<l 
Dl&D,"-Lift D/ Card"'"• Yo!. H., p. 66. • 

TaE present chapter will take notice of a few of the most 
usual objections, in a scientific point of view, made with 
reference to astral science. 

1. Allowing the old astrologers to be correct, will not the 
precession of the equinoxes-which has totally altered the 
face of the heavens, by causing the stars to shift their 
places (those formerly in the sign Aries being now in 
Taurus)-cause the very foundations of the science to be 
unstable, and so render it impossible to draw from them 
any safe conclusions? 

This is an ordinary objection, which seems to have 
arisen through an erroneous impression of what Ptolemy 
really wrote upon this matter. His words are (Book I. 
chap. xii.) :-"The beginning of the whol~ zodiacal circle 
-which in its nature as a circle can have no other begin
ning, nor end, capable of being determined-is, therefore, 
to be assumed to be the sign of Aries, which commences 
at the vernal equinox." 

He further adds (chap. xv.)-" The beginnings of the 
signs, and likewise those of the terms, are to be taken 
from the tropical and equinoctial points. This rule 
is not only clearly stated by writers on the subject, but is 
also especially evident by the demonstration constantly 
afforded-that their natures, influences, and familiarities 

• Br Mr. B. Morley, 18~t. 
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have no other origin than from the tropics and equinoxes, 
as has b~en already plainly shown. And, if othe:.: begin
nings were allowed .. it would either be necessary to exclude 
the natures of the signs from the theory of prognosti
cation, or impossible to avoid error in their retaining and 
making use of them ; as the regularity of their spaces 
and distances, npon which their influence depends, would 
then be invaded and broken in upon." 

The stars pass through one sign in rather more than 
two thousand years; but, according to Ptolemy, they are 
qnite distinct from the signs themselves, which, in fact, 
depend for their existence on their distance, declination, 
&c., from "the tropics and equinoxes." The foundation 
of astrology is that of the universe. It will one day fail, 
doubtless; but, until then, the child born with that part 
of the zodiac called Virgo, ascending, will ever be very 
different in his personal form and stature from another 
born when Capricorn ascends : the former sign measuring 
from 150 to 180 degrees, and the other from 270 to 300 
degrees, from the first point of the zodiacal sign Aries. 

2. Why hl\8 not the planet Herschel a house assigned 
to him in the zodiac?* 

The origin of the house• assigned to the several planets 
seems to have been among the ancient astrologers of 
Egypt. 

At the time the Sun came to the southern tropic, the 
early Egyptian astronomers commenced the Thoth, or 
first month of the Egyptian year. This year consisted of 
twelve months, each containing thirty days, and five epa
gomena, or voids, making in all three hundred and sixty
five days. 

The months were named according to the signs wherein 
the Sun was placed. 

Each planet was said to rule the Sun, according as he 
was in its house; each, except the Sun and Moon, having 
two houses. 

• The repl7 to tbia II taken ehlell,y from the 6rR TOlwne of The Bo:oscope, 
Pace rr. · 

8 2 
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TABLE OF THE EGYPTIAN MONTHS, WITH THE SIGNS IN 
WHICH THE SUN WAS, AND THE PLANET RULING THAT 
SIGN:-

EGYPTIAN. ENGLISH. SIGN. RULING PLANET. 
---

Tboth . • December. 'e Saturn • 
Paophi . • January. - Saturn. -Athyr . February * Jupiter. 
Cohiac . . Mllrch 'Y' Mars. 
Tybi. • April t:t Venus • 
Mechit• • . .May. n :Mercury. 
Phameuoth . June. s The Moon. 
Phannunti. . • July. . n THB SuN • 
Parhoua. . .August . 1Jll Mercury. 
Pugni • September • . . A Venua. 
Epiphi • 0· tuber. . . . Til Mare. 
Meaori • November. I Jupiter. 

The first planet was Saturn, whose orb, according to the 
Egyptian astronomy, was the highest-that is, at the 
greatest distance from the Sun ; he governed Capricorn 
and Aquarius. Ro on with the others, until the Sun 
entered Leo, his own house. His heat wu greatest in that 
sign, and his power at the highest. 

When he left that house he went into the hoU!e of 
Mercury, Virgo; then Libra, the house of Venus ; and 
so on into the houses of Mars and Jupiter. 

The several months, with the signs in which the Sun 
was placed, were appropriated to the several planets, 
according to the rotation of their several orbs or distances 
from the Sun. 

Again, amongst the Romans, 
December was sacred to Saturn. 
January to Janus, who, with Saturn, ia said to have 

governed together in Italy. 
February was sacred to Neptune; that is, to Jupiter, 

in his character as a sea-god. 
March was sacred to Mars; and, on the 14th, the Eqniria 

•ere b.eld in his honour. . 
April was sacred to Venus, to whom the 1st and 28rd 
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days were dedicated. In this month the Sun is in.Taums, 
the house of Venus. 

May was n::.med from Maia, mother of Mercury, the 
14th day being sacred to her. This month the Sun enters 
the house of Mercury, Gemini. 

June was named from Juno, who was the same as Diana 
or Luna, the Moon. The lst day was sacred to her. In 
that month, we find the Sun in her house, Cancer. 

July was sacred to Jupiter, that is, Jupiter Ammon, 
an Egyptian tenn for the Sun, who is in his own house 
this month. The Ludi Apollinares were held in his 
honour. 

August was sacred to Ceres, the goddess of corn ; who 
is represented as holding a bunch of wheat in her hand, 
to represent the sign Virgo, the house of Mercury, which 
house the Sun enters this month. 

September was under the protection of Vulcan, husband 
of Venus. The Sun this-month enters Libra, the house 
of Venus. The 25th day was sacred to Venus and 
Saturn ; and the 27th to Venus, the mother. 

October was under the protection of Mars, in whose 
honour a festival was held on the 19th day. This month 
the Sun enters Scorpio, the house of Mars. 

November was under the protection of Diana, goddess 
of hunting. On the lst day a solemn banquet was held in 
honour of Jupiter, whose house is Sagittarius. 

But modem authors, generally, do not admit that the 
houses or other essential dignities of the planets have any 
influence in nativities. In horary astrology they are 
recognised as symbols. .. 

3. The doctrines of astrology cannot be true, because 
in large cities-such as London or Glasgow-there are 
births taking place at every minute, and, consequently, 

· every day many persons must be born with exactly the 
same nativity, and die at the same identical time. Bnt, 
in fact, no two persons have the same events happen 
to them exactly. 

This is one of the common-place objections made against 
the science by unreflecting persons. 
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It is likewise noticed in the article on the science, in 
the " Penny Cyclopredia," as being a contradiction. 

" The position of the beav8DII a& the time of birth &ettled evf1r1 mm't 
character of body and mind, the vario01 fortnnt'll he would meet with, and 
hia relative po!litiona with regard to frlende and enemiea." 

"E•ery one who wu born at or nry near the IIIUile time u Alexander the 
Gl'l'at, ln the ume country, would have a right to upect a IJO!Dewhat similar 
career ; and twin brothera could never firll to ba ve the Baine ho1'08Cope, and 
therefore the 111111e socceaa la life ; and tho111Jh the sobject of a partlculv 
hoi'OIICOpe should travel over the whole world, aod thereby epme under the 
inftuence of positiona of the heaveua which never could have occurred at hia 
birthplace, yet theae would be always ready to tell him whether the pl't!eent 
moment was favourable o:r unfavourable to any pu:rault he had in view. To 
take a cue that might have occurred, auppoae two men had engaged to throw 
dice llfalnat each other for thal:r whole fortunes, and that each went the 
night before to consult different astrologers in the Nme town. To them It 
would not be neC81111lry to tell their names or exhibit their horoecopea : the 
prceent position of the h81vena would be auftlclent for pointlag out a fiiVov
able hour ; and if both astrologers worked by the Nme rules, u they ought 
to do, they would both arrive at the llllme roault-that is, the Nme would be 
recommended to both lnqulren, though one of them mWit certainly loee.'' 

If persons are born at the same time, and at the same 
place, there can be no doubt that their general* destiny 
will be as nearly the same as the difference of the circum
stances of their parents, &c., will allow. Occasionally, 
doubtless, in London or in any other large city, persona 
are born very nearly at the same moment. The astrologer 
believes--and he will continue to believe until he have 
evidence to the contrary-that persons who are thus born 
at the same time and place are well or ill, that they follow 
similar pursuits, are alike in mental and corporeal resem
blance, marry and die nearly at the same time. For in· 
stance, two gentlemen, it ia known, were both born at the 
same time, and very near the same place, as his late 
Majesty, King George the Third. They both went into 
business when the King was crowned, married on the 
same day, and died on the same day as the . King himself. 

• " Judgment muat be ...,W.ted b7 th)'lelf, u well u br the ""ieuce; for U Ia DOl 
poulble that particular fonno of eventa should be decland by &n7 penon, bow .. er 
eclentUic: since the undentaoding conceives onl,y a certain general idea of some MD· 
alble e•ent, and not ita particular form. lt Ia therefore nec-ary for him who praetiiM 
herein to adopt inference. 'J'lley only who art inlpired 1>r tilt dtilll ca" predict parlicu14N.' ' 
.......C.nliloqur 1 I J· 

- -~--
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The Siamese twins were hom as nearly as possible to each 
other.* They were the counterpart of each other. 

The same form of the htmvens has produced a. similar 
body, character of mind, and kind of destiny. 

Accord,ing to a recent calculation,· upon an average, 
in the metropolis a birth takes place every aet1en minutes 
only; if two births were taking place every minute, the 
number born in a year would be 1,051,200-more than are 
born in all great Britain in any one year. The difference of 
latitlllk makes an important difference, except in places 
very near to one another. The difl'erenr.e of a few miles in 
latitude might cause one child to be hom during daylight, 
the other after the setting of the sun. When the Sun 
sets, for instance, in latitude 57 deg. 9 min. at eleven 
·minutes past thr~ P.x., it does not set until eight minute!! 
and a-half before four P.M. in latitude 50 deg. 47 min. · 
Therefore, a person hom in the former latitude at 40 min. 
after aut&Ht would be born when another person in the latter 
latitude had the Sun just on the cusp of the seventh house 
The two nativities would be entirely different. 

The following curious ease illustrative of twin-sympathy 
is related in an entertaining work recently published :-

" Nicholas and Andrew Tremayne were twins, and 
younger sons of Thomas Tremayne, a Devonshire gentleman 
of good estate, and well connected. So perfect was their 
likeness in size, shape, feature, the colour of their hair, 
-nay, the very tone of their voices-that it was impossi
ble for the nicest eye to find out any point of difference. 
Even their parents could not teU one from the other, and · 
were obliged to distinguish them by some secret mark, 
which the twins would oftentimes amuse themselves by 
.changing. 

"Wonderful as was this extemal similitude, it was yet 
more surprising to find them governed by preci8ely the 
•ame feeli.ga and affections. What rme liked the uther 

• Tbla cJoes not al'fto11 occur In tbe eue ot tiDiu. In tbe drama ot tbe CIWricu,. 
Br'OUwrl, before mentioned, tbe a.Jlllpt.tblea, tbe teellnp, and dectlona are repreaented 
u tbe aame; bat one twin ani••• tbe other, and avens•• bla murder. Tbla qulu 
,..re. wltb tbe uVal tbeor1 abo•• 1118nt.loned. 

• -
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liA:td; what one loalhtd the other loathed : if one waa iU, tlte 
other sickened ; and if ()ne was pained, the other BUffered U. 
the same part and in the same degree. 

" These sympathies occurred at whatever distance they 
might be apart, and without any intel1igence or comD)uni-
cation with each other. . 

'' In the year 1564, these twins served in the wars at 
Newhaven-as it WR.S then called, though it now bears 
the name of Havr~-de·Grace-upon the French coR.St. Of 

· their previous fortunes we have no account, nor is there 
any conjectnral mode of explaining the very great differ
ence that we now find in their positions : the one was 
captain of a troop of horse, w bile the other was only a 
private soldier. 'l'bi&, however, made not the slightest 
difference in the strong sympathy that bad previously ex
isted between them, as was now speedily to be seen. 

"In the fierce battle that ensued, one of the twins was 
slain. The other immediately stepped into his place, and, 
fighting with the utmost gallantry,fel/ dead upon the body 
oj his brother."* · 

It was observed in a provincial newspaper, a few years · 
since, that the recent discovery of the planet Het;schel, 
and of the planetoids, of itself was sufficient to overturn 
the system upon which astral science is professedly based: 

• 
"We may notice one circumstance, which, sa it appears to ua, strikes at 

the root of all these pretended predictions, wh, thcl' a.• to the fate of natio!J& 
or indh•lduals, as fi(I'Ured by certadn horo&eopes and nativltiea. Tbe old 
astrologers worked the118 ' •chem811 ' by pretending to point out cerrain 
'plaooerary influenced.' But the only planetary bodies known to th~m 
(~tpart from the .t.:at1b) were the Sun, the Moon, Satum, Jupiter, Mara, 
Venus, and Mercury ; in aH, seven, counrlnl( our autellite, 

'' But since that period Herachel and Ceres were di~covered; aubseq,uently 
Pttllaa, Juno, and Vdta; and Yet·y recently Neptuue, A~trea, and Flot·•· 
Here are elgbtotberplanetary bodies never taken into the account; their entire 
and aggrerJate Influence, maleftc or benefic, were dill!'egarded, becau111 their 
VPry exilstence wae unknown to the old aatrologel'l!.t And the aame thing bl 
tt·ue, to a proportionate dej(J'f!e, of the Ruphttel, Zadk.iel, 6t hoe gem" omns, 
of the pre.ent day. Zadkiel predicts direful eft'ects by Uranus being in 
'the ruling sign of any lalld ' (that of England, we prPSume, being Arlo a), 
tmd hence threatens ua with a year of di~aater and affliction in 1849. 

• "i'amlly Romance," by Sir J. B. Du&I:F., .. oJ. I. p. 20. 
t Not a bad re&S<.~n for tbeU· being u.nuubcvcl. 

tt. __ _ 
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" Hel'8 he -an element wholly unknown to the older aatrologera, from 
Nostradamus down to old Lilly; yet he, too, seems not to take any notice of 
the more recently-discovered planets, or to permit them to exercbie any in· 
fluence over the destinies of earth's people or ill nations.''* 

This objection, ~o far as :respects the recent discovery of 
Herschel, has been already mentioned (ante, p. 120); the 
fact that there was error in some predictions on this 
account would show that this planet had some influence. 

But neither in nativities nor in atmospherical astrology 
does one planet come into operation at all times ; and the 
influence of Herschel is .generally believe.d to be less than 
the influence of any other planet. Errors, therefore, on 
this account would neither be extensive nor frequent. 

A similar objection has been made on account of the 
planetoids, and a similar answer may be made. 

They, probably, have some influence; but the quality of 
the same must be reserved for future investigation. 'fhe 
astrologers do not pretend that their science is perfect. 

An objection also has been made with respect to comets. 
Some :>pponents of astral science have maintained that the 
unexpected appearance of a comet in the houses of a nati· 
vity would greatly modifr the good or evil fortune of the 
individual, by overthrowmg the other influences. 

The answer to this objection is, th'l.t the appearance of 
a comet except on or near the places of the Sun and Moon, 
ascendant or rnidheaven, can have no effect whatever. 

Then it may act as an evil transit ; but transits have 
little effect except near the birthday, when the Sun returns 
to his own pla.ce at birth, and the geocentric angles are 
the same. Transits per se seldom do much. The unex· 
pected appearance of a comet, then, cannot do much 
damage to Sidrophel's judgments. If the comet be 
viaihle at the time of birth, and be found near the line of 
the ecliptic within the zodiac, directions to it might haTe 
effect, its nature probably being similar to that of Mars 
and Mercury, as meBtioned by Ptolemy. This point, with 
others, will not be decided, "while the absurdities of 

• MoMIIMUr GIUJI'diGn, NOY. 26,1848. 
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prejudice are more respected than the deliberations of 
reason and the results of experiment.''* 

A similar reply may be made to another objection which 
has been made by some perso118. The following language, 
transcribed from the interesting volume which contains the 
same, will explain this particular objection : t 

"Aoooullng to the eeleuee o( astrology, aa taught by Ptolemy aucl by 
Cardau, it ia never enough, (or perfeet accW'IUly, to predict a whole llfe from 
a lingle horoecope. 

" The nativity of a man'• wife, for example, and the natlvltlee o( each ODe 
o( his children, togethtr with many other aspects aud conj llnctlooa, have tbe 
most direct iuftuenee in modifying and 110metlmea completely altering hll 
fortunea. AI ODe )Hli'IIOU'~ life upon earth inftueueea tbe life or auotber, II> 
one penon's Marl inftuenee the e&ara o( IIIIOt.her, aud tlte ealculatlona D8CIII
aary (or au accurate prediction thua become extremely complex, aud ma7 
well coat the labourer a hundred ltoure or work. A good aetrologer (•y• 
Jerome) ought to be another Argue.'' 

" But," says the sceptic, "suppose a vel!ael to be lost, 
and the whole crew to be drowned, or if a hundred men 
should die in a pestilence, or be killed in battle, does a 
fatal direction occur for each contemporaneously?'' 

.Probaoly each individual who dies at the period of a 
common calamity luu a fatal direction working in his nati· 
vity to bring him to his end. 

Nativities have been published of persons who died by 
·the plague, which have ever been found to agree with the 
principles of astral science. It may fairly be presumed 
that such is the caae in other instances, unless a nathity 
can be produced of some person who did so die, and in 
which there was no fatal direction operating at the period. 
· This question, howe1'er, denotes two falae suppositions. 
First, that many persons die at one precise moment, or 
exactly in the •same manner. Col(Jnel Napier, in his 
account of the thousands who died at the siege of Bad~ios, 
observes--r• Some died of wounds by sword, others by 
shot, others by fire, water, falls, being crushed, blown up 
by gunpowder, &c." In ea.rthquak.es, ·many diJferent deaths 

• " Boroecope.'' 
t "Life of Cr.rclan," •ol. 11. pp. 7·141. 
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are witnelaed. At the great earthquake at Lisbon; num
bers were swallowed up, some drowned, some maimed, 
aome borned ; some died instantly, some lingered for 
weeks and months. Again, in wrecks, some are drowned, 
some are suffocated, or killed by blows, according to their 
aeveral nativities.* 

But it is likewise a false assumption that contempora
taeOtU directions must be the same. The simple fact of 
the difference in age in the persons dying denotes a differ
ence in the arcs of direction in each'nativity. 

One child may be bom with the Sun rising, which 
therefore becomt>s hyleg, and, by coming to an ill 
aspect of Mars or Mercury, may cause death in a t'ew 
months. Another bom a few minutes later, in the same 
place, may have the Sun ahiAJe the horizon, and no longer 
hyleg. 

The Moon or stars ascending may then be hyleg, and 
may not come to an ill aspect ·for several boors. Hence 
the nativities would be different, in reality, though app.._ 
rently similar ; and if it be borne in mind that o11e single 
minute difference of time in the birth of an individual 
·from that of another individual-for inetance, if A be 
hom fifteen miles west of B-may make a difference of 
some months in the length of their lives, it is not difficult 
to believe that many persons dying nearly at the same 
time may have had different nativities. 

The general principle on which is founded the reaBOning 
with respect to the influence of the heavens on individuals, 
as was stated in a former chapter, is that if, judging from 
a large number of nativities, we perceive a constant ten
dency to the happening of some particular event-for in· 
stance, lo&S of credit when Saturn transits the M. C. in 
the nativity of an individual-and if, upon repeating our 
observations, or looking at the seveJ'JU objects_ of our 
observations, we still find the same result, we conclude 

• In a recent ll&d cue of oblpwreek, a doplar loataoce of death lo reported to bne 
oecvnd. 4 f...W. ~. wbeu In ber death otrugle, bit the ob011lder of her 
b"*IIDd; tbe la&ter ounited the wreok, but afterwardll be died from &be eft'eote of the 
wouad. Tbla m&J be ......,_ ; but, It true, It wolllcl be quite accorcllnr to the 
nature of .11 , 

• 
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that there ~ •ome reason for the happening of that event. 
When two phenomena are suspected to have some con

nexion with one another, to ascertain w het.her or not the 
suspicion is well founded, it is necessary to have recoune 
to a large number of observations. 

For instance,*" let us suppose that a die of six faces is 
suspected to be very slightly loaded on the side of the 
ace, from which, if true, it will follow that in a large 
number of successive throws the ace will appear more than 
its fair proportion of times. Since there are six throws, 
all of which, mi a fair die, are equally probable, we must 
expect that out of a large number of throws one-sixth 
nearly will~ aces. No small number of throws will en
able us to form a fair conclusion ; and we must not expect 
one-sixth to be aces, or even very nearly one-sixth. 

" Suppose 6,000 throws to have been made and regis
tered, of which we might, therefore, expect 1,000 to be 
aces. We find, however, that there are 1,100 aces-more 
than the expected proportion-but not so much more as to 
justify us in coming to a conclusion. : 

"But if we now examine each thousand throws by it
Bel/, and find that each of them has more than its propor
tion of aces, we have very strong grounds for suspecting that 
there is some reason for the appearance oi' the ace, of 
which we were not aware when we said that all throws 
were equally probable. And if instead of into thousands 
we divided the throws into five hundreds, and found still 
that each lot contained more than its proportion of aces, 
we should have moral certainty-that is, probability of a 
very high order-that the die was loaded in some way.'' 

In like manner, observations should be made :from a 
large number of nativities, and a general judgment should 
be formed from the same accordingly. Thus would 
genethlialogy beco~e really a scientific art. t 

• Thb plain examf.!•• qulw applicable to the matter' In band, Ia taken from the 
beCore-qu-d article the "Penn;r Magaolne." 

t " Art b the application of knuwledge to a part1cu1ar end. II the knowledse be 
merel;r accumulated ex~rlence, the art b ompiri«Jl; hut IC It be uperlence nUoaetl 
upon and br!>Uiht undilr general pr!Miplea,lt Ulumeo a blper cbanoter, and~ 
a ICUntiftc arl."-HnocJUIL'I Nlll. P/Mlolophl/, .a.n. 64, p. 70. 
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The following objection is common, and one which re
quires a very simple reply:-

"It is & stock reproach of the contemners of astrology, 
to be nsed upon all possible occasions, that astrologers do 
not know what is about to happen to themselves ; as if the 
study of the science involved the neces11ity of the student 
knowing the time of his own birth, and, therefore, of his 
having the means of knowing his own destiny. And it is 
a stock evasion of the vilifiers of astrologers to say that 
'the time has long gone by for arguing seriously upon this. 
subject.' . 

" The truth is, the time has never come, and, from the 
nature of the subject, never can come, when the truth or 
fallacy of astrology can be establi!dled by abstract argu
ment of any kind ; and as these writers must know the 
fact as well as we do, or perhaps better, the evasion looks 
very like a dishonest attempt to misrepresent the case. 
The truth or falsehood of astrology can no more be estab
liShed by abstract argument than the existence of gravita
tion, or electricity, or magnetism; for we do not know the 
cause of any one more than of the rest. It is by expe
rience alone that we are made aware of any of Nature's 
influences; yet, are there any who doubt their existence? 
Does the mariner refuse to put to sea because no man 
knows the cause of the magnet's polarity."* 

" The discoveries of Copernicus are usually held to have 
given the de6th-blow to astrology''; but the writer in the 
"Penny Cyclopredia"t candidly declares-what, indeed, is 
the simple fact -that the arguments founded on the 
Copernican system is " not one bit stronger against the 
science than preceding systems for it." Astrology, in fact, 
is based upon apparent astronomy-upon the geocentric 
positions of the planets-upon that which passes before 
human eyes. Tbel!e appearances will be the same, in what-

• " Reuons for Belief in Astrology." 
t The latter part of the objoetinn . see ant• p. 262 In the " Cyelopredla"' lo based npon 
~ tlata; for the one condltlt.n e&!lential to 1he reault de~c1iUed ia omitted, namely, 
tho& eaeh of the two gam .. ters should consult his &~~trologer at the &anu time, which 
elrtlamatr.nce lo very unlikely to oeeor, and, except the two querento were born I& the 
oame plaoe and preeloely t.t tbe oame time, Ia alruoot impouibu. 

• I 
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ever manner they may be explained by 11 a follower ot any 
school of explana~on that ever existed .• , t. -

It was originally objected even to the eyatem of Coper
nicus that, if the earth did tum on ita axis, as be repre
sented, a stone dropped from the summit of a tower would 
not fall at the foot of it, but a great distlmce to the weat ; 
in the same manner as a stone dropped from the masthead 
of a . ship in full sail does not fall at the foot of the mast, 
but towards the stem. And many yean elapsed before the 
answer to this objection was admitted-namely, that a 
stone being a part of the earth obeys the same laws and 
moves with it; whereas, it is no part of the 1mp, of which 
its motion is independent. 

The simple fact, however, is that-

" Many apparently Inexplicable phenomena, such aa meemerlsm, may be 
attributed to electricity, although the nature of the eubtle fluid ill yet 
but little known. The human body abounch 1oith it. 

" A curloua and slmr•le phllOfOphlcal exp<•riruent, aa regards the electri.
eity ofths human body, may be thua perturmed. Take a common iron 
key, or bunch of keys, an , attach a piece of twine to the ring. Hold the 
end of the twine between the thumb and flng~r of the right hand, with the 
key depending from It until It hanga J>Prfectly ~till; then hold the open piLim 
of the left band an loeb or two beneath the key, and it will commenoe to 
vibrate like the pendulum of a clock, extending ita vibrations by desr
the entire length of the hand. 

"Let some person place the fore-finger and thumb of hla left hand agailllt 
thOBe of the hand beneath the key, mtrely touching the finger afld thumb 
gently, and the key will commence a circular motion, following the electric 
<'Urrent of the hands thue joined; then let the nme Jlel'80n place hla right 
baud upon your shoulder, aud, the electric circle being complete, the motion 
of the key will almost Immediately ceaae. The expedment will, of courae, 
aucceed better when tried by persons of a l'le1'1'01U, ezcitable temperament 
than It will when tried by others who are of a leu excitllble uatu1·e; but It 
will probably succeed with all persona."t 

Dr. Bell, upon the subject of electricity, is of opinion 
that there is an universal fluid which fills all space; ail 
bodies are endowed with a certain quantity of electric 
fluid; there exists an attraction or sympathy, and an anti
·pathy, between all animated bodies. The universal currents 
of the universal fluid are the cause and existence of bodies. 

• "The Globea," by De Morgan: Jntroductlon, p. 3. 
t Rqnol.b'• .N.,.IJXJJ'U, Aprtl 3rd, 1863. 

... 
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As there exists a general and reciprocal gravitation of 
celestial bodies towards each other, so there exists a parti
cular and reciprocal gravitation of the constitutive parts 
of the earth towards the whole, and that whole towards 
each of its parts. 

But, further, the principle of the astral believer is that 
the planets act upon the mind, through the brain, by means 
of electricity. 

"If mental action i8 electric, the proverbial qulckne1111 of thought-that 
is, the qoickne88 of the transmi88ion of sensation and will-may be presumed 
to have been brought to an~act Jnea~ttrement. The speed of light has long 
been known to be 19~,000 mllea per second ; and the experiment- of Pro· 
{811801' Wheatstone have shown that the electric agent travels at the same 
nte, thus showing a likelihood that one law ~~ the movements of all the 
imponderable hodiea. 

''Mental action, accordingly, may be presumed to have a rapidity equal 
to 192,000 miles in the second-a rate far beyond what is necessary to make 
the design and execution of any of our ordinary movements apparently 
identical in point 'of time, which tbey are."• 

In these cases (and in many cases of a similar character) 
it is certainly difficult to conceive why or how these facts 
exist in nature ; but even the well-known principles of 
chemical affinity cannot be explained. We may prove 
that sulphur and iron have an affinity, and do readily 
combine ; but we cannot advance further towards a satis
factory explanation, although there seems to be a suspicion 
in the minds of scientific men that these things do depend 
upon some peculiar electrical action, which is also believed 
to be the foundation of astral science. 

The common sense and experience of an individual 
must decide whether certain celestial influences do or do 
not actually exist. t 

The fact of scepticism prevailing for some time in the 
mind of a person who is endeavouring to convince himsel( 
by the aid of inductive reasoning that astral science is 
based upon truth, is not an unfavourable symbol. An 
eminent living author observes upon this subject-" Scep
ticism is the infant condition of the uncurbed and gene-

• " The Vestiges of Creation:" Appendix. 
t See ani< pp. 46, 41. 
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rous intellect. There can be no finn convictions where 
there have been no perplexities and doubts; and that faith 
which come& in the train of early and anxious scepticism 
will finally rest upon an immovable foundation : antago
nistic forces have deadened its oscillations, and every at
tempt to overturn it will but fix the pillar of truth more 
firmly upon its base. But credulity is the disease of 
feeble and ill-regulated minds. Believing everything and 
investigating nothing, the mind accumulates errors like 
the increasing snowball, until its overgrown faith masters 
its untutored reason." -Sir D. BREWSTER. 

It has been objected that Sir Isaac Newton was opposed 
to astral science; but it does not clearly appear that this 
great philosopher ever investigated its principles,* while it is 
well known that he had a prophetic mind. A remarkable 
circumstance has been related respecting his statement 
that, in order to fulfil certain prophecies, there would be a 
mode of travelling of which the men in his day had no con
ception-in fact, that they would be enabled to travel at the 
rate of fifty miles an hour. Voltaire, who hated the idea 
of prophecy, either with respect to this worlcl or one to 
come, derided this idea, and wondered that the philo
sophical mind of Sir Isaac should encourage such a puerile 
notion. Yet the traveller from Didcot to London by the 
5 o'clock P.M. express, may, in the year 1854, reverence 
the prophet and ridicule the sceptical Frenchman. 

The term unfortunate day has been much carped at lLDd 
misunderstood. When an astrologer, (in his almanac, for 
instance) t~tates that such a day is fortunate for this or 
that event, he merely means that from the Moon's situa
tion the influence may be good for commencing or cat-ry
ing dn any undertaking; which general influence, how
ever, would be modified by the relative position of that 
situation, taken in connexion with the particular position 
of the Moon and planets at the birth of an individual. 

• .& modern anon,._ author ball the rollowlng remerk upon tbll euhject.-1 An en• 
tbldlutie temperament Ia often a1ao the a.eeompanlment or geniw-a feature of ebanc• 
ter that renden It the eaay vletlm or delusion and credulity. Sir luac Newton wu 
halt lnocalated with the abaurdltlee or Judicial utrology. "-Sallld for 1M &>lii<Jrr, p. 111. 
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H an individual have powerful evil transits, or other 
influences, operating in his nativity on any day, .the best 
general positions of the Moon will not entirely overcome 
those influences. Yet they may m,itigate them ; and, if 
the inftuences coincide in their nature, they will act more 
powerfully. Two ships may sail on the same day, 
and one arrive safely in port, while the other is wrecked. 
But one may weigh anchor when Saturn is in the. 
ascendant in square to the Moon, thereby experiencing 
merely a slow voyage ; while the other may start just 
when this planet is on the horizon or setting, when a wreck, 
partial or total, may be expected. The difference in the 
quantum of calamity, or of ill fortune, would depend upon 
the exactness of the formation of the aspects. The differ
ence of four minutes in time, answering to a degree of 
motion, might make a fatal difference in the fortune of 
the two ships. 

The Greeks and Romans, it is well known, were super· 
stitious, and they were very fond of placing faith in prodi· 
gies and omens ; but these are not connected with the prin
ciples of astrology. The disciple of Ptolemy would .not 
believe in these omens, nor in unfortunate days ; except so 
far as this circumstance, namely, the good or ill fortune 
of an individual on any particular day would depend upon 
the particular influence operating in his nativity. 

For example, the two evil planets, Saturn and Mars, 
will be in opposition during the present year 1854, and 
in conjunction during the next year, IM55. 

These phenomena, it has been already stated, will occur 
in the t!ign Gemini. Now, in the case of the opposition 
aspect, whatever countries are governed by this sign-or 
by its opposite sign, Sagittarius-will feel the influence by 
various evils falling on them in a particular manner ; 
while other piU"ts of the world will feel the effects ·par
tially. While such aspects are operating, the days in 
which their effect is chiefly felt will be when the Sun or 
Moon comes to an aspect with them. 

Upon a similar principle, an individual born with the 
Sun apparently posited in about fourteen degrees of 

T 
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Gemini-that is, about the 5th of June in ariy year
would feel more or less the evil influence of the above 
COfljunction or opporition : especially of the former, as it 
would occur near his birthday, when transits, &c., are 
eapecially powerful. 

The chief scientific objections to the science have been I 

mentioned in this chapter ; and it remains to state, con- . 
cisely, the objections of a religious and secular character 
which have been alleged by its opponents, before consider-
ing the wisdom of the laws which still endeavour to pro-
hibit the practice of astrology in England .. 
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CHAPTER XVII. 

ReLIGious OBJECTioNs. 

. " Whatever objection• m&y be woged og&inat theoe opini~DI, let it not be oaid tbo.t 
they ....., inconalltent with the tJ'Utha of revealed J'Ollgion. The aacred scrlptuJ'Oo are 
not tA> be a.ft'ected by loll)' variations In chronological do.tea, or by any opiniono, however 
extran.gan'-,respecting the ego of the world: and IUI'ely thooe men are the greatest 
enemies of tlielr faith who llx It on such a olender basis. It Ia as foreign from the ob
ject of revelation tA> instroct us In chronology and astronomy, as it from that of science 
tA> teach D8 how we should act, and· what we ohould believe. The opeculations of ·phllo-
110Phl' will not be con lined within the llmito of vulgar theory, nor will the human mind 
eulfer lteelf to be chained down from ito noble llight. Tbe l.ltemptll which have been 
made tA> check ito progress are, we hope, the last eft'orts of ezpiring bigotry. And we 
trD8t the hazardous ezperlment will never be repeated among .clvUIZed people, of 
o.ttempting to raise an altar to thalr God upon tbe rulnoof the temple ofocience."-Da. 
Baawnaa. 

THE chief religious objection to the science is that it 
favours fatality. It has, however, been already stated 
in this volume that the first maxim of the astrologer is, 
that ~~ the planets influence, but do not compel." Ptolemy 
(Book I. chap. iii.) has these words also* :-"It is the de
fect of not sufficiently considering the opp08ing inftuenc~:s 
which has naturally induced an opinion that all future 
events are entirely unalterable and inevitable." In that 
work, therefore, this objection is completely overthrown. 
The astrologer contends that all events are brought about 
by the will of Providence, which is carried into effect by 
means of a combination of causes, amongst which the most 
obvious is that of planetary influence. But Ptolemy ob
serves, further, "there are other concomitant CI!>Uses neither 
trifling nor unimportant." And only by proper consider
ation of all the acting causes can a judgment be formed 
of all the effects. 

Upon this subject of presume? fatality in astral 

• See o..U,p. 101. 

T2 
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!!cience, a modern artist* makes the following appropriate 
remarks:-

" In natnre everything Ia connected by one univel'881 bond : every eil'ect 
has ita cause. Man ill called into existence, endowed with a certain organi
zation, and surrounded by a variety of circumstances from the moment of 
hi& birth : so far an Inevitable fatality exlatl!; he has not the power of causing 
any other result. To this extent he is a predestined being : he cannot say 
that he will be rich or poor, ma~ter or servant, prevent sickness or command 
health ; that he will be a fool or a man of genius. He ill compelled to ac
knowledge that a moet powerful and positive influomee is exercised over him. 
But 110 soon as his organization produces activity of imagination, or a state 
of moral feeling, this fatality, this overrulin!l' power, appears to a certain 
extent to ceaPe : by observation, motives are created, the determination of 
'cill comn:~ences, and Ws judgment Is formed by necessary laws of thought 
in accordance with these nwtives : so far be is a free agent. It·ls, never
theless, a fact that some amount of uncontrollable necel'Sity still exi~ts, as 
may be seen even In the formation of that jud~~;ment which Is independent 
of the will. No one can have a contrary belief to that which be feels to 
exist in his mind irresistibly : no man can conceive that to be false which be 
knows to be true, imd vic" versa, no man can doubt that of which he it! 
certain : and so In all the various relations of thought, and in all the im
Jlortant events of life, be is ruled by destiny ; at one time confined to the 
n1u·rowest limits of existencP, at another raised to the highest pinnacle of 
ga·eatne~s and power. Nevertheless he ha8 MORAL liberty; he 1:ta1jree 1cill; 
his lilelint;s depend on his own peculiar naturo, but they may be expanded 
or· modified by cultl"ation ; the mental at:ributes depend on his organization, 
hut may be enlarged by o·arefulinstruction ; he finds himself surrounded by 
danp:ers and trouhles, but he has within himself the energy and power to 
combat them ; he kno11·s that it Is the inherent principle of fire to burn and 
consume, but he does not for an instant believe that he could view with 
calmness the perpetration of a mut·der without attempting to arrest the 
criminal intention ; no one will coolly await impendln~r destruction without 
an eft'ort to escape : therefore man Is a free age11t. The Divine DI"J))fl8' of 
events has beautifully ordered that a clil"ersity of power shall exist In all Hi~ 
works : that diversity demonstrates itself iu man by a variety in his organi
zation and intellectual development. The laws of nature are unchangeable ; 
so far, man ill ruled by destiny : but consequences arise by the dlspenaatioDS 
of Providence from tboee laws, and in respect of these consequences man is 
a free agent, who, by a foreknowledge of the general tendencie~ of nature u 
regards him~~elf, may augment the beneficial or avert the evil results." 

Mr. Godwip,inhis uLivesofthe Necromancers," makes 
the following objections against the science of astrology, 
conceiving that it has a tendency to favour fatalism :-

"The supposed eeience of astrology Is of a nature less tremendous and 
less appalling to the imagination than the commerce .with devila and evil 

• Raphael-Almanac lor the 7ear 1864, p. 67. 
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spirits, or the raising oftbe dead from the peace of the tomb to effect certain 
.magical operations, or to instruct the living as to the events that are speedily 
to befal them. Yet it is well worthy of attention, in a work of this sort, if 
for no further reason, because It bas prevailed in almost all nations and ages 
pf the world, and has been assiduously cultivated by men frequently of great 
talent, and who were otheT'Ioiae W.tinguished for the soundness uf their rea
soning powers, and for the steadiness and perseverance of their application 
to I be pursuits in which they en~aged. 

"The whole of the question was built upon the supposed necessary con
nection of certain aspects and conjunctions or oppositions of the stars and 
heavenly bodies with the events of the world, and the characters and actionH 
of men. The human mind bas ever confeiHed an anxiety to pry into the 
future, and to deal in om~ns and prophetic suggestions ; and certain coin
cide,.cea having occurred, however fortuitou•ly, to deduce from them rules 
and maxims upon which to build au anticipation of things to collie. 

" Add to which, it is flattering to the pride of man to suppo1!6 all nature 
concerned with and interested in what is of importance to ourselves; Of 
this we have au early example in the song of Deborah, in the Old Testament, 
where, in a fit of pious fervour and exaltation, the poet exclaims-' They 
fought from heaven ;• the stars in their courses fought against Sisera.' 

" The general belief in astrology had a memorable effect on the history of 
the human mind. All men, in the first instance, have au intuitive feeling of 
freedom In the acts they perform, and, of consequence, of praise or blame 
due to them in just proportion to the integrity or baseness of the motives by 
which they are actuated. This is, in reality, the most precious endowment 
of man. Hence it comes that the good man feels a pride and self-compla
<'<~ncy in acts of virtue, takes credit to himself for the independence of his 
mind, and is con~cious of the worth and honour to which he feels that he 
has a rightful claim. But if all our acts are predetermined by something 
out of ourselves-if, however virtuous and honourable are our dispositions, 
we are overruled by our stars, and compelled to the acta which if left to 
ourselves we should most ret!Olutely disappro,·e, our condition becomes 
slavery, and we are left in a state the most abject and hopeless. And though 
our situation in this respect is merely imaginary, It does not the led& fail to 
have very pernicious results to our characters. 

" Men, so far as they are believers in astrology, look to the stars, and not 
to themselves, for an account of what they shall do, and reaign themaelve11 
to the omnipotence of· a fate which they feel it in vain to reaiat. Of con
sequence, a belief in astrology has the mo~t unfavourable tendency as to the 
morality of man ; and were it not that the sense of the liberty of our actionN 
Ia so strong that all the reasoning in the world cannot 811bvert it, there would 
be a fatal close to all human dignity and all human virtue.'' 

The reader will perceive that the objection to the science 
on the part of Mr. Godwin is based chiefly upon the 
common notion that a belief in astrology favours fatality ; 
which in the commencement of this chapter was shown to 
be erroneous. · 

To predict an eclipse, an earthquake, or the illness of 
an individual, is not an act founded in a. belief in fatalism. 
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The providence of Gon is not thereby interfered with. 
The impiety, therefore, does not consist in such inter
ference. But it is asserted by such persona that the 
act of knowing the future is the privilege of the Deity, 
and that it ought not to be attempted by mortals. But 
this is presuming astrology to be delusive ; because, if 
man have the power to predict the happening of futnre 
events by means of the stars, this privilege is not confined 
to the Deity. Thus, it becomes a mere matter of fact
innocent if it be possible, and only wrong if it be not 
possible. 

It will have been seen in the preceding pages that the 
principles of astrology admit a natural freedom of action 
of man; but that some men have a natural propensity to 
good, and others have a natural propensity to evil.: both of 
which propensities occasionally affect every man. 

This is the basis of the doctrines of astrology and of 
Christian phrenology, and which was plainly explained by 
the great Founder of our faith in the words following :

"A good man out of the good treasure of his heart 
bringeth forth good things; and an evil man out of the 
evil treasure bringeth forth evil things." 

The scriptures frequently refer to the doctrines of astro
logy (see ante, p. 13), and in no place do we find its prac
tice forbidden. There is reason to believe that St. Paul 
was acquainted with the science. 

This apostle, who lived about the time when the Tetra
bihlos of Ptolemy was published, remarks-in his celebra
ted speech on Mar's Hill-as follows (Ac'ts of the Apostles, 
chap. :x.vii. 28) :-" As certain also of your own poets have 
said" ; and then he quotes a work of one of their own 
poets, the Phenomena of Aratm :-

Tov -yap ~eat 'Yf'IIO~ HTjtEV. 

"For we are abo biB otlilprlug •• " 

Now Aratus was a Greek poet of Cilicia, about 'l77 B.c. 
The Phenomena, from which St. Paul quotes, was a poem 
teaching astrology, which was translated into Latin verse 
by Cicero and others, and is still extant. 

1 
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It was the text-book of astral science until the Tetra
bibloa of Ptolemy appeared, about the year l.W A.D~ If 
St. Paul, who was a Jew, had deemed astrology to be sin
ful, he would scarcely have studied this book. Still less 
would he, a Christian and inspired apostle, have upheld.i_t 
by a quotation to appear in the word of Gon, and take no 
occasion to condemn the science if he believed it to be 
sinful. 

" In the writings which we possess of St Paul, are quo
tations from the Greek poets in three different places : 
Act• xvii. 28; I Cor. XV. aa ; Titus i. 12. 

" In each of these instances he introduces the passage 
with propriety and judgment, and in a manner which im
plies his intimacy with Greek poets. 

" For superficial readers, who quote merely for a display 
of learning, are seldom happy in their application."* 

It is probable that this learned man and acute logician, 
in his view of astral philosophy, conceived the science to 
be a "witness to religion, the natural missionary of faith," 
rather than an adversary to the doctrines which he 
preached.t 

Since the days of St. Paul, many eminent persons have 
held a belief that astrology is calculated to improve, and 
not to damnify the human race. Indeed, if its principles 
be admitted to be based upon truth, it is difficult to believe 
that their promulgation can be prejudicial to society. One 
truth can never be detrimental to another truth. 

It is gratifying to find this principle admitted by an in
fluential organ of public opinion in the following words :-

"The study of utrology is not prej udlclal to religion. It is full or the 
most sublime, religious ideas, and Its principle Is accepted, at least, if not 
borrowed, by the flrst and groawst oi all religions. Thos, prophecy aeceptli 
the baala or utrologieal direction when it dUbatitutes a day for a year, u 
1260 days for 1260 years. All interpreten; of prophecy proceed upon thla 
principle, and this is the very bosis of astrology lteelf, without which it could 

• Note by Mlcbaella, quoted ln D'Oyley and Mant'o Bible. 
t " Soleooe Is the witneu to religion, the natural mlulonary ot filth. It mows us the 

beaoty, the order. and the perfect harmony of the ereatlon; that lt cumot be a thlna 
of chance, but lo lo nery respect Infallibly the result of the nicest calculation, directed 
by aupreme wlldom.''-FI!LLOK. 

..... 
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have no edslence. Here, therefore, prophecy and utrolo~ry al(ree in prin
ciple: the Scripturu 6ay nothi,.g agnin1t utrology. They rebtJke astro
logers, and laugh at their prettnsions ; but they do the fame with priests, 
magistrates, and all othv wi01eacres and J•nlers amongl!t men. When the 
three utrologeJ'S came from the .Ea.;t to see the young Saviou!', they had his 
~tar to guide them, and it ~nided them aJ·i~tht. Wh~ther this was natural or 
miraculous, it matters not ; the Scriptures respect the idea of the astrologi
cal direction in the particular ca~e alluded to. In the Wlll'8 of the Jewt~, 
also, we are told by the NlCJ'ed writer that the stars in t heh· couraes fought 
agalnot Si~~era. What this means we do not pretend to say.* 

"All that we affi1·m ito, that though there be many severe thrusts levelled 
at a•trologers, there ito not one that is definitely pointed at astrology, and 
there is nothing whatever in astrology that contradicts llny one of the doc
trines of the Chrititlan 1-eligion. Milton, the poet, believed In it ; BL!hop 
Hall belle\·ed in it; Melanl·thon, the Protestaut reformer and helpmate o( 
Luther, believed in It; Sir :r.IHtthew Hale, an eminently religious Englieb 
judge, besides Lord Bacon, Archblijhop Usher, and other eminent Christian•, 
believed In it. With such great namu to guarl\ntee the purity of its prin
ciples, no man need have any religious feat• of stud)ing it."t 

Reference has already been made (p. 18) to the magi, 
and the opinion of a modern English bishop upon these 
favoured individuals has been quoted. Other instances 
might be cited, if space would permit, where men-not 
only professing, but practising the precepts of religion
have testified to the truth of this science. One instance 
may suffice :-" Ari11totle and Porphyry, and the other 
Greek philosophers, studied the heavens to search out the 
natural causes and productions of bodies. The wiler 
Chaldeam and Assyrians studied the same things, that 
they might learn their influence upon us, and make pre
dictions of contingencies."t 

In concluding this branch of the subject, it may not be 
out of place to take a glance at other sciences, whose 
earlier developments were supposed for a time to be detri
mental to religion; whence has originated a ground of 
apprehension respecting science generally. 

u When the Copernican system of astronomy was intro
duced, it was thought impossible ever to reconcile it to the 
plain d('clarations of Scripture ; and hence, at least, one 
venerable astronomer was obliged to recant that system upon 

0 See a"te, p. 40, respecting this po .. age. 
t Family Het:ald. 

t Jercm7 Taylor, Bishop of Duwn and l'onnor. 
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. his knees. Siinilar fears of collision between science and 
revelation were excited when chemistry announced that the 
main part of the earth has already been oxidized, and, there· 
fore, could not hereafter be literally burned. Because some 
physiologists have been materialists, it has been inferred 
that physiology was favourable to materialism. But it is 
now found that they were materialists in spite of physio
logy, rather than from a correct interpretation of its facts. 

" Strong apprehensions have also been excited respecting 
phrenology and mesmerism; and, indeed, in their present 

· aspect, these sciences are probably made to exert a more 
unfriendly inflnence upon vital religion than any other. 

"Those who profess to understand and teach them have 
been, for the most part, decided opponents of special pro
vidence and special grace, and many of them materialists. 

"But this is not because there are any special ground11 
for such opinions in phrenology or mesmerism. The 
latter branch, indeed; affords such decided proofs of im
materialism, as to have led several able materialists to 
change their views. Nor does phrenology afford any 
stronger proof that law governs the natural world than do 
the other sciences. But when a sceptic becomes deeply 
interested in any branch of knowledge, and fancies 
himself to be an oracle respe(,-ting it, he will torture its 
principles till they al'{' made to give testimony in favour of 
his previous sceptical views; although, in fact, the tones 
are as unnatural as those of ventriloquism, and as decep
tive. When true philosophy shall at length determine 
what are the genuine principles of phrenology and mes
merism, we can judge of their bearing upon religion ; but 
the history of other sciences shows us that we need have 
no fears of any collision when the whole subject is brought 
fairly into daylight. 

" Upon the whole, every part of science which has been 
supposed, by the fear of friends or the malice of foes, to 
conflict with religion, has been found at length, when fully 
understood, to be in perfect harmony with its principles, 
and even to illustrate them. It is high time, therefore, 
for the friends of religion to cease fearing any injury to 
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the cause of religion from science; and high time, also, 
for the enemies to religion to eease expecting any such 
collision." * · 

With respect to the principles of phrenology alluded to 
in the above quotation, an eminent and popular divine has 
recently declared himself in favour of this science :-

" I have founrl the greatet~t benefit from the science. As a minister of the 
gOilpf!l, I have been led to study the evidences of Chiiatla.,ity anew in con
nexion with phl'f'nology, and I feel my confidence In the truth of our holy 
religion increrued by thla new examination. I have examined the doctrines 
of our Church also, one by one, in connection with phrenology, and have 
found the most wonderful harmony subsistln~t between them. And in deal
ing with my people, in the ordinary duties of my calling, the practical 
benefit I have derived from phre~~ology ia inestlmahle.''t 

It may, without presumption, be suggested that the fol
lowing sentiment, from the lips of an esteemed dignitary, 
is quite in accordance with the religious views of the 
astral philosopher :-

'' It is a law of th11t unseen but most certain dominion, which even here, 
amld•t the blinding shadows which conceal His Immediate working, the 
M011t High is admlnlatering, that they who, being eet anywhere to do Hla 
will, neglect to do It, are replaced by other and more faithful inatrnmeuts. 

" H 010 its operation is In every case to be reconciled wlth the reality of 
man's ~ agency ar•d eeparate probation, we may be unable to perceive; 
lwrD, amidst the conflicting waves of men's several evil willa and rebellion& 
impulses in the mighty tempest of this troubled world, He does yet so rvll 
that all tho~~e separate wills, each singly independent, do yet all worl out 
together the 1oue purpo~e.~ of Hu eternal C()Unlell, we may be unable 
even to conceive ; yet that so it ahould be, il indeed eaeential to the reality of 
Hie government.''* 

• Hitchoock-" Religion of G•ology ," p. 390. 
t D. Wellh, D.D., Profeaoor of Church Hlsto•y, Edlnburrb. 
t Extract from a sermon of Somuel, Bishop of Oxford, preached before the UDivenltJ, 

May 22, 18~3. 
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CHAPTER XVIII. 

PoPULAR OBJECTIONs TO AsTRAL SciENCE. 

" That there Is nothing repugnant to human natwoe In the bula of utrologyls pl'O't'ed 
lllftlclentlJ b;y the number of great minds which have been led b;y It, when properl7 
prepared b;y education; and the arguments now held conchulve agalnet ut....log;y get 
their otrength ;,. tM mind& of IM people from no other circumstance than that which 
formeriJ wu the proof or conelderatlone which were held equally decleive In favour of 
lt-•·1&., the btu of education. The "'al arguments agalnet .-rologJ are, tl.nt, that It 
Ia oell-contradlctory; second, Its predictlone are not borne out by /ad•."' 

IN the introductory chapter to this volume, it has been 
shown, conciselv, that truths in science have ever beeri 
opposed, not otily by scientific men, but by the public 
generally. · 

In fact, men are reluctant to part with old notions 
which they have carried about with them from infancy, 
and which have become part and parcel of their mental 
constitution. Like an old coat, they fit easy and without 
restraint. 

Locke, in speaking of the common reception of new 
truth11, says :-

''Who ever, by the most cogent arguments, will be pre· 
vailed with to disrobe himself at once of all his old opin· 
ions and pretences to knowledge and learning, which with 
hard study he hath all his time been labouring for, and 
turn himself out stark naked in quest afresh of new _no• 
tions ? All the arguments that can be used will be as little 
able to prevail as the wind did with the traveller to part 
with his cloak, which he held only the faster.'' t 

• p,.,., o,clopaodia: article" ..Utrology.'' 
t Locke "On tbe Human Undel'ltalldlng," Vol. IV. chap. :u:. eeet. 11. 
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Professor Playfair, in his historical notice of dism
veries in physical science, contained in the third prelimi
nary dissertation in the EncycloplEdia Britannica, observes 
that " in every society there are some who think them
selves interested to maintain things in the condition 
wherein they have found them. The considerations are, 
indeed, sufficiently obvious, which, in the moral and politi
cal world, tend to produce this effect, and to give a. 
stability to human institutions, often so little proportionate 
to their ~eal value or to their general utility. 

"Even in matters purely intellectuaJ., and in which 
the abstract truths of arithmetic and geometry seem alone 
concerned, the prejudices, the selfishness, or vanity of 
those who pursue them, not unfrequently combine to resist 
improvement, and often engage no inconsiderable degree 
of talent in drawing hack, instead of pushing forward, the 
machine of science. The introduction of methods en- . 
tirely new must often change. the relative place of the men 
engaged in scientific pursuits, and must oblige many, 
after descending from the stations they formerly occupied, 
to take a lower position in the scale of intellectual ad
vancement. The enmity of such men, if they be not 
animated by a spirit of real candour and a love of truth, 
is likely to be directed against methods by which their 
vanity is mortified and their importance lessened."* 

" The disciples of the nrious philosophical schools of 
Greece inveighed against each other, and made reciprocal 
accusations of impiety and perjury. The people, in their 
turn, detested the philosophers, and accused those who in
vestigated the causes of things of presumptuously invading 
the rights of the Divinity. Pythagoras was driven from 
Athens, and Anaxagoras was imprisoned, on account of 
their novel opinions. Democritus was treated as insane 
by the Abderites, for his attempts to find out the cause of 
maduess by dissections; and Socrates, for having demon-

• " EncycloPllldla Britannica," 7th edition, 1. $33, 
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strated the unity of Goo, was forced to drink the juice of 
hemlock.'' * t 

The chief objections to astral science of a scientific 
a.n.d religious character have been considered ; and it will 
be desirable in this place briefly to refer to objections of a 
popular nature. 

Even in the time of Ptolemy, "it was 'the practice of 
the vulgar to slander everything which was difficult of 
attainment." And when it is remembered that patient 
study, as well as extensive personal observation, is neces
sary to produce the conviction that astrology is based upon 
truth even in the mind of the candid reader, we see 
pretty clearly one reason why the HCience still remains 
comparatively unpopular. 

But the fact is that, with peop]e in genera], the talking 
men are most popular. "He who can explain anything 
or everything, because he is too shallow to know the 
doubts a.n.d difficulties which profound thinking turns 
up; and the confident theorist, who runs on squaring 
everything to his own views by the easy process of assump
tion; the mocker, who amuses himself by returning to every 
one his own observation dressed up in other words ; the 
jocular person, who ha!;l trained himself to make common
place people laugh, as dogs are to point at game ; the pert 
trifler ; the scandal co1lector ; he who has made desperate 
bets, or caused his horse to make desperate leaps-all of 
these fU'e held of value on account of their several quali
ties : but he who has to depend merely on good sense and 
merit has but a small chance of favour.'' 

Thus it has been with Sidrophel: he is not fashionable; 
and so he is snubbed accordingly. 

• Dr. Spunbelm'e" Pbllosopbleal Prlneipleo of Phrenology," (London, 18~5), p. 96. 
t "In the lnfanet of sclenee. the name of magic was frequent11 emplo)'ed, espeeiall1 

unong the Greeks, to denote views and doctrines, with which, proper))' speaking, it had 
no esaentlal contlection; as, for example, the doctrine of .A nu..ragora1, in re,Jard to 
«lipiU, which, like many other branc!1es of science, v:as originally propounded ln flecret. 
from the fear of otfendin; tilt da '•f!e'·ou.~ prl'judices •:f lhr t1ulgar, who could not easily be 
b\-ought to recognise the distinction between proximate and ultimate causes. Even the 
dil'ine Plato himself. according to his own confession, put forth his peculiar doctrines in 
the names of other individuals. in order to avoid a similar responsibility. Socrates feU 
a victim to his sincerit1·"-CoLQUBOUN's Hill. of Jlagic, <ol. i. pp. 90, 91. 
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But the chatty gentlemen seem to forget, or not to 
know, that there are, strictly speaking, no truths in the 
whole range of the p~ mathematics which might not, by 
possibility, have been discovered and systematized by one 
deprived of sight and touch, or immured in a dark chamber. 

The astrologer, whose works are based upon geometrical 
truths, finds it necessary in his investigation of the sec~;ets 

· of nature, " to exchange the tumultuous scenes of business, 
and .the giddy circle of dissipation, for the calm and recol
lection of a studious retirement ; and if he would examine 
into the po~ers and faculties of his own mind, and 
curiously trace its operations, he will find it still more 
necessary to withdraw from the noise of life, and to ·make. 
his court to silence and solitude."* " For," says W ollas
ton, " truth is the offspring of silence, of unbroken medi~ 
tation, and of thoughts often revised and corrected." All 
this is totally opposed· to the views of most persons in 
modem society; consequently they deem Urania 'l'ather a 
bore, nor would they care to be in the society of such a 
homely female. • . 

An iuf).uential authority gives another valid reason for 
this popular dislike :-

"The boldest of all reformers is the man who undertakee to alter the pW'· 
anita and employmeftta, the bablta and tlloughts of the people. The good of 
a change is generally remote and prospective; Ita evil is p;resent, Immediate, 
tangible. The tint may strike the mind of.tbe statesman or the philosopher, 
the eecond comes home to the feellnga of the multitude. 

" ' Give us back the ten day8 you have robbed us of, you l'IIICal !' waa t.he 
salutation with which the mob greeted one of thOFe most active in intro
ducing the new style of chrouological reckonlnJ in England. The people 
really believed themselves llt(grieved, and it was of little use to tell them of 
the Gregorian calendar, and point out the errors employed lu popular calcu
lation. The mob reuoned then as the Greek Church reasons now : tlle 
wrong mode of reckoning was what thPy were used to, and they hated ae
cordingly tlu man wlu> broke thr0119h ' n utabluhed eu~tom, though It 
were for their benefit. · . 

"There Is one advantage in the spread of education, &Dd that is, that kl 
renders the8e changes t-asler : first, by teaching men to reason, and thus 
emancipating· them from the dominion of prejudice; and, &econdly, by 

• Batea. 
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aabllug them more eaally to underlltand -.ud conquer the difficulties of the 
alteration.''* t 

Another cause for popular dislike to astral science ex
ists in the just fear that the adoption .· of its principles 
would bring about vast changes in society-that it is better 
to leave well alone, than to put forward novel ideas, based 
perhaps upon truth, but on that very account dangerous, 
and to be avoided by persons who are well-wishers to their 
fellow-men. To· this fair objection a satisfactory reply may 
be made, by publishing · the following general statistic~t 
respecting crime and insanity, &c. These have not been 
selected, or hunted out, for the purpose of showi.Iig that 
the astrologer can bring about a sudden millennium by 
means of his science, or that he possesses some especial 
charm wherewith to promulgate human felicity. How
ever, he does say, for instance, certain persons are born 
With a tendency to indulge in strong drinks, producing 
dropsical disorders j and that such predisposition may be 
modified, and in so~e cases entir~ly destroyed, by atten
tion in early life, before the passion!! have gained force. 

Let us leave for a time our own murky metropolis, and, 
crossing the Tweed, stand for an hour in the beautiful 
new necropolis of the populous and thriving city of 
Glasgow:- t 

" Thil is not the place where injustice s):lould be done to a di.scovery which 

• fimu Newapaper, August 18th, 1853, on Decimal Coinage. 
t "Cuatous ILLUBT&.t.TIOK OP PoPUX.ll PIUUUDICB.-ln Yorkoblre there are ten packs • 

of foxhounds, one pack ot otashounds, and live or six of barrier&; equal In all to thir
teen or fourteen pack& of foxhounds. Thirteen packs of foxhounds, of llfty couple each 
-that is, 1,300 hounds-conowne annually ~00 tons of oatmeal, at a coot of £200,000, 
besides the carceaea of abcut ~.ooo dead honea, worth nothing if no bounds were kept. 
There are at least a thousand hunting men In Yorkshire, keeping, upon an average, four 
honee e.ch: 4,000 horoes will cost them .£200,000, at £5Q each; and their keep, at £50 per 
llllllum each, makea .£200,000 more : 4,000 horoea employ t,OOO men oa grooms, B'lnerally 
tbe olfaprlng of the acrlcultural population, and consume annually 40,000 que.rters of O&tll, 
2,000 ~uartera of beana, and 8,000 tons of br.r and gruo. Every tradeaman also Is bene
llted by huntlng-tallora. ohoemakera, blacksmiths, aaddlera, druggiota, ourgeo111, &c. 
U fo~t-hwitlng wu given np, where would the farmer lind a market for the above pro
dace, or for a well-bred horoe of four or live ye&r~~ old? Foxes are tbe farmers' beet 
friends, and they ought to uae ev~ry exertion to preserve them, and prevent them being 
atolen." This Btatement, taken from tbe D- fJhronide, Ia not a bad answer for 
tboae who are dlopoaed to foster the popular prejudice which e:rlsts In some counties 
agaiaat tbla noble poatlme, and we advise the SagiJtarv rtadw to make a note of the fact. 

t Scott's graphic description of the venerable cathedral may be here appended, oa.., 
Illustration of this edlllce In the olden time :-

" Bltuated In a populoua and considerable town, tbla 10lemn and IDAIIIIve pile boa the 

- J 
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ie eft"eeting a daily change in the pre-existing relations of IIOCiety. It Is not· 
in the city of Gla11gow that a false and injurious estimate should be made of 
the resnlts of the speealatlooe of l:llaek., and of the inventive genius of Watt." 
-PBBL'S Glalf.gotD Sp~l&. 

Thus spoke the great Sir Robert nearly twenty years since, 
and one feels a kind of mysterious delight in endeavouring 
to illustrate the purity of Urania by referen<'.e to a place 
where Chalmers, in doing honour to her name, was accus
tomed to evince the highest species of intellect-the union 
of a sound and comprehensive judgment with a fertile and 
brilliant imagination ; and where, later still, the discoveries 
of Nichol have added to the store of tn1e science. 

It appears, generally, that " the population of the city 
of Glasgow and its suburbs was in all about 290,000 souls 
in the year 1849, 150,000 of whom-men, women, and 
children-are passing through life without Gon, and pass
ing in quick succession into eternity without any reason
able hope of a happy interest in its solemn and unchanging 
scenes. Except Edinburgh, where the evil is somewhat 
less, it prevails nearly in the same proportion in all the 
more populous towns of Scotland. In Paisley, for example~ 
whose population is given at 50,000 in the reports of the 
Christian Instruction Commission of 1831;), not fewer than 
28,000 are utterly separated from any religious connection ; 
and in the manufacturing towns and villages generally a 
half-in some cases more than a half-of the people have 

appearance of the most sequeat.ered 110lltude. High wolls divide It from the buildings of 
the city on one aide; on the other It Is bounded by a ravine, through the depth of whleh, 
and invisible to the eye, murmun a wandering rivulet, adding by Its rushing noise to the 
Imposing solemnity of the scene. On the opposite side of the ravine rises a steep bank, 
covered with ftr trees closely planted, whose dusky shade extends Itself oyer the ceme
tery with an appropriate and gloomy etreet. The churchyard Itself has a peculiar cht
racter; for though In reality extensive, It is small, In proportion to the nomberufreopeet
ablelohabltantl, who are Interred within It, and whose graYel are almost all covered with 
tombstones. There lo therefore no room for the lnng rank grass which In the ordinary 
cue pcrtlally clothes the 1111rface In these retreats, where • the wicked cease from 
troubling, and the weary are at rett.' The broad ftat monumental ston~s are placed 
so close to each other, that the precincts appear to be ftagged with them, and, tb<>ugb 
roofed. only by the. heavens, reoemble the lloor of one of our old English churches, 
where the pavement lo covered with sepulchrallnscrlptiono. The contents of these sad 
reoordl of mortellty, the vain sorrows whieh they preserve, the otern lesson which the1 
teach o~ the nothingness of humanity, the extent of ground whleh they oo clO!M!Iy cov•r. I' 

and thetr uniform and melancholy tenor, reminded one of tbe roll of the proph•t, which 
was ' written witbJn and without. and there were written therein lamentation• and 
1nwming and woe.•" 

j 
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sunk into irreligion. This general mass consists, as we 
may say, of several strata, lying lower and deeper the one 
than the other, and each of them possessing its own dis
tinctive character. 

The first and uppermost in the mass is marked by neg
lect of pu\lic worship, and may be considered as indicating 
a negative irreligion. 

The second, or lower, is marked by desecration of the 
Sabbath, and may be taken as the mark of positive irre
ligion-a practical disregard of the authority of Gon, 
which it is not yet prepared formally to disown. 

And the third, and lowest, is infidelity, which, though a 
negative term, conveys a positive sense, and implies an 
avowed rejection of the truth, and source, and salvation of 
Gon.* 

" Certain it is, that nothing short of a levy en masse of 
whatever there is of living Christianity in the city, in all 
the branches of the church of CuarsT, will suffice to make 
head against the augmenting ignorance and ungodliness, 
with infidelity, with which we have to deal. If we do not 
destroy the evil, it will destroy us." 

The writers of the pamphlet from whence the above 
extracts are taken-all eminent men in the city-observe, 
in conclusion : 

u We have attempted to detail a number of important 
facts relating to the present condition of a large portion 
of the population of this city. Our task hM been con
ducted and completed in the hope of arousing extensive 
sympathy on behalf of the degraded masses who swarm in 
the poorer districts of Glasgow. No efficient method of 
promoting the welfare of this section of the people ap
pears to be practicable until their actual condition is 
known, and the influences operating upon them accurately 
ascertained." 

But with respect, in particular, to tippling in this city, 
the following evidence by eminent men of this city wa1:1 
published in the year 1849 :-

• Dr. J. Hendenou, D.D., on" The 8oela.l COndition of the People." 
v 
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Dr. W. (M.D.) is of opinion "that intemperance is a 
fruitful cause of disease ; and that general intemperance 
may act as a cause of disease on any one of the organs, or 
any one of the functions of the body." 

Dr. B. (M.D.) . thinks "that a lBI'ge ~roportion of the 
accidents that occasion the surgical injunes that fall to be 
treated in our hospitals, are more or less directly the effects 
of into:rication. Drunkennesa is a frequent cause of dis
ease of the brain, terminating in insanity or in palsy." 

Dr. C. R. (M.D.) "believes himself to be near the truth 
in saying that, judging from his experience of eight years 
in the lnfinnary, about 50 per cent. of all the sickness 
admitted for treatm~nt there, is connected more or le811 
directly with the use of spiritUOU8 liquors." • .. 

Dr. J. C. S. (M.D.) believes "if there is one fact con
nected with medical police better established than auother, 
it is that no circumstances in the condition of a commu
nity assist so materially in increasing the mortality than 
the destitution which pervades the inhabitants. De!!titu
tion has also its causes, which may be divided into un
avoidable and remediable; and, among the latter, we must 
&!!sign the chief place to the vice· of intemperance ; not 
that we consider it the Pandora's Box from which all vices 
and diseases spring, but because it occupies a prominent 
though anomalous position, which it is in the power of a 
well-regulated community to subvert. However necessary 
and important the introduction of legislative enactments 
and sanatory regulations are to the well-being of society, 
these .meal!ures must remain comparatively futile so long 
as the individuals for whose benefit they are intended con
tinue in a state of moral and physical degradation. The 
remedy, we apprehend, lies with the working classes them
selves." 

Dr. A. believes "drunkenness is a cause of disease, directly 
and indirectly : dii·ectly, by its noxious effects upott the 
brain or blood ; indirectly, by predisposing to ~idemic 
and contagious maladies, and by the reckless manner in 
which those addicted to it expose themselves to the exci- • 
ting causes of disease in general. My impression is-
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derived from my experience amongst the pauper part of 
the population-that the vast majority of their diseases 
depend, in a more or less direct manner, upon this habit. 
Drunkenness is a cause of insanity. Drunkards, when 
attacked with disease, are less able to resist its effects thau 
others." 

Dr. Chalmers was of opinion "that the public-house is 
the most deleterious, and by far the mo!lt abundant sourco 
of pauperism." 

Mr. W. C., of Glasgow, says :-"It is chiefly the intem
perate and drunkards, who spend their money and leave 
their families in want and starvation, that are a burden ou 
the community. As connected with the parish of St. 
John's, I have had frequent opportunities of observing 
this. It is a common observation with those' who have 
the managemeht of the poor, that honest poverty is easily 
managed; but we do not know what to do with immorality 
and drunkenness." 

Mr. M. (Governor of Glasgow Prisons) furnished the 
following particulars of offences for which prisoners were 
committed to the " Glasgow Prison during the year ending 
June, 1848: Males 461, females 341-drunk and disor
derly." And this gentleman believed " that two-thirds 
of the crimes committed by offenders during that year 
arose out of _intemperance; and that many of the aggra
vated cases of theft were in close connection with drunk
enness-the commission of the former being to raise the 
means for gratifying a love for the latter vice." 

Rev. Geo. S. (Chaplain of Glasgow Prisons) conceived 
"dnmkenness as the most prolific source of most of the 
-crimes in Glasgow. The total number of prisoners in 
Glasgow Jail, in 1842-3, was 3,907; of these it would not 
be possible to find 100 sober criminals in any one year." 

The Hon. Sheriff A., in the month of May, 1849, was 
of opinion " that intoxication was the cause of two-thirds 
of the crime, and one-half of the distress,'' then existing 
amongst the working classes. 

Sheriff B. stated "it was established by every day's ex
perience that intemperance is a great cause of crime.;" 

" '> v .~ 
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and this gentleman bad no doubt that the excessive use of 
ardent spirits leads, directly or indirectly, to the commis
sion of a large proportion ·of those criminal offences which 
come under the cognizance of the law.* 

In respect to other parts of Scotland, tippling -
especially Sunday tippling- prevails greatly. "On 
the 8th day of April, 1853, two hundred gentlemen in 
Edinburgh agreed to ascertain the amount of Sunday 
traffic in the public-houses of that city, and the report 
has just been published. There are, in all, 464 licensed 
houses in Edinburgh, and 312 of these were open on the 
Sunday referred to. The visitors were : 22,202 men, 
11,931 women, 4,631 children under fourteen years of 
age, 3,032 children under eight years of age - total, 
41,796.t 

At Dundee, in the year 1852, 713 males and 438 females 
were taken into custody for drunkenness alone. " I re
gret to say," states the inspector, "that drunkenness, the 
obvious source of crime, still remains undiminished." 

Dr. George Robinson, Lecturer on Medical Jurispru
dence at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, states-in an interesting 
paper in the '.' Journal of Public Health" for September, 
1848-that intemperance t and insanity, the two greatest 
curses of civilization, are in their very nature so inti
mately connected, that any examination of the one would 
necessarily be incomplete without some reference to the 
other. Both exhibit as their essential phenomenon per
version or disorder of those mental powers which impart 
to man his vast superiority over the rest of the material 
creation. So close, indeed, is the resemblance between 
the. two states, that whoever has carefully observed the 

• That It wao time for the Legislature to do something to remedy the evil of inlorito· 
lion, was suftlclently 11>ttested by the fact that in the OOW'I!e of a single year no le .. a SUIIl 
than £1,200,000 was spent by the labouring classes in the purchase of whiskey In ibe cit1 
of Glasgow.-.Speech of Mr. C . Bniic E, April 20, 1853. · 

t Timu Newspaper, May 3, 1~53; nmi speech, in the House of Commona, ot Hr. 
Cowan, M.P., Aprll20, 1853. 

t Since my arrival in E 11gland, I have been quite disgusted with the drunkenneu of 
the lower cla~scs, and IliQre so when I learn that many female& were .addicted to tbis 
disgraceful habit. This defect in the l•w calls loudly for the attention of some eminent 
law reformer. to whose wusid~ration I recommend it.''-.Utttr in the Jforning PDit, 

~ ... t 27. '"'~ . 
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language and conduct of a number of . intoxicated 
persons, must have witnessed most of these varieties of 
mental disorder, often spontaneous in their origin, and of 
permanent duration. This gentleman subjoins a table ex
hibiting the proportion which intemperance and vice bear 
to the other causes of. insanity, as described in the returns 
from twenty-five asylums situated in various parts of Eng
land, and admitting different classes of patients. 

In such table there is a list of 2, 792 cases; of these, 688 
were caused by intemperance, and 170 by Vice, giving a 
total of 858. It will be seen that these returns refer to 
intemperance alone one-fourth ; and to it, in conjunction 
with vice, nearly one-third of all the cases of insanity ad
mitted. And as a number of the causes are even in these 
selected reports marked as unknown, "we are," this gen
tleman adds, " I think, fully justified in considering the 
results afforded by the table as fairly representing the pro
.portion which intemperance bears in this country to the 
other exciting causes of insanity." 
, "In reply to my inquiries into the causes of crime in 
:any district-whether. directed to the governors or chap
Jams• of pri$ons, to the superintendents of police, to 
sheriffs or magistrates, or to any other party likely to be 
well informed in the matter-the :first cause generally 
assigned is drunkenness; and I have not found any differ
ence in this respect, whether the district be in England or 
Scotland. . 

"Great, however, as may be the present amount of 
crime, I believe it to be much less than formerly, .espe
cially as respects the most serious offences. I attribute 
much of this change to the decrease'of drunkenness, caused 
in part by the temperance societies. 

"The chief way in which temperance societies appear to 
me to have promoted the cause of sobriety, is by diffusing 
infonnation on the injury to health and happiness conse
quent on an indulgence in intoxicating ·liquors, and by 
encouraging the substitution of rational pleasures. 

" It is to the great prevalence of such pleasures else
where, especially of those that can be followed in the open 
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air, that the greater sobriety of several neighbouring con
tinental nations is no doubt chiefly due.* 

" It is very difficult to say how much of the crime of 
the country is caused by intemperance : among other 
reasons, because intemperance is frequently a consequence 
as well as a cause of ignorance, misf'ry, recklessness, and 
head-strong passion. There is no doubt that it produces 
a very considerable portion of all the crime that is com
mitted, whether in England or in Scotland; and, out of 
all proximate and immediate causes, it is by far the 
greatest."t 

Dr. Caldwell (Professor of the Institutes of Medicine 
and Medical J urisprudcnce, Kentucky) states that a long
continued habit of drunkenness becomes as essentially con
stitutional as a predisposition to gout or pulmonary con
sumption. 

This increases in a manifold degree the responsibility of 
parents in relation to temperance. By habits of intemper
ance, they not only degrade and ruin themselves, but 
transmit the elements of their degradation and ruin to 
their posterity. This is no visionary conjecture, but the 
fruit of a favourite and long-cherished theory. It• is a 
settled belief, resulting from observation-an inference 
derived from innumerable facfs. 

Dr. Brown observes (in the third annual report of the 
Crichton Institution for 1842) that the applications for 
the' introduction of individuals who have lost reason from 
excessive drinking, or who appear to act under a blind 
and irresistible impulse to inebriety, have been and ~:~till are 
very numerous. 

A London journalist offers the following just remwka 
upon the effects of intemperance, causing murder and 
other evils, in a recent case :-

" The records of jnstice, dark and melancholy u they are in their cata
logue of mi~~ery and crime, can ~carcely supply an instance more dark and 

• Where It Ia '"'' the euatom to build " palace•" tor t.he 11111 of the !J«1Pk, Uld thell 
to loek them up on the oni:J d&:J the poople cao eiiJo:rlhe oame. 

t IDapeetor Hlll'l teoUmon:r, Dec. 30, 1848. 

' 
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melancholy than the case of Mary Anne Seago, who, on the 4th of July 
instant, was tried at the Central Criminal Court for the murder of her stt'p
er>n, William Seago. Jt appears that this uhfortunate little boy-whose sole 
offence was that he had • got Tommy' (the son of·the prisoner) 'into such 
a row;' meaning thereby a beating from his' drunken step-father-was 
brutally sl .. ughtered in the following delilierate and atrocious manner. 
He was ll.rst knoeked off a box on which he was ilittlng, then beaten with a· 
strap, twice put into water, and then, when he was har;Hy able to move, he 
was placed In bed. The father, at this stage, entered the room, and having 
asked what had bappen .. d, and receiving no answer, went out, no doubt to 
return to his drink. The chief witness, a step-daughter of the prisoner, thus 
proceeds-' My mother immediately took Billy out of bed, and put a chain 
on him, and she then said to me, "Now, you--, take him and do what· 
yon like with him;" and at the same time struck me. After this, I saw 
Billy upon the ll.oor, and my mother picked him up, and threw him twice 
aer01111 tho ronm, and his forehead went against a large tin box that was In 
the roum. My mother also kicked him several times. I then saw him lytng 
acroBB a chair, and I asked him to get up and let me wash him, and he made 
no an1wer. Tommy then aaid to her, "Oh, mother, don't bit hi111 any more; 
you'll kill him, and then. you will be hung." At this time I think Billy· 
waa lying upon the ll.oor ; biB face was all over blood, which came from his 
nose and forebt'ad, and his eyes were shut. My brother Tommy then aaid· 
he was dead, and my mother called out, "Oh, my dear Billy, I do love you! 
what have I don'e!" and sent for some brandy, and she tried to give him 
some ; but he could not swallow it. When she foun!l he could not swallow 
the brandy, she told me not to aay anything, or else she should bo hung.' 
Here, then, is a case of deliberate murder, committed with a full knowledge 
of the consequences, as the torrified exclamation of the brother, and the 
6tatement made by the J>ritOner h~rself, prove. .And yet, with these facts 
before them, the jury returned a verdict of manslaughter. They appear to 
have had some corupnnetion about giving that verdict, which in reality 
amounts to this, 'guilty of murder, with extenuat!ng circumstances;' fur 
we are info1'!Ded that • the fi>rem on, on being asked whether they found 
the prisoner guilty or not !fUilty of murder, replied, Guilty, and hesitated; 
and it was at ll.rst thought that the jury had found the prisoner guilty 
of murder; after a short interval he added, Guilty of manslaughter.' 
Now, what extenuating circumstances CI!D be urged in a case of such signal 
atrocity? This crime was committed on·Sunday, and under th6 infiuenc• 
of drink; and well may Mr. Parry aay that' it was lamentable to think . 
that in this metropolis such a scene of depravity and misery should have 
takoo place upon the Sabbath.' The learncdjudge was of opinion that the 
jury were jn•tifted in taking thla merciful view of the case; but, by a strange 
pi'OC688 of logic, in the next p&Siage of hft; addreas be proceeds to show that 
all jWitill.cation is entirely out of the question : 'It wus clear that the pri10ner 
acted with the greatest brutality towards this poor child; her conduct, pro
bably, was to be attributed partly to drink, and to the feelings of excitement 
and jealousy with regard to her own children' and tho~ of the man to whom 
she waa married, crllllttd by that dutructive habit.' * * * The learned · 
judge added his hope 'that this would be an awful wamln·l to all who had 
heard the case agabut tho•~ habit a of intemp~~rance tohich, he regretted. to 
Mf11, w..r• in thi1 countrv th6 catue of one-half of the crime• that Wllrtl 
brought bffore tla8 judgu of the land.' This evil, con~cquent upon the 
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infinite and unnece; Fury multiplication of publlc-houses, is increased will~ 
frightful rapidity ill (;Vei'Y qunter of the land. It is stated that s1ati~ti~al 
returns Fhow that tbe amount of money expended in intoxicatinl{ drinh, 
of one kind or another, in Great Britain, Ia bet•a;een .t50,000,000 aud 
£60,000,000 per an• mn-a Fum fully equal to tile whule national reveuue. 

"The Rev. Mr. Kiugsmill, in his 'l"aluable work on Priwns and Prisonen, 
statu that, 'of the twenty-eight thousand seven hundred and fifty-two 
prisoners tried at the a~zes at.d 868S'Ons of 18:>1, 10,000 may be put down, 
without fea1· of exa!lg(•ration, as having been b1·ought to this depl01 able con
dition, directly or iudirectly, by the public-house; whilst of the 909,063 
summary convictions, fifty thousand, 1 fear not to state, were the results of the 
drinking habits of tho individuals themselves, or their parents, producini 
poverty, ldlenesa, V&!(rancy,' &c. 

" Another auth01 il y states, ' The true cure for thU. is not within the power 
of Acts of Parliament, but it is to be found in traoning up the rising,genen
tion with higher and better tastes than those for mere debasing sensual in
dulgences; and it Is the work of the churcht'& rather than that of the 
Legislature. Bnt much may be done to abate the evil by reducing the 
number of the lit:ensed public-houses, both in town and country, and by 
raising the price of strong drink.' * * * 

"The obiK'rvatious made by the learned judge.in the case of Mat·y Anne 
Seago show that no time should be lost in dealing with this monster evil of 
our social system, not only tor the protection of the WE'ak and helpless child, 
but to remove tboase fatal facilities of indulgence which are the most fruhful 
and constant sourceti of vice, crime, and mlsery."-MorniregPost, Newspaper, 
July 8, ISM. * 

• J.coordlog to the doctrine of utrologr, tdipiU In watery lignt-for lnltulee, an 
ecllpoe of the Sun In Cancer-haTe a tendency to in11aence pei'IIODII to drink exceooiTely. 
The dlaeue of dropsy Ia generall.r produced by dnmkenneu. Deatha by drowning, 
lloodl, &c., generally follow aoon after eellpaes In <D<Jitrr ligna • 

• 
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CHAPTElt XIX. 

STATISTICAL. 

Ma.VT&. KAKAN, wn'wn-o-n ,.,.o .. TO KPHrYON rura.~· 

Ac.n TO Ta. KAK' ro-c. ~tA.a. 4>prac. #J.ti.V'Trurriat . 
E%8AON 4 oWe TI 1rw eura.i C!71'0S' wlf enArCTo-as-. 

" Augur accurst I denouncing mischief still ; 
Prophd of p~<tgue•l for ever boding Ill ; 
Stili mu•t thy tongue aome wounding meooage bring." 

POP11. 

THE few details presented in 'the last chapter, as well as 
those which it is proposed to mention in this chapter, have 
not been industriously selected in order to elevate the 
character of Urania at the expense of other individu.a:ls 
equally entitled to notice, but they have been mentioned 
simply for the purpose of showing that there is yet ample 
scope for the labours of any individual who may be dis
posed to aid in the useful work of alleviating human 
suffering. 

Having said a few words about intemperance, let us 
now look at the victims of this vice. 

The following details, respecting the affliction frequently 
caused solely by habits of intemperance, will be an appro
priate sequel to the before-mentioned remarks upon in
toxication :-

I. "T~e sum annually expended In England and Wales for the main
tenance of the Insane exceeds £750,000, and of this sum (exclusive of 
£15,000 applied to the support of Bethlehem and the naval and militsry 
asylums) £296,263 are contributed by rate-!>ayers for the chat·ge of pauper 
lunatics. 

" On re-applying the estimate for vk-e and intemperance, it will be found 
that the Influence of the former iu producmg insanity entails an annual tax 
on the community of £74,065, and !he joint operation of the two evils, one 
of .£98,7M, in addition to the sums t·equired lor the suy•port offamilie~ left 
deatitute by the removal of the heads. If we extend the same calculaUon 
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to the e88M of in~anlty existing among the wealthier da-, it will be found 
that of the .£365,628 annually expenrlro for their maintenance, the sum of 
.£91,407 baa been diverted from it» legitimate u..e.• by intemperance alone; 
and by that and other vlciolll! excesses, £121,876." 

2. · And, according to an official report, relative to the 
populous parish of Marylebone, prepared by the parochial 
:mthorities, it appears that-

"In11anitv baa lately increased to such an extent among the working 
elnll/lell, that none but tb086 whose duties bring them into contact with the 
•uffer••rs can form an idea of its fearful ~pread. Ther•• are uow no less than 
(94 chargeable to the pariah. In St. Pancras, inAAnity also prevails to an 
unusual amount, e•pecially among the humbler cla~ses. ft is to be hnped 
that the painful fact will be made the .Pubject of official and medical inquiry, 
with a view to tracing its origin, and to retal'd, if poSilible, Its progret111.''* 

As to insanity generally, it appears, further, that the 
total estimated number of ,lunatics in England and Wales 
amounted, on the 1st day of January, 1847, to 26,516; 
of which we shall find-

"That intempera.ncB alone has reduced 6,629 of tho present inmates of 
our asylums to their lamentable condition; and that to it and other bad 
habits, 8,838 pei'IOns now under restra!nt owe the deprivation of reason."t 

Lunatics.-The House of Lords has ordered a return, 
which has been printed, of the number of lunatic8 under 
an inquisition, who are resident in asylums, and the amount 
of their respective incomes, and allowance~ for mainte
nance. There are 238 persons confined in asylums, inclu
ding licensed houses. In many cMes the whole income is 
applied for maintenance. The largest income in one case 
is £5,000 a year, of which £700 is for support of the 
lunatic, and £2,500 for keeping up Hazlewood CMtle."t 

It appears from a return moved for by Mr. Drummond, 
M.P., that, smce the year 1820 up to June, 1853, 
£1,982,376 were expended in constructing lunatic asylums 
in England and Wales, the same being paid out of the 
county rate. 

The subject of lunacy, it will be remembered, is espe-

• L<mud, February, 18~3. 
t MetropoUtan Commi .. ionera on Lunac7 Report. 

l London Jouraal, week ending July 16, 18~3. 
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cially one with which the astrologer is enabled to deal by 
means of his science. 

AS TO GENERAL CASUALTIES, 

ACCIDBNT8.- LONDON HOSPITAL, JAWUARY 13TH, 1853. 

During the past year, 10,536 "accident I" cases were brought to the 
above Hospital, of which tbe following is a statistical account:-

Fractures • • 
Wounds .• 
Contusions • 
Sprains 
Dilllocationa • 
ConcnMiona • 
Burns. • • •. 
Dog bites .•••••••••••• 
Foreign bodies in the throat, eye, and mouth • 
Corrosion from acids . • • • • • • • • 
Thecal abscess • • • • • 
Inflammation from injuries . 
Attempt& at auicide • • . 
Various • • • • • • • 

In. Out. 
619 670 
417 2098 
619 2553 
1513 1085 

18 114 
61. •• 5 

165 284 
8 141 

17 149 
1 4 

10 301 
206 441 

49 
142 

2490 

201 

8046 

Totnt. · 
1289 
2616 
3172 
1243 

132 
66 

449 
149 
166 

6 
311 
647 

49 
343 

10636 

Of the 2,490 in-patients, 2,147 were di•eharltBd cured or relieved, 145 
died, and 198 remained in the Hospital on the 1st day of January, 1853. 

LONDON HOSPITAL, 8BPTBKBBII. 1, 1853. 

Monthly return of admii'Sions of accidimta and other cllllell from the 1st 
to the Sl~t of August, 1M3:- ' 

Accident• { In-patient& 
Out-patients 

0 { I n-pat!enta 
thercalu Out-patients 

Total • 

Number of accident1 brought to the same 
~ommenelng In-

1842 5,603 I 1843 6,666 
1844 6,102 

I 1845 6,655 
1846 7,019 

• 247 
• 798 

--1045 
• 66 
• 837 
-903 

1948 

Hospital during nine 

1847 8,277 
1848 9,016 
1849 9,011 
1850 9,126 

yeai'B, 
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LoNDO!'! HosPJTAJ., MAY 1sT, 1954. 
Monthly return of admiFsions of accident• and other cases from the ht 

to the 30th of April, ~854 :-

Act:UUmt8 {In-patients 
Out-patients 

Other {In-patients 
ca•u Out-patients 

' . 
• 200 
. &8 

- 8.)8 

. 141 
• 761 

- 902 

1760 
Total number of patients since the lst of January, exclusive of trilling 

cuu~&lties and other cases not ref}uil·ing continued treatment, 7,235.• 

DISEASES OP THE CHEST. 

( Statutical Statement.) 
CA.l!ICBR HosPJTAL, WEST BROMPTON, J.o!'IDOM, FEBRUARY 1, 1M3. 

Out-p~~otients: ~al~s, OS; fenial~s, 303. In-patients: Males, 7; females, 
16. Of the•e 39-l.cases, 2D2.11·ere ~&lies of true cancer; 102 cases were ofa 
crmceroua dCflCJ·lptl!)u. r 

CttT OP LOI!IDO:N HOSPITAL FOB DI8BA8BS OP THE CHEST. 
DuJ•iogthe year 18.J2, there were 3,626 out-patients, maki•.g (with 10,420 

admitted from the openlntc oft he institution in 1848, to Decembe1· 31, 1M I, 
and 710 admitted dUJ·ing the p1·• s•mt year) a total of 14,766 pel'80r•s admitted 
or received gratuitous advice· since its commencement. The increase in the 
number of patients during the year 1862 exceeds that of the pl·evloua year 
by690. 

CANCER. 

Notwithstanding the advance of medical science, deaths 
from cancer · still• show ·a nearly cent. per cent. increase, 
whilst the population shows, for the same period, but an 
increase of one-eighth. There were no less than 4,588 
deaths in England from cancer in the year 1847, two
thirds of which were females, and most of them in the 
prime of life. 

• LoNDON BooPIUL, August 2Dd, 1864.-MonthlJ return of admJulons of eecidenta 
and other eases from the !at to the 3lat of Jul7, 1864.-Auidtntl: ln-patlentl, 205 ; 
out-patlenta, 824; = 1,029. ()Uiw C<UU: ln-patienta, 164 : out-pat.lentl, 799; - &&;. 
Tow, 1,992. 
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FREE CANCER HOSPI·TA.L, BROMPTON MBBTING, FBBMTA.RT 1, 1853. 
}ledieal Report stated that, according to the experience derived from 300 

cases, 43 years was the average age at which mankind was attacked. 
There was a greater number of sufferers among feraalea than male~, tlie 

former being 5 to 1 of the latter-a concluelon somewhat different from that 
arrived at by the Registrar-General, whose report showed there were 3 
females to 1 mille. Great anxiety had been shown by the children of cancer 
patients to know whether they Inherited the disease from their parents. At 
present that question bad not beert satisfact~orily an$wered by the medical 
profession; the recorda of the Hospital led to the conch,1sion that hereditary 
taint is by no mean~ a necessary law of cancer. The circumstance that the 
di.ease did not multiply its victims as those subject to it multiplied their 
families, would be a consolation to those having relations who had Buffered 
from the malady. 

Out-patients • 

In-patients • 

{ 68 males, 
303 females. 

{ 7 m•des, 
16 females. 

BIRTHS AND DEATHS. 

The births of 987 males and 924 females-total, I ,911-were registered 
in the week ending on the 1st day of January, 1853. 

Ditto, <lellthd, during the same period : M•les, 715; females, 593; total, 
1,308. This return includes the whole of the metropolitan districts. 

Last week., the bh·ths of 755 boys and 841 !(iris, in all, 1,596 chiWrev 
were registered in London. The ave1•age number in eight corresponding 
weeks uf the years 1845-52 Wad 1,432.* 

HE.tLTR OP LONDON.-During the week ending March 5th, 1853, there 
were 1,671 chilch•eu born within the metropolitan district.>. Of these, 8tH 
were boys, and 810 were girls. This number exceeded the average in eight 
eorresponding weeks in lhe year 1845 to 1852 by 201. The number of 
deaths in the week were 1,427 ; showing an increase of 83 upon that of 
the preceding week. Of these deaths, 573 were children under 15 years of 
age, 460 were lo years old and less than 60, and 379 wore 60 years old and 
upwards. Tho estimated number of deaths based upon the retums in the 
corresponding weeks in the previous ten years, and augmented in proportion 
to the increase of population, is 1,150. Of these, 388 are doe to dlo~eases of 
the lungs and of the organ$ of respiration,-whose average Is 216. To old 
age, 82; its average is 53. In hooping cough, 56; its average being 136. 
To bronchitis, 212; its average being 78 only. To pneumonia, 108; its 
average is 00. Tu asthma, 44; its average i.~ 29. To poison, 3; to bang
ing an<l suff.,eation, 3; to drowning, 7; and, to wounds, 8 deaths were 
rq:istered. t l 

• 1\mt• Newspaper ,Jan. 20, 1863: 
t London newspaper, March I 2, 1853, 

; See JXJ•I p. 303, note. 
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RAILWAY ACCIDENTS, 

The following ia a summary of the number of persons kllled and injured 
on all the pall!l!nger railways open for public traffic in Great Britain and 
Jrelalld durtng the half year ending 30th June, 1852, amounting to 83 
killed aud 99 injnred; i. B., one passenger killed and 66 injured from cau
beJonfi their own control; 10 passenglll'll. killed, and 5 injured, owing to 
their own ml800nduct or want of cautlod; 26 ser•anrs of companiea or of 
coJ&tractora killed, and 23 injured, by causes beyond their own control; 23 
serYBDts or companlea or of contractors ldlled, and 7 injured, owing to their 
own • miiiCOIIduet or want of caution ; 23 trespassers and other persons 
(11either being pusenger.; nor servants of the company) killed, and 8 injured, 
b7 crossing or walking on the railway: total, 83 killed and 99 injured. 

The number of passenger& conveyed during the half year amounted to 
39,249,600. 

The length of railway open on the 31st day of .Qeoomber, 1851, was6,890 
.mHed; ditto 30th June, 1t!52, 7,076 miles.• 

MARINE INSURANCES, 

In 1851, amounted to £174,148, 
In 1852, , £193,788. 

The tot•l tonnage belonging to the United Kingdom was, in 1861, 
3,601,729 tons; in 1852, 3,698,004 tons.t 

ACCIDENTS IN COAL-MINES. 

In Scotland, during the year 1852, the number of lives lort in coal-pita 
wae 61 ; in ironstone-tlits, 18. The total lo~s of lives by accidents in coal
mines between No•·ember, 1850, and the 3lct of December, 1852, wu 
1,939 lives in the United Kingdom.t 

PIRES, 

By the report of Mr. Braidwood, it appears that during the year ISM, 
923 metropolitan district fireB occurr~d, 263 of them being totally destruc
uve, and 660 more or leas injurious. 

The Stamp Duty on Policies of Fire Insurance, in the year eliding the 
Sth day of January, 1853, amounted to £1,162,913. ' 

• London newopaper, March 16, 1853. 
f Return presented to the House of Commons, June, 18113. * Accordlng to a return presented to the Hou&e of Commona. 

; See ant• p. 231 respecting the lnlluence or Mara In Geml.nl. 
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EMIGRANTS. 

The total number of emigrant• in the year 186~ from Great Britain and 
Ireland, under the inspection of emigration offieen~, wu ~21,086. 

WRECKS.* 

By a return iuued the lOth of May, 1853, it appears, according to Lloyd's 
boou, that during the five years eliding the 6th of January, 1853, the 
number of vessels wrecked or lost on the co&t of Ireland was 447; in 
1848 the number was 93; in 1849, 89 ; in 18fi0, 107; iu 1851, i>6; and in 
1852, 102. ·, 

In the year 1850, the wrecks of British and foreign veasela on the coast, 
and in the seas of the United Kingdom, were 681. Total lives lost, 784. 

In the year 1851, the wr~ckd on our coast were 701. Lives lost., ar. least 
700. The most disastrous portion was in the month of 8eptembet•, a•.d in 
the heavy storm of the 2atb and 26th of that mouth 117 vel!sels wet .. 
stranded, while during the whole month the number amounted to 153, or 
more than 5 a day, thus affording additional proof of the necessity for 
making the utmo8t efforts to avert so much calamity. 

In 1~52, on less thau 1,100 ves;els have been wrecked on tho shores of 
tbe Bt·itish l•les, and tbe number of live~ lost at lt-ast l"OO. The greate!!t 
havoc took place about the latter end of the month of October and the 
beginning of November in that year. t t 

• See a"t• p. ll73 respecting the ln11nence of Batum.. 
t From the House of Cgmmons return. 

t See ank p. lli8 on aatrologlcal Judgments of ships, &c. 

Tb- statistics are not publkbed In order to show, or to endeavour to show. that 
ut.rallclence is capable of putting a stop to the various u ills " to which huma.uity ie 
heir. Tbe object is merely to bring to the notice of tbe reader the fact&, as a sufficient 
apolon for an endea.vour to decreaae the I&IDe by detecting the ca...e of the nrious 
acciden&a. Cancer, for instance, is peculiarly taken notice of by the aatrologer. In the 
1ear 1~2, Mercury, eonnected with Saturn and Uranus, caused tearful explosions in mi-. Saturn, in Taurus, especially when near the Earth, engenders accident& by ftre• 
damp, &c., and a cold a.tmosphere. The great collisions on railways generally occur 
when the Moon b In W aapeot tA> 8atum or Man. Hence It becomes Interesting to 
DOUce atatiBtics in connection with celestial phenomena: a mere sketch of the same io 
here presented. The three weeks mentioned at p. 301 may be taken aa a fair average 
of metropolitan births and deaths. The detaib are Introduced as tending to conftrm 
tbe remarks made at pp. 263-6, wltb respect to average births in London. .A few wordo 
ii&Ye j)MQ.added aa tA> the deatha. 

-.-. 

... 
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CHAPTER XX. 

EDUCATION AND CRIHE. 

Shall not the progresa of knowledge and the arta-of steam and machinery-of 
science and philosophy-be ha.llowed to a high and holy aim? Out of Chrlatlanlty baa 
lfi'OWD civilization, then refinement, then discovery, then fresh enterprise, and again 
otlll higher civilization and more scrupulous refinement. So It will go on. And in pro
portion as IM !fOURg are educated in the way they ohould go, every generation will im
prove upon the past until the world be ready for the consummation of all things. lC b7 
the progreao of machinery there is leas demand for man's physical powers, let ns seek 
to call into exercise his intellectual gifts ; If in the progress of things there be a greater 
refinement as to all that Ia of the earth, earthy, Jet those who enjoy It, rise to the true 
belrM of their moral dignity, as h-.lng destinies that are heavenly." • 

FIFTEEN years since, Dr. Arnold, relative to this subject, 
remarked:-

" I would give anything to be able to organize a society 
for drawing public attentwn to the state of the labouring 
classes throughout the kingdom. Men do not think of 
the fearful state in which we are living; if they could be 
brought to notice and to appreciate the evil, I should not 
even yet despair that the remedy may be found and applied 
-even though it is the solution of the most difficult 
problem ever yet proposed to man's wisdom, and the great
est triumph over selfishness ever yet required of his 
virtue.''t 

And, two years later, we find a great statesman express
ing the following opinion :-

" Whatever are our financial difficulties, ·the outlay will 
be true economy that promotes the health and improves 
the habits of your manufacturing population, and brings 

• XM"ning Post, April, 18t•3. 
t .. Life of Dr. Arnold," vol. il., p. 264. 
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Jwme to them the practical proof' that they and their pre
sent comfort and enjoyment are the 'objects of our deep 
solicitude. It may be well to ridicule all this. It may be 
well to see with perfect indifference countless thousands 

f rational beings immersed in ignorance and low degrading 
vices, and to insinuate the charges of irreligion and infi-

elity against those who would tell a working man of the 
pleasures and advantages of knowledge; and who would 
think of substituting some relaxation from labour con
nected with mental improvement for drunkenness, and 
quarrelling, and sensual indulgence. 

" I for one look down with scorn upon such insinuations. 
My consolatory belief is, that by refining the tastes and 
by improving the habits and manners of those who sub
sist by the sweat of the brow, you are advancing the cause 
of morality-advancing the cause of true religion. As 
Mr. Hope observes, we are not foolish enough or wicked 
enough to suggest these means of improvement as super
seding religious instruction, and that you cannot reclaim 
men from indolence and vice without softening their minds 
and subjecting them to the higher and purer influence of 
religious impressions."* 

The following brief extracts will show that the subject 
of popular mental cultivation has engaged the attention 
of public authorities recently :-

"The time has arrived when the Government of these countries must adopt 
those admirable rulea of other nations, by which the health, the morality, 
and the education of the people, can be ;:ecured. The preacher has implored, 
tbe economist has complained, the patriot ha• urged, the physician bas warned. 
• • • We punish those who are criminal, but we never t1-y tu shitld 
them from the blasting contamination of vice. The churchman thunders 
forth Gon's curse against sin, and we suffer the grasping boose-owner to 
cram his Wl'etched rooms witbhnman beings-age a~d sex unnoticed. * 
• • Our manufactories are the seminaries of sin. The cottages of our 
labourers are but the sehools of vice. Our coal mines are only the working 
places of biped brutes. 

"Drunkenness i4 the common luzury of our poor; murder, in,eat, and 
infanticide are common entries upon our a~sizc calendars. Tho town 
missionaries of Glasgow write that, upon their mission, tht·y find proofll of 

• Sir Robert Peel on the education of the wor:-lng classes, March 11 1841. 
X 
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crime similar to tho&e recounted in the black p&f{el of Suetoniua, * out 
matching in bMseness the fancies of the Neapolitan Secret Gallery. A.od all 
this arises, not becaull8 our people are more vicious than other nations, but 
because our Government, in ita lo..-e for GoD-like freedom, takes no cue 
that the corruptions of oar human nature rnay not degenerate into deviliah 
license, and is ignorant or heedlesa of the home-fife 10nd condition of enr 
poor."t 

" It waa not more than lfty ye&l'll ago that many of the educated cl.
and, he believed, even the illustrious Wyndham-were of opinion that uleu:a
tion was not only prejndiclal, to the labouring cl&ll8t's themselves, but danger
ous to the state. ~VutD they could not flnd an educated man, whose opiniuu 
waa worth having, who would not tell them that it waa-on the quantity and 
quality qf ulucaticm qjfordul to tAe labourirlg eltu•u that much of the 
future pl'OI'perity of England depended."t 

"There is tme power which knowledge gives u.s, which, if pol!l!ible, is still 
more Important than those -to which 1 have aiJ'ea(ly alluded-that· know
ledge which give~ a man power over himself. lt ia by this knowledge that 
men are enabled to {)Ontrol their pa11rit>n11, regulate their conduct, and de
vote their energies and exertions to the welfare of their country."§ 

In the American reply recently made to the StaffoN. 
House address, we are reminded that-

" In England-where the aristocracy is richer and more powerful tlwl 
that of any ot.her country in the world-the poor are more oppressed, more 
pauperized, more numerous in comparison to the other classel!, more irre
ligious, and very much worse 8ducatetl, than the poor of any other Euro
pean nation-@olely excepting uncivilized Russia and Turkey, enslaved 
Italy, misgoverned Portugal, and revolutionized Spain." 

Eleven years since, the following account of juvenile 
ignorance was published in a volume which attracted much 
attention:-

"The gross number of children in the ranks of life referred to throughout 
England and Wales Is 1,858,819 ; of these, it is found that 844,600, between 
the ages of three and thirteen, are receiving dally Instruction in some form 
or other, so that the actual amount of the •ntaught mas1 is I,Ol4o,l93. 

" Consider the rapid progress of time. In ltm. years from this b.olll'-ftO 
long period in the history of a natitm-all who are Dine year& of age will 

• Gusoow, Aug. II, 1853.-Helen Blackwood executed. Unable to reed or write; b8d 
never been within the wall.o of a church ; and abe only knew the name of Jesua Chris& 
as the subject of an oath-" or, &t least, her most exalted notion of our blessed Lord 
wu that be wu remarkable for something In the 1111111e 118D81l &8 Napoleon Bonaparte or 
8ir William Wallace." 

t "Irish Quarterly Review," July, 1863. 8ee al8o " Westminster and F.onlp. 
Quarterly Review,'' July, 1850. 

t Earl Granville !speech), Feb. IT, 1853. 
, t Lord Palmerston (opeecb), J&D. ~. l8li3. 
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have re&C~hed tile age of nineteen years : a period in which~ with the few 
years that follow, there ill the leut sense ofre~~pon&ibility, the power of the 
liveliest action, and the lfl'8ateet disregard uf human suffering and human 
life. The early ag•a are of inc~t!culable value. An idle rcprob.Lte of four
teen ia almOI!t irreclaimable. Every year of delay abstracts from u thouaand1 
of uaeful fellow-citiaentl; D&\', rather, it adds them to the ranks of vicious
Detll, of misery, and ot dl110rder. So long 88 thill plague-spot is feeterit -g 
among our people, all our labours will be in vain. Our recent triumploe 
will avail ua notlling; to no purpose, while we are rotten llt ht181't, shall "e 
toil to improve o11r financett, to extend our commerce, and explore the hi•l
den sourcea of our difiic11lty and alarm. We feel that all ill wrong; we 
grope at noonday 88 though it were nl~~:ht, disregarding the leeBOns of bi.,.
tory and the word of Gon-that there is neither hupe, nor strength, noz: 
comfort, nor peace but in a virtuous, a 'wise, and an understanding 
people.'"• 

"The plain fact, 88 reo~ards the want of education among the children of 
those clllll8e8 who h<tve not means of snpplyi.Dg them ...,lth it, i• 88 follows : 
There are, on the most moderate computation, somewhat more than one mil
lion of these children wholly destitute of in1truction, even such as the vet·y 
humblest pariah or dame-tiChoul might aff.>rd ; <iOmewhat more than one 
million of immortal beings growing up 10 thi~ Christian country without an 
effort made to reacue them from the power of that vice wb:ch 110 feat·fully 
prevails among their older ILSI!ociates; more than one million b~tptised in
fidels, whose ignorant and depraved cotmexions have, as a means of getting 
their birtbd registered, promised on theit· beha!t' that they should renounce 
the world, the flesh, and the de•·ll, and continue Christ's fatthfnl servants 
and eoldlers to their lives' end, but to whom probably the ministers who thud 
admitted them within the pale of the vi~ible Church have not the meaus uf 
c••nveying that instruction, without which- they will not be made aware of 
the nature of their solemn engagement, or brought to know the name of 
Him In whose service they are enlill'ted. 
· •• The e:fforts made by godly ministers-both In the Establishment and out 

of It--to feed the lambs scattered over the world's poii!Oned pasturet!, the 
·difficulties which they overcome, the good which they e:ffect, the bl8!!8ing 
which they o~ecure, are little understood, and less appreciated ; but when 
they have accomplillhed all that zeal &Dil devotion in a good Clllise can 
possibly achieve, at the greate.;t sacriftce of self, and under th•· most favour
able circumstances; when the benevolence of private individuals bas beeu 
drawn forth to its utmoet limit, not only money, btlt personal labour altio 
being contributed to aid the good work; wllen the State hilS come forwBl·d 
with its measure of help, and dune all that it deemed fitting to do in fllrtber
auce of the cause, we are compelled to stretch forth the appeali.Dg band, and, 
pointiug to the one million wholly unprovided fur, to ask, ' Js it the will of 
your Heavenly Father that these little ones should perish ?' " t 

"LBEDS, 183!1.-lt appears that the early periods of lite famish the 
greatest por tion of criminals. Children of seven, eight, and n;ne JIMT& of 

'age are not u11frequentiy brought before magi~tratea; a very large J•ortion 
UDder rourteen yeBl'll. The pal'81ltS are, it ill to be t'eared, in llllli1Y instaueea, 
the direct cause of their crimes. 

' 
• Rpe~ch of Lord Aohle7, Feb. 28, 18.:1. 
t " Pcrilo of the Nation," pp. ~09-16-11. 

·x 2 
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"James Child, an inspector of pollee, states-' There is a great deal of 
drunkenness, especially among the young people. I have seen children very 
little hi!!.' her than the table at these shop•.' 

"BHEPPIELD.-Tbere are heer-shope frequented by boys from ttiM to 
fifteen years old, to play for money and liquor. The morals of these ehild
l'en are tenfold worse than formerly. The evitl11nce, wfth very few excep
tion~, atte~ta a melancholy amount of irumorality among the children of 
the working clllSSeti in Sheffield, and rspecifllly 11mong young persons. 

"Mr. ~ymons: ' If vice increases in SheffiP.Id, the blame assuredly re•tll 
not on the clergy. Few ~owns arc blessed with so pious or active a minilltry. 
It ill not for want of exertion on their parts if the churches and chapels are 
unfilled, and the school• scantily attended ; and this remark applies to part 
of the Wesleyan and some other religious denominations.'~* 

With respect to Scotland, it was stated, some years 
since, to be " a melancholy fact that the progress of crime 
has been more rapid in that part of the British dominionst 
during the last thirty years than in any other state in 
Europe."t 

And this writer further observes (vol. ii., p. 329-338).:.._ 

" The chief object of the advocates of philosophic education has been to 
extend the intellectual powers and scientific knowledge of the labouring 
classes. It ill for this reason that they hav~ made such extraordinary efforts 
to increase the means of acquiring such infol'mation. Treatises on political 
economy, and every sort of institution and compositiun, have been estab
lished with benevolent ardour, to give full development to the intellectual 
powers and reasoning faculties of the •lower orders, and enable them all 
to understand Bacon, Newton, and Adam Smith. That these efforts were 
philanthropic ill true ; that they were natural to men of studious and learned 
habits, who judged ofothel'll by themselves, may be conceded; but that they· 
were found~d upon a total mis.:ouceptioo of human nature mu~t he evident 
to every one practically or theoretically acquainted with the hu111an mind, 
and that they have totally failed b now placed be~ ood dil.pute uy the result.'' 

Dr. Channing, wri~ing to his own countrymen on what 
constitutes the sin and peril of that nation, the sla\'ery 
which they still cherish among them-gives utterance to 
some truths which concern public men of all lands and all 
ages. 

" When will statesmen learn that there are higher powers than political 
motiv,ee, intertlllt, and intrigue ? When will they learn the might te11ic1t 

• "Perils of tbe Nation," 1843. 
t Scotland . 

.Alison "On Population," YOI. U., 316-17. 
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dwell11 in Truth ?-when will they learn that the great moral and reli
giou~ ideas which have now ~eized on and are working in men's souls-are 
the most efficient durable forces which are actin~r in the world 1 When 
will they learn that the past and present are not the future, but that the 
changes already wrought ln society lire only forerunners, signs, lind spring,; 
of mightier revolution~? Politicians, absorbed in near objects, are prophet4 
only on a small 11cale. They may foretel the ll!l!ues of the next election
though even there they are often baffled-but the breaking out of a deep 
moral conviction in the m&88 of men is a mystery which they have little 
skill to interpret. 

"The future of this country h to take its shape-not from the grow in~ of 
cotton at the South-not from the Etruggles of parties or leaders for power 
or station-but from the great principle11 which are llilently unfolding 
themllelt!OII in men.' II brea11t11. There is here, and tbl'Oughout the civilized 
world, a steady current of thought and feeling in one direction. 

"The old notion of th611Ub,jection of the many for the comfort, ea~~e, 
pride, and pletuUre ofth6 few, is fast wearing away. 

"A far higher and more rational conception of freedom than entered into 
the loftiest speculations of ancient time is spreading itself, and is changing 
the face of society. Equality, before the law, has become the watchword of 
all civilized states. The absolute worth of a human being ls better under
stood ; that is, bis worth as an individual, or on his own account, and not 
JMrely a& a U11ej'ul tool to other11. 

" Christianity 18 more aud more seen to attach a sacredness and unspeak
able dignity to every man, because each man is immortal. Such is the • 
cnrrpnt of human thought, principles of a higher order are b,;glnning to 
operate on aociety ; and the dawn of the~e everlasting lights is a sure omen 
of a brighter day. Thi~ id the true sign of the coming age. Politicians
Beizing on th" naJTow, seltl11h principl~s ot human nature-expect theae to 
last for ever; they hope, by tbeir own machinery, to det!'rmine the move
ments of the world. But, if hi~tory teaches any lesson, it is the impotence 
of statesmen ; and, happily, this impotence is increasing every day with 
the spread of light and moral force amon~ the people. * • • 

"In the great conftlct between the oriental and western world, which waa 
decided at Thermopylm and Marathon; in the IILIIt great conftlet between 
Polytheism and Theism, begun by CHRIST and carried on by his followel'B; 
in the Reformation of Luther; in the American Revolution; in these grand
eet epochs of history, what was it which won the victory 1 What were the 
mighty all-prevailing powers? Not political management, not self-interest, 
not the lower principles of human nature ; but the principle11 of freedom 
and religion, moral power, moral enthua;iasm, the divine upiration of the 
hnman soul. Great thoughts and great emotions have a place in human 
history which no hl•torian has hitherto given them; and the future is to be 
more determined by tbeae than the past."• 

PBBVBNTION BETTBB THAN CURB. 

The expense to the country of public justice last year was not less than 
.£2,104,196. Of this sum .£640,243 was for courts of justice, .£891,542 for 

• "Remedle. tor Perils of the Nation," pp. 17 to liO. Seeley, 1844, 
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pollee and criminal proeecutlon, and .£567 .. 411 for correction. "Thle Is 
what the nation gets for neglertlng to make efficient provision for the edvca
lion of ths 'lfllU6U1 partly through a niggardly aplrit, and partly In defer
ence to party spirit." • 

Here we find the interval of ten years, mentioned by 
the anonymous author just quoted, and, without doubt, 
although the 8Choolmaster has been tolerably busy in the 
meanwhile, yet sufficient remains for him to effect. This 
subject, relative to prevention of crime, is singularly in
teresting to the disciple of Ptolemy, because he knows 
that it is in the early years of life that astral philosophy is 
eapecially applicable. (See ante pp. 47 and 48.) 

"The child, when he comes intq the world, may care very little for what 
Ia paalng around him, although he Ia of nece&llity always learntng aom&
thing, even at the ftrat ; but after a certain period he Is in a rapid p~ 
of instruction. His curiotdty becomes inepreaaible ; thirst for knowledge Ia 
predominating in hill mind, and it is aa universal as insatiable." 

" Doring the period between the ages of eighteen months to two years 
and m, even ftve, be learns much more of the materi&l world, of blfl own 
powers, of the nature of other bodies, even of his mind, and of others' 
mtnd.l, tbao be ever after acquires during all the years of boyhood, yoath, 
and manhood. 

" Every child, even of the most ordinary capacity, learnl! more, acquire~ 
a greater m&M of knowledge, and of a more useful kind, at this tender age 
than the grealelt philosopher is enabled to build, up during the longal& 1~ 
of the most l!Uccell8fui investigation, even were he to live to etghty·~ean of 
age, and piU'IIIle the ~plendid career of a Newton or a La Place. 

"The knowledge 11-hich aa iafant stores up, the ideas which are generated 
iA his miAd, are so important, that If we eould euppose them to be after
wardl! obllterated, all the learning of a eenior wrangler at Cambridge, or a 
ftnt-cl&M man at Oxford, would be as nothing to it; and would, literally, 
not enable ill! victim to prolong his exiatsnce for a week." 

Further, it is an undoubted fact that, 

"If a child Ia neglected till Biz years of age, no subsequent education can 
recover it. If to lhu age it I• brought up in diss!pation and ignorance, in 
all the basene8S of brutal hablta, and in that vacancy of mind which euch 
habits create, it Ia In vain to &ttempt to reclaim it by teaching it reading 
and writing." t 

The following general statement of crime is recent, and 

• /ANdm& Jouf"lllll. No'feiDber V6, 1853. 
• Thia ia genero.U.J, U.O, &he oeed-tlme lor the t'uture ban .. \ of the den \Ia, ehlro-

pudial, &c. . 
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worthy of attention, as connected with the utility of astral 
s<,-ience, practically :-

'A.NA.LT818 OP CKIIIB AND DI88IPATION IN LONDON.* 

16,000 children trained to crime, 
6,000 receivers of stolen goods, 

15,000 gamblers by profession, 
20,000 beggars, 

3,000 drunkards, 
180,000 habitual gin-drinkers, 
150,000 persons subsisting on profligacy, 
50,000 thieves. t 

Total, 784,000 ont of a population of 3,300,600 souls." 

"The number of th011e who haunt, nightly, the common metropolitan lodg
ing hollll88 (Captain Hay says) equals the population of many of our English 
cities. The number is 50,000, and this 50,000 Jive, rise in the morning, eat, 
drink, and lie down to sleep at night in defiance of all the recorda kept 
within this mighty city: the ways and means are their secret."* 

VAGRA!IT CBILDRBN. § 

Of children under th11 age of 14 years, found by the police at la•·gEO as 
mendicants, or as thieves, 94 were found in various metropolitan diatricta 
whose parents it was impossible to trace ; the parenta of 231 children at 
large were found, and appeared to be in a conditi .n of lite to maintain and 
educate them; while the parenta of 580 of such children were capable of 
contributing to their maintenance and education. 

Of 411 children, it was notorious that their parents sent them to beg, and 
live in idleness and profligacy on their earnings. 

The total number of "children at large " in London 
amounted to 1,316, according to this return. To which is 

• joined an account of children under fourteen years found 
by the police in lodging-houses as thieves or mendicants; 
40 of these without parents, parents of 105 unable to 
maintain them; of 1,190 the parents were able to contri
bute to their support; 433 were purposely sent out to 
beg; 1,782 children in lodging-houses, added to" children 
at large," gives 3,098 juvenile mendicants and thieves. 

• Temperana Chroniclt, JanUAl')', 1863. 
t 50,000 people obtained their IIYing in the streets. When the religious, JDONl, and 

la&e1180Uial. degradation of the mo,lorlty of theJOe 50,000 people Is lmpr-.1 upon ua, 1& 
~ pooitlvely appallina to contemplate the vast amotJDt of vice, lplorance, and 
want e:Dating In the heao·t of the land.-IIUYDIIW. 

t London paper, January!~, 11153. 
t From a Parllamentary return, published in II&J, 1853. 
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By a note to the same return, it appears that 20,641 
children under 15 years of age are at large and in idle~ 
ness, neglected by their parents, without education. Of 
these, 91 I have been charged with other offences tban 
begging and theft. 

JUVENILE METROPOLITAN MENDICANCY. * 
According to the report of Captain Hay, the number of children at large 

in the metropolis living in idleness, and apparently neglected by their parents, 
amounted, as near as could be estimated, to 20,641 under 15 years of age. 
The total number of trained mendicants and vagrants, who were frequenters 
of lodging-houses and places of that sert, did not exceed 3,098. Of this 
number there were without parents 148 ; there were found with parents able 
to maintain them, 336; and there were found with parents well able to con
tribute towards their maintenance, 1, 707. 

The number who;e parents sent them out to beg, while they themselve& 
steadily refused to work, amounted to 844. 

This statement was fully corroborated by the report of a person who had 
been engaged by him (Lord 8.) to investigate the matter, and who, in his 
limited experience, had found 200 children livinll' as practised mendicaniB 
and vagrants whose paren1s were in the receipt of 16s. and upwards every 
week. " It was impossible to go to any public mee•ing, or to the ragged 
sehools, without hearing the remark, '' We shaH never do anything with the 
children until we have a new generation of parents.' " 

But there is another curious specimen of juvenile vagabondage, termed by 
a learned and Jlhilanthropic gentleman, City Arab8. In the year 1850, 
7,070 of them w~re committed for trial. In London there are regular gangs, 
each of which is commanded by a leader or captain. Their ignorance i8 
e:etre'TTI$. 

Of 9,774 male prisoners, between the ages of seven and seventeen, con
ftned in English prisone in 18.50, only 225 could read and write. Of this 
~.it is supposed that the larger proportion were utterly ignorant of all 
useful secular knowledge available for their guidance in this world, and • 
knew the Bible only as a class or spelling book, holding it in distaste, and 
deriving no advantage from its teachings." t 

The astra-publications are not singular in their pre
tended dangerous tendency ; for, it appears, 

"The circulation of pernicious publications is im'TTI$n8e. In 184.5, it was 
calculated from London alone there was a yearly circulation of ~tumped and 
unetamped newspapers and serials, of a decidedly pernicioWI character, to 
the extent of 28,862,000. During the last five years, while cheap-religious 
publications have made limited progress, either in numbers or interest, the 
corrupt printing prees has been unceasingly at work. The present circula-

• Speeeh of Lord 8haftesbury, House of Lords, July 6, 1853. 
t London N••u, January 8, 1853. 
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tion in London of immoral unstamped publications of a halfpenny to three
halfpence each, must be upwards of 400,000 weekly, which would give the 
enormous i•sue of 20,800,000 yearly."• 

Further, there are .dangerous characters at large besides 
Urania, it would seem :-

"The weekly budget of a pernicious and very dimgerous class of publica
tions, which have sprung up within the last few years, are taken in chiefly 
by juvenile readers, and are greatly on the increase The circulation ol one 
of these amounts to a quarter df a million weekly, and the priee is one 
penny. Their weekly budget con•ists of tales of love, murder, and super
stitiun, strongly interwoven with a hollow profes•ion of morality, which is 
evidently intended as a cloak to cover many sins. Wood engravings, ex
hibiting bitcbly dramatic effects, are adopted, and succerd in abstracliug 
tlwusaniU to the nnw~olesome mixture." t t 

The following extract seems to show that the causes of 
crime still remain dubious :-

" CRiliU-I.N SOMERSETSBIRB. 

"At the spring 8e88ions for tb; co~nty of Somerset, 1853, the Chairman, 
in bi8 charge to the grand jury, said, ' The longer be sat in that court, the 
less could he account for the catUe or the progre1u1 of cri71J8. From the 
p:eneral ease and contentment which prevailed among all classes throughout 
the country, he had expected to have found the calendar decreased in point 
of numb~rs; but such wlis not tho ca~e, the number of the prieonen< tor 
trial being 84, of whom only 2 are set down as properly educated.'' 

And yet in ·.this populous county there seems to have 
been for some years past the means of obtaining useful 
information, if the following statement be accurate :-

Extract from Parliamentary Return of Stamps iasued to Somerset Ne'\\·s-
papers for the year 1850 :-

Bttth Chronicle, weekly average, 1,557 
Bath Journal, , 961 
Bath Gazette, , 844 
Bath Herald, , 711 

Circulating amon~t the nobility, gentry, clel'IQ', and influential, agricultural, 
and commercial class in the counties of Someuet, Wilts, Dorset, Glouces
ter, Devon, and Cornwall; the principality of Wales, the cities of Bath and 
Bristol, and all other parts of the United Kingdom. 

• Peml,.oke Hwald, Jan11&1'7 7, 1862. 
t Moming Paper, Augut 30, 1863. 

t The Familll BwaJd Is a praileworth,!" exoepUon, at least. 
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Here we find the schoolmaster abroad, at any rate ; a~d 
" at home" also, it would seem, from the following letter 
written to a London daily newspaper in the course of last 
year. There is a laudable desire to acquire knowledge 
on the part of some, at least, of the inhabitants of this 
county:-

" There is a small leaven of rare and valuable science, and of recondite 
knowledge, and a thirst slowly rising, of better tbiugs than political or 
church contentions, always pa&<ionate and one-~ided. There are a few 
dwellers in this Queen of the West who, apart trom the general Bight, 
cultivate Egyptian, oriental, mathematical, and clru;sical study, as t~~·ell Ill! 

natural history in its hi!(hest branches. They love wisdom for its own lliLke, 
and not for selfish a~grandisement or titular honolll'll, too often unmerited, 
and therefore of little worth." • 

Here we find the merits of Urania herself acknow
ledged. Perhaps ere long she may assist in affording 
some information concerning th!J. cause and progress of 
crime, if permitted to give evidert<!e. 

The Honourable Baptist Noel, some dozen years since, 
reported to Government that he received such answers as 
these from juvenile students, in the course of his official 
inquiries :-

Q. Who was the eldeat son of Adam 1 
...t. Abraham. 
Q. Who wrote the Bible! 
...t. Moses. 
Q. Who were the Pharillees t 
A. Publicans. 
Q. What waa the chief city of the Romans ! 
A. Jerusalem. 
Q. What Is Liverpool? 
A. An island. 
Q. What c:ty did Jeauslive In! 
A. Egypt. 
Q. What country was Nazareth In! 
A. Bethlehem. 
Q. Of what religion was Paul before he was a Christian ! 
A. A Roman Catholic. 
Q. What other countries are there in Europe beaides England! 
A. Ame.ica, Asia. t 

• Letter from Bath, August l!Dd, 1853. 
t ~ ,Perlb of the Nation," pp. 140, 141. 
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According to the Cen110s, taken on the 30th day of March, 1851, out at' a 
population of 17,927,009, In England and Wales, there were preeent at 
public wor6hlp-

Moruing. Afternoon. Evening. ------------
4,428,338 3,030,280 2,960,772 

The total number of places of worship (including an estimate for placet 
which 11ent def.:cti ve returua. 

Morning. Afternoon. Evening. 

4,647,482 3,184,135 3,064,449 

Total number of attendances at public worship on Sunday, the 30th of 
llareh, 1801, 10,896,066.* 

This is a fair sample of religious feeling, and since the 
publication of the work before quoted, t many churches 
and other places of public worship have been erected, and 
the cause of education has considerably advanced since Mr. 
Noel's report; and yet the following extract denotes that, 
notwithstanding the various attempts, lay and spiritual, to 
improve the spiritual condition of the people which have 

• been made during the last few years, much remains to be 
effected. Such being the case, it is certainly a pity that 
the possible benefits to be derived from cultivating an 
acquaintance with Egyptian and mathematical study should 
be retarded by the Act of Parliament presently noticed. 

The above extract from the published report of the 
Census is favourable to religion, doubtless; but there is yet 
room for the angels iu heaven to rejoice over repentant 
sinners, even in this metropolis. 

SPIRITUAL KNOWLBDGB. 

District of .An Saint8, Islington. t-Poor population, nearly 20,000. 
Socialillm, Infidelity, ratioualillm, and indifFerence prevail in every quarter 

• The above Ia a eopf ol tile utract from the OIBclal Report of the Censua of Great 
Britain, made In 18111, abridged from the OIBcl&l Repon of Horace .Mann, Eaq., p. 110, 
pubUahed by RouUedge and Co., ~. Farrlngdon-Rreet, Lcllldoa. 

t ~ l'erlla of the NUion." 
t llorraifl{l PNI, Nov. t, 1&U. 
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to a fearful extent. Gon, lmmnrtality, and Hell are ridiculed as mere crea
tions of the fancy, and every man'd lite i• claimed as his own property. 

Mem8. by the Clergy. 
" 1. J. S. has been to church twice du1·ing eighteen years; spends Sunday 

in a beer-~hop. 
"2. J. W. thought he and his fellow men bad too much misery here for 

Gon to think of puuidhing us hereafter." 

That the science of phrenology is, in the opinion of 
some persons, partially adapted to remedy these evils, has 
been before stated. 

"In consequence of the lamentable ignorance which too generally 
abounds of the nature of individuals, the mental deficiencies in which the 
tendency to crime oril(inates are not under~tood, and still less is the great 
power of moral influence which the best order of minds could wield over the 
inferior duly appreciated. * * * Society is in possession, from history 
and observation, of a pretty accurate knowledge of human nature in general ; 
but thi8 knowledge is too general to be practically useful. When an indo vi
dual i~ pl'f'sented to them, they cannot ,tell, previous to experience, whetlter 
he is naturally a Callgula or a Washington. 

" Phrenology not only gives a scientific basis and form to the general 
knowledge of mankind already existing, but renders If available in parti
cular instances: it unfolds the natural qualities of individual men, and 
enables ns to judge how far they will be inclined to and capable of following 
one course of action or another."* 

In the year 1836, forty-si:c certificates from various 
gentlemen, chiefly physicians and surgeons of eminence, 
were given to Government in favour of the application of 
phrenology to the classification of criminal.s. t 

One of these gentlement observes :-

" I ctmsider the truths of phrenology to be a11 toell eatabliahed a8 ars 
tho8e of any other branch of natural 8cience ; being throughout not 
fa7CCiful nor hypothetkal a11umptiom, but rigid inductions from num8-
row and accurately ob8erved facts. By such course of obf!l'rvation and 
reasoning alone can natural truths ever be developed ; by it has the philo
sophy of matter attained its present advancement; aud to it are we indebted 
for the only sound and rational philosophy of mind that has yet been pro
duced-namely, that which phrenology teaches. The applications of this 
science to the affairs of human life are sure to extend as its principles be
come known and appreciated; and, eventually, they cannot fail to prove of 
the very highest importance to the welfare and happiness of the human race.'' 

• " System of Phrenolou," vol. li. p. 326 (6th edition). 
t Appendix to " System of Phrenolou,'' vol. ii., by George Combe (6th edition). 

+ Edward Barlow, M.D. of the University of Edinburgh, &c. 

• 
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But Governments seldom attend to evidence of this 
character, however forcible it may be. 

"It iajuat because the reigning philosophy of the day has taught us that 
it was better worth our while to Improve our steam-engines than to ' nur
ture' our population; it I~ because honours and rewards have been ahowered 
on those who taught how to cultivate capital, while contempt was poured on 
thotltl who contended for the greate1· necessity of cultivating the people'l hap
pinus ; it is because the increase of machinery has been considered a public 
good, and the increase of tluJ people considered a public evil: from these 
fancies and fictions it has come to I'IISI!, at last, that the bloated wealr b on 
the one band, and the squalid poverty on t~e other, have gone on increasing 
till all calm and consid~rate obsel'Vers be!l;in to ask themselves whether it be 
possible for a framework, the parts of which are so grievously disproportiened 
to each other, to hang togeth•·r much longer. 

• " If any fresh nostrum in what is called 11cience was stan,d-any caleu
lating machine or other conundrum-Parliamentary grants were strenuously 
called for. Va•t honours were awarded to any man who had am81!8ed a 
million of money by improving spinning jennies; and pensions and placee 
were conferred on, or offered to, those who hall written books to pron the 
population surplus. But the moment thP.least attempt was made to do any
thing/or either the 1oul11 or bodies of the millions, that moment it was 
dU.Covered that the interftlrence of the Legislature was contrary to sound 
principle~." • 

The reader of the preceding pages will form his own opinion 
as to the probability of these " sound p.rinciples" being da
maged by the company of Urania. We will now take a con
cise view of her persecutors aud slanderers, before making a 
few concluding remarks touching her future prospects. 

The two last c},lapters, Nos. 19 and 20, have been pre
sented for the purpose of showing generally that, at any 
rate, even if Sidrophel be still treated as a dangerous cha
racter, and in consequence be deprived of his liberty, as 
heretofore, there will remain many other characters, at least, 
·equally dangerous. It is a common excuse for putting an. 
end to the practice of this science, that its principles are cal
culated to be prejudicial to society. The before-mentioned 
details may be cited as a satisfactory· set-off to this common
place objection. It will be well for the opponents of ast:t:al 
science to see if they can find out a better recipe for dimi
nishing these evil betore punishing the astrologer for sug
gesting his remedy for abating the same. 

• •• Remedies for Perils of tbe Nation," pp. 76, i7. and 78. 
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CHAPTER XXI. 

ON THE LAws WHICH PROHIBI!l' AsTROLOGICAL PRACTICE. 

" Man Ia no le .. favoured In the choice of his companion, woman, in whom we behold 
the perfection of nature. What ahr.ll we aay-<>f an inlluenee which Is the mafnqriaa • 
of our ezlatence, which animates eveey lmpulae, and obaree every hope of our hearte? 

" Preclaely u .. oman lo appreciated, do we find a nation advanced In ciTUiz&Uon and 
reftnement. Among savage tribes-living in a state of the grossest barbarism, who eat 
human ftesb &ftd sacrifice human beings to idols-abe Is a hewer of wood and drawer of 
water ; by tbe effeminate people of the East she lo degraded into a concubine and a toy. 
Among the polite nation• of Europe she takes her proper place, as man's companion and 
friend. Nor is the Intellectual capacity of wolll&!l unequal to this poeition, or at all IJ>
ferlor to that of man 

" The mightiest kingdom In the world, on whose territories the all-clrollng JJilll DeTer 
oeta, is proud to own the beHifl" nJJalf of a tDile Quun ;• and history makes a bOMt of the 
great names of B•mlramis, Helens, Catherine, and Elizabeth. Heroism bu its Zenobia, 
Ita Boadicea, and ita Joan d' Arc. In our day, a Somerdlle bu solved the abetru
problems of science; a Strickland has excelled in the field of history; a boat of female 
namee ban won dlstloctlon in the arena of fiction : and a Landon-too aoon aoatched 
from amongst us-baa touched the moat plaintive chorda of song. What more do we 
require to prove th&lt•om<.,• is the equal, &a-well as the helpmate, of man?" t 

IT would be impossible to discuss with pr~priety the 
justice or injustice of the law which is said to prohibit the 
practice of astrology, without first reviewing the general 
nature and attributes of Urania. This the author ha~~ 
attempted to do in the preceding chapters of this volume. 
The essence of a lady's letter is generally believed to con
sist in the postscript ; and, in accordance with this prin-

• ciple, the concluding sheets of this work may well be con
sidered as deserving attention ; especially, as the principal 
ohject in view, in filing a plea for this slighted female, was 

• Thi• teatlmony to the cbaneter of Queen Victoria Ia conftrmed In a remarlulhie 
manner by the u rules of astrol08'7;" the planet Mercury, especi&lly, being atrong 
In the nativity llfthis royal ledy. "If firmnesa and sel#-po...,...ion, pla.cid and poetic 
calmnees, together with an indomitable love of juatice and hatred of wrong, be the eha
raeterlstie of an intellectual and amiable woman, then, Indeed, may England feel grat.,_ 
ful for a sovereign t,)le Almighty, in his goodness, hath permitted to rule over ber d
tinles."-G. F. F. 8KITR, h Philomath"; and see Zadk.lel'a Almanac for 1838. 

t FULLOK, " M.arYela of8cienct:,'' p. 326-7. 
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to consider the sul,ject now to be treated upon. lnd~, 
the philosophers might feel rather sore at the appearance 
of an anonymous trespasser upon their sacred domain were 
it not for this particular section of the work.* 

The usual practice now-a-days is to confound magic 
and witchcraft with what is termed astral science. There 
seems never to have been a law in England restrain· 
ing the practice of pure astrology; the plan has been to 
confound this science with what is not astrology, but mere 
occult trash, and so to throw dust in the eyes of people 
who are too indolent or too prejudiced to reflect for 
themselves. 

The existence of any grievance is pleasing to human 
nature, especial~y when those above us in position are 
liable to be called to account ; and, in criticising the acts 
.of others, a peculiar hobby in one's own mind may tend 
to lessen the value of the criticism. The clause in the 
Vagrant Act which has been construed to prohibit the 
practice of astral science, is, for example, «<alculated to 
call forth -various exclamations against the infringement 
of the liberty of the subject, &c. It affords a temptation 
to indulge in liberal sentiments; and it has a tendency to 
remind one of Fox's " Book of Martyrs," the fhes of 
Smithfield, &c. However, the simple fact with respect to 
auy law prohibiting the practice of astral seience seems to 
be that, in principle, it is altogether unsuited to the liberal 
feeling prevalent in the present age; while. practically, it 
is calculated to excite a feeling ,of contempt and derision, 
rather than of respect. 

Surely even Justice L. himself cannot seriously believe 
that an Act of Parliament-enacted for the punishment of., 
idle and disorderly persons, and rogues and vagabonds
was passed with an intention to put down the practice of 
a science believed in and practised by the following men of 

• ADJ dii!C01lrtes1 or ~orbid dlofike towards Mr, Leatherbead or his brethren, In the 
coDilderation of this question Is disclaimed. Justice L., like other men, occaolonallJ 
makea miata1De8; but, upon the whole, he iB a good mail, and worthy ot honour, Thia 
lmpreosion induces us to join in the hope recently expn>ssed in the columns of a UberaJ 
journal, that, 1!0 long u we ba•e Stonehenge or Westminster Abbey standing, we 111a1 
aJways have a Justice L. oitting-ezcept In casea where Urania is the prisoner. 
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note, ancient and modern, who have been well known as 
astrologers :-

Zoroaster, 
Viera .Maditya, 

Thales, 
Anaximander, 
l'ythagora~, 
Anaxagoras, 

Properti us, 
Pliny, 

Claudllll Ptole~y, 

Me888hala, 
Albategnilll, 

JEWS, INDIANS, AND PERSIANS. 

I Josephus, 
Herosus, 

I Buditha, and all 
learned priests. 

GREBXS. 

Socrates, Hippocrates, 
Plato, Aristotle, 
Eudoxua, Porphyry, 
Aratus, Proclus. 

ROMANS. I Galen, ! Horace, 
Macroblus, I Nigidius Figulus. 
Virgil, 

EGYPTIANS. 

I Mercurius Trumegistns. 

ARABIANS. 

I Alfaganus, 
Haly, 

MoDERNS. 

I Alphard, 
Albumazar. 

his 

Roger Bacon, 
Melancthon, 
Cardan, 

George Witchell, Astronomer Royal, 

Lord Bacon, 
Nostradamus, 
Tycho B1·ahe, 
Baron Napier, 
Hobbs Kepler, 

' Sir Henry Cornelius Agrippa, 
James Usher, Archbishop of Armagh, 
Valentine N aibod, 
Bishop Robert Hall, 
Sir Edward Kelly, 
John Dryden, 
Sir .Matthew Hale, 
Sir George Wharton, 
Placidus de Titus, 
Sir Chri•topher Heydon, 

Portemottth, 
Vincent Wing, 
William Lilly, 
Dr. WiUiam Salmon, 
.Mr. Flamstead, Firot Astronomer 

Royal, 
Le Due de Valney, 
George Digby', Earl of Bristol, 
Elias Ashmole (Founder of the 

Museum), 
Dr. Nicholas Culpeper, 
John .Milton, 
Dr. John Dee, 
Dr. George Starkey, 
Dr. Partridge, 
Dr. Mo .. re, 
Sir Richal'd Steele, 
Henry Coley, &c. 
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.Mr. Seljeant Stephen, in his "Commentaries,"* ob
serves-

" Another offence of the description under consideration ia that of using 
pretended witchcraft, conjuration, enchantment, and sorcery. Our law once 
included In the list of crimes that of actual witchcraft or intercoul'lle with 
eTilepirite; and though it has now uo longer a place among them, itl exclll
sion ia not to be understood u implying a denial of the poesibillty of such 
an offence. To deny this wO'!ld he to contradict the revealed word of GoD 
in various passages both of the 0 ld and New Testament ; and the thing itaelf 
ia a truth, to which every natiOn in the world hath in itl turn borne 
testimony, either by examples seemingly well attested, or by prohibitory 
laws, which at least suppose the poMibility of a commerce with evil spirits. 
The ciTil law punLihes with death, not only the sorcerers themselves, but 
also those who consult them ; imitating in the former the express law of 
GoD-' Thou shalt not suffer a witch to live.' And our laws, both before 
and llinee the Conqu~et, have been equally penal, ranking this crime in the 
IllUDe class with hel'8l'Y, and condemning both to the ftamee. 

"The President Montesquieu ranks them also both together, but with a 
nry different view : laying it down, as an important maxim, that we ought 
to be very circumspect in the prosecution of magic and heresy; because the 
most unexceptionable conduct, the purest morals, and the conatant practice 
of every duty in life, are not a sufficient security qainst the 8118piclon of 
crimes like these. And, indeed, the ridic11lous stories that are genen.lly 
told, and the many impostures lind delusions that have been discovered in all 
ages, are enough to demolish all faith in such a doubtful crime, If the con
trary evidence were not also extremely strong. Wherefore it seems tQ be 
the moat eligible way to conclude, with an ingcnivDS writer of our own,t 
that in general there has been suClh a thing as witchcraft, though one cannot 
give c~it to any particular modern Instance of it. "t 

" Our forefathers were strong• r believers when they enac~n (by statute 
33 Henry VIII., c. 8) all witchcraft and sorcery to I.e felony without 
benefit of clergy; and, again (by statute 1 Jac. c. 12), tl•at all versons in
Yoking any evil spirit, or consulting, covenanting with, entertaining, em
ploying, feeding, or rewarding any evil spirit-or taking up dead bodies 
from their graves, to be ueed in any witchcraft, sorcery, charm, or enchant
ment- or killing, or oth<Jrwi~e hu1·ting any person by such infernal acte
.ahonld be guilty of felony, and suffer death. And if any person sholllllattempt, 
by sorcery, to tlisc.,ver hidden trea~u•·e, or to restore stolen good8, or to pro
voke unlawful love, or to hurt any mau or b"a.;t, though the seme were not 
etreeted, he or she ~bould suffer imprisonment and pillory for the first offence, 
ll1lll death for the second. These acts long continued in ~rce, to the terror 
of all ancient female, in the kingdom ; and many poor wretches were ttacri
ficed thereby to the prej a dice of their neighbours and their own illualone, not 
a few having, by rome means or other, confessed the fact at tbe ~!lows. 
But all execution~ for thia dubious crime are now at an end; our Legislature 
having at length followed the wise example of Louie the Fourteenth In 
France, who thought propE~r by an edict to restrain the tribunals of justice 

• Vol. 11'., p . 2~9. 
+ 1\lr A.ddlson-Spectalot' No. 117. 

t Blacket....,, by Stephen, Yol.lv., p. t69. 
y 
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from receiving infot'Ulationa of witehei'Bfl;. • And aceordin~tly it Is witb us 
enacted, by statute 9 G. II. e. 6, that no prosecution shall for the futuret be 
carried on against any person for witchcraft, sorcery, enchantment, or con
juration, or for char¢ng another with any such offence. But, by the same 
statute, persolbl pr~tendlng to ul!e witchcraft, tell fortunea, or disco11er 
1tolen good8 byllltill in any occult or crqfty 1cience,* are punishable by 
imprisonment; and by 6 G. IV., e. 83, section 4, per1ona uBing any 
mbtle crc.ft, m<!am, 11r tktrice by palmutry or othenoue, to deceifNl hiB 
MfJ,juty'• BUldect•, are to be deemed roii"Uea and vagabonds, and to be 
punished with imprisonment and bard labour."' 

This latter specimen of judiciRl wisdom, so dear to the 
heart of the country squire, will be duly considered presently. 

K Fortune-t~lling is traced to the early astrologers, by 
whom the planets ~ and !;? were the supposed be
tokeners of happiness and success. 

"The gipsy tribe have been celebrated for ages, and in 
all countries, as fortune-tellers, notwithstanding the severe 
penalties to which the exercise of the art subjected its 
professors. 

" Our modern fortune-telling may be trRced to the divi
nation of the ancients. Augury and divination led to 
palmistry, professed by modern fortune-tellers. · 

"A declaratio.u was published in France, Jan. 11,1680, 
of exceeding severity, against fortune-tellers and poisonel"ll, 
under which several persons suffered death."§ 

The gipsy tribe have ever been a sad thorn in the side 
of Justice L. and his ancestors. 

Against outlandish persons, calling themselves Egyp 
tians or gipsies, provisions were made by 1 and ~ Ph. and 
M. c. 4, and 5 Eliz. c. 20, by which, if the gipsies them· 
selves, or if any person, being fourteen years old, who had 
been seen or found in their fellowship, or had disguised 
himself like them, remained in this· kingdom one month, 
it was felony; and Sir Matthew Hale, in his Pleas of the 
Crown, has stated that at one Suffolk assizes, upon these 
statutes, thirteen gipsies were executed. 

0 " Mcxlent Unive.t"llll Blat.," XXT. !116. 
t See tbls atatute, Appendix A. 
l Tbls act Ia oald to bave puoed Ia conaequence of an old woman being drowned al 

Trlng, Ia Hertfordablre, b7 ber c...,duloua nelgbboun, who suapected ber of witchcrat\. 
§ H~mN, "Diet. of Dates." l!ee tbe Appendix for the pr...,.l otate of tbe law iD 

France oplnat tbe practice of utralacience, and the opinion of bla Eminence Cardinal 
Wi..,man u to tbe aame. 
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"But they are now repealed by 23 G. III. c. 51, and I 
G. IV. c. 116. Blackstone, in the fourth volume of his 
" Commentaries," makes the following remarks upon the 
outlandish gentry just mentioned:-

"Tbp.y are a strange kind of commonwealth among themselves of wandel'
ing impostors and jug!(ICI'S, who were first taken notice of In Germany abo at 
the beginning of the fifteenth century, and have since spread themselves all 
over Europe. Munster, who l• followed and relied upon by Spelman and 
other writel"ll, fixes the time of their first appearance to the year 1417, 
under passports, real or pretended, from the Emperor Sigismund, King of 
Hungary. -~d Pope Pius the Second (who died A.D. 14641 mentions them 
in history as thieves and vaj('altonds then wandering with their families over 
Europe under the name of Ziugarl, and whom he supposes to have mi!(rated 
from the country of the Zigi, which nelll"ly answers to the modern Circassla. 
Jn the compass of a f.,w yean! they gained such a number of idle proselytes 
(who imitated their language and complexion, and betook themselves to the 
same arts ofchiromancy, begging-, and pilfering) that they became trouble
aome, and even formidable, w most of the States of Europe. Hence tlwy 
were expelled from .France in the year 1560, and from Spain in 1591. And 
the Government in England took the ala1·m much earlier; for in 1530 they 
are described by statute 22 Hen. VIII. c. 10 as outlandish people, callin~ 
themselves Egyptians, using no craft nor feat of merchandise, who have 
come into this realm, and ;;one from shire to shire, and place to place, in 
great company, and used great subtle and crafty means to deceive the 
people; bearing them in hand that they, by palmistry, could tell men an•l 
women's fortunes, and so many times by craft and subtlety have deceived 
-the people of their tnoney, and also have committed many heinous felonie~ 
and robberies." 

The same principle which induces Justice L. to put 
-down the roving gipsy induces him, without an invitation, 
to enter the dwelling of the quiescent Sidrophel. 

An author before quoted observes-

" It cannot be doubted tl•at many pel"i'ecutors of -heretics have been in
cited to their acts by the most firm and cnnscientious belief that they we1·e 
-acting for the benefit of the souls of mankind, aud even of those whom they 
most bitterly persecuted. Can it be doubted that this was the case with 
Saul, the persecutor, when he went down to Damascus, 'breathing out 
thrPatenings and slaughters against the disciples of the Lord.!' 

"His llincerity in this has never been questioned; he firmly believed he 
was doing GoD service. But, after his own miraculous convertlion, we can 
easily conceive the anguish or mind which this sincere and conscientious 
man must have endured when he discovered that Jesus of Nazareth, whom 
-he persecuted, was, in truth, the son of the Living Gon-tbe eternal King 
of Glory, the Saviour of the World. He poosessed the sentiments of venera
tion, hope, wonder, benevolence, justice, and firmness .in great endowment 
.and in hi~h activity before 88 well as afrer his convel"!lion ; and it was in 
-consPqncnc•• tJf thPir ar.tivity that he wa• R ru•rR~t:ufor. 
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" But this would aft'Oid him Jittle eon•olatlon after it was declared to him 
how grlevoUllly they had beeu mie-di•·ected, and how deeply and fatally be 
had been In error. 

" We may imagine hia thoughts during the three days that elapsed before 
the visit of Ananias; while he remained blin•l, solitary, and fasting, all his 
self-righteousnees cast down and humbled in the dudt. His previous igno
rance would not then appear to excu•e him, fo1· hr would feel that he ought 
to ho.ve inquired into the evUJe.,ce bifore he pt-rsrcuted the joll01oe1'8 of 
Chriltianity, and that, in fact, his understanding had been darkened by an 
evil heart of unbelief."* 

In a secular point of view, a similar principle may 
influence Justice L. and his friends, when they treat as a 
rogue and vagabond the modern disciple of Ptolemy. The 
J u:~tice may not mean to persecute, he may not mean to in
jure his fellow-countryman; on the contrary, he may believe 
that in cutting off thi11 flirtation with Urania he is doing 
service to the captive philosopher-that he is acting pro 
salute populi, as well as f(Jr the benefit of Sidrophel him
self. The kind of education prevalent at Rugby in the 
early part of the present century,;_when the Justice was 
at school there, preparing for public life-was ill suited 
for enlarging the judicial cnmum, so as to allow space for 
the reception of evidence favourable to philosophical 
truth,. except under special circumstances. As before 
stated (see ante, p. 28), T. L. Esq., sen., assisted in pass
ing the present Vagrant Act. He intended its provisions, 
doubtless, to include all outlandish persons-even Urania 
herself, says the heir-apparent of this illustrious senator. 

Let us see whether we cannot find a satisfactory quietus 
for the former respectable gentleman. 

The Act, to which reference has been made already, was 
passed in the fifth year of the reign of King George the 
Fourth, being cap. lxxxiii. of that year's legislation. 

The master-spirit of William Cobbett, which recorded 
so much of the legislative doings of that reign, would 
have been well employed in discussing the provisions of this 
particular statute (s. 4), which has recently been declared, 
hv a metropolitan magistrate, to be " a bungling piece 
of legillmtion." 

• 8ooTr'a "<Bo.rmony of PhnDO!oQ with Scriptt\r!>.'' 
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The preamble professes the Act to be "for the punish
ment of idle and disorderly persons, and rogues and 
vagabonds, in that part of Gr~at Britain called England." 

By the first section, Squire T. L., sen., and his brethren, 
declare-

"That all provisions heretofore* made relative to idle and di,;orderly per
~ns, rogues and vagabonds, incorrigible rogues or other va,."l''lnts in Eng
laiad, sh1tll be and the same are hereby repealed." 

Section 3 declare~ certain persons to be " idle and dilorderly" within the 
meaning of the Act. 

~ction -\ declares " that every person pretending or professing to tell tor
tunes, or using any subtle craft, mea1111, or device, by palmistry or otherwise, 
to deceive and impose on any of his Majesty's subjects, shall be deemed a 
ro~~:ue and vagabond within the true intent and meaning of this Act; and it 
shall be lawful for any Justice of the Peace to commit such olfender (being 
thereof convicted before him by the confession of such olfender, or by the 
evidence on oath of one or more credible witnesa or witneases) to the House of 
Correction, there to be kept. to hard labour for any time not exceedibg 
three calendar months·'e 

By section 5, c•·rtain persona are declared to be incorrigible rogues: 
amongst others, "every person committing any olfence agamt this Act 
""bicb shall subject him or her to be dealt with as a rogue and a val(ll
bond, such person having at some forme!' time been adjudged so to be, and 
duly convicted thereor•; and such person may be committed to the House 
of Correction, there to remain until the next General or Quarter Sessions. 

By sec•ion 6,_ it shall b" lawful for any person whatsoever to apprehend 
""Y person who shall be found olfending against this Act, and fol'thwith to 
take him or her before some Justice of the Peace, to be dealt with in such 
manner as is here!nbefore direded. 

By section 7, any Justlo-e of the Peace, upon oath being made before him 
that any person hath committed, or i8 eu8pected to have committl!d, any 
olfenee against this Act, may issue his warrant to apprehend such person. 

By section 8, "any constable, peace-officer, or other person apprehend
ing any person as aforesaid, may take any hol'l'C, mule, ass, cart, car, caravan, 
or other vehicle, or goodl, in the possession m· use of such person"; and the 
Justice may order" such olfender to be searched," and his or her "trunkl', 
bo~:es, bundles, parcels, or packages" to be inspected in his presence " and 
of him or her"; and "it shall be lawful for such Justice to order that a 
part, or, if necessary, that the whole of such elfects then tonud 1hall be 10ld," 
and the produce applied for the expenoe of appr.ehending, &e., such olfender. 

By 116Ction 10, any incorrigible rogue committed to the House of Correc
tion under section li may be further imprisoned by the Justices at the nex~ 
General or Quarter Se&l!ions for any term not exceeding one year, and to be 
whippl!d if they think fit so to order. 

Before considering the particular application of tl1is 
statute to the case of an astrologer, it may be well to take 

• That is, prior to the twenty-first day of June, 1824. 
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a view of the general principles recognised by the English 
law to apply to the construction of an Act of Parliament. 

Much depends upon the nature of the statute, but there 
are certain rules of construction applicable to all statutes ; 
and, after giving the subject due attention, there seems to 
he no reason for the belief that the framers of this Act in
tended to include the bond fide student of Ptolemaic phi
losophy in their list of rogues and vagabonds. 

" When any doubt arose upon the construction of the 
Roman laws, the usage was to state the case to the Em
peror in writing, and take his opinion upon it. This was cer
tainly a b&.d method of interpretation. To interrogate the 
Legislature to decide particular disputes, is not only endless, 
but affords great room for partiality and oppression."* 

The fairest and most rational method to interpret the 
will of the legislator is by explori~ his intentions at the 
time when the law was made, by signl the most natural 
and probable. And these signs are either the word, the 
context, the subject-matter, the effects and consequence, 
or the spirit and reason of the iaw. 

Now, according to Blackstone, the following rules are 
applicable in the construction of a law:-

" First, words are generally to be under;;tood In their usual and most 
known signification; not so much re!!ardinl! the propriety of grammur ug 

their general and popular use. Thug the law mentioned by PufFendorf, 
which forb&lle a layman to lay hand8 on a priest, was adjud~o~ed to exteud t.n 
him who had hurt a priest with a weapon. Aj!:aln, termsofart, or technic• I 
terms, must be taken according to the acceptation of the learned in each art, 
trade, and science. So in the Act of Stttlement, where the crown of Eng
land Is limited to the Princess Sophia and the heiTB of her body, being Pro
testants, it becomes neceaaary to !'all in the &s~~istance of lawyers to ascertuin 
the precise idea of the words heir8 of ' her body,' which, in a legal !'ease, 
comprise only certain of her lineal descendantH. 

"Second, if words happen to be still dujJious, we may e~talllish their 
meanin~t from the cont~t; 'wilh which it may be of singular use to conopare 
a word or a sentence whenever they are ambiguous, equivocal, or intrkat ... 

" Thus the proeme or preamble ill often called in to help the conatrtlc
tion of an Act 'if Parlimucnt. 

•• Of the ~ame nature and u•e is the comparison of a law with -other laws 
that a1·e made by the il&me legi~lator that ha\'e !!Orne affinity \\ith the dt.b
ject, or that exprei!Sly relate to the same point. Thus, when the law of 

• Blackatone. 
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England declared murder *o be felony without benefit of clergy, we must re
surt to the ~~&me law of Englotnd to learn the nature of the benefit of clet•gy ; 
aud, when the common law cenaures simoniacal contract,, it affords great light 
to the subject to ,·ousider what the canon law ha~ adjudged ro be almony. 

"Third, as to the su1qect nr.atter: W<•rds are alw~tys to be understood as 
bavinll a reJ[ard tht,.·eto; for that Is alway• supposed. to be ip the eye of the le
gislator·, and ~til his ~xpresslons directed to that end. Thus, when a law of our 
J!.d war-d I 11. forbidg all eccleslsstlcal persons to purchase prwi8Wna at Rome, 
it might seem to prohibit the buying of grain and other victuals; but when 
we consider that the statute WB8 made to repress the usurpation of the Papal 
See, and that the nominations to beneficeg by the Pope were called protri
riom, we shall see that the restraint Is intended to be laid upon such provi
llions only. 

" Fourth, as to the 4/fecta and con.1equence. The rule is, that where words 
beotr either none, or a very absurd signification, if literally understood, we 
must a little deviate froQl the r~ceived sense of them. Therefore, the Bolog
nian law, mentioned by Puffendorf, which enacted 'that whoever drew blood 
in the streets should be punished with the utmost severity,' was held, after a 
long de-:>ate, not to extend to the surgeon who opened the vein of a pet'80n 
that fell down in the street with a fit. 

Plf\h, but lastly, the moat pniversal and effectual way of discovering the 
true meaning of a law,- when the words are dubious, is by comiderinp: the 
T8l'U011. and spirit of it, or the c11use which moved the legislator to enact it. 
For when this reason cea•es, the law itself ougl•t likewise to cease with it. 
An instance of thi~ is given In a case put by Cicero, or whoever was the 
author of the treatise inscribed to Herennius. There was a law that thoee 
who in a storm fm'l!OOk tho ship should forfeit all property therein, and that 
the ship and lading should belong entirely to thOI!e who stayed in it. In a 
dangerous tempest, all the marinel'l1 forsook the ship, except only one lick 
passenger, who by reason of his disease was unable to get out and escape. 
By chance the ship came safe to port. The sick man kept possession, and 
claimed the benefit of the law. Now, here all the learned agree that the sick 
man ia not within the reason of the law; for the rea.'IDn of making it was, 
to p:ive encour»gement to such as should venture their lives to eave the ves
sel ; but this is a merit which he could never pretend to, who neither staye<t 
in the ship upon that account, nor contributed anything to its preservation.'' 

Judge Blackstone, as may be seen by his opinion men
tioned below,* had a favourable opinion of J. Leatherhead 

• " It lo not ao a j11ror only th.t the English gentlelll&ll Is e&lled upo.n to determine 
questions of right, ud distribute jllSUce to his fellow.....,bjecta; It Ia prlnclp&lly with 
this order of men tb&t the commlllllion of the peace Ia ftlled, and here a nr1 ample 
field Ia open for a gen Uelll&ll to exert hla t&lento by m&intainlng good order 1n hia 
nelghbourbood- by ·punbblng the dlaool11te and idU-by protecting the peaceable and 
lndwitrioU&--aud, above all, by healing petty dilferenceo, and preventing vexatloua pro
eecutions. But, 1n order to attain these desirable enda, It is nece......,. tb&t the magle
trate obould undentand bb bualn-, and have not only the wUI, but the power IIIIo 
(under which must be Included the knowledge} of administering legal and elfectual 
justice. Else, when he hao mistaken his authority, through p&08Ion, through Ignorance 
or absurdity, he will be the object of contempt from his lnferlon, and of ce11.1ure from 
those to whom he Ia accountable for his conduot.'' • 

• BlidiiOM,. 
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and his fraternity. The above rules were penned by this 
high authority, and they may be safely taken as a guide 
in construing the real intention of the statute under con
sideration. 

At t~e time this statute was passed, pure astrology was 
comparatively little practised ; at any rate, it was not 
sufficiently practised publicly to render any legislative 
enactment necessary for its suppression ; but the statute 
does not affect to punish persons who really are skilled in. 
astral science, nor does it say one word about astrology. 
Its provisions merely apply to persons who pretend to tell 
fortunes, &c, with an intention to deceive. 

The country at the time just mentioned swarmed with 
vagabonds-that is, " persons that wander illegally, .with
out a settled habitation." * There were also then, as now, 
plenty of rogue~that is, of persons disposed to play the 
part of "villains and thieves.''t 

.But further, we must consider the preamble. One part 
of the statute must be so construed by another,· that the 
whole may, if possible, stand ut re magis valeat, quam 
pereat; and the preamble of ,an Act is a good means to 
find out the intention.t 

The Preamble states distinctly and unequivocally, that it 
is expedient to make further provision for the " Suppres
sion of vagrancy, and for the punishment of idle and dis
orderly persons and rogues and vagabonds, and incorrigible 
rogues." If words are to be taken in their usual sense, 
and if the words in the Preamble are to be considered, 
what can be clearer than the intention of the Legislature 
in passing this statute ? 

This Preamble likewise refers to the Statute 3 Geo. IV. 
c. 40, intituled "An Act for consolidating into one Act, 
and amending the Laws relating to Idle and Disorderly 
Persons, Rogues, and Vagabonds, inc<J'Trigible Rogues, and 
other V AGRA.NTs, in England.'' Not one word in either of 
the statutes about resident householders being subject to 

• Walker. t Ditw. 
t Co. Lltt. 78, a. n. 2. Cowp. 233. Willes 395. 3 14. & S. 66. 4 M. & 8. 239. Bac. 

Ab. Stat. A. 
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the provisions of either one or the other of them. Both 
expressly relate to the same point-the suppression of 
vagrancy, and the punishment evidently is intended for 
vagrants and vagabond rogues only. 

What can be more absurd or more unreasonable than to 
construe the word '' vagrant," or "rogue," as something 
which is directly the reverse? 

The words are plain enough for any ordinary intellect to 
understnnd rightly ; but, admitting tbem to be dubious, 
by considering the reason and spirit of the restriction, it 
may be fairly alleged ·that the reason for persecuting 
Urania has ceased, and therefore the law itself ought like
wise to cease with it. 

But, with respect to the construction of this statute, 
thP.re are several other points to be noticed. 

A statute which treats of things or persons of an inferior 
rank cannot by any general word~ be extended to those of 
a mperior. Fo:r instance, a statute treating of deans, par
sons, and others having spiritual promotion, is held not to 
extend to bishops, though they have spiritual promotion, 
deans being the highest persons named. 

Penat statute11 must be construed strictly. Statutes 
against frauds are to be liberally and beneficially ex
pounded, the distinction between these and penal statutes 
being that the former, acting upon the offender by inflict
ing a penalty, are to be taken strictly; these acting upon 
the offence by setting aside the fraudulent transaction, 
are to be construed liberally. 

" It is a fundamental rule of construction, that remedial statutes, to wliich 
claas those against frauds belong, shall be construed liberally, while penal 
statutes shall be construed strictly ; for whenever any doubt arises in a sta
tute introducing a nmo peruzlty or punishment, the decision shall be on the 
side of lenity and natural liberty. On the otber band, in administering 
reli~f against fraud, the judge in aid of natural right aud ju$tice may extend 
the law consistently with its spirit, beyond the express letter." • 

Professedly to promote salus populi, and, as before men
tioned, with excellent intentions-for Stoue Hall, like 

• .Note by Mr. T. Chltty to Black.stoue's Commentaries, vol. i. 

.4111 
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another place, abounis with theae-does Mr. J ustiee L.., 
under cover of section 7, issue hi'l wa:rrant to apprehend 
and bring before him Sidrophel, to deal with him as is 
directed by the Act; that is to say, to imp:rison him, and, 
by virtue of section 8, to take his goods-that is, his books, 
astrological and general, his globes, and mathematical ap· 
paratus,&c.-which may be sold, &c., as directed by theAci. 

Nor is our Justice over particmlar as to the mode by 
which he obtains possession of the prisoner, or of the 
goods. The general plan of capture will be presently 
pointed out, by pre!!t!nting a case which recently occurred 
in the north of England, within the knowledge of the 
author. 

According to the present mode of putting the law in 
force, a resident householder, paying rates and taxes, and 
as loyal a subject of Her Majesty as Justice L. himself, is 
liable to be punished by virtue of this Act of Parliament, 
in a manner similar as is a vatpant gipsy who deceives oF 
cheats a servant-girl. Doubtless many such cases occur : 
they are kept snug, and so the world hears little of the 
matter; but still they are mischievous, and quite opposed 
to the spirit of the British constitution. Let us see, for a 
few minutes, how tender the English law is upon the subject 
of infringement of liberty, whether of persons or property. 

By the thirty-ninth article of the Great Cha.rte:r, it was 
enacted that no subject should be exiled, or in ally shape 
molested, either in his person or efJ"ects, otherwise than by 
judgment of his peers, and according to the law of the land* 
-an article so important, that it may be said to compre
hend the whole end and design of political societies. T 

" There is an implied assent on the part of every mem-

• De Lolme, by W. H. Hughes, Esq., London, 1834. 
t Null us tiber bomo e&plo.tur, vel imprlsor·etur, vel dll8eslo.tur de llbero tenement& 

suo, vel Ubertatibus, velliberis consuetudinibW!i suis; aut ut lagetur, aut exuletur, aut 
aiiquo modo destn1ctatur ; nee super eum ibimus, nee super eum mitte?mus, nisi per 
legale judicium parium euorum, vel per legem terrze. Nulli vendemus, nulli uegabi
mus. aut dift'l"remua, justitium vel rectum.-M«g71a Cl.aYt. cap. ~9 • 

.. No free man shall be t.&ken or imprisoned, nor be di88eloed of his freehold, or 
libert~ t>s, or free customs. or be outlawed, or exiled, or any otherwise de~;troyed ; ,,or 
trill tl'e pa.u upon him, , <»· cowtemn him, but by the ]awful Judgment of his reera, or by 
the law of tbe land. We will sell to no man, we will not deny or defer to any man, 
either justice or right.'' 
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her of society, that his own individual welfare shall, in 
cases of necessity, yield to that of the community ; and 
that his property, liberty, and life shall, under certain cir
cumstances, be placed in jeopardy, or even sacrificed for 
the public good." 

"There are," says Buller, J., " many cases in which in
dividuals sustain an injury for which the law gives no 
action; as where private houses are pulled down, or bul
warks raised on private property, for the preservation and 
defence of the kingdom against the king's enemies." * 

Commentators on the civil law, indeed, have said t that 
in such cases those who suffer have a right to resort to the 
public for satisfaction ; but no one ever thought that our 
own common law gave an action against the individual 
who pulled down the house or raised the bulwark. On 
the same principle, viz., that a man may justify committing 
a private injury for the public good, the pulling down of a 
house when necessary, in order to arrest the progress of a 
fire, is permitted by the law. Again, if a public highway 
be out of repair and impassable, a passenger may lawfully 
gu over the adjoi~g land, since.it is for the public good 
that there should be, at all times, free passage along tho
roughfares for subjects of the realm. 

" The great end for which men entered into ~ociPty was to secure their 
property. That right is preserved sacred and incommunicable in all in
stances, where it has not been taken away or abri·ljCed by some puhllc law 
for the good of the whole. 1'he cues where this l'ight of property is o;et 
BBide by positive law are various. Distresses, executions, forfeitures, taxes, 
&c., are all of this description, wherein every man, by common consent, 
gives up that right for the sake ot' justice, and the general good."~ 

From the principle under consideration, and from the 
very nature of the social compact on which all municipal 
law is founded, and in consequence of which, every nnut, 
when he enters into society, gives up a part of his natural 
liberty, result those laws which, in certain cases, authorize 

• Per Buller, J.; PlateGI.asBCompany ~ . .Meredith. 4 T. R. 797,No. 7,Noy's Maxims, 
9th edition, 36. 

• See Pull'endorf de Jure Natur&l, Book VIII. c. v. s. 7. I Kent Commentaries, 4th 
edition 339. 

t Po!r Lord Cam4en, Entlck "· CUTlngton, 19 Howard State Trials, 1066. 
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the infliction of penalties, the privation of libet ty, and even 
the destruction of life, with a view to the future prevention 
of crime, and to insuring the safety and well-being of the 
public. Penal laws, however, and especially such as im
pose capital punishment, must evidently be restrained 
within the narrowest limits, which may be deemed by the 
Legislature compared with the above objects, and should 
be interpreted by the judges, and administered by the 
executive in a mild and liberal spirit. * 

"Next to personal security, the Jaw of England regftl'ds, 
asserts, and preserves the personal liberty of individuals. 
This personal liberty consists in the power of locomotion, 
of changing situation, or removing one's person to what
ever place one's own inclination may direct, without im
prisonment or restraint, unles& by due course of law, 
concerning which we may make the same observations as 
upon the preceding article-that it is a right strictly 
m~tural-that the laws of England have never abridged it 
without sufficient cause-and that in this kingdom it can
not be abridged at the mere discretion of the magistrate 
without the explicit permission of the laws. Here, again, 
the language of the Great Charter is, t that no free man 
shall be taken or imprisoned but by the lawful judgment 
of his equals, or by the law of the land. And several 
subsequent statutes direct t that no man shall be taken or 
impriso'Md by. suggestion or petition to the king, or his 
council, unless it be by legal indictment, or the process of 
the common law. By the petition of right (3 Car. I.) it 
is enacted that no free mao shall be imprisoned or detained 
without cause shewn, to which be may make answer, ac
cording to law. 

"By 16 Car. I. c. 10, if any person be restrained of his 
liberty, by order or decree of any illegal court, or by com
mand of the King's Majesty in person, or by warrant of 
the Council Board, or of any of the Privy Council, he shall, 
upon demand o~· his counsel, have a writ of habeas corpm, 

• Broom's u Legal Maxims," p. 7. 
t Cap. 29. 

~ 6 Edward III. c. 9. 25 Edward III. tt. 6, c. 4; 28 Edward III. c. 3. 
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to bring his body before the Court of King's Bench or 
Common Pleas, who shall determine whether the cause of 
his commitment be just, and thereupon do as to justice 
shall appertain. And by 3 l Car. II. c. 2, commonly called 
the Habeas Corpw .A.ct, the methods of obtaining this writ 
are so plainly pointed out and enforced, that so long as 
this statute remains unimpeached, no subject of England 
can be long detained in prison, except in those oases in 
which the law requires and justifies such detainer. And, 
lest this Act should be evaded by demanding unreasonable 
bail or sureties for the prisoner's appearance, it is declared 
by 1 W. and M. st. ii. c. 2, that excessive bail ought not 
to be required. 

rr Of the greatest importance to the public is the preser
vation of this personal liberty ; for if once it were left in the 
power of any, even the highest magh,trate, to imprison ar
bitrarily whomsoever he or his officers thought proper, (as 
in France it is daily practised by the Crown),* there would 
soon be an end of all our other rights and immunitie11. 

rc Some have thought that unjust attacks, even upon life 
or property, at the arbitrary will of the magistrate, are less 
dangerous to the commonwealth than such as are made 
upon the persrmalliherty of the subject. 

" To bereave a man of life, or by violence to confiscate 
his estate, without accusation or trial, would be so gross 
and notorious an act of despotism, as must at once convey 
the alarm of tyranny throughout the whole kingdom. 

u Confinement of a person by secretly hurrying him to gaol, 
where his sufferings are unknown or forgotten, is a less pub
lic, a less striki'Rfl, and therefore a more dangerow engine of 
arbitrary government. And yet, sometimes, when the state 
is in real danger, even this may be a necessary measure. t 
But the happiness of our constitution is, that it is not left 
to the executive power to determine when the danger of the 
state is so great as to render this measure expedient." t 

• At leu\, when Blackstone wrote his Commentaries. 
t B7 suspension of the Habeas Corpus ~ct, an experiment onl7 to be tried in casea 

of &l<treme emergency. 
t " The oonflnement of the penon in anywise Is an lmprlaonment; so tbat the keep

Ing a man against bla will in a private house, patting him In the alocka, arresting gr 

.... 
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But there is, also,' an absolute right inherent in every 
Englishman to hold PROPERTY-to have the free use, en· 
joyment, and disposal of all his acquisitions, without any 
control or diminution, l'ave only by the laws of the land. 
The laws of England are, in point of honour and justice, 
extremely watchful in ascertaining and protecting this 
right. "Upon this principle, the great charter has de
dared that no freema·n shall be disseised or divested of his 
freehold, or of his liberties or free customs, but by the 
judgment of his peers or the law of the land. And by a 
variety of ancient statutes, it is enacted that no man's 
lands or goods shall be seized into the king's hands agaimt 
the great charter and the laws of the land ; and that no 
man shall be disinherited, nor put out of his franchises or 
freehold, unless he be duly brought to answer and be fore
judged by course of law ; and, if anythi11g be done to the 
contrary, it shall be redressed."* 

We perceive, then, that the whole spirit of the English 
common law is in favour of liberty, both as to life, person, 
and property. It is impossible, by any reasoning, to con
strue the provisions of the Vagrant Act, whioh is held to 
control the common law, so as to make it justly applicable 
to the student of Ptolemaic astrology, resident in his own 
house. Yet this is frequently done, and thereby much injus
tice has been perpetrated, a sample of which will be presently 
given. About two years sinoe, a case of this character oc
curred in the west of England, when a man of education and 
mathematical knowledge, a resident householder, was pun
ished by virtue of this detestable statute ; the learned Re
corder observing, in the course of the delivery of his sen
tence, that he saw nothing in the Act to prevent even a 

forcibly detaining him in the street, Is an lmplii!Onment. And the law so much di&
courages unlawful confinement, that if a man ill under dureBB of imprisonment, until he 
oeal a bond, &c., be may a.llege such duress, and avoid the bond. But if a man be·l<Ro
fullvlmprisoned, and be aeal a bond or deed, this is not by dureas of imprisonment, and 
be is not at liberty to avoid it. 

" To make lmprioonment lawtul,lt muot either be by process from the courts of judi· 
cature, or by W&l'l"llollt from oome legal officer having authority to commit to prison ; 
which warrant must be in writing, under the band and seal of the magistrate, and eox
press the cause of the commitment, in order to be examined into, if necessary, upon a 
hahtas corpu.o. If there be no cauoe expressed, the gaoler Is not bound to detain the 
prisoner.''- BLACKSTONE'S "Commentaries," ·vol. 1. p. 137. 

• "'Blackstone," l"OL i. 
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peer of the realm being convicted in a similar manner. A 
London journalist, * in a moderate and liberal article, re
marked upon the injustice of punishing the disciples of 
Ptolemy more than those of Gall or Spnrzheim. The 
talented writer also made some appropriate remarks as to 
the principle encouraged by English law' with respect to 
the house of every man being considered as his castle. 
Upon this point, the reader is referred to the note below.t 

The maxim there laid down is quite in accordance with 
tbe general spirit of the English law : to interfere With an 
Englishman as little as possible, especially not to tempt 
him to break the law in order to punish him for the breach 
thereof, which was done in the case above-mentioned, and 
in the case to be noticed presently. • 

In the case last mentioned, the judge declined to admit 
evidence in favour of the prisoner ; although· it is a prin
ciple in law that scientific evidence shall be admitted in 
certain cases, which will now be shown. 

The simple fact is, that if-in cases of persons appre
hended for practising what is not fortune-telling, but real 
astrology-evidence in favour of the science should be ad
mitted, the pretence and deception (which constitute the 
-essence of the supposed crime), would fall to the ground en-

• s.,., evening oeW8paper. 
t But, further,lt Ia a maxim In law that DomUI ma cuique at lutiuimum rf/ugiUJA.• 
In the caae mentioned below, it w"" resolved:-
1. That thehouseofevery one Is his caatle, as well for bls defence against h\Jury and 

..-ioleoce as for hill repose. Consequently, although the life of man is a thing precious 
in law, yet if thieves enter a man's bouse to rob or murder him, and the owner or his 
&erYIIIlts klll any of the tbiev. sIn defence of himself and bls house, this is not felony. 

2. In the case of recovery of a house by action of ejectmPnt, the sherift' may break the 
bouse for the delivery of seisin and posaesslon to the plalotllf. To execute a writ for 
&"eOOYery of posaenlon, the oftlcer may, If neceasary, break open doora. 

3. Where the execution is at the suit of the Crown, or where a felony or misdemeanour 
Alii """" committed, In which case the aherift'may break open the ouhr door of the defend· 
-aota dwelllog bonae, har>i..g jlru 1ignijiM the caw< of hil wming and dair<d admiuion. 
But mere 101plclon of guilt will not warrant this pro<!eedlng, though a felony hao been 
GttWJilr coinmltted, unlesa the oftlcer comea armed with a warrllllt from the magistrate, 
Jl"OW>ded on ouch ouspicion. And a plea Justifying the breaking and entering & man'• 
·houoe without warr&nt, on 111ere soapicion, ought to show that there was re&IIOn to be· 
lleve the suspected person wao there, and that the defendant entered for the purpose of 
hia apprehension. 

4. The out<r door of a man•o house Ia not permitted to be broken open at the suit of 
.any .UbJect of the Crown; although this privilege does not extend to barns or out· 
bonaM 1UW>nnecl<d with the dwelling-house. 

~. The mu1m now under consideration does not apply to the case of a third person. t 

• "E"'G"J man'a bnuse iA hi" eutle"-Semayae'• cue, R.&!p. 91. 
t Broom'• " Let...aJ. llaxil116.'' 

-
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tirely; and so Sidropbel would get oft' altogether. This would 
never do : it would not suit the ignorant prejudices of the 
magistracy, who fear the science without knowing why. 

Respecting matters of 6CieJice, trade, and others of the 
same description, persons of skill may not only speak as to 
facts, but are tven allowed to give their opinions in 
evidence, which is contrary to the general rule, that the 
opinion of a witness is not evidence. Thus, the opinion 
of medicat men is evidence as to the state of a patient 
whom they have seen;* and even in cases where they have 
not themselves seen the patient, but have heard the symp
toms, the evidence has been Admitted. 

The following que,tion was recently proposed to the 
Judges by the House of Lords :-t 

" Can a medical man, convenoant with the disease of insanity, who never 
saw the prisoner previously to the trial, but who was present during the 
whole trial and the examination of all the wi*-, be at<ked his opinion aa 
to the state of the prisoner's mind at the time of the commission of the 
lllleged cl'lme; or his opinion whether the prisoner wa~ con>cious, at the 
time of doing the act, that be wAs acfinA' contrary to law ; or whether he 
was labouring under any, and what, delusion at the time!" 

To thia question the following reply was returned by 
the majority of the Judges, which 11hould be considered as 
laying down the rule upon this subject :-

"We think the medical man, under the circumstances opposed, cannot, 
in atrietne@l!, be asked his opinions In the terms above stated, becau$e each of 
tho8e questions involves the determination of tbe truth of the faets depoeed 
to, which it ia for the jury to decide; and the qvestion8 are not merelr 
quution11 upon 1cience, in which ca11e such evidence is admit1sible. 

" But where the facts are admitted, or not disputed, and the question be
comes substantially one of ~cienre only, it may be convenient to allow the 
question to be put In that tteneral form, though the 88me eannot be insiated 
on as a matter of right." t 

• 2 PbilUpo on E..tdence, 8th edition, 899. 
t 8 Scott, N. R., 603. 
t In 1787, Mils Boydell, niece of Alderman Boydell, YU shot at b7 a mm, who wu 

arrellted on the opot. Her clothes were set on lire, but abe llldfered no oerioua lnJurJ ; 
and, Indeed, It was never prond that the pistols were loaded with &nJthing destructive. 
The prlaoner turned 011t to be a medical praetitloner, named E!Uott. On hlo trial, the 
defence set up waa tnwnily; In proof of which, Dr. Simmonda, pbJBiclan to St. Luke' .. 
came forward among othu witne08es. The Doctor, In order to show the dloordered 
otat.e of the unhappJ man's mind, produced In Court a paper which Elliott had oent to 
him for the purpose of being presented to the Royal Society, but which the lloetor 
thought too visionary for that learned body. He called the ottontlon of the Court parti
eululy to a pa~>age, In which the author &08erted "U.at the Sun io 110t a bod7 of flre,u 
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The maxim of law, in such cases, is cuilibet in sua arte 
perito est ~edendum.* 

Upon this principle, Mr. Broom states t that 

"Ship·bnilders have been allowed to state their opinions aa to the sea
worthiness of a ship from examiniug a .;urvey which bad been taken by 
others, and at the tllkin~,t of which they were not present; and the opinion 
of an artist is evideuce as to the evidence of a picture. But although wit
ne&se8 conversant with a particular trade may be allowed to speak to a pre
't'ailing practice in that trade, and although scientific persons may give their 
opinion on matters of science, it hu been expressly decided that witnesses 
arc not receivable·to state their views on matters of legal or moral obliga
tion, nor on the m11nner in which others would pro!.>ably have been influ
enced if particular parties had acted in one way ratht·r than another. 

"For instance, iu an action on a policy of iusurance, where a broker stated, 
on cross-examination, that in his opinion certain letters ought to have been 
d!eclosed, and that, if they had, tbe policy woultl not have been under
written-this waa held to be mere opinion, and not evidence. And, in like 
manner, it seems, notwithFtanding some conflicting decisions, that the opin
ions of underwriters as to the materiality of futts, and the effect they would 
have had upon the amount of premium, would 11ot, in general, be admissible 
in evidence ; it beinl( the provinee of the jury, and not of any witness, to 
decide what facts ou;r;ht to be communicated. 

" Where, however, the fixing the fair price and value upon a eontract to 
lnaare ie a matter ot' ~kill and judgment, and muat be effected according to 
certain general rules and principles of call•ulation applied to the particular 
circumstances of each individual ·case, it seems to be matter of evltlence to 
lhow whether the fact su ppl'CIIsed would have been noticed as a term in the 
particular calculation. 

"In some instances, moreover, the materiality of the fact withheld would 
be a question of pure ~cit-nee; in others, it is very possii.Jl~ that mere com
mon sense, although sufficient to co11oprehend that the di•clo•ure was mate
rlal, would not be so to understand to what extent the ri•k was increased by 
that (act; and, in intermediate c888s, it seems difficult in vrinciple wholly to 
exclude evidence of the nature alluded to, although its importance may 
vary according to circum~tances. Thus, it ha• been said that the time of 
•ailing may be very material to tluJ riak. How far it Is so, must eMentially 

haUl been hitherto suppooed, but that Its light proceeds from a denae and universal 
aurora, which may afford ample light to tbe inhabitants of that body's surface beneath, 
and yet be at such a distance &loft u not to annoy them. 

"No objoctlon,'' be proceedJ to say," arlaetb to that lllllllnu7'• being Inhabited, and 
file~lot1 may obtain there 1111 well u with ua. 

" There may be water and dry land, bills and dalee, and fair weather; and, aa the 
light, oo tbe aeaoon must be eternal; consequently it m&J be e..U1 conceived to be b7 
far the most blissful habitation of the whole S)'l!tem.'' 

Here wu adduced, u a proof of the madness of Mr. Elliott, the very doetrine which 
Herschel promulgated with applause only a few years later. Other cases of a similar 
character might likewise be adduced. tending to show that speculative notions, apparentl7 
of a vislon&rJ character, are no evidence of ifti<Jnitr as reapeeta their owner. 

• Co. Litt., 12ii a. 
t " Legallllaxinu," p. 722·3 (aecond edition). 

z 
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depend upon the nature aad length of the Toyage, the BeUOn of the year, the. 
prevalence of the winda, the conformation of the eoaats, the usages of trade 
aa to navigation and touching and staying at port, the objects of the enter
prise, and other circumstances, political and otherwise, which may retard or 
advance the general progress of the voyage. The material ingredients of 
all auek inqviriee are mixed up with nautical skill, information, and expe
rience, and are to be aaeertained in part upon the testimony of maritime 
peraons, aad &Je in no ease judicially cognizable aa matter of law. The oW
mate &et itself, which ia the test of ~ateriality-that is, whethu the risk be 
increased so aa to enh&nll9 the premium-is, in many e&llll&; an inquiry de
pendent upon the judgment of naderwritera and othel'S, who are eonT-t 
with the subject of i.nauranee." 

The following two caseg are those of pure fortune
telling, meriting punishment. 

The error consists in mixing up such cases as these with 
those connected with real astrology. 

The third case is that before mentioned, where a man 
in a town in the county of York was coaxed into a breach 
of the provisions of the Vagrant Act, sufficient to ensure 
conviction, by means of a policeman in private clothes. 

It will be observed that in this case of oppression and 
wrong there was no deception on the prisoner's part; and 
one of the policemen admitted that the prisoner had told 
the truth. 

1. SniGULAJl SUPBJlSTITI01!1. 

One day, lately, a man named K., who resides near St. Colomb Mfsjor, 
\\118 swindled by a gipsy woman out of £30 Oe. 6d. ; and anothu labouring 
man, living near the Indian Queen, St. Colomb Major, was swindled out of 
£21. The following are the particulars of the two eases:-

For the last few months K. and his 111fe bad beeu. both ill, or imagined 
they had an ailing; one son was also ill, and another son had the misfortune 
to have hia leg broken while wrestling. These complicated afBieUons, with the 
pertJUa6iona of a fortune-teller, led them to believe that they were "be
witched" or" ill-wished." The old gipsy also foretold that they. would 
have a succe~s!on of misfortunes, and that three sudden deaths would shortly 
happen in the family. She pel'!luaded K. that if be would place £30 Os. 6d. 
in her banda, tied in a parcel bi a peculiar manner (the money Wll6 to be 
returned to him), the spell would be bl'oken, and good luck would follow. 
The poor man could only raise £14 odd, lis. of which he paid the gi(l81 
for a bottle of mixture. The day following his wife borrowed £16 of her 
neighbours to complete the desired sum, and prevent, as she said, deatl&. 

'l'Iie gipsy encampment was about a mile from the bouse. K. carried the 

1 Per Story J .,delherlng judgment, M'Lanaban ~. The Unlvenoal Insurance C0111pu11, 
I Pe~ers, R. (U. 8 .) 188. 
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,-reel of money to the gipay woman three several times, and it was as regu
larly retllJ'Iled to him. The fourth time he carried the money to the encamp
ment at nine o'clock in the evening. He gave the money to the gipsy, and 
by her direction knelt on one knee, and read the 51st Pl!lllm, while she, on 
both knees, prayed over the parcel, looking at the planets. A parcel was 
given to him aLgain, which he believed to be the same; and he swore on the 
Bible not to open It until the Thursday following, at 12 o'clock at noon, 
the woman promising to call at his bouae on that day and hour, when the 
charm would be complete. 

K. returned home and went to bed, bu.t not to sleep. Reflection came. 
He wished to open the pareel, .but he had taken an oath not to do so. His 
wife at length opened it, when he found himself minm the .£30 Os. 6d.., 
with bits of brass, &c., placed in its stead. The police were soon on the alert; 
bot the encampment was broken up, and the gang dispersed, and no traces 
of the fugitil-1! gipsy woman have as yet been found. 

In the case 11f R., a gipsy woman called at his house, and foretold bad 
luck to lenny R., the wife. " Her cow would have a calf, and die." "She 
would abo get robbl!d by some evil-disposed person." To prevt>nt these 
misfortunes, if the money were placed in the gipsy's hands, tied in a hand
kerchief, she would "charm" it ; so that no one should be able to steal the 
cash, if RD disposed. The woman called at the house several times, and at 
last prevailed on Jenny to place twenty-one so'·ereigns in her hands. The 
gipsy tied them up in a white handkerchief, and put them, or pretended to 
do so, between the leaves of the Bible, where they were to remain for a 
certain time, to complete the charm. Next day R. told his wife how K. 
had been swindled; when she immediately went to see after her own cash, 
and found, Instead of twenty-one sovereigDs, only eighteen half-pence. • 

2. FORTUNE-TELLING AlllONGBT THE DoNS. 

So loug as ignorance and superstition exist among us, so long will there 
be persons sufficiently foolish to repair to fortune-tellers; and hence the 

, profession of these wicked people will be perpetuated till the dawn of more 
intelligence. That fortune-tellers posae&~ any supernatural powers is too 
abel.lrd, even 1n these days of table-turning, to believe ; but that they pe~~
eess power to reveal secrets of a certain class \Ve have no manner of doubt. 
But, e'feD in such matters as these, there are others who might be consulted 
with better success and no moral guilt • . 

Fortune-tellers are often persons of the most abandoned character, and 
(as such persons generally do) they po88888 a certain tact, without which it 
would be difficult to conceive their breathing the air of any place but a prison. 
With such characters, they naturally associate with persons as polluted u 
themselves, who commit felonies, &c., and who Ppend their time 1n felons' 
company ; so that when a robbery is committed by one of the circle known 
to a fortune-teller's friends, if it auswers their purpose to sell the culprit, they 
eommllllicate the fact to the fortune-teller, who thus discovers to the de
frauded party, on application, tho name and whereabouts of the guilty per
son, and secures her reputation as an adept in the ''black art." The police 
officers can frequently detect robberies by similar agency, as many practised 

• Taken from a Comish newopaper. The cireulnstance oocurred in tbe yoar 18~3. 
z :~ 
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" deteetine" well know. This ia one l!eCI'et of the superior knowledge of 
fortune-tellers; and that knowledge is power. The Ignorant and aupenti
tious will not believe this demon~tntion. We do not expect they wHl; but, 
neverthele18, it il correct, aa the fortone-tellen can testify. But tbe fortune
tellers of Camlwidgt are l011ing their craft faat ; of some it may be said, 
"their occupation's gone." There are, howerver, ~~everalstill remaiBing, and 
remaining in rather singular places, too, for persons of their Billgular pro
fession. " We," writes a correspondent, " Titlited eeveral of them a few aigbts 
&!(o, and found them located under the shadow of some venerable temple. 
We may remark, that scarcely any one of them had any conftdence in the 

· legality ot' their traffic, and frequently hinted that they dreaded the arm of 
the civil power."• 

3. CASB OP IMPRISONJIBNT POR PRACTISING A.STBOLOGY. 

"I was arrested on the 28th of January Jut, 1853, and lodged In the 
lock-up of my native town. A man of the name of C. had been in tile 
habit of consulting me for the last three years, in all about a dozen times, 
and he had recommanded others. He met with a situation at the very time 
I had pointed out for him. He wu admitted into theW. police force. H1 
wa1 ezpruring hu wonder hoto any man could tell thing1 10 correctly; 
and the chief overhearing him discoursing so freely about me, thought he 
waa just the man to entrap me, becaul!e he waa dreaeed in plain clothes, and 
had only been in the force a few days. The chief gave him a marked ahil

.ling, anrt deputed another recruit to follow him (a perfect stranger to me, 
and an old projicient), to drop out on me while I waa 'figuring' for the 
second, named S. The name of the oldest policeman 'IV88 B. He said, 
'Oh, Mr. C., you &refiguring, are you! You must go along with me.' I 
replied, I had no objection to go with him, on condition I might be allowed 
to come back again until Monday, which il Court-day at W., because my 
wife was ill in bed, and had been for some time ; and, when they wanted me, 
they would know where to find me. When we arrived at the station, the chief 
ordered me to be locked up ; and they went to my house and rantoaeked it 
over, and took away various aatrological woJ•ks, also other book1, ~c. They 
also took my achedole-I am an insolvent. I was dii!Charged by Jodge 
Dowling on the 2ht of Feb. Jut; my pocket-book, &c;, were taken. 

" The informers ewore falsely against me, and the magistrate committed 
me toW. prison for nineteen days' hard labour; and when I asked for my 
books and papel'll he refnaed, excepting what did not relate to astrology, and 
even them the chief con~table toill not give up, aithoogh I have waited on 
him every day since I obtained my liberty. The magistrate also forbade 
me practising any more, telling me I shoold be watched, and, if caught, I 
abonld suffer the full penalty of the law." t 

The following form of petition is recommended to those 
persons who desire that the practice of astrology should be 
legalized:-

• Cambridgt Chromck, Oct., 1~53. 
+ TbiJ lnlquit<>uo caoe occurreo W:ilhin the knowledge of the e.utbor, u before lltat"d. 
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To the Hono111'6ble the Commons of Great Britain and Ireland, in Parlia
m41nt assembled; 

The humble Petition of Sim.on Sidrophel, reeiding at Coventry, in the 
County of Warwtelt, 

8BBWBTB: 

That your Petitioner believee tilat laws to restrain the exercllle of 
any art or ecience connected with natural phil0110phy are by DO means calcu
lated to serve the cause of truth, or to benefit mankind. That men have 
in all ages diJfered in opinion on many speculative matters, and frequently 
on what are mere matters of fact. That to prohibit by law the practice of 
a eelence ean MTer disprove the truth of it; and that, as the human mind is 
eoDStitated, sach laws rather tend to render men partial thereto, even though 
it should be erroneous. 

That yoiP' Hoooorable Houe bas, at nrious periods, p.-1 penal laws 
against the practice of a acieuce which bas been honoured by the advocacy 
of the celebrated Kepler and of Lord Bacon, with Gther philosophers; but 
your petitioner concel.vee that such laws were conceived in a spirit of igno
rance of the true nature of that science, and were consummated by prejudice, 
UJiited with mistaken notious of morality. That your Petitioner allwles to 
U.e aneient and veritable science of astrology-a science long abused and 
misunderstood; which, if It were as false and lnjuriona as th011e only who 
are ignorant ofita real principles declare, should be permitted to be duly exam
I.Ded, that it way be put down by the evideuce of facta and the testimony of 
reason, ~tead of the preasnre of prejudice, aided by Act of Parliament. 

That the occult arts practised among the ancients were totally different 
from the science of IISb·ology ; which merely prof- to account for the 
operations of Nature, by aupposing that the Almighty carries his holy will 
into effect through the influence of the heavenly bodiee. That, therefore, 
the law is unjust which places pretensions to ma¢c tmd witchcraft upon 
a footing with the practice of the astral art, and punishes the latter equally 
with the former. · 

Ttiat the supposition that to receive money from individuals for foretelling 
the influences of the stu.-which are taught to be merely influential, and 
by DO means compulaory-is a fraud, must be unfouaded, because no person 
doee apply to an astrolop:er for information but of his or her own free will ; 
and, if the prediction were untrue, the applicant would not wake a second 
application. 

That your Petitioner believH that the readiest mode for destroying the 
practice of "fortune-telling" by the ignorant, who. frequently defraud 
other Ignorant persona, would be to declare legal the practice of astrology, 
which would then be taken up by persons of education, whose charecter· 
would be a guarantee agaiust the Impositions which tho law has not been 
able to destroy. 

That your Petitioner, for the reasons above stated, humbly prays that a 
clanse may be inserted in some Act of Parliament to exempt the practitioners 
of astrology from the penalties now attached to the practice of foretelling 
eventa by means of nativities and of horary astrology. 

And, as in duty bound, be will ever pray, &c. 

.-· 
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The question of legal restriction against the practice of 
astral science has been now brieflv reviewed. 

So long as the law upon this stibject remains in its pre
sent ridiculous and mischievous position, we must expect 
to hear occasionally of gross cases of oppression and in
justice, similar to the case of the poor Yorkshireman. 
The star-men have few friends, nor are they generally 
over-burdened with cash; consequently, Justice L. fre
quently, althou~h not always, can do pretty much as he 
may please when he has succeeded in nabbing one of the 
proscribed. But perhaps Mrs. Thomas L., in one of her 
shopping excursions, may purchase this little book, * and 
so be the instrument of enlightening her spouse upon the 
subject discussed in this chapter. If happily this be the 
case, we shall have pleasure in cultivating a friendly alli
ance with the Justice and the lady-in listening to the 
" wise saws" of the former, and the social precepts of the 
latter, in company with a bottle of the old port and crisp 
cracknels, &c., for which Stone Hall has long been cele
brated. t As connected with this question, it is gratifyiug 
th read such a paragraph as the following; which recently 
appeared in the leading journal of Europe, and which may 
well conclude this chapter :- -

" Englishmen will no longer tolerate the oppre88ion or indinduale under 
the form of lato, as in the more evil times of oar history. The eo1180latlon 
iJ not a small one to ftnd that oppreseion can no longer he earrled out agalllllt 
the humblut inditridual who speaks with Engliah tongue, without evoking 
the iDBtant support of public opinion in hia favour."-Tiau, Sept. 4, 18M. 

• Piper, Stephen10n, and 8penee, 23, Paternoeter-row, price 5o . 
. t The question of applying the Vagrant Act to putting down the practiee of utrelov 

waa brought before the Bouie of Commons a f&W year• since ; and the general feelin& 
amongst the membei"IJ wu that the matter should be left for pablle opinion, !.rreapec~ln 
of legal restriction. 
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CHAPTER XXII. 

CoNCLUsioN. 

" Philosophers han In vain endeavoured to ucertaln, by experiments and researches 
of every kind, what Ia that mysterloua principle of life which 80 universally prevails, 
and,,atter a term of uncertain duration, Ill Infallibly and unreeerved)y extinguished. 
8o Impenetrable and occult Is the question, that It has been hitherto found lmpolllible to 
t.raceouteren the dilltlnctlons and modUicatlons of life, 80 as to tlx the line ofdemaroa
tlon that dhidea the 1Dima1 from the ..egeteble world. l>lvllioDI have, Indeed, been 
made; but they are &t once arbitrary an_d unwarrantable."• 

· " Hu is capable of lookill!!" back upon the put history of hi1D8elf, his 
race, the earth, and the Universe. Man is also capable of looking forward!! 
to thefotureprobable history of hiiD8elf, his race, the earth, and the Uni
V81'118. He u irr.I!Ntibly tempted to do thu, and to ~mdeavour to 11hape hill 
cl»JjtJCturu on t1wfuture by what he knows of the past, He attempts to dis
cern what future change and progress may be imagined or expected by the 
analogy of past changes and progress which have been asee1-tained. Such 
apalogies may be neeeuarily very vague and loote, but they are the peculiar 
ground of speculation. · 
· "Perhaps man cannot discover with certainty any fixed and permanent laws 

which han regulated th011e past changes which have modified the surface 
and population of the earth; atilllees any laws which have produced a visi
ble progression in the constitution of the rest of the universe. . He cannot, 
therefore, avail himself of any close analogies to help him to conjecture the 
fature course of events on the earth or in the universe ; still le1111 can ho 
apply any known laws which may enable him to predict the future configu
rations of the elements of the world, as he can predict the future configura
tions of the planets for indefinite periods. He can foresee the astronomieal 
revolutions of the heavens so long as the known laws subsist.· He cannot 
forel6e the future geological revolutions of the earth, even if they are to be 
produced by the llame causes which have produced the past re.,olutiona of 
which he has learned the series and order; still less can he see the future 
revolutions which may take place in the condition of man, society, philoso
phy, religion; stilllet111, again, the course which the divine government of 
the world will take, or the state of thing>~ to which, even as now conducted, 
it will lead. A II these things are covered with a nil of mystery, which 
science and philosophy can do little in raising. Yet there are subjects to 
which Lhe mind turns with a far more eager curiosity than that which it feels 
with regard to mere geological or astronomieal revolution~. 
· " Man ill naturally and ruuonably the greate1t olqect of intere1t to 

Fw.Lox, "Marvela of Science," pp. 262-3. 
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man. What shall happen to the human race after tboullllnds of years, Ia a far 
dearer concern to him than what shall happen to Jupiter or Sirius, and even 
than what shall happen to the continents and oceans of the globe on wbieb 
be lives, except so w· as the changl'S of his domicile aft"ect himself. If our 
knowledge of the earth and of the heavens, of animals and of man, of the 
past condition and present laws of the world, is quite barren of all suggestion 
of what may or may not hereafter be the lot of man, such knowledge will 
lose the charm which would have made it most precious and attractive In 
the eyes of mankind in general. And if on such subjects any conjeeturee, 
however dubious-any analogies, however loose-can be collected from what 
we know, they will probably be received as acceptable in spite oftheirill88-
curity ; and will be deemed a flt oft"ering frum the scientific faculty to thoee 
hopes and expectations, to that curUI•ity and de8ire of all lmouJkdp, 
teh.tch gladly receitlll their nutriment and gratlfication from ewrr pr~ll 
qfman'• M71f1·"• 

The preceding chapters of this book have been com polled 
with the intention of paving the way, by means of celestial 
science, for the reception of the knowledge which the 
author of the paragraph last quoted desires to receive con
cerning tl:e destiny of man. We have endeavoured to 
show, briefly, the early history of astral science, from the 
days of S<·th to the present time-its general nature, 
principal di ~·isious, and qualities ; and we have taken a 
concise view o£ the various objections, spiritual and lay, 
which have been brought forward against the science. 

Facts have been also stated, tending to show that there 
is yet room for general imp!ovement ; sufficient to in
duce a patriotic individual to listen to the counsel of 
Urania, and to desire a repeal of the law which enables 
Justice L.-under the mistaken idea of increasing •altll 
populi-to incarcerate this lady, with the additional stimn
lants, &c., hinted at in the introdnctory chapter of this 
volume. 

Space merely allows of a few additional observations 
respecting the changes which might be expected to take 
place if astral science should become generally popular, 
and as to the position of those who may be instrumental 
in such mutat10n11 .. 

The simple fact of this science having originated in the 
East is much in favour of its purity and celestial attributes.· 

• "Of the Plurallt1 of Worlds," 1863 (an .e1111ay), pp. 264-7. Parker: &Dd Sou, Well 
Strand. . 
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As'tron®ly and astrology, we have before seen, rose 
together in this part of the world. Only recently has a 
divorce been effected. 

cc The East hru~ attractions for all. Its fascination is made 
up of the paat, the preaent, and what is probably to come. 

"A splendid Sun, an almost tropical vegetation, a 
curious architecture, strange customs, a marvellous history, 
and ever-unfolding incidents. It is the fatherland of the 
human race, the 800rce of all laVJs, religiorta, sciences, and 
modes of gooernment; the home of the patriarchs, whose 
forms mingle with the dreams of infancy; the earthly 
sojourn of the Messiah and his apostles ; and the theatre 
selected by an over-ruling wisdom for the most remarkable· 
displays of Divine Providence. In the East sprang up 
the elder monarchies, whose antiquity makes all others 
seem but M of yesterday. When these had crumbled 
away, it became the battle-field of hostile creeds and the 
region of sacred romance. 

"The cross at length gave way before the crescent, and 
the crescent in its turn begins to wane."* 

It is a predominant idea with some persons, especially 
ladies who have passed their prime, that a believer in 
planetary influence must necessarily be a lover of change 
-a radical, to use a common expression, in his sentiments ; 
in practice, a would•be destroyer of Queen, Lords, and 
Commons, and opposed to lawful authority in general. 

This is certainly a mistake; on the contrary, according 
to his philosophy, he is simply instrumental, quoad capa:c, 

· in bringing about certain gradual mundane changes, which 
all persons admit do take place, and which he believes to 
be caused by the influence of the planetary bodies, accord
ing to their !'espective configurations; and, upon this prin
ciple, he is disposea to pay due respect to those personages 
whom -the common Creator has placed over him, by mea.IUI, 
also, of stellar influence. The prating radical, on the 
contrary, frequently regards himself t as the chief mover 
in mundane mutations, without reference to the Power by 

• Bnn.&x's " Ital7 1o11d the Eaot," YO! I. 
t "I am Sir Oracle, and w~n I ope mv lips let no dog bark." 
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whom the same, in reality, are produced-through the 
celestial bodies as his instruments. 

For instance, the "Great Mutation"-which occurred 
on the 26th of J anua.ry, in the year 1842, well known to 
astrologers as a remarkable celestial phenomenon-will 
be a radiz. for astrological judgments during the next two 
hundred years. 

Individuals whose nativities happen to sympathize with 
that phenomenon may be described as radicals, inasmuch 
as they will be naturally more or less instrumental in pro
ducing such changes respectively, quoad capa:c. 

But it is really hard to put Sidrophel into durance vile 
for lending a helping hand in carrying out these muta
tions-in fact, for acting according to the behest of hi& 
Maker; the influences which induce him to do so having. 
been impressed upon him at his first entrance into this 
world.* To use a trite expression, he is merely perform
ing his mission. But the spirit of gag is the same in all 
ages ; and Sidrophel knows, by means of his science, that 
the harsh Scorpio voice which eighteen hundred years since, 
on the hills of Jerusalem, cried out for crucifixion, would 
condemn him in a similar manner in the present day, if the 
law would sanction the crime. 
· In a work which has enjoyed extensive circulation 
recently, especially amongst the working classes (the :real 
sinews of the nation), the sentiments of its learned author 
appear to coincide with the astral view of the various mu
tations which affect society at different periods. 

The following extracts will show the agreement which 
seems to exist between the sciences of astrology and 
phrenology upon these points~ of course written irre
spective of celestial science. t 

• Some signs llylllpathlze with monarchical Institutions, others the reYel'88. · 
t A modem author, ia his observations upon the phrenological theory, makes IOIIle 

remarks applicable to the former slate of astrology. He observes-" Phrenology claims 
Ua thouands of dlscipleo; and this, becauae it not only bas a practical bearing," but abo 
admits ofverldcation. It 18 true, or It Is false; the test Ia easy, or seems so. Hence the 
acceptance which It IInde ; ond, had It been more carefully matured before it made 
ouch bold pretenoiono, it would not have met with a tithe of the oppooition which has 
been excited by the Ignorance, preiJIIJllption, and quackery of some of its profeaora. 
The moJorlt:y of thinking men seem agreed upop the fundamental principlt• of phreno
logy, but they r~ject all premature attempts at l!laboratlng a doctrine and appl,ylng 1&." 
-H"t~r11 Q/ Phi/olophJ, by G. B. LBWBI1 vol. W. p. ~. 
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· The quaint remarks upon cocked hats made by Haydon 
in his journal are not revolutional or rebellious in prin
ciple; they are simply based upon N atlll'e, who operates 
in her own way. 

" The progra~~~ of reuou-which baa nept away tattooed Bldns, bone or
naments in the noee, full-bottomed wigs and laced waistcoats-will one day 
extinglliah orders of knighthood, coronets, and all the other artificial mean& 
by which men at present attempt to support their claims to re&pect and con
sideration, apart from their personal qualities and virtues. They will· be. 
recognised by the wearers, as well as by the public, as devices useful only to 
the unworthy. 

"An advanced education an.d civilization will render meu acute observer& 
ol the real elements of greatnass, and profound admirers of them, bu& 
equally intolerant of tinsel impositions. 

"The greatest danger to which the British nobility iB at present exposed 
Ia that which arises from their imperfect education. While the middle 
clasilas have beeu reforming their schools, colleges, and universities, and ren
dering them vehicles to a greater or less extent of useful knowledge, based on 
eclenca and the laws of nature-and while the woriing classes have been. 
pursuing the same course of instructive and elevating study in works of 
cbeap literature-the high ariatocracy baa beau clinging to Greek, Latin, 
history, and mathematics, 1111 the staple of their instruction, and been fairly 
leA bohind. • * * * If this state of education of the arlatocracy conti
nues, no ghost iB needed to predict their downfall. 

"The eolarged and enlightened understandings of the middle and lower 
cl- cannot worship moral and intellectual phantoms, however large their 
~ODS and ancient thai% lineage. Their extinction ia decreed, and 
D8ither violence nor revolution will be needed to accomplisl;! it. Only leave 
them to themselves, to pursue their -present course of education, and in half 
a century they will be no more."-COXBB'a Mora.l Philo11ophy. 

These remarks may be calculated to offend aristocratic 
pride; but yet it cannot be denied that the sentiment is 
simply the truth, and that every year which passes .shows 
more clearly the justice of these remarks. 

Indeed, there can be no doubt that much improve
ment in the nature of the education of the higher classes 
in thi.s country has taken place recently, on account of 
the pressure from without, to which reference is made in 
the above extract. Only a few years since, if a fashion
able young lady, for instance, encouraged a mercurial pro
pensity, she would have been regarded by her companions 

• Tble wu written more than lleten ,_l'lllinee. Ch....- for U.. ~ baft bee 
Introduced since that time. 

-
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pl'etty much as a tame canary would be by the feathered 
tribe on its escape from imprisonment. But, as hinted in 
a former chapter, feminine slavery is on the decrease. We 
now have female colleges, &c., where philosophy and the 
principles of physiology, &c., are taught, and not ridiculed. 
Such a course will lead, eventually, to a more natural state 
of things prevailing with respect to matrimonial contracts. 
Mamma will be less given to mar~ti1l{J than heretofore, and 
she may then with propriety decide upon her daughters' 
selections. At present, in many cases, young ladies are 
the best judges in these affairs. 

The general dislike to phrenology which still generally 
prevails on the part of the clergJI, seems to apply even 
more to astral science. 

' 
" The cultivation of the moral nature of a being journeying through life 

11n his way to a fature stalte, bears the same relatinn to his preparation for 
eternity that tilling and sowing In spring bear to the reaping of tbe fruita of 
harvest. It is clear, then, that if we are cultivating, enlightening, and im
proving the mental powers of our audiences for the duties imposed on them 
in tbia world, we are !'t'nderlng them fitter for the next; and tbat diYinel 
should dovetail their own instruction with ours, in 110 far 811 we dt.eminate 
trKth, and should carry fonrard the pupils to whom we have t&u(fht the 
rudiments of naturnl knowledge to the full perfection of rational UKI 
Christian men. But here the real cause of their hostility prese&ts itaelf. 
They really do not >'et know how to do so. Phrenology-which umolda 
the 1l8ell and relations of the human faculties, and which, for the fir# tWIN 
llince man uiaa created,* enables him to dlscove his own posltloo in the world 
which he inhabits-is a science, aslt were, only of yesterday. It is a recent 
discovery; aud dlvinea, In general, know it not. General phylliology, u a 
science of practical utility, Ia as young as phrenology, because it could uot 
advance to perfection while the uses of the brain, and Its influence, as the 
organ of the mind, over the whole of the animal economy, were unknowu. 
Divi~ therefoN, do not yet know its relations to their own doctrines. 
Geology, wbich teaches the put history of the globe, is also but of yester
day ; while chemistry and other physical sciences are aU of recent introduc
tion to the intellect of the people. The idea of employing these seienees lit 
all in the moral Qd intellectual improvement of the great body of the people 
is new, and the notion of rendering that improvement subservient to 
Christiantty is newer ~lll; and our clergy, in general, are yet strangers to 
both ideas. The system on which they still rely was Instituted when all 
education for the common people consisted in reading and writiug; and, 
for the higher ranks, in Greek and Roman literature. And they feel uneasy 
at discovering a vast stream of knowledge rolling along the public mind, 

• The diselple or Ptolemy will not admit that llldlla tbe eaae; but to man:r penow 
astrology is also a reeent discovery. 
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. whieh has not emanated from thelll8elvet~, and with whiob their system ill 
not yet counected. Some of them have studied phrenology, and become 
convinced of its truth ; but they have shrunk from it1 conaeqU811cea and 
t~pplicatitma. 

" They have perceived the changes which it is destined to introduce into the 
theology of their several sects, and reeoiled at the prospect. Too honeat t& 
ckny tll reality of natural truth~ which hatleforced themaelf/61 upon their 
comriction, yet too timid to eucouuter the storm of prejudice and vitupera
tion which the public avowal and bold application of t.hem would bring upon 
them from their less enlightened brethren, they have quietly laid phtenology 
on the ahelf, and continued to float with the current of established opinion. 
We may lament such conduct, but cannot severely blame the individuals. 
The power of eft'ectually stemmiug the' tide of error is given only to a few ; 
and those from whom it is withheld may justly be excused for not fruitle&ely 
becoming martyrs in a cause which, sooner oP later, must triumph by ita 
own inherent power. But the great majority of the elergy are ig11orant of 
phrenology u a science, and are honest in their opposition to its pro
gress. This is their misfurtune. And we should endW'e their denunciations 
with equanimity as the result of imperfect knowledge, in the assured confi
dence that whenever they discover that they cannot arrest our course by 
declaiming agal11st us, they will study the new philosophy, pr11ftt by its 
truths, andjoin the ranks of reformers, and that hereafter they and we shall 
be found labourinjr together for the public good. They and we are all en
gaged in one design. 

"Tbeirs is the most exalted, most dignified, and most enviable vocation 
allotted to man ; and I feel assut·ed that, in a fefi' years, they will find their 
strength, usefulness, and pleasure unspeakably augmented by the very 
measures which we are now pursuing, and which they, not knowing what 
they do, are vilifying and obetructiug." * 

These philosophical observations apply with greater force 
to astral science, for the reason stated in the introductory 
chapter of this volume; viz., the aim of Sidrophel is more 
ambitious than that of the disciple of Gall, and he ought 
to be prepared for a greater amount of opposition. 

Such he will unquestionably experience, whether pre
pared for it or not ; and if the reader require evidence of 
this, he has only to refer to the various assaults agairist 
Urania which of late years,_ especially, have been made, 
all of which she has happily survived. Indeed, many of 
her opponents have been changed into friends, and they 
have desired to become better acquainted with herself. 

Mr. Combe further insists upon the importance of 
unanimity, and of not wounding the self-esteem of others 
in attempts of social amelioration. 

• " Moral Philoooph,y. ~ 
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"The social law of oar nature, out of which g<m!rnment spriaga, biJuls 
us together for good and also for evil. We cannot attain to the full gratill
cation of our own deeires, even although enlightened and reasonable, until 
we have persuaded our neighbours to adopt the eame social movements with 
oarselves. It we attempt to advance alone, even to good, we aball feel our
selves situated like a soldier on a march wh.o should move faster or slower 
than hia column. He would be inatantly jostled out of the ranks, and 
eompelled to walk by himself. 

" The aame reault occurs in Individual attempts to arrest or improve a 
41;overnment. The first step in a rational and moral course of action Ia to 
eonvince our fellow-men of the exlatenee of the evils wbleh we wi&h to hue 
removed, and to engage their eo-operation In the work; and until thia be 
dfte, t6 continru to ob6fl. Aa soon as the evil !a generally perceived, aod a 
desire for Ita removal penadlll! the public mind, the amendment becomes 
easy of aecompliahment. * * * We muat, by quiet and grm!.U~Jl tdfm•, 
loeaen the attachment of the feeling~ to the injurious objects, and, by sooth
lag and persuasion, incline them to the new awl better prlneiples which we 
desire them to embrace." • 

The following paragraph is generally directed against 
the laws of primogeniture, an evil which time will correct-

" Entail• are a great abuse, Introduced by Self-esteem and Love of appro
bation, acting apart from Benevolence and Consclentiousnees. Reason dic
tates that wealth should be eqjoyed only on the condition of the exereil!e of 
at least average discretion by its possrSBor; yet the object of entail.! Ia to 
secure it and its attendant lnfl uence to certain he!rs, altogether indepen
dently of their Intelligence, morality, and prudence. Laws have been 
enacted by which eatates may be transmitted unimpaired from sire to son, 
tlu·ough endle88 generations, although each po888880r, in biB turn, may be a 
patte1n of vice and imbecility. But the law of nature Ia too strong to be 
-enperaeded by the legialation of ignorant and presumptuous men. The 
children of intelligent, virtuous, and healthy parents are so well constituted 
.aa to need no entails to prePerve their family estares and honours unim
paired; while, on the other band, descendants with lmbeeile intt.lleeta and 
immoral dispositions are prone, in spite of the strictest entail, to tarnish 
that glory and diatinc.tion which the law vainly attempts to maintain. * * * 
Obedience to the organic laws affords the only means of maintaining family 
pOSBelll'ioJYI undi880lved ; and until men shall seek the aid which they pre
sent, In order to secure a great, virtuous, and flourishing posterity, they will 
in vain frame Acta of Parliament to attain their object." t 

" No nation In the world pOBSesses so much toealth as Britain ; none dia
plays auch vast property in the posaeaslou of Individuals ; none approaebee 
her in the general splendour of l1ving ; and none In the multitude of in
habitants who live in ldleneSB and luxury on the accumulated fruita of iB
dustry. But still, with all the dazzling advantages which Britain derivee 
from her wealth, she iB very far from being happy. Her large towns are 

• " Moral Pbi!oSOJ>hy. • 
f Ibid. 
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overrun wlt'h pauperism and heathenism; and In many English ·counties, 
even the agricultural population bas lately* been engaged in burning com
lltacks and farm-offices, out of sheer misery and di8content. The over
wrought manufacturers are too frequently degraded by Intemperance, 
licentiousness, and other iorms of vice. In the cluses distinguished by 
industry and morality, the keen competition for employment and profit 
imposes excessive labour and anxiety on nearly all ; while the higher 
clllll&e8 are often the victims of idlene88, v&Dity, ambition, vice, ennui, and 
a thousand attendant autferinga of body and mind. The pure, calm, dignl
'ftet, ud lasting felicity which our higl&er fulin§l pant for, and which 
·reason whispers ought to be our aim, is seldom or never attained. 

"The pruent condition of 1ociety, therefore, does not seem to be the 
moat perfect which human nature is capable of reaching : hitherto mao bas 
been progrurioe, and there is no reasoll to believe that be has yet reached 
the goal."t 

While this sheet is passing through the press, 12,000 
persons at .one shilling each, on an average, daily visit the 
Crystal Palace at Sydenhi!Jil. The following brief details 
also tend to show what the middle and working classes are 
doing for themselves :-

"JIIUSBUH OP PRACTICJ.L GEOLOGY, 

" A series of ~ectures to working men will be delivered, in the theatre of 
the illltitution, ·on Monday evenings during the pre.!en.t session. The first 
will be upon the Practical Applications of Phy~ical Science, by R. H. ; the 
second, on the Elements of Geology, by A. C. R., F.R.S.; the third, on the 
Elements of Natural History, by Professor F., F.R.S. To working men 
.the price of admisaion will be li:~:pence for the whole course." t 

"ROYJ.L COLLEGE OP CHYHISTRY. 

" The practical course of instruction In this institution is under tbe dil'toc
tion of Dr. H. and his assistants. The summer seSBion will commence on 
Monday, March 14th, and end on Saturday, July 30th, 1853. The fee for 
students working every day during the session, £15; four days in the week, 
.£12 ; two days, £8; one day in the week, £5. "~ 

BRITISH MUSEUM:. 

'26 637 persons mited this national exhibition on Easter Monday, 1853-
an !~crease of 7,000 over that of the preceding year. "The greatest order 
and reglllarlty prevailed.'' 

• About 18(5-6. 
t "Moral Philosophy," by G. Combe. 

. ~ Dally paper, January, 1853. 
i~ Morning paper, March, 1863. 
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'Mua.atrx o .. Oa:tu.MBKTA.L AaT, MARLBORo' Hovss. 

"The numbers attending d•uing the month of March, 1853, wefe-12,031 
persons on tile public days, and admitted free; 1,091 persons on the ~tu
denta' days, and admitted as students on the payment of 6d. each ; beside& 
the regiate1•ed studenta of the classes, and schools."* 

"Mt78Bt7Jf. 01' 0RKAMBNTAL AaT, MARLBORO' HOU_.BB, 

"The numbers attending dlll'ing May, 1863, 7,739 persons on pubne 
days admitted frw; 851 persons on students' days, and admitted as lltudenta 
on payment of 6d. each, bel.ides the registered atudents of the classes, and 
8Chools. 

"October, 1853.-"25,087 penons on public days l&dmitted free; 1,466 
persons on students' days, admitted at 6d. each, besides registel'8d siudeDIB 
of the classes, and 8Chools. 

"Geologv.-To facilitate this interesting study, collectione of speeimeos 
of books illustrating the different strata are made up and sold fur five 
ehillings, including' Book on Geology,' with fifty-two woodeote." t 

Many facts might be adduced, tending to show the 
truth of the statement contained in the quotations from 
"Moral Philosophy." There can be no doubt that the 
middle classes, as well as the working clMses, are· actively 
engaged in the work of intellectual improvement, which, 
in the course of time, will tend to elevate them in the 
social scale; and, unless those who are artificially their 
superiors keep pace with them, it will follow as a natural 
consequence that the influence of the higher classes will 
gradually diminish. Yet this mutation is merely natural, 
and all for the best; it is based upon the simple principles 
of justice and truth. 

But the chief offence of the astrologer seems to consist 
in his judgments, when bond fide, being based upon truth. 
He declines to flatter Apollo, even for his lyre. 

Ptolemy wrote as follows :- t 
''If a malefic in one nativity fall on the place or a beneflc in another 

nativity, he who has the benefic will auft'er damage from him who ball the· 
malefic." 

"If the mid heaven of a prince be the ascendant of his subject-, or if~ 
respective signifieators be configurated in a benevolent form, they will eon-

• Da.ily P""'Pl", Aprll 4, 1~}i3. 
t Advertl8elnent (dall7 paper), Sept. 10, 1853. 

· t "Centiloquy," t7, 48, 49. 
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tiuue 10118' illll!parable. It will be tbe sa111e, als~>, sh~Jald the sixth h1>uee 1>f 
a subject or sei'VIIut be the ascendant of his pl'ince or master. 

" If the ascendant of a ser·vant be the midbeaven in his master's nativity, 
the master will place so much confidence in that eervant as to be ruled by 
111m." 

Now these rules are ascertained to apply in all cases, 
irrespective of the relative positions of the individuals 
affected by the configurati(}ns. 

The sensitiveness of a mind purely aristocratic is not 
disposed to relish these facts, issuing from the lips of 
Dame Nature herself. 

Hence, among the higher classes of society, astral 
science is more popular in America than in England. As 
time progresses, Sidrophel will beoome fashionable with us 
also. Under the influence of the u Great Mutation," he 
may, perhaps, have a cocked hat of his own before that 
useful article of dress shall become quite extinct. In all 
eases of this character we must not expect that the heights 
of goodness and knowledge are to be reached by a sudden 
flight. There is required patience, and a stepping 
slowly on from point to point. 

"It was but a few years back that a proposal to educate 
the 'MfJrO would have been laughed to scorn. The child 
of Africa was held to be intellectually incapable of, and 
politically disentitled to, even the least measure of 
elementary instrllCtion. Time has des~royed that ab
surdity." * 

In the chapter upon mundane astrology, it has been dis
tinctly shown that the various celestial pbenomena--mu
tations, eclipses, &c.-are found to inftuence the various 
countries, Cities, and individuals, gradually and p~ogrea
mely. 0 ln astral philosophy, there is nothing huty 01' ill
digested. The mind which cannot wait-which pants for 
excitement, and for sudden and violent changes and 
improvements-cannot be expected to sympathize with the 
doctrines taught by the professor of this science. Yet how 
beautifully do they coincide with the following ideas re
cently put forth upon this subject of progression I 

• .MOl'lllnl Paper, :lfo~., 18~3 • . · 
A. A 
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Tbe following is from a philosophic essay which has 
been already quoted --

" In the RCheme of Providence, thousands of years ol frequent warfare, 
all the so-called glories which fill history, may be but a subordinate con
sideration. The chronology of God i8 not as our chronology.* See the 
patience of waiting evinced in the slow development of the animated king• 
doms, throughout the long aeries of geological ageB. Nothing ill it to Him 
that an entire goodly planet should for an inconceivable period have no in· 
habitlng organism superior to reptilu. Progret~~ive. not iMtant, eft'ect ill 
hill sublime rule. What, then, can it be to Him, that the human race goes 
through a career ef Impulsive acting for a few thooaand years 1 The cruelties 
of ungoverned anger-the tyrannies of the rude and proud over the humble 
and good-the marty1·'s pains and the patriot's despair-what are all these 
but Incidents of an evolution of superior being which has been pre-arranged 
nd set .forward in independent action, free within a certain limit, bat in the 
main COUBtrained, through primordial law, to go on ever brightening and per• 
feeting, yet never, while the present dispeoaation of nature shall last, to be 
quite perfeet."t 

W-e find sentiments in the "Constitution of Man," re
specting PROGREss, similar to those contained in "Natural 
Philosophy." 

" The constitution of this world does not look like a system of optimUm. 
It appears to be arranged, to some extent, on the principle of •low and pro
grurifle improflement. . Physical nature has undergone many revolutions, 
and, according to.some geologi&ts, it has been gradually prepared for 8D.CC888ive 
orden of living beings, riaing higher and higher in the seale of intelligenee 
and organization until man appeared. * * * 

" We are surrounded by countlPSS beinga, inferior and equal to oureel'l'l!l!, 
whose qualities 7ield us the greatest happiness, or bring upon us the bitterest 
evil, according as we atfect them agreeably or disagreeably. by our conduct. 
To draw forth all their excellences, and-cause them to diffuse joy around us, 
fo avoid touching the harsher springs 'Of their constitution, and bringing 
painful discord to our feeling&, it i8 uecessary that we .¥hould know their 
nature, and act with a habitual regard to the relations established by tbe 
Creator between ourselves and them. . 

".A.t present, man ill obviously only in tlte beginning of hi8 ear~r. Al· 
though a knowledge of external nature and of himself ill indiBpeusablo.l to his 
advancement towards his true station as a rational being, yet 400 years have 
not elapsed since the arts of printing and engraving were invented, without 
which, knowledge could not be disseminated till'OUJ[h the m&:!ll of mankind; 
and eren <lOW the art of reading is by no means geneml. over the w0111d, so 
that the mearu of calling man's rational nature into activity, although dis
covered, are but very imperfectly applied. It is only five or six centuries 
llinee the mariner's compll!S was known In Europe, -without which even 

• See antt, Pt 133 
t .. V estlj!ea," p. 274. 
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pbiloeophers could not ueertain the most common facta "lf&rding the size, 
form, and produetiens of the earth. It ill but three hundred and forty years • 
&1noo one-half iM the habitable globe, America, became known to the other 
hall, and coasiderable portions of it are still unknown, even to the best
lnlormed inquirers. It i.; little more than two hundred years since the cir
enlation of tlte blood was discovered; previoualy to which, it was impol!sible 
even for physicians to form any correct idea of the uses of many of man's 
corporeal organs, and of their relations to external nature. Haller, who 
flourished ill the early part and middle of the last century, may be regarded 
1111 the feunder of human physiology as a science of obl!ervatiml. lt ill OB!y 
between forly and fifty years since the true functioua of the brain and nervous 
system were discovered ; before which, we poSBessed no adequate means uf 
becoming acquainted with our mental constitution and its adaptation to ex
teraal·circumstances and beings. It is no more than siKty-one years since 
the study of chemistry, or of the couatituent elements of the globe, was put 
into a philosophical condition by Dr. Priestley's dlseovery of oxygen; and 
hydrogen was discovered ao lately as 1766, or sixty-niae years ago. Before 
that time, people were comparatively ignorant of the qualities and relations 
or the most important material agents with which they were surrounded • 
.At present this knowledge is ~till in its infancy, as will appear from an enu
meration of the dates of several other important discoveries. Electricity 
was discovered in 1728; galvanism in 1794; gaslight about 1798; and 
steam boats, steam looms, and the safety lamp in our own day. 

" It is only of late years that the study of geology t has been seriously 
begun; without which we could not know the past changes in the physical 
structure of the globe-a matter of much importanoe, Ill! an element in 
judging of our present position in the world's progre88. This science also is 
still in Its infancy. An inconceivable extent of territory remains to be ex
plored, from the examinatioa of which the most interesting and instructive 
conclusions will present themselves. Iq astronomy, the discoveries of the 
Herschels promise to throw additional light on tbe early history of the 
globe. The mechanical s<!ienePB are at this moment in full play, putting 
foPth vigoroua shoots, and giving the strongest indications of youth, and 
none of deeay. The science of morals and of government are still, in many 
NSpects, In a crude condition. 

" In consequence, therefore, of his profound ignoraDce, man has been 
directed in his pursuits by the mere impulse of his strongeRt propensities
form•rly to war and conqu&Jt, now to accumulating wealth-without l1aving 
framed his habits ami institutions in conformity with correct and enlightened 
views of his own nature, and its real interests and wants. During past ages 
Nature has been eonstantly operating on man; but, in consequence of hiM 
ignorance of her laws, he ha1 not ge?terally aecommt>dated hill condu,ct to 
Aer influence, ·and ht>nce has suffilred countless evils. This condition of 
things still coatinues to exist. Up to the p~ent day, the 'IR488 of the people 
in every nation have remained e:!Sentially ignorant, the tools of Interested 
leaders, or the creatures of their own blind impulses, unfavourably sit.uate 
for the dell'elopment of their rati<>nal nature; and they, constituting the 

• Tbi!<extraet Is oelected from the edition published In the year 1~45. 
t ,\ clever little work upon this science bas been recentl;y 'published bJ a gentleman 

of rank. This fact tends to conftnn what was stated, ante, p. 347, note. Many simlla.l: 
eases .might be mentioned. 

') A A ... -



peat majorit,, -.ily inS..e&h•nclitl.olle6t•reet. But,,;'-', 
die &1'&8 and sclen--m te be llllnding towa.rdll abrldgiDg humau la!Mue, • 
aa to force leieun on tbe IDIIBB of the people,. wllilll· 111» el811lena of ll8llful 
kuwledge are 80 rapidly ineream., the ~ of tho operatl- (ep 
inllwuc:tions is 80 genel'lllly l!eCOgllieed, &Dd the mea118 of. oomlll8Di~ it 
are 10 powerful and abundant, tbat a ,._ 11ra m&J. airiy be eollllidiiNQ u 
havillg comrnenCfld."• 

" The profell8iond, pUJIIIllte, hOIU'8 of e:r:ertion. and. amcsemeuil ei i~ 
duala, ought abo to bev reference to their pb,aiul and me111lal IIODMita.. 
tion ; bllt, hitherto, no guiding principle hu been p01111e88d to• ~ 
practice In tbll88 importaot particulars- anolhn evidence that the •
of man h1111 been unknou:n. t 

" lu con.;equen" of the wut of a philos~tphy of man, there i.B little 
harmo~ between the dift"etent departmentll of hum1111. parauil!. Go.D Ia 
one. And as he is intelligent, benevolent, ud powerfal, we may re&IIOHbly 
conclude that creation is ona barmoniotljl syetem, ia which tile phyaieal Ill 
&dapted to the moral, the moral to tho physical, and 8ftllT depamneat of 
th.eM grand dlviaions to the whole. But, at preaetlt, many prinelplesclearly 
revealed by philosophy are impraeticaltle, becaull8 the iustiiutiona of socriee, 
have not·t>ee.o founded with a due regard to their existence. An edaeated 
lady, for example, or a member of one of the learned profeaaiona, may peroo 
ceive with the cleareet OOil'rietion that GoD-by the maaner in wbleh be 
has constituted the body, awl connected the mind with the brain-bas posi· 
tivoly enjoined mtuMtlar ezertion a.a in<mpennble to the p01111118ion of 
110und health, the enjoyment of life, aod the l!e&ring of a healthy; criF~~pring l 
oevertheleas, they may find themeelves so hedged roundt by 11oudne of em
ployment, the f1111hiona of society, tb6 influence of opiDioo, awl• the poaitive. 
absenoe of all arrangements suited $0 the purpo88, that they may be reDderiMI 
nearly 1111 incapable of yielding th.ia obedience to GoD'slaw as if tbey were 
impriiOned in a d110geon." 

Common sense and religious kno•ledge seem alike to 
render it improbable that man would be placed upon 
earth, in the midst of dangers and difficulties, without 
-.eing provided by a wise Creator with the means of avoid
ing evil and choosing good. The phrenologists conceive 
that their science is sufficient for this purpo11e ; bt1.t the 
astrologer cannot believe that the Author of good and of 
wisdom would deem that alone sufficient. Nor can he ac
quiesce in believing that many centuries would have been 
allowed to elapse without the creature being permitted to 

• " Conotltu!.ion of Man." b;r G. Combe, l!W6. 
t Or perhaps, rather tbat It bas not been recogploed untU recently; for It wu kDOWII 

by Ptolemy and the early astrologers, as we bave endea•oured to llbow In tbla volume. 
i Take tbe case of a Belgravlan belle. The walk to St. Barnabas In tbe rooming, and 

a ride In tbe park In tbe afte.....,.n wltb Sit' Tlmoth7 Tomnodd7, are not oulllelent to 
oounterbalanoe the ••U --.1 b7lat8 boiii'S In hot, nu1r1. l'OOIDII at night. But old 
Lady PlmUco aUI'vlved tbe mloahief; wb7 lhauld not ADpUca do tbe ..,.e, and 10 ,. ... 
petuate the race of Tomnodd7? 
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have a gtimpse of natural facts so deeply interesting to his 
welfare and happiness, present and future. · 

The following extract admirably brings before the mind 
tbe fea:rful hodge-podge, in a !!orcial point of view, which 
must have prevailed, without even the assistance of phreno
logy. But, aa before stated, the argument in favour of 
the a:strologer is far stronger. 

" Before the discovery of phrenol~'Y, it was imposaible to ascertain the 
mental dispo~itions and c•pacities of individuals prior to experience ot them 
in actions ; and that there was on this account great difficulty in selecting, 
on sound principles, partners really adapted to each other, and calculated to 
render each other happy in marrillge. * * * There would be a glaring 
aeleet ta the moral govern meat of the world, if tile Creator had not provided 
me&DII by which humaa beings could ascertain, with ~ble aecuracy, 
the mental dispositions and qualities of each other before entering into ~al'• 
riage. He has prompted them by the most powerful and fascinating of im
JIIlltlel to fot'lll that coooection. He has withheld from them discriminllling 
illlltiactll te eB&ble them alwaya to choose l:'ight, and yet He has attached tre
mendous penalties to their errors in selection. If He have not provided some 
means suitt>d to the rational nature cff man, to enable him to guide his im
pa~ to proper objecte, I cannot conceive 1low Hl.a ~vernment caa be 
reconciled to OIH' notions of beaevc»ence 811d j astice. We must believe that 
He punishes us for not doillg what He has denied us the capacity and the 
mean~ of accomplishing. No method of diseovering, prior to experienee, the 
natural dispoeitiOD of llUIRIID beings has hitherto been practtelllly afail• 
able. The general interceUI'IIe of IIOCiety, lltlcb 1111 ill permitted te young per
SOil8 of different sexes before marriage, reveals in the most imperfect manner 
the real character ; and henee the bitter mortill.cation and lasting misery in 
wblft aome prodent and aa1i01l8 pet'IIOUS fiad them~el'f88 involved aftet the 
WIUldisbments of a ftl'8t love have pllllll8d away, aud when the inherent 
qualities of the minds of their partners begin to display themselves without 
diagube and restraint. The "f!f'J fact tluJt human ojf'ectiun cuntinues in this 
......, WMtJfJPY .aftd ~sful eorulition, slwttld l«<d a8 to the mfor~e 
thtlt t1tere is stJme {fl'eat trttth 'rtlame to ()Ur mental constitution undis• 
CQVered, in whick a remed11 for these evils tcill be found. 'fhe fact that a 
mill is a rational creature, who must open up hia own way to happin~ 
ought to lead us, when mii!PI'y Is found to l'«'ilUlt from oar condact, to infer 
that we have been erring through lack of knowledge, and to desire better as 
well aa more abundant inWnnatioo. * t 

• "Moral PbDIIIIOpby." 
1 .From a provincial newspaper publlllbed In October, 185~ :-"About two months ago 

~ lady in the neighbourhood of B. was Introduced to a young gentleman, 'Who 
addreueo to her. The families were respectable, but the parents of the YOUili 

ady 10 otrongly objected to the match that a quarrel took place, and, until lately, no
thlnawu beard of the gentleman by the lady or her friends. Meanwhile a r:c~gym&R 
reoidl.ng In Cheshire waslntroduced to the lady.• A mutual attachment oprung up he
ttreen tllem; a propooal was made, and the clergyman became the accepted snito~. with 
the full approbation of the parentl. The wedding day wu ftxed, and every nt<range
ment completed. A abort time ago, the lady accompanied her Manda to the Llrerpool 
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" So far from its being incredible that a method bas been provided by 
the Creator, whereby ~be mental qualities of human belngs may be di8co
vered, this supposition appears to be directly warranted by every fact wbicb 
we perceive, and every result which we experience, connected with the 
government of the world. If Gon luu placed within our reach the meaDa 
of avoidin(t unhappy m•rriagee, and if we neglect to avail ourselves of hla 
gift, then we are ourselves to blame for the evils we endure. Every fact, 
physical and moral, with which we are acquainted, tends to show that man 
ill comparatitJely a recent inhabitant of this globe-that u a race he ie yet 
in his infancy-and that we have no more reason to be &Btonlshed at new 
and nluaJ>le natural institutions, calculated to promote human enjoyment 
and Yirtue, evolving themselves from day to day to our understanding, thaa 
we have to wonder at the inerea•ing intellige!!ce of an individual as he 
pasBeB from childhood to youth, and from youth to manhood."* 

An individual who patronises either celestial philosophy 
or phrenology, lives, in fact, before his age. But if these 
scienc~s be, as their respective professors _allege, based 
upon truth, they will prevail eventually; for, magna ut 
veritas. In the meanwhile, their adherents may with con
fidence and patience await the result. 

In the last chapter; the absurdity of the law, which, 
under cover of salus populi, induces a magistrate to im
prison the astrologer, was attempted to be shown. Its 
repeal is merely a work of time ; for, as the students of 
the science increase, public discussion upon its merits will 
ensue, and then the law which prohibits its practice will be 
regarded in the same manner as that law was regarded 
which formerly punished ancient dames for dabbling with 

Zoological Garde01, where the young gentleman accidentally met them. The;r enterell 
into conversation, and, on leaving the garde01, he wao permitted to walk with the pui)' 
to the lady's residence, where he spent the evening. When about to leave, the gentle
man was very preoolng to the lady to take a short walk, on the ground that he had 1101118-
tblng of Importance to ea;y to her. It being then dark, abe refused; and told him that 
blo communication must be made In the presenoe of her friends. 

" He then left; but ahont a week ago called again, when he told the lady that he eoold 
not Hve without her, that she should never marr;r any one else1 and that, If she had 
walked out with him the previous night, he had an instnunent anout him with wblclt 
lie inttmded to dulroy her, and tJ/Ierti!ardl to dutroy himulf; and he left, using the moot 
violent language. Tble conduct was reported by the lady to her brother, who commu
nicated with the clergyman; in consequence of which the latter paid a vial' to the laoly, 
with whom he conversed respectiDg their approaching nuptials, when she auddeoly 
tlll'lled pale and fainted. · 

" On being carried upstalra, she was found to he dead ; on the following Thured&J, 
the day fur:ed for her marriage, she was buried," 

It Is dlftlcult to believe that tbls case-ouftlcient to make a decent fortune for the 
lessee of one of the minor theatres-could have occurred if the stars, or indeed, if the 
principles of phrenology bad been coDBolted. We often read of cases equall;y oppoeed ~ 
reason and good feeling. 

• " Moral Pbllosophy." 
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magic, &c. The cases of injustice may not be sufficiently 
numerous, nor sufficiently glaring, to make an agitation 
for the repeal of this law desirable or necessary; but, ere 
long, its ridiculous character will be fully seen, without 
such necessity. Its removal from the statute-book will 
follow as a matter of course. Blessed be the amending 
hand I 

It has been already stated that Blackstone had a high 
opinion of the responsible position of a magistrate ; con
sequently, his opinion respecting Justice L. might be 
deemed worthy of observation. 

That opinion has been already given.* It remains to 
show what a legislator may be fairly expected to do, in his 
vocation, whether the subject-matter of his operations be 
the Vagrant Act or any other statute. 

"Be ia bound by an t)Qth ; and in the act of taking that oath he solemnly 
acknowledges the being, the sovereignty, the omniscience, and thejuatlce of 
GoD. The univel'lllll King demands his ftrat allegiance; and the divinely 
appoint~ law which he has miraculously conveyed to man iB that by which 
all other lawa muat be tested, abolil!hed, amended, or framed. If be linda 
upon the statute-book any enactment opposed to the known will of the 
Most High, be muat labour for ita erasure; if be perceives a eyatem of 
ummg and robbery In operation for want of some new law (strictly in 
accordance with the divine legislation to repreae it), he muat uae hia utmOIIt 
endeavour to supply the defect.''t 

With respect to marriage in particular, it is remarkable 
to observe how plainly Ptolemaic philosophy supplies the 
want to which reference is made by Mr. Combe. t Phre
nology does so partially, but not wholly. The beauty 
of both these sciences consists in theii reasonableness and 
simplicity. We feel the want of the pilotage which they 
supply, early in life. Gussy would have found such use
ful, before his interview with Dr. P.; and there are many 
little boys who would be glad to receive similar information. 
But juveniles, generally, are more remarkable for asking 

• _.,.,., P· m. 
t " Perila of \be Nation," 1843, p.lUL 
t In \be preeent da.r, ••en, Institutions are appointed for carrying out arrangemm ts 

of a connubial chancter. A life uaurance oftlce, with tebles constructed tor tbla pUI'
pose, would benefit many persona, especially amongst the working clauea. The at&~ 
t1.o1 of IJI&ITI-se ln the C11111111 Report are ncy lnterelt!Di. 
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questions than for receiving satililfaeto.y answen to the 
aame; con•equently, during ou:r ebildish existeace, we 
merely see through the glass darkly. 

In after-life, the view of knowledge becomes clearer, 
although, practically, of less value than it would have beon 
in early life. But " better late than never," aaya the 
proverb, to which we willingly subscribe. 

Astral scie~e, as was stated in a former ohaptmo, e11ab1es 
11n individual to know his natural weak points, and aiMJ to 
discern at what periods of life the ca&n&lties pointed out by 
the fi~re of birth probably wiH be puamount. N01r., 
really it seems equally difficult to believe that an iJLdbidual 
would have been sent into this world by a Creator of 
goodness and wisdom, to paas his daya of pilgrimage, 
without the power to discern these timea and season&, as it 
is to believe that he would have been sent on a similar 
piJgrimage without the means of selecting an appropriate 
companion for bed and board. The phre:nologi.st does not 
profess to predict eitheP events lW aetion1. The as~r 
professes to do both; that is to say, he states when, accord
ing to the princip12s of his science, there i.s a. high :pl'Oba
bility that such or such an e.ent will occur, as well as tile 
general amount of prosperity or ill-fortune attending the 
same. It is this knowledge of discernment between gQOd 
and evil with which the astrologer conceives himself en
dowed-that is a man's precious birthright; witho~t anch 
knowledge, ve could scarcely be accountable bein~. In 
reeiving this liberty, or fret'dom of will, we have, ~~ 
been placed only " a little lower than the angels.'' 

It is truly wonderful to observe the effect which an. illtro
dncti.on to astral science has upon one's mind. So many 
points connected with existence, which before were dark 
and pllzzlmg, seem to have been made elear j so much that 
was doubtful appears to have been changed into certainty. 
And this happens without any magical or extraordinary 
intervention of an unseen power, but simply through hold
ing converse with Nature herself. We find, for instance, 
the phik>sophy of concord, a& expounded by Ptolemy ; od 
immediately we pe:rceive why, in our days Of illfan.cy, ou 
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brother NicholM was patronised by our nnne 1n preference 
to our worthy selves. We see the reason why our other 
brother, Peter, generally contrived to secure for himself, 
on Sunday evening, the largest glMs of port and the best · 
apple, while we were compelled to be contented with a 
glass of small dimensions and an apple equally minute. 
We see, also, partly by means of the ancient family Bible, 
why one of our honoured parents generally preferred the 
aforesaid Nicholll8 to us, and why our maternal parent 
generally defended us 11.g3.inst the martial prowess of the 
above-named Peter. We further discern the :reason why 
our respected magist~ {No. 1), Mr. Lickemall, rejoiced to 
inuoduce us, · in preference to our fellows, to the mysteries 
of a certain cupboard, freshly supplied every Monday 
moming with the produce of a beautiful tree which flou
rished in Mr. Lickemall's garden; and we see, further, why 
this Mr. L.-notwithstanding his love for, and attainments 
in, the dead languages-never inoculated us with a similar 
feeling, and wl1y we never liked him. We also perceive 
why the happiest hour of our sojourn in his domicile was 
that in which we bid a final adieu to Mr. and Mrs. Lick
email, and to the mysterious closet witJt the beautiful 
vegetable produce fresh from the tree of knowledge, &c., 
before-mentioned. 

We further, by means of the " Tetrabiblos,'' can under
stand why we disliked, not only the family of Lickemal), 
but even the "Yillage of Picklerod, where Mercury was thus 
honoured; and we have little doubt that this same village 
was not fortunate for us in an astral point of view. We 
feel pretty certain that there was little concord between 
us and our learned instructor, or his helpmate. 

Upon a similar principle we discern, later in our exist
ence, why we got on so pleasantly with Dr. Halefellow and 
his little boys, &c. (including Mr. Bland, the usher), upon 
.our second introduction to scholMtic life. We have also 
pleasing remembrances of Mrs. H., and of the hot et 
eeteras which she was wont to dish up for our especial 
benefit. In short, we have little doubt that the thriving 
town of Smoothwell, where this affair occurred~ would be 
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found, according to Ptolemaic philosophy, bc,nejic with re
spect to us.* We should like to see it again. 

Later in life Crelebs sees the reason why his juvenile 
. irtation with little Miss Jemima Arabella Wideawake 

-notwithstanding his then desire to the contrary-waa 
destined to lead to what has been described as "that 
disheartening catastrophe, when the illusions first vanish, 
and our baulked imagination or mortified vanity whispers 
to us that wa are neither infallible nor irresistible." He 
may have thought himself sadly injured at the time; but 
in after-life Crelebs, although a disciple of Ptolemy, reads 
of Mr. Caudle's snft'erings, and perhaps may congratulate 
himself that Miss J .A. W. has left him at liberty to eclipse 
even Sir Timothy Tomnoddy in his speculations connected 
with the future of Lady Angelica, and to rescue this in
teresting personage from the gloomy house of form and 
etiquette appointed for young ladies, as well.as from the 
Btately duennas who love to congregate therein. In short, 
as before stated, many such things are cleared up by meana 
of the " Tetrabiblos" which before seemed perplexing. 

Last, but not least, that sad puzzle to papa in our early 
days, the selection of a profession. The difficulty attendant 
upon this little matter has been adverted to in the sketch 
of Gussy. Many young gentlemen have been innocently 
victimised in a similar manner ; and similar cases may be 
expected to occur, until the principles of true philosophy 
become more generally popular. Until then, we may 
continue to see individuals pining within sound of Bow 
Bells, who would be well employed in defending the 
wooden walls or other defences of England; and vivacioua 
young gentlemen, who would flourish in the busy metro
polis, wasting their sweetness and days of utility amid 
scenes of rnral beauty. t 

• In oonneetion with tbls subject, It may be remarked that the f~eHng, often experl• 
eraoed, of being " at home," even in a strange town, wblle the revene Ia the cue with 
ft&pect to old haunts, Is capable of explanation by means of astral science. 

t The remarks, a..U p. 96, are applicable eblefty to remarkable men, like Napeleoa, 
&c. But we often see individuals in every-day life with some predominant talent, or 
alngular temperament. They tlnd It di111cult to utlk dt>oMo In life. Modern pbilOMplllf 
leaves them in the lnrch. They must walt for opportunit7, as mendoned b7 Mr. 
Combe. 
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The reader of the preceding pages can scarcely fail to 
perceive that astral science contains something like a 
satisfactory clue to these various mysteries, for those who 
desire to avail themselves of the knowledge to be gleaned · 
from studying its truths. Yet it cannot be denied that, 
for practical purposes, the science is, even yet, in its in
fancy. Very much remains for future observation; and 
on the part of the public, doubtless, much prejudice and 
dislike to the astral fraternity will be shown. Indeed, 
many persons who have no objection to the science, in an 
ideal sense, do not feel inclined to believe that its prin
ciples can or should be reduced to practice. The attempt 
to do so is with this class of mind the unkindest cut of 
all, and it is difficult not to sympathise with this natural 
feeling; yet, surely, the harmony and beauty found to pre
vail in astral philosophy, based as it is upon astronomical 
facts, are sufficient to counterbalance the apparently busy 
presumption or impertinence on the part of those who 
profess to reduce its principles to fixed rules. Be this as 
it may, if such principles are calculated to elevate the mind 
of man, and to conduce to his general improvement, this 
should be a sufficient reason for inducing us to sacrifice 

· selfish feelings, and for our endeavouring, individually, to 
forward that "progress of the whole human race which 
results from the common labour of all." Such is the ob
ject of the compiler of these -pages. The second half of 
the nineteenth century- ushered in by the feelings of 
fraternization which characterized the Great Exhibition
bids fair to be a propitious time for the carrying on of this 
Christian work. 

"EUROPE IS ONLY WAKING OUT OF THE SLUMBERS 

oP THE DARK AGES: she is beginning to discover that 
she is ignorant, and to desire instruction. The sun of 
knowledge, however, is still below the horizon to vast 
multitudes of our British population ; but they are 
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startled by a bright etfulgenoe darting from a radiant 
sky, and they now know that that light is the dawn 
of a glorious day which will tend to terminate their · 
troubled dreams of ignorance and folly. Let us help 
to arouse them ; let us lead them to pay their morn
ing orisons in the great temple of universal truth. 
When they shall have entered into that temple, let us 
introduce them. to nature and to nature's God; and 
let us hasten the hour when the whole human race 
shall join together to celebrate His power, wisdom, 
and goodness, in strains which will never cease till 
creation pass away : for we know that the sun of 
knowledge, unlike the orb of day, when once risen 
will never set, but will continue to emit brighter and 
brighter rays till time shall be no more. In etemity 
alone can we conceive the wonders of creation to be 
completely unfolded, and the mind of man to be 
satiated with the fulness of information."* 

" What are ages, and the lapse of time, 
:Hatehl'd againat trutbl aelastlng as aubllma! 
Can leogth or years on God himaelf exact, 
Or make that fiction which WWl once a fact? 
No; marble and recording brass decay, 
And, like the graver'amemory, Jllll!ll away. 
The works of man inherit, ae iejust, 
Their author's frailty, and return to dust. 
But truth dimne for ever stands secure: 
Its ·head is guarded, as ita baee is sure. 
Fixed in the rolling tl.ood of endless years, 
The pillar of tbe eternal plan appears. 
The raving storm and dashing wave defies
Built by that Architect who built the skies." 

CowPER. 

• Combe's "Moral PbUooopbJ ." 
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'· I.-A TELESCOPE FOR PUBLIC USE. 

'l'liiS idea llu occupied the attention of eeveral geutlemen for some yeant 
put. The chief difficulty ill carrying out the plan would be the original 
~utlay, aad the general reluctance on the part of the authorities to grant a 
obarter tor the holdillg of laud, &c.; wi•bout which, it would be acarcely 
polllible to do wbat might be deemed necessary for the purpose. 

At preeent, with the exception of the telescope erected by the Rev. Mr. 
Craig, near Wandsworth, nothing of the kind propoeed to be erected exists; 
and in thla C8l!8 it can acarcely be termed publie. It is remarkable that the 
people should be still ill waat of the means of obtaining astronomical know
ledge, practically. But such is the case at present ; and probably the bare 
suggestion even of buildillg a telescope, with lectures, &c., for the labourillg 
elasses, will have a tendency to caUBe ridicule with respect to some readen. 

They may be referred to the following paragraph, which recently appeared 
in a London mornillg journal. l.et them ask themselves whether the sight 
of the Moon or of Orion would not be as beneficial as that of a fellow
creature publicly strangled-upon principle, of course - SalU8 'populi 
4Uprnna lez. The following is the paragraph above referred to :-

"E:nctJTrox oP H --,.Jan. loth. 1853.-The crowd asoembled to witneea ftle 
execution wu unuouallylarge, probably olring to the comparative ftneneaa of the Dl«b&, 
and the long period whieb baa elapoed sinee an e:o:eeution ln frOnt of Newgete. 'l'kir 
....,eiour""" ""'r.t«<6r CAo """"" ribal<lrV GOld ID<JIIt of ~·" 

Perhaps, however, this celestial iuformation might lead to ov.er-much 
refinement, and so do away with the good example Bllppo.sed to be presented 
ily a public execution. 

The patronage which Ia generally given to the humble astronomer who 
ahows tbe rings of Saturn, &c., to the passer-by, on a line evening 4n the 
metropolis, seems to denote that similar knowledge would ·be readily sought 
ior, if. olfered upon a larger scale. But in working·out this idea, one must 
lie prepared. for ridicule and 8ll8picion of motives. The Idea is worthy of 
(:UII.IIideration, at least. The plan has already been approved by an illfiuen
tial aad learned authority, we are glad to state, who bas ever beeu 11-iendly 
&u<tbe dUfusion of UBeful knowledge amongst the people. · 
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2.-AN EPISTLE TO THE STUDENT IN ASTROLOGY. 

BY WILLIAM LILLY.• 

(A curi.ou1 apecimen of tha ~tyle of ~Driting pri!Dalent in tha BI!Denteentl& 
centuTfl.) 

"My Friend, whoever thou art, that with so much ease shalt receive the 
benefit of my hard studies, aDd doest intend to proceed in this heavenly 
knowledge of the starres ; in the first place, consider and admire thy 
C1-eator, be thankful unto him, and be humble, and let no natural know
ledge, how profound or transceodant soever it be, elate thy mind to neglect 
that Divine Providenee by whose at-seeing order and appointment all 
things heavenly aqd earthly have their constant motion; the more thy 
knowledge Is enlarged, the more doe thou magnify the power and wisdom ot 
Almighty God: strive to pre:~erve thyself in hi& favour; for tke more holy 
l!hoa art, and more neer to God, the purer judgment tbou shalt gi'fe. 

" Beware of p1ide and self-conceit : remember how that long agoe no 
irrationall creature durst offend mao the meeroeoiiUle, but &id faithfully 
serve and obtly him : w long as he was master of ~is own l'M80il aad 
p888ions, or until he subjected his will to the unreasonable part. 

" But, alas ! when iniquity abounded, and mllJl gave the reinll to liill <JWD. 
a:trection, and deserted reason, then every beast, creature, and outward 
ha:nnfull thing, became rebellious to his command. 

"Stand fast, (oh, man) to thy God: tbeu colllll.eer thy own nobleneea : 
how·an created things, both preo;ent and to come, were tor thy 8BM c-ted: 
nay, for thy sake God became man : thou art that creature, wlo being con
versant with Christ, livest and reignest above the heavens, and aits above all 
power and authority. 

" How many pre-eminences, privileges, advantages, hath God beftowed 
on thee : thou rangest above the heavens by contemplation, coneeivest the 
motion and magnitude of the stars; thou talkest with angels, yea, with 
God him8elf: thou hast all creatures within thy dominion, and keepest the 
devils in subjection. · 

"Doe not, then, for shame d~face thy nature, or make thyself unworthy 
of such 11ifts, or deprive thyself of that great power, glo•·y, and blet!Sedne.se, 
God bath allotted thee, by casting from thee hill favour for p0118~01l of a 
few imperfect pleasures. 

" Having- considered thy God, and what thyself art, during thy being 
God's senant, now receive instruction bow in thy practice I woold have thee 
carry thyself. 

"As thou daily conversest with the heavens, so -instruct and form thy 
mind according- to the image of Divinity : learn all the ornaments of virtne, 
be sufticiently instructed therein : be humane, curtius, familiar to all, eaaie 
of accesse; affiict not the miserable with terrour of a hush judgment : 
direct such to call on God to divert the judgments impending over them : 
be civil, sober: covet not an estate: give tl·eely to the poor, both money and 
judgment: let no worldly wealth procure an erroneous judgment from thee, 
or such as may dishonour the art. Be sparing in delivering judgment 
against the common-wealth thou livest in : avoyd law and controversie : in 

• See ante, chap. iii. 
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thy study be tot!U in illu1: that thou mayest be 6i11gwl!U in tJ1't~. Be nof 
extravagant, or desirous to learn every science : be not aliquid in omnibu1 :. 
be f"aitbful, tenacious, betray no one's secrets. Instruct all men to live well : 
be a good example thy!<Bife: love thy own native country: be not dismaid if 
ill spoken of-con8ci8ntia mille te1tu. God sufFers no sin unpunished, no 
lye nnrevenged. 

" Pray for the nobility, honou1' the gentry and yeoman"Y of England: 
stand firme to the commandg of this parliament : have a reverent opinion of 
our worthy lawyers, for without their learned paines, and the mutual 888ist
ance of some true spirited gentlemen, we might yet be made slaves, but "'' 
will not : we now see light as well a• many of the clergy. Pray, if It stand 
with God's will, that monarchy in this kindom may continue, his Majesty 
and posterity reigne : forget not the Scottish nation, their mutual assistanee 
in our necessity, their honourable departure. God preserve the illustriona 
FtJirfa:e, and his whole armve, and let the famous city of London be ever 
b~, and all her worthy citizens. 

"WILLIAK LILLY." 

ASTRAL SCIENCE IN THE MIDDLE AGES. • 

'fhe grave astrolo~rer, t "looking portents," was frequently to be met in 
the halls of Castel Novo ; and, though no in$tance Is recorded in which hla 
predictions infl ueneed the decision$ of its mistress, his art was cultivated at 
Naples, as at all other universities of the times, as a distinct branch of 
science, taught by regular profPssors. 

iht1'onomy was generally divided into practical and speculative, which 
words were perverted to a meaning directly contrary to what we should as
sign them. Speculative astronomy was the observation of the ch&n!(es of 
the heavenly bodies, and practical astronomY was the application of those 
changes to the art of foretelling the destinies of man, whica we know by tha 
name of astrology. 

Many of the professors were enthu~iasts, as much deceived by the visiona 
of their art as the multitude in general, but others were conscious impostOl'tl. 

As the cause of disea.'lll& aud the effect~ of remedies were supposed 10 be 
regulated by celestial iufluences, it naturally resulted tbat phyliciam should 
generally be astrologers. To say the trulh, the ,one science was nearly as 
Yisionary as the othar; and, though Nondemenus had revh·ed the stl}dy of 
anatomy by his works and experiments, we may without hes•tation pronounce 
that the majority of the professors of the healing art were ignorant empirics. 
Prom this impntation the two Dondi, father and son, deserve lo be excepted. 
Exempt from the · ·astrological follies of their brethren, they practised their 
art in a more rational manner, and employed their leisure In the study of 
pure astronomy. and mechanics-constructed the celebrated clock which 
was placed on the tower of the palace ot' the Visconti at Pooua in 1344, 
which not only indicated the hour, but the aunual coul'll8 of the Sun throu,h 

• See ante ebapten il. and iii. 
t Life of .Joanna at 81ell7, Qoeeu of Naplu. ·uaidwiD and Co., 1m. 
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the signa of the Zodiac, the ph- of the Moon, and the holidaya of the 
year. 

" At this period an utrologer was deemed indispensable to the eetabl18h
ment of every prince, and waa invariably consulted as to the fortunate 
moment for commencing all undertakin(ls of Importance in vellce or wa.r. 
C.el'co d' Ascoll filled this office at the Florentine Court of th& Duke of 
Calabria, but in the aecond yea.r of his government was di$mlssed by the 
Bishop of Avol'8a, the confe8110r of the Duke, us a he•·etic, v.hom it waa a 
disgrace for any Christiun prince to harbour; but not, howevt:r, until aftt·r 
be bad hy the science of astroloey or na:romancy (oays Villani) predicted 
many things of the actions of Louis of Bavaria, Clll'truccio Casto·acani aud 
the Duke him•elf, which in the sequel prwed tru.B. The acensation of 
heresy, which ultimately proved fatal to the unfortunate Cecco, arose frum a 
malicious commentary published by the celebrated physician Dino, on a 
work that he had written at Bolol(lla, on the sphere, in which he affirmed 
that there dwelt demons in the st11rs, who, under certain constellations, 
mltcbt, by the force of iDcantationa, be cont>trained to work miracles. He 
further maintained that necl'tl~ity arij;Cs from the influence of the stan, and, 
reconciling this necessit~· with the will of God, be asserted that Cbril!t, 
coming on earth, was obli!(ed by his nativity to live in wretchedoel8 with b~ 
disciple~~, and to die that death he did." • 

The Great Plague at Avignon.-This (Villani's) account of the com
mencement of the plal!'nes, to which he sh• •rty after fe,J a victim, is a curiou& 
specimen of the credulity and auper.,tition of t lie age. " This pestilence 
was predicted by the mw;ters in &tl·ology, because at the time of the ,·ernal 
equinox. 1347-tloat is, wheq tile Sun entered the sign Aries of the month of 
Ma1·ch last past-the ascendant of the said equinox was the sillD uf the Vir
gin, and her Lord-that is, Mercury in the eighth house, which is the houre 
of dealh; and if Jupiter, who signifies life and fortune, had not been with , 
Mercury in the same house an<J.&ign, the mortality would have been infinite, 
if God had so willed. 

"But we ought to believe, and to hold for certain, that God permits the 
said JH•stilence and other calamities of the people to visit our cities an., our 
plains for the punishment of sins, and not 11Ione by the course of the stan, 
but, as Lord of the Heavens, as he pleases." 

Al'ECDOTB OP PBTRA.llCB AND LAURA DB SADB.t 

"Laura de Sade, illustl·ious by her own virtues, appeared for the fi~t 
time 10 my eyes in the earty part of m~ youth, in the year 1327, un the 6th 
of Aptll, in the first hour of the day, in the church of St. Claire, at Avignon; 
and in the same city, in the same month of April, on the same day, uud at 
the aeme hour, in the year 1348, this light was takcu out ef the world. The 
unhappy new~ found rue at Parma the same ye&J· on the 19th of May, in 1h• 
morning."t 

• Cecco wu burnt all•e, Sept. 16, 1127. 
t From the aa.me work. 
t We are intorme<l b1 Volto.lre that, ID the aennteenl.b oen\U.t'J, t1uo ~nee wu 
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Bt.BMENTARY NOTIONS OP THE TWELVE..SIGNS.• 

'BY TB11 LA.TB I~BN VA.RLBY. 

The twelve signs of the Zodiac were used by the 'Egyptians at a period 
when on1y eleven were said to have been distinguished by the Greeks, who 
afterwards added a: twelfth, so that they agreed ·in number with the twelve 
divisions called hou~es; and the appcaranee·nf subsequent ages fully domon
atratea that the names given to them were app1•opriate. 

Por the sign :..trie11, amon;;st its vatious cliiSIIcs of human physiognomy, 
gives one · that much resembh·s that of a ram, and it signifies that cl8811 of 
animals, and their attributes. 

Tau1'UII gives •cry powerfully that of the bull, with tufted hair on tlle 
forehead. 

Gemini, though a beautiful and human sig'll, yet occasionally gives ·· to 
pen10ns born when lt·is rising a ~tronl-( .resemblance in the head and neck to 
the characteristic forms "'f goats, kids, and deer ; and theref.,re, being a 
hi corporeal sign, or one of plurality, in \'ery ancient times it was repreSented 
'by two kids, but sub!!llquently the human character of the sign has been the 
introduction of the twins, rep1·esenting the two stars of Castor aud Pollux. 

Cancer is 1ound occa.•ionally to give, among other characteristics of the 
sign, a crabbed, short-nosed class of persons, greatly resembling a crab ill 
features, when viewed in front: the~>e persons resemble crabs . also in the 
energy and tenaciousness with which they attack any object. 

Leo produces the physiognomies most resembling a lion, especially in the 
DOS<' and retreating chin; such as the profile of his late Majesty King George 
the Third exhibits, aud the sign is particularly significant of such animal• 
as the lion. 

Vi7'!11' has been found to be well suited to the signification of virgins, be
cause in the greater portion of females born, when it is •·ising, It produces a 
ctass of cool, discreet, studious, Ol' ·•elf-regarding women, such as do not 
usually fall Into error through excess of , tenderness or sympathy for their 
lovers. 

Libra, independently of it.- appearing in' the. world's horoscope, to mediate 
the Zodiac, horizontally, nntl to balance, as 1t Wel'e, the sign Aries, has been 
found to signify straight Iine8 and 1·egular building•, and the sublime un
Interrupted horizon line of tlte Bea; .. it l'Cpresents 11lso the blue colour of the 
aky and distances . 
· Scorpio has been found to a'fford to one class of human beings bol'n when 

esteemed in France. "They consulted utrologen/' be remarktt, " and .believed in 
them. All the memoirs of that· time, to begin witb the history of the President de 
Tbow, are filled with predictions. 1'be grave and serious Duke de Sully seriously n>
eords those that were foretold of Henry tlle lt"'om·th. This increduli.ty, the most mfal
llble mark of ignornnce, was then so much in ,·ogue, that they took care to secrete an 
aatrologer near Queen Anne of Austria's chamber at the birth of Louis the Fourteenth. 
What Ia difficult to believe,'' he a.<lds," but nevertheless related by the ·' bhot Vittorio 
8lri, a eotempotary and well-informed writer, is tbat I.ouis the 'rhintecnth \\"U.8 from 
his infancy surnamed the J u~t, IJl"cau:tP. he was bor11 under Lib1·a, tbe aign of tbt# 
Balance.''-ltl£LCOLllll'll •·. Hiat o! Perttia." 

• Bee emu, pp ..'llol. 
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it is rlaing a nl'ar approach In the expret~~~ion of the countenance, especially 
in the ey&<and mouth, to 1erpent1; and when doing or I!Bying bitter tbiogs, 
they are apt to be 8881milated to the nature of IDIIkee, scorpions, .to. 

SagittariUI has been observed to repre~~ent not only such rapid motions 
as belong to the flying arrow, but the Centaurean form was suggested by the 
first portion of the Si!,'ll signifying the deliberation or temperate resolves of 
hnmanity with happy termination, in a ~realer degree than the latter half, 
which often exhibits more of the excessive impulses and nature of a rllce
horse, an 11nimal most ijpecifically described by Sagittarius ; and peraou' 
born while the latter half of the sign is rising are subject to the coDBtant 
IIJlprehension of vicissitudes or violent accidents. 

Capricorn is found to give to grey-eyed human beings a most perfect 
resemblance in the eyes to the full-grown goat; and in others, both dark 
and fair, the under lip somewhat reo;embles that of these animals. Capri
corn, from reflecting, as it were, the watery sign Cancer, which i.s oppo~ 
sit<> to it in the Zodiac, and from the former location of the famous flshin( 
star Fomalhaut in it, which left the sign about the period of the great plague 
of Athens, caused so many pen;ons born under tbe sign to partake in theu 
phy~iognomy of the character uf fish, tbat it waa anciently represented by a 
goat with a fish's tail. 

AquariUI is by many persons erroneously termed a watery sign ; but it 
is, in fact, the third sign of the aerial trigon ; · and, as it is an amiable, 
peaceable, and Uranian sign, and as the air was perceived to be the bearer 
of the vapuurs, clouds, and even waterspout•, Aquarius ,was represented by. 
the figure of the water-bearer, which also denoted one who followed a u.eefnl 
and domestic rather than ~ny destructive occup11tion. 

Puce• was found to signify pel'Fons who were employed in fishing, and m 
other watery concerns; likewise shallow •treams, in which fish are readily 
81'en. It is a sign under which fishmongers a• e frequently born, or in which 
planets are located at thl'ir birth; and some of the peroons born while it is 
ruing approximate to fishes in thtir eyes, which are somewhat conspicuouS 
and phlegmatic. 

It must be remembered that all the signs indicate various classes of indi
vidual», and that by the entrance of illlll'trious fixed stars into them, their 
characters are reduced or l'xaltcd, as in the in~tance of Scorpio, wllich wu 
onee termed the accuTI!ed ~ign, but Nuce the celebrated star of ,Mincna, 
the north balance, and other emiuent ones have been located therein, this 
sign has been the ascendant of many of the most illustrious heroes, legisla
tors, 8urgeun•, a~tronomers, painters, ~cnlptors, engravers, &c. It was the 
ascendant of Edward the Third and the Black Prince, of Lord Nelson, of 
Lo1-d Byron, Napoleon, 11nd many distingul11hed officers employed by the 
Duke of Wellington. The sign is so strictly martial, that no planet except 
Mars baa any dignities in it; and it wa• probably on thi• account singled CHit 
at< having no friendly •igniflcation to the harmonies of nature. 

There have been many other interpretations given of the names of the 
signs; the most common is that which alludes to tbe animals produced in 
the various months, as the Sun proceeds through BOrne of the si[EDII. Art
other orilCinates in the idea of the Soh's motion, and its eft'ects; aa, that at 
the summenolstice be begins, like a crab, to move b•ck wards towa•·daaoruh.,m 
'leclination-that his fiery heat, when In Leo, reeembles a raging liou-that 
the harvest time Is alluded to when he enters the sign of the Virgin, who Is 
:represented bolding an ear of eom in her band. · In Lilwa he ia aaid to 
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W~ the days antt nights. In Scorpio, to produce an 'ltllpliMIB&IIt elltct 
by meaaa of the weather, aalf, like a &COrplon, he left a l!tiDg behind. 

These and the explanations of the other signs are Ingenious evuluna, ln
'Yeoted by the eemies of judicia\ astrology, or by pel'80n8 entlrelylgnol'tlllt 
of it, &nd serve only to mislead persons of inqoirlug miDd f'loem ~~ trne 
•odifcal erigia 8f their appellations. 

EFFECT OF IMAGINATION. 

In the case of" GWIIIY," no disrespect was intended towards the medical 
profesalon. Reference was there made to the common Clll!8 of cioct91"11 diftiw
illg, and, as stated in the text, such difference generally arises through want 
of a settled principle of action, and not through lack of learning or of skill ; 
but sometimes 1t ari:!es simply through the peculiarity of the patient's CBtle, 

whi.ch conatitutes the real difficulty in f01·ming an opinion u to the caul!ll of 
the diaease. Under such circumstances, the principles of astral science are 
really valuable, especially where the cause iiS latent . 

.A case o11ce oceurred within the knuwled~e of the writer, where for several 
~ears the patient, "believing everything and invetotigating nothing," WitH 

firmly imRressed with the idea that his flesh was heir to an Ill of a troable
eome character, which would never be shaken off. This idea, l•owever, 
tabeeqDently proved to be quite erroneous, and, 811 we are lnformllll, " the 
patieot" aforesaid, although not a disciple of Ptolemy, now pays respect to 
Doctors Reason and Experience as well as to ~-culapian advice. Probably 
hill chance of &ITifing at the .allotted age of man is not thereby decreaaed. 

In many Clllles the imaginatitm(and this bas been alleged 118 a reiUIOD why 
it id unwise to read medical works) plays us tricks.* A species of mono
mania is produced, difficult to •hake off. The followinll' is a cu1•i.ous Clllle of 
Ule effect of imaginatiot&, related reeently by Dr. Noble:-

" 11. Boutibouae served in the army of Napoleon, and ae was present at 
many engagements during the early part of last century. At the battle of 
Wagram, iu 1809, he was engaged in the .fray. The ranks around him bad 
been terribly thinned with ~thot, and at sunset he was nearly isolated. While· 
reloadinl( hit musket, he was shot do.wn by a cannon-ball. Hill imp,_wn · 
wae, that the ball bad passed through his legs below his kneea, separating 
them from the thighs; for he suddenly sank down, shortened, as he believed, 
to the extent of about a foot in meuurement. The trunk of the body fell 
backwards on the g~·ound, and the senses were completely paralyzed by tbe 
alwck. Thus he Jay motionle1111 amongst the wounded and dead during the 
reat of the night, not darln~~: to move a muscle, l~st the 10811 of blood shoald 
be fatally increased. He telt no palo, bat this Ire attributed to the stunning 
•lfect of the shock to the brain 'and nervous system. At early dawn be 11'811 

IU'Oased by one of the medical staff, who came ronnd to help the wounded. 
I What's the matter with you, my goud fellow ?' said the surgeon. ' .A.b.! 

• Cues arising from fear of hJdi'OPIIBbi<J are frequent, and dbtreuing to wltne.. 
Now, In 111ch caaea aatroloQ Ia our beat tdenll 
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touch me tenderly,' replied Mon~ieur B., • I bel'ef'eh you : a eannon-ball hu 
earried off my legt'.' The ~urgeon examint>d the limbs Jeferred to, and then 
gi'fiog him a shake, said, with a laugh, "Get up; you have nothing the 
mat1:8r with you.' Mon~ieur 11. ~pran~r up in astonishment, and stood firmly 
on the le1o:ll which be bald conceived to be lost. 'I had not,' 118id MoDilienr 
B., ' a wound about me : J had been @hot down by a C811Don-ball, bU4 io
~tead of llll&iing through the legs, as I belie\·ed, the ball bad piUII!Ild under 
my feet, and bad ploughed a hole In the earth beneath, at least a foot in 
depth, into which my feet saddenly sanlr, giyiog me the idea that I had bMa 
thllll shortened by the loss of my legs.' " 

THE HEAVENLY BODIES: THEIR RELATIVE DIST.~NCES FROM 
TilE BARTH.* 

"If we supJIOI!Il the Earth to be represented by a globe a foot in diameter, 
tho dU.tance of the Sun from the Earth will be about two miles; the dia
meter of the Sun, on the same supposition, will be something above ooe 
hundred feet, and conpeqnently lais bulk sueh as might be made- ur of two 
hemi~pheres, each ab.lut the size of the dome of S&. Paul's. The Moon wiU 
be thirty feet from us, and her diameter three inches, about that of a cricket 
ball. Thus the Sun would much more than oecupy all the space within 
the Moon's orbit. On the same scale, JuplteJ• would be above t•n miles from 
the Suo, and Uranus forty. We see, then, how thinly scattered through 
•pace are the heavenly bodies. The ji:red etars would be at an unknoWB 
di>tance, but probably, if all distances were thus diminished, no star would 
be nearer to such a one-foot Earth than the Moon now Ia to as. 

" On auch a terrestrial g!obe, the highest mountains wonhl be about one
eightieth of an Inch high, and conl'tlqutntly only jru;t distinguishable. We 
imagine, theretore, how imperce,,tible would be tbe largest animals. Tbe 
whole organized covering of such an Ea1·th would be quite undiscovet'llble 
by the eye, except perhaps by colour, like the bloom on the plum. 

" To restore the Earth and Its inhabitants to their true dimeDBiou, we 
mUBt magnify the length, breath, and thiekn89 of e•·ery part of our aup-

. p~ models forty millionH of times, and, to prea.rve the proportion, we 
mu.q increase equally the distances of the Sun and of the stars from ua. 
They seem thus to pass off into in tinily, yet each of them thus removed hal 
its system of mechanical, and perhaps of organie, proce!!lle& going on 11pon 
its Hurfilce."t . 

"Tho stars which arc seen with the nuked eye are but a nry &mall por
tion of those which the telescope unveils to us. The most Imperfect tele
l.'COpe will diBcover eome that are immible wilhont it; the nry best inatra
ment, perhaps, does not show DB the mOIIt remote. The number of ll&aJ'II 
which crowd some parts of the heavens is trul)· marvellous. Dr. Hersc'hel 
oalcula~ that a portion of the milky way about teo degr88!1 long and twa 

• Bee"""· pp. 113-7. 
t Bridgwater Treadae. (Wbewell.) 
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and a-half broad, contained 258,000. In a sky eo oeeupled, the Moon 
would eclipoe 2,000 of such •tar.; at mtce." t 

liir John Herschel say•, "A~ to g•·tting any correct notions on thlg sub
ject by •h·awing circles on paper, or, gtill worse, ft·om those childish toys 
called orreries, it i~ out of the quc~tion." He proceed" to aay, "Choul!e 
any well-levelled field ot· bowliug-grcen : on it place a globe two feet in 
•liameter; this will represent the ::Inn ; Mercury. will be represented by a 
grain of mu.•t&l'd-aeed, on the circumference of a drcle 16.& feet in diameter , 
for its 01 bit; Venus, a pea, on a circle_ 284 feet in diameter ; the Earth, aleo 
a (l+'a, on a circle of 430 feet; Mar~, a rather large pin's head, on a circle of 
65i feet; Juno, Ceres, Vesta, and Pallas, grains of aand, in orbits of from 
1,000 to 1,200 feet; Jupiter, a moderate-sized orange, in a circle of half a 
mile across ; Saturn, a small orange, on a circle of four-fifths of a mile; 
and Uranus, a full-sized cherry or small 1•lum, upon a circumference of a 
eircle more than a mile and a-half in diameter." 

The orbit of N eJJtune wuultJ be represented by a circle of nearly three 
milea in diamett.'r, by obs,rving a relative proportion to those' dk<tances of 
Sir J. Herschel, The dostance-of Neptune being about 3,000 millions of 
mile~~ from the Sun, we will endeavour to graa1• a faint idea of the extent, 
although the mind alm••st fails in conceiving even a motion of this vast 
apace. 

Imagine a railway, with a train running thereon at the rate of 100 miles 
an hour continuously: a paaaeogcr setting out on a journey to Neptune, and 
travelling with that (to us) great speed, would not arrive at his journey'• 
end in 16&1 than than 3,400 years ; 80 that, if he started f1-om the :Sun at the 
birth of our Saviour, be would at thk< time have accomplk<hed rather more 
than half his journey. Let tbe reader imagine himself raised to any sufll
eient height above the level of the bowling-green or field before alluded to, 
so that be may have a full view of the limit of Neptune's orbit: to imitate 
the motions of the planets in the above-mentioned orbits, Mercury mua' 
deacribe his owu diameter in 41 seconds, Venus in -l m. 14 s., the Earth in 
7 m., Mars in 4 m. 28 s., Jupiter in 2 h. 56 m., Saturn in 3 h. 13m., and 
U t·anus in 2 h. 16 m. To extend tho idea, suppose the sight or capabilitiell 
of vision to be extended 80 far as neceesary, and let us take a flight into 
apace, at a suttable elevation, perpendicular to the Sun, we shall, of course. 
perceive that glorious body beneath our feet, with the planets revolving 
about him in nearly the same plane at their respective distances, but pro
portional to the above account of Herschel, with their respective attendante 
or satellites, not forgetting the beautiful accompaniment of Saturn in the 
two rio~ concentric with the planet and each other, the whole moving from 
WBIIt to east-the primary bodies round the Sun, and the secondaries round 
their respective primaries. Neither must we forget the nrious smaller 
primaries of recent discovery. We shall then have presented to our view 
one of the grandest spectacles which can be imagined, increasing in beauty 
a.; WI! contemplate their varied properties, structure, and beautiful regularity, 
wbich is so exact as to enable us to calculate the precise moment when a 
particular aspect is found or pobitlon attained. • 

• Brldpwater Treatise. (Whewell.) 
t B.apbaal, 1854. 
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. Tbe followl-c Ia a lketeh of Saturn's riDge u - wbell tlle plaet il 
po.tted in each of the twelve aians of the Zodiac :- . 

~~Q 
~ 11\ ~ 

~iJd 
"'j ~ * 

Saturn'l Rlnp. 

'l'be dlmenalona of the rlnge of Saturn, represented In the abOYe cnt, ac-
-eording to 8ir J. Bereehel, are aa follows :- ' 

"Exterior diameter of the exterior ring 
Interior ditto • • . • • • • • 
Exterior diameter of interior ring • • • • 
Equatorial diameter of the planet • • • • 
Interior diameter of interior ring . • . • • 
Interval between the planet and interior ring • 
Interval of the rings • . • • . • • • . 
Thickness of the rings not exceeding. • • • 

176,418 miles. 
155,272 " 
151,690 , 

79,160 " 
117.339 " 
19,090 , 
1,791 , 

100 ,. 

.... 8TB.O.OIIIC.U. P.A.RTICULAR8 OP TH.K PL.A.l!IBT S.A.TUB.l!l.* 

Mean distance from the Sun, 908 millions of miles ; annual period, 'or 
length of time going round the Sun, 10,759 days 1 hot.:r; diameter, 70,730 
miles; length of day,-10 hours 16 minutes. 

• "Bol'OIICOpe," To1. I. p. 14. {11114.) 
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He Is 760 times u lane as the Earth. He baa eeTen moona, and triM 
riltg• about 39,000 mile. dil!tant fwm his borly, and they are about that 
l»readth, which is once and a half the girth of this earth. 

Thia vast body roll• through space, poised by Its Great Creator'• power, 
at the rate of 20,800 miles an hour! yet auch is the immense distance he Ia 
froJD the Earth, even whPn at the n• arest po'nt (ah.,ut 813 mOllon@ of 
miles), that if he were to commence flying towards U@ at this aatoniahln!f 
nte, he would be four yean and a half in l'llllching our planet! It woul4 
take a railway carriage, travelling twenty-one miles an hour, not le68 tball 
16 houl'll and 40 minute& to go as far u Saturn goea In one single minute, 
'ria., 350 miles. 
· It is this inconceitlable t~elocity of the heavenly bod:ea, no le88 than their 
J,mmeuae bulk, which ou~eht to be reflected on befhre the vanity of a mere 
inaect, sueh u man Is when compared with them, should induce him to 
·deny the p0111ibility of their i't/fuer&M on thia globe and all the mol'Sels of 
Qimated duat which crawl on ita 1urface. -

HUSBAND AND WIPE.• 

The cues ill which the husband and wife are prt>clst>ly of the Mme age 
must he of rare occurrence; but the number of caSI'S In which the hnshantl 
-and wife were born In the same year is consider~ble. And in 3,202,974 
paiN, the ages of 1,299,008 pairs fall in the same quiuquenuiad, 1,954,519 
io the eame deeenniad, and 2,1>74.952 (or foul'-flfths) in the same vlcen
m.d. Women of the atte of 20-40 give birth, probably, to ..even in every 
eight children ; and It is seen that, of 1,703,475 wivee of the age 20-40, 
dlere are I ,397,453 married to husbands of that age, 297,045 to husbands of 
40-60; while only 1,620 of the86 wives are united to husbandd under 20, 

· and 1,807 to husbands of 60 and upwards. 
The disparities of age are generally In the direction that popular o~va

tlou would Indicate; for while the age of the hushand and• "'ife falls in 
l,i99,008 inatances within the same qulnquenniad, the wife belongs in 
1,409,691 lDBtances to the attes older than the age of the husband. 

The degree of disparity differ@ and is greatest at the extreme age of either 
wex. The disparity of age baa a wider range ; and the returns show 
oue instance In which a man of Stl-35 is married to a woman of 90-95, and 
four in which men of 95-100 are matTied to women of 45-50. In one in
lltanllll, it appeara In the tablt'B that a girl of 18 is married to a man of 100 ; 
but this is an error. There is a certain regularity in the numbers that marry 
at diiferent ages, and In aueh a degree as indicatet> that the acts which appear 
to result from arbitrary volition and chance are the ru11lt Qfregulatedetm-
~. tohich in their cour11e QlHJy lato/1 andfolloto rule11 a11 d~jinite a11 

. cnv that lltDflY the relation• of the physical phenomena of inorganic 
..tter.t 

At every period of life the proportion of wives older than their husbands fa 
.muchlell &han the proportion of husbands older than their wi Vet!; the ratio 

'• Bee an~. chap. l'll
t Ceuua Repoa.t01861-4. 
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of wives at an advance often years over the a[E'! of husband• at the flnt ·ln
terval, taking one with anothPr, is about 13 to 100. Thus, to 100 "ivea •ho 
are married to husbands 20 yPar~- youn!fer, there are 13 wivi'P ma1"rled to 
hasbaarls 30 years youn~ter than themselves; anrl, o~rain, to 100 wlva~ who 
are married to hDihands 30 y•·al'll younger, thf're are 13 wlvl!l' ptarrled to 
husbands 40 yeMrs youn!l"er than tl•emselves. The avt'r&jle ratio of CIU'e& iD 
which hll>\bands are to be found to be manied to wives older than tllem
~eivBB, at the same interval, Is expressed by about 7 to the advanced age to 
100 at the age 10 yelll'll yoonJ~er. 

Without entering into any further or profonnder analy~is, It Is suffieit!ntly 
evirlf'nt that the returns open a new field of philosophical inquiry into · a 
~object which has hlthPrto been treated lightly; and that the fortune-teller 
may yet shlll'e the glory or the shame of the astrolo!!ists and the alchemis~, 
tchtUe .W:£'688 tDtU th8 titndence of untliJICOflerlld trt~tA, tu tDilU a8 of tAilir 
bold rapacity and. of mankind.'8 credulity. The p888ions and aft'ectiona of 
men are ~eoverned by laws as certain as those of the heavenly bodies; bot it 
Is not true, as the phenomena are complicated, that the acts of particular 
individuals can alwa~s be predicted. And, In dL!clll'ding thL! notion, we get 
ri'l of the vulgar error. But it is true that the acts of numbers of indiwl
duals can be predicted with sufficient c!'rtairity for practical purpo>es for the 
ma1Tiage returns; anrl these enumerations, In conjunction with the life
table, furnish the means of calculating the .,bances that a man or woman, 
young or old, and unmarried, will marry, oofore, In, or after a.given year of 
age : calculating the probability of remaining a spinster or a bachelor, or 
of befog In the married state at any given age; the probability of!Jeariog 
children, or of being a widower, or a widow. And th- calculations 11'111 
Nrve not merely to gratify idle curiosity, but to guide the course of men'• 
lives, to regulate the population, to make provisions for children wbo marry 
as well as for those who dq not marry, and to direct the establishmeot and 
conduct of social institutions, which may mitigate the calamities of prema
ture death. 

The existence of 382,969 widowers, and of 79.'>,000 widows, some of 
tende1" age, iu every cla&l of rociet~·, and in nf'ry pa1·t of the country, 
who have been left-as well as their c:ompanionrJ that have been taken 
by fever, consumption, cholera, aud the cloud of dise81188 that at pre
Bent surround mankind-stand like sad monuments of our mortality, of our 
ignorance, and dillobedu .. ce of the law8 of Nature, and as memorials a& 
the >&me time, we may hope, of the suffeJ·ini(S from which tile people may 
be ddivered by sanitary discoveries and observaoces.-CBNSU& RBPOaT, 
1851-4. 

As to the ages into which a man's life may be divided, see ante chapter on 
climacterical years. • 

We have u~ed the division of jiiJe agu largely in the Report, and ehall 
ahow that It is well characteril'Cd. 

Thejir11t age, covel'ing the fh·st twenty years of life, ~xtend8 over child
hood, boyhood, and youth. It is the age of growth, and it is the llt(e of 
learning for the greater number : in the lreginnlntz, on the mother's &1'11111 ; 
in the middle of the period, at school; in the end, at the workshop, where, 
in-succession, the man11e~, language, knowled!{e, and skill-the traditiQDal 
and hereditary acquisitions of mankind-al'e transmitted to the new pnera-

• p. 129-136. 
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tlon. Generous sentiment~, pas• ion, Pnthusiasm, diaplay themselvea at the 
period. and crimes are committed by evil natUJ'Bl'. 

The •econd age, or vicenniad (20-40) of which thh•ty yca1'8 i~ the central 
point, embr·ace' the period of early mankind. Growth is completed; weitcht, 
stature, and strength ar·P at their maximum. It is the athletic, poetic, in· 
vAutive. beautrful age, tlac prime of li:e. It is the 110ldi~r's a~. The ap· 
prentice becpme• the journeyman, who att.dns at the end the highP.&t mecha
nical skill. an•l earns the highest wages. Marriag-e is contracted, and the 
man hears the name of father from the lip8 of his children. In bad naturea, 
and in unfavourable circumstances, it is the age of crime, of [l&<Sion, of 
madness, which breab out in its wildest f.>rm•, as well as of wasting maladies. 

In the third viceuniad (40-60), of which the middle part is fifty yeHH, 
we see men in the higher professions first attain eminence. The capital 
which has been expended in their education returns rapidly; their establi.Jhed 
char·ar.tet•s !(ive them the couft<lence of their fellow men; experienre and 
practicP enable them to deal as pro6cients with the greHt lntereshJ and ques• 
tions of the world. They >lee thl'ir children enter lite. The edifices, of 
which the foundations were l•tid before, spring up around them. The pru
dent, tried, skilful, inventive rnan n'"'. often become><, in England, a master, 
and controls e>tabli>hments in which he was once the ch·rk, the workman, 
the apprentice-boy. It may justly be called the intellectual age-the lejl'is• 
latin, the judicial age. The statesm•tn speaks, and his voice reverberatea 
over a11 attentive nation. But the passions aud labuurs of life wear deep 
furrows. The hPalth of the wor·kman is shaken in grt•at citiee, and he falls 
before their pe.~tilences. The he11rt ~nd the brain are sometimes over• 
wrought; dilwases acquire f.>r<·e, and the m .. n easily falls their vicrim. 

The fourth vicenn·n<l (60-80), of which the yeat· 70 is the centre, may 
be con•ider~d the laureate age uf a complete !if··· The veteran retire" from 
the camp, the workman from the wurksltop, th~ labourer from the field, 
,.here they have done thdr duty. The U.f!tl of strength is over; but lUI eivl· 
lization advance:;, men are not now .-ast a:-ide, but enter upon the legitimate 
reward• and honours of their accumulated service.~. The merchant has ac
quired richee, the manufacturer h .s givl'n his name to a lasting house of 
bou;ine11.•, the pmprietor's improvements are visible In his Iandt< antl houses; 
the phy~kian. the judge, and the bisbup, dbchar(.(e the highest functions of 
their respective J>role>sions ; the fJ"Uits of the prescient stute•man's witoe 
meftl'ures, ripened under oppo~ition, are now gathl'red in by a gt•ateful people, 
Integrity and wisdom in council ar·e .ealed by experier.ce, e.nd receive the 
l'P.cognition which envy can no longer (lainsay. • • As a good:life in old 
8jr8 beeomi'B something almo•t divine, so a bad life il! then transformed 
Into a "wrinkled eld" of a! most supel'tlatural malignity; of which the de
~ignation• evil-eye, wizard, witch, the "old serpent tho de\"11," expreu the 
p· ·pular dread and ahhorence : 

" And that winch •hould accompan7 ol~ age
Ae honour. Jo, e. obedience, troopR of friends
The \7raot and hoar7 plotter of e•il 
M.uat not look to ba,·e; but, in their Read, 
Curses-not loud, but deep!' 

lfthe vitalty rap'dly <lecreases in the fourth llji.'O, the stren11th fails, the 
eenses !!l'OW dull, the mind it•elf decays in the fifth dccentoiad (80-H>O) ; 
and then the colour~ of tht1 world l11de .away, the forms of men are india~ 
tiuctly seen In the dim twilight, the voices of meu are heard but like the in-
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artlealate mlll'lllnnr-111 the eea-thP eense or being, and tl1e memories tbem
telves of well-~pent years, are at Jut obliterated. 

The lamp of life Ia not broken, but Is softly burnt ont.. Ita lltmrim riniJ 
-.4 eta1 11-cit ; nee IIUbi.t~ fraftgitur ; 1ed diuturnitate extinguitur. 
• • • It Is the period of repose, atler the laboul"ll, etruggles, achieve;_ 
IIUIIltB, and glories of manhood are onr. 

METEOROLOGY. • 

At paft'e 2M of the 1onmal pobll~hed by the Meteerolorfeal Society, 
Mldet~ee exists of a f~tct lnte~ting to Bftrlcolturista. • 

It Ia shown that during 242 month•' ob.tervatlons at Aberdeen, CarHsle, 
Edmonton, and Hereford, the1·e fell 690 inches of raiii-Biltum being in 
eonjunction with the Son; while at the aame places, &l•d during the Fame 
pt'riod, there fell in 114 months only 232 inches ofraiu-Man being so 
aitaated. 

The mean fall monthly being, under Saturn's action, 2·438 inches. 
,, , , Ma .. s'g , 2·000 , 

Excess by Saturn's action, 0·438 

That thia JK>rlod was not unfllirly chosen, is proved by the fact that bo&h 
periods occurred 

During lltlt'ries of 66 months at Carlisle-fall of rain, 178·0 inches, 
,, I 08 , A herdeen , 209•7 , 
.; 288 ., Hereford , 737·6 , 
, 279 , EdmontOn , 653•6 , 

Total months, 741 Total of rain, 1,678·8 inches. 

ThiH (Civea a mean fall per month of 2·266 inche~. which is ·266 of an 
Inch more than what fell during Mw'S' action, and ·172 of an inch less than 
what fell durin~ Saturn·~ action ; yet the mean of the abo\'e 306 months 
difthg only ·041> of an inch from the mean of the whole 741 month,, 

The importance of this matter will be obvious to the farmer, when he con
alders that the monthly excess of rain when Saturn'~ aspects are in opera
tion being 438 of au inch, amounts to 92 butts per acre of additional Willer, 
.or about 3 butts daily. 
· The Imperial gallon contains 277·274 cubic inch~s of water; and if the 
number of Inches on an acre-viz., 6,272,640-bc multiplied by ·438, and 
the pi'Oduct divided by the contents of a gallon, such product will be 9,909 
gallcmo, which arc equal to 92 butts.t 

• Bee 1111te, chap. xtv. . 
. t Dear bread makeo 1111 tblnga dear, not onl7 other artleleo of food, bat other artie! .. 
of daily woe. The price of corn must atfect the rate of wage, the rate of wage the ..,. 
of production. and the cost of production the market charge. Poor-rateo are largel7 
lncrt'ased. 8carclt1 mn•t mean heavy 8\itfering, In an;p case Involving oevere oatlon&l 
triaia.-7Vnu, Sept. 18th, 1864. 
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ANNO NONO GEORGII II. (A.) 

CAP. V. • 

"An Act to repeal the statute made in the ftrst year of the reign of King 
James the Fir~t, lutitnled ' An Act agailll!t Conjuratinn, Witchcraft, aod 
dealing with Evil and Wicked Spirits,' except so much thereof as repeals an 
Act oftheftfth yearoft.hereign of Queen Elizabeth against ctmjurations, in~ 
chantm.ents, and witchcrorfts; and to r·epeal an Act passed in the Parliamen* 
of Scotland, in the ninth Parliament of Queen Mary, intituled, 'Anmt&. 
Witchertift'; and for pu •• ishing 8oeh persons as pretenrl to exercise or use 
any kind of witchcraft, sorcery, inchantment, or conjuration.'' 

Be it enacted by the King's most excellent M'l)esty, by and with the advice and con• 
aent of the Lords spiritual and tempor&J, and Commons, in this present PariiuDent 
......,mbled, and by the authority of the same, that tlie statute made in the 11rot year ~ 
the reign of King James the First, intituled "An • ct against conjuration, witoberaf\, 
and dealing with e•il and wicked spirits," shall from the 4th June next be ·l'tlpealed, 
and utterly void, and of none effect t except so much thereof as repeals the statute made 
in the fifth year of the reign of Queen Elizabeth, i.Dtituled, " An Aet against Con,jur .. 
tiom, lnchantments, and Witcbcrafts.") 

11. And be it further enacted, by the authority aforesaid, that, from and after ilie s&lcl 
twenty-fourth day of June, the Act passed In the Parliament of Scotland, in tbe ni.Dtla 
Parliament of Queen Mary, lntituled Anentis Witchcraft, sh&ll be and is herebr .., 
~a! ad. 

Ill. And be It furthe~ enacted that, from and after the said twenty-fourth 4aJ of 
June, no prosecution, suit, or proceeding sh&ll be commenced or carried on against any 
person or persons for witchcraft. sorcery. incbantment, or conjuration, O&" for charging 
another with any such o:lfence, in any Court whatsoever in Great Britain. 

IV. And for the more effectual preventing or punishi.Dg any pretences to auch arts 
and powers as are bofore-me!ltioned. whereby Ignorant persons are frequently deluded 
aDd defrauded, be it further enacted, by the authority aforesaid, that If any person 
sh&ll, from and after the said twenty-fourth day of June, pretend to exercise or nse any 
kind of witchcraft, sorcery. incbantment, or conjuration, m· undertake to tellfurtuna, up 
prete,,d--from hi8 or Mr 1kiU or knowledge in. anv occult or crafty 1cie11ce--lo didcover where or 
ir• what ,manner any good& or chatttll supp,;led to ha'De been .ttolef& or lo&t may be found, evel"1 
person so offending, being thereof lawfully convicted on Indictment or inform&tlon In 
that part of Great Britain c&lled England, or on indictment or libel in that pan of 
Ort<JJ Britain called Scot/a·nd, sh&ll for every such offence suffer Imprisonment by the 
8\Jace of one whole year, without bail or mainprize; and once in every quarter of the 
aaid ye&l', in some market-town of the proper county, upon the market--day, there stand 
openly on the pillory by the apoee of one hour, and &lso sh&ll (if the Court by which 
IIUCh judgment ob&ll be given sb&ll think fit) be obliged to give sureties for his or hBI' 
sood behaviour in such sum !llld for such time as the Court sb&ll judge proper, accord
Ing to the circumstances of the offender, and iD such eaoe shall be further imprl8oned 
""'" ncb sureties be given. 

By the statute 17 George II. e. 5, and Act to amend and make mo1"8 
effectual the law relatinl( to rogues and vagabonds, and other idle and dil
orderly persons, and to Houses of Correction, it is enacted, by section 2, that-

All persons pretending to be gipsies, or wandering in the habit or fonn of B~ 
or pretending to have skill in physiognomy, p&lmestry,orlike crafty science, or prttend
ilog to teUfortw•e&, or nsing any subtil craft to deceive and Impose on any of his Majesty'i 
oubjeets, sh&ll 'be deemed rogues and vagabonds withiD the meaning of that Aet, and 
Wle &o one mont»'• imprlaonment. 

• Bee onk, chap. xxl. 
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The Act proceeded, by section 7, to give the Justice power of whlppin~ 
offendel"l!, and of committing them to the House of Correc!lon until thf' 
next General or Quarterly Sei!Sions ; and section 2 declares the power of tbe 
Justi~ at ~uc.h ScS>Iona o• et· vag!'bonds and incorrigible rogues. 

Where an:r offender against this Act •hall be committed. aa aforesaid, to the BoUM 
ot Correction, there to remain until tbe next General or Q.ua.rter Seutons, and the 
J..-tiees at such Se,slons sh.Ul, on examination of the elreumstances of the case, ad
Judge 1\lch pei'IOn a rogue and Y&gabond, or an Incorrigible rogue. they ma;y. If tbe;y 
Ulink con•enlent, order ouch rogue or •agabond to be detained or kept In the oald Houoe 
of Correction to hard labour for any further time not cxceedmg ai.x months; and 8llda 
lneorrlgible rogue for an;y further time not exceeding two years, nor lesathan six montlls 
from the time of making ouch order of Sessions; and during the time of sbch penon'• 
-anement to be corrected b;r flllripping, In such manner, and at such times anti placel 
wttbln their jurisdictions aa, oecording to the natun of IUcb. penon'• oll'enee, &be7 
In their dlacretion ehall think tl.t. 

And further, by the same section-

If ouch penon, being a mile, Ia abo•e the age of twelve :rears. the Justices at their 
lleaati>no may, and are hel"Pb;r empowered, at any time before he io discharged from the 
House ot Correction, to send him to be employed in bis Majesty's service, either 1., 
M!G or land, if they sbaJI Judge proper ; and in case any such mcorrigible rogue, .., 
ordered by tbe said GeneraJ or Quarter S"""ions to be detailted and kept in the sai4 
Houoe of Correction, shall, before the expi.-tion of the time for which he or she sba 11 
be so ordered to be there detained and kept, break out or make his or her escape from 
the Mid House of Correction, or shall offend again in the like manner-in el'ery Bucb 
oue, every such person shall be deemed and taken to be guilty of felony, and, being 
legally convicted thereof, sb&ll and may be trau&pol'ted fur auy tim~ .,.ot ezcud,i,.g .t~c,a 
,etrl, in the aame manner u by the law& now in being other felona ma1 be· tr&Aa
portecl. 

DRUNKENNESS. t 
Although men cannot abolish crime by law, yet they have legislated 

against it ever since the origin of communities. It would have sav~d 
much time, and more su1ferin!{, if tbe enactment~ which have •trul!~tlcd 
with effects had more frequently g-rappled with cnu.~ea. A nail cannot 
atop the bullet, though it will spike the gun; and twenty great enginea 
sometimes scarcely suffice, when the flames are t•apng, to withstand a fire, 
which, when it began, the heel of a child might have extinguished. Ju..t 
glance at the predomin~nt featurea of what may be called the physiognomy 
of a modern police report ; in fully ninety per ccut. of tl e cases which de
mand the time of the magistrate and the money of the tax-payer-th<lt'e 
brutal injuri6ll, f,r which inadequate and inoperative vindication is thu1 
found or sought-are cases, the recurrence of which mere puui•hmcnt will 
never prevent. They are ctime~ committed by persons not pby~ically sane, 
yet not legally mad. The account of the horrible tmn~actiun where the 
fellow battered out the brains uf his wife, or perhapM only kicked from ibi 
80cket the knee wllich had olteu bent in prayer for him, and who "stand. 

• The tine old gentlemen of the olden time who paosed this ,Act, b;r section 26. ~Ye 
the magistrates power to order imprisonment and tDhippinfl u ln. casu of women be.ioc 
deH•ered of children in the street." 

t Bee ""'-• chap. xi:<. 
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eousmitted for trial by the worthy magistrate," Ia read by another fellow 
who thinks it all vet·y shocking, but who is drinking a prodi!{ious amount of 
gin; and the toext duy his own case excite& similar ast.onillhment in thou
II&Dds who are simillll·ly oc<Jupied.* 

MARTIAL PROPENSITY. (See ante, chap. VIII.) 

The influence of the planet MARs, when not ev11ly placed in a nativtt:r 
~efterally has a tendency to prevent the ch&l'acter of the native ft•om dege
nerathg into effeminacy. In a world which abounds with difficulty and 
danger, a degree of combativeness is nece68ary, as a stimulus for the mind 
to oppose obstecles. A martial disposition will naturally delight in sur
mountiug di.fficultiet-" a severe instructor set over us by the supreme ordi
nance of a parental guardian and legislator, who knows us better than we 
know ourselves."t It has, likewise, been truly observed that anger, gene
rally painful, is not without its use, for it stimulates to defetUJe j and it 
ol\entimes assuages the pain given to our more tender feelings by the harsh
ness or' ingratitude, injustice, or treachery of those upon whom our claime 
were the strongest, aud whose cruelty, or whose basenc68 would enter like 
ateel into the soul were no react iBn excited to deaden and protect iq A 
due proportion of martial blood is, tbet-elore, desirable. The abuse of com
bativeness leads to bloodshed, bullying, and bl~ter. 

The following amusing sketch-published in " Sharpe's Magazine" since 
the sketch of Gussy was written-is worthy of quotation with reference to 
his anti-martial propensities, mentioned at p. 89. Gussy is an excep
tion to the general rule, boys generally being comiJati\'e, like Clement:-

" I iiuppose," the writer obsenes, "nine boys out of ten have an • ardent 
desire to join a martial proftl&'ion. Some fancy the navy, but many moro 
the army. The officers look such fine fellows-the uniform is so brilliant 
and showy-the duties seem so pleasant, lounging about to enjoy yourself, 
or strutting up and down before the soldiers and putting them through their 
drills. In addition to this, man is naturally a pugnaciOitS animal, let moral
ists say what they will; and boys at•e but natural when they want to join a 
fighting profe-sion. Have we not all, in our juvenile days, cut oft' the 
heads of the tail-grass, or the tulips in our mamma's garden, with a sweep 
of our penny caue or our sixpenny sword, and f, It how we should like' to be 
alicing off real enemies' beads with a real sword a Ia Saladin? 

uThe real seldom answers to the id~l. If nine boys out of ten 
wish to join the army, at least tbe same proportion are disappointed 
with it when their wish ·has been attained. Settiug aside the fact 
that officers have a great many duties to perform that are not pleasant, a 
youth gets weary of the delight of wearing fine clothes and dangling a real 
awoJ'(l from hie side. The child is tired of his toy. And then there are hie 
playmate& in the game, his bl·othor-oflicers : very much of his love for, :or 

• JI.Of'fling P01t, Aug. 21, 1834. 
t Burke. 

t Coldempt <II' plt7 ia·calculate4 to exerei.e the......, heallog ildlueuoe. 
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dl~~g~~~t with, his new prnfei!Sion wlll depend upon them-whether he llkelt 
them, and whether they like him. 

" Some boys are born to he butts. Whatever may be the planet that pre
~Ides over this unfortunate race, I am perfectly con\"loced that I was lxwe 
onder it. 

" Indeed, I was so imprrssed with the Idea, that I once w«•nt to a renowned 
profes.<or of astrolo!Cy to have my nativity cast. I paid him several guinea 
fees, and he was gt>tting on capitally, so that I should soon h11ve been in 
poi!Saosion of my fntire de;tiny, when, unfortuoately, some olrtlady, about 
whose fate he had made a mi•take (he proml~~ed she sboultt marry a man 
who died without ghin~ her a chance) ; this old lady actually set the police 
oa the profeSI'Or, and walked him otr before the magt.lrate. The next time 
1 ealled at hit abode, I heard that he was pielring oalum in the Coldbfth· 
Field&!" 

PORTSltiOUTH TOWN COUNCIL • 

.A euriotu ctUJe of Wisdom choo.•ing her Dtoelling-place in the mid.lt qf 
Councillor a. 

At a recent meeting of the Portsmouth Town Council, reported In the 
HampahirtJ Indeperuknt, the fullowing Hingular lt·tter was brought under 
the notice of the Council-

Jol.t.D.lll: 
P~. JfiM 30, 1864. 

My researches tell me tb&t within " very abort time you are bleued with oft'aprina. 
If with true maternal .eolicitude you are anxious to know the destin7 of that child. send 
me the exact minute, day, and hour, whether by night or day, oftbe birth. With ouch 
& fee aa an eduoa.ted phyaiciao may receive-and that only beeauoe il Is &D axiom th&l 
these occult researches are usei<BI If not properly rewarded-and in return, within • 
few days, for postage-atamps or order I will send you &n illuminated horoscope of the 
ruling of the planete. the castings of the nativity, with the name of the nataJ. star (or 
pnlua) at the period of birth, with a prognoatication of the deotlny. 

" Fore•arned lo fo.......,.ed." .Aocept, madam, the uaurance of my blsh oonoiderMloe.· 
.Addr ..... - '&c .• l'ortomoutb. 

Mrs. R. B .• Rotherbam. 
(Conjidenllal.) 

The Lodging-house Committee reported that seTer&l peraon•, well. 
acquainted with the hand-wt·iting of .11-lr. S. (the Lodging-hoUtie Inapeclor),. 
had no heeitation in affirming th~Jt the latter was written by him. A. long 
diacul!8ion then tonsued, In which a Mr. V--• said, that, if llr. 8. hatl 
writtton that Jetter, he was no ion!l'et· worthy of holding any public olllce
in the boroujlh, and he muved that he be di~~ehar~ed from hill office ol 
Lod~~:ing-bouHe Inspector. .After two close dhision~, the motio-altboa,h 
carried by twenty against eighteen-was declared to be loHt, u a ~ of 
members pre:;ent had not voted for it, JIOme h•viug remained ue!UEir. 
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QUESTION OF SURVIVORSHIP.* 

Among the passengers by the ill-fated ship D-, were M1·. and M:rs. U. 
and their family. It appeared that Mr. and Mrs. U. made their wills in 
185.'\, In contemplation of going to Au•tralia, by which they made a diapo
altion or their proper·ty for the benefit of the survivor of them: Mr. U. 
leaving his property to his wife for life, in case she survived him; then to 
his children ; and in case of his wife dying before him, and none of h!ti 
children attaining twenty-one, then he left the whole of his property to a 
Mr. W. The wife's will disposed of her own property in a similar manner. 

On the 19th of October, 1853, Mr. and Mrs. U., with their three children, 
perished by the D- above-mentioned. From the evidence of the only 
survivor, it appeared that the parents and two of their children were swept 
off the deck by on• wave, and that Miss U. did, not perish uot•l some little 
time after her parents were drowned. Under these circumstances, it was 
contended that Mi•s U. becama their next heir of kin, and that no survivor
ship could be established by-virtue of which Mr. W. could claim the pro
perty. The Master of the·Rolls was of this opinion; and the property re
verted to the next of kin and personal representative of Mies U., and not 
to Mr. W. 

SEEING IS BELIEVING t 

" The evidence which places the cholera anfl dift'used miasma iu the rela
tion of cause and etrect has only been tolerated amongst us-it has neyer 
been believed. 

" N otbiog short or bodily ta11gible tmidence will satisfy the bulk or man
kind. Show them a lump or arsenic : let them handle it, weigh it, see it 
administered to an animal, and see the animal die, they will be I!Btisfted. 
This kind of evidence their minds do not rebel ttgaiost. The possibility 
would never occur to their minds that the animal might have died from 
natural causes, independently or the poison. Kill the same animal by air 
impregnated with arsenic-a light, invisible, SC8l'Cely odorous gas-and now, 
the tangible material evidence being absent, people would no longer believe. 
Yet any chemist will tell them that the inl1iaible arseniuretted gas of which 

. we speak is immeasnrably more fatal than solid arsenic. Many an ardent 
votary or science has been struck down by it never to rise again. People 
have much to le14m before they appreciate, as they ough~, the power of in
visible things. By meana of the arsenical gas of which we speak, London in ·· 
one day might be conYerted into a city or corpses. Every spark of animal 
life might be extin,ouished. Nothing more easy. Fill the gasometers 
with arseniuretted hydrogen, turn on the gae, and the deed of wholesale 
dsath is done as b;ran invisible spirit. Here, then, is power-power esneme 
-terrible-bu' intri.tible. * * . • Well would it be for society if people 
could learn to appreciate the power of things intri.8ible !"t 

- • See ant•, p, 266. t Ant•, p. 286 •. 
~ :Hol'DIIIg Papet, Aug: 30, ISM. 

c c 
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THE LEGAL RESTRICTION OF ASTRAL SCIENCE IN PRANCE.* 

The question of the legal prohibition against the practice of astral science 
has recently been mooted in France. Curdlnal Wiseman, In a lecture re
cently delivered iD London-see the Tima, 21st August, 1854-alluded to 
this subject, as connected with education :-

" He explained bow It (popular literature) bad been carried on for 300 yelll'B by tbe 
<<>/portage; bow annually from 1!,000,000 to 9,000,000 TOlumes, varying In price from one 
half-penny to ten-pence, bad been thus distributed ; bow little, Ill the lapoe of epa, 
tbis literature had changed or been Improved ; and how, at length, the Government of 
the pre.oent Emperor bad reoohed to inquire into the character of the works thus eal
culau.i, with the view of prohibiting such u It conlidered noxious or foolish. 

" On the 30th of November, 1852, a commillslon bad been appointed, and, In .,...,..,.. 
quence, the colporteur waa required to have a stamp of permllllliov on every book that 
he oold. 

" The pubU.bers bad aloo been Invited to send In their publications to be examlued, 
and to be approved or rejected. · 

" The number of works, In consequence, arubmitted bad been 7 ,500, and of them three
fourths bad been refused permi.ssion to be put In circulation He uked the meeting to 
imagine, with such a result, the otate of the literature infecting every cottage In 
!o'rance-not for the last five, ten, or twenty, but for the lut three hundred yean. 

"Many of these books were ftlled with superstitions, and the explo<kd fallacia <>f 
<Uiro/ogy were still preserved In them u scientific U,.tbo." 

. It seems a curious mode of potting an end to the fallacies of an e:rploded 
science by gagging the press, and by practising a system of e1pionage. Be 
this u it may, his Eminence may be reminded that In England, at least, the 
truth has for tiOme years gone forth that " man shall no more render 
account to man for his beliet~ which ho can no more change than he can 
the hue of his skin or the height of his stature." In Prance, at present, 
they may manage these things differently. But despots have ever found it 
more easy " to curse than to extinguish ; the Rnre progress of knowledge 
heing fatal to them and to their designs." 

THE CHOLERA. 

ANECDOTE t CONNECTED WITH " EPIDBiliC INPLUBNCBB." 

Ao this Tolume Ia Intended to promote .altll P<'Pf'li, It Is unmeceu&ry to ofFer All 
apology for mentioning the following peroonal oireumstanees, connee!led with the OOCI'et 
of epldemlo Influences, u shown by planetary Influences (see anlt, page ~) :-

In Zadlrlel'e Almanac for 1844, page 21, we And that "twenty lmportant.upecta from 
the 20th to the 27th of Jul7 denoted a week moot remarkable for great electrical and 
magnetic excitement." Further, " Herschel, Saturll, Jupiter, and Venus, aU retrograde 
this month, a certain sign of """'" lickntu prtflalent.'' • • " Retrograde planet& 
produce negative electricity, and this depreBSes the system and deranges the elreul~ 
tlon." Ae to this elreet, we can opeak perionallp., On the erenlng of the 26th of Jaq, 

• See ante, p. 322. 
t The ...trol reader ma1llnd It lntereoting, aa connected with the l!clenee. It we bad 

had tflil !fin>etio114 operating, the cue would have been aerioua, no doubt. 
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we were seized with a sudden and severe attack of lllnen, resembling cholera, with 
much palo, &c. No ostenllible reaoon appeared for this attack, which continued for 
10111e time. Ha.tng the beneiU of good medical 1181!istance, we recovered In a few da:ys, 
and retumed to town-for the circumstance occun-ed in the country-with a salutary 
medicinal caution ao to the future. However, the circumotance did not prevent uo from 
aacending " the dark brow of the mighty Helvellyn," or from walking some twenty-ftve 
miles por diem, within one month from the aeizure. The cause of the Iauer remained 
hnrled In obscurity until aotral science gave a clue to the difficulty some years afler
wardl. There was no particular Influence hanging over us at the time, except the 
square aspeot of Jupiter and Herschel to our Hyleg, by traftlit; but tbe generallntiuence 
added to thlo no doubt " depreued the system and deranged the circulation.'' On the 
evening of the 26th, when the crili• occurred, the Sun was in oppollition aopect to 
Saturn, and the Moon was in square to Jupiter and Herschel, both rising and retro
grade. This recital may e:o:cite a smile ; but it is by recording, ifldiridtJally, cues of 
this character, trivial as they may seem, that astral principles may become really beue
ftclal. This Is penned when clwleJ-a Itself Is carrying oft hundreds of lives, and when It 
is dilllcult to see a newspaper without perusing some fresh nostrum or recipe, delllgned 
to elucidate " the aecret of epidemic in6uences." 

" The cholera Is slowly retreating from London : il dutroyed ltut wu 1,284 li .. &. The 
de&ths by cholera In Ole ten weeka of this eruption have been 8,91;3."----{ Oftlcial Repor:, 
Sep'- 27' 18~4 ) • 

• 
FINAL OB8ERVATION RE URANIA. 

EI>OCATIOlf • · CaiJd. 

I 
I 

The Rev. Mr. C., Chaplain of the P-- Bouse of Correction, estimates the public 
loa by llfteen pickpockets, whoee career he had traced-the e:o:pense of proeecutlon, 
&c.-at £26,600. For E/6 annually, the v:hole fifteen mlsht have been trained In an 
asrtcnltural school • 

• 
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The extraeta &om Ptolemr's " Tetrablblos" haft been quoted u g!Yen in the I> od7 

of \he edition b7 Mr. Aahm&nd; but he makea the following ...natiou ia the text, 

whlcllit ma;r be well to aubjoin :-

Page 191,llnea 4·5.-" Who are here"-read, "who (u nativee of the¥' countries) 
are." 

Page 192, line 1~.-" Domestleated"-read, " domiciliated.'' 

Page 192, line 35.-" The four quadrants"-read, "of tho four quadranta." 

Page 198,1ines 38·39.-" These females ahun the addresses of men as the Amuona 
4id of old"-read, "Theae female&, like the Amaaons, shun the addreaaes of men.'' 

Page 220, line 16.-For " their form" -read, " the forma of the signa." 

Page 127, line 21.-The conjectural et,.mology ofthe word .l.nlmodar hazarded in the 
Dote i.a erroneons, the wor<i,belng ••·identl.Y derived trom the Greek a.v"fUU'J-e.rtra/10 • 

• 

At page 141, ante, line 5, "from 41 "-read "and from 41.,. 

At page 145, a..u, for" chap. xlil."-read, "chap. xil." 

At page 146, ante, lor " chap. xvl.''- read, '1 chap. xv ." 

At page ~37, ante, for" chap. xlv."-re&d, "chap. xiii.'' 

At page 258, ante, for" chap. xv."-read, "chap. ~v. (Book 1.)'' 

At p•ge 118, line 1~, for "equals half a year ''-read "eq,..... a year." 

At page 156, line 6, for u page 5"-read u page 35." 

A.t page 363, line 13, "to "-read "towards.'' 

• 

• 
The engradngs of the planeta Jupiter and Saturn have been taken from Nichol's 

"Solar System." (Talt, Edinburg. 1844.) 

THE END • 

. -
LONDON: 

RlJrPD KY KOOUSON 4ND TVXFOILD, 246, lft4JID, 
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NOTICE. 

These ::;heets were published originally in the year 1854, and 
the object which the author had in view in such publication has 
been attained, partially, inasmuch as various copies have been 
sold, and the subject. has been noticed by the Pre88. See 
"Morning Post," 21st Oct. 1854; "Morning ·Advertizer,'' 17th 
Oct. 1854 ; " Illustrated London Magazine," Dec. 1854 ; The 
"Sun," 14th Feb. 1856; "Zadkiel's Almanac," 1855, &c.; and 
"Raphael's Almanac," 1855. The book contains a general de. 
scription of astral science, although, in many respects, the author 
has not used sufficient care, and the subject in some respects has 
been over-written. The medical part of astral science is espe
cially useful, and the reader may be assured that the supposed 

I 
in:terview between the medical men and the boy,-intended to 
apply to ttpinal curvature,-is applicable to the numerouS cases of 
every day occurrence in the medical world, where difference of 
opinion exists. 

Being hampered with the subjects of the legal res~iction of 
Astroiogy, which the author had undertaken to expose, believing 
he should be assisted by the Press, and that in a country believed 
to be free the injustice would be remedied,-he omitted several 
details of practical utility : but still much pure metal may be 
discovered herein, culled chiefly from ancient writers, and the 
student as well as the general reader may understand the prin
ciples of Astrology by a perusal of these pages, notwithstanding 
their deficiency. Also, the cerebral physiologist may recciYe 
information, both bearing in mind that this book merely treats of 
general principles, that the system of calculation is far from 
perfect, and liable to controversy, and that the student shoulcl 

· not dwell too much upon minor details, or expect from astral 
teachers more infallibility than he expecta.frofu other men, all 
being liable to eiTor . 

London, 21st May, 1860. 
' ; 




